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Evaporation Residues from Complete and Incomplete Fusion of "Ne with 197Au and 
M,Pb at E/A = 8.6 to 15.0 MeV/u 

F.P.HeBberger, V.Ninov, S.Hofrnann 
Gesellschaft fur Schwerionenforschung mbH, Darmstadt, Germany 

D.Ackermann 
Instituto Naziortale Fisica Nucleare, Laboratori di Legnaro, Legnaro (Padova), Italy 

S.Saro, M.Veselsky 
Comenius University, Bratislava, Slovakia 

I. Introduction and Motivation 

During the past decade systematic studies of nuclear collisions far above the Coulomb barrier have 

brought new insight in both, nuclear fusion reactions and decay properties of highly excited nuclei. 

Nuclear fusion was found to become more and more Incomplete with increasing bombarding en

ergy. Quantitatively this behavior may be parametrized by plotting the average portion of initial 

linear momentum transferred to the target, Ap/p/, versus the square root of the incident energy per 

nucleon above the Coulomb barrier, J(E-EB)IAP , ( see e.g. the review paper of Gregoire and 

Tamain / 1 /). On the average, fusion is found to be complete for -J{E—Ea)IAP < 2.5 MeV"2 and more 

and more incomplete above. Contributions of Incomplete fusion, however, may be present already 

at lower energies. Evidence for incomplete fusion in a system leading to compound nuclei 

AM > 200 was found at energies Ep£ 90 MeV already in 1972 by Bimbot et al. / 2 / for "C + '"Au, 

"*Bi. Recently Parker et al. / 3 / reported a 50% contribution of incomplete fusion to the observed 

non-fission events for "C + , ,7Au at Ep= 120 MeV. 

The influence of dynamical processes, such as timescales for particle evaporation and fission, which 

are not included in the statistical model, on the decay properties of highly excited nuclei has been 

discussed in theoretical papers / see eg. 4,5,6 / as well as on the basis of a phenomenological 

model 111, while from the experimental side a lot of new information has been provided from 

measurements of pre- and post - scission particle emission (see / 8 / and references cited in it). 

As a result of these investigations, it presently seems well established that particle emission dom

inates over fission at high excitation energies. 

Subject of our experiments was to study the influence of both, incomplete fusion and dominance of 

particle emission over fission oh the production of evaporation residues { or evaporation - residue 

- like products ) in nuclear reactions leading to heavy composite nuclei with Zp+Z, >85 and 

Ap+A, >210 . For first investigations we chose the systems ,0Ne + ,47Au and "Ne + "'Pb. 
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I I . Experiment 

The experiments have been performed with beams of "Ne, specific energies: E/A = 5.7, 8.6, 11.4, 
14.9,15.0 MeV/u, delivered from the UNILAC accelerator at GSI, Darmstadt. Reaction products, re-
coilfng from the target in beam direction, were separated from ihe projectiles by the velocity filler 
SHIP / 9 / and finally implanted In a 'stop-detector set-up' where their kinetic energy as well as, In 
case of an a-emitter, the a-decay energy was measured. In the different experimental runs, the 
'stop-detector set-up' either consisted of an array of three 24X24 mm2 passivated ion - implanted 
silicon detectors, placed horizontally side by side, a 60X24 mm* passivated ion - implanted silicon 
detector, subdivided into 10 strips, each of 6x24 mm', or an 80X35 mm* passivated ion - implanted 
position sensitive silicon detector, subdivided into 8 strips, each of 10x35 mm*. The signals from the 
individual detectors were processed by convenlional NIM/CAMAC modules and stored on magnetic 
tape event-by-event. Data aquisition and on-line analysis was performed with a VAX86 computer 
using the GOOSY system / 10 /, while off-line analysis was performed at the IBM 309O-60J at GSI 
using the SATAN system / 11 /. 

The measured a - decay energies were used to identify the produced isotopes, while the line in
tensities were used lo estimate the production rates. The latter procedure was restricted to nuclei 
with halflives Т„г :£ 30 min, while nuclei with larger halflives delivered a continuous background. 

С 
Э 
О 

о 

6000 6200 6400 6600 6800 7000 
energy / keV 0.6 0.8 10 1.2 14 

v/v CN 

Fig. 1 a spectrum taken for "Ne + "7Au at E/A 

11.4MeV/u 

Fig. 2 velocity distribution taken for 
the a4n,5n - channels ( ****Fr) from 
"Ne + 1"Au at E/A = 5.7 MeV/u. full 
line = Monte Carlo simulation accord
ing to / 14 /. 
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Further details on the experimental set-up as well as data aqulsition and analysis are found in 

/ 12,13 / . A typical о - spectrum, observed in our experiments, is shown in fig. 1. 

111. Measurement of v-distributions at SHIP 

SHIP is a two-stage Wien-type velocity filter with spatially separated electrical (£) and magnetic 

(в) deflection fields. The principle of operation can be expressed by 

(1) F = q{vxB+E) 

where F denotes the total force acting on a particle having the velocity v and the ionic charge q, that 
moves in a combined electrical and magnetic field of the field strengths E and 8. For homogeneous 
fields, E ±B , EXv , and 0 ± v , (1) reduces to 

(2) F = q(vB+E) 

It follows from (2) that for a given E/B - ratio only particles having v0 = - £ /B can pass the filter, white 

those with other velocities are deflected. On the other hand, velocity distributions can be measured 

just by changing the E/B - ratio; the resolution is limited by the velocity acceptance of SHIP, which 

is typically Av/v (FWHM) = 0.1. 

The angular acceptance of SHIP is limited to a small value around the beam direction. In our case 

the limit was 0= ± 1.5° in the first experiments (,0Ne + "TAu at E/A = 5.7, 8.6. 11.4 MeV/u / 12 /) 

and was later increased to в = ± 3.5° by placing the target closer to the entrance aperture. Due to 
the limited acceptance angle, in case of emission of an a particle from an excited nucleus, the res
idue will only enter SHIP if the a particle is emitted close to 0° or 180°, i.e. parallel or antiparallel to 
the beam direction / 14,12 I. Consequently, the velocity distribution will exhibit a double humped 
structure as shown in fig. 2. For channels involving the emission of nucleons only, a single humped 
distribution with a shirt of the maximum intensity to a value vm slightly higher than the compound 
nucleus velocity vCN = (mPlmCH)v„ is obtained / 12 /. 

According to discussions in literature / 15,16 / the velocity distributions of evaporation residues 
may be expressed by a Gaussian 

1 dc2
 r -(У-**)* -, 

(3) ^ ш 7 = / и е х р С — 2 i ^ — ] 

where vm denotes the centre of the distribution, A a normalization constant and s* the variance. 
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Fig. 3 Typical velocity distributions of residues observed in the reactions *°Ne + 1 ,rAu, 20*Pb at 
E/A = (8.6-15) MeV/u. 
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IV. Experimental results and discussion 

IV.1 Velocity distributions 

Velority distributions of a active reaction products have been measured for "Ne ( E/A = 5.7, 8:6, 

11.4, 14,9 MeV/u ) + "'Au and MNe ( E/A = 8.6, 11,4, 15.0 MeV/u ) -t- " 'Pb, Examples or measured 

distributions showing typical features are displayed in fig. 3. 

For ,0Ne + " 'Au at E/A - 8.6 MeV/u and 11.4 MeV/u we principally observe two different shapes 

of distributions, one (fig. 3a; is close to vCN and has a width of typical Avlv(FWHM) = (0.24 ± 0.04), 

v/hile the other one appears considerably broader ( Av/v(FWHM) =(0.4 ±0.1) ), is shifted to 

V/VCN=:0.85 and asymmetrit with respect to the maximum. The latter distribution can be fitted by two 

Gaussians, having maxima at v/vc« = (0.86 ± 0.02) and v /vM= (1.12 ±0.02) • Fig. 3a displays a 

shape typical for deexcitation channels involving the emission of nucleons only, while those of 

fig. 3b represent those deexciatition channels where a particles are emitted. Different to Tig. 2 we 

observe in fig. 3b however an enhanced intensity at V/VCH < 1. The distribution also is significantly 

different to the result of a model calculation / 14 / ( dotted line, note that the scale of the ordinate 

is arbitrary ) taking into account emission of thermal a particles only. Thus it seems evident, that 

an additional component of a particles, emitted in forward direction ( deceleration of the nucleus ) 

contribules to the residue production. At "Ne + ,97Au, E/A = 14.9 MeV/u, the observed distrib

utions show a uniform shape (fig. 3c), that can be fitted sufficiently by a single Gaussian. The 

maxima are shifted down to v/vc«=(0.85-0.95) the widths are typically Avjv = (0.30 ± 0.04) . 

A significantly different behavior was observed for products from "Ne + ,08Pb at E/A = 8.6 MeV/u 

and 11.4 MeV/u. White for 2"Th we observe at E/A = 8.6 MevVu a double humped structure typical 

foraxpyn - channels (fig. 3d), we observe for lighter isolopes an additional component having its 

maximum around v/vc« = 0.5 (f9s. 3e.3f). For products with atomic numbers ZS87 the 'slow' com

ponent is found to nave a higher intensity than the 'fast' one. At E/A = 11.4 MeV/u the 'slow' 

component is hardly present for the Ra - isotopes (fig. 3g). but still observed for the Fr - isotopes 

(fig. 3h). On the whole, its intensity, relative to the 'fast' component, however, is lower than at E/A 

= 8.6 MeV/u. Finally, at E/A = 15 MeV/u the velocity distributions observed for products from 20Ne 

+ "*Pb resemble those from "Ne 4- 1,'Au (tig. 3i), No clear evidence for a second component with 

a maximum at v/vCn^0.S is found. 

So, before coming to a detailed discussion, we want to summarize briefly: At all reactions studied 

here, we observe influence of incomplete momentum transfer on the velocity distributions of the 

residues; however, one has to distinguish two kinds of influence; a) due to emission of light parti

cles, a shift of the maxima of the distributions 'slightly below vjvCH ('fast' residues), and b) a com

ponent having its maximum intensity at about half of the compound nucleus velocity ('slow' 

residues). 
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IV.1.1. 'Fast' residual 

Tho 'fast' roslduoe aro produced by emission of high onbrgotlc, light particles In forward direction, 
in addition to thermal particles, during the fusion - evaporation process, From our experiment we 
cannot deduce wholhor those particles are created boforo tho fusing nucloi touch ('projectile 
break-up') or if (hoy are omitted during the early stage of amalgamation ( at low exclton numbers ), 
We win denote them as 'preequitibrium' paHltlei ffi Hie following. According to particlo measure* 
monts of Borcoa ol al, / 17 / for similar systems, we will restrict our discussions lo neutrons, pro
tons and a •particles, since other particles are expected to have cross sections more than an order 
of magnltudo lower, Tho Influence of preequlllbrlum particles on the velocity distribution of tho res
idues is clearly Indicated In fig. 4, where we have plotted vmjven versus the residue masses A*„, 
Sinco tho velocities ( and thus the onorgies ) of preequilibrium particles are larger than those of 
thermal particles, they will cool down excited nuclei more offectivoly. Thus less excitation energy 
is loft for a further omission of particles. So one can expect that preequilibrium omission will lead 
to heavier residues than emission of thermal particles alone ( with regard to the masses of the 
emitted particles). This Is, what we observe In fig, 4, 
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Flg.4 Mass dependence of the maxima of the velocity distributions vm/vc* for 'fast' residues. 

For "No + " 'Au at E/A = 11.4 MeV/u (Fig. 4a) only the results for the Fr • isotopes are displayed 
since the distributions for lighter ( Rn- and At- ) isotopes are strongly influenced by emission of 
thermal a- particles. For ,0Ne + " 'Au at E/A = 14.9 MeV/u (Fig. 4b) we observe a mean velocity 
vmlVcM decreasing with increasing residue mass A»„ . It is independent of the atomic number of the 
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rosiduo Z*„ , For "No 4- M,Pb at E/A = 11,4 MoV/u (Fig. 4c) and 14,9 MoV/u (Fig. 4d) a general 

docroaso of vmjvCH Is also Indicated, but Iho global Irond Is almost washod out due to a largo 

straggling. Restricting to same Z*„, howevor, a clear debondenco of vm\vcn on A*,, Is seen. 

The straight lines in figs. 4b,4d represent the average velocity calculated using the momentum 

transfer measured from fusion-fission for "Ne + m A u , , 0 ,BI at E/A =» 15 MeWu by Tubbs et al. 

/ 18 /, assuming the missing momentum Is carried away by particles having beam velocity. We 

note, that we observe similar shifts in the mean velocities for evaporation residues as it was done 

In / 18 / for Fission events, Their might be a slight different behavior, our data Indicate a higher 

average velocity for the evaporation residuos from "Ne + 1"Au, but a lower average velocity for 

the evaporation residues from "Ne + ,0 ,Pb, compared to fission, but on the basis of the present 

data it is hard to make definite conclusions. 

The measured velocity distributions further can be usod to obtain a quantitative moasure of the 
contribution of processes involving preequllfbrium particle emission to the total evaporation residue 
cross sections. Technically this can be done by fitting two, or when emission of thermal a particles 
has to be respected three, Gaussians to the measured velocity distributions. The First and second 
momenta for the distributions assigned to thermal emission are taken from model calculations 
/ 14 /. The result of these procdure (5) 

(5) _A<L = rasHip Л» —<!l— dv dCl 
1 ' AQ •'o Jo dQdv 

shall be denoted as the 'production rate' in the following; we note, that -~r does not represent the 
Ml 

formation cross section as long as no correction for the SHIP transmission is Included. The solid 

angle Oj«<p in (5) is given by the angular acceptance of SHIP, which was 2.7 msr or 11.5 msr in our 

experiments. Although the method of fitting two Gaussians to distributions as shown e.g. in 

Figs, 3a,d,g,i, turned out to be rather crude, the results are still significant, For ,0Ne + 1"Au, E/A 

= 11.4 MeV/u. we found that processes including the emission of preequilibrium a particles con

tribute not more than 25% to the total observed evaporation residue production. These numbers 

have to be compared with the results of Fuchs et al. / 19 /, who found in forward direction Intensity 

ratios Ia«/Xaw~4.3 for © , = 24° and Ia«/Iaf,,=:9.1 for © „ = 17° for preequilibrium and thermal а 

particles in coincidence with high neutron multiplicities. It is thus clear, that, compared to thermal 

a particles, only a small fraction of the preequilibrium a particles observed there contribute to 

evaporation residue production, i.e. most are emitted in processes that do not lead to the formation 

of an evaporation residue. Since it cannot denied from the results of ref. 19 that the preequilibrium 

particles are connected to the production of hot nuclei, we assign them to nuclei having high angular 

momenta, while for the highly fissile compound nucleus '"Ac evaporation residue production is 

restricted to low angular momenta / 12 / . 
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For deexcitation channels including (ho emission of nucleons only, the situation is found somewhat 

dlfforonl. Sinco for the Fr - Isotopes no significant contribution of a - emission during the 

dooxcitation process was observed, the contribution of preequilibrium emission of nucleons to the 

evaporation residue production could be obtained from the production rates, A value of s;70 % was 

obtained from the data. 

The Influence of preequilibrium emission on the residue production was found to increase with the 

beam energy. At 14.9 MeV/u precquilibrium emission ( a particles, nucleons ) contribute to about 

82% lo the total residue production. The ratio, however, depend on Z*„. While for the observed 

residues with Z*„ £ 85 (At-,Rn-isotopes) the contribution is about 96%, for Po-isotopes ( Z„„ = 84 ) 

il Is only г*73%. A preliminary evaluation of the results of the "Ne + ""Pb irradiation at 15 MeV/u 
delivers a value of ~83%. 

IV.1.2, 'Slow' residues 

The 'slow' residue component was observed for "Ne + "*Pb at E/A = 8.6 MeV/u and E/A = 11.4 
MeV/u, but could not be established at E/A = 15 MeV/u. For ,0Ne + "'Au the 'slow' residues 
probably have not been observed because the corresponding isotopes either are no a - emitters or 
have only weak a - branchings. 
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The maxima of the distributions vm/vc» are plotted versus the mass of the residues in Пд. 5а Гог Е/А 
= 8.6 MeV/u and fig. 5b for E/A = 11.4 MeV/u. For a constant value of ZR„ the the maxima are 
evidently only little sensitive to the masses of the residues AR„; however, Ihey vary significantly for 
different atomic numbers of the residues Z„„. We interprete this 'slow' component as due to an 
incomplete momentum transfer, or, resp. mass transfer, of the projectile to the target. To give an 
estimate on the transferred mass we calculated the mass of (he 'incomplete compound nuclei' Amc 

from the maxima of the velocity distributions, assuming that the non-fusing fractions of the 
projectiles move on with beam velocity. The transferred mass A„ is then given by A„- Amc—A„ 
where A, denotes the mass of the target nucleus. The atomic number Z„ of the transferred particle 
was taken as Z„ = ZR„-ZU assuming that xn - deexcitation channels dominate over pxn - channels 
for the 'incomplete compound nuclei' in question, which seems justified according to the results of 
Vermeulen et al. / 20 / in studies ot^Ar + "<Yb. 
Our preliminary results are listed in table 1. 

E/A / MeV/u 

8.6 

8.6 

8.6 

8.6 

11.4 

11.4 

Zn„ 

88 

87 

86 

85 

88 

87 

(V m /V C «)m,« 

0.580 ±0.024 

0.475 ±0.017 

0.463 ±0.008 

0.373 ±0.004 

0.744 ±0.007 

0.463 ±0.023 

Ainc 

219.2 ±0.5 

217.0 ±0.3 

216.8±0.2 

215.0±0.1 

221.9 ±1.0 

216.8±0.5 

transf.part. 

"C, " C 

"B 

«Be 

7Li 

,4C 

•B 

Table 1. Results for the 'low' velocity component. 

A„e denotes the mass of the 'incomplete compound nucleus' and 'transf.part.' the 

most probable transferred particle (preliminary data) 

The observed production rates -т^г яте displayed in fig. 6. At E/A = 8.6 MeV/u they tend to be 

rather constant for ZK„ = (86-88), while tor E/A = 11.4 MeV/u a maximum seems present for 

Z*„ = 87. Evidently -r— drops sharply for ZK.,< 87. Also significant is the decrease of the intensity 
oil 

of the 'slow' residues relative to that of the 'fast' ones from E/A = 8.6 MeV/u to 11.4 MeV/u. The 

ratio /„«//,« = ( - — ) K(~r) +(-TK) ] drops from / * . / / « = 0.2 at E/A = 8.6 MeV/u to 

'•w/'м = 0.1 at E/A = 11.4 MeV/u. At E/A = 15 MeV/u an upper limit of /,;«.//ией 0.05 was found for 

the 'slow' component. 
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Despite of some Insufficiencies of our experimental method, such as restriction to a smalt solid an
gle f W around 0°, while in ref. 2 the angular distribution for 'Be tranfer was reported to peak at 
0 = 17°, a probably significant different SHIP transmission for different isotopes, also dependent on 
the specific production mode, and the restriction to isotopes with Г,,» £ 30 min, which excluded a 

quantative evaluation of production rates for e.g. *"Rn ( Tvt = 14.6ft ) or '"At ( 7^ - 7.2Л ), we re
gard our data as conclusive. 

We interprete our results as due to incomplete fusion after projectile break-up. Different to the re
sults from / 2,3 / where for the lighter projectile "C a dominance of 'Be transfer is reported, our 
data indicate that for ,0Ne a transfer from more symmetric projectile fragments is favoured, perhaps, 
bince nuclear structure effects are (ess inportant for the heavier projectile. Tha non-observation of 
a slow component at E/A = 15 MeV/u, however, does not mean, that incomplete fusion with 
projectiles is not present. We just can conclude, that it does not lead to an (on the basis of our 
present data) significant degree to heavy residues, that a) move in beam direction, b) are a emitters 
with halflives Tvl < 30 min, and c) have atomic numbers 2 Я „ ^ 87. 

IV.2 Evaporation - residue cross sections 

In principle evaporation - residue production cross sections can be obtained from a quantitive 
analysis of the a spectra. The measured yields are strongly influenced by three factors: a) the 
transmission of SHIP E, which typically was e ы 0.02 for xnyp - channels and e a* 0.002 for reaction 
channels involving the emission of an a particle, b) the o- branching values ba of the observed 
isotopes, and c) unequivocalness of the a lines ( see ref. 12 for details ). 

In fig. 7a we compare our experimental cross sections ( for the observed a emitters ) for aoNe + 
"7Au with the results obtained with the fusion - evaporation code HIVAP / 21 /. ( We use here the 
excitation energy f * of the compound nucleus '"Ac as abscissa, irrespective of the production of a 
'real' compound nucleus. ) The input parameters of HIVAP were adjusted to reproduce the cross; 
sections measured at the lowest excitation energy of E" = 56 MeV. It turned out that the fission 
barriers of ref.22 had to be lowered by 20% to reproduce the xn- and pxn - channels, while the axn 
- channels were still underestimated by roughly an order of magnitude. To reproduce the values for 
the axn - channels we lowered the emission barriers, following the suggestion of Alexander et al. 
/ 23 / , that the emission barriers for a • particles are lower than the absorption barriers. With a 
reduction of the standard values (see e.g. ref. 20) by s£5%, which is significantly larger than the 

value of 16% from Alexander et al. / 23 / a quantitative fair agreement between experiment and 

calculation was obtained. In addition we performed a calculation lowering both, the emission bar

riers Tor a particles and for protons each by 25%. In this case the pxn - channels are overpredicted 

by a factor of six at E" = 56 MeV. 
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As fig.7a Indicates, the experimental cross sections remain constant within one order of magnitude 

between £" =• 56 MeV and E" = 224 MeV, while the calculated values decrease by more than four 

orders of magnitude. Since fission is the dominating decay mode of the compound nucleus, lower 

emission barriers for charged particles do not increase the survival probability of the compound 

nucleus by more than a factor of seven, A discrepancy of more than four orders of magnitude be

tween the experimental values and the results from the evaporation calculation is seen at £" = 224 

MeV. Wo thus note, that the stability of the evaporation residue cross sections at increasing 

excitation energies cannot be explained by our statistical model calculations, which predict a steep 

decrease of the cross sections. 
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Fig. 7b :Comparison o( measured and calcu

lated evaporation residue cross sections for 
,0Ne + " ' Pb ( preliminary data ): experimental 

values (o), HIVAP calculation, emission barriers 

for a-particles lowered by 25% (O ) 

Lowering the emission barriers for charged particles also leads to too low cross-sections at the 

higher excitation energies, while at £ , = 56 MeV, according to ref. 21, possibly unreasonable low 

emission barriers are needed to reproduce the axn- cross-sections. 

Although the behavior found for ,0Ne + *"Pb ( fig. 7b ) is in principle similar, two differences seem 

evident: a) the experimentel cross sections tend to increase with the bombarding energy, and b) the 

HIVAP calculations using fission barriers lowered by 20% and emission barriers for a particles 

lowered by 25%, as to reproduce the data for "Ne + M ,Pb at E/A = 5.7 MeV/u (see above), 
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ovorprodict the cross sections at E/A = 8.6 McV/u, but drop down steeply towards higher energies 

and undcrprcdict (hem by more then three orders of magnitude at E M = 15 MeV/u. 

The velocity analysis of our data further indicates, as discussed above, that preequilibrium particle 

emission does not explain the enhancement of the evaporation - residue cross sections compared 

to a statistical model calculation. 

To explain the high survival probability of the compound nucleus we have to assume a process that 

allows the compound nucleus, alter having reached its thermal equilibrium, to cool down and to 

decrease its fissility before it is able to undergo fission, i.e. a process, which is not included in the 

statistical model of compound - nucleus decay. 

A possible process that could fulfill these requirements is discussed in refs. 5,6,7. It might be called 

'delayed onset of compound nucleus fission'. The models to describe it, are based on the idea that 

fission is (especially at high excitation energies) a slow process compared to particle emission. 

Therefore the compound nucleus might have enough time to reduce its excitation energy by particle 

emission before fission can compete as a possible deexcitation process, which seems evident from 

the measurement of pre- and post - scission neutrons / 8 /. 

Our experiment shows, that during such a 'prefission period' charged particle emission is essential 

for the compound nucleus to survive. 

IV.3. Light • particle measurements 

In addition to heavy products, we also performed a measurement of light particles, using а ДЕ - ДЕ 

- telescope, placed in the focal plane of SHIP, i.e. =11 m away from the target positron. The tele

scope consisted of two silicon detectores, each of 300>т thickness. This allowed to identify e.g. a 

particles of 22 MeV :£ E S 32 MeV by ДЕ - E - measurements and those of E > 32 MeV by ДЕ - ДЕ -

measurements, while those with E < 22 MeV were stopped in the first detector and thus not visible 

in the Д£"|-Д£г - plane. Particles of different Z could be discriminated by the ДЕ signals. A two di

mensional plot of the observed energy signals for " N e + 1,TAu at E/A = 14.9 MeV/u in the tele

scope detectors is displayed in fig. 8. Besides a particles (2) to which our discussion will be 

restricted in the following, we also observed protons (1), Li-nuclei (3) and Be-nuclei (4). The energy 

distribution of the a particles (and also of the protons) shows the form of a ' V in the Д£( - Д£г -

plane. The upper branch corresponds to particles stopped in the second telescope detector, while 

the lower one corresponds to those passing both detectors. The bulk of the distribution is found at 

Д£|=гД£г=*7.5 MeV, corresponding to a total a energy of Е„гг55 MeV / 24 / . 

It is evident, that the energy distribution of the a particles consists of two components, one with an 

energy of =30 MeV, only varying slightly with the beam energy (thermal a particles) and a second 

one with energies suggesting velocities close to the projectile velocities which are interpreted as 

preequilibrium particles. At a fixed projectile energy neither energy nor intensity of the preequilib-
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Hum a particles depended on the specific SHIP setting, i.e. the particles seem to pass the filler 

nearly undeftected. 

The intensity of the peequilibrium a particles observed in'our experiment is displayed in fig. 9 as a 

function of the projectile energy. The data are compared with the results of Fuchs et al./ 19 /, Nor

malizing our value al E/A = 14.9 MeV/u to that of / 19 / we find a good agreement at E/A = 11.5 

MeV/u. while our values at lower energies principally are in-line with a smooth extrapolation from 

the values at higher energies. Thus it is evident that there is no threshold energy for preequilibrium 

emission but rather a decreasing emission probability down to lower energies. 
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Fig. 9 Intensity of preequilibrium a particles 
as a function of Ep,0/ о = data from / 19 / • = 
this work (data normalized to those from 
ref. 19). The full line is the result of fitting a 
Gaussian to the data of ref. 19 

V. Summary and Outlook 

The evaporation - residue production in the reactions " N e + 1 ,7Au, " 'Pb has been investigated at 

bombarding energies between E/A = 8.6 MeV/u and 15 MeV/u. 

The evaporation residue cross sections could not be described within the statistical model of 

deexcitation. At high excilatation energies the experimental values are more than four orders of 

magnitude higher than predictions using statistical model calculations. 

Influence of preequilibrium emission on the evaporation residue production is observed, but the 

enhancement is lower than expected from measured particle rates. We thus assume, that, espe

cially at the lower bombarding energies, preequilibrium emission is predominantly connected to 
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nuclei having high angular momenta, which exclusively undergo fission and do not contribute to the 
evaporation residue production. 

The enhancement of the experimental cross sections is predominantly achieved by a fast emission 
of. probably thermal, particles and not by preequilibrium emission. 

The velocity distributions of the residues indicate that we have to distinguish two production modes: 
First we observe a 'fast' residue component. The maxima of the distributions of the residues shift 
from vm~vc« at the lowest bombarding energies to vm^0 8-vc„ at the highest ones investigated, 
which is due to an increasing Influence of preequilibrium emission of light (A<4) particles. Princi
pally these 'slow' residues follow the trend of decreasing momentum transfer with increasing 
yf{E-E.)tA, . 

Secondly we observe a 'slow' residue component with mean velocities, v„/vc*a0.35-0.6. It is inter
preted as due to fusion of one projectile fragment with the target nucleus after a nearly symmetric 
break - up of the projectile. The latter process leads to significant contributions to the observed 
production rates for heavy residues {AR„ > A,, Z«„ > Z,) at bombarding energies of 8.6 MeV/u and 
11.4 MeV/u, but does not, at least for the residues identfied by means of a spectroscopy, at the 
highest one investigated ( 15 MeV/u ). 

According to the presented results following suggestions seem meaningful as next steps: 
a) investigations at lower projectile energies, ranging from E/A г* 5.5 MeV/u ( Coulomb barrier) to 
E/A as 8.6 MeV/u. 
b) to measure the residue production using heavier targets as "*Th, "*U etc. 
c) to investigate the possibility of incomplete fusion with heavier projectiles, like e.g. *°Ar, (4Kr etc. 
d) to measure more complete mass distributions, including also those residues, which are no a 
emitters or have halflives T v t > 30 min. 
e) to measure angular distributions of the residues ( not possible at SHIP). 
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THE FUSION PROCESS BY USING THE •'SHADOW 'MODEL 

A.SCALIA 

Dipartimento di Fisica Universita' di Catania 

Corso Italia 57,Catania,Italy I 95129 

In the ''shadow11 model the fusion cross section can be obtained 

by using the Rutherford differential cross section,in fact by 

assuming the ''shadow' * point of view we can assert that ,for the 

charged particles,the particles which fuse are those that in Ruther

ford scattering are detected in the angular range 

(1) fy< S£tr 
i.e. the ''shadow'' region (see fig.1).Now we remind that in Ruther

ford scattering it is 

(2) 

k\ sinG?f/2)/ 

where R is the distance of closest approach of the Rutherford tra

jectory with iS = iSf , ~*\ is the Coulomb parameter and К is the 
wave number.By using eq.(2),eq.(1) becomes 

so "that the particles which fuse are those having a distance of 
closest approach R which satisfies inequality (3).From the ''shadow'' 
assumption it follows that the fusion cross section can be expressed 
as 
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(4) ^/=2irf"aR{d)sin(d)dd=ir{r]/k)1cotan2(df/2) = -rrb} , 

where b i s the value of impact parameter corresponding to the scat
t e r i n g angle Ji .By us ing e q . ( 2 ) , e q . ( 4 ) can be r ewr i t t en as 

<s) %--»(i- |{;) . 

From eq . (5) i t follows 

( 6 ) * L _ _ _ 1 = _I + l ( 1 + ^ ! 

4-rJk 2 2 

2\ l /2 

Now we remind tha t the a n a l y t i c a l expression of R can be obta ined 
by performing a phenomenological ana lys i s , in f a c t by p u t t i n g i n 
eq . (6) 5f=afx , ?f i s the experimental fusion cross sec t ion ,and by 
consider ing the expression 

( 7 ) !/"(£) = In In 

where 

2,/ft 2 Z\ „^ 

ex 
we obtain t h a t Y (E) i s a l i n e a r function of E -E,E i s the cen t re 
of mass energy ,E i s t he Coulomb b a r r i e r energy В 

( 8 ) Ел = 
ZxZze2 

в 1.07(А,|в + А^в) + 2.72 
MeV. 

From above arguments it follows that the distance of closest approach 
R can be written as 
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О) 

whe.e 

Rt~ -^-{l+exp[-exp[exp[j/]]]} 

(10) ys 

E is a scale parameter determined by using experimental data.In figs. 
1,2 it is shown that 

(11) YeX= У 

for energies below the Coulomb barrier, for the systems reported in 
tables 1,11.By using eqs.(9),(10), eq.(5) becomes 

I 
/„ 

(12) ='=="(lfc') (1 + G(!/))G(2/), 

Equation (12) gives the fusion cross esction at energies below the 
Coulomb barrier,it reproduces the experimental values of fusion cross 
section in a satisfactory way 
For light systems eq.(l2) is not able to reproduce the experimental 
values of fusion cross section at very low energy far from the 
Coulomb barrier.Then we suggested in ref.l to modify eq.(12) as 
follows 

(13) ct = at[1 -ff|(y)][l - gxm - " ( у ) [1 + С{У)]GMU -0.Ш1 -gt(v)l, 

where 

(14) 

^)»exp[-( | -X) r '2 .789], 

^-«»[-(|5^)*Н-
d = Ев 

Ут = 
Ев ~Et 

У = 
Еъ — Е\ 

Es ' 
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^1*^2* 2fi • У р а г е Pa ram e ters to be determined by using experimental 
data.Eq.tl3) reproduces in a satisfactory way the experimental values 
of fusion cross esctions for the systems reported in table I I I 
Finally,we can assert that the ''shadow11 model is able to describe 
the fusion process also at very low energies,where there are not ex
perimental results,moreover astrophysical implications of new values 
of the reaction rates,obtained by using the ''shadow'' model could 

be investigate and the neutrino fluxes can bejdetermined. by using 
in the evolutionary codes the new values of reaction rates. 

References 

1) A. Scalia ,Nuovo Cimento A, 105,233 (1992); A. Scalia and P. Figucra, 
Phys.Rev.C,46,2610 (1992). 

Fig- 1. - Rutherford trajectories for different values of the impact parameters. Dashed line 
shows the range of strong interaction. 
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1.0 > 1.5 

Fig. 3 - The values of y" {E), defined in eq. { f), re. у - (£„ - E)/Es for the reactions report
ed in table 1. EB, E, Ея are defined in the text, 
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Fig. 3 . - Values of l~y"(E))Es vs. E-Eb. y"(E) is defined in eq. (? ), Es, E, EB are de
fined in the text, the reactions are reported in tablell. 



TABLE I, 

System 
13C + 13C 
u N + i o B 
U N + » B 
MN+»C 
u N + i e 0 
i e 0 + u c 
i e0+ l 3C 
"0+ , 2 C 
,eO+»Bc 
I«0+1ZC 
«AJ+70Ge 
яА1+720е 
"Al+^Ge 
"Al+74Ge 
"Al+^Ge 
^Si+^Mg 
28Si+2eMg 
"Si+^Mg 
^Si +MMg 
KS+MNi 
3 2 S + « N i 

3 3 g + 9 0 Z r 

^S+^Zr 
3 3 g + 9 2 Z r 
MS+MNi 
«Cl+MNl 
MCl+MNi 
a7CI+MNI 
"Cl+^Ni 
"CI +MNi 
*eTi+eoZr 
•«Ti+^Nb 
^Ti+^Zr 
"Ti+K'Nb 
MNi+wNi 
MNi+74Ge 
MNi+ aNi 
MNi+wNi 
MNi+74Ge 
74Ge +74Ge 

Es (MeV) 

3.36276 
5.22949 
4.48308 
4.22332 
3.82449 
2.58398 
Б.07614 
2.66215 
2.29965 
2.37137 

11.38952 
11.63669 
12.54705 
12.61034 
11.94743 
6.12369 
6.35729 
6.11549 
5.65611 

12.43781 
13.98601 
12.22494 
12.72265 
14.08451 
10.34126 
11.90476 
11.75006 
12.19512 
9.70874 

12.56281 
19.34236 
21.48986 
16.43464 
17.92093 
18.46382 
22.18279 
20.20286 
21.05998 
21.95390 
29.62108 

£„ (MeV) 

6.68743 
6,62801 
6.56377 
7.80534 

10.08620 
8,78727 
8.71389 
8,72621 
5.94589 
8.66830 

57,93549 
57.70331 
57,58952 
57,47719 
57,25684 
26,71507 
26.47111 
26.49392 
26.25396 
62.88408 
62.04844 
84.18618 
84.05033 
83.91590 
61,63733 
66.15016 
65.27976 
65.73504 
65.15328 
64.87544 

111.65777 
113.92023 
110.60471 
112.85076 
101.32619 
113.63690 
101.32619 
100.08511 
112.27074 
125.98296 
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TABLE II. 

System 
UC+12C 
i 2 C + u 0 
! 6 0 + l 6 0 
uC+MNe 
ieO+«Ca 
"С1+ЭТА1 
MCa+"Ca 
"Cl+MNi 
МС1+И№ 
MNi+MNi 
»S+KMo 
»S+MMo 
MS+BMo 
MS+MMo 
MS+MMo 
HS+MMo 
MS+»«Mo 
и8+100Мо 
"S+^Ru 
KS+I0 ,Ru 
3eS+MMo 
^S+'^Ru 
^S+^Rh 
MS+10ORu 
3 2 S + i M p b 

»S+IMMo 
»S+ ,MRu 
MS+10,Ru 
^S+'^Pb 
BS+ , o ePb 
"S+^Ru 
"«S+^Rh 
*S+1MRu 
MS+ loePb 
M S + l M p b 

36s+,06Pb 
^S+'^Pb 
ES+"°Pb 
»«S+,08Pb 
^S+'^Pb 

*»0+148Sm 
i 8 0 + u s N d 
"C+ lMSm 
"0+I48Nd 
<*+,eDy 
i e 0 + i M N d 
ie0+1S0Sm 
7Li+,S9Tb 
"0+ ,S4Sm 
ieO+IMSm 
«Ar+^Sm 
«Ar+^Sm 
«Ar+^Sm • 

Es (MeV) 
4.166 
3.581 
4.087 
3.141 
6.833 
5.554, 

10.356 
10.322 
13.004 
14.584 
10.510 
18.196 
12.893 
17.183 
13.102 
14.945 
13.759 
19.671 
14.929 
17.561 
13.048 
16.602 
15.163 
13.195 
15.966 
11.854 
18.276 
13.041 
16.966 
15.512 
11.995 
13.786 
13.473 
16.040 
13.464 
12.656 
13.426 
19.863 
14.280 
14.960 
12.485 
15.612 
10.215 
13.944 
3.362 

12.607 
12.642 
5.713 

14.052 
13.426 
24.327 
29.975 
25.694 

EB (MeV) 
6.803 
8.787 

11.360 
10.700 
24.769 
33.747 
56.710 
66.150 
65.561 

102.598 
88.393 
88.113 
87.308 
87.839 
87.035 
87.571 
86.768 
87.307 
91.465 
91.329 
86.506 
91.194 
93.130 
90.356 
95.062 
86.249 
90.929 
90.223 
94.925 
94.789 
90.092 
92.006 
89.833 
94.522 
93.916 
93.782 
93.650 
94.259 
93.389 
93.132 
64.485 
61.803 
49.235 
62.404 
19.197 
62.262 
64.337 
26.581 
64.048 
64.192 

134.057 
133.484 
135.112 
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Analysis of complete fusion between massive nuclei 
The model of competition between complete fusion and 

quasi-fission 

V. V.Voikov. E.A.Cherepanov 
Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions, JINR 

N.V.Antonenko, V. P. Permjakov 
Bogohbov Laboratory of Theoretical Phyics, JINR 

A.K.Nasirov 
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Uzbekistan 

1. Introduction 
Reactions involving complete fusion between massive nuclei (A>100) are analysed. Cal
culations show that these reactions are most suitable ones for revealing the mechanism of 
compound-nucleus formation as well as for testing the existing concepts of this nuclear pro
cess. 

In the initial part of the paper a brief description of the concepts of the compound-
nucleus formation mechanism in heavy-ion induced reactions is given. It is demonstrated 
that the existing theoretical models are incapable of describing complete fusion between 
massive nuclei such as n o P d + n o P d . 

It is shown that based on the DNS-approach [1] to the interpretation of the compound-
nucleus formation mechanism one succeeds in revealing the important feature of the fusion of 
massive nuclei, the occurence of the potential barrier after capture, on the way of the system 
to a compound nucleus. The presence of this barrier leads to the competition between 
complete fusion and quasi-fission in the initial nuclear system. The lower barrier of quasi-
fission results in the fact that quasi-fission turns out to be a predominant channel of the 
decay of the nuclear system. 

The authors propose a statistical model of competition between the complete-fusion and 
quasi-fission channels in the nuclear system of two equally massive nuclei. The calcula
tions of cross section for evaporation residues, OTER(E), in the reactions 100Mo+100Mo and 
110Pd-f-110Pd by using this model give satisfactory agreement with experimental data [2]. 

In the concluding part of the paper it is emphasized that the obtained agreement between 
the calculated results and experimental data indicates the validity of the interpretation of 
the compound-nucleus formation mechanism in the DNS-approach [1]. 

2. Concepts of the mechanism of compound-nucleus 
formation 

Despite the fact that complete-fusion reactions are widely used to synthesize transuranium 
elements, to produce nuclides far from the /8-stability line and high-spin nuclides we cannot 
state that we have a full understanding of the mechanism of compound-nucleus formation, 
i.e. the mechanism of nucleon restructuring of the initial nuclei into a compound nucleus. 

This situation is associated with the fact that during the fusion process the nuclear system 
"sends no signals" which could provide information about the mechanism of the process. In 
experiments decay products of the excited compound nucleus are recorded and the latter is 
known to "have forgotten" the story of its formation. 
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Л consistent theoretical analysis of the complete fusion process is an extremely difficult 

problem since it involves the interaction of tv/o complex multinuclcon systems which undergo 
a deep restructuring. In some theoretical models such us the critical distance model [3], the 
optical model [4], and the surface-friction model [5, 6], the mechanism of compound-nucleus 
formation is not considered at all. The compuncl-nuclcus formation cross section (TCN(^) is 
assumed to be the same as that of the capture corss section. trc(E). As a result, it is enough 
to consider only the conditions under which the projectile is captured by the target nucleus. 
Sometimes nuclear collapse is mentioned, which is supposed to occur as soon as the two 
nuclei come closely enough to each other. 

The discovery of quasi-fission (fast fission) has demonstrated that the capture is not in
evitably accompanied by the formation of a compound nucleus. The macroscopic dynamical 
model [7, 8, 9] allows one to trace the temporal evolution of the nuclear system in the pro
cess of the fusion of two complex nuclei. In the framework of this model the conditions that 
provide compound-nucleus formation in collisions of massive nuclei have been determined. 

Л new approach to the complete-fusion process in nuclei was proposed in rcf.[l]. It is 
based on the nuclear interaction information obtained in studies of deep inelastic transfer 
reactions (DITR). In fact, the DITR offer unique information on the interaction of two 
complex nuclei that are in close contact after the full dissipation of the kinetic energy of the 
collision. This information formed the basis for a new interpretation of compound nucleus 
formation process [1]. The main features of this interpretation are: 

(i) the formation of the dinuclear system (DNS) at the capture stage, after full dissipation 
of the kinetic energy of the collision; 

(ii) the DNS evolution that proceeds via nucleon transfer from one nucleus to the other 
and is directed by the potential energy of the system; 

(iii) the retaining of the individuality of the DNS nuclei (as a result of their shell structure) 
all through their way to compound nucleus formation. 

This approach to the analysis of complete fusion of nuclei was called the DNS-approach 

The question is in what way we can try to reveal the picture of the compound nucleus 
formation process. Our calculations show that nuclear reactions between massive nuclei 
(A>100) can be a good test for estimating the validity of various concepts of complete 
fusion of nuclei. For this purpose we used the data of Moravek et al. [2] who measured the 
evaporation residue cross sections OER{E) in the reactions 100Mo+100Mo and U0Pd-f u n Pd 
over a wide energy range. 

3. Calculation of evaporation residue cross sections 
in the reactions 10(fMo-f 100Mo and 1 1 0Pd+ 1 1 0Pd by 
using the complete fusion models 

The calculations of <TER{E) for the reactions 100Mo+100Mo and n o Pd+ 1 1 0 Pd had two stages 
as follows: 

(i) calculation of the compound nucleus formation cross section <TCN{E) and 

(ii) analysis of compound nucleus de-excitation, namely calculation of competition between 
fission and the emission of light particles and -/-rays. 
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The OCN{E) calculations were done using modern version of the three most widely used 
theoretical models: the optical model [4], the surface-friction model [6], and the macroscopic 
dynamical model [9]. Analysis of compound nucleus de-excitation was carried out using the 
Monte-Carlo method in the framework of a statistical model [10]. 

'ER 10J 
(mb) 

10? 

10' 

100 

10-' 

10-2 

10-i 
170 
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180 190 200 210 220 230 2<»0 250 260 

10-61— 
220 
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230 240 250 260 270 280 290 300 310 

Ecm (MeV) 

Fig:la. Calculated evaporation residue cross sections, (TER(E) for the reaction looMo+looMo 
in the framework of optical model (solid line), surface friction model (short dashed line) and 
macroscopic dynamical model (long dashed line), as a function of center of mass energy. 
The experimental data are presented by solid squares. 
Fig.lb. Same as Fig.la, but for the reaction noPd+lloPd. 

The calculated results are presented in figs.la and lb. In these figures one can observe 
a drastic disagreement between the calculated results and experimental data, especially for 
the reaction u 0Pd+1 1 0Pd, which cannot be explained in terms of the models used. One can 
suppose that quasi-fission, i.e. the disintegration of the nuclear system to two fragments with 
nearly equal masses not accompanied by compound nucleus formation plays an important 
role in these reactions. Neither the optical model [4] nor the surface friction one [6] permit 
calculation of the quasi-fission part in crc{E). The macroscopic dynamical model [9] takes 
into account possible quasi-fission in reactions between two massive nuclei. However it is 
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incapable of describing сгБл(/?) in the reaction n o Pc l+ u o Pd . 
Now wc turn to the consideration of fusion of massive nuclei within the DNS-approach 

U]. 

4. Specific features of the complete fusion of massive 
nuclei: the fusion barrier of new type 

According to ref.[l) the first stage of complete fusion, namely the capture one, ends in 
the DNS formation. Further the DNS evolves in the charge (mass)asymmetry space. The 
DNS evolution is determined by its potential energy considered to be a function of its charge 
asymmetry and the angular momentum of the collision, V(Z,l). In fig.2 the potential energies, 
V(Z,1), for the DNS formed in the reactions 10°Mo+ l00Mo and U0Pd-t-u°Pd are presented. 
The V(Z,1) calculations were performed using the luquid-drop mass values of the nuclei 
incorporated in the DNS [11]. The DNS shape was taken as two slightly overlapping spheres, 
the distance between the centres of which, R", corresponds to the minimum in the nucleus-
nucleus potential V(R), which has the form: 
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Fig.2. Potential energy of the DNS, V(Z,l), 
in the reactions: 100Mo+mMo (lower part) 
andnoPd+noPd (upper part). Atomic num
ber of one of the DNS nuclei and the angular 
momentum of the collision are indicated. 
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V(R) = VN(R) + V0(R) + Vt(R), (1) 

where R is the distance between the nuclear centres. The potential of nuclear interaction 
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VN(R) is taken in the form of the "folding potential" [12]. A partial overlapping of the 
volumes of the interacting nuclei is taken into account in the calculation of Coulomb potential 
Vc{R) [13]. The centrifugal potential Vi(R) is calculated for two sticking nuclei as follows 

Vt(R) = 
h2l(i + i) 

2(ji+J2+nR2Y 
(2) 

where j , - = 2/5тЛ,Д? is the rigid-body moment of inertia of the DNS nuclei. 
As one can sec in fig.2 in both reactions the initial DNS lies in the minimum of the 

potential energy of the system, thus forming a kind of a giant nuclear molecule. In order 
that complete fusion could occur the DNS should reach the potential energy maximum 
(the Businaro-Gallone point) while evolving towards compound nucleus formation. In other 
words, the DNS should overcome the potential barrier. It is natural to call this barrier the 
fusion barrier of massive nuclei, BJU3. 
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At the same time if we look at the nuclear interaction potentials in the entrance channel, 
V(r) (fig.3), we can see the capture of the projectile by the target nucleus into a rather shallow 
potential pocket. The shallow potential pocket and slight overlapping of the two massive 
nuclei, as a result of strong Coulomb repulsion, can lead to the disintegration of the DNS to 
two fragments having close masses, i.e. the DNS can easily undergo quasi-fission. The small 

file:///A-.0
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values of (TER{E), especially in the reaction u 0 P d + n o P d , indicate the predominance of the 
quasi-fission channel over the complete fusion one. To determine (TER[E) it is necessary to 
calculate the competition between the channels of complete fusion and quasi-fission. The 
authors propose a simple model of this competition in the initial DNS. 

The analysis made using the DNS-approach has revealed the important feature of com
plete fusion of two massive nuclei, the occurence of the potential barrier Bjua on the way 
of the DNS to compound nuclei formation. It should be emphasized that there is an essen
tial difference between B'fua and the extra-extra push energy of the macroscopic dynamical 
model. The extra-extra push is an additional kinetic energy in excess of the input Coulomb 
barrier. This energy should be imparted to the projectile nucleus in the process of the inter
action between the nuclear drops to achieve a fairly compact shape of the nuclear system, a 
more compact shape than that of the fissioning compound nucleus at the saddle point. The 
energy required to overcome the fusion barrier, Bjua, comes from the DNS excitation energy. 
It is just the presence of excitation energy that makes it possible to perform the endoener-
getic restructuring of nucleons between the DNS nuclei. As a result of this restructuring the 
system reaches the top of the fusion barrier behind which the DNS potential energy, V(Z,1) 
decreases with the increasing charge (mass) asymmetry of the system and the driving forces 
direct the DNS cvollution to a compound nucleus. 

5. Model of the competition between complete fusion 
and quasi-fission in a massive symmetric DNS 

As it follows from measurements of the thermal energy distribution between DITR products, 
thermal (partial) equilibrium is established in the DNS rather quickly, for several units of 
10"22 s. As the quasi-fission time is one order of magnitude longer [14] one can try to use the 
statistical approach for analysing the competition between complete fusion and quasi-fission. 
The C53S-systematics of cross sections of DITR products [15] also indicates the possibility of 
using the statistical approach to the DNS decay. 

We assume that the probability for the initial DNS to evolve via the complete fusion or 
to decay by the quasi-fission channel is determined by the DNS level densities at the tops of 
the fusion barrier Bjus and quasi-fission barrier Bqj. To describe the DNS level densities we 
use an equation given in ref.[16] 

Pi(E') = 92 

9\9i 

1/2 

63/4(2$E")5/4 exp [2(aE'f2] , (3) 

where г is BjU3 or Bqj\ g\ and £r2 are the single-particle level densities near the Fermi surface 
for the nuclei incorporated in the DNS; 1g = g\ + 52; <* = T2fl/3. The g\ and g2 values are 
taken according to the systematics in ref.[17]. 

The complete fusion probability Pju, is determined by the ratio 

РЫ = PBT (4) 
PBtu. + PB4, 

whereas the ratio рвч// (PBJU, + Рвя1) determines the quasi-fission probability. The determi
nation of the DNS excitation energy E* was based on the data taken from ref.[14] in which 
it was shown that, in contrast to fission, in quasi-fission light particles do not carry off a 
noticeable portion of the system's excitation energy. 
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The fusion barriers Bjut are found from the data on V(Z,1) and considered to be the po
tential energy difference between the barrier maximum and the minimum in the symmetric 
configuration of the DNS (see fig.2). In this model the quasi-fission barriers B4j are deter
mined as a difference of the nucleus-nucleus potential V(R) on the top of the entrance barrier 
and at the bottom of thjs potential pocket (see fig.3). We considered it possible to use the 
sudden approximation in calculating B4j. In these reactions the DNS lies in the minimum 
of the potential energy, the overlapping of the volumes and surfaces of the massive nuclei is 
small, and the nuclear shell structure facilitates the retaining of their individualities. 
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Fig.4a. Dependence of the fussion barrier, B'fui on angular momentum for the system 
100Mo+100Mo (long dashed line) and for the system noPd+noPd (solid line). 
Fig.4b. Dependence of the quasi-fission barrier, B4f on angular momentum for the system 
100Mo+100Mo (long dashed line) and for the system n0Pd-rlxoPd (solid line). Fission barriers 
for the compound nucleus 210U according to Sierk [19] are indicated. 

As a rule, in quasi-fission the asymmetric DNS are considered which initially evolve 
towards a symmetric shape and subsequently disintegrate into two nuclei with close masses 
[18]. In the rections under study the initial DNS turns out to be under favorable conditions 
for disintegration at the very beginning of the process since Coulomb repulsive forces between 
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the nuclei have maximum values in symmetric DNS. In fig.4a the Bfua values as function 
of the angular momentum (. of the collision are presented. A similar dependence for Bqj is 
given in fig.4b. The deformation of the DNS nuclei or the effect of valence nucleon exchange 
between them on the V(R) value has not been taken into account. 

6. Calculation of evaporation residue cross sections 
using the model proposed 

The evaporation residue cross section <TER(E) can be written in the following form: 

4 
VBR(E) = тгА* £ (2£ + 1)T (£, Em) Ры (/, Em) WabT (*, Em), (5) 

t=o 
where A0 is the de Broglie wave length, Ej is the angular momentum of the collision cor
responding to the vanishing fission barrier in the compound nucleus, T is the penetration 
coefficient of the £-th partial wave, £ „ , is the c m . bombarding energy, P/u , is the probabil
ity of compound nucleus formation following the capture, W3UT is the survival probability for 
the compound nucleus in fission and in light particles and 7-rays emission. The expression 
preceding P/u» gives the capture cross section <тс, calculated using optical model [4]. 

The competition between complete fusion and quasi-fission in the DNS was calculated 
using the proposed model. Compound nucleus de-excitation was analysed according to a 
statistical model on the basis of the Monte-Carlo method [10]. 

As has been demonstrated in a number of publications (see the review paper [14]), a con
siderable part of the excitation energy of the heavy compound nucleus is carried away before 
it reaches the saddle point, at E' ~ 30 — 40 MeV. The best agreement with experimental 
data has been obtained under the assumption that fission ocurs at E" <35 MeV. The fact 
that in the reaction u o Pd+ 1 1 0 Pd the intermediate nuclear system emits an a particle on its 
way to a compound nucleus [2] was also taken into account. 

The results of calculations for the CTCN(E) and <TER{E) values for both reactions are pre
sented in figs.5 and 6 respectively. The results calculated in terms of the existing complete-
fusion models [4, 6, 9] are also given in these figures. The great difference between exper
imental data on CTER{E) and calculated results obtained using the optical model and the 
surface-friction one is explained by the fact that these models do not take into account the 
quasi-fission of the initial nuclear system. 

The macroscopic dynamical model [9] includes the competition between various nuclear 
processes that can occur in the entrance channel of the reaction. The interaction result de
pends on a relationship between the kinetic energy Ei of the collision, the entrance Coulomb 
barrier Bc and the extra-extra push energy, Е... If Ei > Bc+ E„, in the interaction of 
two droplets of viscous nuclear liquid the mononucleus formed will assume a more compact 
shape than the corresponding compound nucleus will have at the saddle point. In this case 
complete fusion will occur which will be followed by the formation of an excited compound 
nucleus. For E{ < Be + E„ the nuclei cannot fuse completely and the nuclear system 
disintegrates via the quasi-fission channel or through deep inelastic transfer reactions. 

In the reaction u o P d + u 0 P d the extra-extra push E.. is equal to 60 MeV [9] and 
Д;=228 MeV. This indicates that complete fusion is possible only at the maximum energy 
used in this reaction i.e. 290 MeV. Below this energy the <TCN(E) and CTER{E) values are 
expected to be vanishingly small. However, as one can see from fig.lb the experimental value 
of <TER{E) smoothly changes with decreasing energy at projectile energies by tens of MeV 
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Fig.5a. Calculated cross sections of compound nucleus formation, <TCN(E) for the reaction 
l0oMo-t-100Mo in the framework of the optical model (solid line), the surface friction model :j 
(short dashed line), the macroscopic dynamic model (long dashed line) and the DNS-approach 
by using the proposed model of competition between complete fusion and quasifission (dotted J 
line). 
Fig.5b. Calculated evaporation residue cross sections, o-ER(E), for the reaction l00Mo+looMo 
in the framework of the same models as on Fig.5a. The experimental data are presented by •• 
solid squares. 
below the critical energy of 290 MeV. At the same time, for the maximum bombarding j 
energy the calculated values of (TBR{E) turned out to be three orders of magnitude larger 
than the experimental ones. In our view, this discrepancy stems from the very nature I 
of the microscopic dynamical model which neglects important properties of atomic nuclei , 
such as their nucleon composition and shell structure by replacing real nuclei by drops of \ 
homogeneous nuclear liquid. 

Comparison of the fusion and quasi-fission barriers, Bjva and # , / , for the two reactions 
(see fig.4) allows one to understand the reason why in going from the reaction 100Mo+ looMo j 
to the reaction u 0 P d + U 0 P d a rather abrupt (by four orders of magnitude) decrease in the 

i 
i 
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evaporation residue cross sections OER{E) takes place whereas the Z and A values of the 
compound nuclei vary as little as by 10%. 
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Fig.6a. Same as Fig.5a, but for the reaction noPd+ll°Pd. 
Fig.6b. Same as Fig.5b, but for the reaction uoPd+noPd. 

7. Conclusion 

The calculations have shown that the existing complete fusion models are incapable of de
scribing the fusion of massive nuclei such as u d P d + U 0 P d . 

The use of the DNS-approach to analysing the fusion of massive nuclei has made it possibe 
to reveal the essential feature of this process, viz. the occurence of a potential barrier on 
the way to compound nucleus formation. This barrier being, in principle, different from the 
extra-extra push energy of the macroscopic dynamical model. 

On the basis of the DNS-approach a model of the competition between complete fusion 
and quasi-fission in massive symmetric DNS has been developed which includes the fusion 
and quasi-fission barriers as the main elements. 

The calculations of the evaporation residue cross secions <TER(E) for the reactions 
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100Mo-f 100Mo and n o P d + n o P d performed using this model have permitted a satisfactory 
description of the experimental data on CRR(E). 

The agreement between the calculated results and experimental data can be viewed 
as evidence for the fact that the DNS-approach provides the correct interpretation of the 
compound nucleus formation mechanism. 
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1. Introduction 
Since 1961 when Britt and Quinton detected for the first time an intensive yield of a-

particles in reactions with heavy ions, hundreds of experimental and theoretical papers have 
been devoted to the problem of light charged particle formation in nucleus-nucleus collisions. 
In this connection, the most complete results obtained in Hahn-Mcitncr Institute (Berlin, 
Germany), in KVI (Oroningeti, The Netherlands), in LNH of JINR (Dubna, Russia), and in 
Michigan State University (USA) have to be mentioned here. Unfortunately, this time many 
experimental groups practically stop the experiments in this field, 

Recently we have finished the review article [1] on this problem. Our main purpose was 
to collect together and, as far as possible, to systematize the numerous experimental data 
obtained in the last fifteen years. We concentrated our attention on the region of a few 
tens McV/nuclcon and practically did not touch the problems of fragmentation. During the 
preparation of this review we have seen that in spite of numerous experimental data and 
existence of different theoretical approaches, we don't understand completely the mechanisms 
of light charged particle formation, Meanwhile, many open questions on dynamics of nucleus-
nucleus interaction may be answered just with experiments on detection of pre-equilibrium 
light particles and projectile-like fragments. So, we decide to attract again an attention of 
experimentalists and theorists to the problem of Light Particle (LP) formation in heavy ion 
collisions at low and intermediate energies. 

Here we briefly remind the global experimental regularities of LP formation and list 
(without discussion) the main theoretical models of nuclear reactions with emission of LP. 
Then we enumerate some open problems of LP formation in particular, and of nucleus-
nucleus interaction on the whole. At last, we try to give an advice to experimentalists who 
plan to start new experiments with detection of LPs. 

2. Why Light Particle formation is so attractive ? 
A large interest to the problem of LP formation in heavy ion collisions is motivated by 

several reasons. 
(1) The cross section of LP production is very large {cLP ~ a' , MLP ~ 1 see, e.g, 
Fig.l) and, therefore, their formation is a common feature of the nucleus-nucleus collisions, 
the complete understanding of which is unattainable without understanding of the formation 
mechanisms of these particles. 
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(2) It is well established that considerable part of all LPs is emitted just on the initial stage 
of reaction, It can be easily seen from their angular distribution (Fig.2). So, such LPs arc 
the direct and reliable witnesses of nucleus-nucleus interaction in contrast with the decay 
products of compound nucleus which forgot completely all the way of its formation. 
(3) The properties of mass, energy, and angular distributions of pre-cquilibrium LPs are suf
ficiently unexpected and (in some cases) are very difficult for an explanation within existing 
theoretical models, 

Fig.l Angle integrated cross sec
tion of a-particles emitted in the 
UN+ mTb reaction as a function 
of the beam energy [2], 

0 5 10 15 20 25 

Fig.2 Energy integrated light par
ticle angular distributions for 
the mNb(HN,LP) reaction at 
JS,ab=208 MeV [3]. 

0 20 40 60 SO 

3. Experimental regularities 
Total yield. At low energies the yield of a-particles and protons dominate, and just 

the a-particles dominate at forward angles (see Fig.3 and Fig.2). With increase of the beam 
energy the yields of all the LPs increase, but at the energies above 100 MeV/nucleon the 
character of the mass distribution changes sharply: the yield of LPs decreases monotonously 
with increase of their masses (Fig.4). It may be interpreted as the gas phase predominance 
in the overlap region of two nuclei at such energies. 

Energy spectra. The typical energy 3pectra of LPs at forward angles are shown in 
Fig.5 and in Fig.6. There are two interesting parts in these spectra. Firstly, it is the 
dissipative part ranged between Coulomb barrier and the energy corresponding to the beam 
velocity. Secondly - the high energy tail of LP spectrum, which stretches at low EBEAM up 
to its kinematical limit corresponding to the 'cold' massive transfer reaction with formation 
of residual nucleus in ground state. Both parts of these spectra are very informative and 
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important for understanding the mechanisms of LP formation. 
At high energies junt the dissipative part is of most interest, because we cannot answer 

the following questions. Up to what relative motion velocity can we speak at all about 
nuclear friction? What are the mechanisms of energy dissipation at high velocities? 

At low energies we could move along high energy tail of LP spectrum beyond the beam 
velocity and try to elucidate the mechanism of LP acceleration and the mechanism of 'cold' 
massive transfer process. 

Fig.3 Angle integrated inclusive 
yield of light particles in the 
и N + i59 Tb r e a c t j o n a t #^=309 
MeV [2]. A=14 - without elastic 
scattering of UN. 

О Z 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 

Fig.4 Cross sections of light par
ticle formation at the different 
initial energies (figures near the 
curves, MeV/nucleon). Three 
lower curves are for reaction 
i6£) _ .̂i97 ди a n ( j t n e U p p e r o n e 

is for ™Nc +1 9 7 Au [4]. 

,97Au(20Ne.a) 
beam 

20 (0 60 80 TOO 

ESm(MeVl 

Fig.5 Energy spectra 
of a-particles emitted in reaction 
19Mu(207Ve,a) [5]. The arrows 
show the energies corresponding 
to the beam velocities and to the 
Coulomb barrier in exit channel. 
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Pig.6 Inclusive energy spectra 
of a-particlcs in the reaction 
xsufa(22Ne,a) measured at 0a = 
20° for the three beam ener
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[6]. The arrows indicate the 
maximal «-particle energies as
suming two-body reaction mech
anism. The solid lines represent 
the results of the theoretical cal
culations within the dissipative 
massive transfer model [7]. 

Angular distribution. At the above barrier incident ion energies the emitted LPs have 
the common forward direction: the higher their energy, the more pronounced is the forward 
angle peaking (Fig.7). The angle of the grazing collision (so distinct in heavy fragment yield) 
is not revealed in inclusive angular distributions of LPs. It may testify to wider region of the 
projectile impact parameters at which the LPs can be formed. At the maximum of the energy 
spectra (i.e., at VLP ~ Vbeam) the differential cross section falls down by the several orders 
of magnitude with increase of the LP angle, that obviously point to the non-equilibrium 
mechanism of their formation on the initial stage of reaction, before all the kinetic energy is 
damped. 
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Fig.7 Angular distribution of a-
particles at Eo=60 MeV in the 
reaction mTa(22Ne,a) at the 
beam energy of 178 MeV [6]. 
The solid lines (obtained within 
the dissipative massive transfer 
model [7]) indicate the sensitivity 
of the LP distribution to the value 
of nucleus - nucleus interaction in 
the region behind the Coulomb 
barrier. In the inset the corre
sponding potentials are shown. 

Coincidences. A lot of excellent experiments have been made on the coincidences of 
LPs with characteristic KX-rays (to detect atomic number of residual heavy nucleus Zres 

and the charge AZ taken away by undetected particles), with 7-rays (to detect angular 
momentum transfer), with neutrons (to detect excitation energy of heavy residual nucleus), 
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with projcctilc-like fragments and other light particles (to clarify the break-up mechanism), 
with fission fragments and heavy residues (to measure mass and linear momentum transfer). 
Surely, these experiments supply us with a very useful information concerning the mecha
nisms of LP formation. However, most of these experiments were, nevertheless, incomplete 
due to a limitation of available facilities and sufficiently low cooperation between experimen
tal groups, and many questions of LP formation mechanisms remain without answers, 

4. Theoretical models 
Now it is impossible to carry out the consistent microscopic quantum mechanical con

sideration of light particle formation in heavy ion collisions since the large number of the 
channels and degrees of freedom are to be accounted for. Just because a lot of semimicro-
scopic and empirical models have been formulated for this purpose. Unfortunately, neither 
of these models can explain quantitatively all the experimental regularities including the 
absolute values of cross sections. Such a state of the theory redoubles even more the un
certainty in interpretation of the available experimental data not allowing one to do the 
reliable predictions and to design the new experiments. Nevertheless, we could not obtain 
any quantitative information at all, if we do not process the experimental data within some 
theoretical model. A bad theory is still better than none (if only to know what are its 
shortcomings). 

Fermi momentum distribution and Goldhaber model [8]. In this simplest and 
well known model one assumes that the target nucleus plays a role of spectator keeping the 
energy conservation in a process of incident ion break-up. Knowing the nucleon momentum 
distribution inside the projectile we can deduce such a distribution for any projectile-like 
fragment consisting of several nucleons chosen at random. It is defined by the following 
expression 

ЦГ(р)~ехр(-^), (4.1) 

, _ , ЛДЛ ; - Aa) 
° -°> л , - 1 ' (4,2) 

where the reduced width a0 = %£-, pp is the Fermi momentum, and p is the momentum of 

fragment a. It is clear, that the corresponding differential cross section of a given fragment 
formation has to be maximal at 0a = 0° and at va и t>6eom. The sole control parameter of 
this model is the width of momentum distribution <r0, which may be deduced from the inde
pendent experiments on electron scattering or from incident ion high-energy fragmentation. 
Its value was found to be 90 -r- 95 MeV/c in a good agreement with a model estimation 
of momentum distribution of nucleons inside nuclei. 

At the beam energies < 100 MeV/nucleon this simple approach turns out to be not 
efficient, and the values of aa deduced from the fit of light particle energy spectra were found 
to be less and less with decrease of the beam energy (down to a0 w 20 MeV/c at E/ ~ 10 
MeV/nucleon). The obvious reason for such a state is a full disregard of reaction dynamics, 
i.e., not accounting for realistic interactions of fragments о and b = I — a with each other 
and with a target nucleus influencing the energy and angular distribution of them to a 
considerable extent. 

Surface model of Friedman [9]. In semi-empirical model of Friedman a given frag-
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merit a is assumed to be formed of only outer nuclcons of incident ion / (because of absorption 
cfTect), and its momentum distribution is determined not by the Fermi energy but by the 
relative motion wave function in peripheral region 

V'aM ~ ^ , (4.3) 

i.e., in the end, by the separation energy Es of fragment я from incident ion / 1 7 = \/ uT^Si 

where fia = — S i n } ' s a reduced mass. Assuming the value of F(r)ip(r) is maximal 
at some distance x„ (F(r) simulates here an «absorption at small distance) and approxi
mating this quantity in the vicinity of x„ by a symmetrical Gaussian, one can deduce the 
corresponding momentum distribution with the width 

or, taking into consideration the Coulomb distortion, 

°2 = £l \-7гФгЛ±-\ (*•<*) 
у I у у \ 2 

where у = x F —' ^xc v a m e s °f ^n e widths (4.4b) defined by the cluster separation 
energy Es and by the cut-off radius x0 (depending on the size of a given cluster) were found 
to be less in comparison with (4.2) and, therefore, more close to the fit ('experimental') 
values obtained at low energies. 

Developing this 'peripheral' approach Friedman proposed to describe the relative yields 
of different fragments by the following expression 

Oa ~ Sa \фаШ\ (4-5) 

where Sa = » |9нд/|'дгг, is the 'spectroscopic factor' of fragment a in the incident ion 
/ , b = I — a, Zafij and Na,b,i a r e the corresponding numbers of protons and neutrons. In a 
peripheral region the wave function has the form 

e -2ъ(х1-Щ) 
\M*1W « — - ^ ш — . (4-6) 

where the quantity Л° (somewhat less than cut-off radius x% ) assures a correct normalization 
of the wave function. 

As before, the ignoring of the reaction dynamics is the main shortcoming of this approach. 

Moving sources [10]. It is assumed in this quite empirical model that the light particles 
are evaporated isotropically from some thermal sources moving parallel to the beam velocity. 
It is assumed also that there are several sources of such kind (i = 1,2, ...,</), and their 
temperatures T,- and velocities u,- differ from each other and (together with normalizing 
coefficients TV,) are the fitting parameters deduced from a reproduction of experimental 
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energy spectra with the following expression for the double differential cross section of light 
particle formation 

•~~ = J2 NiS/¥^Vccxp ( - [E - Vc + Ei - 2^Е{{Е - Vc)cosO] /T.) (4.7) 
i=i 

where Ei = Tjinvf, m is the mass of light particle, Vc is the Coulomb barrier in exit channel, 
and 0 is the outgoing angle. 

No wonder that with the several exponential factors (4.7) any experimental energy spectra 
may always be described sufficiently good. The nucleon spectra are reproduced especially 
good in this model, and slightly worse - the spectra of complex fragments, for which one 
fails to describe simultaneously well the energy and angular distributions. As a rule, at low 
energies (< 100 McV/nuclcon) three different sources were deduced in fitting procedure. One 
of them has the velocity close to the center of mass velocity and is interpreted as evaporation 
from the compound nucleus. Two others have more larger velocities and larger (very often 
- unphysical) 'temperature' 1). Here a single set of the moving sources was found to be 
insufficient for reproduction of all the light particles' yields: a new set of the sources with 
the new values of their velocities v{ and 'temperatures' T, are to be selected for each sort of 
light particles. The heavier is the mass of emitted fragment, the higher is the 'temperature' 
and the lower is the velocity of fast sources. 

An interpretation of deduced quantitative parameters v{ and T{ is the most weak point 
of this empirical model. 

Direct processes. Attention to the probable noticeable role of the direct processes in 
the fast light particle formation was attracted for the first time in [11,12]. In these and other 
papers the yield of forward emitted light particles was proposed to be due to the well-known 
direct stripping ('massive transfer', 'incomplete fusion') or break-up reactions described by 
the usual DWBA method. Some simplifications are attained here due to assumption about 
an extremely surface reaction character and due to a possibility to sum over non-observed 
states of residual nuclei (inclusive data). Nevertheless, the final expressions are too complex 
to be calculated within the standard DWBA codes: the large values of masses and ener
gies of participant fragments compel us to account for hundreds partial waves in entrance 
and exit channels and to sum over the large number of angular momentum transfer. So, 
in the works of Udagawa and Tamura the partial amplitudes were simply given in para
metric representation, and in the works of Bunakov and Zagrebaev the multi-dimensional 
semiclassical approximation developed just for description of heavy ion direct reactions [7] 
was used. It was found that at the energies ~ 10 MeV/nucleon the regularities of the direct 
massive transfer and break-up reactions agree well with the experimental data on the fast 
light particle formation, here the stripping (incomplete fusion) dominates over the break-up 
at high-energy part of the light particle spectrum (close to the two-body kinematical limit). 

Two main shortcomings are inherent to an explanation of light particle formation within 
the direct mechanisms: not accounting for the multi-step processes dominated at low en
ergies, and inability to predict the absolute values of the direct reaction differential cross 
sections. 

Multi-step (dissipative) break-up and massive transfer processes [7]. In this 
approach (most consistent, at present, in our view) an attempt was made to combine the 
quantum direct process of incident ion break-up or heavy fragment transfer with the multi-
step dissipative character of nucleus-nucleus interaction. It was assumed that the direct 
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stripping of fragment b from the incident ion / (= a + b) (or its break-up) is accompanied 
by considerable dissipation of kinetic energy and angular momentum of the relative motion 
in the entrance and exit channels: 

/ ( = a + b) + A d-^f Г + А' Щ' a " + B"r(= A + b) d-!=!F a + B(e'B, UB) (4.8) 

The channel coupling of inelastic excitation is simulated here by the phenomenological fric
tion forces (taking into account the destruction of the channel coherence), and the direct 
process itself is described by the standard DWBA transition amplitude. An introduction 
of friction forces into the quantum collision theory allows one to avoid the usage of absorp
tive part of the nucleus-nucleus optical potential and to keep watching the distribution of 
incident flux over intermediate channels retaining the unitarity. It substantially reduces the 
uncertainty when evaluating the cross section's absolute value. 

The usage of semiclassical approximation for the three-dimensional distorted waves im
mediately and the introduction of the so-called 'transition lines', in the vicinity of which a 
given process is localized, allowed one to reduce the differential cross section of multi-step 
(quasidirect) process of light particle formation to a quite calculable formula containing the 
summation over all the intermediate states of nuclei in entrance and exit channels. The re
sults obtained with this formula show rather good agreement with experimental data within 
a wide range of light particle energies and angles (see the theoretical curves in Figs. 6,7). 

The main conclusions deduced within the frame of this approach arc the following. 
(1) The angular and energy distributions of fast light particles were found sensitive to 

the value of the nucleus-nucleus potential and dissipative forces at the comparatively small 
distances behind the Coulomb barrier (i.e., at г < RQ), and, therefore, such the reactions 
could be used to deduce the values of these forces. 

(2) A weak friction with a small radius and the deep potentials of nucleus-nucleus inter
action do not agree with the experimental data. It means that even not very heavy nuclei, 
penetrating into the each other, are rather hindered by the dissipative forces than accelerated 
by the attractive potential forces. 

(3) At E/A < 20 MeV the light particles emitted with the large energies {EIP ~ 
E'ipTi vir > "beom) °r into the large angles {Qip > 0'gn

razing) are formed in the massive 
transfer process with the maximal (available for a given EUP) preliminary dissipation of 
kinetic energy in entrance channel. Formation of the light particles with the lower energies 
(vip ~ Vbeam) emitted into the forward direction occurs predominantly at the stage when 
not all the kinetic energy has been dissipated. 

(4) For the beam energies > 10 MeV/nucleon the yield of the light particles into the 
forward angles with the velocities VLP < Vbtam is due to the multi-step break-up of incident 
ion, whereas the stripping process makes the noticeable contribution only at large angles 
and higher energies of light particles. 

Considerable uncertainty (though the less) in obtaining of the absolute values of the 
differential cross sections is also the main shortcoming of this approach. 

Boltzmann equation and 'molecular dynamics'. At intermediate energies the 
nucleus-nucleus collision dynamics is often described by the Boltzmann equation (called also 
the Vlasov-Nordheim or the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck equation) for one-body Wigner 
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distribution function in phase space / ( r , k , t) [13]: 

~ + v • V r / , - V r ( / • V p / , = - 3 5 J d3k2d3k3dn • <r„„(fi) • vu 

•1/з/|(1 - / i ) ( l - Л) ~ /1/2(1 - /3)(1 - /4)] • 63(ki + k 2 - k 3 - k4) (4.9) 

Here <Tn„ and v\2 are the differential cross section and relative velocity of colliding 
nucleons, ft ~ / ( r , kj,/), one-body mean field U{r) is defined by equation of state (for 
example, U = - 3 5 6 ( £ ) + 303(-£-)7/6 [MeV] ) and is a functional of the density p(r,t) = 

I in \i ' / ( r ' ^10 ' As a ru 'e> ^ n e isotropic nucleon-nucleon elastic scattering cross section 

47Г <тПп(П) ~ 20-7-40 mb is used in numerical calculations. 
For a given impact parameter the mass, velocity, and angular momentum of residual 

nuclei can be deduced from the Boltzmann equation together with the multiplicity and dif
ferential cross section of free nucleon formation. It is more difficult (and even impossible 
without additional assumptions) to deduce the yield of complex fragments. There are also 
some computational problems connected with an integration of (4.9) over time: such inte
gration ought to be done sufficiently far to separate the free (isolated) nucleons from the 
bound ones (distinguished usually by their potential energy), but not too far since the excited 
residual nuclei may be evaporated almost completely in this model. 

There is another method - named 'molecular dynamics' (classical [14] and quantum [15]) 
- which uses the similar basic assumptions. In this method colliding nuclei are considered 
either as the system of A\ + Ai classical particles interacted by the two-body forces and 
moving in agreement with a set of Newtonian coupled equations, or (in 'quantum molecular 
dynamics') each nuclcon is described by a Gaussian wave packet in phase space 

Жр) = iVexp [ - Ц 5 £ - *^ f£ l , (4-Ю) 

and the sum over all the wave packets gives a one-body distribution function. Here Rj(t) 
and Pj(<) are the center of position and momentum of nucleon i. The time evolution of 
R; and Pj is described by Newtonian equations deduced from Hamiltonian which is the 
functional of the density /з,(г) = f \э/«(г, р) with appropriate values of nuclear matter 

(Air) 
binding energy and incompressibility. 

The stochastic two-nucleon collisions are treated in the following way. Two nucleons 
are scattered if they come closer than the distance r„„ = y/crnn/ir. The scattering angle is 
chosen at random but taking into account the Pauli blocking preventing them from being 
in occupied states. The division of total nucleons into clusters and isolated nucleons is done 
usually in a simplest way being based on their spatial coordinates known to us after the time 
integration. If the distance between two nucleons is smaller than a certain value dnn (~ 3 
fm), then these nucleons are considered to belong to the same cluster. This procedure is 
repeated for all nucleons and the total system is divided into some isolated nucleons and some 
clusters. The spatial criterion of nucleon clusterization may be reinforced by the additional 
restriction of their closeness in momentum space: |pj — pj j < pp. 
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However, in this approach some problems remain connected witli the ground states of 
nuclei and clusters (i.e., with a stability of them) requiring an additional 'cooling proce
dure' in numerical calculations. In this connection the very interesting works [16] are to be 
mentioned, in which the similar model is adapted not to the nticleons but immediately to 
the Q-clusters, i.e., a nucleus of i0Ne, for example, is treated as ensemble of five classical 
a-particlcs interacted with each other and with a target nucleus (as a whole) and moving 
according to the Newton equations. The main virtue of approaches of such kind is the 
possibility to describe all the reaction channels (fragmentation, transfer processes, fusion) 
within the frame of the same model with the same equations. Here each event initialized by 
a given impact parameter of incident ion and by initial orientation of 'molecules' (nucleons 
or a-particles) can be treated separately and 'up to the end', i.e., all the test attempts are 
decomposed over all exit channels we are interested in. 

Surely, there is no way of attaining high accuracy in calculation of differential cross 
sections within such models. Nevertheless, a 'conservation of unitarity' (i.e., a maintenance 
of a total flux and total reaction cross section) safeguards one against the rough systematic 
errors and allows one to predict not only relative but also absolute values of cross sections 
for all reaction channels. Unfortunately, the detailed analysis of the light particle formation 
at low and intermediate energies has not been done till now within such an approach. 

5. W h a t would we like to know or to clear up 

5.1 The mechanisms of the light particle formation 
For beginning (and for the sake of simplicity) we could single out four groups of the light 

particle formation mechanisms in nucleus-nucleus collisions at low and intermediate energies. 
(1) The process of the complete fusion with a subsequent evaporation of the light particle 

a from the compound nucleus or from the fission fragments. Low energy and isotropic 
angular distribution are the characteristic features of the evaporated particles. Their energy 
spectrum can be easily calculated but it is more difficult to estimate the absolute value of 
their total yield. 

(2) The two-body primary process of incomplete fusion with ejection of only one pree-
quilibrium light particle: 

A + I -* Ai(= A + I -a) - f a 
X . { В + (y,n,p,a) 

' / . + /2 
I h + /2 + IP 

The light particle я formed in such a process may be fast (up to the energy corresponding 
to the two-body kinematical limit) or slow (at large kinetic energy dissipation in entrance 
channel). In the last case it cannot be distinguished from the evaporative particles. In 
principle, the light particle a may consist of projectile nucleons (massive transfer process) or 
target nucleons (knock-on reaction). The characteristic feature of the light particles formed 
in this process is the absence of the other fast light particles or the projectile-like fragments 
in exit channel, but there may be the other slow light charged particles, neutrons, and fission 
fragments. 

(3) The two-body primary process of the dissipative few-nucleon transfer with subsequent 
decay of excited projectile-like nucleus: 
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/! + / - > Л , ( = Л ± Д Л Г ) + / , ( = / ^ Д Л г ) 

' а + PI/?1 

<»i + а2 + А" 

' # + (7, »,?,<*) 

"ix + /a 
, . . , / i + Л + /.Я 
In this process both the fast light particles and the slow ones can also be emitted. In the 
first case they are accompanied obligatory either by the fast projectile-like fragment or by 
the other fast light particles (multi-fragment decay), and in the second one (large dissipation 
in entrance channel) - by the slow fragments only. The nucleons AN may be transferred as 
from the projectile to the target (ma + mpLF < m;) and vise versa (ma + m,pLF > гщ). The 
process of deep inelastic scattering (without mass transfer, i.e., AN = 0) with subsequent 
decay of excited projectile nucleus is to be attributed also to this group of mechanisms. 

(4) Quasielastic break-up of the projectile 

(a) A + I -* A{E' tn 0) + a + o(= / - a) 

and quasiclastic knock-out of the light particle from the target 

(b) A + I ~* B(= Л - a,E* « 0) + a + / 

These processes scom to be easily singled out from a total yield in the light-particle-heavy-
fragment coincidence experiments at Q3 ss 0. However, for an estimation of their total 
cross sections, an integration has to be performed over the whole angular range of the 
conjugate heavy fragment (both in plane and out of plane). It is difficult to fulfill such an 
integration without 47r-detector system. By now it is only known that elastic break-up (4a) 
is a considerable part (up to 25% at Ej ~ 30 MeV/A) of the total break-up cross section. 
We can not say anything definite about the quasielastic knock-out reaction (4b), perhaps, 
its cross section is negligible. 

Fig.8 Schematic picture of the a-
particle energy spectra and of ex
pected contributions of the four 
mechanisms of their formation 
(see the text) at the beam en
ergy ~ 20 MeV/nucleon. (1) -
evaporation from compound nu
cleus, (2) - incomplete fusion re
action, (3) - 'inelastic' break
up, (4) - clastic break-up. The 
dashed line corresponds to the 
total yield of evaporative a-
particles (from compound nucleus 
and from other heavy residues 
formed in the processes (2) and 

80 120 , „ ч ч r W 

EjMeV) \й> >• 
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Naturally, the processes (2) and (3) consist of the several possible mechanisms leading to 
the same final states. Nevertheless, in spite of such coarse division, we can not distinguish 
confidently the role of each process in a total yield of the light particles depending on their 
energy and angle and on the mass and energy of the projectile. In Fig.40 the a-particle spec
trum at the incident energy ~ 20 MeV/nuclcon is schematically shown at the very forward 
angle and at the angle somewhat larger than the grazing angle in entrance channel. Our 
experience allows us to make the following assumptions: 
(a) The relative contributions of the different processes depend strongly on the mass and 
energy of the projectile and on the outgoing angle of the light particle. 
(b) At the low energies (~ 10 MeV/nucleon) the dissipative massive transfer process (2) 
seems to be dominating, and at the higher energies - the processes (3) and (4) are. 
(c) The break-up processes make the forward peaking in angular distribution more pro
nounced and the incomplete fusion process (2) dominates at 0a > 0™ in high energy tail of 
the light particle spectrum. 
(d) For the lighter projectiles (Ai < 10) the dissipative phenomena are not so large and the 
maximum yield of the light particles is to be observed at the energy corresponding to the 
beam velocity (even at low beam energy). 

Surely, we would like these assumptions (and some others) to get the direct experimental 
confirmations (or disproof?) and the curves (1 - 4) in Fig.40 were drawn not schematically 
but through the experimental points. 

5.2 T h e dynamics of nucleus-nucleus interact ion on the whole 
and of light par t ic le formation in par t icular 

A large (but finite) number of particles, a simultaneous manifestation of classical and quan
tum features, an intricate non-linear character of the interaction - all these make the process 
of nucleus:nucleus collision at low and intermediate energies very attractive not only for nu
clear physics but also for general theory, bearing in mind the problems of chaotic quantum 
motion and new physical ideas, approaches, and theories which may arise here. 

At the beam energies higher than 5 MeV/nucleon at least half of all the light particles are 
emitted just on the initial stage of nucleus-nucleus collision, before they have forgot all the 
passed way. Therefore, studying the properties and the regularities of such preequilibrium 
particles, we get the direct information just about this most interesting and least known 
stage of nuclear interaction. In this Section we would like to designate some (unsolved, in 
our opinion) problems of the nucleus-nucleus interaction dynamics. Without understanding 
it and without more or less adequate description of it we can hardly expect the regularities 
of any heavy ion nuclear reactions including the process of light particle formation to be 
explained convincingly. 

Potential forces. Potential energy of two approaching nuclei is one of the most fun
damental and important characteristics of their dynamics. In a nucleon-nucleus interaction 
the role of the nuclear mean field is sufficiently clear, but for a nucleus-nucleus collision both 
the collective potential energy of their relative motion and the potential energy of the sepa
rate nucleons are unknown to us in explicit form. Determining the heights of the Coulomb 
barriers (with accuracy of a few MeV), we have a very vague idea about their form. We 
even cannot say with certainty if two nuclei accelerated or hindered in the region behind 
the barrier. Up to what distances can we speak at all about the potential energy of two 
separate nuclei when they penetrate into each other? What is the role of the potential forces 
in the heavy ion collisions and in the light particle formation? There are different points of 
view: from the total disregard of these forces up to the statement, that the light particles (or 
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accompanied projectile-like fragments) are deflected predominantly into the negative angles 
due to the nuclear mean field. The disappearance of transverse flow of light particles at the 
beam energy ~ 70-7-80 MeV/nucIeon is explained also by the balance between the attractive 
nuclear mean field on one side and nucleon-nucleon collisions on the other side: deflection to 
the negative angles due to the attractive forces at low energies gives place to predominant 
repulsion due to the large compression at higher energies. 

Undoubtedly, determination of the nucleus-nucleus potential forces is quite necessary if 
we want to attain the quantitf4tivc understanding of the heavy ton induced nuclear reactions. 
All the theoretical models contain these forces, which define the classical trajectories (in
cluding the caustic surfaces and nucleon focusing), local momenta, distorted waves, barrier 
penetration, and so on. Strong absorption in an elastic channel does not allow us to look 
behind the absorption radius in experiments on elastic scattering. Thus, we need to look 
for some other reactions the cross sections of which are sensitive to the value of the nucleus-
nucleus potential forces at the relatively small distances. The process of incomplete fusion 
(massive transfer) with emission of preequilibrium fast light particle is one of such reactions 
- see, for example, Fig.7. 

Dissipative forces. Nuclear friction is no less important for understanding the nucleus 
- nucleus interaction dynamics. However, the value and the nature of the dissipative forces 
are determined even more worse than potential ones. Note, that the friction forces are much 
more informative (and physically clearer) than imaginary part of optical potential. They 
not only substitute for the absorption г1У(г) defining the exhaustion of the flux in the 
elastic channel, but also allow us to keep watching the distribution of this flux over other 
channels. It substantially reduces the uncertainty when evaluating an absolute value of one 
or another reaction cross section. In our opinion, in heavy ion physics it should be refused 
where possible the use of an imaginary part of optical potential and introduce more general 
quantity - the dissipative forces. Now there is the possibility to use them not only in the 
classical models but also within the quantum theory of collisions [7]. 

The experimental and theoretical investigations of heavy ion deep inelastic reactions have 
not allowed us till now to deduce unambiguously the value of friction forces. Parameters of 
friction forces obtained by different authors vary over a wide range. Moreover, we can not 
answer very principal questions concerning friction forces. What is the mechanism of energy 
and angular momentum dissipation: one-body excitations, two-nucleon collisions, channel 
coupling, chaotic motion of nucleons in asymmetric mean field, nucleon exchange,...? If there 
are several mechanisms, then what are their relative contributions depending on mass and 
energy of the incident ion? Does the dissipation need a minimal time interval or there is 
some fast dissipation mechanism? Do the dissipative processes survive (then the transfer 
processes do) at high energies? Is it possible at all to distinguish correctly the dissipative 
and potential forces in heavy ion experiments? 

Fusion dynamics. It is generally assumed that the fusion process dominates in a 
total reaction cross section at low energies in collisions of not so heavy ions with the nuclei. 
Just because this process is worthy of particular attention. However, in spite of numerous 
experiments and theoretical' papers devoted to this process, we have not got a complete 
notion about fusion dynamics up to now. Why do the nuclei retain their 'personalities' even 
at the large overlapping of them in deep inelastic reactions? What keeps nucleons within 
two nuclei and what prevents them from the 'collectivization'? Is the existence of potential 
pocket obligatory that the fusion may occur? What happens with increasing of nuclei' 
masses: why does the fusion cross section sharply decrease (by the orders of magnitude) 
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at /lComp ~ 220? Why does the fission fragment mass distribution depend on the way of 
compound nucleus formation? What is the mechanism of subbarrier fusion and what is the 
role of the dissipative forces in this case? What is the role of compound nucleus fission 
barrier? How can we reduce the allied processes of fusion and fission (and of heavy fragment 
radioactivity) to the unified problem within the frame of the common quantum - mechanical 
model? The list of questions can be easily continued. 

Fragmentation dynamics. The fast break-up of s projectile on two (or more) frag
ments differs significantly from the fission process. What is the mechanism of this reaction? 
The simplified 'high-energy' models (of such kind as participant - spectator one) are hardly 
applicable at the energies lower than 100 MeV/nucleon. In 'molecular dynamics' the main 
attention is concentrated on the nucleon degrees of freedom, whereas at low and interme
diate energies just the search and investigation of collective (coherent) phenomena are of 
great interest: a massive transfer process, a fast splitting of a nucleus, a large momentum 
transfer to the whole nucleus (or to the heavy fragment) without destruction of it, and so 
on. In particular, the assumption about the dominance of sequential break-up mechanism 
(in comparison with the prompt one) may turn out to be wrong, in our opinion. It is a 
principal question for complete understanding break-up reaction. 

Instabilities. The presence of non-linear effects, the violation of spherical symmetry, 
the dissipative forces and the quantum character of the motion make the nucleus - nucleus 
interaction dynamics both intricate and very interesting due to arising of the instabilities of 
different kind. First of all, it is the instability with respect to the transition from regular to 
chaotic motion of nucleons and appearance (in connection with it) of the nuclear viscosity. An 
interplay of multi-dimensional potential energy surface with the dissipative forces may lead to 
the arise of the stable structures distinctive from the initial configuration ('selforganization'), 
especially in the case of large amplitude motion, i.e., at the above-barrier energies. High 
excitation energy of a nucleus leads to an ordinary phase instability, i.e., to the liquid - gas 
transition. At last, when going to the range of a negative compressibility (к = Рт& < 0) 
the mechanical instability may arise: decomposition of the nucleus onto the light fragments. 
Only the qualitative consideration of these processes was made at the best till now. The 
analysis of such the effects within the realistic quantum models is of great interest and may 
lead to discovery of quite new physical phenomena. 

6. Possible experiments 
(advice for experimentalists) 

Inclusive spec t ra of the light particles are to be measured within, at least, 2 or 3 
orders of magnitudes (for an observation of high energy tails of them), and at the several 
outgoing angles (<, >, and « 9™). At the low beam energies there is the possibility to attain 
the two-body kinematical limit for massive transfer reaction of light particle formation with 
obtaining of residual nucleus in some low-excited (or even ground) state. Such reactions may 
help us, for example, to understand better the process of heavy fragment radioactivity. It is 
very interesting also to measure the 'dissipative' part of these inclusive spectra (vLP < иЬежт) 
at high incident energies (> 100 MeV/nucleon) and at the angles larger than a grazing angle. 

KX-rays — light par t ic le coincidence experiments are worth being performed only 
at low beam energies. Here the wide spectra of light particles and their angular distribution 
in coincidence with KX-rays are desirable. It is very attractive to obtain the absolute values 
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of the double differential cross «cctioiiH with a detection оГ residual nucleus' atomic number: 
тя 'Ifip »('/„,\0ич #/,/')• Our prediction is tin; following} at tli<! energies 1С/Л < 20 MeV, 
t> i() '« i;bMll) and 0\,\> я» 0" the coincidence witb Zre, « #/„P/, dominates, and at vu, > <;,,„,„ 
and Ow > 0'" the coincidence witb % „ , « #/a).tf »|- Zpruj - %u> doe» (the binary ргоссян of 
incomplete fusion). 

Tlio coincidence with the projectile-like fragments and with t he o the r light 
part icles arc to xupply un with a contribution of д brcak=up process to a total yirld of the 
light particle». The usage of -Iff-dctcctor systems may allow UH to determine, at last, the 
absolute value of the quasielastic break-up cross section a{\) and also the sum <r(3) -f <r(4) 
(see Section 6.1). Here an extraction of these processes depending on the energy and on the 
angle of emitted light particle is of great interest (Fig.8). The anti-coincidence» of the light 
particle with the projcctile'-likc fragments or with the other light particles in 47r-cxpcrimciits 
allow us to single out the massive transfer channel. However, in such experiments we need 
the velocity separation of the detected particles! the yield of only fast light particles witli 
"/,/> *£ "ь«т ' s , п be measured in anti-coincidence with the fast projectile-like fragments or 
with the other fast light particles. It is also clear, that an incident energy ought to be high 
enough to separate easy the light particles with the beam velocity from the ones with the exit 
channel Coulomb barrier velocity, For example, at VQ(CI) «* 20 MeV and E(beam)/A fa 20 
McV the «-particle energy spectra can be measured within the range of E„ = 604-150 MeV 
in anti-coincidence with the other light fragments having the energy > 10 MeV/nucleon to 
deduce tin; contribution of the binary incomplete fusion reaction to the a-particle yield in 
this case. 

LP - fission fragments coincidences may be especially informative in 47r-experiments. 
We could study the dissipativc break-up reactions using the heavy target: / + A —• LP + 
PLF+fi +fj. Measuring the momenta of light particle and of fission fragments and selecting 

the events with —*-g—&**• « 1, we can easily obtain the contribution of the binary incom-
plete fusion process. Г his process might be also singled out in anti-coincidence experiment 
with detection of LP + f\ + / j and no other fast light particles or projectile-like fragment. 
In this case dependence of such events on the energy ?.nd on the angle of the outgoing light 
particle is also of great interest. The detection of the fission fragments with Z\ + Z-i > Ziarg 

allows one to single out the transfer processes, the existence of which at high incident ener
gies (> 100 MeV/nucleon) is in question. For this purpose, the events corresponding to the 
fusion process (complete or incomplete) in the fission fragment angular distribution may be 
considered once again for the more fissible targets and lighter projectiles. 

LP - 7-rays coincidences may be used first of all for obtaining the transferred angular 
momentum and for recalculation of the cross section to the form т г depending on the 
entrance channel impact parameter. In this respect the triple coincidences (channel + My) 
are of most interest, e.g., LP + PLF 4- M, with the evaluation of 4 £ (break-up), or LP — 

PLF + My with the evaluation of ~£ (massive transfer), and so on. For example, it should 
be interesting to verify the possibility of fast light particle formation in an incomplete fusion 
process just in the central collision: the coincidence of fast light particle with KX-rays 
of residual nucleus with Z,tt ~ ZtaTg 4- Z^oj — Zip and with 7-rays corresponding to 
My « 0. Such a reaction resembles a process of 'shaking-olf' the nucleons from a loosely 
bound projectile and their focusing by a target nucleus [17]. 
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An another possibility to obtain an impact parameter dependence of some reaction 
cross section is the method of so called 'global variables' [18] used in 4;r-cxpcrimcnts. 
This method is based on a detection of almost all the reaction products for each event. 
Then such 'global characteristics' of a given event as the light particle multiplicity i/, their 
total charge J21 %h total transverse momentum ^3^ m,t>,- sin 0,-, average parallel velocity 
Vav — {JZ'irnivicos 0»)I!Oim i a r c deduced. It was found out that the average (mass 
weighted) parallel velocity Vav gives the best correlation with entrance channel impact pa
rameter: Vau « vCN at b = 0 and Vav « vbtmm at h m Rt +Л 2 . Therefore, sorting the events 
over the values of the average parallel velocity Vav, we can classify them approximately 
according to the values of impact parameter, instead of using the dim concepts of 'central' 
and 'peripheral' collisions. 

Note, at last, that a separate analysis of every event detected in 47r-cxperiment allows 
us to obtain much more information in comparison with the usual experiments. However, 
the best method of 47r-cxperimental data treatment is to be only developed. 
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Abstract 

The mechanisms of light nuclei production in fusion reaction *8Ni+58Ni are considered. 
The preequilibrium dinuclear system decay o*. the evolution way to compound nucleus 
contributes in light nuclei production. Tl ass section of this process is calculated. 
The coupling of modes of motion is the reason of increase of asymmetric dinuclear 
system decay. The possibility of quasimolecular configuration existence at high angular 
momenta is discussed. 

1. Introduction 

Two mechanisms can contribute to the production of light nuclei with Z > 2 in the fusion 

heavy ion reactions at low energy. One of them is a cluster evaporation from the compound 

nucleus [1] and other is a decay of a dinuclear system (DNS) at a preequilibrium stage [2,3]. 

The last mechanism plays a significant role in the process of compound nucleus formation if it 

goes through the increase of the mass asymmetry of DNS. In this case the fusion is interpreted 

in the following way: dinuclear system formed after a capture stage evolves to a compound 

nucleus by the nucleon transfer from light nucleus to heavy one. 

It is possible of course that after a capture stage a neck between nuclei grows quite quickly 

and deformed mononucleus is formed. The further process is determined by the evolution of 

this mononucleus. Its form will approach to the equilibrium one if the initial distance between 

the nuclei is less than the value corresponding to saddle point of the compound nucleus. 

Otherwise the formation of the compound nucleus is not possible and the system goes to the 
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quasi fusion channel. Both mechanisms are mixed in the reality and their relative role can 
change from reaction to reaction. 

In the reactions with heavy nuclei deformed compound nucleus at the saddle point is 
more compact than a dinuclear system. So, the channel connected with the neck increase 
contributes mainly to quasifission cross section. The channel connected with the mass asym
metry increase becomes important for the fusion cross section description. This was confirmed 
by the calculations of fusion cross sections in the reactions ,00Mo+100Mo and n oPd+U 0Pd 

w. 
In the reactions with light nuclei the channel connected with the increase of neck radius 

contributes mainly to the compound nucleus formation. However, the competition of two 
channels is possible. The decay of very asymmetric configurations of the DNS can enhance 
the yield of light nuclei. Therefore, the investigation of light nuclei production gives us 
additional, although indirect, information on the fusion reaction mechanism. 

In this paper we are going to investigate the preequilibrium light particle production in 
the reaction 58Ni+S8Ni. This reaction is interesting due to its intermediate place between 
the reaction with heavy and light nuclei. The compound nucleus formation goes here mainly 
through the change of mononucleus form. Nevertheless, the channel of the DNS evolution 
contributes in the production of light nuclei with Z > 2. 

2. Model 

2.1 Charge distribution 
The light elements production cross section depends on the formation probability Pz of the 

DNS configuration with the charge asymmetry Z (Z is the charge of light fragment) and on 

the radial barrier penetration probability Az. Thus, our task is to calculate Pz and then to 

determine Az-
We determine the light nuclei production cross section by the following expression 

J oo oo 

я = ткл IdtldJ J*(J)^w WMZ( . /) , (i) 
' ' о о 

where Ap and Ep are the mass number and the energy of the projectile, respectively. Ф(.7) 

is the probability that a collision at the angular momentum J leads to defined reaction class 
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(deep inelastic transfer, fusion and so on). The quantity G(t) is the probability that interaction 

time (тм) is t. 
If Z is far from the projectile charge the formation probability Pz is small for trajectories 

with J > J„u- For J near J „it it increases because of the increase of the interaction time. 
For J < J„it the interaction time becomes large and we can simplify (1) 

Here we suppose that all trajectories with J < J „it have the same т,„(. The value of «/„,» 
for the reaction 68Ni+S8Ni practically coincides with the value of momentum JBJ=Q which 
corresponds to the vanishing of the fission barrier of compound nucleus ,10Ba. Therefore, at 
J < J„u the fusion reaction takes place and we can put Ф(7) = 1. For deep inelastic transfer 
we put Az(J) — 1 and use the following parameterization 

Ф(.7) = « p ^ - i ^ z i l j , (3) 

G(t) = ; « p ( - i ) . (4) 

Our main assumption consists in the factorization of Pz and Az- This is possible because 

the characteristic time for nucleon transition from one nucleus to other one is less than decay 

time of the DNS. In the forthcoming publication we shall consider the nuclcon transfer and 

the DNS decay simultaneously. 

S.S Formation probability Pz 

To calculate Pz we use the master equation 

jtPz(J,t) = ДЙ,(J)/%+ 1(J ,0 + AJ&(J)P*_,(J,0 - (A(
z
+)(J) + &k\j))Pz{J,t), (5) 

which is indeed & suitable tool to describe the evolution of the DNS. In (5) Д^ ' (7) are the 

transport coefficients which can be calculated microscopically [5] 

W = itE 1й(л)1Ч'М (i - n-(r)) " f f i^ ' fD , 
Ai 1,3 \Ef - Щ) /4 

4Г» ° i £ l t f ,Wl ' nf (r) (1 - я-(т)) S in) № ^ - У ) . (6) 
ш 1,2 \Ef - E%) /4 
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or can be parameterized [6] 

&yw = t f . . , ( * J ' f » ^ ) , 

In (6) 1 and 2 are the quantum numbers characterizing the single particle states in light 

and heavy nuclei respectively, n^n,) are the temperature dependent occupation numbers 

of the single particle states in light (heavy) nucleus, gl2 are the proton transition matrix 

elements. The time interval At must be larger than the relaxation time of the mean field but 

considerably smaller than the characteristic evolution time of the macroscopic quantities. The 

mutual influence of the mean fields of the reaction partners leads to the renormalization of 

the single particle energies Ец2) of noninteracting nuclei. In (7) U(Z) is the potential energy 

(driving potential) of the DNS with charge asymmetry Z, f is the geometrical factor 

f=2*i£fkd (d= i-ofm)- ® 
R\, Ri are the radii of the interacting nuclei. The value к defines the time scale (к = 

0.5 • 1050s_1 • fm~3). Using (6) and (7) we can reconstruct microscopically driving potential 

U(Z) [7]. It is seen (Figs. 1,2) that the microscopic and macroscopic driving potentials are 

qualitatively similar. The dependence U(Z) on Z has few local minima. This fact indicates 

the influence of shell structure on the evolution of the dinuclear system. 

Fig.l.Phenomenological driving poten

tial U{Z) for the system with Ztot = 108 and 

Аш = 272. The calculated results within liq

uid drop model are presented by dashed line. 

The driving potential calculated with use of the 

real nuclear binding energy is presented by solid 

line. 

~~0 20 40 60 80 100 

Z 

Since the transport coefficients obtained in the both cases are similar [7] in this paper we 

use the parameterization (7) for simplicity. The driving potential is calculated phenomeno-

logically. 

4 0Ar+2 3 2Th 

- 2 0 : — liquid drop 
shell corrected 

_ ТП ' ' ' • • • • • ' ' ' ' I • • 1 • ' 
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Fig.2 . Calculated microscopic driving potential 

U(Z) for the system with ZtQt = 108 and AM = 

272. 

"0 20 40 60 80 100 

z 
Solving the equations (1) we can obtain the dependence of charge distribution on time. 

The visible charge distribution differs on the Pz because of the probability decay which has 

to be taken into account. 

2.3 Tensor of inertia 

In the notation of [3], we take the collective Hamiltonian of the DNS in the following form 

Яон = \n& + \втч* - ВНпЩ + U(R, rj, J), (9) 

where fi = mA\Ail{A\ + A2) is the reduced mass, U(R, n, J) is the potential energy. Mass-

asymmetry is defined by n = (Ai - A2)/(Ai + A2), where A\ and A? are the fragment mass 

numbers. U(R,TJ,J) is the driving potential expressed through n. The dependence on R is 

added. Mass coefficients have the form 

Ячч = / ^ + Д,, Вд„ = ^ , (Ю) 

where 

<=-Ш('-*|)-£(-й)]-
Here, A = Ai + A2 and rw is the radius of the window between the nuclei. Expressions for 

Д , are given in [3]. 

It is well seen that at Ai = A2 ( = 0 and BRn is negligible near by the symmetric 

configuration. However, for the configurations with large mass asymmetry BRV is not small 

and it should be taken into account. Due to this nondiagonal coupling the energy concentrated 

£U J l I N U I I 111 I T I I I U | I | 1 I I I | I Г | I I I I I I I I I [ I I I I I I I I I | I I I I, 

20 -

> 
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on the mass asymmetry mode is transferred to the radial mode of motion. Therefore, during 

the motion from the Businaro-Gallone (TJBO) point of the driving potential U{R, 7), J) to more 

asymmetric configurations the DNS approaches to the radial potential barrier. This leads to 

the increasing decay probability. 

We can obtain the same result within quantum mechanical consideration. The kinetic 

energy operator T can be expressed in terms of current j(r) and density p(r) operators [8] 

T = ^ / d r j ( r ) p - 1 ( r ) j ( r ) . (12) 

The current operator has the foolowing functional representation 

*' = SV(*'^))- (13) 

Substituting (12) into (11) we obtain 

'•^«(ОггК) (14) 

Below we shall assume that the density depends on few collective parameters 5,- which we 

define by the relations 

qi = Jdrp(r)gi(r). (15) 

Therefore, 

= 1 > ( г ) я Т Sp(v) f^'dq, 
and we get for the kinetic energy 

^ — E / ^ ^ v ^ w v , , ^ ) ^ - . (i6) 

Thus we have the expressions for mass tensor 

B£ = f drV9i{r)Vgi,(r). (17) 

Let us consider as the collective variables R, r] and the neck degree of freedom v which we 

take as the ratio 

v = Aneek/At 

where Aneck is the number of particles, in the neck. 
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In accorance with (15) we use the following definition of gi 

~ \Ai At ) \ 9n 

9« = i e x p (~S) ' 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

Here z is the axes connecting fragment centers, a is a parameter determining the neck length 

Substituting (18-20) into (17) we get 

AiA2 
BRR = A ' 

Bm = mA 2 " 
Antck 

7Г 

B. Rr, 

JBRRB, 14 - ^№{й-Ш)-

(21) 

'(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

Here 

Aneek = J dr exp ( - ^ j p(r). 

Doing the calculations we have approximated d6(z)/dz by exp (—JJ-J /ai/Jr, which is a 6-type 

function for small a. 

As it is seen the dependences of BR^ on rj in (10) and (24) are similar. The schematic 

dependence of B^/JBRRB^, on т) is presented in Fig.3. 

Fig.3. Schematic dependence of BR„/JBRRB, 

onrj. 
Tin 

2.4 Probability decay of the DNS 

As it was mentioned above decay probability hz for the collisions with J < J^x is smaller 

than 1 and has to be calculated. To obtain Az(J) we have to determine the distribution 
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function f{R,T},pR^p1),t) of collective coordinates and-conjugated momenta. Neglecting the 

dependence of the inertia tensor on R the Fokker-Plank equation for / corresponding to (9) 

can be obtained in the form 

-Щ = - (PRRPR + (iR^Pr,)-^ 

- {^Ъ + ГЪРдщ + Щд^ 

+ 7/*лЛд— (ря/) + 7 ^ u o — (Рп/) 
ЧРя оря 

Неге 7 is the radial friction coefficient, D is diffusion coefficient connected with 7 by the 

Einstein fluctuation-dissipation relation 

D = 7Г*, (26) 

where T* is an effective temperature, 

V22V T* = ^ c o t h [ ^ ) . (27) 

In (27) hwn/2 is the zero vibration energy, T is the thermodynamic temperature. The tensor 

/iy is inverse to the tensor of inertia of (10): 

№ = £2/В„ + 1/(1, ftRv = (/Bv, ^ Ч = 1/Я„. (28) 

To simplify the solution of (25) we take the average value of dU/dt] as it has been done in [3] 

A U ' - U i • (29) ( - ) = --

where U* (£/') is the value of the driving potential in the initial Аг = A\ (final A2 = A{) 

configurations. The motion along R and ^-modes takes place in the valley on the energy 

surface. 

The coupling of modes of motion is important for large n. The decay of the DNS from 

the configuration with small T) is mainly due to the thermal and quantum fluctuations. We 

assume for simplification that at n < TJBG relative distance between the nuclei coincides with 

the position of the potential pocket minimum of the nucleus-nucleus potential. At JJ > TJBG the 
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DNS approaches to the radial barrier due to the coupling of the modes of motion and a decay 

probability increases. For the consideration of this process we can use the approximation 

(29). 

The pocket of nucleus-nucleus potential for the reaction 58Ni+88Ni is deep enough for 

4 = т]ва- Therefore, for the solution of (25) we can use the global momentum approach [9] and 

search / in the form of the multi-dimensional Gaussian with the time—dependent parameters. 

Using (25) we can obtain the system of equations for the first and second momenta [3]. The 

main assumptions and initial conditions for the solution of this equation are given in [3]. For 

simplicity we consider the classical motion along n. The distribution function of the distances 

between the fragment centers is of a particular interest for us. 

P{R,J,t) = j f(R,r),pR,pn,t)dT)dpRdpn 

- <^0r»«p(-itJgp). (30) 
Here R(t) and Хлл(0 axe ^ n e average value of R and variance of radial distribution, respec

tively. Due to our assumption on the classical motion along r] 

P(R,J,t) = P(R,J,ii). 

Using (30) the decay probability can be obtained by the following way 

oo 

Az{J) = Jp{R,J,ii)dR, (31) 

where 77 corresponds to Z, Rb is the barrier position of the nucleus-nucleus potential for given 

Z. The main advantage to use the Fokker-Planck equation for the dynamic description of 

the DNS is the possibility to include the diffusion through the potential barrier, thermal and 

quantum fluctuations. 

3. Resul ts 

3.1 Potential energy of the DNS 

The calculation of potential energy of the DNS is needed to obtain transport coefficients 

(7) and to estimate the value of (29). Let us consider here only the interaction of spherical 
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fragments, neglecting by their possible deformation. The value of Uz(R,J) is defined by the 

following way 

UZ(R, J) = B!+B2 + UnaiR) + Un(R) + Urat(R, J) - (Bn + U'rot(J)), (32) 

where B\, B* and Вц are the binding energies of the fragments and the compound nucleus, 

fni Ucoui and Urot are the nuclear, Coulomb and centrifugal parts of the nucleus-nucleus 

potential, respectively. The potential Un is chosen in the double folding form [3]. The value 

of Uz in (32) is normalized on the energy of rotated (U'rot) compound nucleus. 
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Fig.4. Driving potential (32) for the 

system 58Ni+s8Ni as a function of Z 
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minimum. 
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The dependences of Uz(R,J) on Z at different angular momenta arc presented in Fig.<i. 

The distance R for each configuration corresponds to the position of potential pocket mini

mum. Binding energies were U гп from [10,11]. Mass number of light nucleus was extracted 

from the minimization condition of Uz(R, J) with respect to neutron number. I t is seen that 

there is a large influence of the shell structure of the interacting nuclei on Uz(R,J)- This is 

in agreement with the strong influence of the light nucleus structure on the nucleon exchange 

between nuclei. At high values of J the energy of the symmetric configuration approaches 

to the energy of a compound nucleus and then becomes less than this energy. At low initial 

bombarding energies the DNS can not overcome the BG maximum and the channel of DNS 

evolution is closed. For this reason the quasimolecular configurations with the sufficiently 

long life time can occur [12,13]. 

As it is seen in Fig.5 the potential pocket practically disappears at J > 60 h. The fission 

barrier of compound nucleus is equal to zero at J > 60 ft. Therefore, at high angular momenta 

(Az{J) = 1) only deep inelastic transfers give the contribution to the production of light 

nuclei. 

Fig.6. Calculated cross sections of 

deep inelastic transfers products in 

the reaction ssNH-S8Ni at Em = 

150 MeV (solid line) and Ест. = 

165 MeV (dashed line) (see text). 

0 10 20 3D 
z 

3.2 Deep inelastic transfers contribution 

Using (1), (3-5) and (7) we have calculated the charge distributions for deep inelastic transfers. 

The results for the reaction 58Ni+58Ni at £ « = 150 MeV and 165 MeV are shown in Fig.6. 

The set of parameters J = 60, A J = 10, T = 2.5 • W~ns has been used. "With increasing 

collision energy the yield of light nuclei increases and the larger number of particle waves 

1—I—I—I—I—I—П—I—|_T" I—I—I-1 "I—П—I—|"T"I—Г" Г I—Г" 

Ec„,=155 MeV: 

Ea„=165 MeV] 
' ' * ' ' » • ' ' * « * ' * ' * ' « • ' ' » » ' * ' 
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give the contribution to deep inelastic transfers. The results of Fig.6 for Z > 21 (Businaro-

Gallone maximum) are not so correct for the comparison with the experimental data because 

the higher angular momenta contribute in this case. 

S.S Contribution of the trajectories with J < J„u 

At J < 60 if the kinetic energy is large enough the DNS can overcome the Businaro-Gallone 

maximum. After this point the system goes to the compound nucleus and its asymmetry 

increases. Solving (25) and using (31) the values of h-z{J) have been obtained for each 

configuration. Near the Businaro-Gallone maximum the value of Az(J) is defined by the 

thermal and quantum fluctuations. At 77 > TJBG A Z ( J ) increases with decreasing Z (Fig.7). 

The calculated cross sections {dafdZ)j<jcri, (2) are presented in Fig.8. I t is well seen that at 

these angular momenta the visible charge distribution differs considerably from the calculated 

one with Az(J) = 1 for all configurations. Due to the coupling modes of motion the decay of 

the asymmetric DNS takes place at low angular momenta. 
0,8 1 in 11 и и 1 и 11 in 1111 и и 1 IMI I I I I I I I I I I 111111пц111111111|11 пиит 

E . ^ 1 5 0 MeV: 
^ = 1 2 0 MeV: 

J=30 

Fig.7. Probability decay of the di-

nuclear system Az as a function of Z 

in the reaction S8Ni+58Ni at J = 30. 

The comparison with the experimental data on light nuclei evaporation obtained fbr more 

or less closed compound nucleus [14] allows us to say that coupling of modes of motion leads 

to enhanced yield of light nuclei in heavy ion collisions. Moreover, our calculation gives 

the same cross sections for production of 12C and 1 6 0 but the evaporation cross section for 
12C is larger then for 1 6 0 . The cross section of the preequilibrium decay of the DNS can be 

one order of magnitude more than the statistical predictions of light nuclei evaporation from 

compound nucleus. Therefore, this mechanism has to be taken into account in the analysis 

of experimental data. 
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Fig.8. Calculated charge distribu
tion (d<r/dZ)j<jtrll in the reac
tion 88Ni+MNi at E^ = 160 McV 
(dashed line) and E^ = 120 MeV 
(solid line). 

0 10 20 30 
Z 

5. Conclusion 

We have calculated the cross sections of the light nuclei production in the reaction 88Ni+ 
t8Ni. Prcequilibrium"decay of the DNS give a large contribution to the light nuclei emission. 
Therefore, careful measurement of the charge distributions in the reaction 88Ni+88Ni at differ
ent collision energy can help to estimate the relation between the charge asymmetry increase 
channel and the neck evolution channel. Enhanced experimental yield of light nuclei in com
parison with the statistical model predictions will demonstrate the presence of the channels 
of charge asymmetry increase. 

We should mention also that if the energy of the symmetric DNS is smaller than the 
compound nucleus energy we can think about molecular like states at high angular momenta. 

The authors (N.V.A., S.P.I, and R.V.J.) are grateful to Justus-Liebig-Universitat, Giessen, 
where this work has been done for its hospitality and the financial support. The authors (S.P.I, 
and R.V.J.) are grateful to DAAD for financial support. 
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Energetic light particle emission 

in the l°0 — induced reaction on 27A1 
S.I.Gogokv, M.I.Gostkin, S.I.Mcrzlyakov, K.O.Ogancsyan, 

ЕЛ.Раауик, S.Yu.Porokhovoy 
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Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions, JINR, Dubna 

In the past decade light particle energy spectra have been intensively stud
ied in inclusive and (semi)-exclusive heavy ion reactions [1] in the intermediate 
energy region (10<E<100 A Mev). References [1] and [2] give good reviews of 
the theoretical and experimental situation. Much of the early experimental and 
theoretical effort was directed towards the determination of the mechanism for 
production of these high energy light particles. The present experimental infor
mation is consistent with the concept of statistical particle emission from highly 
excited subset of nucleons which are in the process of equilibration with the re
maining composite system. The single light particle inclusive cross sections can 
be parametrized in terms of a simple thermal source which moves with slightly 
less than half the beam velocity. The extracted velocity and temperature pa
rameters exhibit a systematic variation with incident energy per nucleon above 
the Coulomb barrier. However most of the existing experimental data have been 
obtained only for a relatively small range of cross section, changing by only 2—3 
orders of magnitude respect to the maximum value. More experimental data for 
very high-energy light paricle would be highly desirable. It is known that cross 
sections of very energetic light particles in reactions induced by heavy ions are 
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very small (<nbarn). Thus the experiments with such cross sections require fast 
detectors of light particles and high intensity heavy ion beams. The high intensity 
(1012 - 1013 pps) heavy ion beams at the U-400 isochronous cyclotron make it 
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possible to study these effects, In this report we present the first experiments 
intended to observe high-energy light particles using the fast plastic telescope on 
the beam of the U-400 cyclotron. 

The measurements were carried out using 205 and 310 MeV 10O-bcam with an 
average current of 100 partclc nA, which bombarded an Al target with thickness 
of 5,4 mg/cm2, In this experiment to detect light particles we used a plastic 
scintillator range telescope. The telescope was placed outside a vacuum scattering 
chamber at ©lab = 30° in the horizontal plane and covered a solid angle of 8 msr. 
The telescope consists of 12 plastic scintillators with increasing thickness and area, 
The size of the first is 30 X 30 X 0,25 mm3, the second — 50 x 50 x 0,25 mm3, the 
third 50 x 50 x 1 mm3 and others 100 x 100 x 25 mm3. Protons up to 200 MeV 
can be detected. For the outgoing partcles the energy losses in all counters and 
time of flight were recorded event by event on magnetic tape for sequential off-line 
analysis. 

Energy calibration was obtained by measuring the energies of protons by their 
range equal the thikness of each detector. 

Simultaneous analysis of the time-of-flight, the total energy losses for each 
event allow quite reliable identification of the outgoing charged particles (p, d, 
t) and determination of their energy. For the identification of p, d, t an energy 
resolution of a few MeV is satisfactory. As example, in Fig 1. a dE-E distribution 
is plotted. We can sec quite reliable separation of protons, deuterons and tritons, 

The high energy parts of the energy spectra for protons, deutrons and tritons 
emitted in the reaction induced by , 6 0 ions of 310 MeV on an Al target are 
presented in fig.2. Light particles of such a high energy have not been observed 
earlier in the same reaction [3]. Double differential cross sections of protons 
emitted in reactions induced by i e O ions of 205 and 310 MeV incident energy 
on an Al target are presented in Fig.3. In order to compare our data with the 
systematic trends established in previous experiments, we fit the spectra with 
the single Maxwellian distribution with parameters from [3]. As seen by the 
solid curves in Fig.3, the moving source parametrization provides also a good 
description of the more energetic parts of the proton spectra. 
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By using an advanced formulation of the statistical model 
we study the evaporation residues (ER) obtained by the heavy-
ion reaction, allowing the investigation of the formation of 
isotopes far from the /J-stability, In our analysis we take into 
account exactly the angular momentum and parity coupling, the 
rotation induced evolution of nuclear shapes with increasing 
spin, the temperature and angular momentum fade-out of the 
shell correction, the full 7-cascade in the residual nuclei, finding 
that the results are particularly sensitive to the binding energies 
and 7-cascade strength. Moreover we consider the collective 
effects in the non-adiabatic approach in the level density above 
the critical energy and the BCS approach for the level density at 
lower energy. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The observation of the evaporation residues (ER) in the heavy-ion induced 
reactions allows a study of neutron deficient nuclei far from the /3-stabiiity line, as well as 
the mechanism of their formation.This is particularly interesting because of the relatively 
high angular momenta involved. In the present contribution we attempt to single out 
dynamic and static quantities which govern production of ER. To this end we analyse 
experimental data reported in Ref, 1 and investigate the role of; (i) angular momentum 
and temperature dependence of the shell corrections, (ii) spin distribution of the fusion 
cross section, (iii) rotation-induced evolution of nuclear shapes, (iv) pairing energies, (v) 
7-cascade and (vi) binding energies. Such an analysis requires the use of the appropriate 
nuclear model. We assume that at the relatively low incident energies (less than 10 MeV 
per nucleon) the reaction proceeds mostly through the formation of the compound 
nucleus and рге-equilibrium effects can be disregarded. Accordingly, use of the statistical 
model of nuclear reactions is justified. To obtain meaningful results, however, the 
statistical model must be applied in the most rigorous way and, in particular, all 
dynamic effects must be taken into account because otherwise one runs the risk of 
covering them with the non-physical adjustment of the statical ingredients. With the 
term 'dynamic' we mean all those effects which directly or indirectly depend on the 
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shape evolution of the rotating nucleus. The shell corrections and collective effects fall 

into this category, while such quantities such as binding energies, fission barriers at zero 

spin etc, form a static part of the model input. 

2. THE MODEL 

We use an advanced formulation of the statistical model described in detail in 

Rofs. 2-4. It accounts exactly for the angular momentum and parity coupling, allows for 

the neutron, proton, alpha-particle emission and accounts for a full 7-cascade in the 

residual nuclei. Particular attention is devoted to the determination of the level densities. 

These are calculated in the uon-adiabatic approach allowing for the rotational and 

vibrational enhancements. These collective effects are gradually removed above a certain 

energy. In the case of the rotational enhancement this energy is related to the Coriolis 

force which couples intrinsic and collective motions. Our level densities acquire a 

dynamic aspect through the dependence of the Coriolis force and of the rotational 

enhancement on the nuclear shape, which is, in turn, obtained from the liquid drop 

model. Intrinsic level densities are calculated using the Ignatyuk approach [5], which 

takes into account shell structure effects and pairing correlations. Use of the correct level 

densities is of fundamental importance for the present analysis as these determine the 

phase space available for each channel, a very essence that governs any statistical decay. 

In the case of the ER production one should also carefully consider the low energy level 

densities since this is the energy interval in which most of the ER's are formed. That is 

why we use the BCS approach [6] in our calculations, and one may expect the strength of 

the pairing interaction to influence the ER production cross sections. 

As far as the fission barriers are concerned, we use the rotating droplet model 

predictions (angular momentum dependent) as parametrized by Sierk [7] and allow for 

the temperature and angular momentum fade-out of the shell corrections [4]. The latter 

makes our fission barriers dynamic quantities too. The fusion cross section is determined 

according to the Bass model [8] with a smooth spin cut-off. The degree of smoothing is a 

parameter of the model and, in principle, may have an effect on the ER production. 

Transmission coefficients for the particle channels are calculated from the optical model, 

while those for the 7-ray emission are estimated as an arbitrary mixture of Weisskopf 

and Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) predictions. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A first glance at the experimental data already shows that particle emission is a 

secondary mode of the decay of the compound nucleus Ac formed in the interaction of 

Ne with Au. Compared to the calculated fusion cross section the experimental 
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production of ER amounts to only about a small percentage. Preliminary statistical 

model calculations, with the standard parameters, provide a correct order of magnitude 

for the ER production and point out the fission as an overwhelming decay channel for the 

compound nucleus and initial ER. Above 4u-th ER, however, the fission probability falls 

practically down to zero (at least up to intermediate energies) and the redistribution of 

the remaining flux over subsequent ER is governed by the competition between particle 

and 7-emission. This feature suggests the procedure which partially separates the role of 

some model parameters. First, the fission cross sections are adjusted to yield 3n-th 

neutron emission equal to the sum of the experimental cross sections for the production 

of all successive ER's. In the second step an appropriate redistribution of the remaining 

flux over different ER is looked for. In this way model parameters relevant to the fission 

channel are determined from the sum of the ER cross sections only. To the first order, 

they do not influence the relative population of different ER. The latter should depend 

mostly on the binding energies and strength of the 7-transitions. 

Our calculations show that the correct partition of the fusion cross section 

between fission and ER production cross sections can be obtained using rotating droplet 

model fission barriers (without any corrective coefficient) and shell corrections to the 

fission barriers which include the temperature and angular momentum dependencies. For 

the temperature dependence we use the one determined for Po in our previous work 

[3,4], while we apply a Fermi-type function which falls to 1/2 at J. / =24.5 with a 

AJ=6.5 diffuseness to account for the angular momentum damping of the shell 

correction. We note that the results are strongly dependent on these parameters. It 

turns out that the influence of the spin distribution of the fusion cross section on the 

total ER production is negligible. On the other hand, there is a certain sensitivity to the 

strength of the pairing interaction. Changing ground-state correlation function from the 

overall value A0=12/\/A, suggested by Ignatyuk [6], to the values proposed in Ref. 9 

brings about a 10% change in the ER production. This leads to a limited ambiguity in 

the determinatioi. :' 'ao shell effects fade-out in the fission barrier but is not enough to 

change our conclusion about the necessity of such a fade-out. This is also indirectly 

confirmed by the pre \nalysis of the same data [l], where either shell corrections 

had to be neglected alt. er or a drastic reduction of the droplet model fission barriers 

had to be applied. Such extreme solutions can be avoided if one allows for the 

temperature and spin dependencies of the shell corrections. 

Let us compare the experimental cross sections for the production of ER with 

statistical model calculations at the compound nucleus excitation energy of 61.5 MeV, 

which lies in the middle of the investigated energy range. With ER-xn we denote ER 

formed after emission of x neutrons. It turns out that the standard input calculations 

(binding energies from Nix Moller masses [10], El 7-strength according to Berman- Fultz 
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[11] systematics for GDR, and pairing strength Д0=12/\/А) overestimate ER-4n+ER-5n 
cross section and fall short for the production of ER-Gu+ER-7n. We note that about a 
half of the continuum population of the ER-5n is located above the neutron binding 
energy. Therefore, relative population of ER-5n and ER-611 will strongly depend on the 
value of the neutron binding energy and on the applied strength for the 7- transitions. In 
fact, reduction of the binding energies by 1 MeV in ER-5n and by 2 MeV in ER-6n 
brings calculated results for flie production of ER-4n+ER-5n into a fair agreement with 
the experimental data (see solid line Fig. 1). These ER were chose for comparison 
because of their high yield and their wide energy range in respect to the other ER. The 
calculations were performed with a same set of parameters and only 7-strength was 
adjusted for each incident energy. 

In fig. 1 we also present the calculations using standard binding energies [10] 
and constant shell corrections SW (dashed line) together with the results obtained when 
the temperature- and spin- dependence of the shell correction is allowed (dash-dotted 
line). One observes that without the allowance for the shell correction fade-out the 
results are order of magnitude above the experimental data. Comparison of the dash-
dotted line with the solid line, demonstrates the sensitivity to the binding energies. 

In fig. 2 we report the results of the calculations for the production of the 
remaining(namely ER-3n -full line- and ER-(6-7)n -dashed line). The parameters 
correspond to those used for a solid line of fig. 1, except one (7-ray strength). One 
observes that the calculations for ER-3n are in full agreement with the trend of the 
experimental data (the calculated results are missing for incident energies below the 
fusion threshold). In the case of the ER-(6-7)u production the theoretical results describe 
properly the energy dependence of the excitation function but, to some extent 
overestimate the peak cross section. In the same figure we also report the calculation 
when £W=const. and standard neutron binding energies are used (dash-dotted line is 

related to ER-3n while dotted line to ER-(6-7-)n. Also in this figure the results show that 

the trend of the full line curve matches the one of the ER-3n experimental data in a 

better way respect to the dash-dotted line, while the sensitivity of the neutron binding 

energy on the excitation function of the ER-(6-7)n nuclei appears to be more relevant. 

4. CONCLUSION 

We believe that our analysis may be considered an argument in favour of the 

statistical nature of the reaction mechanism. It should be kept in mind, however, that 

'standard' model parameters require some modifications. This could be expected as we 

are dealing with exotic nuclei far from the stability line. We are convinced we have 

observed the temperature and angular momentum decrease of the shell corrections to the 
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fission barriers, which is in line with our previous findings [3,4]. On the other end, it 
seems that a substantial reduction of the neutron binding energies is necessary to better 
reproduce the relative ER-xn production cross sections. This reduction cannot be 
unambiguously separated from the effects caused by the uncertainty in the strength of 
the 7-transitions, which contribute strongly to the production of the ER's. 

We conclude that the ER production cross sections appear to .be sensitive to 
both static and dynamical parameters of the statistical model. This requires the use of 
the rather advanced code, which takes into account various dynamic effects, angular 
momentum coupling and 7-cascade. It turns out that the role of the shell correction fade-
out with the temperature and angular momentum is of fundamental importance for the 
ER production. Thus, investigation of the ER excitation functions may provide 
interesting information about such a fade-out. In addition, analysis of the ER production 
may turn out a useful tool for verification of masses of nuclei far from the stability line. 
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Figure captions 

Fig. 1 The excitation functions for the ER-(4-5)n production in the 20Ne-f197Au 
reaction. Full dots are the experimental data. Full line represents the results of 
the statistical model calculations using temperature- and spin- dependence of the 
shell corrections SW and neutron binding energy modified with respect to the 



standard values [10]. Dashed line refers to the calculation using constant shell 
corrections and standard binding energies. Dash-dotted line differs from the solid 
line only by the use of the standard binding energies. 

2 The excitation function for the production of ER-3n (dots) and ER-(6-7)n 
(squares) nuclei. The full (ER-3u) and dashed (ER-(6-7)n) lines represent the 
results of the calculations obtained using the same set of parameters as for the 
full line of fig. 1 and modifying, in addition, neutron binding energy for the ER-
7n nucleus with respect to the standard value. Dotted line (ER-3n) and dash-
dotted line (ER-(6-7)n) are obtained with constant shell corrections and standard 
neutron binding energies. 
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Abstract 
The model to estimate the yield of some heavy actinide isotopes is presented. 
It is assumed that these isotopes are produced as a result of multinucleon 
transfers followed by neutron and charge particle emission. The yield of pri
mary excited actinides PZ,N(E') is found using the microscopic model. Ab
solute cross sections for different binary reaction channels are obtained by 
summing the cross sections for all subchannels with an appreciable yield. 

1. Introduction 
Investigations have provided an appreciable amount of new information on heavy 
ion induced reactions. In the incomplete-fusion reactions nucleons are exchanged 
between two nuclei. Due to this the excitation energy of the targetlike product is 
low and the amount of the evaporated particles is not large. Therefore, incomplete-
fusion reactions extensively were studied in order to explore the possible production 
of isotopes of heavy actinides [1,2]. 

To estimate the production cross sections of different nuclides we have to cal
culate primery isotope distribution and to obtain the final distributions taking into 
account particle evaporation. After this two step calculation we can compare the
oretical and experimental results. Our calculations are in agreement with the Qgg-
systematics. The slope of the QSff-systematics is the input information for the cal
culation of the final isotope distribution within the statistical evaporation model. 

The evaporation process is calculated within the statistical code [3]. Bearing in 
mind that in heavy ion reactions the nuclei formed have large angular momentum 
/ ~3> 1ft, we choose the quasiclassical version of this model, in which the spins S 
of the emitted particles are neglected and the angular momenta of the original, /;, 
and final, / / , nuclei, as well as the particle orbital momentum / are considered to 
be classical vectors. We take into account the emission of 7-rays, neutrons, protons, 
2H, 3H, 3 # e , a-particles, and fission. 
2. Method of Calculations 
2.1. Microscopic Treatment of Transfer Reactions 
Experimental data have been obtained which demonstrate the influence of the shell 
effects on the multiple nucleon transfer process. The interpretation of this influence 
required the formulation of the microscopic model of the process. A variant of 
that approach has been suggested in [4]. It was shown that the treatment of the 
mass distributions on microscopic grounds requires consideration of the proton and 
neutron transfer simultaneously. The main ingredient of the model suggested in [4] 
is the single-particle level scheme. It is in contrast to the transport theories which 
are based on the use of the driving potential. 
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Let us consider a dinuclear system after the relative motion kinetic energy damp
ing. Let Pz,N{t) be the probability to find the system at the moment i in the state 
with the mass A = N + Z and charge Z of the light fragment. In [4] the master 
equation for Pz,N(t) has been obtained: 

+ ^l;^Pz,N+x{t) + дЙ&*м-1 (О 
- (Д^' + А ^ + А^' + Дё^Уг,^), (1) 

where the transport coefficients have been calculated microscopically. In this model 
the independent single-particle proton (index Z) and neutron (index N) transfers 
are considered. 

Solving equation (1) we obtain the primary nuclides distribution. However, it 
was shown in [4] that calculated isotope production cross sections are in a good 
agreement with QSff-systematics. Due to this the following parameterization of iso
tope production probabilities can be used [5] 

P(i) ~ exp [(Q„ - 6 + AEC)/T0], (2) 

where &EC is the change of the Coulomb interaction energy due to the charge 
transfer, S is the so-called "nonparing" energy correction, the parameter To char
acterizes the slope of the exponent in (5), Qgg = Mi + Mt — (Мн + ML), A # C = 
(Z{Zt — ZbZjfie2JRc, Z and M are atomic numbers and masses of the of the din
uclear system before and after transfer. The results of calculation in ref. [4] allows 
us to say that there is no equality between To and the thermodynamic temperature 
т. Therefore, the microscopic model gives an exponential slope which is used in the 
further statistical evaporation calculations. 
2.2. Sum-rule Model 
The term incomplete-fusion reaction was suggested for reactions in which the ma
jor part of the progectile transfers to the target. We used the "sum-rule" model 
which was suggested in [6] to calculate cross sections of yields of fragments in trans
fer reactions. According to this model incomplete-fusion reactions are localized in 
successive Z-windows above the critical angular momentum for complete fusion, in a 
sequence beggining with the capture of the heaviest fragment of a progectile, followed 
by the capture of lighter fragments at higher angular momenta [6]. For the cut-off in 
angular momentum space a smooth cut-off is taken X/ = {1 -f exp[(i - ^ ; , ) / Д / ] } - 1 . 

The reaction probabilities Pi for all incomplere-fusion reactions г are calculated 
according to (1), then this calculations are parametrized to the exponential factor 
(2), by variation of parameter Го. The angle-integrated cross-section for a particular 
incomplete-fusion channel then is 

.(г) - «X ^ ( 2 / + 1 № ? / ? я р [ ( д , я . , + д а д (З) 
i 

where lmax limiting the sum is defined as the largest angular momentum for which 
the colliding system gets into the region where the total nucleus-nucleus potential 
is attractive. 
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2,3. Decay of Heavy Fragments 
The energy spectra of reaction products show the presence of deep inelastic and 
quasielastic components. So, we presented the excitation energies of primary heavy 
fragments as a superposition of two Gaussian distributions. One of these corresponds 
to the energy distribution in the quasiclastic process, and the other to the deep 
inelastic one. The widths and relative contributions of these components are used 
as parameters. By means of random number the value of the excitation energy is 
determined. For different decay channels of the excited nucleus the maximum of 
the residual energy is defined in the following way Е™* » E' - E, — Ev — Vu\ 
gman — E* — E,- Вj. Here E* is the excitation energy of the excited nucleus, Er is 
its rotational energy, Vv is the exit Coulomb barrier for a particle of the kind v, E» 
is the kinetic energy of the particle, Bj is the fission barrier. For all E™a* > 0 the 
kind of the emitted particle or 7-ray is deduced. For partial widths of the particle и 
emission, for the fission and of the 7-quanta emission the following expressions from 
rcf. [7] have been used. 

V-Bu 

Г„(ЗГ,Л) « 2(,2Д" \}\ / °i*№MV-B*-B*)ME„ (4) 
it'h pi(U) J 

V,-B„ 

Г,(Щ,1,) « (2^(1/))-' / p(U.-B/-c)de, (5) 
0 
и 

адГ,Л) * (nhcYPi{U) I а"А(Еу)Р{и " E^dE" ( 6 ) 

0 

where U is the thermal energy of the nucleus. The inverse cross section <г)П„ is 
calculated within the optical model [8]. The thermal energy U, and the rotational 
energy E' are connected at the saddle point by the relation U, = E' - E'. This 
used form of the width Г/ takes into account the change of the fission barrier of a 
rotating nucleus so far as В/(I) = .0/(0) - {Er — E'r). In (6) for the partial width 
of the electric dipole radiation с7л, the photoabsorbtion cross section is taken. The 
disappearance of shell effects in the nuclear level density p with increasing E* is 
accounted for in the framework of the Fermi-gas model using a phenomenological 
dependence [9]. 

After the determination of the de-excitation mode (if fission does not occur) 
the characteristics of the emitted particles or 7-rays, namely their kinetic energy, 
orbital momentum and emission angle were deduced. For the given kind of the 
particle the simultaneous selection of E„, / and cos(0) has been performed by using 
random numbers. The fission process is taken into account by the weight function 
FU= П[1 -Г У /Г«Д 
3. Conclusions 
The parameters of the model used in the calculation are: parameter Д/ of the angular 
momentum distribution and nuclear parameters r0 of exit and entrance reaction 
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channels. For realistic values of these parameters a rather good agreement with 
the cxpercincntal data on the production of some isotopes of heavy netinides lias 
been obtained. Reasonable values of model parameters permit to obtain satisfactory 
estimates of heavy actinide yields. 

Л microscopic approach to the calculation of probabilities of heavy fragment 
production makes it possible to avoid using a phcnomcnological dependence for 
P{i) which is well known only for a narrow cnorgy region above the fusion barrier. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

Previous work on reaction mechanisms in light nuclear 
systems,in the energy range 4-10 MeV/n, suggested that a 
significant contribution to the nonfusion cross-section could be 
related to the deep inelastic collisions 1_3 . One of the basic 
assumption concerning the deep inelastic process is the 
two-body character of the interaction 4. However recently it 
was shown, that three-body final state processes turned out to be 
important at bombarding energies close to 125 MeV for the 
27A1(160,X) reaction 5. It was concluded on the basis of 
kinematic considerations, together with analysis of the inclusive 
energy spectra of reaction products, that the mechanism 
responsible for interaction is the direct breakup process5. In 
the present contribution, an evidence for three-body final state 
breakup, in the reaction 27A1(14N,X) at 116 MeV bombarding energy 

is presented. Data at lower energy (55 MeV) are consistent 
on the other, side with a two-body final state breakup10", 
confirming the previous results',measured at 62 MeV. It follows 
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from these data that there is a transition with the rising energy 

from two-body to three-body final state in the considered 

reaction.The breakup process is a direct mechanism differing 

essentially from a deep inelastic process which is a delayed 

mechanism, favoring the dissipation of energy up to a full 

relaxation. In heavier nuclear systems the fully relaxed 

component of the energy spectrum was clearly observed indeed, in 

previous experimental investigations4, but was not observed in 

the light nuclear systems1"3. 

2.EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS 

The experiments were performed at the Kiev U-240 cyclotron, which 

produced a "N beam at 116 MeV, and at the Tandem accelerator in 

Bucharest, which produced a "N beam at 55 MeV. Self supported 

"Al foils 470 mg/cma thick , were used as targets. In the aim to 

facilitate the monitoring, a thin gold layer (10 microg/cma) was 

deposited by vacuum evaporation on the aluminum foils. The 

thickness of the gold layer was determined by using the 

scattering of a 50 MeV "o beam, at the Bucharest FN Tandem 

accelerator. The thickness of the target was checked, by 

measuring the energy loss of alpha particles.The reaction 

products with charges ranging between 3 and 13 were identified by 

use of DE(gas)-E detectors filled with high purity Krypton at 

pressures 100-150 mbars. These detectors were operated in closed 

circuit. Typical resolutions of 60 KeV were obtained for the 

ionization part of the detector in case of alpha particles 

stopping in the gas. The E detector was a Si surface barrier 

detector,1 mm thick. The entrance window of the ionization 

chamber consisted of mylar 2 micr.thick.The DE-E signals from the 

chamber, set in coincidence, were recorded as bidimensional 

matrices by the aid of a SM-2 computer. Due to the high 

resolution of the detection system, good charge group separation 

was obtained.The inclusive angular distribution measurements were 

performed at angles between 15° and 50°,in steps of 2.5° up to 

30°, and in steps of 5°, for the rest of angles. In processing of 
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the reaction product spectra, special care was devoted to the 
corrections related to the energy losses in the target and in 
the mylar window.In this aim analytic formulas for energy losses 
as a function of energy were derived from a recent program for 
the calculation of ion transport in matter e. 

3.RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In Fig.1-3 are shown typical inclusive spectra at 116 MeV 
bombarding energy,for the reaction products С, В; and Be measured 
at 15°, 17.5°, and 22.5°. The histograms represent the 
experimental data, compressed at about 1.5 MeV/channel,in order 
to improve the accuracy per channel.The solid curves in Figs.1-3 
represent the three-body final-state calculations, using a 
formalism based on deuteron breakup model of Serber 7,and 
developed by Matsuoka et al ",and by Tabor et al '/for heavier 
systems. In this calculation it is assumed that the target 
behaves as a spectator during the interaction, and only provides 
a field for projectile breakup.During the interaction, the target 
can be excited, but remains intact, while the projectile breaks 
up into 2 fragments,leaving a three body final state. The 
cross-section in this formalism, can be written as in the 
following: 

d2o/dQdE-fdPAdPb (Px+P+PA-pp) в (Ex+E+EA-EP+ey (2це+ (Mx/Mp. Pp-Px)2)2 

(1) 

in which: P , P , P, P , represent respectively the momenta:of 
A X P 

the target nucleus, of the fragment X resulted in the breakup, of 
the fragment conjugated to X, and of the projectile; E , E, E , 
E , represent the corresponding kinetic energies; H , represents 
the separation energy in the breakup process;/*-, represents the 
reduced mass of the fragments. The numerator in the formula 1 is 
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the three body phase space factor, and the denominator 
representing the transition matrix is a consequence of the using 
of Yukawa type wave function in the description of the breakup 
process: 

T(r)=c(«/2n)l/z.exp(-ar) (2) 

in which С is a normalization factor, and 

a=(2ue)1/2/tf (3) 

In Fig.4 are presented separately the behavior of the transition 
matrix: 

|T|2=C. (2це)1/2/ (2»e+(Mx/Mp.Pp-Px)2)2 (4) 

of the phase space factor and of the resulting 
cross-section, calculated for 14N -* 13c+p breakup at 15° in 
laboratory system. It is to be pointed out that the only free 
parameter in the calculation is the normalization of the 
predicted energy distribution.The maximum kinetic energy of "c 
ejectiles in Fig 4 has been obtained from a three-body kinematic 
calculation.This type of calculation will outlined shortly in 
the following: For a given ejectile angle and bombarding energy, 
the fragment energy E ( corresponding to the fragment l) is a 
function of the excitation energy: 

Е1=щ/2Ца{Ех-Е,.)+(-В+[В2-4А(2т,..Ех+у)]1/г/2Атр]г (5) 
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By differentiating E with respect to E , and putting this 
1 x 

expression = to zero, the optimum excitation energy E (Opt) which 
will produce the maximum fragment energy, can be established: 

Ex(Opt) =i/Clamp{B2-4Ay) /I6ml+Et] (6) 

By substituting E (Opt) for E , the maximum observable energy 
X X 

for the fragment in the 3-body final state can be found, where: 

a=2/ Ы^а+п^/щ)} 

y=2(mp-mt)Eb 

Л=1+Л71/Л7р 

B=-2J2mpEbCOSQ 

C=l+ampA/2wc 

In these expressions mp, m. , m , m , are the masses of the 
projectile, target, and of the two projectile fragments, 
respectively. E is the threshold energy for the breakup.The 
bombarding energy is E , The detection angle of the fragment is 0 
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r/AI(14N,C) E p 8 И 1 6 М е У 

14 . 29 43 53 72 87 101 116 130 
LS.Energy (MeV) 

Figure 1. Histograms: The experimental 
measured double diff- cross-section for the 
reaction 27A1(14N,C) at the angles 15°, 
17.5° and 22.5°. Solid curves: The 
calculated spectra according to a three-body 
breakup (see formula (1) ). For arrows 1 to 
3 see text. 
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;: The experii Figure 2. Histograms: The " experimental 

measured double diff. cross-section for the 
reaction "A1(14N,B) at the angles 15°, 
17.5" and 22.5°. Solid curves: The 
calculated spectra according to a three-body 
breakup (see formula (1) ). For arrows 1 to 
3 see text. 
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Figure 3. Histograms: The experimental 
measured double diff. cross-section for the 
reaction a7Al(14N,Be) at the angles 15°, 
17.5° and 22.5". Solid curves: The 
calculated spectra according to a three-body 
breakup (see formula (1) ). For arrows 1 to 
3 see text. 
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The solid curve superimposed on the experimental histogram at 
15° in Fig.l, is the same as in fig 4. As can be seen in Fig.l 
there is an overall good description of the experimental spectrum 
by the chosen three-body final state breakup. For reactions as 
"N~«r"c+d, and "N —• lxC+t,the distributions are significantly 
shifted to lower energies due to higher Q values and therefore 
the agreement with the experimental data is less satisfactorily. 

I4N+27A1, Teta =15° 
12.0 г React ion p r o d u c t : С 

\is 

^ 
0) 
^ 
\ 
rO 

£ 
a 
tJ 
ьэ 
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0.0 

6.0 

4.0 

?,,0 

0.0 r r r r f f f i i и | r i i | i • t t t i i i i I i • i i i i i n I i • • i n i i r | t ' t i i Ц i i 1 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
L.S. ENERGY (MeV) 

Figure 4. The phase-space factor, the transition matrix and 
the resulting cross-section according to formula (1) for the 
breakup: 14N ->13C+p. The only free parameter is the 
normalization of the cross-section. 

The arrows marked 1 and 2 represent the beam velocity energies 
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corresponding to masses 12 and 13. As it is known the signature 
of a breakup process is a broad peak centered at about an energy 
corresponding to the beam velocity. The arrow marked 3 points to 
the maximum energy that would correspond to the two-body final 
state breakup, "N+27Al-*"c+a*Si. In Fig.2 the arrows 1 and 2 
indicate the beam velocity energies corresponding respectively to 
masses 10 and 11. The arrow 3 indicates the maximum energy 
corresponding to the two-body final state breakup, 14N+"A1* 
1°B+"P. In Fig.3, the arrows 1 and 2 indicate the beam velocity 
energies corresponding respectively to masses 7 and 9. The arrow 
3 points to the maximum energy corresponding to the two-body 
final state breakup l*N+2'Al-»'Be+3JS. Figs.l- 3 show also a 
reasonable agreement of the three-body final state calculations 
with experimental spectra. An attempt to estimate the 
contribution of two-body final states in the spectrum led to 
values less than 10% . On the other side, the spectra 
obtained at 55 MeV bombarding energy, for the reaction products, 
lighter than the projectile, are rather consistent with a 
two-body breakup calculation, in agreement with data published 
earlier at 62 MeV bombarding energy °. It follows from these 
results that between 62 MeV and 116 MeV, there should be a 
transition with rising energy from predominant two-body final 
state processes to predominant three body final state processes. 
It would be certainly of interest to check experimentally this 
tendency, by measuring this reaction at additional energies. 
The measured angular distributions for Li to С products were 
integrated to yield the total breakup cross-section. This 
cross-section was then added to the fusion cross-section, 
estimated by Glass and Mosel lx calculations. This fusion plus 
breakup cross-section is represented in Fig.5, together with an 
estimate for the total reaction cross-section by an optical 
model calculation, using the program Genoa. The parameters used 
in the optical model calculation were the El8 parameters ", 
giving reasonable agreement with the elastic scattering results. 
The parameters used in the Glass and Mosel calculations of the 
fusion cross-section were derived from a variation of Back et al 
". In Fig. 5 it is also shown the point measured at 55 MeV 10b. 
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It appears in Fig.5 that both points/ at 65 and at 116 MeV are 

2000 г 
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г-» 

3 1000 
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-L.l.,1 I I I I I--I, I ,1, J-i-XJ-1,1,,1 J- I -J I I I, l-i-L-t-Lj-t-1-.Uia-.J-J-X.l-J 

0 40 ПО J 2 0 100 
LS. ENERGY (MeV) 

Figure 5. Calculation by Optical Model of the total reaction 
cross-section for "N + 27A1 system. Calculation of the 
Fusion cross-section by using the Glass-Mosel model. 
Experimental points: total integrated breakup cross-section, 
added to the Glass-Mosel fusion cross-section. 
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not reaching the Unit imposed by the optical model. This is 
understood because in the product cross-section are not included 
inelastic cross-sections and cross-sections for heavier products 
0-Л1. Another point is the dramatic increase of the cross-section 
for the charged groups in passing from 55 MeV to 116 MeV. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion the J7A1(14N,X) reaction, investigated at 116 MeV 
displays a most significant three-body final state mechanism. A 
comparison with data obtained at lower energies ",l0b, 
indicate a marked shift with energy , from two-body to 
three-body final state mechanism. This behavior is not 
compatible with a deep inelastic interpretation which is 
essentially a two-body mechanism *. Moreover the energy spectra 
measured in deep inelastic collisions of the heavier systems 4 

display always a second maximum at fully relaxed energy (reaction 
products emitted at negative angles). In the case of light 
nuclear systems as the reported one in the present paper or 
in ref.x"I,B there is no trace of a fully relaxed, second 
maximum. The straight forward interpretation of this fact is 
that in the case of light nuclear systems, the reaction 
products are emitted essentially at positive angles as it 
should be in breakup processes. 
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Abstract 

In the single-particle approach a partition of the excitation energy between the reaction 

products in deep indacMc cc'Jisiop" of heavy ions is investigated. The role of the 

particle-hole excitations and the nuclcon exchange is considered. The ratio of the 

projectile excitation energy to thj total excitation energy for the reactions 238U(14G8 

MeV)+ 124Sn, 238U(1398 MeV)+U0Pd, 56Fe(505 MeV)+165Ho, 74Ge(629 MeV)+165IIo 

and 58Ni(880 MeV) + 197Au is calculated. The results of calculations are in a good 

agreement with the experimental data. 

To calculate the exotic nuclei production cross section and to reconstruct the primary reac

tion product yields from measured yields of evaporation residues it is important to know how 

the excitation energy is distributed between the reaction products in heavy ion collisions. 

Originally, the results of several early experiments were consistent with the assumption 

of a very rapid set-in of the thermal equilibrium in a dinuclear system (DNS) [1]. In this 

case the excitation energy is divided approximately proportionally to the fragment masses. 

However, later experiments [2,3] demonstrated that this assumption is not correct. Moreover, 

in the reactions 5SCr+208Pb [4], 238U-f124Sn, n o P d [5] a large part of the excitation energy 

is concentrated in the light fragments even for a large range of total energy losses. Nearly 

equal sharing of the excitation energy has been observed in the reactions 58Ni + 197Au 

[4], S6Fe+165Ho [6-8] and 74Ge+165Ho [9-11] for relatively large values of the total kinetic 

energy losses . With increasing total kinetic energy loss the division of the excitation energy 

approaches but never reaches the thermal equilibrium limit. Thus, these new experiments 

generated great interest in problem of kinetic energy dissipation. 

Our microscopic model is based on the assumption that the average fields of the colliding 

nuclei are not disturbed drastically during the collision [12-15]. The single-particle mech

anism (the multinucleon transfer between fragments and inelastic processes (particle-hole 

excitations) in fragments) is considered as the main mechanism of dissipation. The model 

allows to compare the relative role of the particle-hole excitation and nucleon exchange in 

the process of dissipation and to calculate the correlation between the nucleon exchange and 

total excitation energy of nuclei. 
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The total Hamiltonian of a DNS II is taken in the form 

II = IIrel + //,„ + VM (1) 

where f'Tt\ is tho Hamiltonian of relative motion and #,„ is the intrinsic Hamiltonian of nuclei 

while Vint denotes a coupling of relative and intrinsic motions. In the second quantization 

form we can write 

W(R(0) = //*„(R(0) + VWR(O), 

tf,-n(R(0) = £*<(R(0)afa = 5>>(Д(0)а£ая -)- £ ё т ( В Д 4 а т . (2) 
i P T 

VUR(t)) = £ K-,(R(0)a+ai( = ^ x^(R(0)aJap ( 
<j£i' Я/Я' 

+ £ A^,.(R^))a?aT, + Ебя-(И(0)(аяат + л-с-)-
TjiT' Г,Я 

In the expression (1) ёрр) are perturbed single-particle energies in the projectile (target) 
nucleus. These states are characterized by the set of quantum numbers P = (np,jp, lp, mp) 
and T = (пт^т^Ь^гпт)- The matrix elements Xppi and Хтт' generate particle-hole tran
sitions in the same nucleus. The matrix elements ffpT correspond to the nucleon exchange 
between the reaction partners due to the nonstationary mean field of a DNS [14,15]. 

In the relaxation time approximation [16] the equation of motion for the single-particle 
density matrix ri(t) takes the form: 

ih?m m [Й, ад - "wo - «'mm, (з) 
where т is the relaxation time (т = 15-10-22 s) , ne'(R(i)) is a local quasiequilibrium density 
matrix at fixed distance between the centers of nuclei R(t). To solve eq. (2) we used the 
following approximative iteration procedure (At < r) 

n{(t) = nJ»(R(0) 1 - e x p f — - j +ni(t)exp(-y-J , (4) 

m{t) = hi(t - At) + 53 Wik(B.(t), At)[hk(t - At) - ui{t - ДО], 

**(R(0) = №(0)-**(ii(0)]/ft-

The occupation numbers n,(<) are solutions of the equation which does not include the 
two-body collisions term. The dynamic n,(<) and quasiequilibrium щ (R(t)) occupation 
numbers are calculated at every time step. The temperature characterizing Fermi-Dirac 
occupation numbers n*'(R(i)) is determined by the excitation energy of each nucleus. 
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The present model allows us to calculate the intrinsic excitation energies Epf(t) [от every 

nucleus: 

EP(T)(t + At) = EP(T)(t) (5) 

(R(0)] [nj.(T)(* + АО - пя(т)(<)], 
P(T) 

where C;>(pT)(B.(0) *S l n c Fermi energy of a projectile-like nucleus "P" or target-like nucleus 
"T". It is seen from (4) that the fragment excitation energy is calculated step by step along 
the time scale. 

The theoretical results for the ratio of the part of total excitation energy produced by 
the p-h excitation 

EhS = ЕРА) + ETPh) to the part produced by the nucleon exchange 
Ei"]. = EP'X) + E'T'X) arc shown in Table 1. 

Reaction 
238TJ + 110p d 

238TJ + 124gn 

J38U + m S n 
5 8 N i + 1 9 7 A u 

74Ge + 16SHo 
5 6 F e + 1 6 5 H o 

Eiab (MeV) 
1398 
1468 
1468 
880 
629 
505 

L 
57 
50 
100 
240 
169 
175 

0.70 
0.67 
0.60 
0.18 
0.30 
0.31 

Table 1. Ratio of excitation ener
gy produced by inelastic (p-h) ex
citation JSJM = EP

{ph) + ET
{ph) 

to that produced by nucleon ex
change Efa) = EP

{ex) + E'Tl") for 
different reactions and trajectories. 

It is seen that in the reactions with S8Ni, 74Ge and i 6Fe the main role in the kinetic 
energy dissipation plays the nucleon exchange. In the reactions with heavier partners with 
A > 100 the role of the p-h excitation mechanism increases. 

The theoretical and experimental results for the ratio of the projectile excitation energy to 
the total excitation energy RP = EP/(EP+E^) are presented in Figs, la , 2a. The theoretical 
results for reactions with projectile-nucleus 238U were compared with the averaged experi
mental values taken from [6]. For these reactions with target-nucleus 124Sn and U 0 P d a de
viation our results from experimental doesn't exceed 10%. The experimental data show that 
the excitation energy is distiibuted approximately equally between the fragments rather than 
proportionally to the masses of the fragments. The results of calculations qualitatively agree 
with the experimental data. Relative role of the nucleon exchange Rp' = EP^f(EP^ + 
E'T[ex)) and the p-h mechanisms Rl^h) = E'P{ph)/(EP

(ph) + ET
{ph)) in the ratio of the projectile

like nucleus excitation energy to the total excitation energy is illustrated in Figs, lb , 2b. 
Here Epp} and EpLJ are the contributions in EP,T. from the nucleon exchange and the p-h 
excitation, respectively. The results obtained show that the redistribution of the excitation 
energy takes place during the whole interaction time, not only at the initial stage. Nucleon 
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Fig . l . a) Ratio Rp of the projectile-
like fragment excitation energy (Ep) 
to the total excitation energy for re
action 58Fe(505 MeV) + 165Ho as a 
function of the total excitation energy 
Е\0„ = Ep+Ef. Triangles mark the ex
perimental data. Solid line presents the 
theoretical result of our model. Dotted 
line corresponds to thermal equilibrium 
(EP/Eloi. = Ap/(AP + AT)). 
b) Calculated 
ratios 4 e i ) = Ep{ei)l{E'P{ex) + ET

("\ 
4 р Л ) = Ep(ph)l(EP

W + ET
W) for the 

reaction S6Fe(505 MeV) + 165Ho as a 
function of total excitation energy Et0i, 
are presented by long dashed line and 
short dashed line, respectively. 
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Fig.2. The same as in Fig.l but for the 
reaction 74Ge(629 MeV) + 16SHo. 

exchange, particularly, neutron exchange is 
a dominant mechanism of energy dissipation. 
However, for the heavy DNS it seems that the 
p-h excitations become as important as nucleon 
exchange. Influence of the shell structure of 
the interacting nuclei on the nucleon transfer 
and the partition of excitation energy is sig
nificant. The values of charge (mass) drift 
and the variances of charge (mass) distribu
tions for projectile-like fragments of the reac
tions 56Fe(505 MeV)+ 165Ho and 74Ge(629 MeV) 
+ 165Ho as a function of the total excitation 
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energy are shown on the Figs. 3-6. Our results are in good agreement with the experimental 
data. 

2 8 111111 • • • 11 •» i r 11 • 1111 1111 i i 

5eFe + ,e5Ho 

Etob=505 MeV 

5 7 *" • 11 • • • i i 

О 50 100 150 
5o93(MeV) 

Fig.3. Centroids of the Zp, Ap dis
tributions for projectile-like fragments 
of the reaction seFe(505 MeV) + xe5Ho 
as a function of the total excitation en
ergy E\0„. Circles give the primary 
values, dashed lines present results of 
the nucleon exchange transport model 
[17] and solid lines is our model predic
tions of the primary distributions. 
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Fig.4. Variances of the Zp, Ap distri
butions for projectile-like fragments of 
the reaction 56Fe(505 MeV) + 16SHo as 
a function of energy loss Ei0„. Symbols 
are the same as in Fig. 3 
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Fig.5. The same as in Fig/3 but Fig.6. The same as in Fig.4 but 
for the reaction 74Ge(629 MeV) + for the reaction T4Ge(629 MeV) + 
165Ho. 165Ho. 
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Abstract 

Brink-Dietrich theory of energy-angular momentum correlations is 

formulated from the view point of statistical model of macroscopic 

rotation. Comparison with the available experimental data is given. 

Introduction 

It has been established recently that in many deep inelastic nuclear 

reactions involving complex nuclei the differential cross sections 

strongly fluctuate as functions of the incident energy. The 

phenomenon was met with interest particularly because it was expected 

that the cross section averaged over a great number of unrosolved 

open microscopic channels of the reaction must be a smooth 
1 2) quantity ' . The phenomenon may be not so much surprising, however, 

if the example of induced nuclear fission is recalled. In the present 

day formulations, fission is just another case of a deep inelastic 

reaction involving averaging over immense number of unresolved final 

states. Still, at moderate energies the fission cross section 

strongly fluctuates revealing the compound nucleus level structure or 

the Ericson fluctuations at higher excitations. Those fluctuations 

present a transparent evidence for an intermediate state process with 

-the characteristic independence of amplitudes for formation and decay 

of the quasi-stationary state. The channel averaging involves only 

the decay amplitudes so that the cross section may remain chaotic due 

•to chaotic distribution of formation amplitudes. The presence of 

fluctuations in the channel averaged cross sections may indicate to 

the same property of formation of quasi-stationary intermediate 

states in some deep inelastic reactions. 

The experimental data, however, also show significant differences 

with the Ericson fluctuations. The most remarkable is, probably, the 
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characteristic oscillating behavior of the energy auto-correlation 
function C(E-E'). with period 1,5-2 MeV and the angular dependence of 

1 2) shape of C(e), see in Refs. ' '. 
Explanation can be obtained within Brink and Dietrich's formulation 
of the energy correlation theory which considers intermediate states 
as Ericaon theory does but also accounts for the coherence of quantal 
partial amplitudes . Coherence of partial waves in the outgoing 
reaction channels is included in order to account for certain-
macroscopic properties of the reaction, such as formation of 

4—6) classical trajectories etc., for example, in .In the form of 
statistical amplitude correlation functions it can be included in the 
reaction theory dealing with the channel averaged cross sections. 
Being undoubtedly an important step in developing the consistent 
theory of energy fluctuations the Brink and Dietrich's paper 
contained some drawbacks which the present paper intends to correct. 

2. Statistical formulation of macroscopic rotation 

The standard theory describes compound nuclear systems assuming that 
quasi-stationary states are formed when the nuclei collide which then 
exponentially decay during the period of time t. It is essential that 
the decay time must be much greater than the period of formation of 
equilibrated nuclear system. Should such an equilibrated state 
develop, the reaction amplitude takes Breit-Wigner form, 

_T _ V UJ UTJ3L ,, v 

и 

Here, 1 and / indicate reduced partial amplitudes for formation and 
decay of intermediate states v, e are discrete energies of such 
states and Г is their mean width. In nuclear reactions with heavy 
ions Г is usually significantly greater than the distance d between 
energies e . Index т marks microscopic states of the finite nuclei, J 
is total angular momentum, S and L are correspondingly the channel 
spin and relative angular momentum in the final state. Spins of 
initial nuclei are ignored here. The energy auto- correlation 
function is determined by properties of averaged product of reaction 
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amplitudes which contains the sum 

Я л. n TV TIJ 

- _. , _ , ( E ; - e , + iiyH) 
P v у' ч '\f 

1 I I W-*u-iV/l)&-euMW)u
 Csx u, C « L<x

 Dox Dox ' ( 2 ) 

J J ' LL' t»i»' 

where E and E' are the two values of the energy at which the cross 
sections are measured, as they appear in definitions of energy auto
correlation functions. We use here the so called helicity 
representation for the angular quantities which is particularly 
suitable for nearly planar mechanism of nuclear heavy ion reactions, 

4 51 see, e.g. in ' '. The helicity parameter x is the projection of 
total spin J and fragment channel spin S along relative momentum p 
of the final binary system. 
Quantity d is the statistical correlation factor for the reduced 
amplitudes and it is factorized in the form 

«tf(JJ' LL') = Ali)(JJ') dlt)W LL') , ,'•; 

where 

*«» - ( «"V" 1 . (4) 

and 

(fl Г ,f> <f> 1 / с ч 
«4m ~ \ a oc i . (5) 

^ in JSL v'x j'sVjT_aver 
The y-averaging is introduced here because for Г larger than the 
distance d between intrinsic states summation in (2) involves large 
number of intermediate states and also additional averaging occurs 
due to finite energy resolution. Correlation factor atll) is due to 
averaging over the unresolved microscopic states of final nuclei. As 
seen from these definitions, correlations factors for the entrance 
and exit channels involve different physical quantities and 
conditions. 

3) 
The formation and decay amplitudes were not isolated in .It was 
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also assumed that the averaging selects diagonal terms v-v', as it 
was the case in the Ericson's theory, and that there existed 
analytical dependence ot e on J. Neither of these assumptions seemed 

y 4bc 1 
realistic and it was suggested , that only statistical 
correlation exists between these quantities, in accordance with the 
general statistical interpretation of macroscopic rotation, see also 
in ' . The correlation factor A must then be such, that the 
intermediate states which are most probably selected satisfy the 
condition that the energy increment for the compound states 
approximately equals the increment of macroscopic rotational energy, 

Де в Xho • (6) 

where X i s "the increment of angular momentum. After some simple 
d e r i v a t i o n one obtains the fol lowing express ion for the cross s e c t i o n 
energy corre la t ion funct ion, which i s a l s o convenient for numerical 
c a l c u l a t i o n s , 

C(c) = |D(e) | 2 , (7) 

where 

and 
e = (E-E')/ho 

D(e) = J cosXd ехр(1\Ф) SBU/X) Y " ( J ^ w ^ ) , (8) 
Xs-OD 

J = X / 2 , X , . . . 

where 

X = J ~ J . J = J + X/2 , J =J - x/2 (9) 
1 2 1 7 

Taken a t e=0 quantity D(0) determines the angular d i s t r i b u t i o n , 

da/dd = D(0) . (10) 

Quantity w(J) in (8) is the amplitude factor for the reaction 
probability in the entrance channel with the impact parameter J. This 
factor is usually assumed to select J-values near the grazing 
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momentum J __ but any other form can also bo used in (8). For r»d 
CJJTclZ 

summation over energies e can be replaced with integrations and such 
can be performed assuming a certain phenomenological form for 4. The 
momentum-energy correlation amplitude %(c,\) is obtained from (2) 
after integration over the energy difference u= e — e , 

3j(c,X) - exp(ix*) Jdu g(u,^J . (11) 

4bC ) see also in . Parameter Ф is defined as the first J-derivative of 
the channel averaged phase of the reaction amplitude "taken at the 
mean value point J . The reduced amplitude д in (10) should have the 
property of selecting the intermediate states in accordance with the 
condition (6) of macroscopic rotation. Implied by statistical model 
of macroscopic rotation specific analytical form of this quantity 
must determine maximal amplitude of 4 when 

x = (e -e ,- Xhw)/g 

equals zero. Parameter g would determine the width of the energy-
momentum correlation. Several forms for ^ were tested numerically but 
no qualitatively significant effect on the results was determined. 
For brevity, below described are results obtained with the Lorentzian 

2 
4 = -Z— . (12) 

x'+g2 

In this case the integration in (11) is performed analytically and 
one obtains 

Я - e-\lix
 e*PU**> . (13) 

It is the same pole-shape correlation factor as considered by Brink 
and Dietrich. 
Parameter 

X = (Г + g)/t*> (14) 
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represents the effective coherency length in correlation of partial 
waves. It includes the width Г of the compound states as well as the 
width g of statistical correlation determining the macroscopic 
rotation. 
It can bo reminded that the pole shape of 3 Is characteristic of 
reactions in which an intermediate quasi-stationary state is formed. 
This is considered as opposing to macroscopic direct processes in 
which case the ^--correlation function may be approximated as, for 
example, in a Gaussian form as 

SB(X) - exp(-xVx') exp(ix<l>) , (15) 
An) 

see also in "'•, Only one argument is indicated in (15) because no 
substantial correlation with the energy is expected in direct 
processes. Numerical results presented in this paper refer to only 
two alternative model expressions (13) and (15) . Other forms of 
physical significance may also be considered when more detailed data 
and are available and analysis is required. 
Considering the amplitudes of reaction probability w(J) it can be 
noted that in numerical derivations with (8) any form of this 
quantity can be used. Of particular interest are the forms 
representing grazing reactions and, as an alternative, also a kind of 
compound nucleus reaction when all values of the impact parameter may 
contribute. The two alternatives can be described with 

w(J) - exp(-(J-J )2/Д2) , (16) 
sraz i 

where Д = Д or Д depending on whether J is smaller or larger than 
i l j 

the grazing value J . For the grazing collisions one takes Ди Д < 
graz 1 2 

the both quantities being much greater than unity but small in 
comparison to J . With Д larger than J the parameterization 

graz 1 graz 
in the form (16) includes contribution from all impact parameters. 
The case of Д «1 corresponds to the sharp cut off model such as 

24c ) 
referred to in '. 
When contributions from broader region of impact parameters are 
included, one should allow for the possibility of smooth variation of 
parameters x and * as functions of the mean impact parameter 
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j в j +j . one can determine asymptotic values of these parameters, 
1 2 — 

% , Ф and x and Ф» correspondingly for small and large values of J 
The following simple interpolation does the interpolation for 
intermediate values of J, 

X(J) » X0+ (X-X.HJ/Va*'" ' <17) 

Analogous form can be assumed for interpolaton of <J>(J). 

Quantization of macroscopic rotation 

It is of certain interest to consider the statistical relationship 
(6) from the viewpoint of the recently stated problem of whether the 
statistically defined macroscopic quantities should obey the quantum 

8 ) 
mechanics . The total angular momentum J is exact integral of 
motion both in the microscopic and macroscopic descriptions and it 
may be assumed that the angular momenta are identical quantities. For 
macroscopically adiabatic rotation quantization of rotational 
energies follows then as immediate consequence of quantization of the 
microscopic momentum J. This property is reflected in the 
calculations presented below but one can also consider that in a 
consistent macroscopic description the system's angular momentum 
should also be defined in terms of statistical averaging over 
ensemble of microscopic states. Fluctuations of macroscopic moment of 
inertia involved in the statistical definition of macroscopic 
rotation may be thought of as included in momentum-energy correlation 
parameter x in "the correlation function. 
Properties due to quantization of macroscopic rotation can be 
observed if %<l • The angular distribution tends then to become 
isotropic in the reaction plane (da/da = const ) but the energy 
correlations become more pronounced, with the period equal to hu or 
2hu depending on the scattering angle, see below. 
In the opposite limit of x»1 the coherency of partial waves 
determines the "focusing" required for the quantum mechanical 
definition of a classical trajectory in fast, or direct nuclear 4) processes . Angular distributions calculated with large x a r e 

picked near the grazing angle and then drop very rapidly, by several 
orders of magnitude, to very low values away from the grazing angle. 
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This occurs because at large angles cosxfl becomes an alternating sign 
function leading to very close mutual compensation of items in sum 
(6). (For this reason, to retain sufficient accuracy doubled accuracy 
mode was used in the numerical calculations.) 

Angular distributions and energy auto-correlations 

Simultaneous studies of angular distributions and cross section 
energy correlations can provide valuable information about reaction 
mechanisms. Although such studies have begone nearly a decade ago, 
the available data are fragmentary and often mispresented. 
Comparison with the available data is illustrated in Fig.l. The 
empirical data were usually interpreted in terms of the grazing 
reaction model and the scarcity of the the data, particularly, for 
large scattering angles left this model unchallenged. Measurements on 
reaction 1,F+8,Y reveal, however, significant flattening of angular 
distributions at backward angles which cannot be explained in the 
grazing model assuming smooth behavior of physical quantities in the 
grazing region. So, pieces of the measured angular distribution 
curves were arbitrarily related to fast and time delayed components 

2) 9 ) 
in , see also ' where the data were quoted. It could be noted that 2) in data discussed in the direct and dumped energy products were 
not separated which enhanced the two-exponent impression. On the 
contrary, as it can be seen in the Hilczinski diagrams in Figs.l and 2c) 2 in the energy dumped component also is extremely anisotropic at 
the forward angles. 
Angular distribution data for isolated energy dumped and direct 
reaction events recovered from the Wilczinski plots are compared with 
calculations in the right hand side of Fig 1. Within the grazing 
model, the flattening could only be explained assuming that the 
reaction probability sharply cuts off at a certain value of J near 

4c) the grazing value, see, e.g. in . Although some support for the 
sharp cut off can be obtained from another source , the required 
very small value of Д <.2 seems difficult to justify. 
Hence, an alternative model was considered assuming that all values 
of impact parameters may contribute to the cross section (parameter 
д >J ). As it turned out, the results changed little in comparison 
1 graz 
with the grazing model and the problem was not solved if only the 
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Caption to figure 

In the right part of the figure, inserts PC and MC, angular 
distributions are shown for for the energy dumped events. Data in PC 
are for Z=12 in the reaction X ) 28Si+64Ni and in MC are shown the 
data for a number of Z-values from 4 to 11 for reaction 2 ) l,F +e,Y 
and fragment energy E= 30-40 MeV. The lower right portion of the 
figure (MD) presents data corresponding to direct reaction (E =80-90 
MeV). The data points plotted in MC and MD were recovered by the 
author from Wilzcinski diagrams presented in Figs.l and 2 in Ref.2* 
Solid Ппез in the right hand side are angular distributions 
calculated from with the same parameters д =ш» о =5, r=4, Y = . 5 , and 

i ? л ло m=2. Parameter ф = 0° and 43° for MC and PC correspondingly. 
For comparison with the direct reaction data (MD) the angular 
distribution curve was calculated with non-pole Gaussian correlation 
function appropriate for a direct process. 
In the left part of the figure calculated energy auto-correlation 
functions are shown corresponding to FC and MC. 
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probability amplitudes w(J) were modified. Agreement could be 
obtained when variations of other parameters involved in the 
derivation over the now extended angular momentum range were also 
included. Such variations should occur by the very significance of 
the model and they can be easily incorporated in (8), e.g. by means 
of (17). Calculated angular distributions shown in Fig.l were 
obtained from (10), (13), (16) and (17) with parameters Д =оо, Д =5, 

1 2 
X=4, x = > 5' m = 2 f°r both inserts PC and MC related to dumped 
(compound) events. The only difference was that the grazing angle 
parameter <t>=43° for the Si + Ni reaction and 0° in F + Y case. 
In the lower right section of Fig.l are plotted the data on angular 
distributions of fast products in the reaction F + Y. The 
intermediate state model can fit these data reasonably well but a 
better and more natural fit is obtained with one of the direct 4a 3) reaction model amplitude correlation factors considered in ' . The 
curve shown in the figure was obtained with the Gaussian-like a(X) , 
see (15), with parameter x=1°- F o r direct reactions structureless 
energy dependence of cross sections is expected. For this reason and 
also because formal modeling of the energy-momentum correlations is 
ambiguous in this case due to absence of a feasible physical model 
these data are not discussed here. 
For the compound state model the mean period of the oscillations is 
different in the limits y«l and y>l and it also depends somewhat on 
the scattering angle. 
With small у the correlation function (13) describes nothing else but 
well defined and not interfering rotational level structure. The 
angular distribution is sum of isotropic contributions of such 
states. The oscillation period Ae=hw except for 9 close 90° when the 
period is doubled because odd values of X are excluded then from 
summation in (8). Energy oscillations of this kind were discussed 
in 9>. 
The left side of Fig.l shows the energy auto-correlation distribution 
functions C(e) calculated by means of (7) with parameters obtained 
from the fit of angular distributions in inserts PC and MC. The moet 
characteristic feature is the presence of pronounced oscillations 
which, depending on the conditions, appear in certain intervals of 
the scattering angles. 
In case of x>! 'the period of energy oscillations whenever such occur 
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Is increased, it varies between 2fc>. and 3hu as it can be seen from 
1 2} the plot. This can be compared with the data reported in ' ' where 

the period (the distance between maxima) was estimated as 1.5-

1.7 MeV. This would, agree with the calculated quantity C(e) assuming 

a realistic value of hu=0.7-0.9 MeV. 

Energy auto-correlations and time distributions 

Coherence of partial amplitudes alters the physical significance of 

C(e) as well as its observed properties. Fourier transforms of energy 

auto-correlation functions were sometimes considered as representing 

the time evolution law of the intermediate eystem but it is not true 

if macroscopic interference of partial waves is essential. This is 

partly because, in addition to the energy width or life time 

parameter of the compound state new quantities of time dimension 

appear in theory reflecting macroscopic features which are normally 

not available in the quantal formulation. In particular, it can be 

shown that in deep inelastic processes, which correspond to 

macroscopic direct processes the time-dimension parameter determined 

as the moment of auto-correlation function measures the rotation 

period of the intermediate complex system rather than the compound 

system's life time, see, e.g. in ' ' and some references therein. 
The time characteristic that can be unambiguously defined is the so 

called reaction delay time 

t = a(argf)/aE , (18) 

where f is the reaction amplitude. Quantity (18) is closely related 

to energy dependence of the cross section and in case of isolated 

compound states is known to determine the life-time, or the energy 

width of such states. The following alternative expression is 

convenient for considering the averaged quantities 

t = ?m(5|r(f
A(E)f(E')]] y [ f A f ) <19> 

where the quantity in denominator is the averaged cross section. The 
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nominator can be expressed through correlation function D(e) 
determined in (7),(8). Explicit derivation ; of quantity (19) for 
the Brink-Dietrich model described in gives 

t = td + tc (20) 

where 

td = 8а/ЭЕ , (21) 

t„ = (4>±«)/u . (22) 

In (21) « is the channel averaged phase of the cross section 
amplitude and t. can be interpreted as a reference time of scattering 
of a particle along the classical trajectory with impact parameter J, 
in analogy with definition of such a quantity in the classical 
mechanics. Result (20) was obtained under rather general conditions, 
it was assumed that correlation function s depends on the argument 
X-e, as in (13) and that X-summation can be replaced with 
integration. The second condition implies, in particular, that 
coherence parameter x *s large. The amplitude interference produces 
correction t in (20) and interpretation of this quantity is also 

С 
straightforward: it the period of time required for the intermediate 
system to rotate from angle <J> of the direct trajectory to angle д at 
which the reaction products are observed. This time is apparently 
related to delay caused by formation of the intermediate compound 
system. It can be noted that neither term in (20) is related to its 
life-time. Neither are fragments of C(e)_curves, which is sometime 
assumed. 
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Abstract 

The evolution of the quadrupole moment of the composite system 
formed in the head-on collision of two Identical heavy ions Is 
analysed within the model suggested earlier by the authors of this 
paper. Within the model the potential forces are approximated by the 
Coulomb Interaction and the surface tension. The effects of the 
dynamic Fermi - surface deformations are taken Into account. The 
collective motion damping is treated on the basis of the mean-
relaxation-time approximation for the description of nucleon-nuclcon 
collision effects in the nuclear matter. 

It Is shown that the evolution of the shape of the composite 
system Is not monotonlc and that the time fa ю" ° sec) before 
acquiring a spherical shape is longer than that estimated for the 
fusion of very asymmetric systems. The intensity and the spectrum of 
high-energy gamma quanta generated during the first phase of the 
fusion before the thermalisation of the nuclear matter are 
calculated. 

1. Introduction 

The large amplitude motion of nuclear matter has always been a subject of 
a great interest that poses many difficulties both for theoreticians and for 
experimentalists. Non-equilibrium nuclear matter shows some properties which 
seem to be incompatible when interpreted using classical fluid dynamics. A 
striking example of such an incompatibility is the comparison of vibrational 
properties of the most collective of nuclear excitations - the multlpole giant 
resonances - with the image following mostly from the analysis of the data on 
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nuclear fission showing that the nuclear matter flow has a viscous overdamp 

character. The origin of such disagreements lies in the quantum nature of 

nuclear matter . 

Many unexpected features are found in the quasi-elastic collision and 

nuclear fusion reactions2'. Nontrlvial and not yet fully understood are the 

conditions for fusion, e.g. the energy and angular momentum ranges in which 
3) 

the colliding ions form long-living composite systems . Even more intriguing 

and less known Is the time dependence of processes involved in such reactions, 

In particular, the time during which the shape of the composite system formed 

by colliding ions becomes close to the shape of the compound nucleus created 

In the fusion reaction. 

Quite recently, experimental information showed that in the fusion of 

ions with comparable mass numbers, the thermallsation takes much more time 

than in a very asymmetric fusion ' . This conclusion follows from a rather 

complicated analysis of the high energy tail of the dlpole y-radiatlon 

accompanying the fusion. Such information raises two questions : 1) what could 

be the reason for slowing down the process of thermalisatlon in the case of 

symmetric fusion, 11) what would be alternative (and preferably more direct) 

means of studying the shape evolution of fusing ions ? 

An attempt to shed some light on the first of these two questions is made 

In this paper on the basis of the model'suggested in ref. 6, where the authors 

study the evolution of the shape of the composite system formed in the head-on 

collision of two identical spherical nuclei. To see in a direct way the 

consequences of the nontrlvial time dependence of the nuclear shape, we 

perform calculations of the intensity and the spectrum of high-energy ^-quanta 

emitted during the first phase of the heavy-ion reaction before the 

thermallsation of the composite system. 

In Section 2 we recapitulate the essential features of the nuclear 

collision model described in ref. 6. 

The time dependence of the quadrupole moment of the composite system 

following from the calculations is discussed in Section 3. This section 

contains also the results of calculations of the spectrum of high energy 

y-quanta emitted in the preequilibrium stage of the process. 

The paper ends with a short summary of the results obtained and prospects 

of future investigations on the topics. 

2. The model of nuclear collision. 

A short description of the model which will be used in our calculations 
7) 

is given in ref. 6. A more detailed presentation is to be published . The way 

in which the equations of the model are obtained is presented in the scheme 
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shown in Fig. 1. The approach Is based on the equations of the microscopic 
theory (Tirne-Dependent-Hartree-Fock Method) with the Inclusion of a 
dlssipatlve term : this term Is originated by the collision term In the 
quanturi kinetic equation for the Wlgner function Integrated with appropriate 
weights to arrive at the equations of, the model. The microscopic theory is 
used here to derive a closed set of equations for a limited number of nuclear 
"integral characteristics" including the nuclear quadrupole moment. These 
equations describe in a classical way the evolution of the nuclear shape. 

Time dependent Hartree-Fock equations 

Quantum kinetic equation 
with inclusion of the collision term 

1 
Equations for the moments of the Wlgner function 

in the momentum space of a nucleon 
(dynamic equations of a quantum fluid 

with a free surface) 

I 
Equations for the moments of the Wigner function 

in the phase space of a nucleon 
(generalisation of the virlal theorems Introduced by 

Chandrasekhar and constituting a set of integral relations 

fulfilled exactly if the Migner function satisfies the 

quantum kinetic equation) 

Fig. 1 Theoretical genesis of the model 

A rather general approach Is used in ref. 6, 7 to formulate a simplified 
model describing heavy ion collisions, a model in which some additional (and 
quite stringent) approximations are used. Equations of the simplified model 
contain the mass quadrupole moment Q(t) and its first and second derivatives 
in time. The quadrupole moment is dynamically connected with the (A,u) = (2,0) 
component of the kinetic energy tensor П . The changes of the quadrupole 
moment follow the changes of the nuclear shape (the nuclear matter Is 
considered to be incompressible). A restriction on the shapes of the system 
during the collision is made : at any time the shape is assumed to belong to a 
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one-parameter family In which the angle (9) and the radial (R) coordinates of 
the points at the nuclear surface satisfy the relation 

R(e) = R(a) 

8) 

•Л7 a (1 - |cos29) (2.1) 

Fig.2. Shapes corresponding to the 
parametrisatlon defined in eq.(2.l). 
The axis of symmetry is differently 
oriented for a>0 and a<0 (see text). 

R(a) being determined by the incompresslblllty condition. The parameter a 
takes values in the interval -2=s as l. The region of positive a values 
corresponds to prolate shapes. With decreasing positive a, the obtained shapes 

start from two touching spheres at 
a = 1, pass through dumb-bell 
looking shapes when a Is close to 
1, then to spheroids when a « 1, 
and finally develop into a sphere 
at a » 0 (see Fig. 2). The region 
of negative a values corresponds 
to negative quadrupole moments and 
the shapes look like those in 
figure 2 after a rotation of я/2 
around an axis perpendicular to 
the reaction plane. At the value 
a= -2 the shape is a torus with 
an inflnltly small hole at the 
center. 

Within this family of shapes the quadrupole moment Q, the deformation 
parameter 6=3Q/4m<r >A and the parameter a are in a one-to-one correspondence 
(see Flg.3). Thus. Q and 5 can also 
be regarded as shape parameters. 

The functions which enter the 
dynamic equations describing the 
reaction between heavy ions possess 
an important property : they can be 
expressed in terms of some 
"universal" dlmenslonless functions 
depending on the shape parameter a. 
The particular reaction process is 
distinguished by the weights with 
which these functions appear in the 
formulae. The weights are simple moment <solid l i n e ) and the ^formation 

parameter S (dashed line) as functions 
combinations of the total number of of the shape parameter a. 

0.50 -2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 

Fig.3. The dlmenslonless quadrupole 
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nucleons (A) and the total number of protons (2) in the system. The incident 
projectile energy enters In a simple way in the Initial conditions. The 
calculations of the universal functions are performed In ref.6,7. 

In the following, we shall use the tilde symbol to express the 
dimensionless functions, for example : Q(t) = (mARQ) Q(t/tQ) is the 
dlmenslonless quadrupole moment and t Is the dimcnslonlcss time measured from 
the moment of the contact. The time unit t Is defined by the formula 

t s n"1 = f-^-]1/2= 2.971-10-2V/2 s. (2.2) 
s 

Here m is the mass of a nucleon and T is the nuclear surface tension 
surf 

parameter related with the coefficient b in the von Weizsacker formula for 
the nuclear binding energy9': b = 4rer̂ T « 17 MeV, г = 1.2 fm being the 

s 0 surf 0 
nuclear size parameter. 

The dynamic equations of the simplified model have the following form : 
1 dzQ "' J - ч 2 

2 d t a "*"»• dt - 4 % ) -S.0"" - **.„<" * Ч,о'г> <2'3> 

г К л » ( % )4.">) * *A.O* c - f %<*> - ° (2-4) 

The first term on the right-hand side of eq.(2.3) is typical for the case 
when the effective mass depends on the generalized coordinates of the system. 
It is assumed in the model that the collective velocity field has a potential 
nature : u(r, t) = grad Ф(г, t), M(r, t) = 0. Such a field is unambiguously 
determined by the nuclear shape and the rate of its changes ' and can be 
written in the form u(r,t) = Q-R -u4(a,r). Then one has the following 
expression for the kinetic energy : 

E =i kin 2 dr p(r,t)-u(r,t)2= i (Q)2-Mq(Q) (2.5) 

where M4(Q) is the effective mass. The dimensionless velocity field u4(r,t) 

depends in a very complicated way on a, which indeed makes the effective mass 
M4(Q) depend on the shape parameter a (or Q). 

The second term on the right-hand side of eq.(2.3) represents the driving 
force in the deformation space. It has the structure : 

^o Ja) = Й „(a) + 2X-IL (a) . (2.6) 
2,0 surf Coul 

where each of the two terms is related to the corresponding part of the 
nuclear potential (see references 6,7) : 

V = T -div Z. V = [2-е] n • dr '— (2.7) 
surf surf Coul (A j 0 I | _ , I 

3 - 1 V 

Hei*e, n = (4nr/3) is the particle density in the central region of a 
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nucleus and e is the electric charge of the proton. The function W (a) 
IW^ _.., (a)) In eq. (2.6) is equal to the Integral : 

„(r ,t)-[zz -S -r -s] (2.8) 
I) • [ I I I rj 

Coul 

do- V surf (Coul) О surf (Coul) 

S 
normalized to the total surface (Coulomb) energy of the composite system that 
the latter would have in a spherical configuration. Equation (2.6) contains 
the flssllity parameter X = (Zn/lS) • Iq^/T^^), involving the electric 
charge density q = e(2/A)n . In eq. (2.8) the integral is taken over the 
nuclear surface, r Is the coordinate of a point at the surface and S , £ are 

8 Г Z 
the projections of the outward unit normal to the surface. 

Another collective variable appearing in the model (eq.(2.3), (2.4)) is 
л* 2/3 

the quantity 5П = 5П /(b A ) where 5П is the difference between the 
2,0 2,0 s 2,0 

(A,M) = (2,0) component of the kinetic energy tensor of the composite system 
with a given shape (i.e. at a given value of a parameter) and its static value 
that the latter would have In an external field maintaining the deformed shape 
in a static way. The dynamic variable 5П obeys eq.(2.4). The last term on 

12) 
the left-hand side of this equation has a quantum - mechanical origin . In a 
quantum system, one cannot change the distribution of particles in 
configuration space without changing their distribution in momentum, space. 
Whence appears the relation (2.4) between the time derivatives of Q(t) and 
«if (i). The middle term on the left-hand side of eq. (2.4) describes the 
dissipation of the collective energy and its transformation Into the energy of 
statistical excitations. The parameters in this equation are equal to : 

G" 
y=W -T)"\ С = 2-т^-А1'3 (2.9) 

О D 

.2.„ . __2 _ , « 2 , " • where с* = mvF/2 + сТ в m(v ) /2 (v being the Fermi-velocity, с the heat 
capacity of the nuclear matter, T the temperature) and T Is the mean-
relaxation-time parameter describing the effects of collisions of nucleons. 
The value of т fitting the width of isoscalar giant resonances is well 
reproduced by the formula : 

Г = ~ = h-— = 24.9-A"1/3 MeV (2. 10a) 
1 

-• 3 • 4 
where v = д V

F
 an(* 1 = 3 R 0 a r e tne mean velocity and the mean distance 

between the nuclear walls, respectively. Then the dlmenslonless parameter ц in 
eq.(2.4) becomes : 

Г = (3/4)2-(2c"/b )-А1/б (2.10b) 
F 8 

The above formulae describe the dynamics of colliding ions after the 
contact. If the mutual perturbation of the reaction partners before the 
contact can be ignored, the value of the shape parameter a is equal to one and 
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the dynamic part of the pressure tensor Is equal to zero Juet before the 

collision. 
< • 

Denoting by £ the energy of colliding lone In the conter-of-maos frame 
en 

of reference one flndo the following expression for their velocity JuBt boforo 

the contact) u(r,0) 

where 

+u П it г < 0 
0 X (2,11) 

-u n if z > 0 
О Z 

u - /z(£ -(Ze/2)? Z 2 / \ ) / Am (2.12) 
0 cm 0 

The arguments based on the continuity in time of the dynamic variables 

lead to the following initial conditions7' for 

1) the quadrupole moment and its first time derivative t 

u. Q(0) - 2,/3, Eg - - 2S/3 ̂  (2.13) 

dt , n
 Ro°0 

11) the dynamic part of the kinetic energy tensor i 

О (2.IS) KJ, t-o 
Notice, however, that the above initial conditions are established on the 

basis of a very schematic representation of the nuclear potential and of the 
density distribution. The proximity potential, which Is very Important near 
the surface, changes the relation between the energy of colliding ions and the 
collective velocity Just after the contact, This Introduces a slight 
difference in the initial condition defined In eq.(2.14). The diffuseness of 
the nuclear density leads also to dynamic proximity effects, modifying the 
value of the function ?-_(*) in eq. (2.4) when a a 1. These shortcomings of the 
model can be corrected by changing slightly the initial conditions for the 
time derivatives of Q and 5П . 

2,0 

3. Dynamics of the fusion. 

In this Section we prefer to discuss the evolution of the "physical" 
quantities as Q, 6П etc... rather than their dimensionless counterparts 
marked by the symbol tilde. The simple (linear) relations between the 
quantities with and without tilde can easily be found using the information 
given above. 

The integration of eq.(2.4) may be easily carried out, allowing to 
show some Important features of the nuclear collision. These features become 
transparent in the limits of very large and very low values of the 
relaxation-time parameter : 
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«П + Q2-Kq, (Q) 

2,0 2,0 
Q 2 . ^ ( 0 ( Q ) V(Q) 

f-o 

* \ 0 • -*'Ь'$Г„™ " -T'3T WFS(Q) 

when т 

whon т 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

In these llmlte, eq.(2.3) has a completely different structure. In the 
f i r s t limit (T — • w) It has the form i 

2 $ - * ' Ко"» * V°>) 
where 

( Q 4 O < Q > Vpe(Q) 
FS No 

V0' I mAR2 J F S 

The quantity 

*(Q)<- 2M"(Q).[ S " ("af0(Q) + Vrs ( Q ))] 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

can be regarded as an effective driving force. The function W2 is related in 
a direct way with the nuclear field. The other part of the right-hand side of 
eq.(3,5) reflects the elasticity of the nuclear matter caused by the 
zero-point motion. Its magnitude and even its sign depend on the initial 
values of the deformation parameter and of the rate of its changes. 

In the second limit 6U is proportional to the first derivative in time 
2,0 of the quadrupole moment In this case, eq.(2,3) takes the following form 

1 d 2Q 
2 d t 8 

2 -4 (Q) . V (Q) - „(Q).Q 
2,0 2,0 

Г —I 1 " 

>4"rs 
N N N 

\ 

_ 1 1.. 1 

т 1 1 

Fa 
rs 

x\ 
1 1 l***"-k_ 

-
. 

1.2 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0 
-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 

where 

i?(Q) » T'F, FS 
f 4 I 2 V F Ы Ro F„IQ) FS 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
a 

Fig.4. Dlmensionless functions 

rnu) fya) / ^(0) (solid 

line) and I/ (a) (broken line). 
FS 

An equation of this type is typical for 
a viscous classical liquid droplet. The 
first term on the right-hand side in 
eq.(3.6) is.pertinent to the choice of 
the quadrupole moment as a generalized 
collective coordinate: as was mentioned 
before, the effective mass depends on 
Q and this dependence Is reflected by 
the term proportional to Q in the 
equation of motion. The second term 
appears due to the Coulomb and the 
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surface forces while the last term describes the friction. The function F!L(Q) 
(see Fig. 4 where the functions f and Pf are shown) is equal to zero at the 
first Instant of the collision (a=l), when the window between the partners of 
the reaction Is not yet open. This function Increases with an increase of the 
window. This feature, and the dependence of TJ on the Fermi momentum, make 
eq,(3.6) similar to the wall and window formula for the friction coefficient 
which is obtained by calculating the momentum exchange of the partners of the 
fusion reaction141. 

In the limit of small-amplitude quadrupole vibrations around the 
spherical equilibrium shape one has : 

<0<Q) • 2 <w Q v - 2<wQ (3-8) 
1/2 where hu ={4/[3(1-Х)]} -Ш i s the hydrodynamic-model es t imate for the 

hydr 0 
exc i t a t i on energy of the quadrupole v ib ra t iona l s t a t e In a spher ica l nucleus 
and h<J = 21 / 2h(v /R ) = {3c / [ b (1-Х)] }1/a-A1/fi-hu J i s the g iant 

СОЯ F 0 F S hydr 
quadrupole resonance excitation energy. The latter quantity is much larger than hu. . This is because the major part of the nuclear elasticity in the hydr 
fast ("diabatlc") regime Is due to the deformation of the 
Fermi-surface6'7'12'. 

In the case of a slow motion at small deformations, when the. term 
quadratic in Q in eq.(3.6) may be neglected, the latter becomes : 

2 
^ + 2т}(0)-£? + L>2

u -Q = 0 ( 3 . 9 ) 
d t 2 dt hydr 

Using the es t imat ions for the parameters in eq . (2 .3 ) and (2 .4) , one f inds 

tha t in the slow-motion regime the quadrupole deformation decays as expl-t/t ) 

where t = (23 / 2 /3)-w /w2 = 2. 4-10"22-A2/3/(l-X) s . 
0 CQR hydr 

Apparently, both the fast and the slow regimes of the shape evolution 

take place during the collision. This becomes clear looking at the next 

figures showing the results of numerical integration of eq.(2.3), (2.4). 

In Fig. 5 the history of collisions, as depicted by. the theory, Is shown 

for three reactions : 160 +160, S8Ni +S8Ni and 208Pb +208Pb for an incident 

energy of 5 MeV/N for the projectile nucleus. In the case of two colliding 

lead nuclei one sees a short-lived unification of the partners of the reaction 

with a slight mutual penetration. The so-formed composite system is quite 

unstable and the two lead nuclei regain soon their initial spherical shape and 
—21 

fly apart afterwards. The contact lasts for less than 10 seconds which is 

the "usual" estimation of the duration of heavy-ion reactions . 

For the two-oxygen and two nickel systems, the fusion takes place : the 

collision ends by the formation of a spherical nucleus. The history of these 

collisions is longer and more complicated. One clearly distinguishes here a 
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rapid phase lasting about 10 s of a 
first attempt to unify, then a rather 
strong rebound, then weaker repetitions 
of the same picture and finally a 
quasi - exponential decrease of the 
deformation that lasts longer in heavier 

•20 

systems (slO s In a two N1 system). 
Figure 6 shows additional details 

of the collision process. Here the 
collisions of two calcium nuclei at 
different energies of the projectile are 
analyzed. The calculations s' ow that the 
fusion takes place only if the energy 
lies in the "window" between 3.9 MeV/N 
and 12.0 MeV/N. Outside the energy 
window, the history of the collision of 
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Fig. 6. Fusion window in the 
two calcium nuclei system. The 
Incident projectile energy in 
HeV/N is equal to : 
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Fig. 5. Shape evolution of three 
pairs of colliding ions, as it is 
predicted by the model (incident 
projectile energy = 5 MeV/N). 

two calcium nuclei resembles that of lead 
ions. At collision1 energies within the 
window, one sees the same type of evolution 
leading to fusion as in the case described 
Just before. This feature of the fusion 
process was already predicted by the 
calculations on the basis of the TDHF 
theory15'. 

One may notice the following important 
properties : 

0.5 i) the Coulomb barrier forbids•fusion, 
at energies below some value which is equal 
in the considered model to 3.7 MeV/N (to 
treat the sub-barrier fusion the model must 
be further developed). As follows from the 
calculations, an "extra push „2) is needed 
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to make the nuclei fuse. This feature of the reaction is well reproduced by 

the theory : the energy of the calcium projectile must be about 8 MeV higher 

than that which is needed to overcome the Coulomb repulsion. 

ii) An interesting behaviour of the composite system is displayed by the 

calculations for the energies close to the extremities of the fusion window : 

after the rebound (or the series of rebounds), the composite system freezes 

for a "long while" at a configuration In which its length Is about two times 

greater than Its width. 
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Fig. 7. Shape evolution in the 
two calcium system,calculated 
assuming different values of 
the mean-relaxation-time para
meter т = 1 / (Пг) (incident 
projectile energy = 7 MeV/N). 
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Fig. 8. Vibrational motion in the 
(A,Z) = (80,40) system calculated 
with the same values of r as in 
Fig. 7. 

In Fig. 7 we compare the calculations of the time dependence of the 
quadrupole moment of the composite system formed by two calcium nuclei at the 
projectile energy equal to 7 MeV/N. The' calculations presented in the middle 
part of this figure are carried out taking the "realistic" value of the 
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10' 

ю 

driv 

dTs 

mean-relaxation time parameter т»1/(П у) 
(i.e. the value adjusted to the width of 
the giant quadrupole resonance). The 
upper (lower) part of the figure 
displays calculations made taking the 
value of the relaxation time ten times 
greater (smaller) than that. An increase 
of the relaxation time hinders the 
fusion, which Is quite natural, because 
It slows down the dissipation of the 
collective energy. The decrease of the 
relaxation time results in a rapid 
evolution to an oblate shape followed by 
a monotonic and slow drive to the 
spherical configuration. 

These results become especially 
transparent if one compares them with 
the results of integration of the same 
equations with the initial conditions 
corresponding to the excitation of a 
nucleus from its ground state. Such 
calculations are presented in Fig. 8 to 
show what would ' happen with the 
hypothetical "mother" nucleus of the 
reaction analyzed in the previous figure 

Fig.9. Probability of electric (A=80, Z=40) If at t=0 an external field 
quadrupole y-emission from fusing , . ., . . ,. , . ^ ^ 
nuclei (upper lines) and that from W o u l d d i s t u r b lt ln such a w aV that 

two colliding polntllke particles (dQ/dt). * 0. One clearly sees the 
with same charges (lower lines,bs) , "° . .. ., 
for an incident projectile energy correlations in the time scales of 
equai to 6 MeV/N. vibrational and overdampened phases In 

the fusion reaction and in the evolution following such a perturbation. 
The nontrlvlal shape evolution of fusing nuclei must have numerous 

physical consequences. We have calculated the y-radlatlon emission probability 
from a system of two colliding ions preceedlng thermallsatlon. In this 
calculation, the nuclear intrinsic excitation is not taken into account, and 
thus the results have mainly an illustrative character. A system of two 
Identical ions possesses reflection symmetry, and consequently its dipole 
moment is equal to zero. The quadrupole electromagnetic radiation spectrum is 
given by the formula : 
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dE (w) 

7 180cS 
d3Qe 

LX d t
3 L 

2 
- ^ (3.10) 
П 

d3Q? U 
where I —I is the Fourier component of the third time derivative of the 

I d£3 >u 
electric quadrupole moment. When the collision energy is lower than the 

Coulomb barrier, eq.(3.10) leads to the y-spectrum of the quadrupole part of 

bremsstrahlung . In the case of fusion of two identical ions In a head-on 

collision, one obtains from the above formula the following expression for the 

emission probability of quadrupole y-quanta : 
о dny -2 A E J 

d Ey 1 5 n c 4 ( A m ) 2 Ey 
^ e x p ( l u § V)dV 

(1+ch ? ) 3 V o 

+ С 

- » 
CO 

2 
3"* 2-2-ехр(1ыП"гт) dr . 3 0 dx 

(3.11) 

о 
In eq. (3.11) the following def in i t ions are used : E = fio I s the energy of 

? 1/2 
y-radiation, a Is the fine structure constant, E and v = 2(E/mA) are, 
respectively, the Initial values of the projectile energy and velocity in the 

b /.4 2/3 
laboratory system, /3 = Zez/En, and С = р^'Ы • The Integration variable t* E о 
and the function £ are related as follows : t'-(sh ? + £)-p/v . 

The results of the calculations performed for three different systems at 

a projectile energy of 6 MeV/N are shown in Fig. 9 (upper lines). The 

bremsstrahlung emitted in a head-on collision which would take place if the 

Ions were pointlike particles is also shown (lower lines). One clearly sees 

a strong enhancement of the radiation probability in the high energy'part of 

the spectrum. The shape of the curves giving the probability of y-quanta 

emission exhibits Irregularities at energies close to those of the centrolds 

of the branches of the giant quadrupole resonance in the deformed composite 

system with an axes ratio of two-to-one. 

4. Concluding remarks 

The theoretical analysis of the shape evolution of colliding ions shows a 

quite particular behaviour of the nuclei during the reaction. They resemble 

elastic bodies at the beginning of the process. The sudden shock produced by 

the collision is either followed by a quick rebound or by fusion. In the case 

of fusion, it creates dampened oscillations with a frequency typical for the 

motion involved in the GQR excitations. In the next phase of the fusion, the 

nuclei behave as droplets of a liquid with a great viscosity. During this 

phase, the deformation of the composite system decreases exponentially with a 
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characteristic time equal to : 

1 - Z2/ 49 A] 
This picture is in qualitative agreement with the experimental data (see 

ref. 1, 4 and 5). The nontrivlal evolution of the shape of the fusing system 
must have many other still unexplored consequences. We show in this paper that 
the collective quadrupole radiation emitted during the collision exhibits a 
structure relevant to the properties of the nuclear GQR. 

For a deep examination of the fusion process and for the applloa-tlon In 
the spectroscopic Investigations, the model considered before must#be improved 
in many ways. One must examine : 

I) an extension of the presented scheme to arbitrary values of the impact 
parameter and for arbitrary combinations of colliding nuclei; 

II) an improvement of the parameterization of the shape, i.e. a careful 
examination of the number and the type of parameters describing the 
development of colliding ions; 

ill) the incorporation of the proximity effect into the mean-field 
potential ' and the study of such effects In the deformation of the 
Fermi-surface; 

iv) the realistic and self-consistent treatment of the density 
distribution and of the potential. 

We believe that all these improvements can be achieved within the general 
approach outlined in the paper. 
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The semimicroscopic approach (SMA) [1,2] to low energy heavy ion interaction is 
applied to investigate the role of the single-nucleon exchange effects in the isospin-isoepin 
interaction. The real optical potentials and the formfactore of the inelastic transition 
are constructed in a closed form on the basis of the effective nucleon-nucleon force. The 
single-nucleon exchange effects are taken into account in the local approximation of density 
matrix formalism. The density matrix is taken in the modified Slater approximation with 
the account of the surface effects. It has been shown in the framework of the SMA that the 
role of the single-nucleon exchange effects is most important in the description of rainbow 
scattering where both elastic and inelastic scattering data can be reproduced only with 
the explicit account of the Pauli principle [2,3]. 

In this work the SMA is generalized to take into account the isospin effects and the 
difference in proton and neutron matter distributions for both nucleus-projectile and 
nucleus-target. We obtain the exchange potential in the following closed form: 

U*(R) = Ioo(R) + K(R)I0Q(R)I10(R) + K\R) 

[/oo(fl)/?0(i*)+i?o(i*)/2o(fl)], 

МД) = ~ Г £ 0«(Л,з)^я(3)Уп(Ао(Д)а/т?)5п+2^ (1), 

Gk0(R,») = 2 ^ j f ° /$(*> * ) / $ ( ' . s)jo{tR)t4t (2), 

/&>(t, 5) = 4т Г $(rti1(k.,u(r),)Mtrydr (3), 
Jo 

K(R) = kQ(R)/2[E-U?(R)], 
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коЩ = (2тф*)[Е - Ui>(R) - V°(R)], г, = - ^ - , 

where VOB(S) and Vis (a) refer to the isoscalar and isovector exchange components of 

the effective NN interaction, />oo and p\{ are the isoscalar and isovector densities of the 
colliding nuclei. In the equations (l)-(3) jn(x) and Jo(x) spherical Bcssel functions. The 
exchange correlation function ji(Ae//,i(r)a is defined by the formula [4]: 

H(kcffAr)3) = 3iSin{kc/u(r)s) ~ k<]M3Go<k*ffAr)3)],ke /г%дц 

where 

£„(?) = -[0.64(r>(F) + Ш$Г + (У№ 4. 3/)(r)L F V / V ' 36/з(г) ' 12 
&jr(f) being the Fermi wave number. The direct part of nucleus-nucleus potential Uf^R) 
is obtained [5] by averaging the direct part of the effective NN interaction Vb(s) over the 
nuclear densities of two colliding nuclei with mass number A\ and Aj-

The exchange potentials were calculated in the SMA for the ayetcmB 7Li +40 Cas 
7Li+**Ca, 7Li+iSCa by using the full finite-range effective M3Y interaction [6]. Both 
the isoscalar and isovector channels are under consideration. The energy dependence of 
the obtained interaction is studied for all cases. The part of the results is presented in 
Tables 1 and 2. 

Table 1. The values of the exchange potentials 
for the systems 7Li+wCa, 7Ы+"Са, 'LiT^C'a. 

E/A 
(Mev/n) 

30 
45 
60 

iaCa 

-20.6 
-18..! 
-15.2 

4 
0 
0 
0 

"Co 

-21.5 0.075 
-19.2 0.065 
-16.4 0.056 

4 
-22.2 
-20.4 
-17.6 

(Case 1) 
U01 

0.151 
0.131 
0.115 

-22.2 
-20.7 
-17.9 

(Case 2) 
U-8 

0.173 
0.150 
0.130 

Here R=5.2 fm. 

In the case 1 for 48Ca the calculations were performed without taking into account of 
the difference in proton and neutron matter distributions and in the case 2 this difference 
is taken into account (the neutron skin effect). One can see from Table 1 that in the last 
case the isovector exchange potential increases. The explicit account of the single-nucleon 
exchange effects for the all systems leads to the linear energy dependence of the obtained 
potentials. 
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The influence of the neutron skin effect on the exchange potentials is demonstrated in 
Table 2. 

Table 2. The neutron akin effect for the 7Ы+**Са interaction 

E/A 
(Mev/n) 

30 
45 
60 

VQQ(Case2) 
Uoojtfcwel) 

1.047 
1.049 
1.048 

Uox(CW2) 
Uoi(Caael) 

1.382 
1.384 
1.385 

Here R=6.4 fin. 

One can see that in the surface region the isovector exchange potential increases with 
the factor equal 1.4 while the change of the isoecalar exchange potential is not more than 
five percents. 

The semimicroscopic approach presented here can be used also to construct interaction 
between exotic nuclei at low energies and to describe reactions with radioactive nuclear 
beams. 

1. O.M.Knyaxkov.Particlee and Nuclei, 1986.V.17, p.318. 

2. D&o Tien Kboa, O.M.Knyaikoy, Z.Phys. 1987, V:A328, P.67. 

3. Dao Tien Kboa, O.M.Knyukov.Paiticles and Nuclei, 1990, v.21,p.H56. 

4. CunpiX., Воауму A., Phyi.Lett., 1978, V.B73,p.263. 

5. S&tchler G.R. Direct unclear reactions. N.Y .-Oxford: Oxford TJniv.Preae. 1983 

6. Bertsch G., Borysowict J. et al., Nnd.Phye.,1977, v.A284,p.399. 
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SEMI-CLASSICAL METHOD FOR DESCRIPTION 
OF HEAVY ION COLLISIONS 

Lukyanov Y.K. 
Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, JINR, Dubna 

Here the high energy approximation (HEA) is used for semiclassical consideration of heavy 
ion collisions. The method can be applied when the conditions kR S> 1 and E ^ V are 
fulfilled. The corresponding semiclassical (SC) wave functions arc calculated in an analytical 
form by using both the typical nuclear potential and the Coulomb one. The SC-functions rep
resent simultaneously the corresponding distorted waves in the DWBA-amplitudes for inelastic 
scattering and transfer reactions. Note that it is necessary to use the traditional partial wave 
decomposition of distorted waves. Therefore we avoid the complicated numerical calculations 
and can derive analytical expressions for qualitative physical estimations and for a quantitative 
comparison with experimental data. 

We start with the wave equation 

ДФ + Л'2Ф = 0 (1) 

where the potential V is included into 

K2 = k2-U; U=~V (2) 

The solution of eq.(l) is written in the form 

ф(±) = u(±)e«<*> (3) 

Substituting (3) into (1) one can obtain two equations for imaginary and real parts of eq.(l) 

VS(r) = К (4) 

V(u2V5) = 0 (5) 
They determine the action function S and the amplitude и of (3), respectively. In the case of 
basic conditions of HEA a straight line trajectory of the classical motion was suggested and a 
decomposition of S in the small V/E was realized. Thus, 

oo oo 

5<±> = F T J- I V(r=p ks)ds = ikfqp ~ [ V(p T kX)d\ (6) 
о Tz 

High energy scattering is mainly sensitive to the internal region of nuclei r < R. This permits 
us to use in calculations the following forms of potential 

V = VN + VC (7) 
VN = V0-Q(RN~r) (8) 

Vc = \ЫЗ-Щ) (9) 

Also, for the same reason we decompose the final result of integration of (6) in r/R. It is 
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to a correction in the phase (6) of an order smaller thcin the value obtained for the form (8). 
Thus, one can obtain 

SW = kr + a0 ± ^(кП + %СкгГ ± g(£f)3 (10) 

where an are the known functions of г and parameters of the potentials (7) — (9). In principle, 
they also depend on the initial and exit channel indices (±) . 

Equation (5) is really the current conservation law which permits us to obtain the amplitude 
function of the form 

Note that in practice eqs.(10), (U) are really working only in the region of г smaller and about 
II, where the potential action is important. Moreover, for the process of elastic and inelastic 
scattering and also for direct nuclear reactions their matrix elements include combinations of 
two distorted waves of the form (3) and an interaction function. The latter limits the integration 
over r by the region of its action, namely of the order Я. 

Here we give an illustration with a simple example of elastic scattering where ki = k/ = k. 
In ibis case, 

ф(-).ф(+) _ c x p i [2a 0 + /3/< + ni/i2 +clfi3 + n2(l - fi2)cos7ip + cj^l-fi2)cos2(p] (12) 

where 

P = 2(fc + a i )ar 
ni = 2a2a3r2 

ci = 2a3a3r3 

n2 = 2a2r2(l - a2) 
c2 = 6a3ar3( l - a 2) (13) 

and a = sin f, y. = cos 0 , i9 - the angle of scattering and 0,<p - the integration angles. 
As an elastic scattering amplitude we use an expression obtained in [1] for large angles 

^ > itk w n ' c n ш practice cover a wide region of angles of scattering owing to the condition 
fcfl»l: 

/ (0 ) = ~ / <»{->4&f+,£/(r)dr (14) 
4тг J 

Substituting (12) into (14) and integrating over d/.i and dtp, we obtain the following result 
oo 

/ ( * ) = | ? / r 2 r f r e 2 , ' a o + " " \ / ( r ) { F ( + ) ( r ) - F ( _ ) ( r ) } (15) 
о 

where , .,„ , 
F±(r) = (16) 

y/ft + 3 C l ± 2ni y/P + 3Cl - 2c2 ± 2(ni - n2) 
The potential function У is in the usual Saxon-Woods form, which permits us to use its simple 
poles in the complex r-plane, so the final result is expressed through residues at these poles. 
Thus, the amplitude has the form 

f(#)&e-2*bk*n*cos(2kRs\n?-+X(R,b,k,0)) (17) 

where Ь - is the diffuseness parameter of the potential. One can see that this amplitude reveals 
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Tlio inelastic amplitude can bo obtained by using tho shock approximate! (if ft„Mu/'№ < I): 

/'"(*)«</l/*'(tf,OI*> (18) 
where ji > mid | / > arc initial and final states of a nucleus depending on it» internal variables 
{£}. Here the amplitude /*' corresponds to elastic potential scattering on л nucleus having 
"frozen" internal coordinates {£}; 

/"(0»O = /"(V(O-»W.O) (19) 
This form of inelastic amplitude contains all tlic interaction orders. If we extract tlie interaction 
term U = Uo(r) + Uint(r,{) and limit ourselves to the first order in £/jnl,'wc get, e.g. the 
expression 

/)?" = 4~ / ^ / ' ' * < №*t\i > M*] (20) 
Hint coincides with the traditional DWBA formula, Here we also can use the poles of t/,n( 
because it is usually represented as a derivative of the Saxon-Woods potential with respect to 
II 

The DWBA for transfer reactions is based on the following expression 

7), = J' dr¥f)mu,Yx^\+) (21) 

Integration over angular variables can be done as in the previous case of clastic scattering, 
Then, the form factor ид may be decomposed in a set of derivatives of the trial ferrni function 
with respect to 11. This permits one to use the poles of the latter and to calculate the final 
integral analytically. 

REFERENCES 
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Nonlinear Nuclear Vortex 
V,G. Karfcavcnko 

Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, JJNR, Dubna, Russia 
E-mail: К А ПТЛ VUNQTllliOlUlNRC. DUBNA ,SU 

Abs t rac t 
W<! have derived the basic equations for the nonlinear plain nuclear vortexes. 
The evolution of the shape of the vortex is analogous to the propagation of 
a nonlinear dispersive wave in a plain. These states can be considered as the 
generalization of the Elliptic Kirchhofr Vortex, Л qualitative analysis of the 
main features of the vortex is done, 

1 Motivation 

Rotating states were always the focus of attention of the theoretical and experimental 
physics. High spin states [1], [2] is the most popular type of the large amplitude collec
tive vortical motion in nuclear systems, but far from being the only possible one. Many 
attempts were undertaken t<» find topological noutrivial vortical states. Vortical isomer 
nuclei were supposed to exist [3] (the superconducting component of the nuclear fluid 
with the quantum curl, oriented along the symmetry axe of a rotating drop). Not long 
ago a supposition closed in the physical sence to the above was mentioned again [4]. The 
approximate solution to describe stable vortexes were obtained in the framework of the 
liquid drop model. In the first case, the solutions were linked with the "hot spot" created 
in pheripheral heavy ion collisions [5]. In the second case, the soliton type solutions on a 
nuclear surface were associated with a claster type configuration (initial model state for 
the claster radioactivity) [G]. The anology with the admixture evectrons and positrons 
in dense gasses [7], [8] allows us to suppose the existence of the vortical "rings" on ad
mixture hadrons in nuclear systems. 
Recently, nuclear theory has predicted the formation of the new very exotic objects, such 
as "disks" [9], [10], unstable hollow "bubbles" and "rings" (11), which decay by interme
diate mass emission. 
In this report, we analyze the pure vortical motion excluding the usual approximation 
on smallness of the excitation amplitude arid the additional assumptions on the shape 
of the nuclear system. We use the semiclassical nuclear hydrodynamics based on the 
current / and density p algebra and hydrodynamic representation for the nuclear harnil-
tonian, which is equivalent in view of the equations of motion for / and p to the initial 
hamiltonian. Gradient terms of the "pressure" drop out from the equations of motion on 
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separating the curl component of the velocity field and the equation of motion for rolv 
are formally reduced to the pure kinematic form, at least for the Skyrmc type forces. 

2 Basic Equations 
For an incompressible (/> = pa) nuclear vortical flow it is convenient to turn to the 
vorticity C, and the vector potential A 

v=rotA, divA = 0, Ш^ + ,)гд?^Уфгдф^= ' 

С = rotv = rotrotA = graddivA — ДА = —ДА. 

We restrict ourselves to the simplest rotational flow, two-dimensional motion u(r, <j>) = 
u re r -f 1)феф, А = Аег С = Cen where (г, ф) are polar coordinates of a point. 
The velocity projections vT,V4, can be determined by differentiating A(r,ф) with respect 
to г and ф Уг(г,ф) = г~]дА/дф, Ьф(г,ф) = —дЛ/дг. The current function А(г,ф) 
can be derived from the Poisson equation with the help of the two-dimensional Green 
function for the Laplace operator A(r, ф) = (27г)-1 / dtfdr'r ln(| г — г | )((r ' , ф ). 

In this report we consider two-dimensional analog of the nuclear "disks" - a plain 
nuclear vortexes - a new type of a pure vortical state of incompressible nuclear matter. 
They are the finite areas of the constant vorticity on a plane ((r ' ,$ ' ,<) = £0, within 
the uniform-rotating contour Г(г, ф) = г - Г1(ф) = 0, These states can be considered as 
the generalization of the Elliptic Kirchhoff Vortex [12]. The dynamical condition on the 
contour (n • t») = (n • «contour) and the normal vector n are given by 

n = ^ = 4,-эд.,)(1+эд')-'", w , . i £ 
„dR A dR, n 

where Q is an angular velocity of the uniform-rotation of the contour, and a = ±1 defines 
the orientation of the contour. 

The equation for the vortex boundary may be cast into the form of the nonlinear 
integro-differential equation 

o—o Aft f** 
- i - - J = / 4ф^(ф')1п{\6П\)[(1+8(ф)5(ф'))5т(ф'-ф)+(5(ф)-8(ф'))со5{ф'-ф)], 

Чо аф Jo 
О) 

I 6R \= (ад2 + щу - гедяо') cos(̂  - Ф')) т. 
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3 Main Features of Nonlinear Nuclear Vortex 
For a quantitative analysis of the equation (1) it is necessary to build its discrete analogue. 
Such investigations are in progress. In this report, we restrict ourselves to the qualitative 
analysis, which can be done by analogy with the well known elliptic KirchhoiT vortex and 
the solution for small perturbations of the circle [12]. 
The small rotationless perturbation SA(r, ф) = a(C,0l2)R\(r I Ra)1 со${1ф —U)t), where / is 
an integer, gives us the following contour equation ft(<^) = R0(\ + a соя(1ф-ш1)) (for small 
a <C RQ). SO the small perturbation given by trigonometrical functions, is a crimp moving 
along the circle vortex with the angular velocity fi = ш/l = (/ — 1)fo/2Z. For instance, 
at / = 2 the perturbed shape is an ellipse, rotating about its center with the angular 
velocity Co/4, that is half of the velocity of the fluid into the contour. Perturbations of 
the higher symmetry / > 3 arc rotating still slower. For the ellipse ar2/<z2 -f У^/У1 = 1 one 
can derive the following connection between the frequency of the contour rotation and 
the vorticity П = {ab/(a + 6)2)Co-

Thus, from the above solutions it follows that: 
(i) Despite the internal part of the vortex is rotating with a constant angular velocity, 
this motion differs from the motion of a rigid body, because the contour is rotating with 
a different velocity, more slowly. 
(ii) The contour velocity depends on the symmetry of a perturbation and the solutions 
may be classified by the parameter / = 2,3,4 . . . , or the symmetry relative to the turn 
by the angle 2n/l. These vortexes are the two-dimensional analog of the rotating nuclear 
systems, which have stable quadrupole, octupole, hexadecupole deformation accordingly, 
(iii) The fixed ratio П/Со ar>d the symmetry of states define completely the shape of the 
contour (for instance, for the elliptic vortex its eccentricity). 

Eq. (1) together with the definition of the velocity fields will describe the motion 
of the contour as the propagation of a nonlinear dispersion wave on a plane. At the be
ginning the moving contour will be inevitably distorted. However, if this state is stable, 
then the interference between the nonlinearity and the dispersion will lead to the return 
of the initial contour shape. If one could prove the existence of these states, then these 
vortexes will be an analogue of the solitons on a plane. 
(iv) The parameter fi/(0 will be the bifurcation parameter and will determine the sta
bility of a vortex. The integrals of motion are the square of the "disk" which is a two-
dimensional analogue of the particle number, and the circulation of the vortex defined 
by the help of (0. If the contour motion is unstable, one mays expect the disintegration 
of the "disk" into the separate rotating vortexes and into the vortex filaments - two-
dimensional analog of the rotating intermediate mass fragments. 
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Hydro dynamic Calculation of Effective Mass of 
Two Colliding Ions 

A.A.Sercgin 

Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, Obninsk, Russia 

Assuming i r rota t ional flow of unviscous liquid the effective mass of two 
colliding ions a r e calculated for two kinds of pa ramet r i c descript ion of ions 
shapes. It is shown t h a t in the point of taVgency the effective mass has 
peculiarity. Th i s fact allows in a new fashion to look a t t h e role of t h e 
effective mass in the fusion process. 

Let us consider collision of two identical heavy ions as a collision of two liquid bodies 
each having the shape of sphere of radius 2~,/3R„ in the initial moment and finally fuse 
into unique sphere of radius R0. Inorder to describe the shape of two liquid bodies at 
all stages of the fusion process one can use the Cassini's ovaloides [1]. 

p2 = -z2-a2s2 + (aA+ia7s2z2y>2 

or [21 

\ 3 a 2 
2 _ • -z2 + a2(\ - s)/2 + a(a2(\ - s)2 + \2sz2)xl2/2 for 0<s<l 

P ~ \ o - v / 4 - (* ± 3as/2)2 for 1 <s 

Under condition of volume conservation the both types of paranietiization depend 
upon only one parameter s which varies from 0 to со. The shapes of ions, which 
defined by these equations are represented on figure 1. From this figure one can see 
that ions begin to interact still the point of langency with the parametric description 
by Cassini's ovaloides. 

Assuming irrotational flow of the unviscous liquid, the efFective mass is calculated 
numerically by the appropriate formula 

P = з/2М0л;5 | ( ф * + (^)2))pdpdz. 

Here Ф is the velocity potential, which satisfies the Laplace equation and the boundary 
condition 

dp dp + dzdz~(dads + ds'dV 
where f(p,z,s,t)=0 is the equation for liquids surface, M0 is the mass of compound 
nucleus, b is the distance between ion centres of gravity. 
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The calculations were carried out using three methods: the method of momenta 
[3], the spectral method [3] and the method of Wheeler [<l]. The results of calculations 
coincide well enough that is shown in the figure. From this figure one can see that 
the dependence of effective mass from the distance between ion centres of gravity has 
peculiarity in the point of tangency. In the case of Cassini's parametrization, the effec
tive mass is continuous near the point of tangency. Under the other parametrization 
the effective mass is non-continuous near the point of tangency because the transition 
from s< l to s>l is not continuous. 

a) i) 

о о — о о 
о о ••« о о 
О О -«•• ОО 
со ••« со 
о — о 

Figure 1. The shapes of two colliding versus the parameter s for two kind of the 
parametric description: a) Cassini's ovaloides and b) parametrizasion [2]. 

The variation of effective mass near the point of tangency leads to arising of addi
tional force 

F, = -p*{dnldb)lii{b)\ 

where p is the momentum of system. Depending upon the sign of derivative d/n/db, 
force F^ influences the process of fusion as follows. When ions approach the point of 
tangency, the force FM accelerates the process of fusion. After passing the point of 
tangency, the force V^ slows down the fusion process and in this way increases the 
lifetime of double nuclear system. Then it accelerates the fusion process again. 

-i 
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з.о 6/Re 

Figure 2. The effective mass in terms of M„ versus b in terms of R0. a) Cassini's 
ovaloides; b) parametrization [2]. 
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Quantum Dissipative Phenomena 
in Nucleus-Nucleus Interaction 

V. Zagrebaev 

Department of Theoretical Physics, Chuvash Stale University, 
Cheboksary, 428900 Russia 

In heavy ion induced reactions both coherent (self-consistent nucleon motion inside the 
fragments, cluster transfer, subbarrier tunnelling, the Pauli exclusion principle, etc.) and 
dissipative phenomena are revealed simultaneously. It forces us to consider these dissipative 
phenomena within a quantum channel coupling approach. In connection with it, numerous 
fundamental questions arise before us. What are the main reasons and mechanisms of nuclear 
viscosity: one-body excitations inside a time-depended mean field fl], two-nucleon collisions 
[2], chaotic motion of nucleons in asymmetric deformed nucleus [3], excitations of collective 
degrees of freedom [4], nucleon exchange [5], chaotization of coupling rn*atrix elements [6],...? 
If there are several mechanisms, then what are their relative contributions depending on 
mass and energy of interacted nuclei? Do the dissipative processes survive at high energies? 
Is it possible at all to distinguish correctly the dissipativc and potential forces in heavy ion 
experiments? At last, how can we consider the friction forces within quantum theory of 
collisions? 

Using the multi-dimensional and multi-channel scmiclassical approximation [7] paral
lel with exact solution of stationary and noibstationary Srodinger coupling equations we 
examine the following questions. 

(1) May a simple quantum system of only one degree of freedom display 
a dissipative response ? 

(2) What is the mechanism of subbarrier dissipative tunnelling ? 
(3) What is the dynamics of wave packet motion in dissipativc media ? 

1. Mode l 
The total Hamiltonian of nucleus - nucleus relative motion is given as 

/ / ( r , 0 = T(r) + U(r) + HA(0 + K ( r , 0 , (1) 

and 

/M,(0 = e„Mfl. (la) 
A number of internal degrees of freedom £ is usually very large ( = 4[Ai + A2] — 6). However, 
not all of them are coupled with relative motion in equal manner. Moreover, on initial 
reaction stage some of them (e.g., surface vibrations, rotation states of deformed nuclei, 
one-particle excitations near the Fermi surface) seem to be excited with a most probability. 

Let the relative motion of two interacted nuclei is coupled with only one internal degree 
of freedom £. Total wave function can be decomposed over the eigenstates of Hamiltonian 
ЯА(0 : 

ф(г,*,0 = 1>Лг ' ')МО- (2) 
I/ 

The channel wave functions ф„(г,1) satisfy a set of coupled equations with the matrix 
elements Vv(l(r) = (^i/ |V(r,4) |^). In a case of strong coupling (processes with a large 
dissipation of kinetic energy) we can not get an exact solution of these equations. So, we use 
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here a simplified model of a straight motion along x - axis. In this case we have the following 
set of coupled equations 

ihd^t) = [_£_£. + U{x] + ^„ (x , t) + J2 КЛ*Ж(*Л (3) 

The matrix elements were chosen in the following form 

vUr) = Vb-A*)-VK/0> (4) 
where V(v,/i) = V(/i, v), and 

fx- Ry\2 

( z ) = e ~ V a / . / ( x ) = e V a / . (5) 

For linear coupling of relative motion with harmonic oscillator 
V(i/,/0 = x / ^ w - i -r*v^+T^Mtl/+i (v,/z = 0,1,2,...), and e„ = e„_i + Де„, Дб„ = Иш. 

3. Viscous response of a simple quantum system 

An excitation of classical harmonic oscillator with a frequency ш by heavy projectile 
moving by with a velocity v and interacting with it in linear manner (for example, V(x, £) = 

2 

в \&x/ ) . is ei Vo • £ • e \^x/ ), is given by a simple formula [8]: 

1 I Г _, . . _,-„w..2- V0
2
 2 h j ( w r ) 2 ] 

= 7 Г 8 М Г е 8 ( 6 ) t—uilLw*"* 
Here Л/ is inertial parameter of oscillator, and т = ~^- is time of flight (in peripheral 

nuclear collisions Ax « \/ ТГ i where i is impact parameter, and a is diffuseness of nuclear 
forces). Maximal energy loss occurs when time of flight is approximately equal to a period of 

internal vibrations: ropl = - ^ — zlfT « \T. In slow collisions ( т ~5> Т) the energy loss of a 
projectile is exponentially small (absolute elastic response), whereas in fast collisions a target 
absorbs always a non-zero energy due to transfer of linear momentum in a sudden impact 
but not due to a real dissipative process. Therefore, we can speak at all about elastic or 
viscous response of a system only at slow influence upon it. At excitation of linear oscillator 

with an energy Ae — %w collisions with initial energies i c < $ ( ifj~£ J , (where 

VQ is a Coulomb barrier, and тпц is nucleon mass) may be treated as slow ones meaning 
т <T = 2TT/W. 

In Fig.l the dinsipative energy is shown depending on initial energy of the projectile 
interacted with a simple quantum system of only one degree of freedom and the correspond
ing channel wave functions at different values of i are shown in Fig.2. We see that a 
quantum linear oscillator displays also an absolutely elastic response even at strong channel 
coupling. In order to clear up the main response features of non-linear oscillator, we solved 
the same equations (3) in two cases: (a) with completely chaotic matrix elements Vvii, (b) 
with completely chaotic spectra iv at a fixed (At*) = Ac. It was found that just the 
chaotization of energy spectra (not the matrix elements .') leads to the viscous 
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response of a simple quantum system with only one degree of freedom at slow 
influence upon it from an incident particle (see Fig.l and Fig.2). 

Fig. 1. Energy loss of a heavy 
projectile at excitation of linear 
(dashed line) and 'chaotic' oscil
lator (solid line). U{x) = 0, V0 = 
\0MeV,Ae=z \0MeV. 

1 10 100 

Fig. 2. Distribution over the channels at excitation of linear (to the left) 
and non-linear (to the right) oscillator by a slow projectile moving 
in positive direction of i - axis. E/A = 2.5 MeV, At = 20 MeV. 

4. Dissipative tunnelling 
The problem of subbarrier dissipative transmission is mainly motivated by nuclear heavy-

ion fusion-fission reactions and heavy-fragment radioactivity. Channel coupling approach 
seems to be the most consistent one to solve this problem [9]. Feynman's path integration 
with inclusion of classically forbidden trajectories is another possibility (see, for example, 
[10]). However, if there is strong channel coupling, one failed to get physically clear results 
in both cases without additional simplifications. 

We analyzed an exact solution of equations (3) taking into account all the channels 
which can be reached at a given value of coupling interaction (see Fig.2) and a total excitation 
energy e™ax was allowed to be comparable (or even more) with initial relative motion kinetic 
energy. Potential barrier U(x) was chosen in Gauss form to avoid the Coulomb scattering 
problems - Fig.3. 

The total transmission probability is shown in Fig.4. Significant enhancement of barrier 
penetrability at sub-barrier energies due to channel coupling is surprising and well known 
fact. Physical interpretation of this phenomenon is not clear completely. Generally used 
explanation is the following one. If we neglect the excitation energy (e„ = 0) and choose 
separable coupling matrix elements (4), then equations (3) can be decoupled and a set of 
barriers of different heights arises. This barrier distribution decreases transmission probabil
ity at above-barrier energies and increases it at sub-barrier ones (see, for example, [11]). One 
more reason for subbarrier penetrability enhancement is an appearance of effective advanced 
forces (independent on sign of Vo) induced by channel coupling in barrier region [10]. 
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In our view, an additional study of this question is required. In particular, we found an 
unusual cfTcct of preferable transmission not in entrance {v = 0) but in high excited channels 
(и ф 0) with significant dissipation of relative motion kinetic energy - Fig.5. Now we can 
give only 'mathematical' explanation of this effect. The waves in channels fi ф 0 arise only 
under the barrier due to coupling with фи<ц and have quite different (increasing) behavior 
in comparison with the wave in entrance channel - Fig.6. We have found also that the effect 
of transmission probability enhancement due to coupling channel is strongly sensitive to the 
shift of coupling interaction radius. If the excitation of intrinsic degrees of freedom occurs 
behind or before the barrier then penetration probability sharply decreases - Fig.7. 

Fig. 3. Schematic view of subbar-
rier tunnelling with channel cou
pling. 
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Fig». 4. Barrier penetra
bility without channel coupling 
(solid line), with excitation of 
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cillator (dashed line). f/o = 
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Fig. 5. Barrier penetrability 
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Fig. 6. Amplitudes of the chan
nel wave functions in the channels 
v = 0 and v = 4. Plane wave of 
unit amplitude with an energy of 
140 MeV come from the left in the 
channel и = 0. 
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Fig. 7. Barrier penetrability de
pending on the radius of coupling 
interaction Vutl(r) at E = 120 
MeV and V0 = 10 MeV (solid 
line). Dashed line shows the cor
responding value without channel 
coupling. 

5. Summary 

We have analyzed an exact solution of channel coupling equations without additional 
(commonly used) simplifications concerning a restricted number of the channels and low 
excitation energy in comparison with an energy of relative motion. It was found that exci
tation of even very simple quantum system with only one degree of freedom may reveal the 
dissipative features at slow collisions if the spectra of this system is sufficiently random. An 
excitation of such a system at subbarrier tunnelling increases significantly (by several orders) 
the transmission probability, in spite of the large dissipation of relative motion kinetic en
ergy. Penetration probability depends strongly not only on the value of coupling interaction 
VQ but also on relation between its radius and radius of the barrier. Maximal penetrability 
is observed at Ry = Ry. Calculations show that at the deep sub-barrier energies the soft 
degrees of freedom corresponding to the small values of Ae are excited with the most prob
ability. We analyzed also the dynamics of wave packet in dissipative environment and found 
a new effect of wave packet sticking to a potential wall due to its tangling and time delay 
inside the inelastic channels. 
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GSI Darmstadt, l TH Darmstadt, 2 Univ. Gicsen, 3 Technische Universitat Munchen, 

Germany, * IPN Orsay, France 

At the GSI projectile fragment separator for the first time relativistic exotic nuclei through
out the whole periodic table of elements up to uranium were produced and isotopically 
separated. Systematic studies of the projectile fragmentation, complete mass- and charge 
distributions of fragments from fission of relativistic uranium nuclei, and first secondary-
beam experiments such as the breakup of halo nuclei, the fragmentation of proton-rich 
secondary beams, and the fission of uranium fragments were made. In combination with 
the experimental heavy-ion storage ring experiments on the decay of exotic nuclei in exotic 
ionic charge states and direct mass measurements with stored and cooled ion beams were 
started. 

I n t r o d u C ' o n 
The projec'.. fragment separator at GSI Darmstadt has been mainly designed to 
separate in-flight exotic nuclear beams produced by projectile fragmentation. The 
heavy-ion synchrotron SIS accelerates beams throughout the whole periodic table up 
to uranium and with energies in the range from 0.1 to 2 GeV/u. The combination of 
both is presently the only facility for the production of secondary beams throughout 
the entire periodic table of elements and in the regime of relativistic energies from 
0.1 to 2 GeV per mass unit. We investigated the fragmentation process itself as well 
as nuclear reactions with secondary beams. 
The separated fragment beams can be optionally directed to the caves in the experi
mental hall which is equipped with magnetic analyzing systems, the ALADIN mag
net and the KAOn Spectrometer KAOS, the Large Area Neutron Detector LAND 
for the detection of relativistic neutrons, and in future with the Heidelberg crys
tal ball (Fig.l). The option to inject secondary beams into the storage ring ESR 
provides unique experimental possibilities with stored and cooled beams of instable 
nuclei including secondary reactions at the internal gas target or with extracted 
beams. 

1 Separa t ion of Isotopic Secondary Beams 

The projectile FItagnient Separator FRS is a highly resolving magnetic forward 
spectrometer used in a high momentum resolution mode or as an in-flight separator 
for isotopically clean secondary beams, optionally fully integrated in the beamlines 
to the Experimental Storage Ring ESR and the direct beamline to the setups in 

'Contribution to the International School Seminar on Heavy Ion Physics, Dubns, May 10-15, 
1993 
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Figure 1: The layout of the GSI facility for the investigation of relativistic heavy ions. The target 
areas for secondary-beam experiments are indicated. 
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the experimental hall (Fig.l), The separator consists of four identical sections each 
with a magnetic dipolc of 30° deflection angle, a quadrupolc triplet and a quadrupolc 
doublet. The momentum resolution of each such stage is 750 for an omittance of 
20 7rmm mrad [1]. Resolution, solid angle, and transmitted momentum spread arc 
varied by appropriate settings of the quadrnpolc magnets. The highest momentum 
transmission olSp/p = ±6% with a solid angle of 3 msr is achieved by operating the 
separator in the nondispcrsive mode. Adding the dispersions of the stages one and 
two and three and four, respectively, the separator works as an achromatic system. 
To obtain the highest resolution all dispersive sections are added. 
The principal application of the separator is the preparation of isotopically separated 
beams of exotic nuclei created by projectile fragmentation. The fragments from 
peripheral collisions leave the target in a narrow cone and with a velocity near 
that of the projectile. With the separator operated in the achromatic mode and 
a diaphragm in the dispersive plane a well defined momentum band is selected. 
By virtue of the reaction kinematics magnetic deflection separates all isotopes with 
similar mass-to-charge ratio, for fully stripped ions we have A/Z selection. In this 
operation mode survey experiments along cuts of constant A/Z in the nuclear table 
such as measurements ofisotopic production cross-sections, kinematic properties, or, 
in combination with ESR, nuclear masses can be studied. Moreover, the possibility 
to investigate a great number of isotopes simultaneously in the event-by-event mode 
uses economically the primary beam and partly compensates for small production 
cross-sections of nuclei at the limits of stability. By introducing matter at the 
dispersive plane atomic energy-loss is introduced as a second selection criterion, Z 
separation is achieved. The combination of kinematic separation and energy-loss 
analysis makes it possible to obtain isotopically clean beams of relativistic exotic 
nuclei, 

The isotopic separation of fragments from projectile beams of 0.5 MeV/u to 1 GeV/u 
across the entire periodic table from oxygen to uranium was investigated sytemat-
ically [1]. Fig.2 shows the first isotopic separation of relativistic uranium isotopes, 
which was the design goal of FRS [2]. They were produced by the fragmentation 
of a JJ8U beam with 950 MeV/u in a 205 mg/cm2 copper target and separated by 
using a 5.3 g/cm2 aluminum degrader. The isotopes are spatially well separated in 
the two dimensional plot with the position at the dispersive plane plotted versus the 
exit position. Contaminants from hydrogenlike uranium are still observed at this 
high energy [3]. The separation quality is in accordance with our prediction from the 
Monte-Carlo code MOCADI [6] combining higher order ion optics and interaction 
with matter. 
An interesting question was whether it would be possible to separate isotopes emerg
ing from fission of relativistic uranium. Their kinematic separation is difficult due to 
broad momentum distributions. Fig.3 [4] shows a cut through the light and heavy 
groups with the nuclear charge distribution well resolved. An example of the mass 
resolution for the strontium isotopes is shown in Fig.4 [4]. The exciting result of 
this experiment is the possibility to investigate the whole mass and nuclear charge 
distribution of fission fragments simultaneously. 

2 Atomic Interaction With Matter 

The atomic interaction of relativistic nuclei with matter is not only of practical 
importance to understand the separation using the degrader method but also in-
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Figure 2: First isotopic sepnration of relativistic uranium fragments. The position distribution 
of the uranium fragments at the dispersive midplane is plotted versus the position at the exit [3]. 

Figure 3: Nuclear charge spectrum of uranium fission products created in a lead target [4]. 
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Figure 4: Mass spectrum, for strontium isotopes [9]. 

Figure 5: Abundances of bare, hyrogen- and heliumlike uranium ions plotted versus the nuclear 
charge of the target material. Symbols: experiment, lines: calculation [4]. 

teresting from the physics point of view: Bare or few-electron systems can be well 
described with simple theoretical methods. Relativistic ions passing through matter 
interact with quasi free target electrons and are fully stripped. 
Fig.5 shows the ionic equilibrium charge state distributions for bare, hydrogen- and 
heliumlike uranium ions at 950 MeV/u in dependence of the target nuclear charge 
[3]. Even at this high energy a sizeable fraction of hydrogenlike and heliumlike ions 
as high as 40% and 18% for beryllium targets is observed* The highest stripping 
efficiency is observed for copper targets. The ionic charge states are determined by 
the balance between electron capture and -loss in the target. The charge-exchange 
processes are radiative electron capture, nonradiative electron capture and K-shell 
ionization. The explanation for the high stripping efficiency in copper is that the 
radiative capture which scales with the nuclear charge ZT of the target is overcom-
pensated by the increase of the stripping cross-section which scales with Z\. For 
heavier targets the nonradiative capture scaling with Z\ becomes important [5]. 
The experimental energy-loss at relativistic energies for argon (990 MeV/u), xenon 
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Figure G: Energy-loss of nrgon, xenon, nnd gold ions in mutter plotted versus the nuclear charge 
of the tnrgct material (symbols) compared to the Bethe-Dloch formula without (dashed line) and 
with (solid line) corrections [G], 

(780 MeV/u), and gold (1000 MeV/u) ions is displayed in Fig.6 again in dependence 
on the nuclear charge of the target material. Comparison to calculations with the 
energy-loss code ATIMA [6] show that already the relativistic Bethe-Bloch formula 
gives a sufficiently good description of the energy-loss for the light projectiles up to 
argon. The inclusion of higher-order correction terms [7] gives good agreement with 
the experiment for the heavier elements. 

3 Projectile Fragmentation - Studies of Peripheral Colli
sions 

3.1 Cross-Sections 
The production of exotic nuclei by fragmentation is a two step process which can 
be described in the frame of the abrasion-ablation model. In the collision of two 
relativistic nuclei the overlap region where target and projectile nucleoijs.interact 
forms a region of highly excited nuclear matter, the fireball, which separates the parts 
of target and projectile outside the interaction region. They act as spectators and are 
excited to comparatively low temperatures of 2'to 5 MeV. The excitation energy is 
dissipated predominantly by particle emission. In the frame of this model reaction 
cross-sections depend on the size of the interacting nuclei and are fairly energy 
independent over large ranges [8], isotopic fragment distributions are expected to be 
target-independent. 
In general there is no direct experimental access to the spectators resp. prefrag-
ments. Fig.7 illustrates the prefragment distribution for 86Kr calculated with the 
intranuclear cascade code ISABEL [24]. It is close to the target indicating that only 
very peripheral collisions contribute to the production of heavy fragments. The 
final isotope distribution is created by particle emission, predominantly neutrons, 
protons, and a particles in the subsequent ablation step. 
We studied systematically fragment distributions: cross-sections and reaction kine
matics in the limiting fragmentation regime above 500 MeV/u for light, medium, 
and heavy projectiles as " O , 58Ni, 86Kr [9], I29-"6Xe [13], 197Au [20], and 238U in
cluding fission. Our results were analyzed in the frame of semiempirical descriptions, 
abrasion-ablation, and cascade-evaporation models, respectively. 
Projectile fragmentation being the kinematically inverse process of the proton in
duced spallation can be described on the basis of semiempirical descriptions devel
oped for induced spallation as e.g. of Rudstam [10] or the more general approach of 
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Figure 7: Calculated contour plots of isotopic cross-sections for B6Kr fragmentation [9]. Left 
pnuel: prefragment distribution, right panel: final fragments (cuts 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 mb). 

Silberbcrg and Tsao [11]. Here we will compare our results to the improved semiem-
pirical model by Summerer, EPAX, which includes the new data from projectile 
fragmentation [12]. In Fig.8 experimental isotopic production cross-sections of the 
elements down to copper from fragmentation of 500 MeV/u 86Kr [9] are compared 
to the EPAX prediction. The neutron-rich 86Kr shifts the fragment distributions 
to the neutron-rich isotopes. For the lighter elements the cross-section maximum 
moves to the proton-rich side slightly overshooting the valley of stability until it 
reaches the fragmentation corridor. The inclusion of this "memory effect" into the 
systematics by Summerer gives a perfect reproduction of the data. The memory 
efTect was experimentally verified also for heavier fragments, e.g. in a comparative 
study of ш Х е and "6Xe [13] fragmentation. 
The target influence is displayed in Fig.9 where the cross-sections for 86Kr frag
mentation at 500 MeV/u [9] are plotted versus the fragment mass for'targets of 
copper (upper panel) and tantalum (lower panel), respectively. The cross-sections 
are normalized to those for beryllium targets. The solid line indicates the averaged 
cross-section for A > 40. For the tantalum target below mass 40 a significant in
crease of production cross-sections is observed. The onset of this effect for copper is 
indicated in the below mass 20 region. This observation may be attributed to the 
mentioned geometric effect: massive, large sized targets enhance the breakup into 
multiple heavy fragments already at comparatively large impact paramters so that 
the lower mass limit for the production of multiple heavy fragments is raised with 
increasing target size. It is noteworthy to mention that multifragmentation starts 
much earlier [15]. The figure also compares two different yield scalings. The dashed 
line scales with the total cross-section as parametrized by Kox [8] 
a — 7ГГо(^г3 + Л р 3 - 0.5)2. The dashed-dotted refers to the weak factorization [14] 
a = ao(AlJ3 + Л)/3 - 2.4) used in the EPAX systematics and is much closer to the 
data points. 
Theoretical studies on the fragmentation process have been started already many 
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Figure 8: Isotopic distributions for 500 MeV/u <EKr fragments [9]. The experimental data 
(symbols) are compared to the semiempirical prediction (dash-dotted lines) [12], the abrasion-
ablation model (dotted lines) [18] and the intranuclear cascade calculations (histograms) [9]. 
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Figure 9: Target dependence of the production cross-sections for 500 MeV/u , 6Kr fragments [9]. 
The isotopic cross-sections with copper and tantalum targets are normalized to the cross-sections 
with a beryllium target (symbob). The averaged value of the normalized cross-sections for A > 
40 are indicated as full line, the dashed line indicates the normalized total reaction cross-section 
[8] and the dashed-dotted line the scaling used in БРАХ. 

years ago in the frame of macroscopic [16] and microscopic models [17]. Recently 
an improved macroscopic approach in the frame of the abrasion-ablation model has 
been developed [18]. The abrasion part determines the number of abraded nucleons 
from Hie geometrical overlap between target and projecile determined by the impact 
parameter. The neutron-to-proton ratio is obtained by the hypergeometrical model, 
which anticipates no correlation between abraded neutrons and protons. The ex
citation energy of the prefragments is determined by the vacancies created in the 
Fermi distribution by the abraded nucleons which is 13.3 MeV on the average per 
particle hole [18]. The ablation step, the particle evaporation, is treated in terms of 
an improved transport model [19]. A comparison to the experimental data in Fig.8 
shows good agreement except for the neutron-rich isotopes where the cross-sections 
are too large. Studies of the gold and xenon fragmentation showed a better agree
ment when the doubled excitation energy of 26 MeV per abraded nucleon is used 
[20]. This value is in good agreement with BUU calculations [21]. The participant 
is heated by energetic nucleons from the fireball penetrating into the spectator [20] 
where they dissipate their energy. 
The microscopic approach treats single nucleon-nucleon interactions of the colliding 
systems with the intranuclear cascade code ISABEL [22]. The calculations include 
Pauli blocking, the Fermigas distribution, and nucleonic excitation. As we consider 
only peripheral collisions, mean field or compression effects as in the more refined 
BUU and VUU models are not taken into account. For the deexcitation of the 
prefragments the PACE code [23] is used which includes preequilibrium processes as 
the emission of fast particle cascades for excitation energies in excess of 300 MeV. 
Again the comparison to our experimental data (histogram in Fig.8) shows excellent 
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agreement. The limits of calculated isotopes, are determined by the computing time. 
The INC calculations properly treat single nuclcon reactions such as proton stripping 
and charge-exchange reactions [24]. 

3.2 Uranium Fission 

Besides the fragmentation Coulomb breakup at relalivistic energies is an important 
process, it goes via the electromagnetic excitation of the giant resonance located 
near 15 MeV for heavy nuclei. Coulomb induced cold fission is extremely suited for 
the production of neutron-rich species [4]. Due to their strong kinematic focusing 
they arc effectively collected with FRS. The data from a systematic investigation of 
uranium fission following electromagnetic excitation and fragmentation, respectively, 
are presently evaluated. 

3.3 Momentum Distributions 

The reaction kinematics of projectile fragments reflects the dynamics of the nu
clear reaction. The first momenta correspond to nucleonic excitation and energy 
dissipation in the nuclear collision, respectively, the second momenta represent mo
mentum distributions of the abraded nucleons and of the evaporated particles in 
the ablation stage. Nucleonic excitation can directly bee observed only in extremely 
peripheral collisions. Fig.10 shows the experimental momentum distribution for the 
charge-exchange reaction 86Kr(p,n)86Rb in an irradiation of 500 MeV/u 86Kr on 9Be 
measured with FRS. The main peak at -30 MeV/c corresponds to the free head-on 
nucleon-nucleon collision. The low energetic tail originates from the excitation of the 
A-resonance in a target proton due to a head-on collision with a projectile neutron. 
For the proton exchange to 86Br this effect is not visible, possibly due to the much 
smaller binding energy. Here is noteworthy to mention that we are still below the A 
threshold for free nucleon-nucleon collisions. The interest in probing the nucleonic 
excitation in heavy systems are density effects [27]. 
Fig.11 shows the downshift of the longitudinal momenta of 129Xe fragments for a 
projectile energy of 790 A MeV. The slope parameter for the heavy systems krypton 
and xenon is 7.7 MeV/(c*u) [9] and 8 MeV/(c-u) [13] respectively, in accordance to 
the model of Morrissey [28]: 

(6Pt) = 8{AP - AF) MeV/c (1) 

For the xenon isotopes produced by neutron removal from the projectile the experi
mental slope parameter is 16 MeV/c, twice as high as for the ether reaction channels 
(Fig.ll). 
According to the independent particle model of Goldhaber [29] the momentum 
spread of the fragments is determined by the statisitcal superposition of the Fermi 
momenta of the abraded nucleons 

with Pp = 260 MeV/c as determined from electron scattering data. This model 
accounts for the momentum distributions of the prefragments. 
The semiempirical description of Morrissey [28] for the final fragment distribution. 
gives: 
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Figure 10: Longitudinnl momentum distributions for charge-exchange from 500 MeV/u e6Kr on 
copper target. , 0Rb: neutron exchange, *6Br proton exchange. Experimental data are shown in 
the upper panels, whereas IS PACE calculations arc displayed in the lower panels [24]. 
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Figure 1 1 : Downshift of the parallel momentum of the fragments. The prediction from Morrissey 
[28] (solid line), is compared to the experimental data from the fragmentation of 129Xe at 790 
MeV/u. Upper panel: all identified isotopes, lower panel: only xenon isotopes [13]. 
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Figure 12: Longitudinal momentum distributions for fragments from 0.8 GeV/u I5CXe and 
1 GeV/u " 7 Au, respectively. Diamonds: proton removal, open symbols: evaporation channels. 
The solid line follows the Goldhcber model, the dotted line the semiempiricol prediction of Mor-
rissey [30]. 

о-я,, = 87 y/(Ap - A,) MeV/c (3) 

Fig.12 shows the momentum spreads for fragments from 0.8 GeV/u 136Xe on beryl
lium (upper panel) and for 1 GeV/u 197Au on beryllium (lower panel). The full 
symbols corresponding to proton removal follow the Goldhaber model (solid line), 
the open symbols corresponding to fragments with particle evaporation involved, 
follow the sytematics of Morrissey (dotted line). They have a more narrow momen
tum spread [30]. The region of high excitation energy where preequilibrium effects 
are expected is not covered by these data, they are discussed in [9]. 
The momentum shift is linear correlated to the mass loss in the abrasion, equivalent 
to the energy dissipation in the nuclear collision and correlated to the excitation of 
the projectile. In the ablation process the excitation energy is dissipated by parti
cle evaporation, which creates the momentum dispersion depending on the square 
root of the mass loss. The data on kinematics and production cross-sections have 
to fit into a consistent picture. The experimental data clearly prove the two stage 
abrasion-ablation models. To complete the experimental data, similar to the mo
mentum spreads angular momenta should be measured. They can again be described 
in terms of the independent particle model [18]. In analogy to the momentum dis
tributions spin distributions are expected. 

' • ' • ' L _ l 
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3.4 Momentum Distributions of Dripline Nuclei 
In his pioneering experiments with relativistic secondary beams of exotic light nuclei 
Tanihata [31] discovered the unusual large interaction cross-sections of weakly bound 
nuclei near the proton dripline such as u L i . It could be shown that the weakly bound 
neutrons form a halo extending far outside the 9Li core. According to Heisenbergs 
uncertainty principle the extension of the halo is correlated to the momentum spread 
of the neutrons. Various experiments were carried out to investigate the longitudinal 
and transversal momentum distributions of the fragments from halo nuclei. Of 
special interest are weakly bound systems at the neutron driplinc such as "Li and 
u B e [32], [33]. The momentum distribution of the neutrons f(p) is a Lorentzian 
generated by the Fourier transform of the Yukawa wave function, the range of which 
depends on the separation energy. 

Apil (FWIIM) [MeV/c] 

" B e 

"Li 

FRS' 
(Al) 

48 
(680) 

43 
(680) 

MSU [32] 

55 

Apj. (FWHM) [MeV/c] 
LAND" 

(C) (Pb) 

78 61 
(460) (460) 

28 23 
(280) (280) 

GANIL [36] 

24 

RIKEN [32] 

59 
(800) 

47 
(800) 

Lorentzian fit 

Tnblc 1 Experimental momentum distributions from 1 JBe, n L i breakup, the energy 
is given in brackets. 

A kinematically complete experiment on the dissociation reactions of "Be and l lLi 
has been carried out at GSI in companion experiments. The longitudinal momentum 
distributions were measured at the fragment separator in the energy-loss mode with 
the secondary targets, aluminum and lead, were placed at the dispersive central 
plane the momentum distributions were direcly transformed into the exit coordi
nates. Fig.13 shows the longitudinal momentum spreads in an aluminum target for 
the fragments from the two-neutron breakup of the strongly bound i eO (E/u=702 
MeV/u) and the weakly bound "Li (E/u = 649 MeV/u), and the one-neutron 
breakup of " B (E/u = 683 MeV/u). The momentum spreads are summarized and 
compared to the data from literature in Table 1 [34]. 
The neutron angular distributions, neutron angular correlations and the neutron-
fragment correlations were measured in cave В (Fig.l) with the combination of the 
ALADIN magnet and LAND large area position sensitive neutron detector [35]. 
The fragment beams were separated by FRS and transported through the ESR (in 
future a direct beamline will be available for such experiments). Fig.14 shows the 
preliminary results from this experiment. The angular distribution for "Li can be 
well described by a Lorentzian (solid line). The halfwidth of the neutron angular 
distribution for the 23 MeV/c measured with the lead target corresponds to a range 
paramenter of p — 13 fm of a Yukawa wave function in good agreement with earlier 
results for lower energies [36]. The angular distributions for the breakup of " B e 
show similar trends but are much broader. They can be described by Coulomb 
breakup (solid line: calculation). The compilation in Table 1 shows reasonable 
agreement for the data measured at intermadiate energies. The discrepancy to the 
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surfaces and the skin thickness, from n relativistic rnenn field circulation [33]. 

data of Tanihata, measured at 800MeV/u may be explained by a different reaction 
mechanism going through excited states. 
Tile matter distributions of halo nuclei were studied in reversed kinematics e.g. by 
proton scattering. Up to now elastic proton scattering was studied at comparatively 
low energies, it relies on the applicability of the optical potential to low-density 
nuclear matter [33]. For experiments at high energies above 500 MeV/u simple 
scattering theories are applicable. Studies of matter density distributions for 4'6,8He 
and 9 , nLi at 700 McV/u are just under way at the fragment separator. 

3.5 Skins and Halos 

As it is impossible to approach the neutron dripline for elements heavier than e.g. 
oxygen, the question immediately arises whether halos or skins can be observed 
for heavier neutron rich nuclei or nuclei at the proton dripline. To answer this 
question, Tanihata plotted the correlation between skin thickness and the difference 
of the Fermi levels, AEp, as obtained from a relativistic mean field calculation for a 
number of nuclei distributed over the whole periodic table (Fig.15 [33]). For stable 
nuclei the Fermi surfaces are almost equal due to the about similar neutron and 
proton separation energies. Those nuclei are located around 6RRMS = 0. In this 
picture neutron skins are expected for e.g. " N a at the N = 20 shell and 2 4 0 , proton 
halos for 30Mg, located at the dripline four protons above the doubly magic 1 6 0 . 
There are proposals to measure the nuclear absorption radii of such nuclei at the 
FRS [37],[38]. 
It is not investigated yet to which extent nuclear matter radii influence e.g. nuclear 
reaction rates near the Coulomb barrier. An interesting astrophysical case in context 
with the solar neutrino problem is the proton capture reaction 7Be(p,7)8B being 

j i L 
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strongly correlated to the proton radius of 8Be [39]. The question how neutron skins 
might enhance subbarrier heavy-ion fusion is certainly of great importance for the 
synthesis of heavy and superheavy elements. Here it is noteworthy to mention that 
208Pb and 48Ca, used successfully for the synthesis of the heaviest elements, have a 
neutron skin according to Fig.15. 
Whether fragment-momentum or -angular momentum distributions for nuclei with a 
nucleon skin reflect the nuclear states near the Fermi surface cannot be answered in 
a simple way. In peripheral collisions nucleons are abraded from the nuclear surface 
and not necessarily from the Fermi surface. In the case of halo nuclei the radii of the 
weakly bound outer orbitals are much larger than the core, hence one could expect 
two overlaid momentum distributions, a narrow one from the halo and a broad 
one from the core (32). In fact however only the narrow component is observed 
as the weakly bound halo nucleons will immediately be evaporated after a core 
interaction, and the final fragment will not be observed in the expected deexcitation 
channel, a mechanism cleaning up the momentum spectra. The interplay between 
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binding energies and level structure in the vicinity of the Fermi surface will determine 
whether the momentum and angular momentum distributions, respectively, reflect 
binding energies and spins of the nuclcons near the Fermi surface, an effect not only 
restricted to halo nuclei, but also expected for .other nuclei. 

3.0 Fragmentation of Proton-Rich Secondary beams 

Up to now secondary reactions concentrated on light fragments. At the FRS the 
fragmentation of heavy secondary beams in the nickel to manganese region was 
studied at energies in excess of 550 McV/n (Fig,16 [26]), The data show a sttons 
dependence of the proton-loss cross-sections for the neutron-rich projectiles, whereas 
for the proton-rich species the slopes are constant at a small cross-section level. 
Charge-changing cross-sections arc the sum over all neutron channels, which for the 
neutron-rich species arc significantly more abundant than for the proton-rich species 
because of the vicinity of the proton dripline. As a consequence the charge-changing 
cross-sections become small but stabilize at the proton-rich side. This trend is well 
reproduced by the model calculations. Odd-even effects in the cross-section are 
clearly observable in the experimental data. 

3.7 Fission 
Detailed information on fission will be obtained from studies of the instable isotopes 
of the elements below uranium, acessible now by uranium fragmentation. Interesting 
regions as e.g. the 126 neutron shell becoming acessible now for detailed fission 
studies in the vicinity of uranium. Those data are presently analyzed, first results 
have been published [25]. 

4 Nuclear Structure 
4.1 Gross Proper t i es of Exotic Nuclei 

Already the first experiments with the fragment separator and its combination with 
the experimental storage ring ESR demonstrated the new perspectives opened with 
these new facilities and the possibility of their combination. An exciting experiment 
carried out in the storage ring was the discovery of the beta decay into bound electron 
states [40]. The weakly bound isotope , w Dy becomes instable when it is fully 
stripped: Because of the low Q-value the small energy of the decay electrons is not 
sufficient for them reach the continuum: This stabilizes the dysprosium against its 
decay. When however the inner oibitals are free and accessible the decay electron can 
escape and the nucleus becomes unstable. Other interactions between the electron 
cloud and the nucleus are for instance the electron capture or the inner conversion 
of bare or highly charged ions of exotic nuclei. Their investigation will yield new 
data such as small branching ratios and will thus lead to a better understanding of 
/3 decay and atomic effects in nuclear decay processes. 
The clean isotopic separation of fragment beams allows one to measure with high 
sensitivity on the basis of few atoms gross properties of exotic nuclei such as decay 
mode, halflife and mass. First experiments for nuclei in the vicinity of T8Ni have been 
performed. Two different methods for direct mass measurement of ions circulating 
in the ESR have been proposed. The mass M and the velocity v of an ion coasting 
in the ring are related by: 
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where T is the time resolution of the setup, ft, the transition energy of the ring, 
i.e. the mode for isochronuous circulation of the ions, and В the magnetic field of 
the ring [42]. Operating the ESR at the transition energy and measuring the flight 
time resp. revolution frequency or with beam cooling to cancel the velocity spread 
allows direct measurement of the groundstate mass with high precision. 
An example of a mass spectrum for the A/Z=2 nuclei 20Ne and its fragments shown 
in Fig.17. The upper spectrum shows the unstable i eF which is decayed in the lower 
spectum taken 12 h later. The lines are broadened due to intra-beam scattering. 
Note the sharp remote line of 4He for which the momentum resolution of the line 
Schottky noise spectrum is better than 10~6 [1]. An important feature of the ESR 
shown in this spectrum is the possibility to store and measure a great number 
of masses simultaneously, which will not only facilitate the calibration but also the 
study of large mass regions, which is essential for a stringent test of mass predictions, 
e.g. for instance in the frame of the macroscopic microscopic theories. Mass regions 
of interest are the region around the doubly magic 78Ni, and in general all masses 
along the r-process path especially near the closed neutron shells e.g. waiting points 
or the neutron deficient platinum isotopes at the end of the a decay chains from the 
heavy elements. 
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Figure 18: Energy spectra for the (left hand side) stnble p( s ,Ni,p')"Ni nt 0f„» = 80.3 nnd 101 
MeV/u (right hmicl side) nnd the instable p(wNi,p') s cNi nt в м = 70.1 and 101 MeV/u (right 
hnnd side). Upper pnrt: experiment, lower pnrt: Monte Carlo simulation [44]. 

4.2 Direct Reactions 
Nuclear reaction studies with cooled beams circulating in the ESR are in preparation. 
A well known method to study nuclear structure are direct reactions as (p,p') and 
transfer (d,p). With cooled beams in the ESR highly brilliant beams with opening 
angles of less than 0.05 mrad and spotsizes below 1 mm were obtained. Experiments 
with the internal gas target with thicknesses of 1013/cm2 to 10 ,4/cm2 will not sutler 
from atomic scattering and permit extremely high resolution experiments [43]. 
A first experiment on the doubly magic instable nucleus 66Ni has been carried out di
rectly behind the fragment separator. From these data the B(E2) value of 850±120 
e2fma was extracted (Fig.18, [44]). The results of the experiment and the corre
sponding Monte Carlo calculations are shown in Fig.13. 

5 Conclusion 

The use of projectile fragments enables us to study structures of exotic nuclei hith
erto unaccesible with other methods. Allready the first experiments gave interesting 
results and showed the new perspectives of secondary beam physics at relativistic 
energies. At the GSI projectile fragment separator exotic beams throughout the 
entire periodic table up to uranium are available for the first time. 
I would like to thank E. Pfeng for arranging the manuscript to the final form. 
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Abstract 

Exclusive measurements of massive projectile-like fragments (PLF), intcrmediatc-mass frag
ments (IMP), light charged particles (LCP), and neutrons have been performed for the reactions 
209j)j+136xc and 197ди+208рЬ a t ^,e iowcr boundary of the Fermi energy regime. The former 
experiment involved 4я detectors for both neutrons and LCP's. The measurements provide 
compelling evidence for very simple reaction dynamics dominated by collective degrees of 
freedom. Invariant emission patterns for neutrons and LCP's indicate a binary, dissipativc first 
reaction stage, followed by the decay of the hot reaction products, for essentially the entire range 
of impact parameters. The multiplicity of evaporated neutrons is found to be a good measure of 
the dissipated kinetic energy and can be employed as a sensitive indicator of the collision impact 
parameter. Non-evaporative light particles and IMFs arc also observed in the two reactions, but 
with small multiplicities and most distinctly in peripheral collisions. IMFs detected in 
peripheral ^ B i + ' ^ X e collisions are possibly due to non-adiabatic neck rupture or squeeze-out. 
Experimental correlations between particle multiplicity and massive-fragment energy, deflection 
angle, and Z-distribuUon suggest the presence of transport phenomena induced by multi-nucleon 
exchange processes. In both reactions, the initially available kinetic energy is observed to be 
damped only partially. 

1. Introduction 

The study of reactions between complex nuclei at bombarding energies per nucleon of 
several tens of MeV, the Fermi energy regime, has attracted considerable experimental 
and theoretical interest over the past decade. This activity reflects the exciting prospects 
of producing nuclear systems at high temperatures [Lev87, Sur87, 89] and of observing 

•-.ction dynamics significantly different from interaction processes known from either 
v. ich lower or much higher bombarding energies. In this transitional energy regime, one 

expects an evolution of the reaction mechanism from dynamics dominated by mean-field 
ph • -na to processes characteristic of a growing importance of two-body nucleon-
nu. : . ollisions [Gre86,Ayi87,Ber88]. In addition, at nucleus-nucleus approach speeds 
corr.p;r..ble to the nucleonic Fermi velocities, non-adiabatic effects in the effective 
conservative and dissipative nuclear interactions may be encountered [Sch84, Nor86]. 
Qualitatively new reaction phenomena predicted [Ber88,Bon85,Bar90,Gro86,87,93, 
Fri88,90,Lop89,90] for the Fermi energy domain include an instantaneous multi-frag
mentation or vaporization of a hot, expanding system created in an energetic collision of 
two heavy nuclei. The occurrence of such phenomena mat have been associated with a 
nuclear liquid-gas phase transition is expected to depend dramatically on the magnitude of 
the nuclear temperatures generated in heavy-ion collisions. 
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These prospects have motivated [Guc89,Gal89] ал intense search for methods to produce, 
hot nuclei with temperatures near the stability limit and to observe the multi-fragmentation 
of such nuclei. In fact, observations of copious production of IMF's in some of the 
reactions have already been interpreted tentatively as a signature of the formation of a 
composite nuclear system undergoing a critical disassembly process [Bow91]. Yet, 
inspite of considerable efforts, a consistent understanding of the intermediate-energy 
heavy-ion reaction mechani sm is still lacking. This could partially be due to the limited 
range of projectiles that have been used in previous experimental studies 
[Gre86,Gel87,Bor90], which had to rely mostly on projectiles not heavier than 40дг_ 
Reactions induced by relatively light projectiles exhibit a rich phenomenology depending 
drastically on the impact parameter, already at low bombarding energies. Their 
complexity could even increase at higher energies, due to the appearance of 
fragmentation-type [Gol74, Fri83] or participant-spectator reactions [Day86, Bon87, 
Gra88]. ReccnUy, however, beams of very heavy ions have become available, enabling 
one to study very heavy systems for which the reaction mechanism should develop 
smoothly with impact parameter. For such systems, albeit at lower energies, it is 
experimentally possible [Sch84] to reconstruct the time evolution or impact-parameter 
dependence of transfer-induced transport processes leading to a gradual healing of the 
reaction partners. Here, the reaction phenomena correlate strongly with the amount of 
kinetic energy dissipated in collision. There is mounting evidence [Gue89, Gal89,Sch92] 
for a similar correlation at higher energies, when the dissipated energy is measured in 
terms of the multiplicity of emitted light particles, notably of neutrons. 

The above considerations have motivated exclusive experiment on die very heavy systems 
209Bi+136Xe and ,97Au+208Pb representing attempts to gain a -sw access to the reaction 
mechanism at intermediate energies and to establish some of its salient features at the 
lower boundary of the Fermi energy regime. Specifically, the experiments set out to 
search for correlations between reaction phenomena and the amount of dissipated kinetic 
energy or related experimental observables, which had been found very instructive at 
lower bombarding energies. In the following, the experiments will be described briefly 
and a survey will be given over the most interesdng results. 

2. Experimental Methods 

Experiments were performed for the reactions ^Bi+ ' ^Xe and 197ди+208рь щ the 
MSU/NSCL and GANIL accelerator facilities, delivering 136Xe and 208Pb beams of 28.2 
and 29 MeV per nucleon, respectively. In both cases, charged products ranging from 
light charged particles to massive, projectile-like fragments were measured in coincidence 
with neutrons. In the 209Bi+136Xe experiment, the first of its kind, all particles were 
measured with essentially An coverage. The corresponding setup is schematically depicted 
in Fig. 1 showing the Rochester An neutron multiplicity meter (NMM) [Bal93] with its 
tank and internal scattering chamber partially cut open to expose the St. Louis An DWARF 
Ball/Wall phoswich multi-detector array [Sar88,Nor87] placed inside the chamber. The 
detectors, meant to measure mainly LCP's and IMF's were shielded from electrons and 
elastically scattered projectiles by metallic foils inducing lower detection thresholds of 
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1 McV and 2-3 MeV per nuclcon, for Wall and Ball detectors, respectively. In the 
present experiment, one of the five segments of the Wall was removed to provide space 
for three large-area, solid-state detector telescopes covering the forward angles in the 
range from I8| = 3° to 26°. The NMM is filled with «900/ of Gd-loaded liquid scintillator 
with a dual function as neutron moderator and generator of scintillation light following the 
delayed neutron capture by the Gd component The NMM provides both a prompt-

response signal, a measure of the 
total kinetic energy of all 
neutrons from a reaction event, 
and a sequence of delayed 
signals, one for every neutron 
capture. Hence, total neutron 
kinetic energy and multiplicity 
are measurable event by event. 
The NMM is mainly sensitive 
(typical efficiency e = 0.6-0.8) to 
neutrons emitted from slow-
moving emitters such as the 
heavy, target-like (TLF) 
fragments, while the detection 
efficiency for neutrons for fast-
moving PLF's is significantly 
smaller, as calculated with a 
modified version of the 

simulation code DENIS [Que89]. 

The 197Аи+208рь experiment [Que93], employed a setup with five solid-state detector 
telescopes for the measurement of charged products in the angular range from I6| = 6.5° 
to 141.5°, three large-area Si-strip detectors (I0| = 28°-81°) for measuring kinematical 
PLF-TLF coincidences, and 21 single NE213 (BC502) liquid-scintillator, neutron time-
of-flight (TOF) counters. Thin fast-plastic scintillation counters were placed in front of 
the forward neutron detectors, in order to identify and veto fast light charged particles 
having penetrated the min walls of the scattering chamber. The start signal for the TOF 
measurement was derived from the (GANIL) accelerator RF signal, and the 
discrimination between y-rays and neutrons was accomplished by an analysis of the 
experimental pulse shapes and of correlations between TOF and scintillator light output. 

3. Dissipative Dynamics of 209Bi+136Xe and 197Au+208Pb Collisions 

3.1 Massive-Fragment Distributions 

Very detailed data on massive, projectile-like fragments were obtained for both the reac
tions 209Bi+136Xe and 197Au+208Pb. In the former case, it was a position-sensitive sili
con detector telescope that enabled the measurement of a partial elastic-scattering angular 
distribution in the range 3°£6<5.6°, just missing the grazing angle of 7.2°, but providing a 

Figure 1: Experimental setup with 4л neutron multiplicity 
meter (NMM), Dwarf array, and Si telescopes 
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"Bi+'MXe E„/A=28.2 MeV 

< 0 > = 4.25* 

calibration of the measured yield by normalization to the Rutherford cross section. The 
experimental average yield obtained with this telescope is plotted in Fig. 2 vs fragment 
laboratory energy E and atomic number Z. A direct integration of the fragment yield for 
ZS20 results in a cross section of approximately a = 5.7b, which exhausts the total reac
tion cross section of a = 5.9b predicted by systematics. For such a comparison to be 
meaningful, double-counting of events leading to massive fragments has to be avoided. 
This requirement is trivially fulfilled for fragments with Z significantly larger than half that 
of the projectile, and is approximately met for Z>20. Therefore, the distribution of rela-
U'vely massive products seen in Fig. 2 is representative of the overall reaction and not just 
of rather peripheral collisions, as might have been suspected. The fragment Z-E correla

tion shown in Fig. 2 has a shape typical also for 
the 197Au+208Pb system and for other heavy-ion 
reactions in this energy regime. A well-defined 
ridge of cross section is seen to extend from the 
elastic-scattering peak (Z=54, E=3.8 GeV). For 
Z>35, the intensity along the ridge first decreases 
with decreasing Z and E, while for Z<35, it re
mains relatively constant, down to very small Z-
values. For both reactions, an almost linear char
acter is observed for the correlation between Z 
and E such as shown in Fig.2, suggesting that the 
fragments all have velocities of the order of the 
beam velocity and are, hence, remnants of the 
projectile. Similar distributions for other systems 
[Luc87, Gra88] in this energy regime have in the 
past been interpreted in terms of participant-
spectator [Gol74,Gra88] or incomplete-fusion 
models [Gue89]. Such models predict cold PLFs 
to be emitted at forward angles essentially with 
beam velocities. For orientation, straight lines 
are included in Fig.2 corresponding to three dif
ferent constant values of E/A or fragment veloc
ity. Obviously, the average PLF energy per nu-

cleon is approximately equal to 19 MeV (dashed line), the average velocity is significantly 
lower than the beam velocity (solid line), a fact indicating considerable energy dissipation. 
The degree of energy dissipation, or energy loss (Eioss), is, hence, reflected in both final 
fragment laboratory energy and atomic number. It is also remarkable that this average 
velocity is higher than that (dot-dashed line) corresponding to a full damping of the initial 
kinetic energy and that there are actually very few events that could be associated with 
such low, fully damped energies. 

E/A = 2B.2 MeV 
— - E / A - 19,0 MeV 
— • - E/A = 10.0 M«V 

"0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 
Energy (GeV) 

Figure 2: Experimental charged-product 
distribution for the reaction 
209Bi+i36Xe a t <е>=:4.зо> pioltC(J 

vs. Z and energy. 

For the 1^7Au+2°8Pb reaction, a Z-E correlation qualitatively very similar to that of Fig. 2 
is measured. However, while the distribution of fragments from the 209Bi+136Xe reaction 
shows no evidence of sequential PLF fission, such events are evident in the corresponding 
distribution for the reaction 197Au+208Pb. In the Pb-induced reaction, the somewhat 
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steeper slope of the Z-E correlation in the quasi-elastic region is understood to be due to 
the fact that a relatively high fissility of the majority of the heavier PLF's leads to a deple
tion of the fragment Z distribution, leaving only few PLFs in the low-Z wings intact 
which, like the Xe-like fragments, do not undergo sequential fission. Simulation calcula
tions based on the nucleon-exchange model (NEM)[Ran82, D0s85] discussed further be
low show that the characteristic Z-E correlations for both the 209Bi+136Xe and 
1^7Аи+208РЬ reactions can be understood quantitatively in terms of the decay of the pri
mary PLPs that have been produced in binary dissipative reactions with a broad distribu
tion in Z and A. In the case of the latter reaction, a kinematical coincidence measurement 
of PLF-TLF pairs was possible which proved the validity of the assumed dissipative reac
tion scenario, at least for total kinetic energy losses up to Щ058 = 350 MeV. This sce
nario is also consistent with the emission.patterns of light particles discussed below. 

The study of correlations between emission angle of reaction products, notably of PLF's, 
and dissipated energy or energy loss (E|0SS) has played an important role in the study of 
collision dynamics at lower bombarding energies [Sch84], where it has lead to the 
introduction of the notion of classical friction forces and of other transport phenomena. 
Since the production cross section of massive fragments in the heavy-ion reactions under 
study appears to be very large, an inspection of such correlations is important. This is 
possible for the reaction 209Bi+136Xe, for which a position-sensitive Si-detector telc-
scopc, centered at the angle of 9^= 4.25°, was available. The experimental correlation 

between emission angle, 9 ^ , and 
laboratory PLF kinetic energy, also 
termed "Wilczynski plot", is shown 
in Fig.3, for this reaction, in form of 
a contour plot. Here, the fragment 
energy, uncorrected for evaporation 
effects, can be considered a measure 
of the dissipated energy. The vertical 
gap appearing on the plot is the 
"shadow" of a mask used for position 
calibration. The band of high yield at 
the top of the figure represents the 
elastic-scattering ridge extending up 
to the grazing angle (9g a 70), 
which is beyond the scope of the fig
ure. Emerging from this ridge, i.e., 
from the quasi-elastic peak at the 
largest angles, one observes a ridge 
of reaction yield extending forward in 
angle with decreasing fragment en
ergy or increasing energy loss. This 
latter ridge extends obviously further 
forward than the cutoff at an angle of 
3°, imposed on the data by the finite 
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acceptance of the telescope. In addition to this forward-going ridge, there is an additional 
ridge at low energies, extending backward in angle and fading in intensity, as the PLF 
energy decreases further. One is tempted to interpret the dependence of the yield on PLF 
energy and deflection angle observed in Fig.3 as a reflection of a continuous classical de
flection function 0(b), where the impact parameter b is represented by the final fragment 
energy. The behavior of this deflection function, observed here for the first time in the 
Fermi energy regime, is surprisingly reminiscent of the phenomenon of dissipative orbiting 
observed for asymmetric reactions at lower bombarding energies [Sch84], where the in
termediate dinuclear system, subjected to dissipative interaction forces, rotates about its 
center of gravity to forward angles and even to (negative) angles on the other side of the 
beam. 

The physical foundations of such a very simple reaction mechanism, in which the identi
ties of projectile and target nuclei are preserved to a large extent, are understood in the 
regime of low energies. However, such a mechanism is generally not expected in the 
Fermi energy regime, where excitation energies should be sufficient to effect an almost 
complete disassembly of the system, for a large range of impact parameters. Neverthe
less, it is interesting to note that simulation calculations [Sch87] for the reaction 
209Bi+136Xe at E/A = 28.2 MeV, based on the standard one-body, nucleon-exchange 
model NEM [Ran82, D0s85] do, in fact, predict qualitatively a behavior as observed in 
Fig.3. These calculations use liquid-drop forces with proximity corrections in the adi-
abatic limit, where a neck is formed between the reaction fragments. An alternative ex
planation of the appearance of a deflection function, such as shown in Fig.3, is based on 
"nuclear rainbow" scattering, where the deflection function 0(b) exhibits a minimum at 
relatively forward angles. Such a behavior is also predicted by the NEM, but in the limit 
of nuclear forces based on a frozen-density approximation of the interaction partners. In 
both types of simulation calculations, however, complete damping of the available kinetic 
energy is predicted to occur with significant cross section, quite in contrast to the experi
mental observation of incomplete damping. 

3.2 Distributions of Light Charged Particles and Neutrons 

A rather complete characterization of collision events in terms of the multiplicities and 
energies of the associated light particles was achieved for the reaction 209Bi+136xe, due 
to the availability of 4л detectors for both charged particles and neutrons. Experimental 
results for the correlation between the observed multiplicities of light charged particles and 
neutrons are displayed in Fig. 4 in form of a contour diagram. The multiplicities are not 
corrected for the finite detection probabilities (efficiency and effective solid angles), which 
are in the present case quite similar for charged particles and neutrons. The correlation 
shown in this figure provides a survey over the development of particle emission processes 
with increasing amount of dissipated kinetic energy, since the total particle multiplicity 
obviously provides some kind of scale for the dissipated energy. One concludes from the 
characteristic correlation shown in Fig.4 that the first 300-400 MeV of excitation energy, 
generated most likely in a peripheral collision, lead mainly to the emission of neutrons, 
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while Ihc most probable chargcd-particlc multiplicity is zero in this region. This implies 
that ehargcd-pnrticle emission is hindered by significant Coulomb barriers. For more dis-
sipatlve collisions, charged particles compete more successfully with neutrons, and the 
multiplicity correlation of Fig.4 exhibits a relatively constant slope. Tin's distribution ex
hibits a broad bump ut <mn>= 26 and <mLa,>=» 15, which is associated with highly dissi-
paiivc, more central collisions. The actual average multiplicities arc estimated to be of 
the order of <mn>~58-60 and <m,xi>>~20. 

From the shape of the multiplicity correlation depicted in Fig.4, one concludes that the 
neutron multiplic
ity is a rather 
sensitive indicator 
of the dissipated 
energy, over the 
whole range of 
possible energy 
losses. The 
charged-particle 
multiplicity, on 
the other hand, 
provides a suffi
ciently accurate 
measure of the 
dissipated energy 
for intermediate 
to high degrees of 
dissipation. To 
the extent that the 
dissipated energy 
reflects the colli
sion impact pa
rameter, the par
ticle multiplicity 
obscrvables can 
be exploited for 
impact parameter 
selection of reac
tion events. The 
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Figure 4: Contour diagram of measured multiplicities of neutrons and 
charged particles in the reaction 

209 B i + 136 X c . 

suitability of the neutron multiplicity for this latter purpose has been demonstrated 
[Gue89,Gal89,Pia91, Lot92], at least for relatively heavy reaction systems. 
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Figure 5: Contour diagram of measured Galilei-invariant 
velocity distributions of protons from the reaction 
209Bj+136xc, for different neutron multiplicities mn. 

in principle lie inferred from the 
emission patterns of the asso
ciated light particles. The 
Galilei-invariant velocity dis
tributions of such particles de
pend in a characteristic way on 
the kinematical properties and 
the temperature of the eiriil-
ters, if such emitters are well-
defined and few in number. In 
Fig.5, linear two-dimensional 
maps of the Galilei-invariant 
cross section d2o/vxdvxdV|, of 
protons measured [Lot92] for 
the reaction 209ц|+13бхе are 
plotted versus the particle ve
locity components parallel (vy) 
and perpendicular (vx) to the 
beam direction. These protons 
were measured in coincidence 
with neutrons in the multiplic
ity bin indicated in each panel. 
The set of neutron multiplicity 
bins covers essentially the total 
reaction cross section. The 
finite multiplicity resolutions 
of the detectors are always 
smaller than the widdis of the 
multiplicity bins. 

As seen from this figure, the 
proton emission patterns are 
bimodal, consisting of two 
distinct semi-circular ridges 

with centers indicated by the two arrows. The radii of the cross section ridges 
corresponding to the most probable velocities coincide quite accurately with the Coulomb 
velocities of protons emitted from a fast Xe-like fragment and its slow Bi-like reaction 
partner, identifying sequential emission from primary PLF and TLF as the major 
production mechanism of these particles. In fact, the PLF and TLF velocities indicated by 
the arrows in Fig.5 have been calculated by relating the integrated particle multiplicities to 
the dissipated energy, implying the damped reaction scenario [Sch84]. The invariant 
proton distributions shown in Fig.5 are representative of those for other light charged 
particles measured in the same experiment. All patterns are observed to evolve in a 
smooth and systematic fashion with increasing degree of dissipation, measured either by 
the multiplicity of neutrons or by that of charged particles. The distributions retain their 
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bimodal character even for collisions associated with the highest degrees of dissipation 
measured, for example those accompanied by the emission of six IMF's (Z,MPfc4)! The 

present data demonstrate firstly and very 
clearly a bimodal character of the reac
tion leading to two massive fragments in 
a first reaction step, followed by a 
sequential decay of these primary frag
ments. While such a mechanism Ls 
expected for peripheral collisions, its 
prevalence for essentially all impact pa
rameters comes as a great surprise and 
challenges the current theoretical under
standing of heavy-ion reactions. 
Secondly, the data suggest that the 
maximum dissipated energy docs not 
exceed 50%-60% of the total kinetic 
energy available in the entrance channel. 
This conclusion, too, seems difficult to 
reconcile with widely held views of 
intermediate-energy heavy-ion reactions. 
The results of the 197Au+208Pb experi
ment corroborate the findings for the 
system 209Bi+136Xe discussed above. 
This is illustrated in Fig.6, cxhibidng 
Galilei-invariant velocity distributions of 
neutrons from the reaction 197Au+208Pb 
at E/A=29 McV, plotted versus two 
velocity components. The neutrons 

were measured in coincidence with different types of charged reaction products detected 
at 0 = -6.5°. These "trigger" fragments represent different degrees of dissipation, and the 
panels c) - f) are arranged according to increasing energy loss, and presumably decreasing 
impact parameter. The uppermost panels represent a theoretical distribution for a 
peripheral collision with an energy loss of only 50 MeV (a) and the same distribution 
folded with the relatively coarse detector response (b). As can qualitatively be inferred 
from Fig.6 and is shown by numerical fits of the data witii distributions calculated from 
models assuming several representative moving sources, the neutron emission patterns of 
Fig.6 are compatible with sequential evaporation from primary PLF and TLF, i.e., again 
suggest binary collision dynamics. As the Z-value of the trigger fragment is decreased, 
i.e., with increasing degree of dissipation, the integrated neutron multiplicity increases, 
and the emission patterns become more compact. However, even for events triggered by 
IMF's (Fig.6f) are the neutron patterns incompatible with the single emitter source ex
pected from theoretical models, but can be reproduced rather well assuming two (PLF 
and TLF) sources [Que93]. 

Figure 6: Contour diagrams of simulated (a,b) and 
measured (c-f) Galilei-invariant velocity 
distributions of neutrons from the reaction 
197Au+208Pb, in coincidence with fragments 
of different Z-values. 
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The simulation calculations that arc compared to the data refer to source velocities, as 
well as to energy spectra and total multiplicities of the neutrons assumed to be emitted 
isotropically from these sources. For example, highly dissipativc collisions selected by 
trigger fragments with 58^Z^83 (cf. Fig.6e) arc found to be associated with average 
multiplicities of neutrons from PLF and TLF of <три:>=<тш,>= 25±4, spectral slope 
parameters (effective source temperatures) of Трц, = гпу = (3.7±0.4) MeV, and with 
source velocities indicating a kinetic-energy loss of E|0SS = (1.5±0.2) OeV. Some of the 
results of such model comparisons arc summarized in Fig.7, where the total integrated 
neutron multiplicity m^t is plotted vs. the energy loss deduced from the source velocities, 
assuming binary kinematics. Although the uncertainties in the E\os& variable arc quite large 
for the higher energy losses, the correlation in Fig.7 is well-defined, providing an inde
pendent proof of the sensitivity of the neutron multiplicity observable as an indicator of the 
energy dissipated in a collision. The solid curve in Fig.7 represents the prediction of the 
statistical-model code EVAP [Nic92] for the correlation mtol(E|0SS), for representative 
197Au and 208Pb fragments. 

Consequently, the 
parameters deduced from 
the experimental data form 
an internally consistent set 
of obscrvables describing 
the decay of hoi primary 
fragments, as ascertained 
by the above statistical-
model calculations. As 
indicated in the legend of 
Fig.7, events triggered by 
IMF's are found to be 
associated with the highest 
neutron multiplicities, as 
well as with the highest 
value of Eloss = (1.9±0.2) 
GeV measured in the 
experiment. They also 
show the highest effective 
source temperatures. 

However, this amount of dissipated energy is significantly smaller than the kinetic energy 
°f ^cm'^Coul= 2.5 GeV available above the entrance-channel barrier. These observations 
of incomplete damping are, hence, made consistendy for the two different heavy-ion 
systems studied here. 

3.3 Non-Evaporative Particle Emission 

As discussed above, both the 209Bi+136Xe and the 197Аи+208РЬ reaction have an essen
tially binary character with only two massive primary fragments in the entrance channel. 

197, 2081 
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Figure 7: Total multiplicity of neutrons from the reuctioa 
197A u +208pb 

vs. energy loss derived from source velocities. 
The solid line represents evaporation calculations. 
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This binary character remains unaffected by the relatively small multiplicities of non-
cvaporativc particles that have also been observed in the present experiments, most dis
tinctly for peripheral collisions. For such quasi-clastic collisions, the evaporative particle 
components due to the sequential decay of excited primary fragments are relatively weak. 
For example, non-evaporative neutrons from the reaction 197Au+208Pb were detected 
[Que93] in coincidence with PLF's in the range of atomic numbers 77^ ZPLF^83 . The 
corresponding emission pattern can be adequately described [Ш184, Wil89] in terms of an 
effective hypothetical source, emitting particles isotropically and traveling with approxi
mately half the beam velocity. From numerical fits, an average multiplicity of mnc=1.0± 
0.4 and a spectral slope parameter of x„e= (7±1) MeV are found for these non-
evaporative neutrons. The values of both parameters are somewhat smaller than predicted 
by systematics [HU84, W1189] based on data obtained for lighter systems and lower 
bombarding energies. There is some evidence in the 197Au+208Pb data that the values of 
both mnc and т11С increase with increasing degree of dissipation, although experimental 
uncertainties arc significant [Que93]. Calculations with a Fermi-jet model [Ran87] are 
relatively successful in the description of the dependence of the multiplicity mne on the 
value of E|0SS, but fail to reproduce the shape of the non-evaporative neutron emission 
pattern. Investigations of charged particles have not progressed far enough yet to produce 
definite conclusions, but non-evaporative emission processes for charged particles are 
expected to occur with characteristics similar to those of the corresponding neutron 
component. 

Of particular interest are the IMF production mechanisms studied in some detail for the 
reaction 209Bi+136Xe. IMF's are, in this work, defined to encompass light charged prod
ucts with 4^ZJMF, measured with the detectors of the DWARF array. Since the emission 
of IMF's is characteristic of energetic and highly dissipative heavy-ion collisions [Mor88], 
but is not observed in reactions at lower bombarding energies, an understanding of the 
corresponding production mechanism is crucial for a comprehensive evaluadon of 
intermediate-energy reaction mechanisms. IMF's are produced in intermediate-energy 
heavy-ion collisions with multiplicities exceeding those consistent with statistical 
evaporation from hot, massive composites, and with angular distributions that are 
anisotropic in the rest frames of these fragments. The average IMF muldplicity in the 
reaction 209Bi+136Xe is generally much smaller than unity but increases monotonically 
with increasing degree of dissipadon, as measured either by the neutron mulQplicity or 
atomic number or number of a PLF measured in coincidence, with a maximum of 
mlMF=3-4, for the most highly dissipative collisions measured. Fig.8 provides a 
comparison between the Galilei-invariant velocity diagrams of ct-particles (left) and IMFs 
with 4:SZIMp^6 (right), accumulated for the same binary collision events and a sequence 
of bins in Z-value ( Z c ^ ) of the coincident massive trigger fragments. There is obviously 
a striking difference between these two types of distributions. Whereas the a-particle 
distributions show the familiar Coulomb ring patterns, due to sequential emission from 
PLF and TLF (cf. Fig.5), the IMF pattern are dominated by a peak associated with 
velocities intermediate between Uiose of PLF and TLF. These patterns suggest that, in 
quasi-elastic collisions selected by large values of Z ^ c , IMF's are produced dominandy 
with low velocities in die contact region between the interacting PLF and TLF. Their 
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energy spectra are well reproduced by Maxwellians in the center-of-mass system. For a 
representative intermediate degree of dissipation or Ei0Ss (12^m„S 14), a Maxwellian fit 
yielded an effective Coulomb barrier of only 5 McV but a spectral slope parameter of 30 
MeV. 

It can also be argued 
that these IMF's arc 
relatively cold. Se
quential emission of 
charged particles by 
the IMF's would oth
erwise be expected to 
destroy the well-de
fined Coulomb pat
terns observed in 
Fig.8. As seen also 
from this figure, for 
more dissipative colli
sions selected by 
lower Zjoing-values, 
Coulomb rings begin 
to develop also in the 
IMF patterns, indica
tive of increasing 
probability for se
quential IMF emission 
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Figure 8: Contour diagram of measured Galilei-invariant velocity 
distributions of a -particles (left) and IMFs (right) from the 
reaction 209Rj+136xe> in coincidence with massive fragments 
in the Z-bins indicated. 

from PLF and TLF. Although different emission mechanisms contribute to the IMF in
tensity at different angles, the Zj^p - yield distributions are all of an exponential shape 
with a slope parameter increasing with increasing Ejo s s or neutron multiplicity. 

There are several scenarios that could, in principle, contribute to the non-evaporative 
IMF component. However, ordinary pre-cquilibrium processes or the decay of a fireball 
produced in the geometrical overlap region of PLF and TLF seem incompatible with the 
data and can be excluded from the list of possible IMF production mechanisms. At this 
stage, it appears likely that these IMF's are produced in the rupture of a neck that has 
been formed transiently between the fragments but is unable to follow adiabatically the 
collective motion of the reseparating reaction fragments. 

3.4 Reassembly of Reaction Primaries 

The rather complete coverage of the light particles emitted in coincidence with massive 
PLF's that was achieved in the 209Bi+l36xe experiment, provides the unique opportu
nity to reconstruct at least the atomic-number distributions of the corresponding primary 
fragments, as a function of dissipated energy. In the analysis, a first estimate of the pri
mary PLF atomic number was calculated by adding to that of the identified secondary PLF 
the total charge of LCP's attributed to that PLF, scaled with the corresponding detection 
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efficiency. The effect of IMF emission has not been incorporated in the analysis yet. 
Average efficiencies were calculated from the invariant emission patterns of the LCP's. 

Their finite values introduce an instru-
PLF Reconstruction 4.25* 
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Figure 9: Contour diagram of the reconstructed 
primary Z distribution of PLFs from the 
reaction 209Bi+136Xe measured at 9w4°, 
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Figure 10: First and second moments of the 
reconstructed Z dfcwibutions of 
PLFs from the reaction 
209вн.136хе, compared to 
the predictions of the NEM. 

mental broadening of the deduced distri
butions. Fig. 9 shows a contour diagram 
of the PLF yield plotted vs. the recon
structed primary Z value and the labora
tory PLF energy. One observes from this 
figure that the primary Z distribution re
mains approximately centered at the Z 
value of the projectile (ZPLp=54), while 
it broadens significantly with decreasing 
fragment energy or increasing energy 
loss. At the lower PLF energies, or 
higher degrees of dissipation, the average 
Z value appears to decrease by several 
units. This may, at least partially, reflect 
the emission of IMF's, which has not yet 
been accounted for in the analysis. The 
approximately equal probabilities for 

multi-proton stripping and pickup by the pro-
jectile eliminates participant-spectator or 
incomplete-fusion models as viable reaction 
mechanisms. In contrast, this feature is a well-
known property of damped nuclear reactions at 
much lower energies. 

A numerical analysis has been performed of the 
reconstructed, almost Gaussian primary Z 
distributions. In Fig. 10, the values of the first 
and second moments, <Z> and o-£-, re
spectively, resulting from this analysis are 
plotted vs. the observed neutron multiplicity mn. 
The solid circles represent the numerically 
evaluated moments, while the squares 
correspond to moments derived from Gaussian 
fits to the data. These experimental results are 
compared to the predictions (curves) of the 
NEM transport model referred to previously. 
Considering the uncertainties associated with 
the present, tentative analysis, one has to 
consider the agreement between data and 
calculations remarkable. The relatively large 
discrepancies occurring for the first moments 
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can perhaps be understood to be partially due to the emission of IMF's at high energy 
losses, which is not accounted for in the model calculations. 

It is rather interesting to note that the correlation between charge variance and dissipated 
energy illustrated in Fig. 10 continues the trends observed at much lower energies [Sch84]. 
These trends have been adequately described by one-body transport calculations similar to 
those reported here. This interesting observation could imply that the two-body effects, 
predicted [Ayi87] to lead to fragment Z distributions of much increased widths, arc not as 
important at Fermi energies as previously thought. 

4. Conclusions 

The present study of the two very heavy systems 209Bi+136Xc and 197Au+208Pb has 
revealed several remarkable features of the reaction mechanism operating at bombarding 
energies of the order of the nucleonic Fermi energies. Although these energies are 
sufficient to lead to the disintegration of a substantial part of the system, projectile and 
target nuclei are able to largely preserve their identities in a first, essentially binary 
reaction step. The dynamics of the reaction is dominated by collective effects leading to a 
dissipativc-orbiting or double-rainbow deflection function. The probability for a complete 
damping of the initially available kinetic energy of relative motion was observed to be very 
small. 
For the reaction 209Bi+136Xe, it was possible to reconstruct the Z distribution of the 
primary PLFs. It appears that multi-nucicon exchange processes still occur at these 
bombarding energies, leading to fragment Z distributions that continue the trends 
observed at lower energies. 

It was found that neutrons and light charged particles are dominantly emitted sequentially 
from the accelerated fragments. The multiplicities of these particles, particularly the 
neutron multiplicity, provide good estimates of the excitation energy acquired by the 
fragments and, hence, give an indication of the impact parameter. There are only 
relatively weak components of neutrons and charged particles emitted in non-evaporative 
processes. Such a component is also observed for IMF's, whose kinematical properties 
suggest non-adiabatical neck rupture as a possible production mechanism. Alltogether, 
the experimental results reported here on two very heavy systems provide a consistent 
experimental picture of a mechanism governed by very simple collective dynamics which 
may originate from microscopic processes similar but probably not identical to those 
established at lower energies. These results present important challenges to the current 
theoretical understanding of intermediate-energy reaction mechanisms. 
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ABSTRACT 

Flow parameter values and azimuthal distributions relative to the reaction plane have 
been obtained as a function of the impact parameter for the systems Збдг +• 27Al from 55 to 95 
MeV/u, 64Zn + 2 7 Al and ^Zn + 5 8Ni from 35 to 79 MeV/u. The azimuthal distributions show 
an in-plane enhancement ("rotation-like" effect) for the lighter system. For the heavier system, 
it evolves from in plane enhancement at low energies to out-of-plane enhancement (squeeze-out 
effect) at high energies. The balance energy for central collisions agrees with the (Asystem)"^ 
behaviour of LVUU calculations. 

Comparisons with several model calculations are shown. The possibility to obtain 
informations on the nucleon-nucleon cross section in medium and the equation of state 
(incompressibility modulus) is discussed. 

1 - MOTIVATION 

The dynamics of nucleus-nucleus collisions at intermediate energies can be viewed as a 
succession of stages - more or less separated - from the overlap of nuclear matter in the 
interaction zone to the formation and de-excitation of hot nuclei. 

During the first stage, nucleons and clusters are emitted and their study provides 
information on nuclear matter in the interaction zone of the two nuclei (participant nucleons). 
The directed collective motion of these nucleons and clusters in the reaction plane (transverse 
flow) is a signature of the interaction 1. It had been first expressed via the average direction of 
these nucleons, the flow angle which is, for symmetry reasons, located in the reaction plane : 
fig. 1 top. Even on this idealistic figure, it is difficult to distinguish between nucleons emitted 
from the interaction region and nucleons emitted later from the "spectator" nuclei. In addition, 
the flow angle values are very sensitive to detector limitations. Therefore, a specific analysis 
method * has been developped which uses the component of the transverse momentum pi in the 
reaction plane 2 :p*. This analysis gives the in-plane flow parameter value (loosely called flow) 
which is the increase of <px> per nucleon in the interval between mid-rapidity and projectile 
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rapidity : fig. 1 bottom. Note the different scales for рд/А and <Px/A>: flow is a relativity weak 
shift of a broad distribution, therefore an accurate detector calibration is required. 

For easier comparisons between different systems and incident energies, the plots in 
this paper use the rapidity relative to the projectile rapidity in the lab. frame (i.e. target rapidity 
= 0). Therefore, mid-rapidity means around 0.5 (0 in cm. frame). 

At high energies, the interaction is dominated by two-body collisions, the flow is 
attributed to a repulsive momentum transfer in the compressed interaction region. Conversely, 
at. a few tens of MeV/u, the interaction is dominated by the attractive mean field. There, 
fragments have been shown to be deflected to negative angles. Of course, at some intermediate 
energy, the flow is zero. This energy is called inversion energy or, since two body effects 
counterbalance mean field effects.balance energy (Ebal) ^ . 

Azimuthal distributions relative to the reaction plane have also been studied, since 
measurements for light systems (Ar + Al 23 and Ar + V 1 5) at low incident energies have 
shown an in-plane enhancement, quite different from the out-of-plane enhancement due to 
squeeze-out effects observed at high energies 12. 

Fig. 1 
Top: mid-rapidity and "spectator" particles and 
residues emitted in one event, in the cm. 
frame. 
Middle: distribution ofZ s / particles emitted 
in many events versus their rapidity Y and the 
projection pxIA of their transverse momentum 
per nucleon ptIA on the reaction plane. 
Bottom : <pxIA> versus Y. The slope at mid-
rapidity is used to obtain the flow parameter 
value : increase of <px/A> in the interval 
between mid-rapidity and projectile rapidity. 
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The continuous evolution from negative to positive flow values as a function of 
incident energy has been studied with the Boltzmann equation 3,20,27,28^ t | j e microscopic 
Landau Vlasov model4» 1?» 30 and QMD calculations *л The flow and azimuthal anisotropy 
values are sensitive both to the nucleon-nucleon cross section O N N in nuclear medium and to 
the equation of state through the incompressibility modulus К of infinite nuclear matter. The 
first calculations indicated that it was sufficient to measure Ebal f°r several impact parameter 
values and several systems 3 . Experimentally, Ebal can be extracted rather easily. 
Unfortunately, recent calculations have shown that Ebal values alone are not sufficient Instead, 
calculated and measured flow values must be compared over a broad range of incident energies 

BUU calculations have recently been made on the azimuthal distributions 27# 

Following measurements of the system 40Ar+ 27Al from 36 to 85 MeV/u with the 
multidetector array Mur + Tonneau * 0, we have performed a complete experimental study of 3 
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systems up to the maximum bombarding energy delivered by the OANIL accelerator: Збдг + 
2 M l from 55 to 95 McV/u, 64Zn + 27A1 and ^Zn + 5 8Ni from 35 to 79 McV/u. 

I-VUU calculations foe these systems arc under way, 

2 • EXPERIMENTS AND SORTING ОГ EVENTS 

Seven SI telescopes were set up to cover the angular range from 3 to 30", in order to 
correctly identify the charge of the heaviest fragment (projectile-like fragment Or evaporation 
residue), Other fragments were detected in the Mur + Tonneau (charge identification up to Z = 
9 ) : fig. 2. Particle and fragment velocities were derived from tline-of-fliglit, thus providing 
reliable values of the momenta per nuclcon which arc used to determine the now. 

Since all 4n arrays have some dead areas and detection thresholds, the first step in the 
event-by-event analysis is to retain only the well characterized events, i.e. to reject these events 
for which insufficient information has been recorded. This is easily checked by looking at the 
total measured longitudinal linear momentum 7 . Very peripheral reactions are lost, since the 
projcctilc-like fragments escape the detector through the beam hole (0-3.2°), For other impact 
parameters values, around 80 % of the initial momentum is measured and wc keep all events 
above 60 %, 

Since the flow parameter is a function of the impact parameter b, the events have to be 
sorted in terms of b, Several global variables related to the violence of the collisions 
have been tried. The best ones are "the total transverse momentum" and "the average (mass 
weighted) parallel velocity"7, Both have been used, since they are almost independent from 
each other. They lead to nearly identical results. The correlation between bCxp and the real b 
value has a FWHM around 1.5. fm. 

FIG. 2 : Experimental set-up 
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FIG. 3 : Invariant cross section contour plots at 45 MeVlufor seml-perlpheral (top) and 
central collisions (bottom), Z=2 and Z=6 particles detected at polar laboratory angles between 
32 "and 150°. The axis are rapidities relative to the projectile rapidity. 

An example of the distribution of Z = 2 and Z а б final fragments is shown in fig. 3 
for two impact parameter bins: peripheral and very central collisions. There are three sources of 
fragments : a very slow target-like source (hardly located, since most fragments are below the 
detection threshold), a fast projectile-like source, a mid-rapidity source for Z = 2. 
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FIG. 4 : Average transverse momentum per nucleon ofZ = 2 fragments versus their rapidity 
relative to the beam rapidity. The bump around YIYp = 0 is due to the detection threshold (see 
fig. 3). The mid-rapidity bump is the same at other impact parameter values 36Ar on^Al at 95 
MeVlu. 
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This mid-rnpidity source shows up clearly in fig. 4 : mid-rapidity particles 
("participants" emitted early in the nucleus-nucleus encounter) have a larger transverse 
momentum than particles emitted by the excited quasi-projectile ("spectator"). 

The reaction plane is estimated using the method of Danielewicz and Odynicc 1. It 
deviates from the real reaction plane by an angle which can be large when the flow parameter 
has a small value, thereby leading to an underestimation of the flow 9. For the most part, this 
deviation is not caused by experimental limitations (at least when a good quality 4n array is 
used). It is mostly due to finite number effects and to the randomly oriented thermal motion 
superimposed on the oriented collective motion. One can either calculate the correction factor 
for each case H> or, preferably, introduce the method of Daniclewicz-Odynicc and the detector 
limitations in the theoretical calculations 17, 

3 - IN-PLANE FLOW PARAMETER VALUES 

The flow parameter is derived in the usual manner, shown in fig. 1. Since the initial 
direction of the impact parameter vect л cannot be known, one measures the absolute value of 
flow (i.e. the slope at mid-rapidity is always positive). Some examples are shown in fig. 5. 

Around 0.5 one clearly sees the linear increase of <px'>/A versus the rapidity which 
characterizes directed collective motion. At large rapidities,' particles emitted by the "spectator" 
nuclei constitute the main contribution. 
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FIG. 5 : Measured mean transverse momentum per nucleon projected onto the estimated 
reaction plane (<px'>/A) versus the laboratory particle rapidity relative to the projectile rapidity. 

The complete set of flow parameter values obtained for Z = 2 versus bcXp at 5 incident 
energies is displayed in fig. 6. For this system Збд г on 2 7Al, bgrazing is around 8 fm. Flow 
values decrease rapidly at small bcXp values, since they must be zero at b =0. 
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The flow variation with incident energy is displayed in fig. 7 for 3 impact parameter 
bins of 64Zn + 58NI reactions (bgrazing = Ю fm). The top left figure shows the measured 
absolute values for Z = 1 : a decrease down to zero followed by an increase. In the other 
figures, the low energy values are plotted as negative. Sometimes there is an uncertainty as to 
whether a point is negative or positive. The balance energy increases from 65 ± 3 MeV in 
central collisions up to more than 75 MeV/u in semi-peripheral ones. This shift of the balance 
energy with the impact parameter value is in agreement with theoretical expectations. It has been 
seen already for 40Ar on 27 Al 10 and we got similar data for Збдг on 27Al from 55 to 95 
MeV/u and 64zn on 27 Al from 35 to 79 MeV/u. 

On this figure, an intriguing point is the possible dependence of the balance energy on 
the emitted mass. It one assumes that EDal is independent of the fragment mass, one can find a 
common value for Z = 1 and Z = 2 fragments in fig. 3. However, if they are analyzed 
independently, Z = 2 balance energies are above Z = 1 values, within experimental 
uncertainties. If confirmed, this fact would mean that heavier products are emitted from 
different locations in the participant zone and/or at different interaction times. Therefore, careful 
experimental and theoretical studies should be made to address this point. 

4 - OUT-OF-PLANE FLOW AND AZIMUTHAL DISTRIBUTIONS 

As seen in fig. 1, the azimuthal distribution of the particles around the beam axis is 
symmetric with respect to the reaction plane, it is not isotropic. Let us look at azimuthal 
distributions for different rapidity bins. If only the in-plane transverse flow were present, the 
azimuthal distribution should be peaked at 0° near the projectile rapidity, peaked at 180° near the 
target rapidity, and isotropic near mid-rapidity. Other effects can be superimposed on the 
transverse flow and modify the shape of the azimuthal distribution. 

Fig. 8 shows the azimuthal distribution of mid-rapidity protons from 55 MeV/u 40Ar 
+ 27AI reactions. These distributions were fitted to a Legendre polynomial expansion up to the 
second order, as in ref. 21 : 

dN/d<J> = ao + ai cos ф + &i cos (2ф) 
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64Zn + SBN| 

MeV/u 

FIG. 7 : Excitation function of the uncorrected flow parameter for 3 impact parameter bins, in 
64Zn on Мм collisions (see text). 

The solid line is the fit to the experimental data, the dashed line is the ai cos <J> 
contribution (shifted up by ~ 0.75 ao), which simply reflects the in-plane flow contribution. 
The dotted line is the аг cos (2<J>) contribution (shifted up by ~ 0.25 ao). No enhancement is 
observed around ± 90°, which means that the squeeze-out effect which was seen at higher 
energies (> 200 MeV/u) 2 4 or for much heavier systems at the same energy per nucleon (Kr + 
Au at 43 MeV/u) 2 5 is not seen for this light system in our energy range. This squeeze-out 
effect is attributed to the shadow of target or projectile-matter 2 4 . Oppositely, the emission at 0° 
and 180° is enhanced here (аг is positive). This enhancement is also present in the azimuthal 
variation of <pt> : fig. 9. Not only more particles are emitted close to the reaction plane, but 
their velocity is larger. 

How does this in-plane enhancement vary as a function of impact parameter, incident 
energy and system mass ? As seen in fig. 8 and 9, the enhancement (expressed by the 
anisotropy ratio аг/ап) increases with the impact parameter. This could be caused by a rotation 
of the participant zone (angular momentum perpendicular to the reaction plane, hence the name 
of "rotation-like behaviour" 15). The decrease of аг/ао with incident energy, however, does not 
fit with this explanation, since аг/ао decreases when the energy increases : fig. 10. At the 
highest energies reached, the anisotropy is close to zero for Збдг + 27д1 and sliehtly negative 
for64Zn + % ! i . 
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When mean field effects are dominant, the time spent by a nucleon in the interaction 
zone allows it to be preferentielly deflected in the direction of rotation of the system, i.e. 
towards the reaction plane. At larger incident energies, this time decreases. When the two 
systems are compared at the same impact parameter relative to the maximum impact parameter 
value and for the same energy shift below the balance energy, аг/ао is slightly lower for the 
heavier system. Shadow effect due to the "spectator" nuclei begins to play a role for these 
medium-mass nuclei. At the energies studied here, the mean free path of nucleus in nuclear 
matter decreases and shadow effect becomes more effective when the energy increases. In the 
competition between rotation due to mean field (leading to'in-plane enhancement) and shadow 
effect (leading to out-of-plane enhancement), when the energy and mass of the system 
increase, shadowing effect becomes dominant: a slight out-of-plane enhancement is observed 
for Zn + Ni above 69 MeV/u. 
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FIG. 10 : Measured anisotropy ratio, ailao.jor mid-rapidity Z = 1 and 2 nuclei emitted in 
40fr 4 27 Al collisions versus the impact parameter value. The stars are BUU calculations 
taking into account tfie error in tlie reaction plane determination 27. 

5 - THEORETICAL STUDIES OF FLOW 

The direction of the collective matter flow is depending on two main parameters. The 
first one is the incompressibility modulus of nuclear matter K«, which is the rate of variation of 
the pressure versus the density in the infinite nuclear matter phase diagram. Clearly the 
deflection angle must depend on K«. The other parameter is the nucleon-nucleon cross section 
in nuclear medium ONN, since it will govern the role of repulsive nucleon-nucleon collisions 
relative to the role played by the mean field. As said above, one-body and two-body effects 
balance each other at the balance energy. In the first calculations based on the Boltzmann 
equation 3, the flow values - and therefore the inversion energies - were found to be strongly 
dependent both on ONN ana< K. Recent calculations include Coulomb effects and non local 
forces and do not give such a strong dependence. 

The Landau-Vlasov method with the Uehling-Uhlenbeck collision term (LVUU) has 
been used in ref. 4, 17, 30. It uses mostly the Gogny force, which is non local, and also a 
local Skyrme force (Zamick force) which allows one to easily shift from a stiff to a soft EOS 
(i.e. К from 380 MeV/c/u to 200). Quantum Molecular Dynamics has been also used 1 9 with 
the Gogny force and a local force (the Wada force). The Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck 
equation, with a Lattice Hamiltonian method, has been solved for a soft and a stiff EOS, and 
several ONN values 20,28, Which conclusions can be drawn from these studies ? 

5.1. Sensitivity to the EOS 
In LVUU calculations, the set of parameters in the Gogny force has been modified to 

study the sensitivity to K17. The flow value is quite insensitive to K, unless the effective mass 
is taken close to unity: this unrealistic value makes the Gogny force to be almost local and the 
dependence on К becomes similar to that of a local force (Zamick). Clearly, the velocity 
dependence of the nuclear interaction makes the flow almost insensitive to the incompressibility 
value. 
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FIG. 11 : Flow parameter as a function ofrapidity for^Ar + ^Al collisions calculated at b 
= Sfm. The solid triangles, circles, and diamonds display the BUU calculations with a stiff 
equation of state and <JNN - 25,35, 45 mb, respectively. The open circles are calculations 
with a soft equation of state and ow?/ = 35 mb. The open and closed stars indicate 
experimental data for particles with charge Z = 1, and Z = 2, respectively, taken from ref. 9 
(more detailed data have been obtained: ref. 29). The data are not corrected for rite error on the 
reactio plane determination and are therefore.lower than the real values, whereas in calculations 
the reaction plane is perfectly known. From ref. 20. 

The same insensitivity to К is observed in BUU calculations for rather central 
collisions (b < 0,5 bgrazing) "̂» ^8). For semi-peripheral collisions (not studied with other 
methods) a difference between soft and stiff EOS is obtained : fig. 12. That seem to be the last 
hope for reaching the value of К through flow measurements. 

A similar effect is obtained in azimuthal anisotropy factors. Whereas the difference 
between soft and stiff EOS is less than 10 % around 2.5 fm for Ar + Al at 45 MeV/u, it reaches 
20 % at 4.5 fm 27). 

5.2. Sensitivity to the nucleon-nucleon cross section in medium 
In ref. 17 and 20, a variation of ONN of 20 % leads to a shift of the balance energy of 

10 MeV/u. This shift is large enough to determine the value of O"NN from a comparison to 
measured flow excitation functions. 

Calculated azimuthal anisotropics exhibit sensitivity to o"NN- For Ar on Al at 45 
MeV/u, an increase in ONN from 33 to 55 mb diminishes a2/afj by 25 % 2 7 ) . 

6 - COMPARISONS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND 
THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS 

6.1. How to perform such comparisons ? 
The first difficulty is the determination of the flow value from the variation of <px/A> 

versus Y (see fig. 5). Since there can be some leeway in determining the slope at mid-rapidity, 
it is useful to compare, at least for some cases, the full calculated <Px/A> variation to the 
experimental one. That has been made in ref. 17. The second difficulty comes from the fact 
that the experimental data (<p*/A> curve and flow parameter) are affected by an error on the 
reaction plane determination. Simulated events were used to study this problem 16. 

These indeterminations must be introduced in the theoretical calculations. Firstly, one 
should assume that all particles and clusters are perfectly measured, and one uses the real 
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reaction plane. One gets the theoretical <px >/A variation. Secondly, one forgets that the 
reaction plane is known and find it with the same method as in the experiment. This second 
<px/A> variation is (much) less steeper than the real one. Thirdly, a software filter is 
introduced which reproduces all detector limitations (thresholds, dead areas, finite size of 
detectors, momentum resolution ...) and the analysis is repeated. If this filtered variation of 
<Px/A> has a much smaller slope at mid-rapidity than the second one, then one should be 
careful before reaching any conclusion. 

An example of such a comparison is shown in fig. 12. Since the shapes of the 
experimental and calculated curves are similar, flow parameter values can be extracted in the 
same way and meaningfully compared. 

Similarly, the error on the reaction plane must be introduced in azimuthal anisotropy 
calculations. It has been made in BUU calculations shown in fig. 10 27, 

6.2. Mass dependence of the inversion energy 
The advantage of the inversion energy is that the theoretical values do not need to be 

filtered. LVUU calculations indicate an approximate A'l/3 variation of the inversion energy for 
symmetric systems at the same relative impact parameter value 17, This mass dependence can 
be seen as due to the competition between the mean field effect which is proportional to the 
surface (i.e. А^/З) and the number of nucleon-nucleon collisions, which is proportional to the 
participant volume (i.e. A). An explanation based on hydrodynamics is given in ref. 17. The 
important point is that the experimental data agree with the calculations : fig. 13. This 
agreement means that the importance of nucleon-nucleon collisions relative to mean field is 
properly accounted for by these LVUU calculations. Balance energies lower (higher) than the 
experimental data would mean that the role of nucleon-nucleon collisions is too large too weak 
in these calculations. 

Such an agreement does not mean that the model and parameters are fully correct, but 
this agreement is a first condition to be fulfilled before undertaking more detailed comparisons 
on flow and anisotropy values on a very braod range of energies and several systems. 
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FIG. 12 : Mean transverse momentum in the reaction plane <px>/A as a function of the 
longitudinal rapidity. The filled squares and circles show the experimental results for Z = 1,Z 
= 2 fragments. Open circles show theoretical results (LVUU) corrected for the reaction plane 
indetermination and the detector acceptance. From ref. 17. 
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6.3. Choice of (he effective nuclear force 
Above the inversion energy, a local force with a stiff EOS give the same flow value as 

the Gogny force, whereas a soft EOS give lower flow values 1?. We have no experimental 
data to compare above the inversion energy, but we have data below. 

Fig. 14 shows the results obtained either with a Gogny force or with a local force 
(Wada force) which gives a stiff EOS ^ . In both cases, the effect of the repulsive density 
dependence reduces the (negative) flow value when the incident energy increases. In addition, 
the momentum dependence of the mean field in the Gogny force produces a larger variation 
with the incident energy, in agreement with experimental data. As also concluded in ref. 17, a 
local force cannot consistently be used in the whole energy range. Only a realistic effective 
interaction such as the Gogny force should be used. 

FIG. 14 : In-plane flow 
parameter in ̂ Ar + Z?Al reactions 
atb = 3fm. The solid and dashed 
lines represent the QJMD results 
with &NN = 40, 20 mb, 
respectively. The experimental data 
9) are corrected for the error on the 
reaction plane determination ^) 
and assumed to be negative. The 
point at 85 MeVlu is shown as 
positive, but it can be negative as 
well. From ref. 19. 
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6 A Nucleon-nucleon cross section in medium 
The same data were compared to LVUU calculations, again with the Gogny force Dl 

- Gl, where the nucleon-nucleon cross section in medium is varied by ± 20 % *'. Let us note 
that, in this case, ONN is an in-medium corrected cross-section which amounts to roughly 80 
% of the free nucleon-nucleon cross section. The data are in agreement with this value, or with 
a slightly lower value. 

Such a comparison has been made also v/ith BUU calculations : fig. 11 for b = 5 fm. 
Comparisons at b = 1.6 fm and 3 fm are given in ref. 20. The inversion energy is in agreement 
with ONN m medium -25-45 mb. The calculated values, however, are lower than or equal to 
the raw data. When the error in the reaction plane is taken into account, the disagreement will 
get larger. 

6.5. Stiff or soft EOS ? 
We recall that when a momentum-dependent force is used, the experimental data 

below the inversion energy (negative flow) are correctly reproduced. The Gogny force 
corresponds to a soft EOS (K = 228 MeV). Can it be modified to shift the incompressibility 
modulus К to a much higher value without losing its ability to fulfil its original requirements ? 
This might not be impossible, but until it is done the flow data around the inversion energy do 
not need а К value different from ~220 MeV l ? . 

As said above, BUU calculations 20 exhibit some sensitivity to the EOS in semi-
peripheral reactions, i.e. in low density interaction regions. But they do not reproduce the 
experimental data (fig. 11) and it is not clear whether more complete calculations will retain this 
sensitivity to the EOS. 

The comparison with azimuthal anisotropy ratios tends to favor a stiff EOS 27, but 
more detailed studies should be made. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A complete set of in-plane flow parameter values has been obtained for 3 systems, as 
a function of incident energy (mostly for negative flow), impact parameter and charge of the 
emitted fragment. Larger flow values are observed for heavier fragments. This is qualitatively 
attributed to the larger thermal energy per nucleon of lighter fragments 24t however a 
quantitative calculation is needed. Coulomb effects also play a role 17. Another pending 
problem is the possible variation of the balance energy with the mass of the emitted fragment. 

Detailed information has also been gained for the azimuthal distribution and <pt> 
azimuthal variation of mid-rapidity products. An in-plane enhancement ("rotation like 
behaviour") is observed for the light system Збдг + 27 Al at all energies studied here, i.e. up to 
95 MeV/u and at the lower energies for the medium-mass system °4Zn + ^Ni, whereas this 
system exhibits an out-of-plane enhancement ("squeeze-out") at higher energies (up to 79 
MeV/u). The variation of this anisotropy with impact parameter is in agreement with a 
competition between in-plane enhancement due to the mean field and shadow effects 
(decreasing at high b values, stronger for higher energies and/or masses). 

As to the in medium nucleon-nucleon cross section and the equation of state, 
comprehensive comparisons with theoretical calculations have yet to be made. In making such 
comparisons, one must take into account the error on the reaction plane due to finite number 
effects and to the detector accedence. For the moment, a value of К = 200 MeV (soft EOS) can 
reproduce the data, but studies of azimuthal anisotropics should be pursued before excluding a 
stiff EOS. The possibility of obtaining quantitative information is still an open question. 
Comparisons show that momentum dependent interaction forces must be used. The observed 
balance energies are reproduced by LVUU calculations. It is necessary to compare values of 
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the flow parameter (in MeV/c per nucleon) over a broad range of incident energies, at several 
impact parameter values and for several systems. 
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Abstract 

Using the MSU 4JT Array, we have carried out measurements of intermediate energy nucleus-
nucleus collisions to study the equation of state of nuclear matter. We have mapped out the dis
appearance of collective flow as a function of mass of the colliding system using the systems C+C, 
Ne+Al, Аг+Sc, and Кг+Nb. We find that the energy at which flow disappears, the balance energy, 
scales as the combined mass of the projectile and target to the -(1/3) power reflecting the interplay 
between the attractive scattering dominant at low energies and the repulsive scattering important 
at high energies. We have gained information about critical behavior in nuclear matter by studying 
Z distribution from central collisions of Аг+Sc from 15 to 115 MeV/nucleon. If we fit the Z distribu
tions with a power law, we observe a minimum in the power law parameter at an incident energy of 
25 MeV/nucleon. Using a percolation calculation we have extrapolated this result to infinite nuclear 
matter. In addition we have begun a program of studying fission processes from which we extract 
information about the onset of multifragmentation through the disappearance of fusion/fission. 
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1 Introduction 
The equation of state of nuclear matter (EOS) is basic information that can be ex
tracted from detailed studies of nucleus-nuclcus collisions. Using the MSU In Array* 
we have carried out a scries of studies concerning the EOS including the disappearance 
of collective flow, critical behavior of nuclear matter, the onset of multifragmentation. 
In the disappearance of flow work, wo attempt to extract information about the EOS 
by making systematic measurements of collective flow and determining the incident 
energy at which flow disappears. We studied collective flow from the systems C+C, 
Ne+Al, Ar+Sc, and Kr+Nb at a variety of incident energies. Comparing these results 
with Boltzmann-Uehling-Uchlenbcck (BUU) calculations, we can extract information 
about tiic EOS using an observable that is less sensitive to details of the theoretical 
calculation. In the critical behavior work, we studied central collisions of Ar+Sc at 
15 to 115 McV/nuclcon from which we extracted Z distributions. We related these 
results to critical phenomena in nuclear matter using a percolation model which we 
fit to the observed Z distributions and then extrapolated to infinite nuclear matter. 
An understanding of the decay properties of hot nuclear matter is essential especially 
in terms of demonstrating the onset of multifragmentation. We have begun a study of 
correlation of fission fragment (FF) emission with intermediate mass fragment (IMF) 
emission using the new capability of the MSU in Array to measure fission fragments. 
We find clear evidence for low energy fission and full momentum transfer in our results 
from Ar+Th at 15 to 115 MeV/nucleon. Together these results provide a picture of 
the reaction mechanisms observed in intermediate energy nucleus-nucleus collisions. 

The measurements described below were carried out with the MSU 4тг Array[l] 
at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL) using beams from 
the K1200 cyclotron. The in Array consists of a main ball of 170 phoswich counters 
(arranged in 20 hexagonal and 10 pentagonal subarrays) covering angles from 23° to 
157° and a forward array of 45 phoswich counters covering angles from 7° to 18°. The 
30 Bragg curve counters installed in front of the hexagonal and pentagonal sub-arrays 
were operated (in three different experiments) with pressures of 500, 250, and 100 torr 
of P5 (95% argon, 5% methane), CF4, and C2Fe gases respectively(2]. The hexagonal 
anodes of the five most forward Bragg curve counters are segmented creating a total 
of 55 separate ДЕ gas counters. To detect fission fragments, 30 low pressure multi-
wire proportional counters (LPMWPCs) were used. The LPMWPCs have an angular 
resolution of around 1° in 0 and ф. 

The Bragg curve counters served as ДЕ detectors for charged particles that 
stopped in the fast plastic scintillator of the main ball. Consequently, the Array was 
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capable of detecting charged fragments from Z=l to Z=12. Low energy thresholds 
(in each experiment) were «17 MeV/nucleon, «3 MeV/nucleon and «6 Mev/nucleon 
for fragments of Z=l,3, and 12 respectively. In addition fragments with Z > 12 were 
detected in the LPMWPCs giving angular information. 

2 Mass Dependence of t he Disappearance of 
Flow 

The study of global collective variables in nucleus-nucleus collisions can provide in
formation about the nuclear equation of state (E0S)[3, 4]. In recent years much 
emphasis has been placed on the study of collective flow and several groups have per
formed experiments to study its disappearance[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The disappearance of 
collective flow is predicted to occur at an incident energy (termed the balance energy, 
Ebai[5]) corresponding to the point where the attractive scattering, dominant at in
cident energies around 10 MeV/nucleon, balances the repulsive interactions observed 
at energies around 400 MeV/nucleon[5, 11, 12]. Because the magnitude of parame
ters of the EOS can be related to the dominance of repulsive or attractive scattering, 
there is great value in the determination of Еъаь We report here results from the 
first systematic study of the disappearance of flow in nucleus-nucleus collisions. We 
present data for the C+C, Ne+Al, Ar+Sc, and Kr-4-Nb systems which show that Ebai 
scales as A"1/3, where A is the mass of the combined projectile-target system. The 
general trend of this result is reproduced by Boltzmann Uehling Uehlenbeck (BUU) 
model calculations confirming the interpretation of Ebai. 

We interpret the scaling of Еы with mass to be the result of a competition between 
the dominantly attractive mean field interaction which scales as the surface area, A2/3, 
and the dominantly repulsive nucleon-nucleon scattering which scales as the volume 
of the two nuclei, A. 

The targets used in the flow measurements consisted of 1 mg/cm2 natural carbon, 
1 mg/cm2 natural aluminum, 1.6 mg/cm2 natural scandium, and 1 mg/cm2 natural 
niobium. Beam intensities were approximately 100 particle pA. The beam energies 
used were 55 to 155 MeV/nucleon for 12C, 55 to 140 MeV/nucleon for 20Ne, 35 to 115 
MeV/nucleon for 40Ar, and 35 to 75 MeV/nucleon for 86Kr. Data were taken with 
a minimum bias trigger (charged particle multiplicity, m > 2) and a more central 
trigger (m > 5). 

To extract collective flow in nucleus-nucleus collisions one must determine the ini-
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Figure l : Average transverse momentum in the reaction plane divided by the total transverse 
momentum versus the center of mass rapidity for He fragments from 35 MeV/nucleon Кг+Nb. The 
solid line is fit over the region of -0.08<ycm <0.08. 

pact parameter, b, and the reaction plane. We determined the centrality of each event 
by way of cuts on the total transverse momentum. "Central" collisions corresponding 
to an average impact parameter P» 0.40 b m a x were used for each system. Here, b m n x is 
the maximum estimated impact parameter. The reaction plane was determined using 
the method of azimuthal correlations[13]. 

Having selected central collisions and determined the reaction plane for each 
event, the average fraction of the total transverse momentum in the reaction plane, 
< Px/pt >> w a s evaluated and plotted as a function of the center of mass rapidity, 
Уст- Fig- 1 shows an example of such a plot for He fragments from collisions of 35 
MeV/nucleon Kr+Nb. The characteristic "S" shape commonly associated with flow 
is quite evident in this figure. The errors shown are statistical, and the solid line 
corresponds to a linear least square fits for the region -0.08<ycm <0.08. The slope of 
this line is defined as the reduced flow. 

The reduced flow is shown as a function of beam energy for protons from collisions 
of Ar+Sc in Fig. 2. The top panel of Fig. 2a clearly shows that the reduced flow 
goes through a minimum. Our measurements are unable to distinguish the sign 
(+ or -) of collective flow which implies that such a minimum is indicative of the 
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Figure 2: Reduced flow versus incident energy for protons from Ar+Sc. Squares represent reduced 
flow values as extracted while crosses stand for inverted reduced flow values for incident energies 
below 95 MeV/nucleon. Solid line is a linear fit. 

disappearance of flow. In order to determine Ebai> the extracted values of the reduced 
flow for beam energies below 95 MeV/nucleon are plotted as negative values in Fig. 
2b. This procedure is in accordance with expectations from BUU calculations. Еьы 
is determined from this plot (Fig. 2b) by performing a linear least square fit to the 
reduced flow values. The solid line shown in Fig. 2b represents such a fit. The value 
of Ebai is fixed by the point or intersection of this line with the dashed line (zero 
reduced flow). In a similar manner, Еьы was extracted for the C+C, Ne+Al, Ar+Sc, 
and Kr+Nb data. Varying the point at which the values for the reduced flow changes 
sign makes little difference in the resulting value for Ebai- Nevertheless, this effect is 
included in the estimated errors for Ebai. 

We have plotted Ebai (solid squares) as a function of the mass of the entrance-
channel in Fig. 3. The solid line in this figure corresponds to a power law fit of the 
form A - 1 / 3 where A is the mass of the combined system. The results of BUU model 
calculations[14] (solid circles) are also included in Fig. 3. A power law fit to the 
calculated Ebai values is represented by a dotted line in Fig. 3. For these calculations, 
the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross sections (crnn) were taken to be the free nucleon-
nucleon cross sections and the incompressibility constant К was fixed at a value of 
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200 MeV. The calculated dependence of Еы on entrance-channel mass (dotted line 
in Fig. 3) is strikingly similar to that of the experimental data (solid line). On 
the other hand, the calculated Еьы values are systematically 10 to 20 MeV/nucleon 
below the experimental values. Also shown in Fig. 3 are BUU calculations with 
K=200 MeV in which the in-medium cross sections are reduced. In previous studies 
the free nucleon-nucleon cross section was multiplied with an overall constant scaling 
factor[5, 12, 14]. However, this approach fails when one has collisions in low-density 
nuclear matter, where the in-medium cross section should approach its free-space 
value. A more realistic approach uses a Taylor expansion of the in-medium cross 
section in the density variable. 

-д-вии^-чи 

20 50 100 200 

Mass of Combined System 

Figure 3: Extracted values of the balance energy (squares) for C+C, Ne+Al, Ar+Sc, and Kr+Nb 
compared with the predictions of the BUU model for a soft equation of state (circles). Also shown 
are BUU calculations corresponding to a 10% density-dependent reduction in the nucleon-nucleon 
cross sections (diamonds) and a 20% density-dependent reduction (triangles). The value for Ar+V 
is from previous work[9]. The lines are power law fits. 

We introduce the dimensionless parameter сц to describe the in-medium cross 
sections in terms of the free cross sections, (jt

t^-medium = (1 +ai^-)<7^ee. In principle, 
cti is dependent on energy, but we have here, as a first approximation, taken a\ as 
energy independent. The BUU calculations with ot\ = -0.1 predict a higher Ebai than 
the calculation incorporating the free cross section and are given by the diamonds in 
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Fig. 3. The calculations with ai = -0.2 roughly reproduce the observed values for 
Ebai as can be seen by the triangles in Fig. 3. The dotted lines correspond to power 
law fits. The BUU calculations with different ац clearly have a different slope in Fig. 
3 none of which completely reproduced the quantitative behavior of Еы although the 
qualitative behavior is correct. 

The dependence of Еы on the mass of the combined system can be interpreted 
as a signature of the competition between the attractive mean field and the repulsive 
nucleon-nucleon interactions. The mean field can be associated with the surface of 
the two interacting nuclei and hence should scale as A2/3. Similarly, the repulsive 
nucleon-nucleon interaction should scale as A. This being the case, one expects Еьы 
to show the mass dependence illustrated in Fig. 3. The fact that BUU calculations 
reproduce this dependence serves to confirm the interpretation of the disappearance 
of flow as a balancing of the attractive scattering (dominant at low energies) by the 
repulsive nucleon-nucleon scattering (dominant at high energies). 

3 Critical Behavior of Nuclear Matter 
Central collisions of heavy ions at intermediate beam energies from 10 MeV/nucleon 
to several hundred MeV/nucleon go through two stages: an initial compression stage 
and a final expansion stage. In these reactions the compression can create nuclear 
matter density as high as twice normal nuclear density and equilibrated matter with 
mean excitation energy of several tens of MeV per nucleon. Therefore, intermediate 
energy heavy ion reactions provide information on the thermodynamic properties 
of nuclear matter, i.e. the nuclear matter equation of state (EOS), if finite size 
effects of the reaction system are taken into account. From consideration of the long 
range attractive mean field interaction and short range repulsive nucleon-nucleon 
interactions in nuclear reactions, a liquid-gas phase transition has been predicted by 
comparing the nuclear matter EOS with the Van der Waals EOS [15,16, 17,18]. This 
phase transition is of first order, terminating in a second order phase transition at 
the critical point. The cluster size distribution at the critical point is predicted to be 
given by <т(А) ОС A ~ T , where r is a critical exponent with a value characteristic of the 
universality class of the phase transition and A is the cluster size. It has been shown 
[19, 20, 21] that for small-size systems in the vicinity of the critical point, the clusters 
size distribution can be fitted by a power law with apparent exponent Л which has a 
minimum, Amtn = r, at the critical point. 

The previously measured inclusive cluster distributions of proton induced reaction 
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[22, 23] do exhibit power law features and indicate a critical behavior. However, 
these measurements summed over different impact parameters which have different 
excitation energies. To obtain an unambiguous signature of the phase transition, well-
characterized central collisions with well-defined excitation energy deposition into the 
system need to be measured and the finite size effects have to be addressed. 

Beam energies of 15, 25, 35, 45, 65, 75, 85, 95, 105, 115 MeV/nucleon were 
used to cover the excitation energy region for which most of the theories predict the 
occurrence of the second order phase transition [15, 17, 20, 24]. The correction for 
detector acceptance and centrality selection have been discussed in Ref. [25]. 

To estimate the finite size effect, a bond breaking percolation calculation is per
formed. The bond breaking percolation model assumes that each nucleon is "linked" 
with its nearest neighbors by potential bonds. Each bond can absorb a maximum 
energy called the bond breaking energy, Еь, and has a probability, Рь, to break. Such 
simulations have allowed the fitting of Рь to experimental data for Z-distributions 
from heavy ion reactions [24]. 

We assume that the energy distributed into each bond, cj,, can be described by 
a Boltzmann distribution with a mean energy (бь). Each site of the lattice has an 
average of a bonds. The average excitation energy deposited per site is (E,) = а(«ь); 
and the binding energy per nucleon of the initial nuclear system is В = аЕъ. When the 
system expands, any bond which has an energy greater than Еь will break. Therefore 
the bond breaking probability is, 

Рь = Г у/Гье-1^Ыеь/ Г у/Гье-^Ыеь (1) 
JEb Jo 

= J™ JF.e-E-'T'dEa/ J~ s/F,e-E''T'dE,. (2) 

Where tb = §{бь) and Г, = atb = ^f (сь) = §(£?») are slope parameters. We note 
that the bond breaking probability Рь calculated by equation (1) is independent of a , 
therefore'the calculation is independent of the lattice structure. By fitting the proton 
kinetic energy spectra with a single moving Boltzmann source at midrapidity[26, 27, 
28], we obtain the slope parameters T, for each beam energy. The initial size of 
the lattice is assumed to be given by the fireball geometry for an overlap region of 
projectile and target with impact parameter of 0.25 6m0r where bmax is the sum of 
the radii of the projectile and the target nuclei. Therefore we used an initial cubic 
lattice of 68 sites with the bond breaking probabilities calculated by equation (1) 
using the slope parameters of protons and a binding energy of 7.8 MeV/nucleon. The 
binding energy was used as a fitting parameter. We also compare this calculation to 
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fragmentation data of COO McV/nucleon Ли + С, Л1, С in reference [29]. We convert 
the excitation energies calculated by reference [29] to beam energies of a symmetric 
system (projectile and target have equal masses) assuming total inelastic collisions. 
Then the same beam energy as 40Ar -f 45Sc and proton slope parameters are used 
with an initial lattice of 150 sites to reproduce the Au -f C, Al, Си data. For Au -f-
C, Al, Си а 7.0 MeV/nucleon binding energy was found. 
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Figure 4: Z-distributions of both experimental data and percolation calculations of 40Ar + 45Sc at 
15 to 115 MeV/nucleon. The solid circles are Z-distributions corrected for detector acceptance from 
central collisions of 40Ar + 45Sc and the histograms are percolation calculations with an initial lattice 
size of 68 and a binding energy of 7.8 MeV/nucleon. The percolation calculations are normalized 
to experimental data for 3 < Z < 12. The dashed curves are power law fits to the percolation 
calculations. 

Fig. 4 shows the experimental Z-distributions corrected for detector acceptance 
from central collisions of 40Ar + 45Sc at beam energies from 15 to 115 MeV/nucleon 
(solid circle) compared to our percolation calculation (histogram). The dashed curve 
is the percolation calculation fitted to a power law distribution, <r(Z) oc Z~*. The 
percolation results are normalized to the experimental data for 3 < Z < 12. 

The apparent exponent of the power law, A, vs. beam energy is shown in Fig. 
5. The solid circles are the power law fits to the experimental data of 40Ar + 45Sc 
and the solid histogram is the percolation calculation with 68 sites and a binding 
energy of 7.8 MeV/nucleon. The open squares are GSI data of Au + C, Al, Си at 
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Figure 5: Comparison of power law fitting parameters, A, to the percolation calculations with 
experimental results. The solid circles are the power law [<r(Z) ~ 2?~л) fit to the experimental data 
of Ar + Sc from 15 to 115 MeV/nucleon and the open squares are GSI data of Au -f С, А1, Cu at 
600 MeV/nucleon [29]. The solid histogram is the power law fit to the percolation calculations with 
a lattice size of 68 calculated from fireball geometry and a binding energy of 7.8 MeV/nucleon. The 
dashed histogram is the percolation calculation for a lattice size of 150 with a binding energy of 7.0 
MeV/nucleon. 

600 MeV/nucleon [29] and the dotted histogram is the percolation calculation with 
150 sites and 7.0 MeV/nucleon binding energy. The equivalent beam energy on the 
plot for the GSI data is obtained by converting the calculated excitation energy[29] 
to a symmetric system assuming a total inelastic collision. To obtain the critical 
exponent, r , we fit the Л vs. Ebeam with a four term polynomial. For 40Ar + 4SSc we 
get т = 1.21 ± 0.01 at a beam energy of 23.9 ± 0.7 MeV/nucleon. The percolation 
calculation with 68 sites and a binding energy of 7.8 MeV/nucleon gives r = 1.5 ±0 .1 
at a beam energy of 28 ± 0.4 MeV/nucleon. For GSI data of Au -f C, Al, Cu we get 
r = 2.0±0.01 at a beam energy of 29±0.2 MeV/nucleon. The percolation calculation 
with 150 sites and a binding energy of 7.0 MeV/nucleon gives r = 1.98 ± 0.03 at a 
beam energy of 32.7 ± 0 . 1 MeV/nucleon. All errors are statistical. 

In order to estimate the finite size effects and to obtain the critical excitation en
ergy for infinite nuclear matter, we performed percolation calculations using a binding 
energy of 8 MeV/nucleon for different lattice sizes, ranging from 50 sites to 800 sites, 
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and for slope parameters T, ranging from 5 MeV to 19 MeV. The critical excitation 
energy increases when the lattice size increases. Above 400 sites, the critical value for 
the slope parameter converges to 13.1 ± 0.6 MeV. This value can be compared with 
the theoretical calculation of 15.3 MeV[15]. 
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Figure 6: The size dependence of the critical value of slope parameter Te = Т,(т) and the critical 
exponent r. a) The critical slope parameter Tc with different initial lattice size, b) The critical 
power law exponent r as function of initial lattice size. 

Fig. 6 a) shows the critical value of slope parameter Tc = Т3(т), extracted from 
the polynomial fits, vs. the size of the lattice. Fig. 6 b) shows the critical exponent 
r as a function of the lattice size. It approaches a limit of 2.3 ± 0.2 at a large size. 

4 Onset of Multifragmental ion 
Great interest has been generated lately concerning the possible observation of the 
onset of multifragmentation.[30, 31] We have begun a systematic study of the onset of 
multifragmentation using the method of studying the disappearance of fusion/fission 
as measured by the opening angle of fission fragments using the LPMWPCs. Events 
in which coplanar fission fragments are observed can be characterized in terms of the 
usual centrality variables using the 47Г Array. 
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Figure 7: Fission fragment opening angle distributions for Ar+Th from 15 to 115 MeV/nucIeon. 
The vertical line marks the angle corresponding to full momentum transfer. 

In Fig. 7 a plot of the fission fragment opening angles, 0// is shown for events 
for which two fission fragments are measured from 15 to 115 MeV/nucleon Ar+Th 
collisions. Clearly visible at 15 and 25 MeV/nucleon are two peaks, one around 9JJ = 
170° and one around 0/j = 130°. The peak around 170° corresponds to fission from 
low momentum transfer events and the peak around 130° can be related to nearly 
full momentum transfer from the projectile. As the beam energy is increased to 115 
MeV/nucleon, the high momentum transfer peak disappears. One interpretation of 
this behavior is that fusion-fission disappears as the beam energy increases. However 
there must be a dramatic change in the reaction mechanism over this energy range. 
A glimpse into the reaction mechanism can be obtained by looking at events from 115 
MeV/nucleon Ar+Th gated on low momentum transfer and high momentum transfer 
as dictated by the observation of fission fragments by the LPMWPCs. 

In Fig. 8 the distribution of four centrality variables, the IMF multiplicity, N-Ims, 
the charged particle multiplicity, Nc, the midrapidity charge, Zmr, and the total trans
verse momentum divided by the projectile momentum, Pt/pproj» is shown as a function 
of momentum transfer. Clearly the high, momentum transfer events correspond to 
more central events than the low momentum transfer events. However, this difference 
decreases for decreasing beam energies. 
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transfer as defined by the opening angle of coplanar fission fragments. 

5 Conclusion 
T h e disappearance of collective flow can provide information concerning the in-
medium cross sections necessary for t ranspor t models t o describe nucleus-nucleus 
collisions. We find t ha t a reduct ion of abou t 20% in the scattering cross sections used 
in BUU is necessary to obta in qual i ta t ive agreement wi th observed balance energies. 
We related Z distr ibut ions from central collisions t o critical behavior in nuclear m a t t e r 
using a percolat ion model . Using this mode l we ext rapola ted our results for the finite 
system, A r + S c , t o infinite nuclear m a t t e r . We have some preliminary indications for 
the onset of mult i f ragmentat ion using fission fragment opening angle information. 
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Abstract 

Breakup reactions of 30 MeV/u ,0O and ;oNe have bee» studied with high 

resolution techniques, Using a magnetic spectrograph, the dissociation of 

these projectiles was Investigated for a variety of targets ranging from UC to 
J08Pb. For all the systems, sequential breakup is the dominant reaction mech

anism at least at small relative energies. A preliminary analysis of the yields 

of the various states indicates a statistical distribution is closely approached 

for total kinetic energy losses larger than about 30 MeV, 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Breakup reactions are commonly divided into one of two categories: relatively slow, 

sequential breakup processes or faster, direct breakup reactions. Sequential breakup is cer

tainly a well-documented process. In this case, the projectile is initially excited to particle 

unbound states and then decays in flight [1-6]. The time scale for this process is deter

mined by the lifetimes of the populated states. Clear evidence for the sequential nature of 

'Present address: Department of Physics, Konan University, Okamoto 8-9-1, Higashinada, Kobe 

658, Japan. Bitnet: F51493SJPNKUDPC 
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the reaction is manifest in relative energy spectra of the products, wliich show resonances 

corresponding to discrete states in the ejectile. 

The possibility of direct breakup reactions has been widely discussed for many years. At 

least, in some instances, its existence remains a controversial issue; e.g., for light heavy ions 

projectiles, such as ' 'N . l f i 0. and 20Ne [2-6]. Probably, the most compelling evidence for 

this mechanism comes from studies of reactions such as the breakup of 7Li into a + t, which 

show broad structures in the relative kinetic energy distributions of the fragments just above 

the dissociation threshold (7-9]. These observations suggest that the projectile is excited to 

continuum states which decay very quickly, possibly, even in the nuclear field of the target 

[9]. A number of experiments indicate strong final state interaction effects, which attest to 

the rapidness of this process. Further work on breakup reactions would help better define 

the respective roles of sequential and direct breakup. 

Additional studies of this type could also provide important astrophysical information 

[10]. In the spirit of the detailed balance approximation, the Coulomb components of 

both resonant and non-resonant breakup can yield cross sections for their inverse coun

terparts, namely, resonant and non-resonant radiative capture reactions. This possibility 

has prompted a number of recent studies of systems, including eLi, 7Li, and " O [11,12,13]. 

Considering their possible mechanistic and astrophysical implications, it is clearly im

portant to further explore the nature of projectile breakup reactions. In recent experiments, 

we have investigated the breakup of 30 MeV/u I S 0 and 20Ne projectiles on a number of 

targets using high resolution techniques. In the next section the experimental methods 

will be discussed. Some representative results will be presented in the third section. This 

will be followed by a preliminary analysis of excited state populations in the projectile-like 

fragment. The results will then be briefly summarized. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

In the experiments, the collinear dissociation of projectile- like fragments at forward an

gles was investigated with the aid of a magnetic, spectrograph. In the coliinear configuration, 

the breakup occurs approximately along the velocity vector the projectile [14], which enables 

one to achieve very low thresholds in the relative kinetic energies of the fragments. At the 

same time, this method allows one to perform measurements at very forward angles with 

essentially no interference from elastic scattering. 

A variety of targets ranging from 12C to 208Pb were bombarded with 30 MeV/u , 0 0 and 

20Ne beams provided by the Texas A & M K=500 cyclotron. Outgoing breakup pairs emit

ted within solid angles of 2-3 msr were analyzed according to their magnetic, rigidity with an 

Enge split pole spectrograph. Coincidences between a particles and various heavy ions were 

investigated using two detectors mounted in the focal plane of the spectrograph. Each of 

these 40 cm long focal plane detectors each consisted of a single resistive-wire proportional 

counter backed by a plastic phoswich (400 /mi BC400 fast plastic and 25 mm BC'444 slow 

plastic). Elastically scattered particles were stopped on a tantalum plate mounted in a dead 

space between the detectors. The gap between the detectors resulted in energy thresholds of 

200 keV and 2.2 MeV for a particles emitted parallel and anti-parallel to the projectile veloc

ity vector, respectively. Using fast-slow gating techniques, the signals from the. phoswiches 

along with the magnetic rigidity offered essentially complete identification of light heavy 

ions [15]. The relative calibrations of the two focal plane detectors were performed using 

(d,d') reactions on I 2C. Absolute calibrations were obtained from cross-over measurements 

using 12C(d,d') , 2C and 1 2C(d,t)nC reactions, yielding the beam energies accurate to within 

about 100 keV. 
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III . RESULTS 

Figure 1 (a) shows a scatter plot of a- , 2C coincidence events for the ш О + 208Pb system. 

In the upper right hand corner, one observes a strong concentration of events which tend 

to cluster along n line of negative slope. The upper half of this structure corresponds to 

the so-called elastic breakup process, in which the projectile dissociates but the target and 

fragments remain in their ground states. A number of bands with positive slopes are also 

visible. These are due. to the population of various discrete states in the projectile. Similar 

patterns are observed for the other systems and for other a-heavy-ion pairs. 

Using the rigidities of the coincident particles, one can generate distributions of yield 

as a function of the sum energy of the cv and the complimentary heavy ion. Figure 1 (b) 

displays the laboratory sum energy spectrum for the same system depicted in Fig. 1 (a). 

To improve statistics, the data were summed between 3° and 11°. While there is a slight 

angular dependence, it does not affect any of the results discussed below. The energy of the 

sharp peak seen at the highest euergies is consistent with elastic breakup processes, e.g., 
, a O + 208Pb = = > о + 1 2С г , + 2 0 8РЬ5 , . A second and perhaps a third peak are also visible 

at somewhat lower kinetic, energies. The sum energy of the second peak is consistent with 

the target remaining in the ground state but with the , 2C fragment being left in the 2 + 

state at 4.44 MeV. The third peak could arise, if the , 2C were excited to the 7.65 MeV 0+ 

state. Of course, other processes which leave the target in various excited states can (and 

do) contribute to these peaks. 

At still smaller sum energies, one observes a continuum which stretches down to apparent 

energy losses of nearly 100 MeV. This continuum can be attributed to inelastic, breakup 

processes which leave the target and the fragments in any one of the huge number of available 

final states. The fact that the continuum dies off at the low sum energies does not necessarily 

reflect the end of the process since lower energy events would be cut out due to the limited 

momentum acceptance of the spectrometer [see Fig. 1 (a)]. 

It is interesting to compare the above results with data for other systems. The sum 
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energy spectra for the I0O -f , i 0Sn and 1 00 + 58Ni reactions are shown in Figs. 2 (a) 

and (b). respectively. The data for the ,20.Sn target (summed from 3°-ll°) are virtually 

identical to those obtained with 208Pb, suggesting that the target mainly plays the role of a 

spectator, There is some attenuation of the continuum portion of the spectrum for the 58Ni 

target (taken at o°). Possibly, this somehow reflects the difficulty that a light target has in 

sustaining the high excitation energies generated in very dissipative collisions. 

A more detailed view of breakup processes is achieved by examining the relative energy 

(0 distributions of the fragments. The distributions for the , 6 0 + i 0 8Pb and , 6 0 -f s8Ni 

systems are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. As noted above, the former results represent 

a sum over angles while the latter were taken at 5.° Again note that б-range varies slightly 

with the reaction Q-value because of the focal plane detector geometry and the limited 

acceptance of the spectrometer. 

There is clearly very little difference in the. relative, energy spectra for the two targets. At 

least below e = 5 MeV, both sets of spectra are dominated by peaks corresponding to known 

states in 1 6 0 , indicating the breakup is mainly sequential. At higher e-values, there could 

be a continuum component; however, the current experimental method cannot resolve the 

myriad of states that could be populated in this excitation energy range. Similar features 

are seen for the other target-projectile combinations. Figure 5 shows the relative energy 

distribution for the elastic breakup of 20Ne + 208Pb. Once again sequential breakup seems 

to be the major process. 

In view of the possible astrophysical implications, it is worthwhile to take a harder look 

at the elastic breakup data fi г the 1 6 0 +'208Pb system (top of Fig. 3). Clearly, there is very 

little evidence for the population of continuum states at low relative energies. The current 

results show only 34 scattered events (after random corrections) in the range e = 200 keV -

2 MeV, which is certainly not enough to extract anything of astrophysical significance. Of 

course, a main objective of the present experiments was to improve our understanding of 

the reaction mechanism, which is obviously prerequisite to any astrophysical applications. 

This goal might, however, be within reach if one were willing to devote much more beam 
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time to the measurement. Using a higher bombarding energy should help since one would 

have a higher yield of virtual photons [16]. 

The spectrum for elastic breakup is dominated by five known states in , a O. These can 

be assigned as follows: 2+{9.84), 4+(10.36), 2+(l 1.52), 0+(12.05) and 2+(13.02) [17]. Three 

of these peaks (A,BfC) are strongly populated in the inelastic channels as well. The spectra 

for inelastic breakup do show considerable yield at low relative energies. However, it is 

concentrated in three discrete peaks (D, E, F), which can be assigned to states that decay 

leaving 12C in its 4.44 MeV state. The inelastic channels show another prominent peak (G), 

which could be due to the decay of the 4+ state at 11.09 MeV. The decay of the 3- state at 

15.41 MeV to l2C(2+) and possibly the (4+) state at 18.6 MeV to uC(0+,7.65 MeV) may 

also contribute to G. Peaks А, В and С may also contain contributions from higher lying 

states which decay in 12C in various excited states. 

The relative intensities of peaks А, В and С also change significantly in the inelastic 

channels. In particular, the intensities of peaks A and В become comparable to or even 

larger than that of peak G as the iuelasticity increases. This could result from the excitation 

of , 6 0 to high lying levels followed by the decay into excited states of 12C. However, the 

change in the intensity pattern may also reflect the growing importance of the target phase 

space at more negative Q-values, tending to produce a statistical distribution. In view of all 

the work that has been done on the analysis of excited state populations, it seems worthwhile 

to consider this possibility in more detail. 

IV. EXCITED POPULATION ANALYSIS 

Currently, significant efforts in field of heavy ion reactions focus on elucidating the ther

modynamic properties of highly excited nuclei. Needless to say, nuclear temperature deter

minations have, played a key role in these works. During the last few years, the excited state 

population method has been used to extract nuclear temperatures for a number of systems. 

In some studies the excited the state populations of bound states have been measured using 
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- rray techniques [18] while in others the population of unbound states have been investigated 

with particle-particle correlation methods [19.20]. 

The excited state method is based on the simple notion that the population of excited 

states in a thermally equilibrated system should follow a Boltzmann distribution; i.e., 

Pi a OJJ expf- t j /T) (-1.1) 

where tj is energy of the energy level, Wj is the associated degeneracy and T is temper

ature. This form follows quite generally from a canonical expansion of the density of final 

states of a system coupled to a heat bath. Some caution is warranted in applying the above 

to situations in which the heat bath is itself a small system [21]. 

Since a wide variety of discrete states are seen in present experiments, it is of interest 

to see if the data can shed any light on the degree of equilibration achieved in the reaction. 

Figure 6 shows the cross sections of peaks A-F divided by the degeneracies as a function 

of excitation energy in , 6 0 for the 1 60 + 58Ni system. Starting at the top of the figure, 

the results are shown for the sum energy gates 4-9. The results generally follow the linear 

dependence expected for statistical equilibrium. Least square fits to the data in Fig. 6 all 

yield nearly the same temperature, 2.1-2.5 MeV. There is essentially no systematic depen

dence of T on the apparent energy loss, which ranges from about 30 to 90 MeV. Similar 

analyses performed on the data for the r20Sn and the 208Pb targets yield essentially the same 

temperatures. 

The above is a curious result. Based on our experiences from low energy heavy ion 

reactions, one expects the excitation energy to divide about equally between the fragments 

for small energy losses. At larger energy losses, the excitation energy should divide according 

to the masses of the fragments. In contrast, if one assumes that the primary excitation 

mechanism is a binary process, the current results implies that the excitation energy of the 

projectile stays nearly constant while more excitation energy is dumped into the target. We 

are currently investigating the excited state populations associated with other a-heavy-ion 

pairs to see if they follow a similar pattern. 
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V. SUMMARY 

To summarize, we have performed high resolution studies of the breakup of 30 MeV/u , G 0 

and i 0Ne он a variety of targets using a magnetic spectrograph. The data are dominated by 

sequential breakup: the excitation of resonant states in the projectile-like fragment followed 

by their subsequent decay. In the elastic breakup channel, very little evidence is observed for 

direct breakup. For larger negative Q-values, the mutual excitation of projectile and target 

plays an important role. Variations in the intensity patterns suggest a transition from a 

regime that is struct'trally dominated to one that is statistically dominated. An analysis 

of the intensity distributions for the 1 6 0 reactions indicates that statistical equilibrium is 

achieved at apparent energy losses larger than about 30 MeV. Temperatures extracted from 

the data fall in the range of 2.1-2.5 MeV and are more or less independent of energy loss 

from 30 to 90 MeV. 

While little evidence was observed for direct Coulomb breakup in the current work, 

one may have a better chance of seeing direct Coulomb breakup at higher bombarding 

energies since the number of virtual photons with energies of 7-9 MeV exhibits a strong 

bombarding energy dependence. Further studies of breakup reactions using high resolution 

techniques should help better define the conditions under which one can extract astrophysical 

information and provide new insights into the underlying reaction mechanisms. 
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Fast light particles in Kr + Au collisions at 27 and 60 McV/u 
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Abstract 
Coincident light particles tod fragment* produced in Kr + Au reactions at 27 and 60 

MeV/u have been measured with the four charged-particle multi-detecton of Nautilua. The 
mechaniam ii basically a two-body damping collision in which up to 1.6 OeV kinetic energy can 
be dissipated, Multiplicities of particles sequentially emitted by the slowed-down projectile-like 
nucleus follow the energy loss and are nearly independent on the bombarding energy, confirming 
that this emission is equilibrated. However, the energy spectra are reproduced by a sum of an 
evaporation and a fragmentation component, the latter increasing strongly with energy loss. 

The mechanism of peripheral collisions between heavy nuclei such as Kr + Au has 
been shown to be strongly dissipative and essentially of two-body nature even at 
bombarding energies as high as 43 MeV/u [1]. On the other hand, growing evidence for 
multifragmentation has been found in central collisions for such systems [2]. Are statistical 
models valid even when the nucleus approaches the limit of stability 7 It has recently been 
shown [3] that the energy spectra of light particles emitted by the projectile-like nucleus in 
Kr + Au collisions at 27, 44 and 60 McV/u deviate from the classical maxwellian shape 
and exhibit an evolution toward a fragmentation pattern. We shall review here the 27 and 
60 MeV/u data and introduce TKEL, the total kinetic energy loss calculated event by event. 
At both energies and up to TKEL =1.6 GeV, the mechanism of the reaction is basically a 
two-body dissipative collision. Almost independently from the bombarding energy, the 
fragmentation component increases as a function of TKEL. 

The experiment presented here was performed with the four multidetectors of 
Nautilus at GANIL: XYZt [4] and DELF [5] which measure fragments at forward angles 
and around the target, respectively, and the MUR [6] and the TONNEAU [7] which detect 
light particles in the same angular ranges (Fig. 1). 

The binary character of the mechanism is illustrated in Fig.2. This plot concerns 
triple coincidences between fragments (Z>8) detected in XYZt or DELF. Shown here is 
the total kinetic energy TKE as a function of the longitudinal velocities of the fragments. 
The calculation has been performed in a frame bound to the c m . system of the detected 
fragments. The orientation is determined by the long axis of the ellipsoid representing the 
momentum tensor of the event. Two components appear in V / / c -nL. In each event, two 
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fragments contribute to the component at V//Cim> < 0. Their relative velocity close to 2.4 
cm/ns shows that they are fission fragments from the target. The fragment at V//c>m>>0 is 
the projectile-like nucleus (PLF). Thus TKE has been calculated by adding the kinetic 
energies of the PLF and of the reconstructed target-like nucleus. The two components are 
well separated down to the complete energy damping at 27 MeV/u, and to TKE=2.0 GeV 
at 60 MeV/u. If this kinetic energy is entirely converted into excitation energy, the system 
reaches a mean excitation energy of about 7 MeV per nucleon in a two-body reaction. 

To investigate the deexcitation of nuclei under such extreme conditions, we have 
studied charged particle emission by the PLF. The spectra measured in MUR and 
TONNEAU were incremented event by event not in the laboratory system as usual for 
inclusive data [8], but in a system bound to the fragment at V//cm#>0 . The energy, 
velocity and angle in this system are Esys, Vsys and 8sySi Isotropic decay into a light 
particle-fast fragment pair is demonstrated at both energies by the comparison between the 
data and a reference spectrum (Fig. 3) which has been calculated with an arbitrary 
maxwellian shape and the assumption of isotropic emission. It fits the data up to about 
6sys=60°. A significant non-isotropic component appears only at larger 6sys and may be 
due to emission from the target or to pre-equilibrium particles produced by nucleon-nucleon 
collisions. 

The energy spectra corresponding to the isotropic component at 27 MeV/u are 
shown in Fig.4 for consecutive windows on TKEL. The slope of these spectra becomes less 
and less steep, indicating a higher and higher temperature when TKEL increases. This is the 
expected trend. However, a fit with a 

dM / dEsys = Me [(E^-B) / T2]. exp[-(Esys-B) / T] (1) 

formula yields unreasonably high values for T (Fig. 4). Since the maximum of eq. 1 is for 
Esys = В + T, this explains the vanishing values obtained for B. In order to improve the 
fit, as in ref. [3], we have temptatively reproduced the multiplicities by adding an 
evaporation term having the general form given by eq. 1, and a fragmentation term: 

dM / dEsys = dMe/dEsys + dMf/dEsys (2) 

The fragmentation component has been calculated by supposing that the particles are emit
ted with a Gauss-shaped momentum distribution having a mean value p0 and a variance a2: 

dMf / dEsys = Mf C0 Е ^ / г exp[-(p-p0)2 / 2o-2] ( 3 ) 

where: 
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О2 = Apart (Ap - Apart) a02/(Ap-l) 
Р = Apart

 mN v / c 

PO = Aparl
 mN V c 

V = (Ap - Apart) v sys' Ap 
Esys = I / 2 Apart m N V sys 2 

and C0 is a normalisation factor, Apart is the mass number of the particle, Ap that of the 
beam, с the velocity of light and mN the nucleon mass. The fitting procedure consisted in 
minimising x2 for each energy distribution. In a first step, all 6 parameters in eq. 2 were 
approximative^ optimized. However, best values for some of them were found to vary 
little from one spectrum to the other, and were therefore fixed: T is equal to 3.55 MeV for 
Z=l particles and 5.6 MeV for Z=2 and 3 particles, V0 is given by the Coulomb repulsion 
(3.57, 2.45 and 2.40 cm/ns for Z=l,2 and 3 particles, respectively) and a0 is equal to 70, 
90 and 100 MeV/c for the same Z values. In the final procedure, the parameters fitted for 
each spectrum are therefore B, Me and Mf. 

The result is shown in Fig.5: the dotted curves show the evaporation component, the 
dashed ones the fragmentation component and the full curves their sum. The agreement is 
quite satisfactory. The fragmentation component increases with TKEL and with the Z value. 
The best-fit parameters indicate that the corresponding particles have a mean velocity 
determined by Coulomb repulsion from the PLF, and that the width of the distribution 
seems determined by Fermi motion. 

It should be stressed once more that the fragmentation as well as the evaporation 
components are isotropic in the frame of the slowed down PLF, and correspond therefore to 
sequential emission after the dissipation step. The data in Fig. 5 show even that the 
corresponding multiplicities depend little on the bombarding energy, and almost only on 
TKEL, suggesting that this emission is equilibrated to some extend. This, together with the 
constant value obtained for T, seems to show that the onset of the fragmentation term is due 
to some saturation in the deexcitation process. 
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THE FAST PARTICLES SPECTRUM 
IN FLUID DYNAMIC MODEL OF 

HEAVY ION COLLISIONS 
A. T. D'yachenko 

V. G. Khlopin Radium Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia 

INTRODUCTION 
In this article the fluid dynamic model of heavy ion collisions at the middle energy 
region 10- 100 MeV/nucleon, which is in active studies now [1,2], has been shown. 
In this work the side motion of nuclear matter has been taken into consideration by 
comparison with earlier obtained results for the fluid dynamic description of heavy 
ion collisions [3] with a nonequilibrium equation of the state of nuclear matter [4] 
and earlier obtained solutions [5,6]. In this work the wider energy range and colliding 
nuclei ( equal and very asymmetrical combinations ) as well as satisfactory agreement 
with experimental double differential cross sections (Pcr/dudE of secondary particles 
(nucleons) emission for small and large angles have been obtained. The different 
models as intranuclear cascade, thermodynamic model, straight reactions and so on 
[7-11] are proposed for description of the emission of light particles, which shown 
the considerable exit of high- energetic particles by comparison with calculations on 
the evaporation model of the compound nucleus. Our approach is nearer to the 
presentation of a hot spot model, rising to H. Bethe's (1938!) pioneer work [12]. 
However parameters of this model are not determined simply and a fireball model 
requires fitting parameters as it doesn't take into consideration the collective motion 
of nuclear matter. In this work the time evolution of a hot spot is described simply 
without any fitting parameters. 

FLUID DYNAMIC STAGE 
We use the nonrelativistic nuclear fluid dynamic equations [3,4] for the description of 
heavy ion collisions at the energies Eo < 100 MeV/nucleon. The terms in equation of 
the state, which is stipulated by the Skyrme type interaction at pressure and energy 
density, are equal to 

Pint = 0.375b0/52 + 0A25baP
3 , eint = 0.375b0/>2 + 0.0625b3p3, (1) 

where p is nuclear density,b0 and 63 are the effective interaction parameters (bo = Ю89 
MeV fm3,b3 = 17270 MeV / m 6 ) . The form of the kinetic terms depends on the rate 
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of the relaxation of the excited nuclear system occurring at the strike moment from 
the state with anisotropic pressure tensor 

* " E (I''")17,+2'• •"- TL&»K/ + 2)P+' (2) 

in the state with isotropic pressure ( I- is the thermal energy density ) 

--К<И)М + ||.«.-^|и)М + л (3) 
In ref. [4] we consider the consolidation of these cases. The qualitative description 

of the nuclear fluid dynamic stage of two heavy nuclei collisions has been made in 
ref. [5]. The calculation of fluid dynamic flows is taken conveniently in the count
ing system, in which the colliding nuclei are moving towards each other with equal 
velocity- v- system. The velocity of this system is equal exactly to one half of the 
projectile velocity v0(v — v0/2). The improvement of the fluid flows calculations is 
obtained by the side motion of nuclear medium, which is taken into account in the 
spherical coordinate system approximately. The hot spherical region, formed for the 
time t = LjD ( L- the characteristic space size, D- the shock wave velocity ), has 
the isentropical expansion in the future by the levelling of the pressure on the free 
bounds. The solution of the fluid equations in spherical coordinate system is more 
difficult than in the plane case [13]. The approximate solution is superposition of the 
simple expansion v/aves, which are radiated from the symmetry center r=0 and the 
sphere bounds. 

*,(Г'') = 5(?ТТ + ̂  ( 4> 

•м-Vvrr'^ (5) 

where т = R/c, is the time of spreading the head expansion wave from system 
boundary to symmetry center. The nontrivial solution (4) - (5) is combined with the 
trivial solution v=0 , which is in the region of the constant flow. The fluid dynamic 
has been completed, when the expansion nuclear system reaches the critical density, 
which is determined from the condition "instability'' dpinl/dp = 0 [3], at the time 
moment t' , which is different for each element of nuclear matter, which is followed 
by the break- up of the system into nucleons and fragments. 
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THE PARTICLES EMISSION SPECTRUM 
The double differential cross section of the secondary particles ( nuclcons ) is equal 
to ( s - impact parameter ) : 

<1'<т/<ЫЕ = 2 , " ^ P J *da J НфНгПЕ, г, П (6) 

where the distribution function f(E,r,t') of nucleons has the form 

ДЯ,г ,Г) = (1 + exp((p- mvofr-mv^nffrnT + ix-ri/T))-1. (7) 

Here v(v,t') and T{f,t') are fields of the velocities and temperatures correspond
ingly, which are the solutions of the fluid dynamic equations in v- system, <f> is the 
azimuthal angle in laboratory system, \i is the chemical potential,x is the energetic 
shift, which selects the nucleons in the continuous spectrum, p = y/2mE is momen
tum. The expressions (6)-(7) describe neutrons with E —• E — Ec corresponding 
to protons in these expressions, where Ec - the Coulomb barrier for protons. Fig. 
1-4 give a comparison of the calculated double differential cross sections (Pa/dwdE 
of nucleon emission with the experimental data for the reactions with UC and w0 
projectiles at energies - 12, 20, 58, 86 MeV/nucleon and with more massive nuclei La 
4- La at 138 MeV/nucleon. On these figures the solid curves have been obtained to 
average of the angle arguments for the subintegral expression, so that the repeated 
integral / d(j>dr has been made to one integral. Dashed- dotted curves correspond 
to the detailed calculation. The experimental data are shown by points for different 
angles. The detailed calculations give somewhat smaller absolute values of the double 
differential cross sections than more simple calculations, but they are in agreement 
with absolute values of the experimental cross sections. So, it has been shown that the 
fluid dynamic model may be used for the description of the inclusive double differen
tial cross sections of the secondary particles emission at all the 10- 100 MeV/nucleon 
energy region. It is interesting that when averaging of subintegral expression (6) and 
selecting of exponential factor the energetic spectrum without an absolute value of 
the cross section in relative units will be expressed in the form 

Scr/duidE ~ у/Ёехр{-(Е - у/ЁЕ~0 cos0)/T), (8) 

which corresponds to high- energetic particles source, and has velocity equal to one 
half of the projectiles beam velocity. It is in agreement with the existing experimental 
data [14-17]. It is important that in this model all characteristics of the secondary 
particles spectra are calculated in the unambiguous way. 

The author expresses gratitude to V.E.Bunakov for his attention and critical 
remarks, K.A.Gridnev, O.V.Lozhkin.Yu.E.Penionzhkevich for the interest to work, 
A.A.Rimski-Korsakov, V.P.Eismont and S.G.Yavshitz for stimulating discussions for 
the improvement of this model in future. 
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mittee of FLNR JINR for support and hospitality in Dubna, May 1993. 
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Abstract 

Inclusive cross sections of 1,2'3H, 3'4'eHe, 6'7,8,9Li, 7-9'10 ,uBe frag
ments emitted at lab angle 60° in 14N induced reactions in 112Sn and 
1MSn targets at 32 MeV/nucleon have been measured. The "chemical" 
temperature of Tch= 4.94±0.35 MeV is determined from the yield ra
tios of fragments emitted in the two reactions, while the slope of energy 
spectra gives "kinetic temperature" of TjKn Ж14-10 MeV. Possibly this 
reflects a superposition of an equilibrium distribution and a decay dis
tribution from the two-body break up of a cold residue. The difference 
in Tun for the two targets agrees with the ratio of the Fermi momenta 
P/(124Sn)/P/(112Sn)=1.03. 

1 Introduction 
The emission of complex fragments is a subject of great interest for the understanding 

of intermediate energy (»10-100 MeV/nucleon) heavy ion reaction, where hot nuclei may 
be produced with an excitation energy up to hundreds of MeV. 

Various theoretical approaches have been proposed to describe the properties of these 
high excited objects. Sometimes they lead to the prediction of a liquid-gas phase tran
sition and in most approaches at least to the formation of more than one medium sized 
fragments (multifragmentation). 
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Fragmentation of excited nuclei is usually treated in the framework of statistical mo-
dels/1/ . From ~10 MeV/nucleon to 100 MeV/nucleon many new aspects of the fragmen
tation process are revealing, the state of theory is not able to describe qualitative the 
changes in reaction mechanism. 

One puzzling experimental result is the observation of two distinct fragment tempera
tures (as pointed out in Refs/2,3/) which characterizes emitting hot nucleus formed either 
in heavy ion /2 ,3 / or in proton - nucleus interactions /4 ,5 / . 

The "kinetic" temperature, Ткы, extracted from a moving source fit to the fragment 
energy spectra is assumed /6,7/ to reflect the excitation energy of a system in thenno-
dynamical equilibrium. The fragment mass yield as a function of 1\ы shows a minimum 
around Tjt;n= 12 MeV. It was supposed in / 7 / that the appearance of this minimum may 
reflect a phase transition in hot nuclear matter. 

The "chemical"/8/ (or "internal"/3/) temperature, 7',* can be extracted from the rel
ative population of excited particle unbound states/9/ obtained by correlation measure
ments. The temperature of the emitting system is reflected in the excited state population 
through the Boltzmann factor exp(—Де.-Д-Т^). Defined in this way one obtains Tch «5-6 
MeV with no strong dependence on projectile mass or bombarding energy (in the range of 
35-100 MeV/nucleon). This constant temperature, which is much lower than '/'*,•„, may 
reveal a limiting temperature above which fragment formation is strongly suppressed by 
the onset of multifragmentation process/2,3/. 

However it must be noticed that Tch determined from 7-ray emission /11,12/ lies in 
the range 0.3 - 2.5 MeV for a variety of emitted isotopes (7Be -24Na). Teh extracted 
from information about neuron emission from the decay of excited level of l3C gives also 
a lower value of Tc/,, around 1 MeV/26/. There are a number of factors which could 
affect the excited state population ratio which would alter the apparent Tch. One possible 
explanation for these ambiguities may be that different decay times are probed. It should 
be stressed that these decay times are much longer than the typical time (10~21-10-22) 
associated with a reaction with high excitation energy /8,13/ but comparable to the 
transverse time for projectile-target. 

It should be noticed that two distinct temperatures are also observed in high en-
crgy/14/ as well as very high energy / 5 / proton-nucleus interactions. The analysis of the 
isotopic distribution of fragments gives in this case TCK around 3.5 MeV/5/. The underly
ing reaction mechanisms which involved in heavy ion and relativistic proton interactions 
are different. It seems that the effect of two temperatures is embedded in nuclear decay 
process. 

In this paper the Tch of decaying system is derived by method based on relative yield 
of fragments emitted from mass separated Sn isotopes as the targets. So obtained Tch is 
used then to construct the energy spectra of fragments. 

2 Experiment 
This experiment was performed at the Gustaf Werner Cyclotron in Uppsala using 

ЮпА 14N beam with energy 32 MeV/nucleon A self-supporting enriched targets of 1 ,2Sn 
(88.6%) and 124Sn (97.4%) with thickness around 1 mg/cm2 were placed in the center of 
a 0 = 5 1 cm vacuum chamber. A Faraday Cup was used to determine the beam flux. 

Fragments were registered at lab angle 60° by two Si telescopes each consisting of five 
transmission detector with thickness ranging from 14 /im to 3500 /mi. The resolution of 
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detectors wiw sufficient to identity clearly ,'3-ЯЛ, 3 '4 'ellc ( °'r'8'°Li, W ^ 1 Bo and °< ,0'l,' ,aJJ 
in the range 0.7 - 40 McV/tuiclcon. The detectors ware, calibrated with point-like 2,"Ain 
source placed on the frame of each detector. An additional calibration wan done by using 
the back-banding (joints ifi each ДЕ-fi-matrix. The overall uncertainty of tbc energy 
calibration was less than 4%. Absolute values of the fragment emission cross sections 
were obtained with error less than 20%. 

3 Results 
3.1 Qual i ta t ive features o f spec tra 

Doubly differential cross section of some fragments are shown in Fig.l for the H N + 
, 2 ,Sn reaction. These spectra cannot be described by single Weisekopf or Maxwell— 
Boll/mann distribution. Two kinds of emitting sources are clearly seen for 2II,3II, ''He 
and °Li fragments, no visible change in the slope of spectra is seen for 3Ile,°Ilc and rLi. 

Fig.l. Single particle inclusive cross sections 
measured at 0;„(,= 60° for '̂ N induced reactions 
on шБп target at 32 MeV/ nucleon. The dashed 
curves are the result of paramclrization of spec
tra by single Wcisskopf distribution with Te/, = 
4.94 Mcv and Coulomb reduction factor 0.0. Solid 
curves - the calculated Maxwcll-Boltzmann dis
tribution with "kinetic temperature" Tkin 'lie to 
the combination of T,./, and fragment Fermi mo
mentum. 

The ratio of fragment energy spectra 
(Fig.2) for two targets reveals a rather 
complex picture. The ratio increases 
slightly as a function of energy at least for 
the heavier fragments. Following the idea 
that the emission comes from an equilib
rium energy source, the kinetic tempera
ture is larger in 124Sn than in n 2 Sn. One 
also observes that the yield of protons and elab <м,у> 
possibly of other fragments is strongly sup
pressed in l24Sn at the lowest energies. 

The results in Fig.l show that the dominating component of the low-energy emission 
of 2H, 3H, 4He and 6Li fragments is a low temperature Maxwellian or evaporation source 
moving with the compound nucleus velocity. The slope of this component is around 
5 MeV, which quite reasonable reflects the total excitation energy of the compound nu
clei ( « 400 MeV). No evaporation component at all is seen for 3He. The high-energy 
component of all spectra reflects apparent T*j„ = (14 — 10) MeV. 
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3.2 Chemical temperature 
To define' the chemical temperature we follow the method proposed ill /14/ based on 

yield» of fragments emitted from two isotope separated targets with small difference in 
excitation energy. 

Л reaction at 32Л MoV should be dominated by binary processes/16-19/. The cross 
section for two-body decay in the grand canonical approach looks likc/20/ 

where Q/ is the separation energy, V/ is the interaction barrier,,S/ , S* are the spin 
of the ground and excited stale of the fragment, Tck - the equilibrium temperature of 
residual and /i,„ цп the chemical potentials of protons and neutrons. These parameters 
and in addition the velocity of the source have to be adjusted to experimental spectra. 
It is not possible to determine Tch directly from the fragment yields or from the energy 
spectra, but the yield ratio for fragments Z/ , A/ emitted from two target-nuclei which 
are close in atomic number and excitation energy allows to determine Tch.x This ratio is 

Rt(A/, Z[) « exp( V / , p '-) и constea;^-^). (2) 

10 

_ tet^tti#|k" 

о 

i—i—I—I—I—r-

Ilcre AQ/ is the difference in separation energies for given Z/ , Л/ fragment emitted 
from the two targets. R/ does not depend on the population of the fragment excited 
states or the decay modes and it docs not demand thermal equilibrium of the residual. 

Fragment emission should dominate the very first stage of the nuclear deexcitation, so' 
the value of Q/ and especially AQj may be calculated for the primary compound systems. 

Fig.2. Experimental and calculated (see text) 
ratio of fragment energy spectra for the reactions 
,4N (32 MeV/nucleon) + 112Sn, ш Б л . 

Since the fusion may be incomplete/25/ 
there may be some uncertainty Z and A 
for the compound system. We have found 
that for 14N + 112Sn/124Sn interactions a 
variation of Z with 10 units and A with 25 
units ( for both systems) will change the 
extracted Tch by 2%. 

Fig.3 shows R/ as a function of AQ/ . 
The lines represent fits from (2) for 
Z/ =const and the thick solid line is ob
tained with the weighted average value of 
Tch- It should be noticed that on the aver
age 2 a-particles are emitted in these re
actions/6/, so AQ/ was corrected for dou
ble emission though it does not change the 
temperature Tch = 4.94±0.35 MeV. 

Эне 

break up 

50 100 Elab.MeV 

'Here we neglected here the possible change of /i„,p in the range of Nt/Zt = 62/50-74/50. 
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As seen from Tabic the average initial chemical temperature calculated from the Fermi-
gas approximation is 4.85 MeV , which is in excellent agreement with the value derived 
using (2). The corresponding average energy per excited nucleoli attainable for thermal 
excitation in the Fermi-gas model is < e* > = l.2Teh—5.9 MeV. 

Table 

Parameters related to the reactions l4N(32 MeV/nucleon) + m S n , m S n 

Compound"' 
system 

138 
126 

Eem 

[MeV) 

401 
397 

I*). 

CO 

и 80 
и 81 

< I2 > " 2 

W 

56 
56 

pc) 

(MeV) 

8 
9 

U-E& 

(MeV) 

396 
378 

T2 

(MeV) 

4.79 
4.90 

") Complete fusion 
b ' Critical (max) angular momentum of system is defined when By,„ = 0. < /2 > computed by 

code ASIERK 
c ' Moment of inertia was taken as 2/5Л/ P4 with M the mass of nucleus and R = 1.2Л1'3 fm 

for the matter radius 
>U = Ecm 4- Q - primary excitation of compound nucleus, U — Erot — aT7 , level density 

parameter a = (A/8)MeV~l 

3.3 Kinetic temperature 
The energy distribution of emitted particles in the source frame for the surface emission 
is taken as 

*" const(£' - V})exp{-E' V/) 
dE'dSl Z ch 

(3) 

with 

E' = E+E0-2(EE0y
l2cosQ 

and for the volume emission 

(4) 

| ^ 7 = c o n s t ( £ ; ' - V / / ) ^ e x p ( - ^ ) ) dE'dW ""v" " " "'^ Teh " ^ 
where E and E' denote kinetic fragment energy in lab and CM systems, respectively. 

0 is the detection angle, Eo is the particle energy, moving with the source velocity and 
Vf is the interaction barrier. Spectra are transformed to the lab system using 

<Po 

ЫЕ<К1'~КЕ1 
<Pc 

V J E I J O ' yP.i> KdE'dil' (6) 
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The interaction barrier have been taken according to the systematic of / 2 1 / with 

R = 1.41/11'3 fm for Aj > 6. For the lighter fragments we used empirical data from / 2 1 / . 
The barrier reduction factor was directly estimated from the low energy part of spectra 
of 2-3H, 4He and °Li when fitting Eq.(3) with T = Tch=\M McV. 

* The dashed curves in Fig.l give the result from complete fusion calculations according 
to (3). We do not pretend here to describe correctly the subbarrier particles because (3) 
does not include correctly the penetrating factor and the smearing (due to the deformation 
of nuclei/21/) of the barrier. 

In the description of high-energy part of spectra we follow the papers /22,23/. The 
fragmentation is the fast process. Equilibration of the hot zone with temperature Tri, 
make global destabilization of the target as total. By emitting nucleons the hot zone 
decays and the surrounding "cold" spectator may absorb a nucleoli from the hot zone 
that may initiate the break up into fragments with the aid of the repulsive Coulomb 
force. So we let the fragment keep the momentum it had in the brcakofT process. The 
momentum distribution in the rest system of cold spectator has a Gaussian form with the 
width given by /24/ 

2 , . At — At , „ 
Д« = 5 ^ ' X = T ' (?) 

where At denotes target mass number and p/ denotes the Fermi momentum. The width 
of momentum distribution of the absorbed nucleon which comes from the hot equilibrium 
zone is thermal and given by 

Д2 = 2mTch, (8) 
where m is nucleon mass. Thus the apparent temperature of the fragment momentum 
distribution is the sum Д] + Д 2 divided by twice the fragment mass 

T=(2mTch+-P}AI A _l .а л .^zAly2mAf. (9) 

With pf = 270 MeV/c for А*=124 we expect to have T=Tkin between 10 and 14 MeV, 
depending on fragment mass. We assume the barrier reduction factor of the two-body 
"cold" break up is the same as for the hot zone. The calculation using (4) - volume 

with Thin from (7) is shown in Fig.l by solid curves. emission 

Fig.3. Ratio of fragment cross sections for the 
reaction ' ^ (32 MeV/ nucleon) + ,wSn, "4Sn at 
0^6=60°. The lines are fits to the data by Eq.(2) 
for given Zy. The thick line represents a weighted 
average with Tch = 4.94 i 0.35 MeV 

One can see two sources. The first 
source (dashed lines in Fig.l) is the surface 
emission source with equilibrium Tc/, as de
rived from (2). The other source (solid 
lines on Fig.l) emits fragments from a cold 
part of the target which breaks after it ab
sorbed nucleons from the hot zone. 

The calculated slope parameter 7/tm which is due to the combination of equilibrium 
distribution and the Fermi momentum reproduces the data quite well. For both sources 

«Q,MeV 
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wc used the same compound nucleus velocity as it follows from complete fusion and the 
same value of barrier reduction factor. 

In Fig.2 the ratios of differential cross sections for some fragments arc given for two 
studied targets. If one supposes that p/(U2Sn)/p/(,24Sn)=1.03 then the observed change 
of the ratio in the liigh-energy part of spectra may be explained, The corresponding 
calculations are given in Fig.2 by solid lines. 

4 Conclusion 

We have measured double differential cross sections for the emission of ,,2,3H, 3,4,6Hc 
fi,7,8,9Li and 7,9,10'uBeat lab angle 60° for 14N induced reactions on isotope separated m S n 
and m S n at E/A=32 McV. The yield ratio for fragment Z/, A/ emitted from two target-
nuclei have been used to extract an average "chemical" temperature of emitting nuclei , 
7'C/I=<1.05 MeV. So obtained Tc/, is in a good agreement with the temperature calculated 
according to the Fermi gas model, T=4.85±0.05 MeV. High-energy part of the spectra 
can be described as a .two-body break up of "cold" spectator. In this case the momentum 
distribution of fragments has a Gaussian form. An apparent "kinetic" temperature - the 
slope of fragment energy spectrum reflects the superposition of the equilibrium decay of 
excited nuclei with Te/,=4.94±0.35 MeV and fast binary breakup with p/=270 McV/c. 
The difference in the slope of fragment spectra for U2Sn and m S n may be explained by 
the slight (around 3%) difference in Fermi momentum p/ for both target-nuclei. 
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Abstract: Disks, bubbles, and donuts have been observed in dynamical calculations of heavy 
ion collisions. These shapes are subject to a variety of surface and Coulomb 
instabilities. These instabilities are identified and analyzed in terms of their relevance 
to multifragmentation. 

Introduction. 
Calculations of nucleus-nucleus collisions at intermediate energies 

performed by means of different transport codes , have shown the formation 
of rather peculiar shapes, like rods, disks, bubbles, and donuts, which then 
proceed to break up into several fragments (1,2,3 ). 

These results are exciting for two reasons. On one hand they give new life 
to the old problem of stability for such shapes, on the other they suggest that 
multifragmentation may be due to the onset of easily describable static 
instabilities. 
Much attention has been given to the spinodal instability as a possible cause 

of multifragmentation. This instability is associated with the transit of a 
homogeneous fluid across a domain of negative pressure, which leads to its 
breaking up into droplets of denser liquid embedded in a lower density 
vapor. Since the spinodal instability can occur in an infinite system, it can be 
called a bulk or volume instability. 

Rather strong manipulations, like compression followed by expansion, are 
necessary to bring about the spinodal instability. Here we are interested in the 
somewhat gender physics of those instabilities that rely on surface, proximity, 
and Coulomb energies. We shall discuss these instabilities in the context of 
cylinders ( rods ), donuts, disks (sheets), bubbles, and spheres. 

Surface Instabilities in Boltzmann-Nordheim-Vlasov Calculations. 
In head-on collisions of heavy-ions simulated using the Boltzmann-

Nordheim-Vlasov (BNV) equation, rather remarkable features were observed 
(1). During the collision process a "disk" develops due to the side-squeezing 
of nuclear matter, whose thickness decreases and diameter increases 
monotonically with increasing bombarding energy. When the disk becomes 
sufficiently thin, it breaks up into several fragments whose size is 
commensurate with the thickness of the disk. 
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Some of these features are shown in Figs. 1-3 for head-on collisions of 
two 90Mo nuclei at three bombarding energies and two extreme values of the 
incompressibility constant K. In these figures, the front and side-views of the 
colliding systems are shown in the rows (a - d) corresponding to four 
different times: t = 20,60,120, and 180 fm/c, respectively. 

For К = 540 MeV and the lowest bombarding energy, a thick disk forms 
and some mottling develops at its maximum extension (incipient fragment 
formation). However, the mottling heals and the disk falls back to a more or 
less spherical blob. At higher bombarding energy, the disk becomes thinner, 
with a larger diameter than in the previous case. As the collision progresses, 
the mottling appears and develops rapidly into a beautiful crown of many 
fragments of approximately the same size. 

The calculations were repeated for К = 200 MeV in order to cover the 
range of nuclear incompressibility currently believed appropriate for nuclear 
matter. At 55 MeV/u and К = 200 MeV, a thin disk forms and fragment 
formation occurs, in contrast to the high incompressibility case where 
fragment formation does not occur as yet. At higher bombarding energies, 
fragment formation is observed for both values of the incompressibility. 
However, for the high incompressibility cases, the disks are much sharper, 
and the mottling and fragment formation stand out more clearly. Similar 
calculations have been performed for a range of central impact parameters 
and entrance-channel mass asymmetries with similar results. At relatively 
small impact parameters one observes donut shapes , and at large impact 
parameters, rather long necks. Both donuts and necks break up into several 
fragments. 

Metastability of a Sheet of Liquid. 
The characteristic way in which disk fragmentation occurs, strongly 

suggests that it is caused by surface instabilities. The system appears to 
escape from the high surface energy of the disk by breaking up into a number 
of spherical fragments with less overall surface. Thus, fragment formation, in 
this picture depends only on the presence of a surface energy term. (In the 
static limit, the BNV model becomes equivalent to the Hartree Fock model, 
which can reproduce the nuclear masses throughout the periodic table and 
thus expresses a good surface energy.) Multi-nucleon correlations, which are 
commonly thought to be essential for fragment formation are actually not 
necessary beyond their macroscopic manifestation through the surface 
energy. Incidentally, the very same observation can be made for volume 
instabilities. 

One may be tempted to consider this instability as a case of the Rayleigh 
instability of a cylinder of liquid. The cylinder is unstable with respect to 
small perturbations of wavelength X § 2кВ, where R is the radius of the 
cylinder. However, a disk of liquid, or more generally, a sheet of liquid does 
not suffer the same kind of instability as a cylinder. 

If we assume sharp surfaces (no surface thickness, no surface-surface 
interaction), a sheet can be metastable with respect to break-up into a layer of 
cylinders or spheres . The onset of metastability for both cases is easily 
calculated. On a sheet of thickness d let us identify stripes of width X. These 
stripes can favorably collapse into cylinders when the surface area of a stripe 
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55 MeV/u Mo + Mo, b = 0 
К = 200 MeV К = 540 MeV 
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75 MeV/u Mo + Mo, b = 0 
К = 200 MeV К = 540 MeV 
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100 MeV/u Mo + Mo, b = 0 
К = 200 MeV К = 540 MeV 
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(top + bottom) is greater than the surface area of the cylinder of equivalent 
volume. This can be easily shown to occur for 

X S Ttd. (1) 
Similarly, if the sheet is tiled with squares of side X, the squares can favorably 
collapse into spheres when 

X > 3/2(2n)V2d. (2) 
Metastability and not necessarily instability is involved here, since there 

may be a barrier that prevents the sheet from reaching the more stable 
configurations illustrated above, and indeed there is. A sheet with sharp 
surfaces is stable to small perturbations of all finite wavelengths and becomes 
indifferent to perturbations of infinite wavelengths. Clearly, any wave of 
infinitesimal amplitude A increases the surface area of the sheet, independent 
of the sheet thickness, since, in the limit of infinitely sharp surfaces, the 
surfaces do not know of each other, until they touch . The dimensionless 
surface energy increase can be trivially shown to be: 

2л2 

Д Vs = -ту- А2 + higher order terms, (3) 
where X is the wavelength of the perturbation. 

However, the systems portrayed in Figs.1-3 develop what appears to be 
a genuine instability. Perhaps, the system, which has plenty of energy, 
simply jumps the barrier. But, there is another, more likely possibility. 

Instability of a sheet of liquid and surface-surface interactions 
Nuclear surfaces are not sharp, but diffuse, and they interact with each 

other through an interaction of finite range called also the proximity force 
O(s), where s is the distance between surfaces. We can now calculate the 
incremental energy of a sheet subjected to a perturbation of wavelength X and 
small amplitude A. The dimensionless proximity interaction is: 

2 X 2 
V P = T J f«D(s)dx ~ rj(pa)+Q(X)A2 ) (4) 

where 
X X 

P(x) = fo0(x)dx and Q(X) = fo2(x)dx (5) 

with s = d + 2A sin kx, Фо and Ф2 being the zeroth and second order 
coefficients of the Taylor expansions of Ф(А,х) about A = 0, and к = 2nlX. 

The overall energy increase, including the term in Eq. 3, is: 

Instability occurs when the coefficient of A2 is zero or negative. Thus, the 
critical wavelength for the onset of the instability is given by the equation: 

^cQ&c) + 2л2 = 0 . (7) 
Any perturbation with X > Xc is then unstable, namely it will grow 
spontaneously and exponentially. Using for the proximity potential the 
expression in ref. 4, we obtain 

Xc =1.10bexp[2d/3b], (8) 
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where b is the range of the proximity interaction. 

When the thickness of the sheet becomes much greater than the range of 
the proximity interaction, the critical wavelength tends to infinity. This is the 
trivial result for infinitely sharp surfaces that was mentioned above. 
However, when the thickness of the sheet becomes comparable to the 
proximity range b, the critical wave-length decreases very rapidly. This 
result is quite interesting, because it applies in general to all liquids, and 
because it is, we believe, new. 

Application to simulated nuclear collisions 
All this may not apply directly to the BNV calculations. The 

considerations made above are purely static, while the BNV calculations deal 
with the full dynamical problem. The time aspect, for instance, is reflected in 
the fact that the thickness of the disk develops in time, though it seems to 
become nearly stationary as a turning point is reached. In other words, there 
must be an interplay between the rate of growth of the instabilities and the 
underlying disk dynamics. Therefore, it may be difficult to interpret the 
details of these phenomena without incorporating specifically the time 
evolution of the disk. 

In general, it appears that the observed relationship between fragment 
size and disk thickness is consistent with Eq. 8, if one uses for b the zero 
temperature value of ~1 fm. But Eq. 8 gives only a lower bound for the 
instability range. Clearly the disk must become thin enough to allow the 
critical wavelength to fit comfortably within the disk diameter. But, which 
wavelength, if any, should actually determine the collapse of the disk? This 
answer cannot be determined from the instability considerations made above. 
Rather, it depends on how fast the instability develops. Rayleigh showed that, 
for a cylinder, the instabilities grow exponentially, and that the growth is 
fastest for X = 9.11R. This result has been obtained assuming irrotational flow 
and no viscosity. However, it is known that viscosity can play an important 
role in this respect. 

In contrast to an infinitely extended sheet, the finite size of the disk may 
introduce interesting effects. The nearly symmetric patterns of the fragments 
suggest the presence of stationary waves determined by the boundary 
conditions of the disk edge. In fact the association of these patterns with the 
nodal pattern of cylindrical harmonics is very tempting. 

Onset of Surface Instabilities 
What triggers the instabilities that are visible in the BNV calculations? 

There are at least two possibilities that are not mutually exclusive. 
a. The dynamics of the collision may excite some higher modes that later 

become unstable. 
b. The algorithmic noise, mostly associated with test particle number. 
Let us consider these possibilities in order. 

It is quite possible and very likely that some high order modes are 
excited by the very dynamics of the collision, provided that these modes 
reflect the symmetry of the equation. In a head-on collision there is 
cylindrical symmetry, so we should look for cylindrically symmetric 
eigenmodes, which, for a disk would be a combination of suitable cylindrical 
harmonics. The symmetric distribution of fragments in the calculation does 
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suggest the nodal patterns of cylindrical harmonics. Even more clearly this is 
seen in the radial profile of the disks, which, at energies higher than 30 
MeV/A, appears to be strongly modulated by surface oscillations. The 
maxima of these oscillations eventually determine the position of the 
fragments. 

If the modes of cylindrical symmetry can be excited by the dynamics, the 
"azimufhal modes" must be associated with the spontaneous breaking of the 
symmetry due to the underlying instability and triggered by the algorithmic 
noise. 

Algorithmic noise gives the system the chance to take advantage of 
instabilities, to break symmetries, etc. However, its power spectrum is in 
general unknown, probably machine dependent, and certainly unphysical. 
Consequently, one would argue that such noise is good only to show the 
instabilities but not to generate realistic distributions. 

Theoretical efforts have been made to introduce truly physical 
fluctuations. However, is physical noise really needed? It depends. For 
instance, in the case of the Rayleigh instabilities in a cylinder, the outcome, 
namely the breaking up of the cylinder into droplets is practically 
independent of the noise that triggers the instability. The reason resides in the 
fact that there is a maximum instability at a given wavelength that dominates 
exponentially in time over all the other wavelengths. 

There are other instabilities whose onset is practically independent of the 
noise that triggers them. This is the case of resonant instabilities. For instance, 
a violin string struck by a bow sets up a stick-slip instability that, however, 
always produces the same note, independently of the violinist. Of all the 
frequencies contained in the noise only the resonant frequences survive and 
have a chance to be amplified by the instability. The others are cancelled out 
by negative interference. 

Stability of a bubble 

Nuclear bubbles and their stability have been discussed in a variety of 
contexts (5). Here we shall analyse the relevant degrees of freedom, and the 
physical quantities that affect their stability. The bubble degrees of freedom 
can be divided into two dasses: the radial modes and the crispation modes. 
The radial modes are characterized by a constant thickness throughout the 
bubble, while the crispation modes modulate the thickness of the bubble's 
wall. The physical quantities that we shall consider here are the Coulomb 
force, the centrifugal force, and the pressure difference across the walls of the 
bubble. The most important degree of freedom , which defines the bubble 
itself, is the radial monopole mode. 

The monopole mode. 

Let us consider a nucleus with radius Ro , fissility parameter X ,and angular 
momentum I; let us allow a bubble of radius Ri to grow at the center of the 
nucleus with an internal pressure p. If we define x=Ri /Ro , the energy of the 
system in units of twice the surface energy Es of the unperturbed nucleus is: 
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/? = Я*/2£,°. 

The first two terms af the equation give the surface energy of the inner and 
outer sphere, the third gives the Coulomb energy, the fourth the pressure 
energy, and the fifth the rotational energy. Here are the effects of each. 
If we neglect the Coulomb term, but we retain instead the pressure, we have 
a minimum at x«0, and a saddle at x=>2/(3P). If the pressure does not depend 
on the radius, as in the case of a nuclear vapor pressure, which just depends 
on temperature, the bubble will, for sufficiently large radii, become unstable 
towards indefinite expansion. On the other hand, the inclusion of both 
surface and Coulomb terms permits the formation of a secondary minimum 
for X>2.02. This is the Coulomb bubble. An example of the potential enery as 
a function of the inner radius is given in fig.(4). The rotational term mimics 
the Coulomb term, and generates a secondary minimum for R>.956, As the 
Coulomb (or rotational) energy increases, the secondary minimum becomes 
deeper and deeper, until it becomes the absolute minimum. 

A word may be in order regarding the pressure. In the nuclear case, we 
would expect, for T>0. a saturated vapor filling the bubble cavity. This vapor 
would have a pressure equal to the saturation pressure, which depends only 
upon the temperature, but not upon the volume. At first sight, one would not 
expect a pressure acting upon the outer surface, which is facing the vacuum. 
However, this is not the case. The inner surface has an outgoing flux of 
evaporated particles, and an ingoing flux of vapor particles. At equilibrium 
the two fluxes are equal: they impart the same impulse to the surface , and 
thus contribute equally to the pressure. The outer surface, however, has only 
the outgoing component, and thus feels a pressure equal to one half of the 
inner pressure. 

The higher order modes 
Before discussing the stability of the higher modes in a bubble, let us 

review the case of the liquid sphere. 
Liquid sphere. The eigen-frequencies of a liquid, incompressible non 

viscous sphere with irrotational flow are given by: 
со'2 = n(n-l)(n+2) 

where: со' is the frequency given in units of (cs/pR3)!/2 (c9 is the surface 
energy coefficient, and p and R are the density and radius of the sphere 
respectively); and n is the order of the spherical harmonics under 
consideration. Since all these frequencies are real, all the modes are bound. 
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The introduction of a charge (uniformly distributed throughout the 
volume of the sphere) changes the frequencies as follows: 

<fl'2 = n(n-l)[(n+2)-4X] 
where 

X = ECOui/2 ESurf / 
defined in terms of the Coulomb energy Ecoul and the surface energy Esurf of 
the sphere, is the well known fissility parameter, The effect of the Coulomb 
field is that of destabilizing a number of modes. 

For X < 1 all the modes are still stable. At X = 1, the frequency w' goes to 
zero for n = 2. This is the onset of quadrupole instability, or of the fission 
instability. For X > 1 progressively higher modes are destabilized. The last 
unstable mode is: 

niast = 4X -2. 
One would think that when many modes are unstable, the most unstable 

mode would remain the lowest mode n = 2 or the fission mode. This is, 
curiously, not the case. For instance, for X = 3, niast = 10, nmax - 7 and for X = 
4, niast = 14, nmax = 10-9. So, a highly charged sphere will not merely fission, 
but will break up in many droplets through an instability associated with a 
high multipole mode. 

One might question whether this sort of process is relevant to nuclear 
multifragmentation. At first sight one would think not. In fact, fusing the 
heaviest nuclei available, one barely reaches X ~ 1.5, which would give: niast 
= 4. However, this assumes that the fused nucleus is cold. In typical heavy-
ion reactions one can reach very high excitation energies and temperatures. 
At high temperatures the surface energy decreases and thus the fissility 
parameter X increases. Therefore, it is conceivable that this type of Coulomb 
instability may have some relevance to multifragmentation. 

Bubbles 
We consider first the radial modes. The stability of a Coulomb bubble 

towards monopole oscillations is not a sufficient condition for stability. The 
stability towards the higher order radial modes can be easily checked by 
means of a modification of eq.(ll), All that one needs to do is to substitute in 
it for the parameter X the parameter Xeff containing the Coulomb and surface 
energy of the bubble. This is given by: 

Х+(х) = 5х£ 2 / Ц (12) 
Jt2+(l+JCS)* 

As the bubble expands, Xeff decreases. If the original nucleus is unstable 
up to the multipole of order n, as it develops into a bubble it starts stabilizing 
the higher multipoles. This is shown in fig.(5). At a sufficiently large value of 
x, the bubble will become stableeven against the quadrupole deformation, 
and all the radial multipoles would be stable, with the possible exception of 
the monopole. However, at the value of x corresponding to the equilibrium of 
the Coulomb bubble, it turns out that the quadrupole and octupole modes are 
not yet stabilized. Therefore, no Coulomb bubble is absolutely stable. Of 
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course, such bubble could exist ns a transient. Radial instabilities can be 
escaped by a sufficiently rapid, dynamically driven expansion. 

Yet, it may still be possible to have a stable nuclear bubble. If the bubble 
is warm, it will fill up with vapor. The resulting pressure differential acts only 
upon the monopole mode, by displacing outwards the Coulomb minimum. 
The effect on the other radial modes is nil, since only changes in volume are 
relevant to pressure. Consequently the values of x corresponding to the 
stabilization of the various multipoles do not change. Thus, as shown in 
fig.(4), a sufficiently large pressure can move the bubble minimum 
sufficiently far out, beyond the onset of quadrupole stability. 

The second class of modes consists of "crispation modes" involving a 
thickening and thinning of the liquid layer. In the limit of sharp surfaces (no 
surface-surface interaction) and in the absence of the Coulomb field all these 
modes are stable, excepting the dipole mode which is indifferent. The "inner" 
sphere of the bubble in this mode is free to drift with respect to the outer 
sphere, leading eventually to the puncturing of the bubble. The introduction 
of surface-surface interaction makes all the crispation modes unstable 
through the "sheet instability". 

On the other hand, the Coulomb field tends to stabilize these modes. 
This is seen quite simply in the case of the dipole mode . In this case one can 
write the Coulomb energy as that of the uniformly charged outer sphere with 
a negative charge in the center of the inner sphere such that the resulting net 
charge is that of the bubble. This energy increases quadratically with the 
distance between the centers of the two spheres, thus stabilizing the mode. 
Similarly, the Coulomb force resists any attempt to concentrate the charge in 
"clumps" distributed on the surface of the sphere as required by the higher 
modes. 

Bubbles and the sheet instability 
A bubble behaves much like a sheet, and is subject to the sheet instability. 

Since a bubble, like a sheet, must rely on the proximity interaction to become 
unstable, it will retain its surface stability until its thickness is of the order of 
the surface-surface interaction range. Thus, a rather thick-walled bubble is 
not susceptible to surface instabilities over a broad range of its inner sphere 
radius. BNV calculations for very heavy systems at low bombarding energies 
show the formation of a thin bubble that seems to burst under the action of 
the sheet instability. 

Surface Instabilities in Rods and Donuts. 
Rayleigh showed that a cylinder is unstable with respect to perturbations 

of wave-length X £ 2тс R, where R is the radius of the cylinder. Notice that 
this instability has a purely geometric origin, and it does not depend upon the 
strength of the surface tension. 

The breaking of the neck, either developing in a fissioning nucleus, or 
forming between the partners in a heavy ion collision, has been attributed to 
this instability. Long necks that break up producing a few little drops, are a 
common observation in BNV simulations of heavy ion collisions. 

A torus can be imagined as a cylinder bent so that its two bases are united. 
Therefore it should manifest the classical Rayleigh instability, whose critical 
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wave-length is given by the length of the circumference of the cylinder. A 
torus with a length equal to the critical wave-length has a very compact 
shape in which the inner drcumpherence degenerates into a point. Any wider 
torus or donut with a finite hole should be unstable , and will spontaneously 
pinch off. This is a serious instability that can give rise to a number of 
fragments. 

Conclusions. 
Missing in the discussion of these fancy theoretical constructs is the voice of 
experimental evidence. The unfortunate reason for this is that there is none. 
Despite a great deal of experimental effort, the mechanism of 
multifragmentation still remains a mystery and a challenge. There are some 
ominous indications that statistical effects may play a rather heavy role. On 
the other hand, there is still plenty of room to speculate, and one should take 
advantage of this opportunity while there is still time to do so. 
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Abstract 

The correlation function of two intermediate-mass fragments (IMF) is derived 
from first principles. Care is taken of the final-state Coulomb interaction of the 
observed IMF with the rest-source and of the initial correlations in the source at 
the moment of emission. These correlations aro of various origins. Due to basic 
conservation-laws of mass, charge, momentum and energy the emission probabili
ties of IMF are strongly correlated. Secondly, near to the onset of multifragmenta-
tion dynamical correlations in the emitting source are of crucial importance. These 
IMF - IMF correlation functions carry the main information on the transition from 
evaporation or very hot asymetric fission to multifragmentation. All these features 
are ignored in the usual analysis starting with the Koonin-Pratt formula. The in
formation on the decayiiig source contained in the IMF-IMF correlation function is 
analysed within the Berlin-multifragmentation model. The rise seen at low excita
tion energies signalizes very asymetric hot fission. It disappears within the region 
of multifragmentation when the largest fragment is also an IMF. 

1 Introduction 
Nuclear multifragmentation was predicted 10 years ago as a new decay mode of equilib-
rized heavy nuclei at temperatures of 5 to 7 MeV [1,2,3,4] and recently it is found in many 
experiments [5,6,7,8]. 

The main characteristics of this decay mode is the break up of the compound nucleus 
into several (three or more) intermediate mass fragments (IMFs) with charge ZIMF > 3. 
For a general review see ref. [9,10]. 

Models to describe multifragmentation of equilibrized nuclei can be classified into two 
main groops. For the first one assumes a sequential process, the exited nucleus evaporates 
one fragment after the other [11,12], or undergoes a sequence of binary fission decays [13]. 
The models of the second groop assume a simultaneous statistical break-up of the nucleus 
into many fragments. There are three statistical decay models [14,15,9], which mainly 
differ in technical details. For a comparative discussion see [9]. 

A recent comparison of the sequential evaporation (GEMINI, [12]) with the statistical 
models of Bondorf [15] and Gross [9] is done in ref. [16]. The predictions of the three 
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models are compared with experimental data for the mean multiplicity of IMFs in the 
reaction Au + Си at E/A — 600 MeV in dependence on the total charge of all bound 
clusters Zbound = Hzi>\ %i' This comparison demonstrates the failure of the conventional 
sequentially-binary evaporation model, whereas the simultaneous decay models could re
produce the experiment. 

The present work is based on the microcanonical statistical mullifragmentalion model 
of Gross et al. For a detailed description see ref, [9]. 

Fragmentation of highly exited nuclei has been studied experimentally and theoreti
cally mainly by considering inclusive one-fragment observables, like mass or charge distri
butions. Certainly the measurement of many-fragment observablcs yields more informa
tion on the reaction mechanism. Such correlations will be more sensitive in testing the 
models. 

An early study of a relative velocity distribution of IMFs within the microcanonical 
statistical multifragmentation model can be found in [17]. The simulation showed a good 
agreement with the data. 

In the present work we concentrate on the two-particle IMF correlation functions in 
dependence on the relative (or reduced) velocity of the two IMFs. 

Two particle correlation functions are well-known tools of intensity interfcrometry [18]. 
They are constructed from the distributions of particles radiated from a hot source, aiming 
towards information about the characteristics of the emitter in space and time. 

Originally the technics was developed by Hanbury-Brown and Twiss in astrophysics 
for the determination of the size of stellar radio-wave sources [19,20]. For photons, emitted 
by a star, the authors suggested to construct a correlation function from a measurement 
with two different detectors: 

Here (nii) denotes the number of events in which photons were observed with both detec
tors and (m) the number of counts in detector i. Because of the symmetrization of their 
wave-function the photons have a non-zero correlation function. The dependence of С 
on distance of the detectors allows to deduce the diameter of the source. This method of 
intensity interferometry is now commonly refered to as the Hanbury-Brown/Twiss effect. 

Later the method was extended to correlations in momentum space of protons from 
high-energy nuclear collisions [21,23]. It was argued that final state interactions and Pauli 
exclusion principle induce a correlation structure that can be used to determine the size, 
velocity and lifetime of the source. A discussion of pion interferometry can be found in 
[22]. 

Recently, the same method was applied to correlations between nuclear clusters in 
lower energy reactions [25,26,27]. 

Generally, possible reasons for correlations are: 

1. Fermi-Dirac or Bose-Einstein statistics for identical particles, 

2. final state interactions (between the two ejectiles, with other ejectiles and with the 
source), 
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3. energy - momentum conservation laws, 

4. correlations in the source at the moment of birth of the two particles. 

Some additional contributions to the correlation function can result from the final state 
absorption and a shadowing by unobserved target and projectile spectators [24] . 

Considering the IMF correlation functions we expect the influence of the quantum 
effects to be negligible. The energy and momentum conservation becomes important. 
The Coulomb interaction between the two IMFs, with the other fragments and also with 
the source, and the correlations inside the source start to dominate. The latter contain the 
information on the spatial distribution of the fragments. Therefore, the IMF correlation 
functions can be especially used to study the emission process. 

Recently there is more work been done to investigate the IMF-IMF correlation func
tions theoretically e.g. ref.[28] and experimentally e.g. ref.[29,30]. 

As there seems to be a lot of confusion in the literature one goal of the present work 
is to give a clear account of the method and to verify the validity of approximations in 
use. This is the purpose of sections 2 and 3. 

A widely used approximation to the two particle correlation functions is the Koonin-
Pratt formula [21,31,32]. We give a derivation of the latter and discuss its validity. We will 
show that in the case of multifragmentation the Koonin-Pratt formula is not applicable. 

As we consider a source with a given total energy, we also discuss the effects of energy 
and momentum conservation in section 4. 

Section 5 is devoted to the correlations as predicted by the microcanonical statistical 
multifragmentatiou model. Here we present simulations of the correlation functions within 
this model and show their sensitivity to the properties of the compound system like its 
radius or exitation energy and in particular to the fragmentation mode. 

Section 6 contains summary and conclusions. 

2 Formal Derivation 
The two-particle correlation function is defined by 

C(ai'a2)-n^W^ ' (2) 

a, = (p,-, i. Z;,...) stand for momentum, mass, charge and other variables characterising 
fragment t*. '"*'«.,,aj) >s the probability of coincidence of two particles and П(а) is the 
probability v fragment. C(ai ,a 2) depends on correlations existing already at the 
time of emi3S) nde the source and of correlations between the final states of the two 
particles. Only vl»e latter ones are investigated up to now in the conventional analysis 
e.g. the Hanbury-Brown Twiss effect in stellar interferometry [19,20] or in high-energy 
hadron correlation measurements (Koonin-Pratt formula [21,31]). 

As the derivation of the Koonin-Pratt formula is clouded and many shaky assumptions 
are considered we present a new more transparent derivation of a more general formula 
with a broader range of validity. This will allow us to state precisely the conditions to be 
met for the conventional formalism to hold. 
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To split the information contained in the correlation function С(&\, аг) into the initial 
correlation present already inside the source from the ones generated by the dynamics 
of the final states wc use the Liouville operator which describes the quantum mechanical 
evolution of the density-operator p(t): 

ih'p(t) = [H,p(t)) = -ibi<P(t) • (3) 

Formal integration leads to the Liouville propagator U(t,to) • 

p[t) = c-L^-^p{to) = U(t, toWo) • (4) 

The Liouville-operator L and related operators are superspacc operators characterized by 
four indices. E.g. equation (4) reads explicitely : 

Pa A*) = £ Ua,a\p,p(^ *°) PpAif>)' (5) 
pfi 

where P0tp(io) is the matrixelement of the density operator at time t0 . The two-particle 
correlation function С^р^рг) is defined as 

C(Pl,P2) - пмъы ~ №PPl,MPP,.v,(t) (6) 

3 The Koonin-Pratt formula 
For identical particles a commonly used approximation to the correlation function is the 
Koonin-Pratt formula [21,31,32]. It expresses the correlation function in terms of the 
single'particle phase-space distributions /(pi,r,-,2o) a nd the relative wave function of the 
emitted particle pair Ф(р, г): 

( 7 ( P , p ) = / d 3 r F ( P , r ) ^ ( p , r ) | 2 , (8) 

r r p r\ - f <W(P/2 'R + r / 2 ' < ° ) / ( P / 2 , R ~ r / 2 . *o) ,n 
П*-,т)- | /«Рг ' /(Р/2,р ' ,*о) | я " K) 

Here R = ( r i + гг)/2 and r = r i — гг are the center of mass and relative coordinates of 
the emitted particles, P = pi + рг and p = (pi — рг)/2 the total and relative momenta. 
The Wigner functions / ( p , r , i0) are taken at some time t0, after both particles have been 
emitted, 

rh 
/(p,- ,ri ,<0)= / < f t 9 ( P i , r j - p i ( ( o - 0 / f " , t ) . (10) 

J — OO 

with the emission ra.tr g(pi, rt*, t). 

http://ra.tr
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3.1 Simultaneous emission 
To derive the Koonin-Pratt formula from (7) we first write (7) in terms of momenta 
P = p i + Pz , p = (p i — Рг)/2 • P and p are not the center of mass and relative 
momenta, because the two fragments considered in the denominator are out of difFerent 
events. To avoid confusion we speak of P - and p - momentum variables. In this context 
it is also important to notice that neither the momenta pi and рг nor the P and p 
momentum variables a priori satisfy any conservation laws. 

For convenience using the same symbols C, U in the new representation we write 

C ( P , P ) = ( И т - т _ - — ^ - X £/pip;P)p|q,,q2iq1,qJ(Mo)Pq1qSiq.qa(<o) , (11) 
V\riVil) q,q7q,q, 

with 
P(P»P.*) = /'P/2+p1P/2+p(0/'P/2-p,P/2-p(<) • (12) 

We perform the multiplication U • p in the Wigner representation. We write for the 
density matrix 

fc*«*P.)- tf '""'•+"*V+%ki.%to+%b.%«.) , (13) 

and the similar expression for f/p,pip,p|xi,kj;xi,ka('>'o), interpreting x,- and k,- as position 
and momentum of particle i. Introducing again center of mass and relative variables, 

K = k i + k 2 , k = ( k 1 - k 2 ) / 2 , R = ( x i + x 2 ) / 2 , r = x i - x 2 , (14) 

we finally get 

C(P ,p ) = lim V #p)P:p,p|K.k;R,r(Mo),5K.kiR,r(<o) • (15) 

Until now we did not introduce any approximations, therefore expression (15) is still 
exact. In order to simplify (15) to a form similar to (8) we have to introduce the following 
5 assumptions. Their validity will be discussed below. 

To replace in the denominator the one particle densities />p<,p,(0 by ^Pllp,(<o) we have 
to assume that 

Assumpt ion 1 : the interaction with particles that are not explicitely considered is neg
ligible. 

This assumption implies that there is no interaction with the source after emission and 
that particles contributing to the one-particle probability propagate freely. The one-
particle probabilities do not change with time t. Then we have for the denominator, 
expression (12), 

p ( P , p , i ) = p ( P , P , M . (16) 

Consistently, for the two particle Wigner-density we only care of the interaction between 
the two particles considered explicitely. This implies that the propagation conserves the 
total momentum and is independent of the center of mass coordinate R, 

tfp.piP.piK.kiR.rtMo) = йР;к,г(Мо)/(К)£кр • (17) 
Here we also separated the center of mass motion. Assuming further 
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Assumpt ion 2 : Galilei invariance 

we get / (K) = const, and 

6rP,piP,p|K,kiIl,r(Mo) = uPik,r(', <O)5KP • (18) 

In order to eliminate the ^-dependence we assume that 

Assumpt ion 3 : after emission the two particles scatter elastically, only. 

This assumption implies the conservation of energy for the relative motion of the two 
particles. Therefore the local relative momentum к is a function of p , the asymptotic 
relative momentum, and г, к = k(p , r ) , We write for the propagator 

up;k,r(Mo) = "W(M(j) , (19) 

and for the two-particle density at the moment of emission 

№,k;R,r(io) = £K,P;R,r(<o) • (20) 

These assumptions reduce the correlation function to 

C(P ,p) = Hm ^ p ~ ) ^ uP,r('>t0) Ц ep,PiR.,r(M . (21) 

Assumpt ion 4 : |p | <$C | P | (small angle between the two particles) 

We neglect the p dependence in g and p, 

ep,P;R.,r(<o) oi. ёР;К.г('о) , (22) 

and 
p (P ,p ,*o)^p(P ,*o) • (23) 

The correlation function now reads 

C ( P , p ) = t l h n ^ ~ - y ^ tfWCMo)^ ePiR,r(<o) • (24) 

Identifying 
1 *"* № д , ( < о ) = ^ ( Р , г ) (25) 

p(P,*o)'_. 
and 

Iimuip,r(<,<o) = | * (p , r ) | 2 , (26) 
I—-*00 

(24) corresponds to the Koonin-Pratt folding (8). 
Eq. (26) is indeed an identity. The left hand side is the Wigner function a t t0 corre

sponding to a momentum eigenstate at t —» oo. 
To derive the special form (9) of the function F ( P , r) , one has to make an additional 

assumption. 
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Assumption 5 : There is no correlation in the source. 

Then the two particle phase space distribution at emission separates into a product of 
single particle phase space distributions /(риГ,-,^)» 

№Аг(*о) = / ( P / 2 , R + r /2, <o)/(P/2, R - r/2, ta) , (27) 

and we reproduce (9) when realising that 

p(P,<o) = I/»PAP/a(<o)]2 = | / d 3 r ' / ( P / 2 , r ' , « 0 ) | 2 • (28) 

So far we assumed identical particles. Describing a two particle correlation function for 
non-identical particles in the above formalism one must take into account the mass and 
charge dependence explicitly. The generalization of the Koonin-Pratt formula is straight 
forward. 

Reference [30,35] presents a classical approximation to the Wigner function (26) as
suming Coulomb scattering. The authors get 

|<W, m 2 z , (q ,r) | 2 c",^pp-(l-2vZlZ2e*/q'r)1'2 , (29) 

with (i = mim 2 / (mi + m2) the reduced mass. 
With this classical approximation the Koonin-Pratt formula is widely used also in the 

case of multifragmentation. We want to discuss its validity in this case. 
The derivation of the Koonin-Pratt formula can be well justified for the systems it 

was originally designed for. This is for example proton emission in relativistic nuclear 
collisions [21,31,32], where the particles are very fast and have a small charge, and small 
relative angles are considered, only. 

If one goes to lower energies and bigger particles, neglecting the interaction with the 
source and with the other IMFs (assumption 1) becomes incorrect. This is especially 
relevant for the intermediate energy region, where the IMFs are emitted. 

Assumption 5 ignores the correlations inside the source. This is also not justified for 
small systems like exited nuclei when the observed particles are a substantial part of the 
whole system. We conclude that the Koonin-Pratt formula is not valid for the IMF emis
sion considered in this work. 

The derivation given above also implies that the source does not change during the 
time of the emission of the two particles. 

3.1.1 Time dependent emission 

Let << and <o be the emission times of the first and of the second particle. With 

Assumption 6 : that the first particle follows a classical trajectory, 

we can describe the relative position of the two particles after the emission of the second 
one in (26) as 

r + (£ /?+£> ( ( „ _ ( < ) , (jo, 
TO] 
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where r is still the relative coordinate of simultaneously emitted particles. The two-
particle propagator |Ф(р,г+ ^P„'fpfoo - * < ) )P carries now also information on the 
difference of the emission times. 

To justify the separation (27) of the two-particle phase space distribution also for the 
case of different emission times one has to assume in addition to assumption 5: 

Assumption 7 : The difference of emission times is small. 

Assumption 5 means in this context in particular that the emission of the first particle 
doesn't change the source. 

The assumption 7 is also a priori not justified for the decay of a finite hot nuclear 
system into fragments of intermediate mass. 

It is important to notice that for the case of time-dependent emission the information 
on relative initial distances cannot be separated from the information on emission times. 

4 The effect of energy and momentum conservation 
It is clear that for an uncorrelated two-particle emission the two-particle probability sep
arates into a product of one-particle probabilities and the correlation function becomes 1 
everywhere. We concentrate now on the effect of energy and momentum conservation as 
a source of correlation. 

Assuming energy conservation we obviously have the condition that for one-particle 
emission jjj; < E and for two particles from the same event |̂ -f- ^ < E. All probabilities 
III and flj will become 0 for large enough momenta. As the condition for the two particle 
probability П2 is more restrictive, the correlation function will tend to 0, 

Ц Р Ь Р Г ^ О . (3i) 

It is most convenient to consider the correlation function in dependence of only one 
variable, for example relative velocity u«j: 

5Tpjm,,Pa»v, Па(Р1*П11Р2П»2) 

XtPi-i.Pj'-a Hi(4p,m1)Ui(pjm2) 
vrti=contt 

Here we assumed that the particles are non-identical and that Z,- = A;/2 consistently 
with the experimental analysis [29], so that the sum over the charge could be dropped. 

In the case of multifragmentation Cc(vr*t) —*• 0 for «ve/ -* oo, but at small v„i this 
effect of the conservation laws will become negligible. For small vTa we will get a different 
modification of the correlation function due to energy and momentum conservation. The 
momentum conservation in every event forces the fragments to fly preferably in opposite 
directions. Since also the energy is conserved, the two-particle probability distribution 
in the numerator of the correlation function shifts to larger «/„/ values. As a result, 
the correlation function at larger reduced velocities will be enhanced and at lower ones 
reduced. It produces a deviation from 1 for otherwise uncorrelated emission for large and 
small reduced velocities. 
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This means in particular that one cannot expect any convergence to 1 of the correlation 
function. The correlation function cannot be normalized to 1 for large vTt\ as is assumed 
in most previous papers [29]. 

5 Dependence on various parameters 
After the preceding general considerations We present now simulations for the correlation 
of intermediate mass fragments. These are based on the microcanonical statistical model 
of multifragmentation developed by Gross and collaborators. 

The basic assumption of the statistical model is that the nuclear compound breaks up 
into several pieces, expands, equilibrizes and as it reaches a given volume V, freezes out, 

During the expansion a chaotic mixing takes place due to the strong interaction of the 
fragments which exchange nucleons as long as they are close enough. When the average 
distance between the fragments grows to about 1-3 fm, the nuclear interaction and the 
exchange of nucleons ceases. The system comes to the freeze-out. From here on the 
system disassembles and the fragments follow Coulomb trajectories. 

The freeze out radius is assumed to be ro « 2.2/тЛ1/3 independent of the decay 
mode. 

The central task is to provide a representative sample of freeze-out configurations. For 
that purpose one calculates the microcanonical partition sum £, describing the number of 
accessible states, by a microcanonical Metropolis Monte Carlo routine [33]. For a detailed 
discussion of the model we refer to the reviews [9,34]. 

Figure 1 shows for ,B7Au the mass of the heaviest, the second heaviest and the third 
heaviest fragment. The bottom part shows the inclusive number of charged fragments in 
dependence on the exitation energy. We see that the number of fragments grows with 
exitation energy while the size of the fragments declines. 

It is important for the following that up to about 6 MeV/A the largest fragment is at 
least twice as large as the next one. At ~7-8 MeV/A the largest fragment has A < 20 
and belongs itself to the IMFs. 

Ref.[30] shows for the classical approximation to the Koonin-Pratt formula that with 
the assumption m,- ~ 1Z{ for all IMFs the propagator (29) becomes a function of the 
reduced velocity 

и"" = 7Йж ' (33) 

alone. Although, as we have shown, this formalism is not applicable to the IMF-
correlations, we still present here the simulated Ce(vrej) in dependence on the reduced 
velocity, because of the experimental analysis. The correlation functions in dependence 
on relative instead on reduced velocity do not differ in their systematics. 

We define the range of IMFs with the condition 6 < A < 20 and show the results for 
the fragmentation of a l97Au nuclear compound. 

5.1 Influence of conservation laws and final-state interactions 
Figure 2 shows the IMF correlation function for 187Au exited to E"/A = 7.6 MeV. In 
order to illustrate the effect of the final state Coulomb interactions we compare the solid 
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Figure 1: Top panel: Mass distribution for the three heaviest fragments for 197Au. Solid 
curve corresponds to the heaviest fragment and the long-dashed and short-dashed curves 
to the 2nd and the 3rd heaviest fragment, respectively. Bottom panel: The inclusive 
number of fragments in dependence on the exitation energy. 
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Figure 2: Cc(v„j) for fragmentation events for I97Au at E'/A = 7.6 MeV. The solid 
curve is the full correlation function. The dashed curve is for a system with energy and 
momentum conservation but without final state Coulomb interactions. The dotted curve 
is calculated with randomly assigned momenta. 

curve, calculated with the final state Coulomb interactions, with the dashed correlation 
function, for which the latter were omitted. 

The hole at smaller reduced velocities in the correlation function is due to the Coulomb 
interaction of the fragments. For intermediate vrtj the correlation function is larger 1. 
This is an effect of energy and momentum conservation as one can see from comparing 
with the dotted curve where the actually simulated momenta were replaced by randomly 
assigned values. 

Energy and momentum conservation (short dashed curve) produces a deviation from 
1 for intermediate («rej ~ 0.2c) and small reduced velocities. The correlation function at 
intermediate reduced velocities is enhanced and at lower ones reduced. This is consistent 
with the general considerations in the last section. 

The additional Coulomb interaction in the solid curve enlarges the momenta of the 
fragments and therefore produces a Coulomb hole at small reduced velocities. It also 
shifts the entire curve to larger values of ure(j, so that the same values of Cc(vrett) are 
reached at larger reduced velocities in comparison with the short dashed curve. 

We conclude that the correlation functions are sensitive to energy and momentum 
conservation. In general, the correlation function cannot converge to 1. 

5.2 Dependence on exitation-energy 
Considering the dependence of the correlation function on the exitation energy we keep 
the freeze-out radius at r0 = 2.2Ах/3:Ъп. 

Figure 3 shows that the shape of the correlation function depends strongly on the 

1 9 7 A U 

random momenta 
energy + momentum cons. 
after Coulomb trajectories 
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Figure 3: Correlation function for 197Au at various exitation energies. IMF mass range is 
6 to 20, r0 = 2.2Л1/3 fm. 

exitation energy. 
To understand the enhancement in the correlation function around vTej = 0.02c let's 

recall figure 1. For exitation energies per nucleon larger than 8 MeV the three largest 
fragments and usually several smaller fragments are in the IMF mass range from 6 to 20. 
Sketch b in figure 4 illustrates the situation at freeze-out. The IMFs are the largest frag
ments. An average IMF pair has many charged fragments in between. It will be pushed 
apart by the Coulomb repulsion from these charged fragments. The mutual interaction 
of the pair becomes less important. The IMF correlation in this case results mainly from 
the interaction with the rest of the system. 

This is in contrast to the situation at exitation energies E"/A lower then 4 MeV of 
sketch a. Here the largest fragment is much larger than the other ones, compare to 

Figure 4: Typical configuration at freeze-out. Sketch a: E"/A < 4 MeV, sketch b: 
E'/A>8UeV. 
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fig. 1. The two largest fragments have on average A > 20 and there are only a few 
IMFs in addition. The smaller fragments are at maximum distance to the largest one 
because of their dominating Colomb repulsion. The resulting relative motion of the IMFs 
will be governed more by their mutual repulsion than by the interaction with the largest 
fragment, which would boost them into the same direction. Therefore in this case the IMFs 
are emitted predominantly with small relative velocities. Consequently, the correlation 
function becomes higher at smaller reduced velocities and lower at large ones. 

We conclude from the above discussion that for small exitation energies the bump is 
induced by fragments starting at small distances with mutual interaction dominating the 
relative motion. For large exitation energies the Coulomb interaction with other fragments 
becomes dominant for the relative motion of the two fragments. As a result, the motion 
of the two emitted IMF at high exitation energies is decoupled (besides of course the 
correlations resulting from total energy and momentum conservation). The IMFs become 
uncorrelated and the correlation function is approximately 1. 

The height of the bump and the corresponding level at large reduced velocities reflects 
the relation of evaporation and very assymetric hot fission to multifragmentation events 
for a given exitation energy. 

Considering smaller compound nucleus like mXe, we obtain the same shapes of the 
correlation function for equivalent exitation energies per nucleon. The Coulomb-hole at 
small vrej is larger for 131Xe than for 19Mu because the average distance of the fragments 
within the smaller ш Xe nucleus is shorter. 

5.3 D e p e n d e n c e o n freeze-out radius 

Figure 5 shows this dependence for ,97Au exited to E'/A = 7.6 MeV. The standard radius 
for Gold in the MM-MC code is го = 2.2А1/3 fm = 12.8 fm. For comparison we show 
the results for a change by -f or - 20%, respectively. The main effect is the change of the 
Coulomb hole at small vrei with Го, as with rising radius the average distance between 
the fragments at freeze-out becomes larger and their Coulomb interaction weaker. 

We notice also a slight change in the shape for different radii. This is due to the effect, 
that reducing the radius shifts the decay modes towards higher energies. As a result one 
can see the growing bump for го = 1.76Л1'3 fm at u«j ~ 0.02c. For smaller E* this effect 
might become larger. 

We conclude that besides the strong dependence of the correlation function on the 
transition from very assymetric hot fission to multifragmentation with rising exitation 
energy, it is also sensitive to the freeze-out radius. 

The presented correlation functions take into account the full angular range. The 
easiest way to measure this correlation function is in inverse kinematics. Otherwise, 
restricting the angles just to some small values eliminates events with large relative veloc
ities. This restriction strongly enlarges the correlation function at small vred- One looses 
the contribution of the large-angle correlations, which carry important information about 
the source. 
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Figure 5: Correlation function for 197Au at E'/A = 7.6 MeV, with IMF mass range from 
6 to 20 in dependence of the freeze-out radius. 

6 Summary and Conclusions 
In the present work we first derived the commonly used formula for calculating correlation 
functions, the Koonin-Pratt formula. We have shown that it is valid only under certain 
very limited assumptions. In particular one has to assume that 

- there is no interaction with the source after emission, 

- the interaction between particles that are not considered explicitely is negligible, 

- there is no correlation in the source. 

The IMF - IMF correlation functions are especially sensitive to all these three assump
tions. They measure predominantly the physics which is ignored when the Koonin-Pratt 
formula is applied. 

Next we discussed the influence of energy and momentum conservation: For very large 
relative velocity vrej correlation function tends to 0. For small vTei one gets a reduction 
and in between an enhancement even above 1. There is no natural asymetric value ф О 
to which the correlation function can be normalized. 

We have shown the simulations of the correlation function within the microcanonical 
statistical multifragmentation model of Gross et al. [9,34]. The correlation function was 
calculated in dependence on the reduced velocity vrej = vTe\jyJZ\ + Zi. 

The shape of this correlation function is strongly dependent on the exitation energy 
per nucleon of the compound nucleus. As the exitation energy determines the dominat
ing decay mode of the system, the shape of the correlation function is a signal of the 
decay mode. When the system is predominantly fissioning, a large bump is growing at 
vred =0.01 to 0.03c. When the system is multifragmenting, the function becomes flat. 
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The spatial distribution of the fragments is responsible for the shape of the correlation 
function. For evaporation or very hot fission like in fragmentation of very hot nuclei a big 
charged fragment is at maximum distance to the rest of the charge. The few much smaller 
IMFs have on average only little charge between them. Ths resulting relative velocities 
are small and this causes the enhancement at smaller vTei. For the multifragmentation 
events the charge is distributed more homogeneously. An average IMF pair is pushed 
apart stronger by the charge inbetween and the correlation function becomes flat. 

In contrast to the dramatic dependence in shape on the exitation energy, reducing 
the mass of the compound nucleus or its freeze-out radius leads mainly to a shift of the 
correlation function towards larger reduced velocities. 

For a sensitive comparison with experiment, data with good absolute normalization 
and large angle-opening are desirable, which are obtained best in experiments using inverse 
kinematics. 
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ABSTRACT 
A detailed study of the onset of a new multifragmentation mechanism in violent 

heavy ion collisions around SO MeV/u beam energy for symmetric partners is per
formed. It is shown that the nuclear system enters a dynamical instability region 
and fragments are directly produced from the growing of fluctuations. An hybrid 
model ia developpcd just coupling average informations on the system entering the 
critical region to a statistical multifragmentration decay picture. 

A general procedure to identify instability regions which lead to multifragmen
tation events is presented. The method covers all possible sources of dynamical 
instabilities. Informations on the instability point, like the time when the nuclear 
system enters the critical region, the most unstable modes and the time constant 
of the exponential growing of the relative variances, are deduced without any nu
merical bias. Important memory effects in the fragmentation pattern are revealed. 
Some bints towards a fully dynamical picture of fragmentation processes are finally 
suggested, 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Recent experiments on fragment pioduction performed with multidetectors seam to show 

a sharp transition to a new multifragmentation mechanism for central collisions at medium 
energies, i.e. around 5QMeV/u lab. beam energy for symmetric systems [1-5]. A transition 
of this type could be predicted from the study of the equation of state for nuclear matter 
[6]. Using a semiclassical dynamical approach we will follow the change in fragmentation 
processes with increasing beam energy up to the onset of dynamical instabilities. These 
will take place in low density regions reached through the action of thermal and potential 
pressure after some nuclear matter compression. Unfortunately a comprehensive picture of 
the dynamics of fluctuations is not presently avalaible. However we will show that the use 
of kinetic equations for the one body distribution function [7-11] can still be very useful to 
extract quite precise informations on physical properties of these instability regions. We 
can then develop an hybrid dynamics-statistics model with a direct primary multifragment 
production based on statistical weights only [12]. 

Actually, since always some numerical noise is present when the systems enters an 
instability region, we see in the solution od these transport equations a fast growing of 
fluctuations, symmetry breakings and cluster formation. A lot of excitement and discussion 
has been recently raised around the preferred spacial geometries of fragmentation events 
deduced from different transport codes [13]. Indeed these geometries depend sensitively on 
the configuration of the system at the time of instability, on the leading unstable modes and 
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on the time scale for cluster formation. In this report we will show how such quantities are 
related the the used phase space discietization procedure (i.e. number of test particles per 
nucleon in the numerical algorithm). Finally we will suggest the way to extract unbiased 
physical informations. 

2 . F ragment p r o d u c t i o n : Dynamics -S ta t i s t i c s coupl ing. 
It is now more and more clear that in order to explain the large complex fragment 

production in medium energy heavy ion collisions it is necessary to couple a dynamical 
evolution of the reaction to some statistical de-excitation stage [14-18], i.e. to develop some 
hybrid model. This is essentially due to the fact that very often the fragment emission 
takes place on long time scales (e.g. for fission-like processes) where we cannot trust any 
of the present dynamical descriptions. 

From the dynamics in principle we can extract all the informations on the primary 
systems which undergo a statistical decay. However also the formation of primary equili
brated fragments represents an open problem mostly because it is not presently available 
a satisfying solution for the dynamics of an interacting N-body problem. 

Kinetic equations for the one-body distribution function [7-11] can correctly reproduce 
the average properties of primary fragments formed through various reaction mechanisms 
in this energy region, from fusion to deep inelastic and participant-spectator events [16]. 
Pre-equilibrium emission is also quite nicely accounted for. 

This approach certainly fails in regions of dynamical instabilities, where the growing 
of fluctuations represents the main mechanism for formation of primary fragments. The 
introduction of a dynamics of fluctuations in such kinetic theories represents a very hard 
task [ll]. The point we would like to stress here is that from the study of mean phase 
space trajectories we can extract a quite precise knowledge of the physical properties of 
these instability regions (ma6s,charge,energy,density). We can then try to apply to them 
a model for a direct primary multifragment production based on statistical weights only 
[19,20]. 

The heavy ion collision is followed solving the BNV equation, given below, which de
scribes the time evolution of the Wigner function f{r,p,t) in phase space in a dynamics 
ruled by the competition of mean field effects and two-body collisions [7-11]. 

dfifdt + Pi/m Vr / j - VrUVpfi = Ico„. 

- J dp2dp3\pi - p2\/m <TNNdn[f3h(l - / i ) ( l - /2) (2.1) 

- / 1 / 2 ( 1 - / , ) ( i - ' д ) Ж й . + й - h - ?i) 

The two fundamental ingredients that enter the BNV equation are: i) the self- consistent 
nuclear mean field Unuci = U(p) and the elementary nucleon-nucleon cross section. In our 
calculations the Coulomb potential Ucu„i is explicitly taken into account and the nuclear 
part of the mean field is approximated by a density dependent Skyrme - like form: 

U{p) = A(p/p{1) + B(p/pa)° + C(Pn-pP)rz/po (2.2) 

Here p, pn and pp are the local nucleon, neutron and proton densities respectively; r , is 
the isospin operator. The parameters А, В, С, <r are chosen such as to reproduce nuclear 
matter saturation properties and to give a compressibility coefficient if=200 MeV (eoft 
nuclear equation of state). The nucleon - nucleon cross section <TNN(E,0) is assumed to 

• be the energy and angular dependent free one. 
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The numerical technique of solving the BJVV equation is based on the test particle 

approach (full ensemble evolution) [9] with, a new collisional procedure based on the concept 
of nucleon mean free path [21]. We stress here that the BNV equation is an equation for the 
average one body distribution. Therefore from the solution of this equation it is possible to 
extract informations only on the mean phase space trajectory and consequentely about the 
most probable reaction mechanism of the entrance channel dynamics. We have considered 
the reactions l30La + 2 7 At and 1 3 B£a +e3 C« at 55 MeV/u beam energy, where very nice 
data are presently available (5,17]. 

Different reaction mechanisms appear quite evident, with a clear dependence on the 
energy and angular momentum available in the centre of mass. Incomplete fusion is present 
only for the b = l fm case of the Al target. We have some fast fission cases (like b = 3 fin 
for the Al target) and mainly deep inelastic like processes for more peripheral collisions. 
Moreover we start to see the foimation of an intermediate source, of "fireball" type, for 
larger impact parameters in the Gu target case, as predicted in a phase-space geometrical 
model [22]. 

We stress the importance of рге-equilibrium. dissipation. For both systems almost half of 
the total energy available in the centre of mass is leaving through рге-equilibrium emission. 

All the primary source properties can be evaluated with a clustering procedure at some 
equilibration time, denned by the requirement that all primary formed fragments have 
reached statistical equilibrium for the most relevant degrees of freedom (mass, charge, 
energy and angular momentum) without having started the de-excitation stage. A suitable 
determination of the equilibration time is of crucial importance in the evaluation of primary 
fragment properties: a too late choice would imply the loss of important informations [16]. 

Once the equilibration time has been determined the clustering procedure proceedes as 
follows. Two test particles belong to the same cluster if they are sufficiently connected in 
f space, that is |r"J — f]\<D. 

The key parameter D is strictly linked to the average distance among test particles 
in a cluster, that is a functional of the fragment local density. At normal density we 
can univocally fix D(p = po) = 230 by requiring that the initial condition of the collision 
is reproduced. In this way it is possible to calculate mass numbers, atomic numbers , 
velocities, deflection angles, excitation energies and angular momenta of the clusters. 

The next step consists into accounting for the de-excitation stage of such equilibrated 
sources. We use the statistical decay code GEMINI [23]. All decay channels are consid
ered, from light particle emission to symmetric division. A Monte-Carlo technique is used 
to follow the de-excitation chains of individual nuclei through sequential binary decays un
til the resulting products are unable to undergo a further decay. The evaporation widths of 
fragments with Z < 3 are calculated using the Hauser-Feshbach formalism, whereas for bi
nary divisions corresponding to heavier fragment emissions the decay widths are calculated 
using the transition state formalism of L.Moretto [24]. 

We have applied the model described before to the analysis of complex fragment pro
duction in the reactions 1 3 0 Za+ 2 7 Al and ^La+^Cu at 55 MeV/A beam energies. Fig.s 
1,2 show the inclusive fragment production cross sections. 

Some hints of the onset of multifragmentation processes related to dynamical instabilities 
can be supported from the analysis of the 13iLa+e3Gu results , where actually more energy 
is available in the center of mass. The calculation reported in fig.2 is performed considering 
only impact parameters о > 3 fm. 

The discrepancy is clear for light fragments. The inclusion of more central collisions will 
not improve the comparison since the mechanisms deduced from our mean phase space 
trajectory, incomplete fusion or fast fission, will give more cross section in wrong regions 
at the final charges. Indeed incomplete fusion, at low angular momentum, will lead to a 
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Fig. 1. Inclusive charge production cross section for the reaction La 4- Al at 55 McV/u, Open 
diamonds: data from ref.[17]; black diamonds: results of the BNV + GEMINI calculation; 
dashed line: results of the BNV calculation at all times. 
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Fig. 2 , Inclusive charge production cross section for the reaction La + Cu at 55 MeV/u. 
Open circles: data from rcf.[5]; solid line; results of the BNV + GEMINI calculation for fc > 3 
fm. 

large 2 residue and some light charged particles while fast fission will enhance a symmetric 
splitting to medium charges. Moreover for more central impact parameters our clustering 
procedure of the average phase space distribution presents several uncertainties. 

The only difference between the two reactions is a more symmetric projectile-target 
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system In the Cu case, which implies more energy per nuclcon available in the centre of 
moss. 

To understand such sudden transition in the reaction mechanism we have looked more 
carefully into the time evolution of properties of the participant zone which arc related 
to the nuclear matter equation of state. For impact parameter b = 1 fm collisions we 
have evaluated in a sphere of radius R = 4 fm around the center of mass, which gives the 
maximum overlap zone, the local density and the corresponding temperature and entropy, 
for the two reactions (see fig.» 3,4), computed in a local Fermi gas model (12]. 

If we consider the expansion phase, at about 80 fm/c, we remark a nice isoentropic 
behaviour for both eyetem* with eutfopy values of the order of 1.0 for Cu and 0,6 for Al» 

If we report such isoentropic lines in the nuclear matter phase diagram, pressure versus 
density P(p), corresponding to the used soft equation of state , see fig.3, we notice that 
on the s=l line we deeply enter the spinodal region, which is only touched for the e=0.6 
line of the Al case. This seems to be a clear indication of the importance of fluctuations 
in the Cu case, which will grow in the dynamical instability region, in order to reproduce 
the final fragment yield. 

As already stressed, since we cm,not follow the dynamical growing of fluctuations, we 
will use now a statistical multifragmeutation picture where all decay channels, not only 
the binary ones, are considered. The probability of each decay will be given by the channel 
entropy. In a sense this is justified from the expected chaoticity in the dynamics. 

In a microscopic microcanonlcal approach for each partition (channel) the temperature 
is fixed from energy conservation. In the model used here, developed by J.B.Bondorf and 
collaborators [19,20], the channel free energy is simply evaluated from a Ferml-drop de
scription of the fragments, generalized to the case of finite temperature. In principle at 
low excitation energies we should get back to the compound nucleus evaporation results , 
but some obvious discrepancies arc expected since some key parameters, like level densities 
and fission barriers, are evaluated only in a relatively high temperature limit and angular 
momentum effects are neglected. However for the system which undergoes multifragmen-
tation (T = 3 —4AfeV in La+Cu case) the simple approximations of such statistical model 
should be basically correct. 

We have performed a precise calculation of this multifragmentation contribution for 
impact parameters b = 1,2fm in the La + Cu collision at 55MeV/u. As discussed before, 
the dynamical evolution at the equilibration time dir«ctly gives all the inputs needed for 
the statistical analysis: number of nucleons Ao, charge ZQ, total energy Eu, mean density 
ръ or break-up volume V» = Ац/рь. The dynamical outputs are not much different for the 
Ь = 1,2fm impact parameters: AQ ~ 186,Z0 — 80,-E0 = —365MeV, corresponding to an 
excitation energy E* = 1635MeV, and pb = .0548/тп-3. 

Since the most frequent partitions give fragments still at relatively high excitation energy 
(temperatures ranging between 4 and в Mev) we have considered also secondary emissions 
through neutron evaporation. We finally see a large contribution to fragment production 
concentrated in the region Z < 20, exactly where the BNV -f GEMINI approach fails. 
The corresponding inclusive yield is: 

vmuiti(Z) = £ 21rb,N(Z, Ь,)ДЬ,- (2.3) 

Indeed if we add this "multifragmentation" part for b = 1,2fm impact parameters to the 
BNV + GEMINI cross section we can nicely account for the inclusive charge yield, see 
fig.6. 

In fig. в we present mass correlations for the three heaviest fragments in the most 
probable events. The high density of points in the centre of the triangle clearly shows the 
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trend to have many events with almost equal mass heavy fragments, in agreement with 
several recent experimental indications on IMF correlations in multifragmentation regions 
[1-5, 25,26]. 

In conclusion we have shown how to develop a hybrid model when the system is entering 
critical regions of dynamical instabilities. In order to reproduce the effects of such chaotic 
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Fig. Б. Inclusive charge production cross section for the reaction La + Си at 55MeV/u. 
Now the solid line shows the results of a BNV + GEMINI + BONDORF calculation. 
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dynamical regime we use a statistical multifragmentation approach where all final parti
tions are considered with probabilities given by the corresponding entropies. The BNV 
dynamics is still playing a fundamental role since it gives the precise physical conditions of 
the system which undergoes multifragmentation (mass,charge,excitation energy,density). 
Secondary emissions are also taken into account. The agreement with final IMF yields is 
very encouraging. 

3. Dynamical approach to multifragmentation. 
As already stressed the kinetic equation used to study heavy ion collisions describes only 

the mean phase space trajectory of the one-body distribution function, including two-body 
and Pauli correlations but averaging over the related fluctuations. It can be used only to 
extract mean values of one-body observables and not variances, as already known from the 
Time Dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) theory used at low energies. Since the inclusion 
of fluctuations is essential to form fragments in critical regions the BNV equation seems 
to be useless fc a fully d. .lamical picture of fragmentation. It could be sed, as suown in 
the previous section, only to get mean physical properties of the system entering a critical 
region and then develop hybrid models. 

However the test particle method used to simulate the solution of the kinetic equations 
certainly introduces some fluctuations of classical type. Indeed a test particle is just a 
phase-space element and the distribution function (actually the Wigner transform of one-
body density matrix) is represented as an ensemble of such phase-space elements. Classical 
fluctuations of statistical type are always present and are propagated through the mean 
field and collisional dynamics. The mean value of each single particle observable can be 
considered as an ensemble averaged value and its variance can be easily computed at each 
time step. This method could be applied to compute variances in the small amplitude 
limit, i.e. in not critical regions, and actually it seems to be quite reliable [10,15,31]. 

The point is that the test particle method also naturally introduces some numerical 
fluctuations in the initial conditions and in the Pauli blocking. These can be reduced just 
increasing the number of test particles and therefore can be easily eliminated in regions 
of dynamical stability. In critical regime the fluctuations are growing exponentially and 
this numerical noise can substantially modify the relative dynamics. We have studied this 
effect for a system which certainly enters the spinodal region; the central (b=0.fm) collision 
i0Ca +*° Ca at 70 MeV/u. In figures 7, 8 we present the density plots on the reaction 
plane (side view, fig.7) and on the plane orthogonal to the beam axis (front view, fig.8) at 
the time 140 fm/c for calculations with different number of test particles per nucleon NTP-

The cluster structure is strongly changing in the various cases. The geometry also of 
cluster formation is quite different. The conclusion is that before extracting any information 
on fragment production we should be sure that the level of numerical noise reproduces that 
one of physical fluctuations. Some work is in progress as discussed later. 

4. In search of instabilities in nuclear dynamics 
The instability point, for a particular degree of freedom of the system, is reached when 

the corresponding RPA mode attains an imaginary frequency [27-29]. This is equivalent to 
say that small amplitude fluctuations in that degree of freedom will show an exponential 
growth. Therefore we expect that important informationBon the unstable modes and on 
the instability point could be extracted from the study of the mean phase space trajectory 
if the evolution of the mean field is suitably described and, of course, if some fluctuations, 
from any type of source, are present. At variance, the time scale for cluster formation 
is very much related to the absolute value of the amount of fluctuations present in some 
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F i g . 7 . Density plots, projected on the reaction plane, for the central collision Ca + Ca at 
70 MeV/u for different values of NTP at the time 140 fm/c (side views). 

explosive degree of freedom. We see fragments when the variances become quite large and 
the corresponding time evolution starts to deviate from the exponential growth, the system 
having reached a new region of stability. All that has been recently confirmed by some 
model calculation for nuclear matter [29,30]. The conclusion is that we expect any noise, 
in a good mean trajectory dynamics, suitable to extract informations on the instability 
point (most unstable modes and instability time). On the contrary, in order to get the 
right fragment formation, we should be able to reproduce the correct physical fluctuations 
at the instability point. We have checked these ideas performing a series of numerical 
analyses solving jBiW-type transport equations for realistic heavy ion central collisions 
and for two dimensional collisions of nuclear matter slabs. 

We have studied first a central 40С7а+40 Ca collision at beam energy 70 MeV/u, already 
discussed before. We know that in these dynamical conditions the system deeply enters 
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the spinodal region of the used equation of state, so we can study the development of 
instabilities. 

In fig.9 we present the time evolution of the mean density in the participant zone, 
i.e. in a sphere of radius 4 fm around the position of the centre of mass. The curves 
correspond to different trajectories of the phase space distribution function obtained with 
different initializations of the calculation. Each initial condition is set with a different 
random choice of the phase space coordinates for the test particles, which corresponds to 
the same physical properties of the colliding ions (binding energy, space and momentum 
distributions). Fig.9a is obtained with 40 test particles (NTP) per nucleon, fig.9b with 
NTP = 100; 50 trajectories are considered. The various trajectories are clearly merging 
into one in the region of stable dynamics (compression phase) and then quite rapidly are 
separating in the low density region after entering the spinodal region. Here the splitting 
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rate appears very much dependent on the used number of test particles (cfr. fig.9a and 
9b), being different the amount of fluctuations present in the system when the dynamics 
becomes unstable. 

We remind here that in the tent particle approach the fluctuations are in general scaling 
with the number of test particles per nucleon NTP- This is indeed simply related to the 
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fact that the test particle distribution function represents just an average over an ensemble 
of NTP fluctuating nuclepn distribution functions [31]: 

a\NTP) =< (f(NTP) - ff >=J^< Unuci ~ If >= J^'Lct (4-1) 

and therefore for different numbers of test particles per nucleon: 

Щт^-Иш U2) 

Looking more closely at fig.9 we can extract some evidence of the expected effect discussed 
in the introduction: the instability time, i.e. the time when the system enters the instability 
region, seems not much depending on NTP if the mean trajectory is well described in 
the utable region, at variance with the fragment formation time which seems very much 
dependent on the used number of test particles. We can extract the instability time from the 
time of the initial splitting of the trajectories which appears to be between 40 and 50 fm/c 
for both cases (fig.s 9a and 9b) in correspondence to a mean density p(t и Unit) « /»o/2. 
The fragment formation time should correspond to the time of saturation of fluctuations, 
being the system again in a stability region. This time is more difficult to extract from fig.9 
but it seems quite evident from fig. 10 that for NTP = 40 we observe such saturation for 
t « 100/m/c while for NTP = 100 the fluctuations are still growing at t « 150/m/c. This 
large difference in the fragment formation times can be also directly seen from the times of 
cluster formations in the space density plots of the trajectories in the two cases. In order 
to have a more precise evaluation of this effect we have studied the time dependence of the 
density variance of the trajectories in the same sphere of radius 4 fm in the overlapping 
zone: 

t - l T — - i f ("(<)-P(<)) 2 (4-3) 

which is related to the fluctuations of the distribution function, after some phase space 
averaging. In fig.10 we plot this quantity for the two cases NTP = 40 (dashed line), 
NTP — 100 (solid line). The two curves show a quite similar behaviour which nicely 
reflects the scaling relation eq.(4.2). In the stability region the variance follows the density 
as it should be in a Poisson-type distribution of test particles. Indeed if the variance on the 
number of test particles in the sphere follows a Poisson law <r* = n we get for the variance 
on density the relation: 

where V is the volume of the sphere. The presence of this classical behaviour of fluctuations 
is not surprising since we are looking at properties of phase space averaged observables and 
then we expect quantum fluctuations to be washed out. 

When the system enters the instability region we observe a sharp transition to an ex
ponential behaviour: 

al(t) = <r2
0e^r (4.5) 

which clearly indicates the presence of an unstable mode with associated imaginary energy 
E = ih/т [28,29]. a% represents the amount of fluctuations present at the time of instability 
and clearly scales with the number of test particles per nucleon NTP- But it is very impor
tant to remark that the time of instability, i.e. the time of the transition to the exponential, 
and the time r, characteristic of the exponential growing of fluctuations, do not depend on 
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the number of test particles we are using, i.e. on the noise introduced in the calculation. 
They are related just to the mean evolution and to the mean properties (density and tem
perature) of the system which, as we explained before, is always well described until the 
instability spinodal region is reached. Starting from this point, the amount of fluctuations 
present in the system becomes of crucial importance since the dynamics is now dominated 
by the exponential amplification of the initial noise and consequently calculations using a 
different number of test particles will lead to different results. 

« 
5. Is fragmentation a fully chaotic process? 
From the previous discussion it emerges that the unstable modes with shortest time 

constant r will rule the fragmentation process. We expect to see some clear signature of that 
in the final fragment formation pattern. In this sense we can claim that fragmentation is 
not a fully chaotic process and actually its main features could be traced back to dynamical 
properties of the system on the mean trajectory at the instability point. 

Since we can trust the BNV dynamics at least until the system enters the spinodal 
region, it is possible to look for the most unstable (and therefore dominating) modes, 
and for their corresponding characteristic time, of the phase space configuration at that 
time. For instance, one of the most important mode could be the monopole oscillation; the 
growing of the corresponding fluctuation correlation function (the density variance) is just 
shown in fig. 10. We can extract also a time constant т « 50 /m/c , wich is in agreement 
with an analytical estimation derived from dispersion relations [28]. The fact that the 
behaviour is not perfectly linear (in a logarithmic scale) can be due to the contribution, in 
the fragment formation, of some other modes. 

In order to deeply investigate this effect, we have performed calculations using a simpli
fied model. We consider a two-dimensional collision between two slabs of nuclear matter 
in a box of lengths 63 fm and 21 fm; in order to reduce the computational time, the mean 
field has been averaged on the у direction. The z radius of the two nuclei is equal to 4 fm 
(the radius of a 40£7a nucleus) while the total number .of nucleons is fixed requiring that 
the density of the two slabs is equal to the normal density, which is 0.55 fm~2 in two di
mensions. We have simulated a central collision at a beam energy Еиь/А = AOMeV/u. As 
the time increases we see the formation of a nearly uniform region at half normal density 
and at a temperature around T=8 MeV. This system lies in the spinodal instability region 
[30]. In such a simplified situation it is possible to demonstrate that, for infinite nuclear 
matter, the eigenmodes of the density are plane waves, characterized by a wave number k. 
Even if, in our case, the system is finite, it is interesting to perform a Fourier analysis of 
the density fluctuation and therefore to define the following quantity: 

a\= .[•' dx f ' dx'e-^*-*"1 < 6p(x)6p{x')> . (5.1) 

The quantity a\ represents the spectral correlator. 
In fig. 11a) is shown the time behaviour of a\ for the most unstable mode (fc = 5-r 6), 

calculated using 20, 40, 80 and 200 test particles per nuclec-n, again 50 trajectories are 
considered. We see that all the variances reach the minimum point at the same time 
timt = 45 /m/c; this point does not depend on the noise and it corresponds to the time 
when the Bystem enters the instability region. The scaling law is preserved also in the next 
evolution of <r\\ it means that the time r, characteristic of the exponential growing, does 
not depend on the number of test particles. The scaling disappears when the system enters 
a saturation regime, corresponding to a new equilibrium reached by cluster formation. This 
can be seen in the box inside fig.11a where we report two curves of this figure (NTP = 
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Fig . 1 1 . Time evolution of variances for the two slab collision described in the text, a): 
<r2(f) of the most unstable modes; b) o*2(t) of the monopole mode. Circles: NTP = 20; 
squares: NTP — 40; diamonds: NTP = 80; crosses: NTP = 200. 

20,200) suitably rescaled. As expected the saturation appears earlier for the trajectories 
with less test-particles. 

The fragmentation time, i.e. the time when we observe fragment formation, is therefore 
fully dominated, in this representation, by the value of the fluctuation a\ at i — Un,f In this 
sense it would be extremely important to know the right physical amount of fluctuations 
that are present at that point. 

In fig.lib) is displayed the density variance, same observable as in fig. 10. The scaling 
behaviour here is less evident because in a1 we have the superposition of different modes 
corresponding to different values of A. This superposition seems to create an uncertainty on 
the time when the system enters the instability region, since, using 200 test particles, the 
exponential growing starts later. Actually this time does not change and it is still t = 45 
fm/c for all curves. When the amplitude.of fluctuations is not large enough (as it happens 
using 200 test particles per nucleon), the system expands before exploding and therefore 
the growing time т reduces, according to the reduced new density, until the explosion 
mechanism becomes the dominant one. In this case it happens at t = 80 fm/c. 

As already stressed, we expect some memory effects in the fragmentation since the most 
explosive modes will determine the final pattern of fragment formation. This is evident 
from Fig. 12 where we show the time evolution of density plots of slab-slab collisions for 
NTp = 20(a),80(b) and 200(c). 

We see that the final number of clusters is changing going from the cases a),b) where 
the same к = 5 4- 6 modes are dominating to the case c) where a new mode к'— 8 becomes 
the most explosive one. 

This result also shows that the fragmentation pattern is finally dependent on the used 
number of test particles. However we remark from Fig. 11a) that the modes к = 5 -j- 6 are 
always unstable also for NTP = 200. Now they cannot give directly the final fragmentation 
just for numerical artifact, since with increasing NTP the related amplitude of fluctuations 
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is not large enough. If we will be able to tune the noise in order to give back to them 
the correct amount of physical fluctuations we shall reproduce the correct dynamics of 
fragmentation. This is the main hint for future work. 

5. Conc lus ions 
For the limit to nuclear stability we have seen the onset of a new multifragmentation 

mechanism in violent heavy ion collisions at about 50 MeV/u for symmetric partners. The 
nuclear system enters an instability region of the nuclear matter phase diagram due to a 
combined effect of thermal and interaction pressure. The growing of fluctuations leeds to 
a fragment formation with symmetry breaking due to the chaotic dynamical regime. Since 
the dynamics of fluctuations for non equilibrium processes of finite Fermi systems is not 
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available, the best we can do at the moment is to develop an hybrid picture of the collision. 
We compute accurately all the average properties of the system entering the critical region 
just solving the BNV equation, i.e. irom the knowledge of the mean trajectory in phase 
space. Then we use these informations as inputs for a statistical multifragmentation decay 
model. 

An interesting point is that the test particle picture of the BNV evolution introduces 
some statistical fluctuations since the mean values of physical observables can be considered 
as averages on statistical ensembles of phase-space elements. In this way fluctuations are 
included in the test particle simulation of the kinetic approach and indeed nice cluster 
structures are developping in systems entering some instability region. The important 
problem will be to control the effects from numerical noise in order to give a reliable 
physical meaning to such dynamically formed fragments. 

We have shown that, when one is interested in the dynamics of critical situations, it 
is possible to extract very important informations just solving the BNV equation using 
test particles. In fact, if the number of test particles is large enough to avoid spurious 
effects, the dynamical evolution is correctly described until the system becomes unstable. 
Therefore the time when the spinodal region is reached and all the observables related to 
the mean properties (density, temperature, e tc . . ) at tha t point may be calculated without 
any ambiguity. In particular we have extracted the growing time r , characteristic of the 
exponential increasing of fluctuations, which will lead to fragmentation. 

We have also clearly shown the presence of memory effects in the fragmentt' if n process. 
The leading unstable modes will completely fix the final fragmentation pattern (number 
and size of fragments, space and momentum structure and so on). This is a warning for 
the use for the use of methods for fully chotic systems, like percolation, to study nuclear 
fragmentation. The dynamics is playing a fundamental role. The paradox is that properties 
of the average phase space trajectory in the stable region will univocally determine the 
mean features of fragment production. 

On the other hand we have also proved that time and pattern of this fragment formation 
depends, in a crucial way, on the noise present in the system ,i.e. on the number of test 
particles. Therefore the right physical value of fluctuations is needed in order to correctly 
describe the dynamics. Concerning this subject, work is presently in progress. 

It is finally evident that the method presented here is not limited to the study of spinodal 
(volume) instabilities. The recipe is to look at the time dependence of the variances of of 
various collective degrees of freedom, that can be done within the test particle approach. 
In this way all possible sources of instabilities (surface, Coulomb and so on) will be revealed 
and suitably studied. 

This approach appears also essential to develop realistic hybrid models for fragmentation 
processes, where dynamical informations are used as inputs in a statistical description of the 
fragment production [12,32,33]. With the discussed uncertainty on the fragment formation 
of the available dynamical theories, hybrid models are at present the only way to analyze 
fragmentation reactions, provided the correct physical properties of the system entering the 
critical region are suitably accounted for, including some preferential phase-space structure 
of the fragmentation pattern. 

In conclusion we can state that from intermediate energy heavy ion physics we are 
presently observing extremely challenging new features of nuclear dynamics, with relatively 
sharp transitions in nuclear stability. The presence of sharp changes in the dynamics will 
be indeed extremely useful to put new tight constraints on the nuclear interactions in the 
nuclear medium, of course once the transition mechanisms will be fully mastered. We hope 
that in this report we were able to convince you that we are on the right path. 
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Abstract 

The formation cross-sections and longitudinal* momentum distributions in the limiting fragmentation 
regime above 500 MeV/u for projectile fragment» from 0.8 GeV-A 1MXe and 1.0 GeV-A w A u [1, 2] 
projectiles impinging on targets of beryllium and aluminum, respectively, have been measured using 
the projectile* fragment separator,FR,S"(3] at GSL The measured data were analyzed in the frame 
of semiempirical descriptions, abrasion-ablation- and cascade-evaporation models, respectively. They 
show evidence for two different classes of fragmentation processes: the abundant hot fragmentation 
with several nucleons evaporated from the prefragrnents and the cold fragmentation with only protons 
removed from the projectile, but no nucleons evaporated. 

1 Introduction 
Peripheral heavy • ion collisions at relativistic energies are usually considered to proceed in two steps 
well separated in time which can be described in the frame of the abrasion-ablation model: first a fast 
abrasion step, leaving behind the fireball and the excited spectators [4]; then a slow ablation step in 
which the spectators or prefragments equilibrate and finally deexcite predominantly by evaporating 
some nucleons. The evaporation cascade may considerably mask the characteristics of the first reaction 
step. Therefore, the observable quantities often reflect more the evaporation process than the nuclear 
collision. In the frame of this model reaction cross-sections depend on the size of the interacting nuclei 
and are fairly energy independent over large ranges [5], isotopic fragment distributions are expected 
to be target-independent. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the fragment distribution for the fragmentation of 197Au as calculated with the 
statistical abrasion model [в, 7]. The ridge-line of the prefragment distribution is close to the ratio 

•Pi-«nt addreu: Deutsche* Patentamt, W-80OO Munich, FRG. 
'Preterit addict*: Institute of Experimental Phytic*, Warsaw University, PL-OO-682 Wariaw, Poland. 
'On leave bom: Lot Alamo* National Laboratory, Lot Alamos NW 17545, USA. 
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Figure 1: Iiotoplc distributions for 1.0 GeV-A " r Au fragment! a* calculated with the itatiatical-abratlon 
model [T]. The contour linei correipond cut» of factor! of two in the fragmentation crosi-iection. 

neutron-to-proton number N/Z of the target indicating that only very peripheral collisions contribute 
to the production of heavy fragments. After the high-energy heavy-ion collisions, the excited reaction 
products are subject to a long evaporation cascade during which they suffer an appreciable mass loss by 
particle emission of predominantly neutrons, protons, and a particles in the subsequent ablation step 
and finally their neutron-to-proton ratio approaches values for which the probabilities for evaporating 
protons and neutrons are about equal, see e.g. ref. [8, 9]. For heavy nuclei (A « 200), this equilibrium 
evaporation corridor is located about halfway between the valley of beta stability and the proton drip 
line [10]. 

2 Experiments 
A schematic drawing of the experimental set-up is shown in fig. 2. For more detailed information 
on the detectors and the experiments see [1]. The experiment was performed at the new facilities 
of GSI, Darmstadt; the SIS18 heavy-ion synchrotron provided primary beams of 0.8 GeV-A 13eXe 
and 1.0 GeV'A ie7Au with average intensities of 10е and 10s particles per spill, respectively, and a 
repetition ,rate of about one spill per 10 seconds. The beam hit a production target of Beryllium or 
Aluminum, respectively, mounted at the entrance of the projectile-fragment separator FRS [3] operated 
as a momentum-loss achromat [11,12,13, l4]to separate the fragmentation products: A secondary-
electron transmission detector [15] SEETRAM located in front of the target served to measure the 
beam intensity for normalization of the production rates. The fragments produced were analyzed 
(event-by-event) according to their magnetic rigidity in the fust half of the separator. At the central 
dispersive image plane, an aluminum energy degrader [16, 17] was mounted which was shaped in a 
way to preserve the achromatlcity of the entire separator for the fragment to be selected. In addition 
to the magnetic-rigidity information (Bg), the position of the fragments measured at the exit of the 
separator was used to identify them unambiguously with respect to mass and nuclear charge. Two 
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Figure 2: Schematic drawing of the projectile-fragment separator with the detcetori irutalled for the 
experiment!. 

scintillation detectors (18] determined the fragment positions in the mldplane and at the exit of the 
separator as well as the time-of-fught (TOF) of the particles. At the exit of the separator, an ionization 
chamber [19] was used to determine the nuclear charge of the fragments by measuring their energy 
loss. 
The spatial separation of fragments achieved from a 1.0 GeV-A m A u beam, with the separator tuned 
for 193Au is shown in the left part of fig. 3. It demonstrates the excellent separation power of the 
momentum-loss achromat at high primary energies for fragments in the vicinity of the projectile: Since 
their momentum spread is very small compared to their large average momentum, they are well sepa
rated at the midplane. The fragments were identified by comparing the measured positions with the 
prediction of a model calculation [12]. However, a measurement of the positions for isotopes far away 
from the projectile is spoiled by their larger momentum width, resulting in very broad, overlapping 
spatial distributions. Furthermore, as fraction of about 25 % of the fragments was not fully ionized, 
this analysis is still ambiguous. Therefore, an independent identification of the fragments was simul
taneously performed by additionally measuring the time-of-flight in the second half of the separator 
by use of the two scintillation detectors as shown in the right part of fig. 3. By the combination of 
both methods it was possible to identify the isotopes unambiguously. 

3 Formation Cross-Sections 

The formation cross sections were deduced from the number of counts of the corresponding isotopes 
identified either in the two-dimensional position spectra of the scintillation detectors (left part of fig. 3) 
requiring the nuclear-charge identification in the ionization chamber, or from fitting a two-dimensional 
Gaussian distribution to each peak in the spectrum shown in the right part of fig. 3. 
For evaluating the cross sections, the transmission of the fragment separator [12,13], the attenuation 
of the primary-beam intensity due to nuclear reactions in the target and, secondary reactions in the 
target and,the degrader [21] as well as ionic-charge-changing processes [22, 23] were taken into account. 
The efficiencies of the detectors have been measured to be close to 100 %. Finally, the data have been 
corrected for the dead time of the computer system. For more details on the whole procedure see 
ref.[l]. 

3.1 Proton-Removal 

In inclusive experiments, only the observation of specific reaction channels offers the possibility to 
obtain direct information on the peripheral collision. With this aim we have studied the removal of 
up to 3 protons from ,3eXe and 197Au projectiles with no neutrons evaporated in the second reaction 
step [1]. Such reactions which leave the prefragments with a very small excitation energy below the 
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Figure 3: Left put: Two-dimensional position spectrum a» recorded with the scintillation detectors 
in the midplane and at the exit of the spectrometer. The selected fragment "'Au passes approximately 
through the centers of both detectors. The midplane position coordinate of the fragments can be converted 
into magnetic rigidity. 
Right part: Isotopic identification of the fragments of 1 , 7Au projectiles on a chart of nuclides as calculated 
from the measured time-of-Aight, the magnetic rigidity) and the energy loss. The separator was tuned for 
" 3 Pt . The areas of the clusters are proportional to the number of counts on a logarithmic scale. 

neutron binding energy may be called cold fragmentation in contrast to hot fragmentation which is 
characteristic for the mainstream of fragmentation events (see fig. 1). 
For testing our understanding of the fragmentation process and for investigating the impact of these 
data on the expectations to produce neutron-rich heavy nuclei, the measured values are compared 
to three different predictions: an empirical systematics [24], a statistical abrasion model [7] and an 
intranuclear-cascade model [25]. All three descriptions shown in fig. 4 qualitatively reproduce the steep, 
almost exponential decrease of the proton-removal cross sections by about 3 orders of magnitude per 
2 protons removed. Quantitatively, however, there are distinct deviations from the experimental data. 
For high-energy proton- and heavy-ion-induced reactions, Summerer et al. [24] have given a 
parametrization of measured fragmentation cross sections in terms of a few smoothly varying pa
rameters. In contrast to previous formulae for induced spallation as e.g. of Rudstam [26] or the 
more general approach of Silberberg and Tsao [27], the maxima of the predicted isobaric fragment 
distributions approach smoothly the nuclear charge and mass of the projectile, and the influence of 
the neutron excess of the projectile on the fragment yields is taken into account. Nevertheless, the 
empirical formula which reproduces the body of measured fragmentation cross sections available up to 
now with good accuracy, overestimates the proton-removal cross sections from 13eXe and 197Au and 
predicts a .smaller slope when extrapolated to still larger proton losses. That means that this formula 
yields too optimistic expectations for producing very heavy neutron-rich fragments. 
Theoretical studies on the fragmentation process have been started already many years ago in the 
frame of macroscopic [28] and microscopic models [29]. Recently an improved macroscopic approach 
in the frame of the abrasion-ablation model has been developed [7]. The abrasion part determines the 
number of abraded nucleons from the geometrical overlap between target and projecile determined 
by the impact parameter. The neutron-to-proton ratio is obtained by the hypergeometrical model, 
which anticipates no correlation between abraded neutrons and protons. The excitation energy of 
the prefragments is determined by the vacancies created in the Fermi distribution by the abraded 
nucleons which is 13.3 MeV per particle hole. The particle evaporation in the ablation step is treated 
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Figure 4: Cross sections of N=82 iaotones produced 0.8 GeV-A 1J ,Xe projectiles (left part) and of N=118 
isotones produced from 1.0 GeV-A m A u projectiles (right part). Data points: measured values, full lines: 
empirical prediction [24], dotted lines: statistical abrasion model [7], dashed lines: intranuclear-cascade 
model [25]. 

in terms of an improved transport model [30]. In contrast to more central collisions, where higher 
excitation energies occur and the emission of clusters becomes important [9], it is sufficient to restrict 
the deexcitation process in the present cases to the evaporation of neutrons, protons, and a particles. 
It is assumed that the influence of fission is negligible. 
The fragment cross sections shown in fig. 4 calculated by the statistical abrasion model [7] assume 
that the observed proton-removal products are identical with the proton-removal prefragments formed 
in the abrasion step with excitation energies below the particle threshold. Prefragments with higher 
excitation energies are expected to evaporate neutrons, and thus do not contribute to the proton-
removal channel. In this model, the observed steep slope of the cross section with increasing number 
of abraded protons visible in fig. 4 is the combined effect of decreasing prefragment cross section and 
increasing excitation energies. 
Fig. 5 shows the calculated excitation-energy distributions of the prefragments 135I and 134Te indicating 
the fraction of the cross section below the neutron binding energy that leads to surviving fragments 
of 135I and 134Te. In view of the simplicity of this model, the measured cross sections are surprisingly 
well reproduced. 
The microscopic approach treats single nucleon-nucleon interactions of the colliding systems with the 
intranuclear cascade code ISABEL [25]. Among the available versions of the INC model, it seems to 
be well suited for the description of few-proton-loss cross sections since it takes the diffuse nuclear 
surface into account where most of the reactions leading to the fragments observed in our experiment 
are expected to take place. The calculations include Pauli blocking, the Fermigas distribution, and 
nucleonic excitation. Deficiencies of the INC model to explain features of more central collisions, such 
as neglecting mean field or the compression of the colliding nuclei, as in the more refined BUU and 
VUU models may be tolerated in this context. Similar to the statistical abrasion model discussed 
above, the INC model is restricted to the high-energy nucleus-nucleus collision. For the deexcitation 
of the prefragments a modified version of the widely used code PACE [31, 32] is used which includes 
precquilibrium processes as the emission of fast particle cascades and treats excitation energies in 
excess of 300 MeV. 
Again the comparison to our experimental data in Fig. 4 shows excellent agreement. The limits of 
calculated isotopes, are determined by the computing time. We found that the cross sections of the 
prefragments 13SI and 134Te as calculated with ISABEL are larger than those calculated with the 
statistical abrasion model. This is probably related to the diffuse nuclear surface assumed in this 
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Figure 5: Excitation-energy distributions of the prefragments " ' I (upper put) and "4Te (lower part) 
produced from 0.8 GeV-A "*Xe projectile», a> predicted by the statistical abrasion model [7] (left part) 
and the intranuclear-cascade model [25] (right part). The full histograms depict those events that survive 
evaporation. 

model compared to the sharp-surface geometry of the abrasion model. Marked differences between 
the two models show up in the calculated excitation-energy distributions which are decisive for the 
subsequent evaporation process. The higher excitation energies predicted by ISABEL are due to the 
fact that in the INC model the excitation energy is not only generated by holes in the Fermi sea 
(as in the statistical abrasion model), but also by the absorption of cascade particles, e.g. nucleons 
and pions. Therefore, the fraction of prefragmentj surviving evaporation is much smaller than in the 
statistical abrasion model, see fig. 5. In the case of 134Te and l35I, the resulting lower cross sections 
are in excellent agreement with the experiment (see fig. 4). In the case of l95Ir and , e ePt, the two 
effects obviously cancel, leading to identical predictions for the resulting fragment cross sections from 
the two models. 

3.2 Isotopic distributions 

The in-flight separation and identification of projectile fragments with the separator FRS has given 
access to long isotopic distributions of iridium and platinum fragments not far in charge and mass 
from the projectile, which are expected to be produced in peripheral collisions with only moderate 
excitation energies. We exploit the fact that the degree of equilibration of the neutron-to-proton ratio 
towards the evaporation corridor is a measure of the excitation energy of the projectile fragments 
after the high-energy collision, see fig. 1. Experimental information on the excitation energy of heavy 
projectile fragments is still very scarce. Radiochemical methods are restricted to the observation of 
few long-lived fragments near the valley of beta stability, see e.g. [33]. 
The experimental data are "compared to different model calculations in fig. 6 using the statistical 
abrasion model [7] and the intranuclear-cascade model [25, 32] followed by a Monte-Carlo-type evap
oration calculation each. The comparison reveals that the statistical abrasion model underestimates 
the prefragment excitation energies while the intranuclear-cascade model fits the data much better, 
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Figure 6: Left panel: Croi» section» of platinum isotopes, produced by the fragmentation of 1.0 GeV-A 
" r Au projectile!. Full point*: Experimental data. Full line (steep slope): Prediction of the statistical 
abrasion model [7] for the prefragment distribution. Full line (smooth slope): Prediction of the statistical 
abrasion model for the final fragments. Dashed line: Same as the full line, but the prefragment excitation 
energy was multiplied by a factor of 2. Dashed-dotted line: Same as the full line, but the prefragment 
excitation energy was multiplied by a factor of 4. Dotted line: Same as the full line, but the neutron-to-
proton ratio of the prefragments was calculated with the GDR model [35]. Histogram: Prediction of the 
intranuclear-cascade model [25, 32]. Right panel: Same as upper part, however for iridium isotopes. 

although the calculated yields of the extremely neutron-deficient isotopes are too high, thus indicating 
that the high-energy tail of the excitation-energy distribution is overestimated by this model. In order 
to illustrate the sensitivity of the isotopic yields to the excitation energies, additional calculations with 
the statistical abrasion model with excitation energies enhanced by factors of two and four, respec
tively, were performed. These variations have much more influence on the neutron-rich part of the 
isotopic distributions than on the neutron-deficient part. Thus, the measured yields are more sensitive 
to the height of the low-energy part of the excitation-energy distribution than to the height of the 
high-energy tail. This means that we have indeed a nuclear thermometer at our disposal, though it has 
a nonlinear scale. The best agreement with the data is achieved if the excitation energies of the statis
tical abrasion model are doubled, corresponding to an average excitation energy of about 27 MeV per 
nucleon removed in the abrasion step. This value is in good agreement with BUU calculations [34]. At 
first sight it is surprising that the intranuclear-cascade model fits the data so well, although it predicts 
an appreciably higher mean excitation energy of about 50 MeV per abraded nucleon (see fig. 5). A 
more detailed study reveals that this high mean-value results from a rather broad excitation-energy 
distribution extending to very high excitation energies to which the present data are rather insensitive 
as discussed above. 

Of course, the isotopic distribution of projectile fragments is also influenced by the distribution of 
the neutron-to-proton ratio of the prcfragments. In the statistical abrasion model it is deduced from 
the hypergeometric distribution. The intranuclear-cascade model, using the "slow rearrangement" 
option [25], predicts prcfragment N/Z distributions with similar widths. Several other models have 
been proposed which result in much narrower distributions, e.g. a model based on the zero-point 
motion of the electric giant dipole resonance [35]. Although the influences of neutron-to-proton 
ratio and excitation energy of the prefragments on the isotopic cross sections cannot be disentangled 
completely, the isotopic distributions calculated with the GDR model suggest that the variation of the 
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neutron-to-proton ratio of the prcfragments is considerably underestimated by this model (sec fig. 6). 
Although the analysis has been performed with two specific reaction models, the results do not de
pend on the details of these models apart from the essential assumption that the ratio of abraded 
neutrons and protons corresponds on the average to the ratio of the numbers of neutrons and pro
tons of the projectile. Thus, the nuclear collision results in excited, thermally equilibrated reaction 
products with average neutron-to-proton ratios equal to that of the projectile. Only the subsequent 
evaporation cascade is assumed to appreciably modify the N/Z ratio in a way which is determined by 
the statistical model. That means that the overall shift to neutron deficiency is a direct measure of 
the excitation energy of the prefragments. The width of the observed isotopic distribution, however, 
is the combined result of the widths of the N/Z distribution and of the excitation-energy distribution 
of the prefragments. 
The present analysis shows that the energies of the single-particle vacancies produced in the nucleus-
nucleus collision are not sufficient to describe the excitation-energy distribution of the projectile frag
ments produced in very peripheral reactions. Friction effects or final-state interactions between the 
overlapping zone and the spectators during the collision process are important [36, 37, 38]. 

4 Longitudinal-Momentum Distributions 
Similar to the excitation - energy distribution, the momentum distribution of the fragments is a char
acteristic feature of the fragmentation process. However, in contrast to the excitation energies which 
may be determined only indirectly by comparing the measured data with model calculations, the 
momenta of the projectile fragments are directly accessible by the experiment. 

4.1 Experimental Procedure 

Due to the dispersion of the spectrometer in the intermediate image plane, the position distribution 
for a specific nucleus as shown in fig. 3 reflects the momentum distribution of the fragments parallel to 
the beam direction. Since the angular acceptance of the FRS is distinctly larger than the widths of the 
angular distributions of the fragments behind the target, and since the position in the central image 
plane does not depend on the angle of the fragment trajectory at the entrance of the separator, the 
measured longitudinal momentum is not biased by any selection of transverse momenta. This offers 
the possibility to deduce the longitudinal-momentum spread induced by the reaction in the target, 
integrated over the whole transverse-momentum distribution. There are three effects which enlarge 
the longitudinal- momentum distributions and thus contribute to the measured position distributions: 
The main part, which is assumed to be gaussian in our analysis, is due to the reaction mechanism. 
The energy - loss difference between projectiles and fragments in the target is the origin of a contri
bution with approximately rectangular shape. It has been calculated using energy-loss formulae for 
relativistic heavy ions [12]. The cumulative effect of the momentum distribution of the primary beam, 
the energy-loss straggling in the target, the finite size of the beam spot on the target, as well as the 
position resolution of the detector in the central image plane was measured for the primary beam and 
was found to be small and of approximately gaussian shape. The measured position spectra of the 
fragments have been unfolded by means of a least - squares fit taking into account the contributions 
mentioned above and considering the relativistic transformation of momenta from the projectile to 
the laboratory system. 

4.2 Longitudinal-Momentum Width 

A survey of the projectile fragments investigated in this way is given on the charts of nuclides in fig. 7. 
The two-step nature of the reaction suggests different widths of the momentum distributions for 
hot and cold fragmentation. According to the independent particle model of Goldhaber [39] the 
(longitudinal) momentum spread а(рц) of the fragments after the first reaction step which accounts 
for the momentum distributions of the prefragments is determined by the statistical superposition of 
the Fermi momenta pp of the abraded nucleons in the nucleus. 
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Figure 7: Survey of the projectile fragments from primary beams (full boxei) of 0.8 GeV-A , s 'Xe 
(left part) and 1,0 GeV-A , , r Au (right part) investigated. The proton - removal products (diamonds) 
may be attributed to "cold"-, the other reaction channels including neutron loss (circles) to the "hot"-
frogmentation, reipectlvely. Their position on the chart of nuclide* is overlsyed to the distribution of 
produced fragments as predicted by the statistical abrasion model [7] which is shown as a contour plot. 
Open squares show the stable isotope». 

*(P||) = 
PF AjiAp-Aj) 

V~5 Ap-l (1) 

In this equation, Af is the mass number of the projectile and Л/that of the prefragment after the 
abrasion step. The the average Fermi momentapj? of the nucleons inside the projectiles can be deduced 
from quasi-elastic electron-scattering data (40) to be 262 MeV/c for 13eXe and 265 MeV/c for le7Au. 
During the ablation phase the fragments receive additional recoil momenta from the particles evapo
rated. For the final fragment distribution the semiempirical description of Morrissey [41] gives: 

*(P||) = ~ji VAP ~ Af (2) 

Almost the whole body of experimental data on momentum distributions of projectile fragments 
known up to now belongs to this group. Also more recent and more complete data from projectile 
fragmentation of e4Kr at 200 MeVxA [42] are in very good agreement with Morrissey's systematics. 
However, no influence of the prefragment excitation energy on the longitudinal - momentum width has 
been found there. 
Fig. 8 shows the experimentally determined widths of the nuclear - reaction contribution to the longi
tudinal-momentum distributions for the fragments from 0.8 GeV-A 13eXe on beryllium (left panel) 
and 1.0 GeV-A ,97Au on aluminum (right panel) as a function of the total number of nucleons re
moved from the projectile. It clearly reveals the different behaviour of the two classes of reaction 
products. The hot or cold nature of the fragmentation is reflected in the widths of the observed 
longitudinal- momentum distributions. The momentum distributions of the first group (full symbols), 
the proton - removal products, which are identical to the prefragments which correspond to cold-
fragmentation processes, are exclusively determined by the Ferrni momenta of the protons removed 
in the abrasion step and tend to reach the widths predicted by the model of Goldhaber eqn. 1 (thick 
dotted line): The second group (open symbols), representative for the most abundant reaction chan
nels, is characterized by longitudinal- momentum widths which are appreciably smaller or about equal 
to the values given by the empirical systematics of Morrissey eqn. 2 (dotted line). They correspond 
to large excitation energies of the prefragments. Since the momenta of the nucleons evaporated are 
expected to be on the average smaller than the Fermi momenta of the nucleons inside the projectile, 
the resulting momentum distributions in hot fragmentation are narrower, if fragments with the same 
total number of nucleons removed from the projectile are considered. This interpretation is supported 
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Figure 8: Standard deviations <г(рц) of the nuclear - reaction contribution to the measured longitudinal -
momentum distribution! of projectile fragments as a function of the mass number and as a function of the 
total number of nucleons removed from the projectile, respectively. The left part of the figure shows the 
data from the fragmention of 0.8 GeV-A 1 ,6Xe in a beryllium target, the right part from 1,0 GeV-A. " r Au 
in an aluminum target. Circles correspond to hat fragmentation products, diamonds to cold fragmentation 
products (proton - removal) The experimental data are compared to the predictions of the Goldhaber 
model [39], (thick dotted line) and empirical lystematics [41] (dotted line). A subset of the data (full 
symbols, iodine and platinum isotopes, respectively) is also compared to a Monte-Carlo calculation[43] 
(solid line). 

by Monte - Carlo calculations [43] based on the abrasion - ablation model, which allow to quantitatively 
reproduce the experimental data (iodine and platinum isotopes, respectively, full symbols) as shown 
in fig. 8 (solid line). The momenta of the prefragments are determined by the Goldhaber model using 
the Fermi momenta quoted above. The recoil momenta of the evaporated particles are calculated by 
means of a conventional evaporation code. As has be shown above, the measured cross sections for the 
fragments from 197Au are better reproduced if the prefragment excitation energies are enhanced by a 
factor of two in the calculation. The momentum widths shown in fig. 8 have been calculated with this 
option too. With the exception of the proton-removal channels, the higher excitation energies result 
in slightly smaller predictions for the momentum widths of the final fragments, because for a specific 
final fragment the number of evaporated nucleons increases relative to the number of nucleons removed 
by abrasion. The enhancement of the prefragment excitation energy improves the agreement between 
measured and calculated momentum widths for fragments in the vicinity of the projectile. However, 
for fragments with appreciably lower masses than the projectile the agreement is less good. A closer 
look to the cross - section data shows the same tendency: While the cross sections for fragments in 
the vicinity of the projectile support the enhancement of the prefragment excitation energy, the cross 
sections for fragments far away from the projectile can be better reproduced using the excitation 
energy as predicted by the statistical abrasion model. Thus, the two independent sources of exper
imental information on the prefragment excitation-energy distribution, the cross sections as well as 
the longitudinal- momentum distributions, lead to consistent results. The experimental data suggest 
an energy enhancement only on the low-energy side of the calculated excitation-energy distribution. 
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The good agreement between the whole body of measured and calculated momentum distributions 
demonstrates that the previously observed systematical reduction of the measured momentum widths 
as compared to the Goldhaber model is mainly attributed to the mass loss by the evaporation process 
which was important in most experiments. 
A closer look into the approximations inherent in the Goldhaber model reveals that for several reasons 
eqn. 1 should tend to overpredict the width of the prefragment momentum distribution [44, 45, 46, 
47,48]. 

5 Conclusion 
As a conclusion, the experimental data of this work show that the picture of a universal dependence of 
the projectile—fragment properties on the mass loss relative to the projectile must be refined. The study 
of specific reaction channels clearly reveals the different influence of the abrasion and the ablation step 
of the reaction. Prom the cross sections of long isotopic chains, reliable information on the excitation 
energy induced in the projectile-spectator during the high-energy nuclear reaction could be deduced. 
With the observation of the proton-removal from heavy, neutron-rich projectiles we have for the 
first time a direct experimental information on high-energy peripheral nuclear collisions at our dis
posal which is not masked by the influence of a subsequent evaporation cascade. Their measured 
longitudinal-momentum distributions give direct access to the momentum distribution of the protons 
at the periphery of the nucleus in single-particle levels near the Fermi energy, an information which is 
complementary to that deduced from electron-scattering experiments. The rather good reproduction 
of the measured cross sections by two model calculations indicates that the essential characteristics 
of these reactions are rather well understood. The data also give a good quantitative basis for testing 
more sophisticated model calculations of high-energy nucleus-nucleus collisions which have predomi
nantly been developed for studying more central collisions wher.e a similarly direct information on the 
excitation-energy distribution after the nuclear collision is not easily available. 

This work has been supported by the GSI Hochschulptogramm and by the Bundesminister fur Forschung und 
Technologic under contract number BMFT 06 DA 461 and BMFT 06 DA 1021. 
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Abstract 

Multifragmentation of a target spectator has been studied in 4 / /e - fAu collisions at energies 
of 1.0 and 3.65 GeV/nucleon with the new 4тг setup FASA. The mean multiplicity of the 
intermediate mass fragments < M >IMF= 5.3±0.8 is measured for the higher incident energy. 
This value gives good evidence that the excitation energies higher than 1.0 GeV are reached. 
The mass yield of IMF is well described by the power law: Y ~ A~T. A minimum in the 
dependence of the т-parameter on the light-charged particle multiplcity (excitation energy) is 
observed. To extract information on the breakup density pj, the relative velocity distribution for 
coincident fragments was measured at large correlation angles. Low breakup density {pjlPo < 
1/3) was estimated by comparison of the data with a statistical multifragmentation model. The 
angular correlation for coincident fragments shows a significant depletion of the yield for the 
small relative angles, caused by the Coulomb interaction between fragments. 

1 Introduction 
The nuclear multifragmentation has been of great experimental and theoretical interest in the 
last years. There are two reasons for that. First, multifragment emission is the main decay 
mode of highly excited nucleus. Secondly, the breakup mechanism is not clear yet. A still 
open question is whether the emission of the intermediate mass fragments (IMF, 3 < Z < 20) 
can be understood by evaporation like process [1], [2], or it is a new phenomenon of hot and 
diluted nuclear matter, where the emission occurs within very short time. This "simultaneous 
breakup" mechanism has been associated with volume instabilities [3], [4], which are related to 
a liquid-gas phase transition in nuclear matter [5], or with surface instabilities which can arise 
if a system attains some unusual shapes [6], [7]. 

The experimental studies of multifragment emission have been conducted in the last years 
by means of 47r-setups on heavy ion beams.at both intermediate [8], [9] and high energies [10], 
[11]. Two questions should be answered by experimentalists in this field: (i) What is the best 
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Figure 1: General view of the Air setup FASA. 
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projectile-target-beam energy combination to prepare the hot nuclear system? (ii) Which are 
the key observable» that give an access to the important physical parameters of the process, 
like time scale and breakup density? 

In this paper we present the first results of our investigations using the extreme case of 
the very asymmetric system iIh + mAu at incident energies up to 3,0 GeV/nuclcon. This 
selection is favoured by various reasons: (i) All delected IMF's are emitted from the target 
spectator and there is no mixture of differcnt'sources like in heavy-ion reactions, (ii) The low 
center-of-mas» velocity allow» one to determine with high precision the relative velocities and 
the relative angular correlations from which the geometry and the time scale of the decay pro
fess can be Reduced ал done in earlier experiment» [12], [13]. (iii) Further, with *JJe projectile» 
dynamical effects arc small and the compression of the target nucleus is negligible. There
fore, complementary information to heavy-ion collisions, where these effects arc important, is 
obtained. 

In the first part of this paper a short description of a new 4тг setup "PAS A" is given, Then the 
data on the fragment mass-spectra will bo presented, Further wo concentrate on the question 
whether sufficient excitation energies arc reached in our collision system in order to produce a 
high IMP multiplicity, Then the experimental data on the fragment-fragment correlation at 
large and small relative angles arc discussed to extract information on the breakup density and 
the time-scale of the process, 

2 47r-setup FASA 
The experiments were performed at the synchrophasotron of the JINR (Dubna) using the new 
4ff-device PASA [14]. 

The general view of FASA is shown in Fig, 1. The main idea of this setup is to determine 
with high precision the energy, velocity and mass of some fragments of the collision, while for 
the other fragments only multiplicity information and space distribution are obtained. The 
main parts of the device are: (i) The fragment multiplicity detector (FMD), consisting of 55 
thin (50 /<m) CsI(Tl) detectors, which covers the main part of 4тг. The scintillators give via 
their ДБ information the multiplicity of light charged particles (LCP) or of IMF's, (ii) Five 
time-of-flight telescopes (TOF) which measure the energy, velocity and mass of fragments at 
selected laboratory angles (U7e, 103°, 94°, 68°, 50°), and serve as a trigger for the readout of the 
system, (iii) A position-sensitive parallel-plate avalanche counter (PPAC), which allows one to 
determine angular and velocity distributions of fragments detected in coincidence with the time-
of—flight telescope. Details of the detectors and their calibration are given in Ref. [14]. Self-
supporting 197Ли targets 1.0 mg/cm2 thick and 4#e-beam energies of 1.0 and 3.6 GeV/nucleon 
at intensities of 5 x 10е particles/spill were used. The beam with a typical half width of 3 x 
1 cm2 was accompanied by a halo of fast particles, producing background pulses in the CsI(Tl) 
scintillators and the light guides of the FMD. Using a pulse-shape analysis this background 
was reduced to the level less than 10% for all scintillators of the FMD, except three ones at the 
lower incident energy. These three were substracted in the off-line analysis. 

3 Mass yield of fragments 
By measuring the multiplicity of IMF's and LCP's the 4ff setup FASA gives the possibility of 
examining various observables as a function of the excitation energy reached in the collision 
system under study. In figure 2 the mass distributions measured in all five TOF (added since 
they are very similar) are given as a function of the measured LCP multiplicity (Z < 2), detected 
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Figure 2: Mass spectra measured in TOF telescopes as a function of the LCP's multiplic
ity, measured in the fragment multiplicity detector. The bottom part gives the т-parameter 
deduced from the mass spectra in the region 10 < A < 40. 
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in the FMD array and not corrected for efficiency. LCP multiplicity is directly related to the 
excitation energy of a target spectator [16]. For low LCP multiplicities the mass distributions 
show two contributions. One is from heavy fragments in the mass region around Л = 80, most 
likely fission fragments. This contribution rapidly disappears with increasing LCP multiplicity, 
reflecting an increasing excitation energy. The second component represents light masses seen 
at all the chosen LCP multiplicities. The mass yield in this region is well described by A~r 

dependence for masses between 10 < A < 40. The exponent т is shown at the bottom of figure 
2 as a function of the LCP multiplicity, and a minimum is observed at measured multiplicities of 
2-4 light charged particles. The minimum in dependence of the г-paramctcr on the excitation 
energy is expected at the critical point for a liquid-gas phase transition [5]. But such a "critical 
behaviour" may be also simulated by the effect of the secondary decay of the excited fragments, 
which both enhances the yield of the lighter IMF's and decreases the mean multiplicity of the 
fragments. This topic needs further investigation. Such a minimum of the r parameter has 
also been reported by the ALADIN collaboration [6]. There the r parameter was deduced as 
a function of the quantity 2ьотл- Both observables, MLCP and Zbound, reflect a measure of the 
excitation energy. In the ALADIN experiment the minimum in г is observed at values of Z\,ound 
where also the largest mean IMF multiplicity is seen. So the observation of the minimum of the 
т parameter in our experiment gives evidence that the region, of maximum IMF multiplicity 
can be also reached with relativistic 4tfe-projectjles. 

The total cross-section for the fragmentation process for higher incident energy was esti
mated to be equal to OMF — 400 mb. It is significant part of the total inelastic cross-section 
(15-20%)., In fact all the "central" collisions are followed by a multifragment decay of the 
target spectator. The value of омр is related to <TIMF (the production cross-section for IMF) 
through a simple equation: OMF — OIMF/ < MIMF >• Our data on the mean intermediate 
mass fragment multiplicity < MIMF > are presented in the next section. 

4 IMF multiplicity and excitation energy 
Fig. 3 shows the multiplicity distributions measured by the multiplicity detector. Two distri
butions are shown: one of them for the events selected by requiring one IMF in a TOF telescope 
(open circles) and second one for the events selected by fission fragment coincidences in the 
TOF-telescope and PPAC (open boxes). 

To deduce primary multiplicities one has to take into account the fact that the readout 
is triggered by the TOF telescopes, covering only a small solid angle. Therefore, the trigger 
probability is proportional to the multiplicity in the event. The experimental distributions 
are further influenced by the efficiencies of the counters of FMD, the solid angle coverage 
and the probability of double hits in the counters. All these effects have been combined in a 
response matrix, representing the experimental filter. The primary distributions were assumed 
to be Poisson-distributed for higher mean multiplicities and exponential-shaped for the lower 
ones. Their mean values were deduced by fitting the primary distributions, folded by the 
experimental filterv to the experimental ones. The result is shown in Fig. 3: folded Poisson 
distribution describes very well the experimental multiplicity distribution for the process of 
the multifragment decay, a folded exponential distribution fits well the measured multiplicities 
of IMF accompanying the fission of the target spectator. The mean values of the primary 
multiplicities are summarized in table 1 for the two classes of the events at both incident 
energies. 

For the fission events the mean IMF multiplicities are around 1. It means that ternary 
fission, being a very rare process at low excitation energies, became the main fission mode. 
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Table 1: The mean primary IMF multiplicities observed in coincidence with the fission or for 
events with one IMF in one of the TOF telescopes 

Event class 
Fission 

IMF 

1 GeV/nucl. 
1.1 ±0.2 
3.6 ±0.6 

3.65 GeV/nucl. 
1.1 ±0.2 
5.3 ±0.8 
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energy. 

The reason for that is evidently very high excitation energy of the fissioning nucleus. Fig. 4 
presents the mean IMF multiplicities for the fission class events as a function of the excitation 
energy. The excitation energies Ex were deduced from the measured fission fragment mass 
spectra according to the procedure described in ref. [12]. Two values of Ex (from 500 MeV to 
700 MeV) for each incident energy correspond to two opening angles between fission fragment 
detected. 

Theoretical curves in Fig. 4 are obtained by the model of ref. [15]. The masses and the 
excitation energies of the residual nuclei are calculated within an intranuclear-cascade approach. 
The disassembly of the residual nucleus is then described by a statistical multifragmentation 
model. In Fig. 5 the mean IMF multiplicities calculated by this model are given as a function of 
the excitation energy of a target spectator for the 4He+Au interaction. Very fast increase of the 
multiplicity is predicted with increasing of the excitation energy up to ~ 1.5 GeV. But after that 
the multiplicity goes down, the behaviour known as "rise and fall of the multifragmentation" 
[16]. This behaviour is a result of the effect of a secondary decay of the very hot fragments: 
the overheated system starts to disassembly mainly into light fragment with A < 4. 

For the IMF trigger the mean primary multiplicity is much higher than for the fission 
trigger and it increases by 50%, when the beam energy is changed from 1 GeV/nucleon to 
3.65 GeV/nucleon (see table 1). The calculated IMF-multiplicity distribution looks like a 
step-function. But it becomes to be a Poisson-like, taking into account the trigger condition 
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of at least one IMF being in a laboratory angle range, covered by the TOF-telescopes. The 
mean value for IMF multiplicity, calculated by this model, is consistent with the experiment 
within error bars at higher beam energy. 

For higher incident energy the model predicts the excitation energies up to 2.5 GeV with 
the mean value arouns 1.3 GeV. 
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Figure 5: The mean IMF-multiplicity as a function of the excitation energy calculated by the 
cascade-fragmentation model for 1 GeV/nucl. (dashed line) and 3.65 GeV/nucl. (dotted line) 
incident enrgies. 
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5 Breakup density and time scale 
The density of the nuclear system at the moment of the beakup is a question of great interest 
when studying multifragmentation. Due to the Coulomb repulsion the relative velocities of 
IMF's detected at large relative angles are determined by the geometry of the nuclear system at 
the instant of their emission. Studying the system *He + 197Лм at 800 MeV/nucleon incident 
energy the relative velocities deduced for IMF coincidences with large relative angles were 
consistent with simultaneous breakup of a dilute system and in contradiction to sequential 
emission from a residual nucleus with usual nuclear density [17]. In ref. [18] it was argued that 
the IMF's might be emitted at a very late stage of the de-excitation process, as predicted by 
a sequential model. Then, the lighter recoiling nucleus reduces the relative velocities leading 
to a possible description of the measured relative velocity distribution with sequential emission 
as well. Taking into account the large multiplicities observed in the present experiments, 
the picture of late and sequential emission* of the IMF seems very unlikely, thus supporting 
disagreement with the sequential scenario, pointed out in Ref.[17]. 
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Figure 6: Relative velocities of IMF-IMF coincidences for i the large correlation angles at 
1 GeV/nucl. (open boxes) and 3.65 GeV/nucl. (open circles) incident energy. 
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In the present experiment the relative velocities of IMF at large correlation angles (0«i = 
130° -r 180°) measured at 1 GeV/nucleon incident energy arc in agreement with the findings at 
800 MeV/nuclon. Going to the 3.65 GeV/nucleon incident energy the mean value of the relative 
velocity decreases by 0.2 cm/ns, as demonstrated in Fig. 6. This reduction of the Coulomb 
repulsion is cither due to a larger breakup volume or to a lighter breakup system or to both 
effects. 

Upper part of Fig. 7 shows the mean values for the relative velocities of coincident fragments, 
measured at large correlation angles, in a function of a mean associated IMF multiplicity 
< M >aa0. The last one is obtained from the multiplicity measured by FMD, taking into 
account its eficiency and multiplicity distribution for IMF-IMF trigger at the respective beam 
energy. 

Lower part of Fig. 7 presents the mean relative velocity at the same correlation angles, 
calculated by the cascade-statistical multifragmentation model. One of the parameters of this 
model is a breakup density pj. The results in Fig. 7 were obtained forp///J0 = 1/3. The 
calculated values of the mean relative velocities are significantly larger than the experimental 
one for small multiplicities and slightly above for higher < M >азо- So one can conclude from 
this comparison, that the freeze-out density pj is less than l/3/?0-

The experimental values of < V„i > are slightly decreasing with the increase of the fragment 
multiplicity. This could be related to a bigger freeze-out volume for the high multiplicity events. 
A more definite conclusion needs further calculations. 

Information on the time scale of the multifragmentation process can be obtained from the 
study of the angular correlation between coincident fragments at the small correlation angles. 
When the time interval between the emission of the fragments in the same event is short, the 
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small relative angles are supressed due to Coulomb repulsion of the coincident IMF's. This 
effect is evident from Fig. 8, which presents the two-fragment correlation functions Rn.[Orei), 
defined as R\i = CY\ti{Q\i2)IY\'<i, where Y\2 is the yield of coincidences between trigger 1 and 
fragment 2. The denominator Yt»,2 gives a coincidence rate for the same counter of FMD, but 
for another trigger 1* for which 0\-%г > 90°. This normalization reduces a systematical error 
due to uncertainties in the detector efficiency. These distributions show a significant depletion 
of the coincidences at the small relative angles. The ^-dependence of this effect is evident 
from comparison of the left and right parts of Fig. 8: the supression of the coincidence rate at 
the small angles becomes stronger, when the product of Z-values of the fragments detected is 
increased three times. The quantitative analysis of the data is in progress now. It is expected 
from the magnitude of the effect observed that the mean life-time of the system is not larger 
than 1ГГ71 s. 

6 Conclusion 
— Multifragment emission is a dominant decay mode of the highly excited target spectatorfor 
4He + Au collisions at the energies (1-4) GeV/nucl. 
— The mean multiplicity for an intermediate mass fragments at higher incident energy used 
is < MIMF > = 5.3 ± 0.8. From the comparison of the experimental data and the statistical 
model calculation we conclude that the excitation energies reached are higher than 1 GeV. 
— The mass spectrum of IMF is fitted well by a power law distribution A~T. Parameter r 
shows "critical behaviour" (a minimum) as a function of LCP-multiplicity (excitation energy), 
which can be related to the effect of a secondary decay of the excited fragments. 
— The breakup density of the system was estimated from the relative velocities of the coincident 
fragments at large correlation angles. It was found to be at least three times smaller than the 
normal one. 
— The small relative angles between fragments are supressed because of the Coulomb repulsion 
and a short time scale of the multifragmentation process. 
— The use of a light projectile like 4He at relativistic energies in the multifragmentation study 
gives complementary information to that obtained from heavy ion collisions. In our case the 
dynamical effects are reduced and decay of the excited nucleus (target spectator) proceeeds in 
an apparently statistical manner ("thermal multifragmentation"). 

This work is supported in part by Russian Fundamental Research Foundation under Project 
No 93-02-3755 and by Bundesministerium fur Forschung und Technology under Contract No 
06 DA 453. 
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SPHERE (fig.l) is а4я- detector designed to obtain as much detailed informa
tion as possible on multiple cumulative particle production at the JINR Synchropha
sotron and Nuclotron [1,2]. The spectrometer contains three major components: a 
central detector for the detection of particles from the target-nucleus fragmentation 
region, a forward detector covering the projectile-nucleus fragmentation region, and 
a target for the generation of лшоп pairs with a beam absorber. The central detec
tor is used for the momentum and angle analysis of secondary particles produced in 
the target positioned in the centre of the superconducting solenoid. A uniform 1.5 
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Figure 1. . 

Tesla field along the beam is produced in a superconducting coil 2.2 m in diameter 
and 2.6 m long. Particles at small angles (< 5°) are detected by the forward mag
netic spectrometer. The detector system consists of electromagnetic calorimeters, 
dE/dx and time of flight scintillator hodoscopes and Cherenkov counters identifying 
7, e, 7Г, K,p, d, t, a etc. The tracks are measured with MWDC's and MWPC's. The 
beam intensities for the study of multiparticle production processes are 107s_1 and 
up to lO11^-1 for dimuon production. A fast data acquisition system is based on 
VME, FASTBUS, and CAMAC. 

We plan to create a multi-level hardware and software trigger for filtering 
events. Summary of the main components of each subdetector of SPHERE and the 
anticipated data yields is shown in the table below. 

The status of the spectrometer SPHERE is as follows: the first line of the 
forward detector was in operation since 1990, and it is hoped that the 4ff detector 
will be completed by the middle of 1995. The main problems to be solved are to 
investigate the reactions of the production of two and more particles in the resonance 
region (in particular, the production of vector particles in t h e cumulative region), 
to study the production of lepton pairs in collisions of relativistic nuclei, and to 
investigate spin effects in large transverse momentum reactions. 

In 1990 a beam dump experiment on production of low-mass cumulative 
muon pairs by 9.0 GeV/c deuteron beam was performed a t the JINR Syn
chrophasotron by means of the forward detector of the SPHERE spectrometer 
[3]. The physical goal of the experiment is to estimate dimuon yield at the avail-
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SPHERE main detector components and 
anticipated data yields 

Sphere subdetedor 

Drift chambers 
Proportional chambers 
Sciniillation hodoscopes 
Cherenkov hodoscopes 
Electromagnetic colorimeters 

Number of 
channels 

4350 
3O260 
3380 

540 
3680 

Raw data s'aes,bytes 
n=40 

1920 
864 
480 
192 
160 

n=W 

480 
252 
120 
46 
30 

Total: «42200 36W[3№] 928[776] 
Computer simulation: 

Beam: 0 4.5 A GeV/c W's'' 
Target: Pb 10 q/cm3 50 pieces by 9//m L-0.5 in Ф»6 cm 

able experimental facility. The results were obtained under an assumption of 
E • (da/dp) ft C„ • exp(-J>f/0.12). 

The upper (lower) threshold of the value of C^ was found to be 21(2.1) 
mb • GeV-3 • c3 for the region of X > 0.9 and 400 < MMli < 800 Me-V/c2. Conse
quently, for a cumulative number X =• 1,2 the value of E • (da/dp) is equal to 950 
(95)no-GeV-V(fig.2). 
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Figure 2; 
In 1991 the power value of A-dependence of cross-section for 9.0 (7eV/c 

deuteron fragmentation into cumulative pions was measured on carbon, aluminium, 
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copper, and lead targets for cumulative numbers within 0.8-1.2 [4]. The apparatus 
consists of a dipole magnet, scintillation hodoscopes, and a threshold gas Chcrcnkov 
counter (flg.3), 

march '92 

Figure 3, 

The mean value of the A-dependence power is equal to 0.27 ± 0.09 in this 
interval(fig.4). Hence the target atomic weight dependence significantly differs from 
the volume type. 
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For a lead to carbon ratio of cross-sections (fig.5) we observe a weak X-
dependence which is in correspondance with a limiting fragmentation picture of 
cumulative production. 
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Figure 6. 

Charged target fragmentation multiplicity distributions are shown in fig.6. 
Mean values as well as fractions of hard component (Pj > 600 MeV/c) show a weak 
dependence on atomic weight of fragmenting nucleus[5]. 

In March 1992 the experimental data on cumulative pion production were 
acquired for a 9 GeV/c polarized deuteron beam bombarding polyethylene, carbon, 
tin and lead targets. 
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A very preliminary analysis (fig.7) reveals the trend for a left-right asym
metry in the emission of particles accompaning the pion production at cumulative 
numbers 0.8 — 1.2, thus suggesting some spin effects in the cumulative productive 
processes under study. 
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Figure 7. 

In October 1992 we had run on carbon beam. Fig.8 shows the ratio of 
cumulative pion spectra for variou multiplicities of the charge particles accompaning 
the pion cumulative production for carbon beam and carbon target. The weak X-
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dependence indicates a weak influence of secondary interactions in nuclei. 

Conclusions 

We have searched for the deuteron fragmentation into cumulative muon pairs 
and the deuteron and carbon fragmentation into cumulative pions. Our results can 
be summarized as follows: 

• the muon pair production beyond the kinematic limit of nucleon- nucleon 
collisions has been observed; 

• the power value of A-dependence of the cross-section for 4.5 GeV/A deuteron 
fragmentation into cumulative pions has been measured; 

• the target atomic weight dependence significantly differs from the volume type 
dependence; 

• the multiplicity of target nucleus fragmentation suggests on a peripheral char
acter of the process; 

• the weak X-dependence of the ratio of cumulative pion spectra for verious 
multiplicities of the charge particles accompaning the pion production favours 
the weak influence of secondary interactions in nuclei. 
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Electromagnetic Processes in Relativistic Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions 

John W. Norbury 
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The Weiszacker-Williams method of virtual quanta has recently been applied to the study of 

many different electromagnetic processes in high energy nuclear collisions. These include 

studies of nucleon removal, relativistic Coulomb fission, Higgs boson production, lepton 

pair creation as well as many other processes. Hill, Wohn, Schwellenbach and Smith have 

recently measured very large electromagnetic (EM) dissociation cross sections in the 

collisions of very heavy nuclei. Weiszacker-Williams (WW) theory predicts that these cross 

sections should be even larger. It has recently been shown that WW theory fails for these 

reactions because the associated probabilities are too large. However WW theory is based 

on first order perturbation theory and an electric dipole approximation. Calculations are 

presented which show that for those cases where WW theory and experiment disagree, 

higher order perturbation plus electric quadrupole corrections improve the agreement 

between theory and experiment, although a discrepancy still seems to remain for the 

reaction 2 3 8U + 197Au -> 196Au at 960 MeV/nucleon. 

J.W.N, was supported in part by NASA Grant No. NAG-1-1457. 
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Electromagnetic excitations [1-8] have been a subject of intense study in the past few years. 

Hill, Wohn, Schwellenbach and Smith [9] have recently observed very large electromagnetic dissociation 

(EMD) cross sections for one-neutron removal in the reaction 23 8 и + 197ди -> * 9 6 A U at 0.96 

GeV/nucleon. They reported a cross section of 3160 ± 230 mb which represents the largest EMD cross 

section ever observed. However Weiszacker-Williams (WW) theory predicts [10] that the cross section 

should be even larger, i.e. 4205 mb. The corresponding WW probability has also been calculated [10] and 

was found to have the relatively large value of 0.4 at the minimum impact parameter value. Norbury [10] 

has analysed the entire EMD data set (about 70 different reactions) and has come to the conclusion that all 

the data can be explained with WW theory and reasonable modifications (such as inclusion of quadrupole 

excitations etc.) except for those few rcacdons which have a large probability value at the minimum impact 

parameter. These few reactions also involve very heavy nuclei such as ^A\x, 139]^ and 238IJ antj have 

the largest observed experimental EMD cross sections. In these cases WW theory also predicts that the 

cross sections should be even substantially larger. Simple modifications to WW theory are unable to 

account for the experimentally observed cross sections [10]. 

A possible explanation may involve multiple electromagnetic processes, in which the excitation 

of the single photon CDR is depleted by multiple higher order EM processes. This provides a natural 

explanation as to why the WW calculation is bigger than the experimental value, because the WW 

calculation assumes that all of the photons excite the single GDR state. Indeed Baur and Bertulani [2,3] 

have shown that multiple EM cross sections will be significant only if the WW probability is large. The 

present paper explores this idea quantitatively and is an extension of previous work on this subject [10]. 

The WW virtual photon spectrum has been shown to be identical to die electric dipole (El) 

spectrum and is given by [2,3] • ' : . ' • ' 

NwwCco.b) = NE1((u,b) = ̂ ? ф 2 ф 2 [ К ? ( х ) + ф K&x)] (1) 
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ZT is the charge of the target nucleus (which is supplying the virtual photons) and the modified Bessel 

functions Kj and Ко are functions of the parameter 

where (0 is the frequency of the virtual photon, b is the impact parameter, and v is the speed of the 

projectile. The first order probability is given by [2,3] 

O(b) = j N w w ( u ) , b ) o ( ( 0 ) ^ (3) 

where o(co) is the experimental photonuclear cross section and the WW cross section by [3] 

O w w = 2к Г Ф(Ь) bdb (4) 

where bmjn is the minimum impact parameter below which the reaction proceeds mainly via the strong 

force. (The integral in equation (4) is evaluated numerically using Gaussian quadrature. In order to ensure 

convergence for all reactions studied herein 100 Gauss points were used.) 

The harmonic vibrator model has been discussed by Baur and Bertulani [2,3]. The present 

calculations differ significantly from references [2,3] in that experimental photonuclear cross section data 

will be used as input to the calculations whereas references [2,3] used a dipole model to calculate this cross 

section. Also the present work will use the parameterization of bmin as advocated by Benesh, Cook and 

Vary [14]. 

The probability to excite an N-phonon state is given by the Poisson probability [3] 
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PN(b) = ^ j - * N e - * (5) 

with Ф given by equation (3). Thus the higher order EM cross section is 

0 N = 2rcf PN(b)bdb (6) 

Clearly this equation reduces to the WW equation (4) when N=1 and Ф is small. We shall refer to 

equations (5) and (6) as the higher order dipole approximation because it incorporates higher orders of 

perturbation theory (see equation 5) but still relies on the electric dipole approximation to the virtual photon 

spectrum, just as the WW approximation does. 

It has been well established that electric quadrupole (E2) corrections are very significant in the 

collisions of heavy nuclei [3,12-14]. Therefore in order to provide a meaningful comparison to experiment 

these must be included. The impact parameter dependent E2 virtual photon spectrum can be derived from 

the equations of reference [3] with the result that 

Thus the first order probabilities can be written as 

%(b)=JNE1(w,b)aE1((o)$ (8) 
and 

OE2(b) = J NE^bJa^Q))^ (9) 

and the corresponding higher order probabilities are 
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Ры(Ь) = ^ Ф Й е - * 1 и (Ю) 

and 

W-jJjlfie-** (11) 

Thus the cross sections becomes 

G N ^ N + O N 2 

= 2л Г [P^(b) + P^(b) ]bdb (12) 

This is substituted into equation (5) and upon calculating the resultant cross section from equation (6) one 

obtains the higher order EM cross section complete with dipole and quadrupole effects. Note that the El 

and E2 photonuclear cross sections OEi(0)) and O^Cco) appear in equation (8). If at all possible however 

one would still like to be able to use experimental photonuclear data as input for these cross sections. A 

method for doing this was developed in reference [12] and we shall follow the same method herein. 

Calculations based on equations (6) and (12) are presented herein. These will be compared to 

the calculations of reference [10]. Of the 70 reactions which make up the complete EMD data set [10] about 

15 of these reactions involve nucleon removal from a 197Au target. The higher order EM cross sections 

have been calculated for the entire EMD data set and it was found that only those higher order cross sections 

involving 1°7 Au provide a significant correction to the first order calculation. Thus calculation^ results will 

only be shown for the 197дц data set. 

Calculations for Oww and Ф(Ь=Ьт;п) from reference [10] are shown in Table 1 and Figure 1. 
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TABLE I. WW cross sections compared to experiment. oJJJf' is the experimental electromagnetic cross 

section from references [9,11]. Cww is the cross section calculated using the WW (first order dipole) 

approximation (given in equation 4) and ФО^Ь, , , ^ is the minimum impact parameter probability, both of 

which are from reference [10]. The higher order cross section o ' is calculated from equation 6. Reactions 

which have a sizeable probability and hence higher order EM cross section are highlighted in bold face. All 

cross sections are in units of millibams. 

Projectile Target Т^ь Final O^f1 0ww *(b=bmin) <** 
(GeV/nucl) State 

12C 

20Ne 

4<>Ar 

5 6 F e 

« 9 L a 

139 L a 

1 9 7 A u 

2 3 8 и 

16 0 

16Q 

3 2 s 

197 A u 

197 A u 

!97 A u 

197 A u 

1 9 7 A u 

1 9 7 A u 

1 9 7 A u 

1 9 7 A u 

197Au 

197Au 

197Au 

2.1 

2.1 

1.8 

1.7 

1.26 

0.15 

11.0 

0.96 

60 

200 

200 

196 A u 

196 A u 

196 A u 

196 A u 

1 9 6 A u 

196 A u 

1 9 6 A u 

196 A u 

!96Au 

™A]i 

196Au 

75±14 

153± 18 

348± 34 

601±54 

1970±130 

447 

-

31601230 

280±30 

440± 40 

1120±160 

40 

105 

297 

578 

2089 

666 

11072 

4205 

218 

281 

1104 

0.004 

0.01 

0.03 

0.05 

0.2 

0.2 

0.35 

0.4 

0.007 

0.007 

0.03 

40 

105 

294 

568 

1960 

621 

10332 

3671 

217 

281 

1104 
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Figure 1 

Weiszacker-Williams theory compared to experiment for single neutron removal. The theory is calculated at 1.7 

GcV/nuclcon, but the experimental energy varies somewhat as given in Tables I and II. 
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Figure 2 

Corrected theory compared to experiment for single neutron removal. The theory is calculated at 1.7 GeV/nucleon. 
but the experimental energy varies somewhat as given in Tables I and II. The error bars attached to the solid curve 
come from uncertainties in the input values used in the calculation. 
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TABLE II. o"t
p is the experimental total (electromagnetic plus nuclear) cross section from references 

[9,11]. OfEi+E2+(Jnucieu *s ^rom reference [13], where <*EI+E2 'S m e ^ast or(^er EM dipole plus quadrupole 
cross section and OnuclcM is the nuclear cross section. The theoretical uncertainties come from uncertainties in 
the input photonuclcar data and the quadrupole parameters [13]. o" is the higher order EM dipole plus 
quadrupole cross section discussed in the text Other notational conventions are the same as Table I. 

Projectile Target Tj^ Final 
(GeV/nucI) State 

„expi д 
"lot "nuclear ^El+K+^nucleu ° +<ynuclcar 

12C l97A u 2 # 1 196Au 178±7 128 173±8 173±8 

20Ne 197Au 2.1 196Au 268±11 136 255±14 254±14 

^Ar 197Au 1.8 196Au 463±30 149 483±34 481±34 

56Fe 197Au 1.7 196Au 707±52 156 807±66 798±65 

1 3 9La 1 9 7 A u 1.26 1 9 6 Au 2130±120 180 2545±237 2419±224 

139L a 1 9 7 A u 0 Л 5 196 A u 765±48 180 1320±114 1 2 6 Ш 0 8 

l»7Au * 9 7 Au 11.0 » « A u 192 11бб4±1147 10952±1076 

238rj 1 9 7 A u 0.96 1 9 6 Au 3440±210 198 5023±483 4504±431 

16 0 197Au ад 196Au 400±20 132 358±24 358±24 

1бО 197Au 200 196Au 56O±30 132 422±30 422±30 

32, 197Au 200 l^Au 144 1277±114 1277±114 
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Figurc3 
Higher order corrected theory compared to experiment for tingle neutron removal. The theory is calculated at 960 
MeV/nucleon, but the experimental energy varies somewhat as given in Tables I and II. The error bars attached to 
the solid curve come from uncertainties in the input values used in the calculation. 

A clear disagreement with experiment is evident. The calculations for the higher order corrections o ' to the 

WW calculation are also shown in Table I. It is clear that the higher order corrections are only significant 

for reactions with a large probability. There are many corrections that one can reasonably apply to the first 

order WW calculation and these have been extensively described previously [3,10,12-14]. As discussed in 

reference [10] these corrections resolve the discrepancies between theory and experiment for the entire EMD 

data set except for reactions with a large value of <J>(b=brnin)- T^s »s shown quantitatively in Table II and 

Figure 2 where the corrections of reference [13] ate applied. These corrections involve considerations of 

quadrupole excitations, nuclear interaction contributions to the total measured cross section, Rutherford 

bending, and uncertainties in the input photonuclear cross sections and quadrupole parameters. By 

comparing the sum of electric dipole, quadrupole and nuclear cross sections, GEi^Ef^nucleai w i t n °tot 

one can see from Table II and Figure 2 that these corrections now provide better agreement between theory 

and experiment except for the large probability reactions (bold face). This shows the need to incorporate 

higher order corrections for these reactions. 
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The new calculations of the present work concern the higher order corrections to WW theory 

and also higher order El and E2 contributions as discussed in Section II. Calculations for these higher 

order processes axe shown in Table II and Figure 3. One can see that the corrections are only significant for 

exactly those high probability reactions where theory and experiment disagree. Even though the 

discrepancies between theory and experiment are not completely resolved for the high Z reactions, 

nevertheless it can be seen that the higher order corrections definitely improve the agreement between theory 

and experiment particularly for the recently measured [9] reaction 197Au + 2 3 8 I J _> 196ди a t 960 

MeV/nucleon. This clearly establishes the fact that one must include higher order corrections in order to 

obtain a complete understanding of the high Z data. 
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ABSTRACT 
A 40Ca ion beam produced at the BEVALAC accelerator of LBL was sent onto a 

natural liquid hydrogen target. Beam energies were 400A and 600 A MeV. Charged particles 
and neutrons were detected in coincidence in a wide CM angular range. 

To detect neutrons, measuring their energy spectra and angular distributions, a new 
modular neutron spectrometer, MUFFINS1', was used. 

Charged particles were deflected by a superconducting magnetic spectrometer (HISS) 
towards a 45-plane drift chamber followed by a highly segmented scintillator time of flight 
wall. 

In this contribution we report some results obtained with the neutron spectrometer 
MUFFINS. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Fragmentation processes in nuclear collisions are an essential tool for studies of the 

nuclear equation of state (EOS)1' and are also of great interest in astrophysics2'3'. 
While charged particle emissions have been extensively studied, neutron emission has 

been essentially neglected so far for neutron energy En >100 MeV or, at most, it has 
received little attention. Only a few papers refer to this subject4', which instead seems 
very interesting for different reasons, mainly related to the insensitivity of neutrons to the 
Coulomb field: 
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i) Neutrons are one of the best tools to measure nuclear densities in the intermediate 
stage of a collision through Hanbury-Brovra/Twiss effect5'. 

ii) Neutrons are emitted by evaporation with much lower relative energy than protons, 
So their energy spectra and angular distributions can be better related to prefrag-
ments than those of protons or more massive charged particles. Differences between 
proton and neutron spectra and variations in multiplicity ratio at different nuclear 
temperatures can then help to discriminate between sequential and direct fragmenta
tion. 

In order to cover this lack of data we designed and built a completely new-concept 
modular neutron spectrometer, called MUFFINS. The MUFFINS modules are the thin 
discs of NE102A scintillator, seen by n > 3 fast photomultipliers (PMT's), described in 
ref. 6). 

The low neutron detection efficiency of a single disc (between 2% and 3%, depending 
on neutron energy and hit position) allow to arrange a varying number of such discs in one 
or more coaxial packets in order to allow different ranges of multiplicity and cover different 
angular ranges. 

For the H+40Ca at 400 and 600 MeV/amu measurements described in this contribution 
the configuration of MUFFINS that we used consisted of a single coaxial packet of three 1 
m diameter discs placed along the beam axis 8.95 meters downstream of the target. Energy 
spectra and angular distributions of emitted neutrons are shown. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The complete experimental setup used is shown in fig. 1 and described in detail in 
ref.7). Basically, the experimental apparatus may be divided into five main subsystems: 
the beam detection system, the liqtiiq hydrogen target, the HISS magnet, the downstream 
section for charged particle detection and the downstream section for neutron detection. 

2.1 Upstream section for beam detection. 
A low-intensity (less than 2,000 ions/sec typically) 40Ca beam was accelerated by the 

BEVALAC at LBL. 
Each beam particle, as it passes through the thin scintillator SI, produces the main 

start signal serving the whole electronic equipment (event trigger and detector readout). 
It crosses then two thin position sensitive detectors, PLUTO and MICKEY, devoted 

to vector the incoming beam particle. They allows to determine off-line the direction of 
each beam particle. This information was very important in the calculation of the neutron 
angular distributions shown in the next section. 

A second scintillation paddle S2 was placed immediately before the target for a better 
beam time definition. Two veto detectors (VI and V2, see fig.l), consisting of large 
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scintillation paddles having small holes at their centers, were also placed immediately 
downstream of Si and S2. 

V, si 
BEAM 

^ # 
•я лито 

Neutron 
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Drift 
Chamber 

FIG.l: experimental setup in the HISS cave 

2.2 Liquid hydrogen target 
The target system contained approximately 1 liter of liquid hydrogen that was con

densed directly into a target vessel. The necessary cooling was provided by a reservoir 
of liquid helium in a dewar mounted beneath the target assembly. The liquid hydrogen 
(LH2), contained in a multi-walled stainless steel cylinder with 0.1 mm titanium windows, 
was held at a working temperature of 19 К to 20 К and a pressure of 2 atm by a tem
perature/pressure controlled feedback system. The thickness of the liquid hydrogen was 
0.23 g/cm2. Runs were done with filled and empty LH2 container, in order to subtract 
contribution of beam interaction with the container. 

2.3 HISS magnet 
The superconducting magnetic dipole of the HISS spectrometer is extensively de-
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scribed in ref 8). It allowed the deflection of charged fragment from 0° line, where 
MUFFINS was located. It allowes, together with upstream and downstream detectors, 
also the determination of fragment rigidity. Charge is measured by downstream detectors, 
so also mass can be deduced. 

2.4 Downstream section for charged fragment detection. 

A large 45-plane drift chamber, able to detect the tracks of many charged fragments 
at a time, was placed in the focal plane of the dipole. It consists of fifteen 200cm tall 
by 150cm wide by 10cm thick wire modules. Each module contains 3 planes of wires 
oriented 60 degrees from each other, thus allowing three-dimentional track reconstruction. 
A complete description of this detector can be found in 9). 

About 1 meter behind the Drift Chamber was placed a scintillator wall for time of 
flight (TOF) measurements7 '. Due to the sensitivity of common plastics to the charge 
of detected particles, this serves also to give information on Z, though limited to heavy 
fragments. The main part of the TOF wall consists of a double layer of 2cm wide by 
120cm tall by 0.7cm thick rectangular slats of BC400 scintillator, each seen one PMT's 
at each end. The two layers are mounted vertically one behind the other, offset by 1 
cm with respect to one another in the lateral direction to increase the position resolution 
of the detector. The high segmentation of the wall along the lateral (x) axis allows to 
separate fragments with different trajectories in the same event allowing to measure TOF 
and charge of each one. 

Both Drift Chamber and TOF wall were approximately aligned along a direction 22 
degrees from the direction of the undeflected beam. Their precise location was determined 
by surveyors upon completion of the experiment. 

2.5 Downstream section for neutron detection. 

This section of the experimental apparatus was constituted by the new MUltiFunc-
tional Neutron Spectrometer MUFFINS, devoted to detect the neutrons emitted in the 
studied collisions. MUFFINS is a modular position sensitive time of flight detector, The 
MUFFINS modules are 3 cm thick, 1 m diameter, discs of NE102A scintillator. 

In this run we used only 3 discs (the complete MUFFINS configuration is 30 discs). 
Each of them was viewed by 5 PMTs placed at the vertices of a regular pentagon. 

From each PMT, two identical signals were taken and sent to LeCroy 4413 leading 
edge discriminators and to LeCroy 2249 ADCs, respectively. Discriminator outputs were 
sent to LeCroy 2229 mod. 400 TDCs (30 psec/count resolution) so that we had time and 
amplitude information at the same time for all PMT's. The absolute time calibration was 
obtained sending the beam directly onto MUFFINS. 

MUFFINS was placed with the front base of the first disc at 8.95 m downstream of 
the center of the target, so subtending 3.2 deg around 0 deg. The discs were arranged in 
the packet at 5.5 cm intervals (front to front). 



3. MUFFINS DATA REDUCTION AND RESULTS 

3.1 Data reduction 
Off line time corrections for slew effect were applied, taking into account the known 

pulse shape and value of ADC output associated to each TDC output. Off line corrections 
were also made for ADC pedestals and TDC offsets. 

The reconstruction of position and time of hits has been performed through a least 
square metod based on the definition of multiple elliptical coordinate systems (MECS)8*. 

Fig. 2 shows that a time resolution <r< = 140ps is obtained for "*°Ca 600 A MeV ions 
(this value includes MUFFINS and upstream start sistem time resolutions ). The position 
resolution is <rr = 1.3 cm, always for beam particles [see ref. 6)]. Taking into account the 
lower average number of photons produced in neutron interactions with respect to those 
produced by beam ions, by simulations we have deduced that for neutron detection the 
time resolution remains better than 160 ps, and the position resolution better than 3 cm. 
This corresponds to an energy resolution for neutrons of 1.3 MeV at 300 MeV and 3.6 
MeV at 900 MeV, and an angular resolution of 0.2 degrees. . 
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Fig. 2: Position (x,y) and time (r0) spectra of the i{iCa 600A MeV beam incident on the 
first (closest to the target) MUFFINS disc. Individual spectra ofx and у are displayed 
along with the bidimentional spectrum showing the beam spot. Numbers on the spectra 
indicate FWSM. 
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A delicate problem was the evaluation of MUFFINS neutron efficiency. Of course, 
the best thing would have been to calibrate MUFFINS directly with neutrons of known 
spectrum and angular distribution, but this has not been yet possible. So, to get this 
efficiency calibration, we used a semiempirical procedure in three steps, as follows: i) we 
generated, using the GEANT code, the light pulses produced by the charged secondaries 
of interacting neutrons impinging at different incident energies onto different points of 
each disc; ii) we also generated, in the same conditions, the light pulses produced by the 
calibrating beam particles and compared them with the experimental ADC's outputs to 
extract the coefficients representing disc-PMT light couplings and PMT amplifications; iii) 
we finally used the known analytic form of PMT output pulses, multiplied by the above 
coefficients, in order to obtain the number of neutron events in which pulses overcome the 
discriminator thresholds of all the PMT's of a disc. 

3.2 RESULTS 

We considered in our computations only data taken from the 2nd and 3th discs (along 
the direction of beam line), each in anticoincidence with the preceding disc, in order to 
avoid that charged particles events could be accepted. 

Infact when target is placed upstream of the magnet at a sufficient distance along the 
beam pipe, a few charged particles produced in the reaction, if emitted at sufficiently large 
angle in the Lab system with proper energies, can reach MUFFINS. 

However, charged particles give signals in all MUFFINS discs they pass through, 
and they have to go at least through the first one, while each neutron can interact and 
give its primary signals in any disc although its secondaries can excite, in some cases, 
subsequent discs. So, selecting only the events when the first disc is not excited, we avoided 
contribution of charged particles to MUFFINS data, though loosing some statistics. This 
of course was taken into account when cross, section are deduced, since a small neutron 
absorption takes place in the first disc. 

Results are to be considered preliminary becouse the energy loss effects of LH2 target 
and of some other thin materials on the beam energy have not yet been computed. 

Fig. 3 reports the neutron energy spectra dajdE for neutrons emitted between 0 and 3 
deg in H + 40Ca at 400 A MeV and 600 A MeV respectively. These spectra include neutrons 
emitted in events characterized by INTERACTION trigger, which corresponds to neutrons 
emitted in anticoincidence with fragments having Z > Zbeam = 20. Histograms reported 
in the figure are results of theoretical computations done with the BNV model10'11). As it 
is seen, the agreement seems good. 
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Fig. 4 reports the neutron angular distribution da/dCl for neutrons emitted in the 
same reactions. Also in this case neutrons has been emitted in INTERACTION trigger 
events. Histograms are again results of theoretical computations done with the BNV 
model. 
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Analysis is in progress for further refinements of those spectra and angular distribu
tions, while neutron multiplicity and correlation data are going to be studied in reactions 
for which the complete MUFFINS configuration (30 discs) was used. 
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ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICLE EMISSION 
RELATIVE TO THE REACTION PLANE IN HEAVY ION 

COLLISIONS AT 1 GEV/U 

A. Kugler", V. Wagner0, M. Pachr°, M. Sumbera\ Yu.G. Sobolev°'c, 
S. Hlavacd-e, R.S. Simon0", R. Lorencz0"-', R. Wohlgemuth9, 

and TAPS and FOPI collaborations 

1 Introduction 
The collective emission of nuclear matter in relativistic heavy-ion collisions was first pre
dicted on the basis of the nuclear fluid dynamical model [1]. Early evidence for a directed 
flow of charged fragments came from particle track detector experiments [2] at the Bevalac. 
Subsequently, the collective flow was confirmed and studied in detail at the Bevalac by the 
Plastic Ball and Streamer Chamber groups [1]. Two types of flows were observed, the side 
splash of participant nucleons from the collision zone and the bounce-off of the spectator 
nucleons emitted into both the projectile-like and target-like rapidity regions. Side-splash 
and bounce-off effects occur in the reaction plane. Recently, a new phenomenon, the en
hanced emission of protons perpendicular to the reaction plane, was reported [3]. It was 
identified with the predicted squeeze-out of particles from the collision zone. 

On the microscopic level the observed phenomena are discussed by transport theories 
like VUU, QMD and RQMD [4]. The occurrence of the various flow effects and their 
magnitude is connected to the nuclear matter compressibility and consequently to the 
parameters of the nuclear equation of state. An aspect, which is of particular interest, is 
the comparison between the collective behavior of different particle species. In our present 
study we therefore concentrate on the quantitative comparison of sqeeze-out for neutrons, 
protons and Z=2 fragments and of side splash for the neutrons, protons, deuterons, tritons 
3He and 4He at the target-like region. We studied all these effects in 209Bi+208Pb and 
209Bi+28Al collisions at 1 GeV/u. 
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2 Experimental Arrangement 
The experiments were performed at the Heavy Ion Synchrotron SIS at GSI Darmstadt. 
The 1 GeV/u 209Bi beam with an intensity of 3 X 106 particles per 4 s spill was incident on 
a target turned at -15° relative to the beam. The 420 mg/cm2 isotopically enriched 208Pb 
target or 57 mg/cm' 28A1 target were used. Neutrons and charged particles were detected in 
a block of seven hexagonal BaF2 scintillator modules of TAPS geometry (250 mm long, 59 
mm diameter), equipped in front with a common 10 mm plastic veto detector and located 
slightly above the horizontal plane containing the beam. We will discuss results obtained 
in two positions, i.e. at the polar and azimuthal angles в = 23°, ф = 4° and 0 = 40", ф — 2°, 
respectively, and at a distance of 4.30 meters from the target. The open side of the target 
frame pointed towards the halfspace where the detector was positioned. 

The kinetic energy of neutrons and charged particles observed in the BaF2 telescope 
was derived from the measured time of flight (TOF). The time resolution of the prompt 
photon peak in the TOF spectrum is better than 360 ps fwhm, see Fig.l. 

Events were recorded together with the charged particle multiplicity registered in the 
outer part of the forward wall of the FOP1 collaboration (OFW, see ref. [5]). The modu
larized OFW covers polar angles from 7" to 30° and is divided into eight equal segments. 
The first segment is centered at ф = 0°. The OFW multiplicity provides information on 
the centrality of the collision and on the orientation of the reaction plane. 
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Fig.l. Time of flight spectrum Fig.2. Charge particles in plastic veto 
detector 

3 Data Analysis 
3.1 Charged particles 
We used the combination of the veto's amplitude and the "kinetic" energy of the particle 
in MeV/u determined by TOF to identify Z=l and Z=2 particles, see Fig.2. The slow 
component of the BaF2 is proportional to the particle's total energy. The ratio of this value 
to the "kinetic" energy per mass unit, which we calculated from particle's TOF, determines 
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the mass of that particle. Corresponding plots are demonstrated for Z = l and Z=2 particles 
at Fig.3. and Fig.4., respectively. The energies, above which Z=l particles puncli through 
the BaF2 module are indicated by corresponding arrows. The unambiguously identification 
of protons, deuterons and tritons is possible up to energies of 380 MeV/u, 240 MeV/u and 
200 MeV/u, respectively. The situation above punch through energy is more complicated: 
1. Maximum energy losses of protons are higher than the energy losses of deuterons and of 
tritons with the same "kinetic'' energy per mass unit. (i.e. velocity). 
2. The experimental yields of corresponding deuterons and tritons are much lower. 

These facts allowed us to identify protons above their punch through energy, but the 
identification of deuterons and or tritons above theirs punch through energies was impossible 
due to high background from proton's reaction losses in the BaF2, see Fig.3. 

The identification of 3He and of *He was limited by used amplification scale of PMT 
signal in electronics chain of BaF2, sec Fig.4. Nevertheless using the narrow component 
of the BaF2 signal, the identification of 3He and of 4Hc is possible up to energies of 320 
MeV/u and 240 MeV/u, respectively. 
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Fig.3. Mass distributions for Z=l parti
cles 

Fig.4. Mass distributions for Z=2 parti
cles 

3.2 Neutrons 
The TOF information and the absence of the veto's signal allowed us to identify neutrons. 
The scattering of neutrons from the floor of the experimental cave can in principle disturbs 
the spectra of direct neutrons in the detector. Due to the beam height of 2 meters, the 
TOF of 1 GeV neutrons scattered from the floor for instance correspond to that of direct 
neutron with an energy around 250 MeV. The result of realistic Monte Carlo simulation 
is demonstrated at Fig.5. and Fig. 6. The number of scattered neutrons is quickly falling 
down with "false" kinetic energy computed from their TOF. These scattered particles have 
much longer flight paths than direct particles of the same energy and therefore their pulse 
shape signal due to their real kinetic energy does not agree with that expected from their 
TOF. The BaF2 pulse shape signals corresponding to particles which are completely stopped 
in the detector volume differ significantly from the signals corresponding to events, where 
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secondary particles escape from the detector volume. As the geometrical dimension of the 
shower increases with the energy of the primary particle, wc used cuts in the pulse shape 
as a function of TOF to further suppress detection of scattered neutrons. 

More information about the time resolution achieved, the detection efficiency and cross 
talk effects can be found in [6]. 
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3.3 Determination of the Reaction Plane 
The determination of the reaction plane is an important step of our analysis. We exploit the 
enhanced directed emission of charged fragments in the reaction plane and use the number 
of hits in each segment of the OFW to determine the azimuthal angle of the in-plane particle 
flow. Let the vector Q be defined as: 

Q = £M;7>; (1) 
;=i 

where the sum runs over all eight OFW segments, n,- is a unit vector perpendicular to 
the beam direction pointing to the center of the i-th segment, M,- is the charged particle 
multiplicity registered by the i-th segment. In the approximation of eq.l the reaction plane 
is defined by the beam direction and the Q vector. We accepted only events with | Q |> 5, 
i.e. events where significant sideward emission of charged fragments was observed in the 
OFW and where the Q vector is unambiguously defined. 

Similarly as in ref. [7] we tested our.method by the following procedure. We randomly 
divided the hits of each event into two groups. Then we determined the reaction plane by 
our method for each subevent and histogrammed tpt —<p2, where <p\ and (рг are the azimuthal 
angles of the vectors Qx and Q2 computed for the two subevents separately. We found that 
the width of the corresponding distribution is 56", see Fig.7. Therefore the accuracy of 
our determination of the true reaction plane is half of this value, i.e. about 28°, see [7]. 
This value is comparable to the accuracy reported for other frequently used methods, for 
example the analysis of the kinetic energy flow tensor or the momentum transfer, see [1]. 
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4 Results 
4.1 Experimental limits 
Wc restrict ourselves to total multiplicities of the charged fragments detected in the OFW 
corresponding to the near central collisions, i.e. to the M > GO (Bi+Pb) and M > 35 
(Bi+AI), The azimuthal angle y? between the BaF^ detector array and the reaction plane 
is computed for each event by the method described above. In addition each event is 
characterized by its relative rapidity Yrri defined by 

Yrt, = (Y - YCM)/YCU (2) 

Here YCM and Y arc the rapidities of the CM system and of the detected particle, respec
tively. The transversal momenta per unit mass, Pr,u, were calculated from the particle's 
TOF for each event, too. The geometrical constrains of our setup in Y«/ versus PT.U plane 
is demonstrated at Fig.8. The dashed areas correspond to the detected particles up to 
an energy 1700 MeV/u and 1500 McV/u at the 23° and 40° positions, respectively. It is 
clear that huge range in Yrf» is covered at 23° position unlike the 40° position. Particles 
corresponding to the CM fireball rapidity region [1] can be detected for large Pr,u at 40° 
position. These constrains, which cannot be avoided until one's have full 4tf coverage, have 
had influence on the observed tendencies in the particle's emission patterns. 
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Fig.9. Azimuthal distributions of neutrons, protons and Z=2 particles relative to 
the reaction plane for different rapidities obtained at the detector positions 0 = 23°, 
Bi+Pb collisions 

4.2 General tendencies in B i + P b collisions ' 
Let us concentrate firstly to the 23° case. The gradual change of the particles emission 
pattern as a function of YTt\ is, demonstrated in Fig.9. The relevant values of YTt\ are 
indicated by the numbers close to the experimental histograms. We fitted these distributions 
by the function: . 

Ffa) = N(l + Acos<p + Bcos2y>) (3) 
where N, A and В are fit parameters. The resulting fits are indicated in Fig. 9. by 
smooth curves. The single-humped structures visible for YTt\ < —0.2 indicate the emission 
of particles opposite to the direction of the charged fragments detected in the OFW, i.e. 
they correspond to the observation of negative particle flow in the reaction plane. The 
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corresponding values of parameter Л arc negative and the values of parameter В are small. 
Similarly, positive values of the parameter Л with small values of the parameter В cor
respond to the observation of positive particle flow for Yrei > 0.2, The values of A and 
В parameters as functions of Yr(,/ are presented at Fig. 10, These values arc similar for 
neutrons and protons, but much higher flow is observed for the Z=2 particles. 
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Fig. 10. Flow and sqecze-out parameters for 0 = 23°, Bi-fPb collisions 

The 40° position of the detector allowed us to study the sqeeze-out effect, see Fig.ll, 
The double-humped structures are clearly visible for -0.2 < Yrei < 0.2 and indicate the 
enhanced emission of particles with high Pr,u perpendicular to the reaction plane, see Fig.8. 
The corresponding values of the parameter В are negative and large. 

The A and В values are demonstrated at Fig.12. as the functions of Yre/. Again much 
stronger effects are observed both for the sqeeze-out and the negative flow in the Z=2 
particles case. 
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Fig. 11. Azimuthal distributions of neutrons, protons and Z=2 particles relative 
to the reaction plane for different rapidities obtained at the detector positions 
0 = 40°, Bi+Pb collisions 

These figures can be summarized as follows: 
1. Significant sqeeze-out is observed for particles with mid-rapidities (—0.2 < Kre/ < 0.2) 
and high PT.U-
2. Negative flow is observed for particles with target-like rapidities (Yre/ < —0.6) and small 
Pr,«. 
3. Relatively stronger positive flow is observed for particles with projectile-like rapidities 
(Yre/ > 0.6) and middle PT,«. 
4. All above mentioned effects are quantitatively similar for neutrons and protons and 
about 2-4 times stronger for Z=2 particles. 
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4.3 Detailed study of different species 
To obtained quantitative comparison of these effects we study thoroughly negative flow of 
neutrons, protons, deuterons, tritons, 3He and 4He. The azimuthal distribution for particles 
with Yrei « -0.6 obtained at 40° are demonstrated at Fig.13. Corresponding values of A 
and В parameter are given at table 1. There seems to exist clear relation between the 
particle's mass and the value of A parameter. 
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Fig.13. Azimuthal distributions of neutrons, protons, deuterons, tritons, 3He and 
4He relative to the reaction plane for (-0.60 + -0.45) rapidity bin obtained at the 
detector positions в = 40°, Bi+Pb collisions 

parameter 
A(Yre/) 
B(Yre/) 

neutrons 
-0.110(7) 
-0.008(7) 

protons 
-0.227(9) 
-0.006(9) 

deuterons 
-0.533(14) 
+0.039(15) 

tritons 
-0.827(21) 
+0.102(22) 

3He 
-0.811(27) 
+0.08(3) 

"He 
-1.046(29) 
+0.19(3) 

Table 1: Table 1. Flow and sqeeze-out parameters of different particles for Yre/ = -0.60 
-0.45 and position 40°, Bi+Pb collisions 
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4.4 Bi+Al collisions 
Wc have obtained experimental data for I3i+Al collision only for 23° position. Distributions 
for all sort of particles and the whole range of rapidities arc uniform, sec Fig. 14. It is not 
possible to sec any flow and or sqeezc-out in our data. Therefore wc give no A or 13 values 
here. 
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Fig 14. Azirauthal distributions of neutrons and protons relative to the reaction 
plane for different rapidities, at the detector positions 6 = 23°, Bi+Al collisions 

5 Conclusion 
To conclude, we unambiguously confirmed the persistence of the sqeeze-out of light frag
ments in relativistic heavy-ion collision at 1 GeV/u, a phenomenon previously observed 
at 400 MeV/u Au + Au collisions for protons [3] and neutrons [8]. The observed slight 
reduction of the effects for the neutrons as compared to the protons can be due to admix
ture of misidentified scattered neutrons. 
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We wore able to compare quantitatively the negative flow of neutrons, protons, deuteron-
s, tritons, 3He and ''He emitted with target-like rapidities. This flow effect seems to be 
proportional to the mass of the particles. 

The side-splash of fragments is usually explained as direct manifestation of the collision 
zone expansion, i.e. the velocity distribution at the borders of expanding nuclear matter at 
the moment of fragment's formation. The different side-splash of different fragments, which 
we observer! in our data, may indicate different time scale of their formation. If we take 
into account the hypothesis of the same thermal energy of fragments with different masses, 
another explanation of the data is possible. The difference in the side-splash of fragments 
can be associated with the hypothesis, that primary motion of fragments due to expansion 
is smeared out by their thermal motion more in the case of light fragments compare to the 
heavier ones. To conclude, the proportional increase of the side-splash with the fragment's 
mass, can be associated with the interplay between the expansion time and the formation 
time of emitted fragments, and or it indicate decreasing influence of thermal component 
with the increasing fragment's mass. Further theoretical studies are needed to clarify the 
situation. 

Finally, wc found no indication of the collective flow effects in the Bi+Al collisions. We 
assume, that this finding can be. due to much lower mass of the target, then in the previous 
case and that it reflects the small degree of compression achieved in the collision zone. 

This work was supported by the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic under 
contract no 14808. Two of us (A.K, V.W.) gratefully acknowledge financial support by 
DFG and DAAD. 
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ABSTRACT 
The planned West-European radioactive ion beam (RIB) facilities based on the 

ISOL-type two-accelerator method will be discussed in conjunction with the report 
of the Nupecc Study Group on radioactive beams. Special attention will be paid to 
the different aspects entering into an ISOL-type facility. The relative merits of the 
proposed facilities will be discussed and the main conclusions of the Nupecc Study 
Group will be presented. 

1. Introduction 

During the last few years interest has increased worldwide in the physics with 
accelerated radioactive ion beams. This is reflected on the one hand in the many 
conferences and workshops on this topic [1-4], and on the other in the large number 
of radioactive beam facilities that are proposed or under construction. In West-
em Europe alone there are five based on the ISOL-type (Isotope Selection On-Line) 
two-accelerator method: ARENAS3 at Louvain-la-Neuve, CERN-ISOLDE at Geneva, 
EXCYT at Catania, GANIL-PLUS at Caen, and PIAFE at Grenoble. As was con
cluded by Nupecc in its Report Nuclear Physics in Europe - Opportunties and 
Perspectives physics with radioactive beams is one of the foremost frontiers of nu
clear physics. In view of the strong interest in radioactive ion beams (RIB) Nupecc 
established a. Study Group in 1992 to advise it on the proposed facilities. In my talk 
I would like to report on the work of this Study Group and give an overview of the 
planned European facilities. 

2. The Nupecc Study Group 

A Study Group on the proposed European radioactive beam facilities based on 
the two-accelerator method was established with th author as convenor at the Inter
national Workshop on the "Physics and Techniques of Secondary Nuclear Beams" at 
Dourdon in March of last year with the author as convenor. The Study group has met 
five times since and presented its report to the board of Nupecc in February of this 
year. The report together with the conclusions by the board of Nupecc will appear 
in print shortly [5]. 
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The questions asked by the board of Nupecc were 

• What is the physics case for radioactive beams. 
• What are the relative merits of the proposed facilities. 
• What is the R&D required to reach the desired goals. 

With respect to the first question it was decided not to reinvent the physics case in 
view of the extensive literature on this topic. On the other hand it was realized that 
the physics case is the yardstick against which the different proposed facilities must 
be assessed, and therefore a condensed description of the physics case was presented. 
Among the many proposals and documents on radioactive beams the report on "The 
Isospin Laboratory" [6] as the ultimate radioactive beam facility has been a landmark 
which has strongly influenced the current thinking on the subject. 

In order to be able to make a meaningful intercomparison of the different proposed 
facilities it was deemed essential to have benchmark numbers for the production 
of radioactive ions, taking into account the different proposed schemes of primary 
beams, targets and ion sources. To this end a working group chaired by H. Ravn 
was established, and it was an important achievement of this group to come up 
with benchmark numbers of selected beams on which a general consensus among the 
members of the working group was reached. In my talk I will heavily rely on the 
material presented by this group. 

3. T h e Physics Case 

An important and very attractive feature of the physics with radioactive beams 
is the strong interdisciplinary interest in RIB's. Besides the nuclear physics topis of 
nuclear structure and reactions, there are such fields ал nuclear astrophysics, nuclear 
chemistry and solid state physics, as well as more applied research such as tribol-
ogy. Pure nuclear physics research amounts, to about 50% of the total interest [7] in 
accelerated RIB's. 

In nuclear structure physics we mention the severe constraints imposed by ex
trapolating models and effective interactions to regions far off the stability line, the 
possibility to extend the study of the interesting N=Z nuclei (neutron-proton pairing, 
isospin breaking) all the way to the proton drip line, proton and two-proton radioac
tivity, the possibility to study neutron matter in halo nuclei, new regions of octupole, 
super- and possibly hyper-deformation that can be reached, and the possibility to do 
"complete spectroscopy" including both low and high spin states in the same nucleus. 

In the study of nuclear reaction dynamics we mention the possibility to produce 
"cold" nuclei with high angular momentum by imploying high spin isomeric beams, 
the systematic investigation of sub-Coulomb fusion enhancement, enhanced multiple 
neutron pair transfer in the collision of a neutron rich with a neutron poor nucleus, 
and exploratory studies into the synthesis of very heavy nuclei with neutron rich 
beams. 
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Fig. 1: Schematic drawing of an ISOL-type RIB facility 

In summary the physics with radioactive beams promises to be a very rich field 
that is attracting many scientists. \v. Western Europe alone the number of senior 
scientists interested in this field was estimated by the Study Group to be between 
200 and 300. In the Study Group's view nuclear physics studies with RIB's will lead 
to strong new impulses to nuclear structure physics. Moreover, it will ensure the 
continuation of high level research in the field of low-energy nuclear physics, a field 
which is very important for the applications of nuclear methods to other fields. 

4. ISOL-Type versus Fragmented Beams 

The facilities discussed by the Study Group are all based on the two-accelerator 
method. Such a facility is schematically shown in fig. 1, borrowed from Wiescher 
[8]. It consists of an accelerator for the primary beam, production target, ion source, 
and mass separator, followed by the post-accelerator. An alternative method to pro
duce energetic RJB's is projectile fragmentation. At this point It may therefore be 
worthwhile to look at the relative merits of the two production methods. 

At energies below and around the Coulomb barrier, and for not too short-lived 
isotopes, ISOL-type facilities will be superior both in intensity and in the quality (en
ergy resolution and energy variability) of the beam. Oh the other hand beams from 
projetile fragmentation are required for very short-lived isotopes and/or high ener-
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gice, as they are needed to study the excitation of giant resonances, charge exchange 
and many transfer reactions in inverse kinematics. Moreover, with the addition of 
cooler-storage rings after the fragment separator as, is done at SIS-ESR, some of the 
shortcomings of the fragmented beams, i.e. the lower beam intensities and the poorer 
energy resolution, can be remedied. A very interesting scheme based on projectile 
fragmentation and cooler rings has been proposed here at Dubna [9,10]. In conclu
sion both schemes, ISOL-typc facilities and projectile fragmentation combined with 
cooler-storage rings, must be viewed as being complementary. 

5. General Considerations on ISOL-Type Facilities 

As seen from fig, 1 the ISOL-type RIB facility basically consists of three parts, (i) 
the primary beam accelerator, (ii) production target, ion source and mass separator, 
and (Hi) the post-accelerator. Obviously all three parts cannot be treated in isolation. 
The choice of primary beams will determine the production target, and the type of 
post-accelerator will put constraints on the ion source. In the following paragraphs I 
will discuss the different aspects entering into the design of an ISOL-type RIB facility. 

5.1. Primary beams and production cross sections 

The use of a variety of primary beams ranging from thermal neutrons to heavy 
ions has been proposed. In all cases the choice of the primary beam has been dictated 
by the availability of an accelerator (reactor) that produces these beams. 

Neutrons. The use of reactor neutrons has been proposed for the PIAFE project 
in Grenoble. In principle very high neutron fluxes (ф < 10истп2з -1) can be obtained. 
Radioactive ions are produced via the fission of 23BU which has very large cross sections 
for the production of neutron rich isotopes in the 80 < A < 140 mass region. A 
restriction is the limited mass and isotope range of the fission products, but in this 
range the potentially largest yields for neutron rich isotopes might be obtained. A 
complication is the hostile environment close to the reactor core, in particular if the 
ion source is to be placed in the vicinity of the target. 

Low-energy protons. Low energy protons as primary beams are being employed 
at Louvain-la-Neuve with a medical cyclotron as booster [Ep < 30MeV). With this 
machine very large beam currents can be obtained (up to 500/zA), the limiting factor 
being the power in the target that can be dissipated safely. This maximum power 
presently is 6 kW, and the aim is-to reach 10 kW. The production process with 
low-energy protons is selective with high yields for channels close to the stability line. 
Strong channels are fusion-evaporation and direct transfer as well as charge exchange. 
Because of the selectivity, the production of unwanted activities is restricted. 

High-energy protons. Traditionally high energy proton beams have been the 
preferred beams for ISOL facilities. Because of the large range of the energetic pro
tons, very thick targets can be used: at the new ISOLDE at CERN with a 1 GeV 
beam from the CERN booster typically 140 g/cm2 versus 5 g/cm2 for a heavy ion tar
get or for low-energy protons. Also the power density in the target is low as compared 
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Fig. 2: Cross sections for the production of rubidium isotopes. 

with other beams. The production process is target fragmentation. It is non-selective 
and therefore a wide range of isotopes can be produced. 

Intermediate energy heavy ions. Intermediate energy heavy ion beams with 
energies of E/A«100 MeV offer an interesting alternative to high-energy protons, 
though the power density in the target is much higher, and the useful target thick
ness is considerably smaller (5 g/cm2 versus 140 g/cm2 for 1 GeV protons). Mass 
distributions for E/A=77 MeV " 0 are similar to those obtained with 1 GeV protons, 
and the cross sections seem to be typically larger [11] by a factor of 2 to 5 (fig. 2). The 
important quantity for fragmentation thus appears to be the total energy dumped 
into the combined system target plus projectile. Also shown in (fig. 2) are the cross 
sections for thermal neutron fission. 

With intermediate energy heavy ions both target and projectile fragmentation can 
be used as the production process. For certain neutron rich isotopes an increase in 
yield by more than an order of magnitude was observed [12] at the old ISOLDE with 
E/A=77 MeV 3He and 12C beams as compared with 600 MeV protons. Intermediate 
energy heavy ions as primary beams will be used at GANIL-PLus with projected 
beam currents up to lOp^A and at EXCYT-Catania with beams < 1 pftA. 
5.2. Production yields of radioactive ions 

The production cross sections are obviously not the whole story in order to obtain 
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Fig. 3: Л typical target and ion source unit. 

the yields of radioactive ions prior to the injection into the post-accelerator. Besides 
the intensity of the primary beam ф in particles/s and the target thickness N in 
atoms/cm2, the product release and transfer efficiency £lt the ion source efficiency 6j, 
and the delay transfer efficiency £3, taking into account the radioactive decay losses, 
have to be considered. The yield of radioactive ions is thus given by the expression 

У = <г-<£.ЛГ.е1.е,.ез (1) 

A typical target ion source arrangement [13] is depicted in fig. 3 showing the 
target, transport line and ion source. The delay transfer efficiency £3 is determined 
by the diffusion out of the target, the effusion along the transport line, and sticking 
times at the walls of the source. Obviously these effects become the more critical as 
the lifetime of the radioactive isotope decreases. As an example the overall efficiencies 
for some non-volatile elements as a function of halflife are shown in fig. 4. These data 
were obtained at GSI [14] by implanting stable heavy ions into the ion source and 
folding the corresponding halflifes into the data. Saturation is reached for halflifes 
larger than 100s. For palladium the overall efficiency is seen to drop by almost two 
orders of magnitude for a change of halflife from 100 to 1 second. 

5.3. Ion sources 

A variety of ion sources axe in use. Desirable properties are high ionization efficien
cies, element selectivity and short delay times. In addition there is a high premium 
on multiply charged ions for post-acceleration, since q/A determines the heaviest 
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Fig. 4: Overall efficiencies of Ti, Fe, and Pd as a function of halflife. 

masses that can still be accelerated both in LINAC's and cyclotrons. Moreover, the 
maximum energies per nucleon that can be reached are proportional to q/A for linear 
accelerators and to (q/A)2 for cyclotrons. 

In general, different ion sources will be needed for different groups of elements 
(see e.g. [13]). The various schemes employed are discussed in a recent review by van 
Duppen et al. [15]. These are (i) ionization through electron impact in plasmas, (ii) 
surface ionization sources, (iii) multistep photo-ionization with lasers and (iv) the ion 
guide system in which the reaction products are ionized while recoiling into a helium 
gas cell. 

The plasma sources (i) include low-pressure gaseous-dischaige ion sources and 
the ECR-source. Both sources have high ionization efficiencies, but have no or little 
chemical selectivity. The ECR source is the only source capable of producing highly 
charged ions in sufficient quantities. As yet, however, there is little experience with 
the production of radioactive, multiply charged ions which are crucial for certain 
post-acceleration schemes. Important and as yet insufficiently explored factors in 
the production of multiply charged radioactive ions of non-gaseous elements with an 
ECR source are the delay times due to sticking to the walls and the sensitivity to gas 
loads. Both the surface ionization (ii) and multistep photo-ionization sources with 
lasers (iii) are element selective but give singly charged ions only. 

5.4. The post-accelerators 

Tandem Van de Graaffs, LINAC's and cyclotrons are proposed as post-accelerators. 
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Fig. 5: Schematic drawing of the ARENAS facility. 

Tandems have the highest beam quality but require negative ions as input. These are 
produced either by surface ionization, or when this is not possible, by charge transfer 
of positive ions. Both tandems and LINAC's allow for a continuous energy variation. 
Moreover, polarized ion beams might be produced via the tilted foil method prior to 
injection and acceleration with LINAC's . 

As a first stage before the LINAC's, RFQ's are usually foreseen which still appear 
to require R&D. With singly charged ions the LINAC is restricted in its mass range 
to typically 1/A<80. Numbers on the achievable transmissions vary strongly in lit
erature and range from 3% for the largest masses to close to 100%. They obviously 
depend on the type of accelerator structure that is chosen. For the cyclotron very 
high transmissions have been obtained, up to 60% at GANIL [16]. In addition the 
cyclotron acts as a mass separator. Except for the lightest ions, however, the avail
ability of multiply charged ions is a condition "sine qua non" for cyclotrons and this 
restricts the choice of sources that can be employed with the cyclotron. 

6. The Proposed Facilities 

A R E N A S 3 , Louvain-la-Neuve [17,18]. Louvain-la-Neuve is the first and up to 
now only working radioactive beam facility with the two accelerator method. The 
present facility uses a medical cyclotron, CYCLONE 30, that can deliver up to 500/tA 
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Fig. 6: The new ISOLDE facility 

protons of 30 MeV as the primary accelerator, and the K=110 MeV variable energy 
cyclotron CYCLONE as post-accelerator. RIB's of "He, U C , 13N, 19Ne and 35Ar 
have as yet been accelerated. The ARENAS3 project , that is funded, foresees the 
construction of a new cyclotron with a high transmission (25%), that will allow to 
cover the energy range of strong astrophysical interest between 0.2 and 0.8 MeV/u 
for (A/q)m ,n = 13 and (A/q) m « = 6.5, respectively. With the new cyclotron in 
operation both CYCLONE 30 and CYCLONE can be used as primary accelerators. 
Fig. 5 shows a schematic drawing of the ARENAS facility. 

C E R N - I S O L D E [20,21]. The present ISOLDE facility uses 1 GeV protons from 
the CERN PS-Booster Synchrotron as the primary beam (max. average current 2.1 
/ I A ) . ISOLDE can look back to 25 years of highly successful research with low-energy 
RIB's and it is probably the most experienced laboratory in the production of radioac
tive ions. The design of the post-accelarator for ISOLDE is still under consideration. 
Currently a RFQ plus superconducting LINAC with intermediate stripping is being 
favoured. The accelerator should accept q = 1+ ions and have a maximum energy of 
E/A = 5 MeV for Aw80, the highest mass that can be accelerated. The choice of the 
LINAC as post-accelerator will allow to make use of the whole range of ion sources 
available at ISOLDE. Transmission drops from 30% for the lightest ions to 3% for 
the heaviest. Realisation of this project will strongly depend on the support in R&D 
and infrastructure CERN is able to provide. The lay-out of the ew ISOLDE facility 
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Fig. 7: The proposed EXCYT facility in Catania 

is given in fig. 6. 
E X C Y T - C a t a n i a [19]. This facility will make use of the Catania k=800 MeV 

superconducting cyclotron, which is under construction, as the primary accelerator, 
and of the 15 MV tandem as post-accelerator (fig. 7]. This project is very similar 
to the Oak Ridge scheme [22]. The goal is to be able to extract up to 1 p/iA of 
partially stripped ions from the cyclotron. The production target and ion source will 
be on a 300 kV platform that is the injector into the tandem. Beams with energies 
above the Coulomb barrier will be restricted to A<40. The use of the tandem as 
post-accelerator will assure the highest quality beams. Funds for this project have 
been set aside but not yet allocated. 

GANEL-PLUS, Caen [5,23]. The present GANIL accelerator complex will de
liver the primary beams by accelerating heavy ions to a maximum energy of 95 MeV/u 
for q/A = 0.5. Maximum beam currents of 10 p/iA are aimed for. Both projectile 
and target fragmentation can be used to produce the radioactive nuclei. As the post-
accelerator а К = 260 MeV compact cyclotron is foreseen with an energy range from 
E/A=2.7 MeV to 29 MeV for q/A = 0.1 and 0.5, respectively. (The most recent 
numbers are from 2 to 25 MeV/u). The post-acceleration relies on the availability 
of multiply charged ions to be injected into the cyclotron. The transmission through 
the cyclotron will be >40%. If funded in 1994, the aim is to be able to perform first 
experiments in 1997. The a part of the present GANIL facility together with the 
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Fig. 8: The GANIL facility with the new cyclotron shown on the right. 

proposed cyclotron is shown in fig. 8. 
PIAFE, Grenoble [24].The activity will be produced via the fissioning of a MBU 

target placed close to the core of the ILL reactor. Depending on the element, fission 
products will be ionized ( q = l + ) in either an integrated target, thermionic/plasma 
source [26] or in an ECR source outside of the reactor shielding. After mass analysis 
the activity will be transported in a transfer line over 400m to the SARA accelerator 
complex consisting of a compact K=88 MeV injector cyclotron and а К = 160 MeV 
separated sector cyclotron. Before injection multiply charged ions have to be formed 
in an ECR source into which the 1+ ions are fed. The overall transmission from the 
first ion source to the target is estimated to be 0.5% including all effects. The aim 
is to produce neutron rich nuclei with masses between 75 and 150 and with energies 
E/A between 2 and 10 MeV. The realisation of this ambitious project will still require 
considerable R&D that is actively being pursued in an international collaboration. A 
schematic diagram of the proposed PIAFE facility is shown in fig. 9. 

7. Compar ison of t h e Different Facilities 

Starting with the production yields established by the working group chaired by H. 
Ravn (see sect.2) "beams on target3 were calculated, taking into account the intensi
ties of the primary beams, the target thicknesses, conversion to multiply charged ions 
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Fig. 9: Schematic diagram of the proposed PIAFE facility. 

(in the case of cyclotrons) and the overall transmission through the post-accelerators. 
The predicted intensities [5] of the radioactive beams are listed in Table 1 for the 
proposed European facilities. The mass ranges and maximum energies of these facil
ities are shown in fig. 10. To arrive at these energies the most probable charge states 
(in particle currents) were taken, and moreover A and Z were chosen along the val
ley of stability. For cyclotrons as post-accelerators the maximum energies obviously 
strongly depend on the assumed q/A ratios. 

8 . Tes tbed Facilities for High C u r r e n t Targets 

In addition to the proposed facilities there are experiments planned for testing 
target/ion source arrangements capable of withstanding currents one to two orders 
of magnitude larger than.those currently employed, which are available at meson 
factories and neutron spallation sources. At the Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory 
such a testbed facility [21] is going to be installed at the ISIS facility, which is a 
spallation neutron source centered around an 800 MeV proton synchrotron with a 
maximum beam current of 200 ft A. At the Paul Scherrer Institute there is a 590 MeV 
proton machine that is presently being upgraded to a maximum current of 1.5 mA. 
The development and testing of a thin target has been proposed at PSI [27], which 
in the initial phase is to work with a current of 20/:A. Such a target is expected to 
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Isotope ARENAS CATANIA CERN GANIL PIAFE 
nLi 
13ЛГ 
1SQ 
I7p 

™Ne 
20Na 
злАт 
7BZn 
73Se 

9 1Кг 
™sCd 
132Sn 
wXe 

7 • 1010 

2 • 1010 

3 • lO10 

3 • 10° 

5-107 

2-10 3 

5-108 

1-108 

9 • 10е' 

3-10 8 

Ы 0 4 

4-109 

2-109 

1-109 

1 • Ю10 

4-108 

4-107 

7-104 

5-108 

2-104 

6 
3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
9 
1 
3 
5 

109 

109 

109 

109 

108 

108 

10B 

108 

107 

•106 

•106 

•104 

1 

8 

1 
1 

103 

10е 

10е 

•10 7 

Table 1: Expected yields of RIB for selected isotopes for the different, proposed European facilities 

deliver reaction products independent of their chemical properties. 

9. Conclusions of t he Nupecc S t u d y Group 

In the Study Group's view the proposed facilities must be seen as first generation 
facilities both in their expected currents of radioactive beams and in the range of 
beams they can produce and accelerate. They are largely complementary in their 
production methods, mass ranges and energies. 

For a true second generation facility on a European level with beam currents 
at least two orders of magnitude larger, complete coverage of the mass range and 
energies up to the Fermi energy, much R&D is still required. In particular the picture 
of a "turn key" facility producing any desired radioactive beam on request seems 
overoptimistic at this moment. Moreover, first experiments with radioactive beams 
have shown these to be very time consuming and far from routine. 

In view of the foregoing, the Study Group has come to the conclusion that a second 
generation facility on a European level would seem premature at this moment. Instead 
it has recommended to go ahead with first generation facilities on one hand and on 
the other to start a vigorous R&D program towards a true second generation facility. 
This should build on the experience gained with the first generation facilities, and 
an R&D and scientific network between the different laboratories working in the field 
should be established. The testbed facility at RAL and the proposed thin target 
studies at PSI are first and promising steps towards a second generation facility. 
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Fig. 10: Comparison of the different proposed European ISOL-type facilities. 

10. Outlook 

An overview of the planned European RIB facilites based on the two-accelerator 
method has been given. One is under construction and others are close to being 
funded. With these new and challenging experiments will become possible which will 
allow us to probe into the structure of nuclei far from stability which are unaccessible 
with present beams. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the late 1920s our understanding of the nucleus has been intimately 
linked to the development of particle accelerators. The first nuclear reaction 
was carried out in *930 by Cockcroft and Walton using protons accelerated to 
300keV in the reaction 7Li(p,2a). Subsequent developments progressed in two 
directions, heavier masses and higher energies. While heavier projectiles 
opened new vistas in the synthesis of new elements/ the study of high spin 
phenomena, and the exploration of the nucleon drip lines, to mention only a 
few, higher energies allowed the study of nuclei at higher temperatures, the 
equation of state of nuclear matter, and ultimately collective phenomena 
resulting from the melting of the hadronic phase that may give rise to a plasma 
consisting of quarks and gluons. 

A comparison between the chart of nuclides and nuclear model calculations 
shows that we know of the existence of only -1/3 of all bound nuclei. Detailed 
nuclear structure information is limited to a narrow band of nuclei near the 
line of P-stability. One of the reasons for this is that, thus far, we have been 
limited experimentally to projectiles and targets of stable nuclei, due, in the 
past, to the technical difficulties of producing radioactive nuclear beams (RNB) 
with intensities sufficient for meaningful experiments. 

Developments in the last two or so decades have changed this situation 
drastically. For the ISOL (Isotope Separator On-Line) method of producing 
RNBs high energy proton accelerators are now able to deliver primary beam 
intensities that are higher than can be handled with existing target technology. 
Sources with high efficiencies and selectivity for singly and multiply charged 
ions have been developed, magnetic spectrometers with high resolution and 
transmission can now be built, and post-accelerators with excellent beam 
quality, duty factor, and transmission are in routine operation. Conversely, 
high-energy, high-current heavy ion accelerators can provide secondary 
RNBs with sufficient intensity via projectile fragmentation. In addition, 
experimental equipment has improved in efficiency, resolution, and acceptable 
data rates by several orders of magnitude. 
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In 1989 this author proposed the construction of a dedicated, flexible, 
radioactive nuclear beams facility that would provide intense beams of nearly 
all elements for a program of scientific studies in nuclear structure, nuclear 
reaction dynamics, astrophysics, high-spin physics, nuclei far from stability, 
material- artd surface science, and atomic- and hyperfine-interaction physics. 
The initial name proposed for the new facility was "IsoSpin Factory" to 
underscore the key feature of this new physics tool; it was later changed to 
"IsoSpin Laboratory" (ISL). The ISL is now supported by a broad base of nuclear 
scientists and has been identified in the US Long Range Plan on Nuclear 
Science as one of the new potential construction projects for the second part of 
this decade. Since 1989 a number of conferences and workshops has been held 
in which the scientific and technical case for RNB facilities has been made, В [1-
5] An overview of existing and planned RNB facilities world-wide has been 
presented recently in ref. [6]. The purpose of this paper is to focus on the North 
American plan for the ISL, which was initially summarized in a "White 
Paper"[7] but has since evolved in its scientific and technical scope. 

2. SCIENTIFIC SCOPE 

The ISL is based on the coupling of two accelerators: the first to deliver a 
high current light ion beam to a thick, hot spallation- or fission target and the 
second to accelerate the emanating radioactive species to energies in the range 
from a few keV to ~25MeV/u with excellent beam qualities, typical of modern 
heavy ion accelerators. These beams will facilitate a large panoply of 
experiments in nuclear- and astrophysics and in the applied sciences. 

2.1 Nuclear Structure 

One of the striking features of radioactive beam science is that the large 
number of stable and radioactive beam- and target combinations allows the 
systematic study of nuclear properties over long isotopic- and isotonic chains. 
It will be possible to create nuclei with exotic matter distributions and follow 
the evolution of nuclear shapes and nuclear structure from closed shell to 
closed shell and beyond, as in the case of ~,00Sn to >132Sn. 

The topics in nuclear structure are too numerous to discuss here in detail; a 
partial list includes: 

study of shell model states near singly and doubly magic nuclei 
through single particle transfer reactions, 

nuclear structure near N=Z, including neutron-proton pairing 
correlations, nuclear shapes, and Coulomb energy effects, mirror 
nuclei, superallowed P-decay, and tests of shell-model predictions 
near 10°Sn and other closed-shell nuclei, 

Coulomb excitation of unstable nuclei, giant resonances, 
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new collective modes, octupole-, oblate- , and triaxial deformations, 

synthesis of new neutron-rich nuclei in the trans-uranium region, 
and new attempts at the synthesis of super-heavy elements, 

nuclear structure near the drip lines, 

high-spin physics, new regions of extreme nuclear deformation and 
configurations, 

ground-state properties of exoHc nuclei: masses, spins, moments, 
radrJ, fkins and hales, and 

charged-particle- and cluster radioactivity, including P-delayed 
radioactivities, 

An overview of nuclear physics with radioactive beams was given by 
Warner in ref. .[4] 

2.2 Nuclear Reactions 

Radioactive projectiles remove the restraint to the natural N/Z ratios of 
stable beams in nuclear reactions. The extended wave functions of loosely 
bound nuclei near the drip lines (skins and halos) may result in entirely new 
reaction processes such as the free flow of neutrons in sub-barrier fusion 
reactions ("neck formation"). Conversely, the same processes will yield 
information about nuclear wavefunctions, and the diffuseness and skin 
thickness of the outer nuclear optical potential. By combining exotic projectiles 
and/or targets, large reaction Q-values can be achieved that may lead to 
enhanced cross sections and the possibility of multiple (sequential) neutron 
transfers. [8] Similarly, large probabilities for pair transfer will allow the study 
of collective effects resulting from the nuclear pairing field.[9] One could, 
perhaps, hope to find a nuclear analogue to the Josephson effect. 

Mapping of the fission-energy vs. deformation surface could be attempted 
by studying the fusion ("inverse fission") of two nuclei with special nuclear 
structure, i.e., near the doubly magic 132зП/ leading to isotopes of Fm. 
Elucidating this process could point to reactions conducive to the formation of 
super-heavy elements. Other experiments directed towards an understanding 
of the fission process in heavy nuclei would involve the formation of 
currently not reachable nuclei with heavy RNBs on light stable targets in 
inverse kinematics, i.e., d(209Th,p). The fission exit channels have high cross 
sections and are easily detectable with high efficiency. A unique feature of the 
ISL will be the production of isomeric beams and targets allowing reaction 
studies based on high spin states such as in 178Hf16+. 
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Classical elastic scattering experiments are ideally suited for low beam 
intensities. When carried out with a series of RNB isotopes they would reveal 
the spin- and Isospin dependent nature of the nuclear potential. Large impact 
parameter scattering between mirror nuclei could be used to search for the pion 
content of nuclei without interferences due to non-zero Q-values in ordinary 
nuclei.[10] An example of a possible reaction is l^Ne + ^0. 

It is obvious that, because of the low beam intensities, many nuclear 
reaction studies with RNBs will be carried out in inverse kinematics, which 
will lead to high detection efficiencies. However, sufficient energy is needed to 
study highly asymmetric systems like d(132gn, p)133gn> 

2.3 Astrophysics 

The importance of "\NBs for strophysics stems mainly from the fact that »л 
hot stellar environments many of the interacting nuclei are radioactive and 
that reactions witii ladioactive beams and targets could previously be studied 
in the laboratory only with difficulty. Such studies are, however, essential for 
the understanding of several stellar phenomena such as the hot CNO cycle, the 
rp- , s-, r-, and p-processes, and primordial nucleosynthesis, the big bang, as 
well as the energy balances of stars. Required are measurements of cross 
sections, reaction rates, masses, half-lives, P-strength functions, and decay 
properties. For the r-process the crucial experiments involve nuclei near the 
n-dripline, for the rp-process near the p-drip line, and for the s-process near 
P-stability. Spectroscopic measurements are also needed to interpret data from 
y-ray observational astronomy. 

Astrophysical RNB experiments face special challenges. Measurements of 
nuclear reaction rates far below the Coulomb barrier can have cross sections in 
the nanobarn or picobarn range, the width of important resonances may be 
very small (~meV or less), the n-drip line can only be reached for the lighter 
nuclei, and for many neutron-rich nuclei even basic ground-state properties 
like mass and half-life are not known. For these and other reasons 
astrophysical experiments may pose the highest demands on the performance 
of the ISL, for example, maximum beam energies of 15-25MeV/u for inverse 
kinematics, small energy spread, beam purities £10-5, a n d absolute energy 
calibrations to a few keV/u. 

2.4 Atomic Physics and Material Science 

Intense, pure beams of radioactive ions of many elements, with variable 
energies and of isotopes with different half-lives can become of great 
importance in materials research. This is based on the observation that a 
radioactive nucleus implanted in a host material will sense its electromagnetic 
environment via the hyperfine interaction and may reveal the characteristics 
of this environment in its decay features. Precise three-dimensional 
localization of implanted ions in a large variety of matrixes - including 
insulators - can be obtained. Concentrations can be varied over many orders 
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of magnitude and solubility limits can be exceeded. The usual alloying rules 
and limitations, in general, do not apply to implantation processes and 
metastable systems and exotic alloys may be formed. Radiation damage may 
change the properties of the target in ways that can not be achieved by other 
means, creating new phases and materials. These processes can be studied 
through a number of research techniques: 

on-line nuclear orientation 
NMR spectroscopy 
Mossbauer spectroscopy 
perturbed angular correlations 
channeling of charged particles 
high-resolution conversion electron spectroscopy 
positron analysis 
nuclear reaction araiysis 
use of radio tracers. 

For some of these teclmiques polarized RNBs are desirable. An 
overview of the potential of radioactive ion beams in material science is 
given by Sawicki in ref. [2]. 

3. TECHNICAL REALIZATION 

It was already pointed out that there is a strong scientific justification for a 
flexible RNB facility in North America. Another compelling fact for the 
timing of the ISL initiative is that there have been technological advances that 
make the production of high intensity RNBs feasible thereby allowing 
experiments to be conducted on a reasonable time scale. Some of the features 
of the ISL that are based on these advances will be discussed below. 

Numerous interactions in the form of conferences, workshops, symposia, 
seminars, and private contacts between potential users have resulted in the 
following set of specifications for the ISL: 

Primary Beam Accelerator: 

Particles: 
Energy: 

Intensity: 
Beam structure: 
Emittance Ex,y: 

Target: 

Matrix: 
Thickness: 

Power: 
Production Luminosity: 

p,(d,3He) 
0.5 - 1 GeV 
100 - 2C0 цА (protons) 
CW (or pulsed §1% D.F.) 
g 10 я mm mrad 

solid or liquid 
~1 mol/cm 
й 40 kW 
(4-8)xl03 8s~1cm_ 
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Post-Accelerator: 

Energy Range: 
Intensity Z&njje: 

Mass Range: 
Z Range: 

Beam Purity: 
Macro Beam Structure: 
Micro Beam Structure: 

Energy Resolution: 
Emittances ex,y." 

Emittance г%-
Transmission: 

0.2 - -25 MeV/u 
<102 - >1011 pps 
1 - 240 u 
1-93 
<10 -4 (£10 -5 for nucl. astrophys.) 
DC (or pulsed ^25% D.F.) 
- 100 ns (for TOP) 
0.1 - 1% 
% 1 к mm mrad 
- 2 0 - 5 0 keV ns 
>90% (excl. stripper losses) 

ISL Concept 

Target 
Stations 

Ion Sources 
Barnas-Nler, 
Nielsen, 
FEBIAD 

= ±1 

1/6 -1/240 1/6 - 1/240 г 1/20 

0.0021 0.OO46 0.0147 0.0508 

2keV/u iokev/и -lOOkeV/u -j.2MeV/u 

I r ^ - n I r r ^ - n l r — - , * 
DTLINAC 

(22MV) 

Stripper 
(For A>20and 
High Resolution 
mode only.) 

Stripper 
Loop 

* — • * • 
Exp. 

LINAC 1 
(33MV) 

Gas Riled 
Separator 

Fig. 1 
Experiments 

To demonstrate that it is technologically feasible to reach these specification 
the ISL steering committee has evolved a BenchMark Facility (BMF) which is 
intended as a base line for discussion and against which other technical 
solutions can be compared.[7] The BMF is not necessarily the way the ISL will 
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be built, since details of the design will depend on the infrastructure and 
preferences of the host laboratory and future technical developments. A 
revised version of the BMF is shown in fig. 1. In the following, sections of the 
BMF will be discussed in more detail. 

3.1 Primary Beam Accelerator 

The site for the ISL has not been decided since the ISL is not an approved 
project within the Department of Energy at this time. There are two potential 
sites in North America that have primary beams of sufficient energy and 
intensity to meet ISL specifications, TRIUMF and LAMPF. Other laboratories 
would have to build a new accelerator for protons and/or light ions. Different 
options for such accelerators were reviewed recently by Jongen in ref. [5]. They 
fall in several broad categories: LINACs, isochronous cyclotrons, Fixed Field 
Alternating Gradient (FFAG) machines, and synchrotrons. 

LINACs can provide primary beam energies and intensities that exceed the 
ISL requirements. They are reliable and the technology is well understood. 
Their beam emittances and duty factor are acceptable. Past experience has 
shown that LINACs may be more expensive to build and operate than other 
option. This, however, may have to be reevaluated in view of modern 
designs. 

Isochronous cyclotrons have been built for positive and - in the case of 
protons - negative ions. Normal- and superconducting versions are in 
operation and the CW beam structure is ideally suited for the ISL. Positive ion 
cyclotrons can be designed for proton beams of £1000MeV and glmA. A cost 
effective machine for 600MeV is discussed by Clark in ref. [11]. Cyclotron 
technology is well understood and new designs pose little technical risk. 
Flexibility in ion species and energy is difficult to achieve and expensive for 
machines of the size needed for the ISL. Internal- and external ion sources can 
be used. Ring cyclotrons, a variant of the classical isochronous cyclotron, are 
particularly well suited for high intensities; they are, in general, preceded by a 
small injector cyclotron. 

Negative ion (H~) cyclotrons are, for practical reasons, limited to energies of 
~600MeV. They can provide multiple beams with independently variable 
energies and intensities. Because of electromagnetic stripping the magnetic 
field strength is limited and the machines tend to become relatively large and 
can get activated due to unavoidable stripping losses. 

The weight and cost of cyclotrons as functions of energy rise faster than 
linear, while they are approximately linear for LINACs. 

In the family of cyclotrons and synchrotrons several combinations of 
fixed/variable field, fixed/modulated frequency, and weak/strong focusing are 
possible. Most modern cyclotrons are of the fixed field, strong focusing/and 
fixed frequency variety. An FFAG has a fixed field, strong focusing, and 
variable frequency. It is a ring accelerator and requires an injector; typical 
cycling frequencies are in the range of 100-3000Hz. Its beam intensities are less 
than those from cyclotrons but higher than from Rapid Cycling Synchrotrons 
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(RCS). As ISL primary beam machine its pulse structure is less favorable than 
that of a cyclotron and better than that of an RCS. The main disadvantage of 
FFAGs is that no full-scale model has ever been built. 

Rapid cycling synchrotrons can deliver energies and intensities that are 
almost ideally matched to the requirements of the ISL. Their main draw-back 
is the micro-structure of the beam, consisting of short (<lus) pulses of high 
current with repetition rates of 10-60 Hz. This puts a pulsed load of several 
amperes on the target and has to be taken into account in the design of the 
front-end of the RNB facility. To avoid the high current pulses the magnetic 
field of the RCS can be clamped on alternate cycles resulting in a 50% duty 
factor with the penalty of a 50% reduction in average beam current. 

3.2 Target/Ion Source and Mass Analysis 

The combination of target arid ion source has often been called the heart of 
an ISOL-based RNB facility, because any gains or losses that occur at this stage 
of RNB production affect directly the final RNB intensity. Since most RNB 
experiments will be limited by the available beam currents the duration of an 
experiment will be inversely proportional to the beam intensity (everything 
else being equal), which again underscores the earlier statement that intensity 
is of utmost importance. The critical parameters are the release efficiency of 
the target and the ionization efficiency of the ion source. In a high intensity 
RNB facility it is also important that as few unwanted elements as possible are 
released from the target to minimize subsequent contamination of the 
isotope/isobar separator and the front end of the post-accelerator. There is 
considerable experience in tick-target technology notably from the ISOLDE 
group at CERN [12]; however, the ISL will have to extrapolate to beam power 
levels that are almost two orders of magnitude higher, which will require 
considerable R&D efforts. 

A variety of ion sources is available for on-line operation. As shown in 
fig. 1 at least three target stations are envisioned for the ISL. This number was 
not only chosen to provide operational continuity during target changes but 
also to accommodate different types of sources. In the case of ECR sources, for 
example, it will be necessary to protect the permanent magnets from the direct 
radiation from the target by a thick shield of heavy metal and iron. Since Laser 
ion sources have particular importance for the ISL because of their high 
selectivity a separate target stations will be dedicated to multi-photon 
ionization techniques. The third target station will be used for the on-line 
"work-horses", i. е., plasma- and surface ionization sources. 

It was pointed out earlier that isotopic- and isobaric beam purity are of 
paramount importance not only for experiments but also to avoid 
contamination of the post-acceleration sections. Among the major factors that 
affect beam purity are: 

target matrix, 
target temperature, 
ionization selectivity, 
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ion source chemistry, 
physical/chemical separation steps between target and ion source, 
electric/magnetic mass analysis, and 
stripping and molecular dissociation. 

Analysis through a combination of electric and magnetic fields achieves the 
highest suppression of unwanted nuclei and for this reason the ISL is expected 
to incorporate a high- and low resolution separator. The high resolution 
separator should be capable of separating, for example, adjacent isobars in the 
A=100 region that have mass differences of ^3MeV. This is a compromise 
between what is desirable and what is technically feasible. It is of course 
fortunate that the most exotic beams have the highest mass differences to their 
neighboring isobars. 

3.3 Post-Acceleration 

The post-acceleration of radioactive ions differs from the acceleration in 
conventional heavy ion facilities in that the conservation of intensity is of 
utmost importance. This requires several measures that are either irrelevant 
or not of major concern for stable beams. Delays between the production and 
acceleration of the radioactive species have to be minimized, absolute 
ionization efficiencies rather than the output currents of ion sources have to be 
maximized, transmissions through all ion-optical elements and accelerating 
structures have to approach 100%, stripping losses have to be avoided if 
possible, and beam emittances have to be small and stable. 

The ISL post-acceleration concept shown in fig. 1 will meet most of these 
requirements. It is based mainly on RFQs and LINACs due to their excellent 
transmission, duty factors, and beam quality. The first RFQ (RFQl) is intended 
to operate on a variable high voltage potential to adjust the input velocity of all 
singly charged ions to the equivalent of 2keV/u independent of mass. Its 
output energy is tentatively assumed to be lOKeV/u. For ions with charge-to-
mass ratios q/A ^ 0.1 RFQl can be bypassed and the ions injected directly into 
RFQ2, which generates an output energy of lOOkeV/u. At this point stripping 
of ions with A>20 and q = 1 may be unavoidable. A drift-tube LINAC will 
subsequently accelerate the ions, to an energy of ~1.2MeV/u, which is the top 
energy for many astrophysical experiments (this could be raised to 2MeV/u). 
At this energy further beam purification can be achieved with a gas-filled 
separator, which would be used to obtain Z selection within a chain of isobars 
that, previously, has been separated by a conventional isotope separator. The 
basic idea is that the mean magnetic rigidity of an ion moving in a gas-filled 
magnetic field is given approximately by Bp = const. A Z - * / 3 . From this it 
follows that the relative change in bending radius is related to the relative 
difference in Z via Sp/p = -0.33 6Z/Z. It has to be investigated whether the 
unavoidable emittance deteriorations introduced by the gas and the windows 
can be tolerated. 

A several fold gain in RNB intensity could be gained if stripping losses 
could be avoided by using the idea of a "charge state enforcer".[13] Figure 2 
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shows a possible realization discussed by Selph in ref. [5]. The ions are injected 
into a small storage ring and continuously encounter a stripper foil placed at a 
dispersion-free location, which gives rise to the characteristic charge-state 
distribution. In a dispersive section the desired charge state is extracted from 
the ring for further acceleration while the remaining ions are recirculated. 
Eventually all ions will be found in the desired charge state unless they are 
scattered out of the acceptance of the ring. The concept of a charge state 
enforcer could be used in the ISL at several stages of the acceleration process. 

Subsequently, the ions are accelerated to an intermediate energy of 
-6.5MeV/u for experiments near the Coulomb barrier and - after stripping -
to the final energy of ~25MeV/u. 

4-1 % 

Fig. 2 

4. RADIOLOGICAL ISSUES 

In an era that is very sensitive to environmental concerns it is important to 
carefully evaluate the radiological issues associated with the ISL. These can be 
divided into four major categories: shielding against high energy (cascade) 
neutrons/induced activities, operational strategies for handling target/ion 
sources, and storage and disposal of radioactive waste. 
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The interaction of 500-1000MeV protons at currents of £200дА with targets 
of -'lmol/cm2 for several days will produce dose rates on the order of 105 rad/h 
near the target. As an example, fig. 3 shows, as a function of time, the 
calculated dose rate at lm, the activity, and the decay heat of a 1 mol/cm2 2 3 8U 
target that has been irradiated for 1 week with ЮОцА of 600MeV protons. It is 
significant for storage and waste disposal considerations that after 6 months the 
dose rate diminishes by about three orders of magnitude. The 238u target 
produces isotopes that are biologically active and are under strict regulatory 
control. They are in decreasing importance: ^3l\t 175\f 140вЭ/ a r u i 99^о. 

The main contribution to the shielding requirements stems from 
intranuclear-cascade neutrons (En <s 20MeV). For a 50 kW target the total 
shield attenuation needed for dose rates sufficiently low for occupation by 
experimenters and operators has been estimated at 10~9 in the forward 
direction and 10"^ in the lateral direction (Thorsen in ref. [5]). This requires a 
shielding thickness of several meters of steel and concrete. 

Radiological concerns greatly influence the design of the front-end of the 
facility. All components that are in direct view of the target will become 
activated to such a degree that remote handling is mandatory. This affects, in 
particular, routine operations like the exchanges of targets, ion sources, and 
extraction electrodes. It also influences the choice of materials for the 
construction of mechanical and electrical components near the target. With 
few exceptions only metals > carbon, and ceramics will maintain their integrity. 
For radiation sensitive electronic components, motors, ECR sources, pumps, 
etc. intermediate shielding has to be provided. 

U-238 target, 1mol/cm2,600 MeV protons, 
100 microA current, 1 week irradiation 
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Fig.3 
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5. EXPERIMENTS 

Compared to conventional stable-heavy-ion accelerators the beam 
intensities at the ISL will be several orders of magnitude lower for beams that 
are far from p-stability. This has to be taken into account in the planning and 
execution of experiments. It will require close interaction between the 
accelerator operation and the experimenter to decide on the best trade-off 
between "exoticness" and intensity. Certain elements will be easier to produce 
as RNBs than others. During the start-up phase of the ISL, for example, 
alkalis, noble gases, and halogens will be easier to obtain with good intensities 
than refractory elements like Os, W, Hf, etc. Taking this into account in the 
choice of the beam/target combination can make a difference of many orders of 
magnitude in the event rate of an experiment. 

Figure 4 shows an attempt at a rough correlation between several types of 
nuclear physics experiments - shown over a range of cross sections - and the 
RNB intensities needed for a given detector sensitivity, assuming a typical 
target thickness for heavy ion experiments of 10*8 cm"2. For example, if the 
detector is sensitive to a few counts per hour, brake-up reactions could be 
carried out with beams as low as lO^s-*' while rare multi-nucleon transfer 
reactions may require intensities of 109s-1 or more. It is unfortunate that, in 
general, the most interesting beams - the ones that are furthest from stability -
have the lowest intensities. This is illustrated on the right side of fig. 4, which 
shows the correlation between the distance from stability (expressed in positive 
or negative neutron numbers) and the expected beam intensities at the ISL 
(uncorrected for radioactive decay in the target and ion source). Because of the 
strong decline of the intensity with neutron number it is advisable that the ISL 
be designed for the highest RNB currents that are technologically feasible. 

It is clearly impossible (and this author certainly does not have sufficient 
imagination) to discuss even a representative sample of all the experiments 
that will be carried out at the ISL. A more manageable approach is to look at 
some of the instrumentation that may be necessary or desirable to deal with the 
idiosyncrasies of RNB experiments. 

As a general requirement, detector systems, spectrometers, and beam lines 
have to be protected from deposits of long-lived beams or beams with long-
lived daughters. Typical collimator/target arrangements will have to be 
modified. A collimator or target holder that intercepts, for example, only 104 

ions/s of a short-lived P+-emitter will radiate, after a few half-lives, 2xl04 

511keV-photons/s into 4тс.. If the detection system is sensitive to this radiation 
the singles rates may become too high and/or useless data may be collected. In 
this connection, the microstructure of the RNB becomes important not only 
for time-of-flight measurements but'also for background reduction. One of 
the requirements for protecting experimental equipment from the primary 
RNB is excellent beam quality from the post-accelerator as expressed in the 
emittances shown in the table above, another is that the beam be free of halos. 
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Several specific instruments for the ISL are under discussion. [5] The cost for 
initial instrumentation will be a large fraction of the total cost of the facility. 

Highly desirable is a 4it array for у rays and charged particles, equipped with 
Si-microstrip detectors and, perhaps, a time projection chamber. This could be 
combined with a "neutrorv-wall." 

Another important instrument is an ExB separator for fusion reactions, 
with large acceptance (~20msr), higher order corrections, and ray-tracing 
capability. One can imagine experiments where the 4л array, the neutron wall, 
and the spectrometer are combined. 

For reactions carried out in inverse kinematics a high resolution (R-IO^) 
magnetic spectrograph with large solid angle (~20msr) is needed. It should 
have large momentum acceptance (Ap/p «10%) and ray tracing capability. 

To achieve large solid angles (500msr - 4л) for the collection of reaction 
products coaxial devices, like superconducting solenoids, are useful. They are 
very effective in separating the beam from weak reaction channels, their 
resolution, however, is poor. 

Penning and Paul traps have become powerful devices for measuring 
nuclear and atomic properties even of single ions.[14] Conversely, large 
volume traps may in the future be able to store large numbers of ions, which 
would have many uses at RNB facilities (Moore in ref. [5]). 

Ultimately it may be desirable to couple the ISL with a storage ring. This 
requires an effective bunching mechanism for injection to conserve average 
RNB intensity. The ring could be used for internal target experiments to 
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increase the luminosity over single pass experiments and to cool the 
circulating radioactive ions, as well as to accelerate them to higher energies. 
Electron cooling would improve beam quality by several orders of magnitude 
and would allow collinear experiments to study interactions between 
radioactive-, laser-, and electron beams. A storage ring would add 
considerably to the cost of the facility and may be considered a future option. 

Astrophysicists would like to measure (n/y) cross sections for many 
neutron-rich isotopes. At the ISL these isotopes would be collected on-line as 
radioactive targets (probably on a moving tape collector to avoid build-up of 
long-lived daughter products) and irradiated by a small neutron generator. A 
"stellar" neutron spectrum (kT«= 25keV) can be obtained from the reaction 
7Li(p,n)7Be. At a proton energy of 1912keV and a proton current of 150 цА а 
kinematically collimated beam of 10^ n / s can be generated. 

It is anticipated that at the low-energy front end of the ISL (ERNB g lOOkeV) 
much of the type of instrumentation that is presently installed or being 
developed at ISOLDE/CERN will be used. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The advent of RNBs in this decade may rival in importance the 
development of heavy ion beams in the 1960s. The possibility of vastly 
expanding the exploration of the isospin degree of freedom will create exciting 
new vistas for nuclear- and astrophysics. The ISL will allow the investigation 
of new features in nuclear reactions, give access to special nuclear regions and 
states, create nuclei with new modes of excitations and deformations, explore 
exotic matter distributions at extreme N/Z ratios, and create new nuclei at the 
limits of stability of nuclear matter. In astrophysics it will be possible to 
simulate in the laboratory conditions under which stellar processes like 
supernovae, nucleosynthesis, and different burning scenarios proceed. RNBs 
may even help to shed light on the early history of the universe. For material 
science the flexible nature of RNBs is attractive because it is possible to choose 
freely for a given element the half-life, nuclear decay properties, spatial 
distributions, and densities. 

However, as in many scientific endeavors, the most exciting discoveries 
will be those that cannot be foreseen. 

It should be emphasized that this paper does not necessarily represent the 
consensus opinion of all the scientists involved in the ISL; it rather expresses 
in some aspects the personal opinions of this author. The planning for the ISL 
is a dynamic process in which the parameters of the facility and the scope of the 
experimental program are evolving continuously, supported by input from a 
large Users community. 

*This work was performed under DOE contract DE-AC03-76SF00098. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the recent years a great, worldwide, interest in the potentialities of exotic beams has been 
displayed in many recent conferences [1,2, 3,4, 5]. Exotic beam facilities are under consideration 
in several places [6, 7, 8, 9] around the world. These facilities associate three main ingredients: 

• A fission, spallation (usually a high intensity proton accelerator with beams in the 10 to 
100/*A range), or fragmentation source, like in the GANIL project [8]. 

• An ISOL type ion separator 

• A low energy post-accelerator able to provide 3 to 20 MeV/amu, 

In most cases, the spallation or fragmentation source is already available, but the low energy 
accelerator has to be built. 

Grenoble is characterized by the existence, in nearby sites, of a possible fission source of 
exotic nuclei, at the high flux reactor of the Institut Lafie Langevin (ILL) and of the low to 
medium energy SARA accelerator complex. 

The aim is to produce neutron rich nuclei with masses between 70 and 150 and energies 
between 2 and 10 MeV/amu (up to 20 MeV/amu for masses around 80). The accelerated 
intensities will depend on the production rates, extraction efficiencies and final energies and 
should range between 10s and 10° particles per second depending upon the nuclear species. 

In the following we give a more detailed overview of the project, as it stands today, and 
may still be subject to changes. In effect, the following should be considered more as a progress 
report than as a definite project. 
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1 T H E PROPOSED FACILITY 
1.1 T h e fissile t a rge t 

The fission source should be as intense as possible, in agreement with safety considerations, and 
ns high a proportion of fission fragments as possible should escape from it. Such sources have 
already been used in a reactor context [10,11,12,13,14]. For instance, at Studsvik [10], a source 
of 3 grams of enriched Uranium oxyde, mixed with Carbon fibers, has been used extensively 
in а 4.10"п/ст2/л flux. The best performances of the source were obtained at 2400 degrees 
centigrade. The diffusion times out of the source reported by the Studsvik group [10] show that, 
for most elements, a large fraction is diffused out of the source after only one second. 

In the following, we consider a 1 gram amount of Ury° immersed in a thermal flux of 10'' 
n/cm2/s. This would lead to approximately 10" fissions/s. This number compares favorably to 
that expected from a 100 \ik beam of 1 GeV protons. The power produced in the target would 
be about 3 Kw, to be compared to more than 20 Kw for the proton case. The power dissipation 
could be used to help heating the source up to 2400 °C, in order to maximize the diffusion of 
elements out of the Graphite, 

Since, as it will be seen later, the most easily extracted and ionized nuclei will be alkalines 
and rare gases, we quote, in table 1, some of their isotopic rates of production in the target. We 
also quote some yields of isotopes which would have special physical interest like light neutron 
rich nuclei and the doubly magic 132Sn. In the table we also show, for comparison, the rates 
of production, at the target site, as estimated for a 10 \ik 800 MeV proton beam impinging 
on a molar weight of Uranium. The cross-sections used were kindly provided by W.Talbert. To 
complete the comparison we display, on Figure 1, the cross sections for producing Rubidium 
isotopes using different reaction mechanisms. A word of caution is necessary here, since the 
production rates not only depend on the cross-sections but, also, on the target thicknesses. 
The cross sections are only fully relevant if comparing thin target arrangements. In effect, the 
target heating will, probably, be the limiting factor of the production rates. Here the thermal 
neutron production scheme has a distinct advantage over all other competing methods since 
target heating due to the incident beam is negligible. The only heat source is the fission process 
itself. 

Nucleus 

""'Zn 
0 1 R b 
0 5 R b 
9 7 R b 
n 'Kr 
9 : ,Kr 
9 ' K r 
, 3 2 S n 
" 2 C s 
' " C s 
" 6 C s 
" 2 X e 
'«Xe 

Total Yield 
per fission 

0.00058 
3.1 
0.7 

0.031 
3.4 

0.53 
0.11 
0.7 
2.4 
0.43 
0.01 
0.53 

0.0094 

T 1/2 
sec. 

10.20 
5.86 
0.38 
0.17 
8.6 
1.29 
0.2 

40.00 
1.8 
1.01 
0.34 
1.22 
1.15 

Rates in 
fission target 

8.6 10" 
4.5 1012 

1. 1012 

4.6 10'" 
5 .10' 2 

7.9 10" 
1.7 10" 
1. 10'2 

3.5 10'2 

6.4 10" 
1.5 10'° 
7.8 10" 
1.4 101U 

Rates in molar target for 
a 10/iA 800 McV P beam 

5. 10'" 
2. 10" 
5.5 10'" 
7. 10" 

1.4 10" 
3. 10'" 
1.10'" 
5.2 10я 

6. 10 l u 

1.2 10'° 
1.3 109 

8. 109 

7. 108 

TABLE 1 
Production rates, at the target site, of some elements in a thermal neutron flux of 

10" n/cm2/s. The total yield, given in percent, are independant yields, except for rares gases 
(see section 6 for more details). 
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A sketch of the existing neutron beam tubes at the ILL is shown on Figure 2a. The target 
will be placed at the end of the horizontal (H9) beam tube of the Lohcngin facility. Figure 2b 
displays the variations of the neutron flux as a function of the distance from the reactor's core. 

1.2 Primary ionisation source-
1.2.1 Standard scheme 

In the following we consider two possible target arrangements which might be used concurrently, 
with different ionization schemes. Other arrangements are, certainly, worth considering also, 
especially those Incorporating a laser selective ionization. We plan to investigate them later on. 
The two arrangements are: 

• A source using surface ionization and electron impact ionization, similar to the one used 
in Studsvik[10], with an amount of 1 gram of 2 ,5U immersed in a thermal neutron flux of 
6 .10" n/cm2/a. 

• A rare gases emanating source, with an amount of 1 gram of 2:,SU immersed in a thermal 
neutron flux of 10" п/ст2/з, followed by a 2.5 meter long transfert tube, and, finally, by 
an ECR source. This arrangement would be specialized for the production of rare gases, 
and possibly, halogen beams. 

These source arrangements were considered to be realistic by the NuPECC Committee on Ra
dioactive beam Facilities[15]. 

1.2.2 Helium je t scheme 

This scheme is able to transfer essentially all elements into the source, except, possibly, the rare 
gases. A helium jet coupled to a simple ECR source has been realized at the ISN Grenoble. The 
ionisation efficiencies measured from the output of the Helium jet to the focal plane of the mass 
separator vary between 10% for Cs, 0.5% for Ba and 0,001% for La [16]. The efficiency of the 
helium jet itself reaches 60%, depending on the half life of the species [17] 

It is seen that the obtained ionisation efficiencies are rather modest. A new, high density, 
ECR (ECRIC) source, following the conceptions of K.Golovanivsky[18] has been designed and 
built at the ISN and is currently under test. It should lead to much larger ionisation efficiencies. 
The ECRIC source could be outside the biological shield of the reactor. 

1.3 Mass separation step 

After acceleration between ten and thirty kilovolts, the singly charged ions should be mass 
analysed in a standard mass separator, directly situated outside the reactor biological shield. It 
is of great importance to insure the confinement of dangerous species like Srm' or Сл'37. The 
corresponding mass chains should, therefore, not be allowed to leave the shielding of the mass 
spectrograph. This is why mass analysis is needed at an early stage of the exotic beam production 
process. Note that elemental analysis is not necessary in this context since decays occur within 
mass chains, and mix elements. The transmission of the mass separation is estimated to be 
around 0.8. 

1.4 Transport and 1 + to n + transition 

The q = l + ions would be transported, under vacuum, from the mass separator output to the 
SARA site, where they would be injected into the ECR source. Due to the length of the transfer 
line, rather good vacuum, in the 10_7-10~8 torr range is needed. 
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It is important to reduce, as much as possible, the cost of the transfer line, since it will be the 
major component of the total cost of the project. The use of standard, (de)focusing elements 
might lead to high costs. We consider using Septicr type quadrupoles which are, essentially, 
massive conductors through which currents flow with opposite signs, Such quadrupoles are 
very simple and unexpansive. It is important to note that a loss of omittance of the beam 
during transport can be tolerated since emittance should be regenerated when the 1 + beam is 
transformed into a n+ beam. The structure studied has a FODO lattice with a betatron phase 
advance per cell of 40°. Each cell would be approximately 3 meters long. Simulations show that 
recentring of the beam each 50 meters will probably be needed in order to insure acceptance of 
the beam guide exceeding 250тг mm.mrd. 

The 1 + beam has to be injected into the high charge state ECR source of the SARA system. 
Direct injection of slowed down ions might be difficult, due to the fringe magnetic fields of the 
ECR source. We, therefore, consider a scheme where the beam would impinge on a heated 
catcher within the high charge ECR source from which the atoms would be evaporated into the 
plasma. 

The activity of the beam would not exceed 10 microcuries per meter. However a careful 
monitoring should ensure that the beam is not accidently lost, since, in Such a case, local 
activities in the Curie range could be produced. Monitoring should also ensure that no long life 
chain is sent to the accelerator. 

The global efficiency of the multicharged ions production ECR source, for a given final charge 
state is estimated to be around 15%. The time delay induced by the ionisation process in the 
ECR source has been measured to be less than 1 ms per charge unit, i.e. between 20 and 30 ms 
for the ions of interest here. Such a time is a measure of the time necessary to get the final ions 
once the atom has been ionised in the 1+ state. Ions are captured in the plasma so that they 
drift to the wall with a small probability. On the' other hand neutral atoms evaporated from the 
catcher may drift to the walls before they are ionised. For rare gases the effect of such a drift 
would amount to an additional delay which should be considerably smaller than that due to the 
2.5 meters transfer tube. Other elements might stick to the wall for very long times, depending 
upon the wall temperature and the particular chemistry of the element. In such cases, careful 
design of the catcher is necessary to maximize the probability of ionisation in the ECR plasma 
immediately after evaporation. 

1.5 Accelerat ion 

The essential elements of the present acceleration complex are two cyclotrons, one compact with 
K=88 and one of the separated sector type with a K=160, which acts like an amplifier with a 
gain in energy G = ( ? Д ^ ) ' 

The multiply charged ions are injected into the first K=88 cyclotron. The efficiency of the 
acceleration process is in the range of 20%. In some cases, efficiencies as high as 35% have 
been measured. This leads to intensities accelerated through the first cyclotron amounting to 
approximately 4% of those available after mass separation. The energies provided by the first 
cyclotron range between 1.9 and 5 AMeV, depending upon the charge states. 

The present gain of the second cyclotron is equal to 5.4. This gain is not optimum for the 
physics with exotic beams since it gives a lower limit of achievable energies of 10 MeV/amu. We 
plan to modify the extraction system in order to make the gain continuously varying between 2 
and 4.2. The gain variation would be obtained by a change of the extraction radius. It seems 
possible to obtain such a change easily and rapidly. If necessary, the present configuration could 
be reinstalled in a matter of weeks. 

With this modification the beam energies for Krypton could be varied continuously from 2 
to 20 MeV/amu, and that for Xenon from 2 to 10 MeV/amu. Figure 3, summarizes the energy 
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ranges which should be available, for Кг and Xe ions, after the above mentioned modification of 
the SARA extraction scheme. It is interesting to note that energy changing using the variable 
extraction radiua concept would become almost as easy as with a Tandem. This would be a big 
advantage with low beam intensities. The coupling between the two cyclotrons requires charge 
stripping for which an efficiency of approximately 25% is expected, while the transmission of 
the second cyclotron is about 70%. 

1.6 Beam intensities expected from the PIAFE facility 
Beams could be used at three different stages: 

• Immediately after the mass separator, with maximum intensities and energy of 30 KeV. 

• After the first cyclotron with energies between 2 and б MeV/Nucleon. 

• After the second cyclotron with energies between 4 and 20 MeV/Nucleon. 

Figure 4 shows beami ntensities at the above mentioned three stages for Кг, Xe, Rb, Cs ant Sn 
isotopes. 

The release efficiencies and delays from the fission source were assumed to be those measured 
by the Studsvik groupe[10], as well as the ionization efficiencies for nnn rares gases elements. 

For rares gases the transfert losses in the 2.5 m transfert tuba were estimated according to 
the diffusion formalism given by Rudstam[19]. The ionization efficiencies for rare gases in the 
ECR source were assumed to be 40% and 60% for Kr and Xe respectively. 

For yields computations of non rare gases, we have chosen to use the independent fission 
yields, since it is plausible that most nuclides escape from the hot source before decaying. For 
rare gases we have chosen to use cumulative fission yields since only the rares gases and the 
halogens should escape from the moderatly warm source material. 

From the input into the mass separator, all isotopes were treated on the same footing, namely 
with the efficienciy factors displayed on figure 5. 

2 THE PHYSICS 
2.1 Nuclear Physics 

2.1.1 Fusion Studies 

PIAFE will be an especially powerful tool to study the influence of neutron excess on proba
bilities of fusion yielding very heavy nuclei.It should be possible to evaluate the possibilities of 
synthetising very heavy and super heavy elements by using neutron rich beams. This could be 
done by studying the fusion-fission processes, allowing the determination of fusion barriers, as 
well as push and extra-push energies. The most interesting reactions would be fusion of targets 
close to lead with projectiles in the vicinity of Krypton. Alternatively the doubly magic Snl32 
projectile could be used in combination with rare earth-targets. 

2.1.2 Binary transfer, reactions 

A second priority would be the study of neutron currents or isospin equilibration motions in 
binary collisions. Such effects are more explicit in rather heavy and symmetric systems. The 
collective character of such nucleon exchanges is still subject to discussion. Only systems far 
from isospin equilibrium can give inambiguous answer to these questions. In case of existence of 
collectivity a completely new set of nuclear reactions would become available, including multi-
phonon excitations of the Giant Dipole Isovector mode in the fragments, Nuclear Josepson effect 
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and neutron excess transfer from the projectile to the target, with the possible production of 
new neutron rich nuclides. 

2.1.3 Exotic Nuclei spectroscopy 

Immediately after the mass separator the intensity of the low energy beams will be two order 
of magnitudes larger than those which have been available to-date. This will give opportunities 
of largely improved spectroscopy of neutron rich nuclei. This spectroscopy will be especially 
interesting in the mass 100 region where very strong nuclear deformations and shape coexistences 
have been documented. 

The availability of intense beams of Snl32 would give the opportunity to make a detailed 
study of this doubly magic nucleus and its neighbors by traditional spectroscopy as well as 
inverse kinematic transfer reactions. 

Inverse d-p reactions would give basic data on neutron capture cross-sections by neutron rich 
nuclides which are of great interest for the study of the r process in nucleo-synthesis, as well as 
for the characterization of used fuel recycling in fast neutron reactors. It will also be possible 
to produce high quality, mass separated and chemically pure fission products targets at the 
focal plane of the mass separator. Such targets could be irradiated in the high thermal neutron 
fluxes close to the core of the reactor, employing an existing fast rabbit, allowing measurement 
of thermal neutron activation cross-sections. 

2.1.4 High-spin Physics 

It is possible to use neutron rich projectiles to synthetize stable or slightly neutron rich high-spin 
fusion nuclei. Such nuclei are not well known at high spins while they are very well known at 
low spins. A complete spectroscopy would then be possible. New regions of superdeformation 
and of high spin isomerism close to stability are predicted and will become available for study 
at PIAFE. 

2.1.5 GDR studies 

The study of giant dipole resonances in hot nuclei has been a very active field in the recent 
years. 

These studies are limited in two aspects: 
-They deal with neutron deficient systems whose properties at low temperatures are unknown 
-The initial state of the reaction is not excited in the GDR mode. 
The availability of neutron rich projectiles will overcome these limitations. It will become 

possible to follow the nuclear shapes modifications from vanishing to several MeV temperatures. 
It will also be possible to measure directly the relaxation time of the GDR mode, by the influence 
of the initial isospin desequilibrium on the GDR photons emission rates. 

2.2 Non-Nuclear Physics studies 

The ISOLDE facility, at CERN, produces radioactive beams with energies of several tens KeV. 
These beams are similar, although not identical, to those which could be produced by the PIAFE 
facility. They have been used for atomic physics (isotope shifts) and surface physics. The PIAFE 
beams could be used similarly. They can be used as the source of radioelements for medical 
applications. An example is the use of radioactive Krypton to study the pulmonary ventilation. 
This technique has been developed in collaboration by the ISN and the Hospital MICHALON 
in Grenoble. The PIAFE facility would be a much more flexible source of radioactive Krypton 
than the existing one based on accelerator irradiation. 
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Figure 1: Production cross-sections of the Rb isotopes for p+U, C+U and n"'+U reactions. 
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Figure 2a 
l.Core. 2.Hot Source. 3.Cold Source. 4.Neutron guide rubes. 5.Vertical beam tube 

Figure 2a : Arrangement of the beam tubes at the ILL reactor. 

Figure 2b 
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Figure 2b : Variation of the neutron fluxes as a function of the distance to the reactor core 
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Figure 3 : Energy ranges achievable with the modified (see text) SARA complex, for the Kr 
and Xe beams. 

Higher energy beams ( above 2 MeV/Nucleon) would give new possibilities. The radioac
tive ions could be implanted in-depth, allowing studies like perturbed angular correlations, 
Mossbauer spectroscopy on interstitial sites, diffusion kinetic studies etc. The radioactive nuclei 
can be polarised by thin foil transmission. This could allow measurements of local magnetic 
fields by measuring the time dependance of the electron distribution in beta decays. 

CONCLUSION 
The association of the high flux reactor of the ILL to the SARA accelerator system opens the 
perspective to obtain intense neutron rich isotope beams, with masses between 75 and 150. The 
expected usable intensities are higher than those foreseen using pure accelerator techniques, for 
the same type of nuclides. The main problem lies apparently with the safety of the reactor. 
Most probably, safety considerations will be the limiting factor for the beam intensities. 

The physics will focus on studies of the fusion process as well as on the diverse phenomena 
which might be connected to strong isospin disequilibrium. 
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Figure 5 : Efficiencies of the different steps of the exotic beam production process. 
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ABSTRACT. 

The Laboratorio Nazionale del Sud of Catania is equipped with an 
upgraded 15 MV SMP Tandem, that is going to be coupled to a K=800 
Superconducting Cyclotron. The status of the main facilities of the 
laboratory will be presented. A project for the use of two accelerators, 
for the production of intense secondary beams, is also presented and 
discussed. 

1 - Introduction 

The heavy ion facility at LNS is dedicated to the study of nuclear 
processes at low and intermediate energy. It is based on two different 
accelerators: an upgraded 15 MV SMP Tandem and a K=800 
Superconducting Cyclotron (SC). The first machine has been running 
since 1984 and recently some improvements have been made on the 
accelerator tube structure to guarantee a maximum voltage of 15 MV and 
on the beam optics to increase the total transmission. The Tandem, being 
coupled to the SC, is now under completion in our laboratory. The 
booster is now fully assembled and the field magnetic measurements will 
be carried out in the next months. Then the acceleration and extraction of 
the first SC beam ( 'I), radially injected by the Tandem, is expected 
next spring. This accelerator facility will permit an acceleration of 
different ion beams with energies up to 100 MeV/amu for fully stripped 
light ions and up to 20 MeV/amu for the heaviest ions like Вi or U. 
Intensities up to 1 euA are scheduled. Furthermore a superconducting 
Electron Cyclotron Resonance ion source (SERSE) for axial injection in 
the SC is now under study and development and will be completed by 
1995. In this case the SC beam energies are expected to be slightly higher 
than by Tandem injection and the beam intensities 10 times higher. 

The study of nuclei far from stability has already greatly increased 
the interest in the availability of high intensity secondary beams. 

The accelerator facility at L.N.S. permits us to develop a secondary 
ion beam facility with medium intensity. Our efforts will be devoted to 
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the best utilization of existing components, minimizing the cost of the 
facility, and at the same time maintaining the possibility of accelerating а 
large number of different species. 

Two different facilities for the production of secondary beams may 
be available at L.N.S. in the coming years: a fragment separator, which 
has already been designed, and a low епщу radioactive beam facility 
(fig. 1). 

In the first case, the Radioactive Ion Beams (RIBs) at intermediate 
energy (up to 90 MeV/amu) can be obtained by projectile fragmentation 
on a thin target, then the beams arc analyzed and collected by the SC 
extraction beam line, which is designed as a Fragment Recoils Separator 
(PRS) and sent directly to the experimental rooms, 

In the second case, operating the SC with an external ECR source 
like an injector, the light ion beams are accelerated at an energy of 50-80 
MeV/amu and are transported to the Tandem injector area where a thick 
target is used to produce RIBs. The recoils are thermalized into the 
target, diffused to the source where they are negatively ionized and then 
injected into the Tandem. We expect to have RIBs at an energy of 8 
MeV/amu maximum with intensities of up to 100 ppA. 

A detailed presentation of the accelerators facility follows and the 
project for secondary beam production is presented. 

2 • Tandem and Superconducting Cyclotron status 

The tandem was installed at LNS in 1983 and it has been working 
for some years at the maximum voltage of 13 MV. An upgrading of the 
Tandem to guarantee a maximum voltage of 16 MV and reliable 
operations at 15 MV with the highest possible beam transmission was 
required to employ the machine as an injector for the SC We rebuilt and 
lengthened accelerator tubes [1] and beams were delivered keeping the 
terminal voltage at 14.5 MV for nuclear physics experiments and at 15 
MV maximum for tests. The new optic has permitted us to reach 
relevant values for the transmission. The transmission for high intensity 
Oxygen beams has increased to 75%, while a value of 65% has been 
obtained for an Iodine beam [2]. 

The Superconducting Cyclotron., now under completion at L.N.S., 
is a three sectors machine, with an effective K-bend = 800 and a 
Kykc=200. Its main features are reported elsewhere [3]. The first cool-
down and excitation of the superconducting coils was done in Milan at the 
LASA laboratory. Using a dummy vacuum chamber, without radial 
penetration, the first systematic magnetic measurements have been carried 
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out for all operational magnetic points of the accelerator. The agreement 
between the calculated and the measured field was quite satisfactory so 
that only a few corrections on the pole geometry were needed. After this 
important step the magnet was disassembled and during 1990 the main 
components of the SC were shipped to L.N.S in Catania. 

At the end of 1990 the operations related to the cryostat, with the 
final version of the vacuum chamber complete in all radial penetrations 
for injection and extraction line, deflectors, magnetic channels, diagnostic 
devices, started. These operations were completed in May 1992 when the 
cryostat was inserted into the yoke in its permanent position and it was 
connected with the helium liquefier. 

The cool-down started in October 1992 and in November the 
cryostat was filled with liquid helium. Then the test of the power supplies 
on the superconducting coils started and magnetic forces were checked. 
The trim coils have been tested while the main coils were excited. The 
magnetic measuring system was installed and first tests were performed 
in order to check its correct functioning. The vacuum tests are now in 
progress and then the final magnetic measurements will be taken.In 
parallel with these operations the assembling and tests of RF cavities and 
related apparata are in progress. 

3 - Coupling line and bunching system 

In the last few years about 10% of the Tandem beam has been 
allocated to test the radial injection line to the cyclotron. 0 + ^ and I + ' 
have been the ions mostly used during the test. High intensities up to 250 
and 500 pnA respectively were obtained using the gas stripper at the 
tandem terminal. 

The setting of the line agrees very well with the simulation and the 
quadrupoles field scales according to the magnetic rigidity of the beam. 
Only the first two quadrupoles of the beam line change their field to 
match the emittance of different beams and up to now we have found 
differences within 1% between the nominal and the actual values. 
Optimization is accomplished looking at the position and shape of the 
beam on the beam profile monitor developed by us [4]. Transport 
efficiency along the first 25 m. of the line is about 100%. 

The bunching system is under test too. Using an oxygen beam at a 
working frequency of 33 MHz a pulse length of 1.3 nsec. was recorded 
[5]. Until now only the buncher installed before the tandem has been 
tested with the beam. In future tests we hope to compress these pulses up 
to the required length of 180-500 psec. by means of a rebuncher installed 
on the coupling beam line about 15 m. from the SC 
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4 - The ECR Source 

In order to increase both charge states and intensities of the beams 
injected into the SC, mostly for the heaviest ions, a project for a 
superconducting ECR ion source (SERSE) has been developed and it will 
be carried out as a contract between the LNS and the CEA/DRFMC of 
Grenoble. The source will be working at 14.5 GHz and the confinement 
will be performed by superconducting magnets able to give 1.4 T on the 
plasma chamber wall, attaining very good confinement. The design has 
been completed and the construction phase is going to begin [6]. The 
source is expected to ry working in Catania in 1995. 

The use of the uuperconducting magnets will permit the tuning of 
the radial confining field, whereas the lack of control on the hexapole is 
one of the main drawbacks of the room-temperature ECR ion sources, 
which use permanent magnet hexapoles. It seems that higher Bmax^ECR 
make the plasma more stable, and this feature will permit RF power to 

be saved, increasing at the same time the charge states and the ion 
intensities. Charge states up to 35++40+ for the heaviest ions and fully 
stripped ions up to Si may be expected with intensity higher then 1 ецА. 

The frequency of 14.5 GHz has been chosen as a compromise 
between the request of higher frequency and the availability of 
commercial transmitters. If in future 28 GHz CW gyfotrons are 
available, other improvements on the charge state distribution may be 
expected from this source. 

5 - The fragment separator 

The Fragment Recoil Separator (FRS) is located in the cyclotron 
extraction beam line (fig. 1) to collect and analyze the projectile 
fragments produced by the primary beam on a thin target (T). It consists 
of a superconducting solenoid, two 45° dipoles, nine quadrupoles and 
four multipoles. The superconducting solenoid performs a point-to-
parallel transport in both the axial plane and the radial one, allowing to 
increase the solid anglel acceptance from 0.18 to 4.6 msr. In order to 
maintain a high resolving power of the device, a small beam spot has to 
be directed at the target. 

The FRS is designed to be mirror symmetrical with an intermediate 
horizontal and vertical focus and zero angular dispersion at the symmetry 
point. This design allows the device to be achromatic. In tab. 1 the main 
parameters of the FRS are presented. 
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Achromatic Dispersive 
Magnetic rigidity, Bp 
Momentum acceptance Д Р / Р 
Solid angle tSi 
Source sizef 
Magnification at analysis 
Dispersion at degrader 
Dispersion at analysis 
Resolving power 
Length 

4.5 T-m 
3.6 % 
4.6 msr 
Ф=0.6 mm 
4. 
1.9 cm/% 
1.37 cm/% 
800 
23 m 

4.5 T-m 
0.5% 
0.01 msr 
Ф=1 mm 
0.66 

7.6 cm/% 
11000 
23 ш 

Tab. 1 Characteristics of the Fragment Recoil Separator 

The FRS line separates the isotope by combination of magnetic rigidity 
and energy loss analysis. The first stage of the separator, from the 
solenoid to the dispersive focus, selects the fragments produced in thin 
target according to their magnetic rigidity. At the intermediate position 
D, the ions go through a degrader, emerging with an energy loss AE/Ax~ 
A^/z**-*. Since the second stage of the spectrometer is tuned to be 
achromatic with respect to one fragment only, it is able to select only one 
isotope with few contaminants. 

The performances of the FRS line have been evaluated by means of 
the code Raytrace. Using a uniform degrader, FWHM values of 3-4.5 mm 
(fig. 2) have been found out for spectra' obtained transporting 1000 
particles for each isotope. 

о i 
X(CM) 

Fig. 2 Simulated spectra at the analysis plane of the FRS for different 
elements 
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6 - The EXCYT (EXotics at the CYcIotron Tandem) Facility 

A low energy secondary ion beam facility is being developed at LNS. 
In the project the Superconducting Cyclotron is planned to give the 

primary beam to produce the radioactive nuclei, while the Tandem will 
be the accelerating machine. Many components already existing in the 
laboratory are planned to be used in the realization of the facility too. 

Operating the cyclotron in stand-alone mode, light ion beams will 
be accelerated up to 50-80 MeV/amu and transported to the Tandem 
injector's area. Here, a 90° bending magnet will send the primary beam to 
the underground floor (fig. 3), where on a 150 KV platform the target, 
the high efficiency negative ion source and the first part of the mass 
separator are located (fig. 4). 

The choice to send the beam onto the target by a vertical beam line is 
justified by the fact that most of the radiation level is concentrated around 
the 0° direction (in a few words the floor will be used like a shield), 

The recoils will be carried to a negative ion source and then 
extracted as 1" ions by the 150 KV potential. After being mass-analyzed 
by a mass separator they will be injected into the Tandem. Finally the 
Tandem will provide radioactive beams with energies up to 8 MeV/amu. 
In the initial phase of our project particular care is being devoted to two 
different features: the beam intensity delivered by the Cyclotron and the 
secondary beam production and ionization efficiency. 

A particular study has been devoted to overcome the intensity 
limiting problems of the machine in order to have a significant recoils 
yield in the target. Axial injection and beam extraction have been deemed 
to give major intensity limitation. 

The SC will be axially injected by an ECR source. Beam intensities 
of - 1-2 puA for fully stripped light ions and ~ 10 рцА for (Z-l)-
charged ions will then be available. Particular attention will be paid to the 
emittance of the beam produced, since the inflector transmission strictly 
depends on the emittance of the incoming beam. 

Consequently the extraction design of the source will be conceived 
taking into account that the high magnetic field on the extraction side may 
be detrimental to the emittance. The axial beam line has been studied 
taking into account the high intensity requirement. An effective 
acceptance of the line in the order of 50rc mm.mrad. has been calculated. 
The space charge effects are not dangerous for a beam intensity in the 
order of 100 euA. 

We intend to employ a couple of solenoids are planned to be 
employed to reduce the effects of the magnetic field on emittance growth. 
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The present extraction device of the SC, i.e. the electrostatic 
deflector, is expected to limit the beam intensity because of the maximum 
beam power allowed and of the gap size, which is 6 mm. The possibility 
of extracting the beam from the Cyclotron leaving out the electrostatic 
deflector is being studied, trying to fulfil the fundamental constraint of 
keeping the general lay-out of the machine fixed and allowing only for 
minimum changes [7]. 

The total efficiency of the radioactive beam yield is strictly 
dependent on the target, on the negative ion source and on the beam 
transfer system among the parts of the facility. At the moment some 
hypotheses on these components can be formulated, considering the 
experience gained in other laboratories, 

A big technological effort has been spent on the design of the new 
150 KV platform, which was redesigned since the preliminary project 
[8,9], taking into account the new design of the mass separator. 

6.1 - Target and transfer system to the source 

The target must fulfill different and sometimes opposite requests: 
1) to give high rate of recoils; 
2) to be able to stand maximum primary beam currents with a 
reasonably high lifetime 
3) the target box must be remotely dismountable; 
4) target box and remote handling system must obey to the site 
constraints and however they must be compact. 
Efforts have begun, both in the direction of material studies and on 

the engineering of box design and remote handling in the frame of the 
collaboration between our laboratory and GANIL. 

Particularly the remote control has been considered with the 
perspective of limiting the operator's attendance. 

In order to achieve maximum release efficiency, the target (1-3 
g/cm2 thick) has to be kept near to fusion temperature. The extraction 
from the target to the source needs special care, in order to minimize the 
sticking processes and to optimize the diffusion efficiency. 

6.2 - High efficiency ion sources 

Two different ion sources may be used, depending on the element to 
be ionized: the first one will be a surface ionization source and the second 
will be a microwave discharge positive ion source which will be followed 
by an exchange canal. 

The separation of the contaminants will be carried out by a mass 
separator mounted on the platform, avoiding the overcharge of the 150 
KV accelerating tube. 
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In the surface ionization source, neutrals hitting the heated surfaces 
will take an electron from the metal of the surface. The best material for 
the surface is LaB6, which has a work function ф=2.36 eV, but also 
materials such as Pt, U or Pt+C have been used [10]. The most interesting 
feature of the surface ionization source is its high efficiency for elements 
with large electron affinities like fluorine, clorine, bromine, sulphur or 
selenium. The theoretical ionization efficiency is given by the Langmuir-
Saha relation which gives efficiency up to 100% for elements with high 
Ea, provided that the surface temperature is higher than 1200 °K for low 
work function surface metals as LaB6. Realistic values for the efficiency 
may be estimated in the order of 50%. 

For the ions with low electron affinity we wll use a positive source 
followed by an exchange canal (2-20% global efficiency are expected for 
the whole process). 

The exchange canal must be put after me isotopic separation stage, 
making more efficient the charge exchange process. 

In order to obtain the best efficiency (total efficiency is given by the 
source efficiency times the exchange canal efficiency) we only need 
singly charged ions. The 1+ positive ion beam extracted from the source 
then changes its sign, passing through a Li gas exchange canal. 

In a microwave discharge source the electron density is higher than 
in an ECR ion source because there is no resonance between the 
microwave discharge frequency and the electron cyclotron frequency (the 
magnetic field is higher than BECR everywhere in the plasma chamber). 

The microwave discharge then creates a highly inhomogenous 
plasma, which is sustained until the microwaves are feeded, generating an 
electron population which does not obey the critical density limit (at 2.45 
GHz as for the source that we propose this limit is 7.5 * 10*" cm"3). 

On the other hand, the lack of a radial confinement strongly limits 
the confinement capability and then the average electron temperature is in 
the order of 10 eV. 

It is not possible to have multiple ionization and currents in the 
order of 1-100 mA have been obtained for 1+ ions, operating the source 
for high currents [11]. The efficiency measurements are not frequent in 
literature, but the only value we have found [12] is higher than 20%, even 
if the source was not optimized for high efficiency. 

The operating pressures for this kind of source may be as high as 
10_3-10"2 torr. 

Our project [13] is based on a 2.45 GHz - 300 watts magnetron to be 
connected to a discharge chamber (rmt=20 mm., 1=30 mm.) surrounded 
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by a small coil, and able to provide a magnetic field of up to 1.7 Kgauss 
(BECR=0.88 Kgauss). 

The positive ions will be extracted by a two electrodes system, 
because in such a small source there is no clearance for the accel-decel 
extraction system. 

6.3 • Mass separator 

The single-charged radioactive beam has to be mass-analyzed before 
being injected into the Tandem to be accelerated. The preliminary design 
of the mass separator for the EXCYT project is shown in fig. 4. The 
separator consists of five sections: 

1- The preparation stage; 
2- The first stage wim two 90° magnets; 
3- The charge exchange channel and the acceleration section; 
4- The second stage wim two 45° magnets; 
5- The bending magnets to lead the beam to the tandem floor. 
The main ion-optics calculations were performed with the program 

GIOSP. As low beam intensities coming out from the source are expected, 
the space charge effect is supposed to be negligeable and was not 
considered. 

The preparation stage consists of an electrostatic quadrupole triplet, 
which is 40 cm far from the extraction electrode of the source. The 
image follows 30 cm. after. The quadrupole diameter is 10 cm. and its 
length is 20 cm. The electrostatic triplet produces an astigmatic image of 
the source with an adjustable magnification of 0.1-0.5 for both X and Y 
directions. 

The first stage consists of two 90° bending magnets with a bending 
radius of 0.9 m. Tilting the entrance and exit boundary of the two 
magnets by 23° an analysed astigmatic image is obtained. It will be at 0.53 
m. after the second magnet with a mass dispersion of 1.7 cm/%. 

After the 180° section the charge exchange channel is placed 
middleway between two quadrupoles triplets. The two triplets perform a 
telescopic transport of the beam from the image of the separator to the 
entrance of the accelerator tube, with a variable magnification. Inside the 
charge exchange channel the beam is parallel. A quadrupole triplet is 
placed after the acceleration tube and it is able to adjust the beam size for 
the second stage. 

The second stage consists of two 45° bending magnets with the 
entrance and exit boundaries tilted by about 10° to obtain an astigmatic 
focussing. A bending radius of 1.5 m has been selected for these magnets 
to achieve a mass dispersion of 3 cm/% at the analysis slits. The boundary 
of these magnets will be curved to compensate aberrations and a 
multipole will correct the residual aberrations. 
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Up to now only the first order design was evaluated, while higher 
order calculations are in progress. Higher order corrections are very 
important when a mass resolving power of 10000 has to be obtained. This 
value will be feasible by adding the contribution of the first and second 
separator stages. 

Two doubly focussing 90° bending magnets will be used to bring the 
beam to the tandem floor. The distance between the tandem axis and the 
separator axis is 3.5 m so the bending radius for the two dipoles has been 
chosen to be 70 cm. To put the beam along the tandem axis these two 
vertical magnets are positioned at an angle of 90° towards each other. An 
electrostatic quadrupole triplet (the last one in fig. 4) focusses the beam 
at the tandem entrance slit. 

6.4 - Radiation shielding 

To produce radioactive beams with heavy ions it is necessary to 
stop the intense energetic primary beam in a thick target. This operation 
gives high levels of radiation (mainly neutrons) and requires a suitable 
shielding of the area in which it is performed. 

With the solution that we have chosen for the location of the target, 
the whole path of the primary beam is inside an already existing shielded 
area. The existing shields (ordinary concrete) are dimensioned to work 
with intermediate energy heavy ions but at lower intensity. We will 
construct a bunker all around the apparatus producing radioactive beams 
with walls and roof having the thickness required. 

Because of the particular bombarding geometry adopted, all the 
Laboratory areas normally occupied during the production of the 
radioactive beams are at an angle between 85° and 120° with respect to 
the axis of the incident beam. Angles greater than 120° have been taken 
into account to evaluate the sky-shine contribution at the limit of the site 
(distance greater then 50 meters). Calculations have been performed with 
the following assumptions. We have assumed 6*Ш2 12Cions per second 
impinging on a thick (more than the 12C ion range) target of 181Ta at 100 
MeV/amu. Among the possible reactions used to produce radioactive 
beams this is one of the most prolific of neutrons and, moreover, due to 
the very small ratio of the projectile mass number to that of the target, 
the angular distribution of the neutron shows a lateral and backward 
component higher than that for more symmetric reactions [14]. 

A total production rate of 0.47 neutrons per incident ion is expected 
in such a reaction and, in the angular range between 85° and 12G°, a 
neutron production rate between 0.06 neutrons/(sr*ion) and 0.035 
neutrons/(sr*ion) can be evaluated [14]. A reference value of the dose-



Beam and target data 

Beam 

8 U 
11 Li 
11 С 
14 0 
15 0 
19 0 
22 0 
17 F 

20 Na 
30 P 
30 S 
33 CI 
34 CI 
69 As 
73 So 
74 Br 

Half 
life 

642ms 
9ms 
20m 
71s 
2m 
27s 
2.3s 
65s 

446ms 
2,5 m 

1$ 
25s 
32m 
15ms 
7h 

42m 

Target 
material 

С 
С 

MgO 
С 
С 
С 
с 

MgO 
С 

Zr02 
С 

Zr02 
Zr02 
Zr02 
Zr02 
Zr02 

Nuclear 
Reaction and. 
beam energy 

15N 83 MeV/u 
180 76 MeV/u 
12C 96 MeV/u 
160 96 MeV/u 
160 96 MeV/u 

22Ne 79 MeV/u 
26Mg 81 MeV/u 
20Ne 96 MeV/u 
24Mg 96M3V/U 
12C 96 MeV/u 
32S 96 MeWu 
12C 96MeV/u 
12C 96 MeV/u 
12C 96 MeV/u 
12C 96 MeV/u j 
12C 96 MeV/u | 

I 
Target 

thickness 
(g/cm2) 

2.1 
1.3 
3 
2 
2 

1.2 
1.1 
0.8 
1.2 
3 

0.9 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

EXCYT 

Production 
rate 

in target 
Atoms/s*p.A 

4.20E+09 
2.00E+07 
1.90E+10 
4.40E+09 
2.20E+10 
4.00E+09 
1.60E+07 
1.00E+10 
2.50E+09 
2.70E+08 
3.60E+09 
3.00E+07 
1.93E+08 
2.30E+08 
6.00E+09 
5.80E+08 

estimated efficiencies and rates 
Release 

and delay 
efficiency 

% 
4.0E+01 
3.2E-01 
8.0E+01 
6.0E+01 
6.6E+01 
4.1E+01 
1.9E+00 
5.8E+01 
2.4E+01 

6.30E+01 
5.80E+01 
5.80E+01 
5.80E+01 
4.00E+01 
8.00E+01 
5.80E+01 

Ion source 
efficiency 

% 
4J5E+00 
4.75E+00 
2.50E+00 
9,00E+C0 
9.00E+00 
9.00E+00 
9.00E+00 
5.00E+01 
4.75E+00 
1.00E+01 
8,00E+00 
5.00E+01 
5.00E+01 
1.30E+01 
1.35E+01 
5.00E+01 

Tandem 
transmission 

Overall 
efficiency 

incl. stripping) 
% 

6.00E+01 
6.00E+01 
5.00E+01 
4.00E+01 
4.00E+01 
3.50E+01 
3.50E+01 
3.50E+01 
3.00E+01 
3.00E+01 
3.00E+01 
2.50E+01 
2.50E+01 
2.00E+01 
2.00E+01 
1.50E+01 

% 
1.14E+00 
9.12E-03 
1.00E+00 
2.16E+00 
2.38E+00 
1.29E+00 
5.99E-02 
1.02E+01 
3.42E-01 
2.04E+00 
1,39E+00 
7.25E+00 
7.25E+00 
1.04E+00 
2.16E+00 
4.35E+00 

Final 
beam 

intensity 
Atoms/s*nA 

4.79E+07 
1.82E+03 
1.90E+08 
9.50E+07 
5.23E+08 
5.17E+07 
9.58E+03 
1.02Б+09 
B,55E+06 
5.51 E+06 
5.01E+07 
2.18E+06 
1.40E+07 
2.39E+06 
1.30E+08 
2.52E+07 
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equivalent rate of 2.5 jtSv/h has been choosen for the normally occupied 
surrounding areas. For 8>120° the neutron production rate is 0.035 
neutrons/(sr*ion). The reference value of the dose to the population 
living nearby has been fixed in 2 mSv/year and the calculations for the 
roof have been performed on the basis of an annual workload of 5000 
hours (somewhat higher than the expected one). 

To evaluate the shielding requirements, a concrete (p=2.4 g/cm3) 
tenth-value layer thickness of 44 centimeters (as suggested in [14]) for 
©>80° and E=100 MeV/amu) and a fluence rate per unit dose equivalent 
rate of 0.5 neutrons*cm2*s-I/p.Sv*h-1 (cautelative value close to the 
minimum of the recommended ones for high energy neutrons) have been 
used. We have found that, depending on the distances of the evaluation 
areas (of the order of 10-20 meters), total thicknesses between 200 and 
250 centimeters of ordinary concrete are required for the lateral shields. 
To achieve this result we have to make the walls of the bunker about 1 
meter thick in each direction. 

Concerning the skyshine, the existing roof has to be incremented 
with about 30 centimeters of ordinary concrete to give a total thickness of 
about 400 g*cmA "We will put such an additional roof over the bunker. 
The required bunker wall thicknesses are visible in fig.4. 

7 - Secondary beam intensity 

In tab. 2 some data for the expected rates of some secondary beams 
are shown, calculated according to the formula: 

*seconday~*primary\™A'"^' ®* ^release ionization ^transport ^Tandem 
where о is the cross section of the reactionin cm2 t is the tickness of the 
target in g/cm2 , M is the mass number of the target element, NA is the 
Avogadro number and e are the process efficiencies. Yelds in the order of 
107-109 pps/рдА are expected for most of ion species. The data here 
reported are experimental values or estimates suggested by the main 
European laboratories working in the RIB fields. Since negative ions 
have to be accelerated, elements like CI, Br,but also As and Se, very 
difficult to be obtained in other facilities using a post-accelerator for 
positive ions, are quite obtainable at the EXCYT facility, while lower 
efficiencies are planned for most ion species, because monocharged 
positive ions have to be produced and then converted into negative ones. 

8 - Conclusions 

At the Laboratorio Nazionale del Sud an upgraded 15 MV SMP 
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Tandem is already operating and will be coupled with the 
Superconducting Cyclotron booster, which will provide light and heavy 
ion beams in the energy range 100+20 MeV/n in 1993. Using the same 
accelerators, with minor modifications, secondary radioactive beams can 
be produced for new experiments at intermediate energy, with the 
fragment separator, or at low energy, with the secondary beams produced 
by the SC and accelerated by the Tandem. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

TREBLe is a modification of the Dubna project of the heavy ion storage ring complex K4-K10 
[1, 2, 3, 4] (sec Fig. 1). It is intended to provide high precision beams of exotic nuclei with mass 
numbers of A<50 in the energy range from few MeV to about 200 MeV/amu. The availability 
of beams of very short lived nuclear specimens is a unique feature of this project. Due to 
the electron cooling the beam quality will be improved to a level of a very high momentum 
resolution (ДР/Р=10"°) and transverse emittance (e=0.1 7r mm*mrad) for the nuclei having 
the lifetime of >50 ms. For the beams of nuclei with much shorter decay time, close to 
one millisecond, a considerable monochromatization down to a level of ДР /Р=10" 4 will be 
available either on the ring orbit or, after the beam rebunching, just before its injection into 
the ring. 

We assume that TREBLe will considerably supplement the potential of existing and 
planned exotic beam facilities, thus fitting in with the landscape of the future nuclear physics 
facilities in Europe. Below we briefly outline the nuclear physics research program in which 
the very exotic and high precision beams of TREBLe could provide some unique possibilities. 
Other branches of science (nuclear astrophysics, biomedicine and material science) are consid
ered in the К4-КЮ Technical Proposal [1]. After general description of the project we give a 
notion about its major parts and single out the first stage of the project. Being accomplished 
within a comparatively short time it would advance the realization of the whole project and 
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provide unique beams of exotic nuclei for experiments. Finally, we give the present status of 
the design work and R&D. 

Fig . 1 

Diagram of the JINR complex of heavy ion cyclotrons with the proposed storage ring 
complex K4-K10. Two cooler rings are shown together with the primary beam line leading from 
U400M to K4 and the connecting two rings fast extraction line followed by the secondary beam 
separation channel 3. The projected building for housing the rings and biological shielding 
are marked by the numbers 1 and 2 respectively. 

2. N U C L E A R PHYSICS RESEARCH PROGRAM 

Presently, the science of exotic nuclear beams is recognized as one of very few major directions 
in which the nuclear physics frontier will pass during the next decade. One should even say 
that evidently we are the witnesses of a break-through in this field though the most intriguing 
results will be obtained in the future when the facilities dedicated to exotic beams will come 
into operation. Switching on precise and intense exotic nuclear beams in the nuclear physics 
experiments will drastically expand their horizons due to access to extended isochains of nuclei. 
For the first time this will open the possibility to see and investigate the evolution of nuclear 
structure with respect to isospin. Near stability our view of this evolution is restricted as 
the nucleus is a unique finite-body quantum system the stucture of which, being sensitive 
to its bulk properties, is dominated by a few valence nucleons. Therefore, exotic beams will 
provide great opportunities to tackle some of the most fundamental current problems of nuclear 
structure and will allow the study of entirely new phenomena not derivable from the present 
phenomenological nuclear theory. 
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The set of the beams being notable for the access to projectiles disposing close to the 

neutron (proton) drip lines gives a possibility to formulate a very interesting experimental 
program for TREBLc which apparently will not be covered in the proper degree by other 
existing and projected exotic beam facilities. The whole arsenal of nuclear reactions rang
ing from elastic scattering to pion production will be accessible for experimental use. The 
elastic and inelastic scattering and different transfer reactions occurring when light targets 
(p,d,3H,3He,4He, etc) are bombarded on the ring orbit by a circulating beam are of the prime 
interest for their potential to provide the nuclear structure information at large reaction cross-
section values and comfortable conditions owing to the inverse kinematics. The same is valid 
for the (p,n) charge-exchange reactions. The virtual 7-rays created in the coulomb field of a 
heavy target nucleus can be exploited to obtain some excitation modes of exotic nuclei. Beam 
and/or target polarization will considerably enhance the value of the obtained information. 
Beams of nuclear isomers will add another dimension to the research program. Mass mea
surements with the accuracy of ДМ/М=10"6 will be feasible for exotic nuclei on the ring 
orbit. 

Precise and variable energy beams of nuclei having vanishingly small neutron separation 
energy will enormously expand the information about the structure of halo nuclei peculiar 
for their far-extending "neutron skin" which may provide direct information on a matter 
composed almost exclusively of neutrons. The field of the known halo nuclei will be expanded 
considerably. New nuclides close to the neutron and proton drip lines will be synthesized and 
their decay modes will be investigated. New nuclear systems beyond the drip lines will be 
studied. Peculiarities of beta decay of halo nuclei will be revealed taking into account the 
fact that the decay occurs for neutrons embedded in the neutron matter for a long fraction of 
time. New information being useful both for nuclear physics and astrophysics and concerning 
the (pN-pz)JPnuei dependence of the nucleon-nucleon interaction will be obtained. In fact, 
studies of halo nuclei will give the unique information directly related to the matter composed 
almost solely of neutrons, i.e. being close to the conditions prevailing in stellar systems such 
as neutron stars. 

Beams of nuclei with extreme neutron excess will drastically enhance the potential of 
investigations of rapidly rotating nuclei giving the way to new exotic nuclear shapes such as 
triaxiality, hyperdeformation and oblate superdeformation. For the first time the observation 
of the complete set of data on high spin states will be possible for nuclei with well known 
structure of the low spin states. Such kind of complete spectroscopic information is necessary 
to reveal the nature of nuclear transitions between the high and low spin configurations. 

The study of nuclear dynamics near stability promises the observation of new phenomena 
and a new insight into the isospin dependence of the macroscopic behavior of the nuclear 
matter. There are theoretical considerations supported by some experimental observations 
pointing at the existence of giant dipole modes which should appear in neutron excess nuclei 
at low excitation energy. These excitation modes should be most prominent in measurements 
of the low energy response function of halo nuclei. Their manifestation in different kinds of 
nuclear reactions will be of a considerable interest from the point of view of new effects in the 
reaction dynamics: specific doorway processes, hybridization, i.e. the mixing of different parity 
valence configurations of the colliding nuclei, cold multinucleon transfer, collective neutron 
flow and neck formation. Being coupled with fusion some of these reaction channels will 
greatly enhance the subbarrier fusion cross-section thus facilitating the synthesis of neutron 
excess transfermium nuclei among which extremely interesting are those disposing close to 
264Fm notable for the specific fission pathway leading to the doubly magic 132Sn fragments. 
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Synthesis of the superheavy nuclei, searched already for a long time, will be possible as well as 
investigation of another predicted stability island of deformed nuclei around Z=108, N=162. 

3 . D E S C R I P T I O N O P T H E P R O J E C T 

The key beam parameters of two projects - K4-K10 and TREBLe are presented in Tables 1 
and 2. Comparing these two tables one recognizes that all the TREBLe parameters will be 
specified proceeding from the sole purpose: to produce high quality beams of short lived exotic 
nuclei with mass numbers not exceeding 50. The maximum beam energy is defined to fit the 
above outlined nuclear physics program. 

We preserve for TREBLe the principal conception of the K4-K10 project which is based 
on the idea to use two storage rings both equipped with electron cooling (see Fig. 1). The first 
ring is intended to accumulate the primary beam from a sector focusing heavy ion cyclotron, 
to cool this beam and to increase the energy up to about 120-170 MeV/amu. The high quality 

Table 1. 
K4-K10: Universal Version of the Project. Key beam characteristics 

BEAMS 

EXOTIC 
NUCLEI 

Tl/t>0.05s 

T,/,=0.005-0.05s 

STABLE 
NUCLEI 

(7U-MKr) 
, " f c . " , P b . B , U 

РгЛоШ 

MAX.ENERGY 
(MeV/nucl.) 

600 
200 

850 

600 
2200 

E 

io-5-io6 

io4 

-4 -S 

10 -10 
io4-id s 

to"5 

LUMINOSITY" 
( i ' e m " 2 ) 

a so 
10 -10 
io a- io* 

ioM-io" 

ioa-ioM 

10M 

primary beam obtained from the first ring as a result of fast extraction is used to produce 
secondary beams of exotic nuclei which, after separation by an energy loss achromat, are 
injected into the second ring. Here exotic beams are cooled and then one can either accumulate 
them and control their energy (i.e. accelerate or, rather, decelerate), if the lifetime of exotic 
nuclei is more than one second, or irradiate an internal or external target with the high 
precision beam immediately after cooling, if the lifetime of exotic nuclei is less than one 
second. The cooling time in the second ring will be of the order of 50 ms. This very short 
cooling time can be obtained due to low initial transverse and longitudinal emittances of 
the secondary beams. The small transverse emittance is obtained by means of focusing the 
high quality primary beam to a very small spot on the production target (less than 1 mm in 
diameter). The longitudinal emittance of the secondary beam is also reduced seriously due to 
the possibility to extract the high quality primary beam from the first ring in a form of very 
short (20 ns) time bunches. 
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Table 2. 
TREBLe: Two Ring Exotic Beam Laboratory (unique version). 
Key beam characteristics 

BEAMS 

EXOTIC 
NUCLEI 

T1A> 0.05s 
T,/,=0.005-0.05s 

STABLE 
NUCLEI 

(7lPeCa) 

MAX.ENERGY 
(MeV/nucl.) 

200 
200 

200 

ДЕ 
E 

io-5-io6 

io4 

-4 -5 
10 - 1 0 

LUMINOSITY 
( i'cnf2 ) 

23 30 
10 - 1 0 
lO^-ld* 

io 3 0 - i o 3 1 

We foresee the possibility to provide a kind of rebunching the beam just after its injection 
on the orbit of the second ring. As a result, the momentum spread of the exotic beam will 
be reduced from ±0.5% to some ±0.04% in 100 microseconds after its birth. The same result 
can be achieved by implementation of a rebunching the secondary beam at the end of the 
way from the production target to the injection point of the second ring. The rebunching is 
important as it allows us to speed up the beam cooling time in the longitudinal direction. 
We note that a considerable effect of the exotic beam monochromatization is obtained after 
rebunching. This can be used for the beams of very short lived nuclei. 

4. I N J E C T O R C Y C L O T R O N U400M 

The primary beam injector will be the JINR heavy ion cyclotron U400M. This sector focusing 
cyclotron is a new machine which, having been tested during the 1993 commissioning cycle, 
proved its ability to produce, with a PIG ion source, high intensity beams of ions ranging from 
carbon to neon. Table 3 gives the intensities of some of the beams in terms of the number 
of ions produced by the cyclotron within one microsecond, i.e. the time interval of the order 
of one period of the beam revolution on the first ring orbit. The numbers are given for three 
different cyclotron ion sources: ECR, a C0 2 laser plasma source, and PIG. The peak beam 
intensities for a cyclotron ECR source are presented in the second column of Table 3. The 
numbers are inferred from the results reported in [5,6]. One can also see that for ions extracted 
from solid materials the laser ion source is a very promising due to enhanced ion yield in this 
case. The third column contains the numbers obtained as a result of test experiments carried 
out at the sector focusing cyclotron U200 [7] (see Fig 2). The energy values of the ions involved 
are given in the last column of the Table 3. Evidently, these two ion sources supplement each 
other and are able to provide fairly high peak beam intensities from the cyclotron. 

The program of installation of an ECR ion source is running in 1993 as an essential part 
of the funded U400M project. The routine operation of the cyclotron with this ion source will 
begin in 1994. Planned R&D for the K4-K10 (TREBLe) project contains the design and tests 
of a new version of the laser ion source at U400M in 1993. There are arguments for a version 
capable of providing the remarkably better results compared with those given in Table 3. 
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Table 3 . 
Peak Beam Intensities of U400M 

ION 

14^+4 

15 N + 5 

18^+6 

2 0Ne+ 7 

3 o s i +7 

36q+8 

40 A r + 10 

46rp- +12 

48 C a + 10 

NUMBER OF IONS PER IfjS 

ECR 

4*109 

3*108 

2*108 

io 8 

4*107 

Laser 
source 

109 

108 

8«108 

109 

3»10B 

3»10B 

PIG 

5*106 

10 7 

ENERGY 
MeV/amu 

43 

56 

56 

59 

31 

29 

35 

38 

27 

Pig. 2 
Schematic diagram illustrating test experiments with a laser plasma ion source installed 

at the U200 cyclotron. 
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+ 1 

0.3 

18° 

+ 5 
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7 ° 
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5. COOLER RINGS 

The ring K4 described in the Technical Proposal[l] meets the conditions imposed on the first 
ring in both versions: either the full scale K4-K10 project or TREBLe. We keep this ring for 
TREBLe. Its basic parameters are listed in Table 4. Two beam injection schemes foreseen 
for this ring are considered in detail in our previous papers [1, 2, 3, 4]. Both schemes, the 
injection by ion stripping and multiple single turn injection, provide for the fast primary beam 
accumulation and cooling. This can be accomplished within 100 ms for 1011 and Ю10 ions 
of carbon and calcium respectively. Taking into account the acceleration time we conclude 
that each 400 milliseconds, as a result of fast extraction from the K4 ring, we shall obtain 
20 ns beam bunches containing the above mentioned numbers of ions with the energy of 120-
170 MeV/amu. The formation of 20 ns bunches on the K4 orbit will be accompanied with 
some increase of the beam momentum spread, while it does not affect the small transverse 
emittance of the cooled beam. The beam having the transverse emittance of 1 тг mm*mrad 
and momentum spread of ±0.2% will be easily focused to a spot size of 0.8 mm on a production 
(beryllium) target. 

Table 4 . 
Basic Parameters of the Ring K4 

Ring 

BPm.x • T * m 

Circumference , m 
Acceptance £ „ Tr«mm»mrad 

( Д р/Р) т „ • 2 
Cooling electron maximum 
energy , keV 
Length of the cooling 
section , m 
Electron maximum 
current , A 
Cathode diameter , cm 
RF amplitude, kV 
Range of the RF 
frequency , MHz 
Vacuum, Pa 

K4 
4 

83.11 
50 

1.0 

100 

3 
5 
3 
14 

0.5-3.4 
to -8 

The secondary beams of exotic nuclei produced on this target will be captured by the ion 
optical system of a fragment separator. Usually the separation of these beams is accomplished 
by the so called momentum loss achromat [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. A version of such a separator is 
presented in the K4-K10 Technical Proposal [1] (see Fig. 1). In this version the secondary 
beam with the momentum spread of ±0.5% emerging from the target within the solid angle 
of about 10 msr is singled out, and its phase space ellipse is transformed to fit the injection 
condition for the second ring having the transverse acceptance of 25 7Г mm*mrad. 

The maximum magnetic rigidity of the second ring is not specified at this stage. Other 
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essential parameters, first of all the ring lattice and lattice functions, can be borrowed from 
the К10 ring described in [1]. 

On the basis of the outlined parameters of the rings we evaluated the number of ions on 
the orbit of the second ring and the luminosity values attainable in experiments carried out 
at the conditions when an internal target is irradiated by a circulating exotic beam. These 
values are given in columns С and 7 of Table 5 for some typical beams listed in the first column 
of the Table. We assumed that a long term irradiation will be possible in the case when the 
thickness of the target does not exceed 1014 atoms per cm2 and that the beam accumulation 
time of up to 1000 s will be possible for the long lived nuclei. The half-life time of exotic 
nuclei, their displacement from the neutron (proton) drip line, injection and maximum energy 
are presented in columns 2-5 of Table 5. Evidently, the beams of very exotic nuclei, even 
such as nLi, 17B, 28Ne etc. having life time in the millisecond region, will be accessible to 
experiments at TREBLe. The luminosity values given in Table 5 fit well the research program 
outlined in section 2. 

Table 5. 
Two Ring Exotic Beam Laboratory (TREBLe) 

BEAMS 

6He 
"He 
9Li 
"Li 
"Be 
"Be l2B 
17B ,ec 
,8C 
"0 
a 0 
2 4Ne 
2eNe 

£3* 

T l / Z 
(«c) 

0.808 
0.122 
0.178 
0.009 
13.8 
0.05 
0.02 

0.006 
0.75 
0.1 

70.6 
0.76 
225 

0.014 
2«105 

MJ 
2 
0 
2 
0 
3 
0 
5 
0 
6 
4 
2 
2 

•8 
2 
9 

Einj. 
(MeV/amu) 

105 
no 
no 
110 
125 
120 
85 
120 
115 
120 
110 
120 
125 
120-
110 

"max. 
(MeV/amu) 

175 
120 
175 
120 
210 
130 
265 
140 
220 
175 
455 
210 
265 
200 
335 

NUMBER 
OF IONS 
ON ORBIT 

101 
105 

107 

104 

107 

102 

10г 10 г 

10 6 

103 

10B 

10* 
io8 

10 3 

Ю10 

LUMINOSITY 
( SW2 ) 

"»£ 
10 2 5 

1 0 2 7 . 
10 2 4 

10 2 7 

10 2 2 

10 2 8 

10 2 2 

10 2 6 

10 г з 

10 2 8 

10 г* 
10 г а 

10 * 
10 3 0 

6. FIRST STAGE OF T H E PROJECT 

The evaluated cost of the project K4-K10 is 52 M$. The cost of TREBLe will be considerably 
lower. Nevertheless to speed up the realization of the project we determine the first stage 
which could be accomplished within two-three years depending on the funding rate. This 
implies the building of the first ring K4 which will be installed close to the hall of the injector 
cyclotron U400M occupying the existing laboratory space (see Fig. 3 and 4). 

Besides the progress in the building of the whole facility the objective of this stage is the 
beams of exotic nuclei stored and cooled on the orbit of the ring K4. The peak primary beam 
intensities provided by the cyclotron U400M (see Table 3) give us favorable conditions 
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Fig. 3 
General view of the cyclotron complex with the cooler ring K4 installed in the existing 

laboratory space. 

< » O y T r t r i g t | l • • Q w 

I_L ^УЧЧУЧХЧУ^ KWfri E ^ ^ 4 V W ^ " 
Fig- 4 
First stage of TREBLe. Diagram showing U400M together with the cooler ring K4 and 

the primary beam channel branching off the beam line of U400M and focusing the beam to a 
small spot on the production target. The separation channel can be seen which delivers the 
secondary beam to the ring K4. 
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Schematic diagram illustrating the production and rebunching a secondary beam. 

to produce the secondary beams of exotic nuclei which can be effectively accumulated and 
cooled in the K4 ring. The multiple single turn injection scheme elaborated for the primary 
beam injection into K4 fits rather well conditions for the exotic beam injection. The K4 lattice 
satisfies requirements of fast beam cooling and installing on the ring orbit an internal target 
being necessary for carrying out experiments with exotic beams. 

The beam injection line branches off the initial part of the main transport line of the beam 
extracted from U400M (see Fig.4). Immediately after the bumper and septum magnets used for 
beam splitting it is focused onto a target on which secondary beams are produced. Parameters 
of the primary beams of U400M allow focusing to a spot size of 2 mm. A momentum loss 
achromat follows the target. This achromat, together with the rest of the injection line, 
separates exotic beams and accomplishes the beam emittance matching with the K4 ring 
acceptance at the injection point. Secondary beam emerging from the target within the solid 
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angle of 6 msr will be captured by the separation channel and injected into the K4 ring. To 
widen the accessible momentum range of the secondary beam which can be accumulated in 
the ring a rebunchingis provided before the injection (see Fig.5). This reduces by a factor of 
about three the initial momentum spread (±0.3%) of the beam captured by the momentum 
loss achromat. As a result, the secondary beam injection into the ring is facilitated and 
its longitudinal cooling time is considerably reduced. Rebunching will also greatly stabilize 
injection conditions of primary beams. 

In Table 6 we give parameters of some exotic beams which will be obtained after com
pletion of the TREBLe first stage. The presentation is identical with that explained for Table ' 
5. We believe that by that time this could be a facility providing for unique beams for the 
research program with exotic nuclei. 

Table 6. 
Exotic Beam in K4 

BEAMS 

6He 
"He 
flLi 
Hi 
"Be 
12B 

i e c 

"0 
24Ne 
2 8 , . 

Mg 
38S 

4 4 m S c 
(J'=6+) 

Ti/г 
(sec) 

0.800 

0.122 

0.84 

0.17B 

13.8 

0.02 

0.75 

70.6 

225 

7»104 

1*104 

2*105 

HJ 
2 

0 

3 

. 2 

3 

5 

6 

2 

8 

12 

14 

9 

E inj. 
(MeV/amu) 

42 

43 

41 

44 

44 

40 

42 

36 

20 

20 

17 

22 

b m a x . 
(MeV/amu) 

80 

50 

105 

80 

100 

125 

105 

225 

125 

130 

130 

160 

NUMBER 
OF IONS 
ON ORBIT 

io4 

102 

io4 

103 

105 

105 

103 

105 

106 

107 

107 

io6 

L 
(s cm ) 

10 24 

1 0 22 

10 г4 

1 0 23 

1025 

1025 

102 3 

1025 

102B 

10 27 

10 27 

10 28 

7. D E S I G N STATUS 

The Technical Proposal [1] of the К4-КЮ complex was prepared by the end of 1991. The 
proposal was distributed among the laboratories working with cooler rings as well as those 
involved in explorations in the field of exotic beam science. The scientific mission of the 
project was the subject of a special workshop (Smolenize, June 1992). The project received 
favorable reviews from EPS and NuPECC with respect to its scientific merit. The positive 
opinion about the feasibility of the project was expressed in a review given by a group of 
acknowledged experts in cooler rings from the european institutes. 
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In 1992 the design of the main components of the K4 ring was carried out including 
the complete calculations of the ring lattice, drawings of the magnets and electron cooling 
system, design of the dipole and quadrupole magnet power supplies, a schematic drawing of 
the vacuum system. An initial module of the control system of the complex was prepared. 

In 1993 the technical project of the K4 magnet system will be completed and the design of 
the K4 vacuum system and the magnet system of the injection and secondary beam separation 
line (see Fig.4) will be carried out. 

R&D will be an essential part of the work planned for 1993. Crucial will be the man
ufacture of a test bench consisting of the following units and systems: one prototype dipole 
and one prototype quadrupole magnets together with their power supplies and field gauges, a 
RF synthesizer, a prototype of the control system providing for controls of the field synchro
nization and stability as well as "tracking", i.e. operating RF cavity and magnets in a given 
relationship over time. A schematic drawing of the test bench is shown in fig.6. 

A test UHV system is being manufactured for checking the pumps, gauges, valves etc. 
An UHV chamber of the dipole magnet together with a pumping station is planned to be 
manufactured for technology tests of potential producers. The R&D planned involves also the 
manufacture of an electron gun prototype for the K4 cooler and tests of a metal vapor jet beam 
monitor with low energy heavy ion beams available from a mass spectrometer. Finally, it is 
very significant for the future path of the project to get an access for carrying out, together 
with the SIS-ESR groups of GSI, the experiments aimed at checking the injection method 
foreseen for the K4 ring, i.e. the multiple single-turn beam injection proposed by the group 
of INP and promising a rather high rate of the beam storage and cooling. 
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Fig. 6 
Block diagram of the planned test bench. See text for explanations. 
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1. Introduction 

Research in experimental nuclear physics in Finland has been concentrated in Jyvaskyla since 
the., foundation of the Department of Physics in the local University in 1967. Until August, 
1991, research was done using the 20 MeV cyclotron. Since then, the new heavy ion 
cyclotron laboratory has been inaugurated and experimental work is again being started. 

Study of exotic nuclei has been one of the strong fields in Jyvaskyla and will be the main 
activity also in the new laboratory. The study of nuclei far from stability has greatly 
increased our knowledge of nuclear properties in the past years. Experiments have been 
pushed to the very limits of nuclear stability among light proton-rich and neutron-rich nuclei. 
We are clearly also approaching the maximum number of protons that can be gently forced 
into one nucleus. Astrophysical research has benefited from studies of exotic nuclei. This 
progress has only been made possible by the development of new experimental techniques. 
Part of this development has taken place at the Department of Physics of the University of 
Jyvaskyla (JYFL), where new on-line mass separator and He-jet techniques were introduced. 

At the new JYFL К = 130 MeV cyclotron the future program concerning nuclei far from 
stability will be based on the new, improved IGISOL facility and the gas-filled recoil 
separator RTTU. A new He-jet transport system was already used in the first nuclear physics 
experiment, and a general purpose 1.5 m scattering chamber will also be available. Research 
will in the near future concentrate on (i) studies of production techniques and reaction 
mechanisms to make exotic nuclei and radioactive beams, (ii) studies of weak interaction 
processes in nuclei via the Fermi and Gamow-Teller decays, (Hi) studies of very proton-rich 
and light neutron-rich nuclei, nucleon halos and exotic decay modes, (iv) systematic studies 
of nuclear structure and decay with the isospin degree of freedom of very neutron-rich nuclei 
produced in fission and neutron-deficient heavy nuclei produced in (Ш,хп) reactions, and (v) 
spectroscopy of the heaviest elements with Z= 100. 

Other research topics in nuclear physics will be nuclear shapes and high spin states, heavy 
ion reactions, and specialized measurements on electron spectroscopy. Collaboration with the 
NORDBALL group in the field of in-beam gamma-ray spectroscopy will begin in 1993. 

During the first years of operation, it is expected that the nuclear physics program will use 80 
% of the beam time. Other main fields of activity in our laboratory are solid state physics, 
medical radioisotope production, and applications in environmental sciences. 

* Supported by me Academy of Finland 
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Figure 1. Layout of the new accelerator laboratory of the University ofjyvaskyla 
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In this talk we will concentrate on the research program around the two main instruments, 
IGISOL and RITU, and will touch briefly on the first results and forthcoming experiments. 

2. The new heavy ion cyclotron laboratory 

Construction of the new К = 130 MeV heavy ion cyclotron and the external ECR ion source 
in the new science campus area of the University of Jyvaskyla was completed in 1991. The 
experimental hall which will be housing some eight separate research areas, was completed 
in 1992, when also installation of the first experimental facilities was started. The plan of the 
laboratory is shown in Figure 1. 

The К = 130 MeV cyclotron [1] has a magnet pole diameter of 2.4 m with three 58° spiral 
sectors. Maximum and minimum pole gaps are 0.33 m and 0.174 m, respectively. The main 
magnet is trimmed with 15 circular correction coils and 4 sets of harmonic coils. The 
bending limit of the magnet is 130 MeV and the focusing limit is 90 MeV for protons. The 
acceleration system consists of two active 78° dee electrodes with a maximum voltage of 50 
kV. The rf frequency is 10-21 MHz, and the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd harmonic modes of operation 
will be available first. The ions are produced in the external ECR ion source which is similar 
to the RT-ECRIS at MSU with some modifications. So far, mainly ions from gaseous 
elements have been produced. For the first nuclear physics experiment a 5.5-6.3 
MeV/nucleon 40дг9+ ье а г п w a s accelerated. Preliminary work on the production of ions 
from solid elements has also been done. 

The He-jet was completed and used in the first nuclear physics experiment in March, 1993. 
The two major facilities for studies of nuclei far from stability, the on-line mass separator 
IGISOL and the recoil separator RITU, are expected to be used in first experiments before 
the summer shut-down. Installation of a collinear laser spectroscopy facility to be connected 
to the IGISOL beam line will start in the summer. 

3. Experimental facilities 

3.1. Ion Guide Separator On-Line (the new IGISOL) 

The ion guide method, first developed in Jyvaskyla in the early eighties, allows fast injection 
of singly charged primary reaction products, thermalized in helium gas, into the mass 
separator without significant efficiency dependence on the elemental properties [2,3]. The 
method which is generally known as IGISOL (Ion Guide Isotope Separator On-Line) has 
been successfully applied in spectroscopic studies of exotic nuclei produced in light-ion-
induced fusion and fusion-fission reactions. The application of mis technique to heavy ion 
reactions has been limited due to the side effects of the intense plasma generated by the 
primary accelerator beam in helium. 
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The fate of a slowing-down reaction product in the helium of the ion guide is not fully and 
quantitatively understood, but it is known that a very large fraction of the ions reach the 
charge state +1 and remain singly charged for a period of several milliseconds in commercial 
grade helium at a pressure on the order of 10 kPa. Thus the ions have to be transported away 
by fast gas flow using volume flow rates typically over 500 cm3/s. This results, for a small 
reaction chamber, in average delay times of only a few ms. This is orders of magnitude less 
than in conventional on-line mass separators. The final vacuum inside the mass separator is 
typically Ш"6 mbar, so a fairly efficient pumping system is needed. An important part of the 
differential pumping system is the skimmer or squeezer electrode which is used to focus the 
ions through a helium-skimming aperture into a good vacuum for acceleration and 
separation. 

The.standard version of IGISOL has been used in extensive spectroscopic studies of light and 
heavy nuclei. These include measurements of the Gamow-Teller strength and its quenching 
among the fp-shell mirror nuclei [4], studies of isomerism [5] and delayed particle emission 
[6] as well as a study of reflection asymmetry in die actinide region [7]. Our recent work 
with the old MC20 cyclotron at JYFL used an ion guide specifically designed for fission 
products and concentrated on studies of new nuclei produced in symmetric fission. The 
IGISOL technique has been adopted in several laboratories. For more information the reader 
is referred to the session devoted to ion guides in the proceedings of the last two conferences 
on electromagnetic isotope separators and their applications [8,9]. 

The IGISOL mass separator facility modified for use in our new laboratory is shown in 
Figure 2. We are planning to utilize it for both fusion and fission reactions. With 
considerably increased beam intensity for light ions and using new projectiles we estimate 
that production rates of fission products will increase by a factor of 100. A large number of 
new nuclei should become accessible for experimental studies in fission reactions only. 

The new vacuum chamber in the high voltage part of the separator will be housing either the 
target/thermalization chamber for fission products or a special arrangement for heavy-ion 
fusion products. The improved pumping capacity is about 8400 m3/h, nearly a factor of three 
higher than earlier. The radioactive ions (+1) extracted by the ion guide are accelerated to 40 
keV energy and transported through a concrete shielding wall using two einzel lenses into the 
55° dipole magnet for mass analysis. The mass resolving power of the instrument is mainly 
limited by the energy spread of the ion beam and is typically 400 when using the single 
skimmer ion guide and over 1000 when using the so called squeezer ion guide [10]. 

The separated ion beams can be directed by an electrostatic switchyard into three different 
beam lines (Figure 2). These will include a spectroscopy station with conventional P- and y-
detector setups and special semiconductor, ionization and scintillation counter setups for 
exotic particle radioactivity studies. 

In addition to standard spectroscopic methods, we have developed a novel transporter type 
conversion electron spectrometer, ELLI, which can be used in the focal position of IGISOL 
to measure direcdy implanted sources with high efficiency and low background [11]. The 
spectrometer is shown in Figure 3. The radioactive ion beam from IGISOL enters the 
spectrometer at a 45° angle with respect to the spectrometer symmetry axis and is implanted 
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Figure 2. The new IGISOL system at the K130 cyclotron atJYFL 
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on a movable tape. The tape will be advanced periodically to remove long-lived background 
activities. A broad range of conversion electrons (up to 2.5 MeV) spirals down in the 
magnetic field, generated by a pair of coils, into a cooled Si(Li) detector for energy 
measurement. A ring-shaped cold trap is placed around the detector. The inset in Figure 3 
shows a removable mini-sized Faraday cup, which is used to tune the separator with a stable 
ion beam, and a surface barrier detector which can be placed only 7 mm away from the 
implantation spot Simultaneously, a 7- or an X-ray detector can be placed outside the 
vacuum chamber in close geometry. The total efficiency of the spectrometer employing a 
300 mm2 Si(Li) detector is about 20 % at 100 keV electron energy and about 10 % at 500 
keV. 

0 2 4 6 8 10cm 

Figure 3. Layout of the electron spectrometer ELU 

The spectrometer can be used in various coincidence measurements together with p-, 7- and 
X-ray detectors. In particular, the X-ray coincident electron measurements may allow 
identification and detailed quantitative measurement of single isomeric transitions from states 
populated directly in fission or fusion evaporation reactions. 

The central beam line in Figure 2 is reserved for collinear laser spectroscopy. This will 
utilize a new technique for laser spectroscopy of fast ionic or atomic beams [12,13]. With 
this technique, coincidences between resonantly scattered photons and ions in the fast beam 
are measured. The method has been developed at the Daresbury on-line separator DOLIS. 
Measurements of Sr and Ba ions have shown that Doppler-free spectroscopy can be 
performed with less than 100 ions/s (see Section 3.2.). 

3.1.1. Symmetric fission and neutron-rich nuclei 

We review here our recent studies on beta decay of rare neutron-rich nuclei produced by 
charged particle induced fission. Fission products from four *Щ} targets, bombarded with 20 
MeV protons, were studied using IGISOL. Typical intensities on the order of 103 ions/s per 
isobar were obtained for highly refractory elements Zr through Pd. About 20 new isotopes 
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were discovered. The rarest nuclides [14] are 105Zr, 107Nb, l°9.110Mo, 113Tc, 115Ru, 117Rh, 
and 1Ю.120М. 

Our investigations have resulted in information about the evolution of neutron and proton 
shell structures between nearly spherical Ag and highly deformed Zr neutron-rich nuclei. We 
identified a new region of rather strongly deformed nuclei among the most neutron-rich Ru 
isotopes with breaking of axial symmetry [15]. We also established the presence of shape 
coexistence and studied the evolution of deformation in the A = 100 Zr region [16]. 
Candidates for new shape isomers are suggested through observation of isomers directly 
populated in fission such as H4Ag (T1/2 = 1.5 ms), H3pd (300 ms), and 117Pd (19 ms) [17]. 
Simultaneously, the large body of experimental data is used to study the strength and its 
distribution for the Gamow-Teller beta decay as function of deformation [18]. The half-life 
and decay energy data for new neutron-rich nuclei are valuable also in testing the validity of 
theoretical models for half-lives and binding energies used for example in the analysis of 
nuclear synthesis of elements in the r-process. 

3.1.2. Reactions and production rates 

Spontaneous or induced fission of a heavy nucleus leads to the production of a few hundred 
different neutron-rich nuclei and provides the most efficient way to produce neutron-rich 
medium heavy nuclei. A series of spectroscopic measurements using IGISOL on product 
nuclei from proton-, deuteron-, and alpha-particle-induced fission has allowed the 
determination of cumulative and independent yields of nearly 100 nuclei. These data have 
allowed us to deduce cumulative isotopic yield distributions and, in some cases, charge 
dispersion curves [19]. 

By using these data and the statistical model of fission [20] we can predict the yields for the 
new IGISOL. Figure 4 shows an example of such predictions made for independent yields of 
Zr, Tc, and Pd isotopes produced in 30 - 40 MeV proton-induced fission of 238TJ. In this 
prediction, we have assumed mat the pressure in the thermalizing chamber is 40 kPa, the 
proton beam intensity is 10 uA, and the efficiency is constant and independent of the beam 
intensity. For example, the short-lived exotic Pd isomers can be produced with yields 
exceeding 104 s"1. This should allow direct laser spectroscopic studies of these puzzling 
states. For comparison we show also the yield for Tc isotopes in 20 MeV proton-induced 
fission of 238U at the old IGISOL, where 10 kPa helium pressure was used and the beam 
intensity was 0.5 (J.A. 

Alpha-particle- and heavy-ion-induced fusion-fission as well as direct reactions and 
multinucleon transfer leading to fission could also be used as production reactions. However, 
a comparison of the available experimental heavy ion data with our light ion results suggests 
that light-ion-induced fission remains an efficient way to produce extremely neutron-rich 
nuclides. 

Proton-rich nuclei in the sd-shell are best produced in p- and 3He-induced fusion reactions 
and those of heavier elements in heavy-ion-induced reactions. The latter will require a 
modification of the present ion guide system, which due to the plasma effect cannot be used 
for Ш-induced reactions. This modification is underway - it will consist of a small gas-filled 
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magnet which will separate the primary beam from the fusion products before they are 
thermalized in helium. 
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Figure 4. Estimated independent yields for Zr, Tc, and Pd isotopes from p-induced fission of 
uranium at the new IGISOL facility. See text for details. 

3.1.3. IGISOL research plans 

In the beginning, study of exotic nuclei will concentrate on proton-rich nuclei and neutron-
rich medium mass nuclei. The former studies involve detailed high-precision measurements 
of the fundamental properties of Fermi- and Gamow-Teller decays and investigation of 
nuclear stability and exotic decay modes. A major project will be the search for di-proton 
decay of 39Ti. With the expected intense light heavy ion beams we anticipate to be able to 
extend these studies through the fp-shell to Z = N isotopes in the A •= 90 region. These nuclei 
are interesting not only because of a rich variety in their structure but also for astrophysical 
reasons, such as the rapid proton capture reactions induced by hydrogen burning in stars. 

Because of the expected rise in the yields of fission products, several new studies involving 
weak interaction, nuclear structure as well as astrophysics aspects will be possible. They will 
include items such as search for new more neutron-rich nuclei and measurements of their 
beta-decay properties as well as decay energies. Extension of our studies on shape 
coexistence and triaxial deformation further from stability will naturally be of interest. In this 
connection the collaboration between our group and the British laser-group to measure 
nuclear moments, charge radii and spins will be important 

In connection with our heavy element program, spectroscopic measurements employing 
electron spectroscopy as well as collinear laser spectroscopy are planned for up to Z » 100. 
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The use of lasers in nuclear physics laboratories has increased rapidly. This is due to the high 
photon flux available which together with the large cross sections for resonant interactions 
between atoms and photons provides a very sensitive method for spectroscopy of radioactive 
ions [21]. Parameters of nuclear physics interest which can be measured unambiguously 
include the spin I, nuclear magnetic dipole moment Hi (with sign), and the nuclear 
spectroscopic quadrupole moment Qj. Values for these parameters can be extracted by 
measuring the hyperfine splitting. In addition, measurement of the isotope shift in an optical 
transition provides a method for determining the systematics of charge radii over chains of 
isotopes. This will give insight into the effects of nuclear shape changes. 

At JYFL, laser spectroscopy will be used in combination with the IGISOL to provide a 
unique facility for studying for example neutron-rich isotopes of refractory elements Nb, Mo, 
Tc, Ru, and Rh. The laser facility will be placed above the IGISOL measurement area. The 
short total separation time of the IGISOL will also make studies of short-lived isomers 
possible as has already been shown [17]. The method to be used is fast beam collinear laser 
spectroscopy. When a laser beam interacts collinearly with an accelerated ion beam, the line 
broadening induced by the Doppler shift may be less than the ultimate limit set by the natural 
line width. The achievement of this requires acceleration from thermal velocities to 20 - 50 
keV, i.e. to an energy typically used in on-line isotope separators. There is a recent review 
[22] on progress in this field. 

3.3. Recoil Separator System RITIJ 

One of the main research facilities at JYFL will be the gas-filled separator RITU (Recoil Ion 
Transport Unit). Gas-filled recoil separators have earlier been used in studies of fission 
products [23]. During the last ten years or so, devices constructed in heavy ion accelerator 
laboratories have mainly been used in studies of heavy elements [24,25,26,27]. One notable 
exception is the use of an Enge split-pole magnetic spectrograph in connection with 
accelerator mass spectroscopy in Argonne [28]. 

3.3.1. Gas-filled recoil separators for heavy ion reaction products 

Gas-filled separators are suited for separating evaporation residues produced in heavy ion 
fusion reactions from the primary accelerator beam. In a gas-filled recoil (mass) separator, 
reaction products recoiling out of a thin target are separated from the accelerator beam in a 
dipole magnet field region filled with dilute gas. Target thickness is usually on the order of 
100-500 |ig/cm2. The magnetic rigidity Bp of a given nuclear species is determined by the 
momentum mv and the average charge state qave of the corresponding ions in the filling gas: 

Bp = mv/qave 

For complete fusion, in particular, the ratio of the radius of curvature of the primary ions and 
the evaporation residues is given by the inverse of the corresponding qaye-ratio. The physical 
separation of the full energy primary beam and the fusion products is excellent for a wide 
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range of mass ratio of the bombarding ions and target nuclei - only for reverse kinematic 
reactions does the separation become inadequate [29]. 

The filling gas is typically helium under a pressure of about 100 Pa. With different choices 
of the filling gas and pressure, instead of a rough mass separator, the device will for example 
acquire properties similar to those of an isotone separator [30]. In the normal (beam dump) 
mode to be discussed here, full energy primary beam suppression is typically 10-12 -10"15. 

The inherent charge focusing of the separator leads to high transmission of nuclear reaction 
products. This is enhanced by the fact that, in first order, the average charge state of ions in 
gas is directly proportional to the velocity of the ions. This leads to velocity focusing and so 
the total efficiency for detecting fusion products from a heavy ion reaction may in favorable 
cases exceed 50 %. In case of a very asymmetric reaction such as О + U or Ne + Cm, 
efficiencies on the order of 1-3% are typical [31]. Gas-filled separators have commonly a 
fairly high acceptance, 10 msr in case of RTTU. This is especially advantageous in the case of 
very asymmetric reactions where multiple scattering and neutron evaporation from the com
pound nucleus cause a large angular divergence of the products. In such cases, the trans
mission of a gas-filled separator may exceed that of other recoil separators significantly. 

A powerful way of utilizing recoil separators is to record events observed in the focal plane 
detector in event mode so that the time, energy, and position (from a position-sensitive 
semiconductor detector) are stored for each event Correlations between events observed at a 
certain position within a given time interval are then searched for either on-line or off-line. 
Average counting rates of each event type determine the maximum correlation time. 

Detection limits for rare nuclei are usually determined by the suppression of scattered low-
energy primary beam particles and of heavy, target-like nuclei. Target knock-outs are typi
cally only suppressed by a factor of 10"3 - 10'5 [25]. Production cross sections on me order 
of 100 pb should still be observable. In recent experiments at LBL, Berkeley, and at JMR, 
Dubna, the goal has been to reach even smaller cross sections on the order of a few pb. The 
actual limit reachable with RITU has to be determined. The lowest observable half-life is 
determined by the time-of-flight of the products through the separator which is on me order 
of 1 u.s in most cases. It is worth noting that a short half-life is advantageous when using the 
correlation method. 

3.3.2. Description of the facility 

The design of RITU (Fig. 5) is based on experience gained mainly from the first LBL gas-
filled separator SASSY1 [24,25] and from the GSI gas-filled separator [26,29]. The basic 
DQQ design has been modified by placing a vertically focusing quadrupole magnet in front 
of the C-type dipole magnet. This leads to better matching to the acceptance of the dipole 
and to an increase in me total efficiency. The target position is 400 mm upstream from the 
first quadrupole. The target chamber will be equipped with a rotating target wheel. Two 
detectors will be used for monitoring the targets as well as me beam intensity through 
Rutherford scattering of primary beam particles. RITU has been designed also for operation 
under vacuum and in this mode the first Q will improve the mass resolution - which is still 
only moderate being on the order of 1 % in a typical case. For the vacuum mode, a sextupole 
element has been added downstream from the dipole magnet 
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Figure 5. Schematic view of the gas-filled recoil separator RTTU. The enhancement shows 
the layout of the five magnet elements. 

The separator is mounted on air cushions and can be rotated through an angular range of 
+15° to -70° around the target position and used also for studies of transfer reaction products 
as well as studies of the reaction process itself. Since RTTU has only moderate mass 
resolution - on the order of 10 % - in the gas-filled mode, the identification of activities 
produced must rely on versatile detector systems. The main focal plane detector will be based 
on one or more position sensitive PIPS PAD-detectors each one consisting of 16 5 mm wide 
by 35 mm high strips. In case of alpha activities where a chain of decays leads to known 
nuclides, the identification will depend on the well-known time and position correlation 
technique [32]. Otherwise, more laborious excitation function and cross bombardment 
methods may become necessary. 

The focal plane detector chamber provides versatile possibilities for installing different 
ionization chambers as well as semiconductor photon detectors. We also plan to employ a 
detector system surrounding the target position to be able to perform in-beam measurements. 

The present status of the separator system is the following: The magnets and their power 
supplies, the separator stand as well as the air cushions, all provided by DANFYSIK A/S, 
have been delivered and the separator has been installed in the experimental cave. 
Construction of the detector system is in progress. The whole vacuum system, including the 
detector and target chambers, is finished. The first cyclotron beam has been delivered to the 
target chamber. 

One key experimental parameter is the equilibrium charge state qaVe of an ion species in the 
filling gas [25]. Extensive work in a wide energy and elemental range has been done already 
in this field in Berkeley [25], in Dubna [33], and at GSI [34]. This work has to be continued 
also at JYFL. RITU is longer than the basic DQQ-type separators and mis means that 
multiple scattering of slow very heavy ions may affect the efficiency of the separator-
detector system more than usual. One way of avoiding excessive losses would be lowering of 
the helium pressure, and this will call for some new q^e measurements. 
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Table 1: RtW parameter values 

Magnetic 
configuration 
Maximum beam 
rtoldltv 
Bending radius 
Acceptance 

Dispersion 

Mass resolving 
power (vacuum 
mode) 
Dipolc bending 
angle 
Dipole entrance 
angle 
Dipoie exit ancle 

Q1DQ2Q1 

2.2 Tm 

1.85 m 
lOmsr 

10 mm/% 

100 

25" 

0<» 

-25° 

Pole gap (D) 

Qi maximum 
gradient 
Oi effective length 
Qj aperture 
diameter 
Q2.1 maximum 
gradient 
QM effective 
length 

<22л aperture 
diameter 
Total weight 

Total length 

lOOmm 

13.5 T/m 

350 mm 
105 mm 

6.0 T/m 

600 mm 

200 mm 

17500 kg 

4.8 m 

3,3.3, Planned RITU research projects 

A gas-filled recoil separator is well suited for studies in the heavy element region, There was 
only little work done on heavy elements in the old cyclotron laboratory of JYFL. Neverthe
less, there is a strong tradition in Jyv&kyla* and in Finland in general what comes to this 
field, particularly from collaboration with the groups at LBL, Berkeley and at GSI, 
Darmstadt Continuation of this collaboration has already been established. 

Since the development of beams of metallic elements such as Pe and Ni is still at an early 
stage at JYFL, the first research projects will have to rely on C, D, Ne, and Ar beams. In 
these cases, high beam intensities needed for low cross section work are easily available. 
Another advantage in using the lighter beams for heavy element work is that entrance 
channel limitations on fusion [35] will be less significant These benefits will be to some 
extent counteracted by the necessity to evaporate several neutrons from the compound 
system. This will lead to losses caused by fission competidon during evaporation cooling. 

Search for proton radioactivities is a field in which extensive work has already been dons but 
where the high transmission of die gas-filled separator may lead to new findings. Here 
however, access to a 58Ni beam may be necessary. One important field of study is research 
on nuclear reaction properties. Some examples of this kind of woik will be mentioned in 
connection with more specific projects discussed in the following. 

Very neutron-deficient nuclei with Z <-82 • 86 

Extensive studies have already been performed in this region especially at LBL using ions 
with A » 20 and the helium-jet method for separating evaporation residues [36]. Later on, 
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SASSY 1 at LBL and the velocity filter SHIP at GSI, among others, have been used to 
continue studies of even more neutron-deficient nuclides [24,37]. At present, the properties 
of nuclides on the known borderline are very suitable for recoil separators; the half-lives are 
typically in the ms region so that correlation analysis works well, and the production cross 
sections are still reasonably high. At least for some elements, the proton drip line has already 
been crossed. Search for ground state proton emission thus becomes feasible although by no 
means easy due to the background caused by alpha decay and especially the escape alpha 
particles which leave only a small part of their energy in the focal plane detector [38]. 

Determination of the alpha decay branch through the alpha-alpha correlation method works 
well for some nuclei in this region. This makes possible the reliable determination of the 
reduced alpha width б2 [39]. Another line of study in this region would be the continuation 
of the search for low-lying ln = 0+ states in even-even nuclei populated in alpha decay [40]. 

Heavy nuclei with Z « 100 

The region of heavy and very heavy elements has provided several important findings in the 
past such as the unexpected stability of the heaviest elements with Z = 107-109 against spon
taneous fission [41], cluster decays [42], and bimodal spontaneous fission of heavy No, Md, 
and Fm isotopes [43]. The discovery of elements Ns-Mt (107-109) at GSI has only been 
possible through use of the cold fusion process, suggested by JINR, Dubna researchers and 
based on Pb and Bi targets and Or and Fe ions. Recently, however, the possibility of using 
the hot fusion reaction and somewhat lighter ions has gained new interest [44] particularly at 
JTNR [45]. Research can also be done on the decay properties of actinides using Ne and Ar 
beams. In particular, very little is known about level schemes of many of these nuclei. 

Study of decay properties of very neutron-deficient actinide isotopes is fruitful even if 
detailed spectroscopic studies are out of the question for these nuclei. To give just two 
examples of work already done, the cross sections for producing ^ F m and 218U in the 
reactions 208pb(40Ar,4n) and 197Au(27Al,6n) ше. 1,5 nb [46] and 1.6 nb [47], respectively. A 
crucial factor in this type of work is the decrease of the cross section for the production of 
evaporation residues as the number of evaporated neutrons increases. The emerging picture 
seems to be that fission is a relatively slow process and can successfully compete with 
neutron evaporation only after the excitation energy of the system is quite low. To get more 
information on this, one should measure excitation functions for a variety of fusion products 
using different ions and spherical as well as deformed target nuclei such as 208Pb and 238U. 

On the basis of very recent studies concerning the production of ^ N o with different 
projectile-target combinations [45] it was suggested that the 4n channel is suppressed - at 
least partly by the extra-push phenomenon [35] - and 5n- and бп-channels become important. 
It was speculated that this may hint at the usability of hot fusion reactions to make isotopes 
with Z » 104-106. Here, clearly, one needs to know more about reaction mechanisms. 

One should be able to produce new neutron-deficient actinide isotopes with cross sections in 
the nb region using beams such as 40Ar and study for instance the fission half-life syste-
matics. However, also in this kind of work, the more enhanced cold fusion behaviour when 
using for example Ti and Cr ions may turn out to be of crucial importance. A rather extreme 
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example of such a case is the increase of the production cross section by two orders of 
magnitude when going from the reaction «»Pb(40Arf4n)a44Fim to 208рь(48са,2п)252мо [48]. 

Work at the extreme limit of high proton numbers [41] with production cross sections in the 
pb region requires a very clean separation and may never be possible with a gas-filled 
separator in stand-alone mode. However, some interesting work could be done in the region 
Z « 104-106. For example, search for the alpha decay of the key isotope 260Ю4 [49] and 
confirmation of the LBL discovery of 2б310б [50] would be challenging projects but in 
practice require access to transuranium targets. 

ln-beam gamma-ray spectroscopy 

An attractive possibility to reduce background activities in an in-beam experiment is to 
require a (delayed) coincidence between radiation observed at the target position and a recoil 
nucleus which has traversed the separator. Again, if the evaporation residue is alpha-active, 
this may lead to its identification. Even when identification through radioactive decay is 
impossible and a gas-filled separator with low mass resolution is used such work may be 
productive. Collaboration in this field with me NORDBALL-group will start in 1993. Later 
on, the NORDBALL-facility will most probably be moved from the NBI Ris0 Tandem 
laboratory to JyvSskyia. 
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The experimental program at the Fragment Mass Analyzer (FMA) at 
the ATLAS accelerator is well under way. Experiments have been carried 
out at the target position and at the focal plane. After a brief facility 
description, some recent experimental results are presented. 

1. Introduction 

The FMAL2 is an 8.2-meter-long triple-focussing recoil mass 
spectrometer installed at the ATLAS heavy-ion accelerator at Argonne 
National Laboratory. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the FMA. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the Fragment Mass Analyzer. 
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The FMA separates reaction products from the primary heavy-ion beam 
and disperses them by M/q at the focal plane. When the FMA is 
positioned at 0°, the primary beam is stopped on the anode of the first 
electric dipole, and the two electric dipoles plus the bending magnet 
constitute an energy-dispersionless mass spectrometer for the reaction 
products. The two magnetic quadrupole doublets provide geometric 
focussing and control of M/q dispersion at the focal plane. The FMA has 
an energy acceptance of ±20%, an M/q acceptance of ±4%, a maximum 
solid angle of 8 msr, variable mass dispersion, and an M/q resolution of 
>300:1. The FMA can be positioned at angles between -5° and +45°, as 
well as at distances from the target variable from 10 - 100 cm in order to 
accommodate large detector arrays at the target. Figure 2 shows a 
photograph of the FMA. 

Fig. 2. Photograph of the FMA. The primary beam is incident from the 
lower left. 
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2. Experimental Equipment 

A number of different experimental systems are available for use 
with the FMA. Some of these have been constructed by University users. 

A 38-cm-diameter sliding-seal scattering chamber is available for 
use at the target position. It has provision for a target ladder as well as a 
rotating target wheel used under high beam current conditions. There are 
two independently controlled rings for mounting detectors, and one side 
of the chamber has a 30.5-cm by 30.5-cm opening to accommodate an 
extension for housing large gas detectors. All variable parameters are 
equipped with stepping motors, controlled manually or by computer. 
With this scattering chamber in place, the normal distance between the 
target and the entrance quadrupole is 30 cm. Vacuum is provided by a 
15001/s cryopump attached to the side of the chamber. 

For prompt gamma-ray experiments, an array of ten Compton-
suppressed Ge detectors can be placed around the FMA target position. 
With these installed, the distance between the target and the FMA is 35.6 
cm. For experiments with the Ge array, the 38-cm scattering chamber is 
replaced by a 12.1-cm-diameter target chamber containing a Si detector 
beam monitor, a target ladder driven by a stepping motor, and a device 
to insert thin carbon foils behind the target. These foils are used to reset 
the charge state of the reaction products following the emission of de-
excitation gamma rays. 

A 16-segment neutron detector array is available for use at the FMA 
target position, used in conjunction with the Compton-suppressed Ge 
detectors. It occupies the region between the small target chamber and 
the entrance to the FMA, so that neutrons evaporated in the forward 
direction can be detected. The detectors utilize pulse shape to 
discriminate between neutrons and gamma rays at neutron energies 
above 1 MeV, and time-of-flight for lower energies. 

At the FMA focal plane a 15-cm horizontal by 5-cm vertical parallel-
plate avalanche counter (PPAC) is used to measure x- and y-position, 
time, and energy loss. The PPAC has entrance and exit windows each of 
thickness 140 ng/cm,2 and uses isobutane gas at a pressure of 3 Torr. 
Behind it can be placed other detectors such as Si or Bragg curve 
detectors, or the recoils can be allowed to proceed into other detector 
systems. A moving tape collector is available for measurement of beta 
activities, and a facility to study nuclear moments is under construction 
behind the FMA. It consists of a tilted foil array for polarizing the recoils, 
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and a magnet for beta-NMR measurements. Also available is an 
implantation-decay detection system using a 48 x 48 strip double-sided 
silicon strip detector. 

3. Some Experimental Results 

3.1 YrastIsomers in isiYb 

Reaction products have transit times through the FMA in the range 
0.5-2 us, providing an ideal opportunity to study the decays of 
microsecond isomers at the focal plane. In such an experiment,3 the 96RU 

+ 255 MeV 58Ni reaction was used to produce fusion products near mass 
151. After passing through the PPAC, the recoils were stopped on a 
catcher foil placed 10 cm behind the focal plane. Delayed gamma-recoil 
and gamma-gamma coincidences from the stopped 
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Fig, 3. Gamma rays observed at the FMA focal plane from the decay of 
high-spin isomers in 151Yb. 
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recoils were measured between the PPAC and three gamma detectors. 
Besides transitions resulting from the decay of the known N = 82 
isomers 2.6 us 150Er, 0.46 us 151Tm and 34 us 152Yb, two yrast isomers 
with half-lives of 20 ± 1 us and 2.6 ± 0.7 us were observed in ^ lyb . 
Figure 3 shows the clean separation of transitions feeding and de-
exciting the 2.6 us isomer, obtained by sorting the mass-selected 
gamma-gamma coincidence events using appropriate timing 
conditions. Further work on these isomers is planned, in particular 
the observation of conversion electrons using a Si detector. 

3.2 Gamma Spectroscopy ofHg Isotopes 

A number of gamma-ray spectroscopic studies using the array of ten 
Compton-suppressed Ge detectors around the FMA target position have 
been conducted. The reactions !55Gd + 32S (160 andl90 MeV) and lfi0Gd + 
36S (157 MeV) were used to produce i8i-i83Hg and i90-i92Hg. The FMA 
transmissions obtained in these runs were 5-10%, with 2 charge states on 
the focal plane. 

The data obtained from the' 36S + 160Gd reaction demonstrate the 
sensitivity of the FMA for weak channels. Figure 4 shows how the mass 
resolution of the FMA allows one to pull out the gamma rays from the 
weakly-produced mass 189 channel for analysis of recoil-gamma-gamma 
coincidences. 

3.3 Proton Radioactivity of 14WTm 

The 58Ni + 92Mo reaction was used to produce the isotopes 146Tm and 
147Tm. Two different bombarding energies were used: 261 MeV to favor 
the production of 14?Тт, and 290 MeV to produce i46Tm. 147Tm is 
known to have two proton-emitting states, separated by about 60 keV.4 

Reaction products having a single M/q value were allowed to pass 
through the PPAC at the focal plane, and were implanted into a double-
sided silicon strip detector (DSSD) located 27 cm behind the focal plane. 
The optics of the FMA produced a uniform illumination of the 1.6-cm x 
1.6-cm DSSD, allowing it to serve as a 2304-pixel memory device. In this 
way, recoils were identified by PPAC-DSSD coincidences, and their 
locations and times of arrival were recorded. When a subsequent decay 
event occurred in that pixel, its time and energy was recorded. Data were 
recorded during a twenty-hour run with 2 particle nA of beam and an 
implantation count-rate of 60 Hz. 
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Fig. 4. Results from the 36S + 160Gd reaction, (a) Mass projection showing 
the low yield of mass 189. (b) A portion of the total Y-projection 
of the recoil-Y7 matrix. Gamma rays from all masses observed in 
recoil coincidence are present, and the position of the strongest 
transition in 189Hg at 403 keV is identified, (c) A portion of the 
mass 189-gated y-projection of the recoil-y-y matrix. 
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Figure 5(a) shows the energy spectrum of decay events from mass 
147 implants for implantation-decay time intervals between 10 ms and 5 
s, while Figure 5(b) shows the same spectrum for time intervals less than 
10 ms. 

Am-P-21,064 

60 
ENERGY (keVJ 

Fig. 5. Energy spectrum of decay protons implanted into a DSSD 
detector behind the FMA focal plane, (a) Implantation-
decay-time intervals > 10 ms but < 5 s. (b) Implantation-
decay-time intervals < 10 ms. 

Using 740 events, the half-life of 1478Tm was determined by least-
squares fitting to be 559(26) ms, in excellent agreement with previous 
values.4 The maximum likelihood method applied to 23 147n>Tm decay 
events yielded a half-life of 390(+93-71) us, also in excellent agreement 
with earlier work. Using 133 events, the half-life of i«6gTm was 
determined by least-squares fitting to be 206(25) ms, in excellent 
agreement with work at Daresbury.s The maximum likelihood method 
applied to 15 14бттт decay events yielded a half-life of 62(+19-14) ms, 
also in excellent agreement with earlier work.s Figure 6 shows the 
implantation-decay time interval spectra for i478Tm and i46gTm. In 
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future experiments the implantation system will be enlarged and used to 
search for new proton and alpha emitters. 
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Fig. 6. Implantation-decay-time interval spectra for (a) 1478Tm 
and (b) 1468Tm. The solid lines are least-square fits. 

4. Operational Properties of the FMA 

The primary beam transmission of the FMA is defined as the 
intensity of primary beam particles measured on the focal-plane detector 
divided by the primary beam intensity at the target. The transmission 
has been measured using a 58Ni beam on a number of targets with 
masses between 27 and 197. The values ranged from lO 6 in the former 
case to l O 1 1 for the latter. Low primary beam transmissions are 
obtained by using light beams and heavy targets. 

The recoil transmission of the FMA is defined as the number of 
recoils reaching the focal plane divided by the number of recoils 
produced at the target, and is highly dependent on a number of variables. 
First is the FMA's geometric acceptance, typically 5 msr. The transmission 
also depends on the reaction kinematics and the target thickness, because 
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they determine the angular-, energy-, and charge-state distribution for 
recoils emerging from the target. Finally, the transmission depends on the 
M/q of the recoil compared to the central M/q. The transmission of a 
particular recoil species is measured by observing, in singles and in 
coincidence with recoils at the focal plane, a particular gamma transition 
at the target position. The highest transmission measured so far is from a 
58Ni on 64Ni experiment. Here a transmission of 24% was measured for 
the 2p2n evaporation product 118Xe. Figure 7 shows the M/q spectrum 
obtained during that measurement, showing two charge states for M = 
118 on the focal plane. 
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Fig. 7. M/q spectrum at the FMA focal plane from the 
58Ni + 64Ni reaction at 215 MeV. 

The mass resolution of the FMA is determined by the beam spot size 
on target and the angular and energy distributions of the recoils. A 
circular beam spot size of about 1-mm diameter is used at the FMA 
target. The highest mass resolution obtained so far with the FMA, 525:1, 
is shown in Figure 7. In other experiments where the reaction kinematics 
have been less favorable, mass resolutions of about 300:1 have been 

http://�tt.-p.20.722
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obtained. Multiple scattering of the reaction products limits the target 
thicknesses to values typically between 300 and 700 ng/cm.2 

The FMA has been tested with reactions utilizing both conventional 
and inverse kinematics. Inverse kinematics has the advantages of high 
transmission due to forward focussing of the recoils, and high recoil 
energies which aids in Z-identification. It has the disadvantages of worse 
primary beam attenuation and large gamma-ray Doppler shifts at the 
target. 

At present, development work is proceeding on new configurations 
of detectors for the focal plane, including highly-segmented Si detectors 
for implantation studies and a gas ionization chamber for Z-identlfication. 
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ABSTRACT 
The projectile-like fragment separator COMBAS, is being constructed at 
Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions, JINR for providing radioactive nu
clear beams. The COMBAS is a compact achromatic beam line with high 
resolution and a high efficiency of collecting the exotic nuclei, which con
sists of MtM2M3M4FrfMsM6M8MgFoQiQ2F0 configuration, where М^гМзМэ, 
M3M4M5M6 and Q represent magnetic multipoles, correcting magnetic multi-
poles and quadra pole magnets, respectively. The method of isotopic separation 
is based on a combination of the magnetic rigidity analysis and the energy loss. 
"On-line" with the COMBAS separator we plant to use of the three-dimensional 
track detector multiplicity, the 47Г-7 and 47r-charge particles spectrometer F0-
BOS, the 47r-neutron detector and the laser set-up. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 

The COMBAS projectile-like fragment-separator is being constructed at the Flerov Lab
oratory of Nuclear Reactions JINR for experiments with intermediate energy heavy ions of 
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the IMOOM cyclotron or the tandem of the U-400 and U-400M cyclotrons, Equipped with a 
high efficiency ECIt source, U-400M cyclotron will be accelerated rare neutron-rich isotopes 
1 B 0, MNe, MMg, 3 eS, 48Ca up to 50-60 McV/A with high intensity (1014-1013 pps). 

It is expected [1,2] that investigations with secondary beams can give: new insights of 
reaction mechanisms using unstable projectiles, new perspectives of synthesis of elements 
beyond the current limit of stability induced by neutron-rich projectiles, production of new 
supcrdeformed nuclei, an extension of studies of nuclear reactions of astrophysical interest. 
New physics is also expected from extraordinary properties of exotic nuclei as physics of 
drip-line nuclei,mosses, nuclear shapes, neutrons halos, dcformations,exotic radioactivities 
and spectroscopic structure of exotic nuclei. 

Our efforts were mainly concentrated on designing a high resolution fragment-separator 
with a high efficiency of collecting the exotic nuclei which are produced with a wide energy 
and angular distributions. A high intensity primary beams of heavy ions, a wide assembly 
accelerated ions (especially rare isotopes) on the U-400M cyclotron in conjunction with high 
effective COMBAS fragment-separator determine advantages of this project. 

2. Op t imiza t ion of magne t ic Meld s t r u c t u r e for s e p a r a t o r channel 

The COMBAS doubly achromatic magnetic system [3,4] includes an analyzing section 
(first) and a dispersion compensating section (second), which are exactly mirror symmetric 
with respect to the F j middle plane of the system (Fig.l). Each section is composed of two 
main bending analyzing magnetic multipoles Ml and M2 and two auxiliary ones M3 and 
M4. The focusing of the beam is produced by alternative gradient of magnetic field in the 
magnets Ml and M2, Which focuses particles in Y-plane (vertically) and X-plane (radially) 
respectively. The dispersion function in the Fd middle of the system is parallel to the optical 
axis, so the whole channel is achromatic. 

The magnetic field median plane distribution can be presented as: B(x) = Bo(l—nix/R+ 
niRx2 + n3Да;3), where x - radial displacement; B 0 - the field value of the central trajectory 
curvature; nj , n2 and П3 field indexes corresponding to quadrupole, sextupole and octupole 
field components. The values of this field components required by COMBAS beam optics 
are taken as following: ni=11.0024, n2=7-10"8 (cm - 3 ) , n3=5-10"8 (cm - 4) for M l magnet 
and ni=-6.752, n2=4-10 - 7 (cm - 3) , n 3=2-10 - 9 (cm - 4) for M2 magnet. 

The auxiliary magnets M3 and M4 form a system for parallel beam horizontal shift. 
This permits to symmetrize ion-optical parameters in both sections of the system. These 
magnets are installed pairs in near middle plate of the whole system where the dispersion 
function has a maximum magnitude. In this case compensation of the second-order and 
third-order aberrations can be fulfilled the best effectively. The required values for the 
correcting sextupole and octupole components of the magnetic field for МЗ, М4 magnets are 
introduced by two methods, by special pole pieces profiling and choose of necessary curvature 
for entrance and exit pole boundaries which effect the particles beam as a thin sextupole 
and octupole lens. Careful numerical two (2D)- and three (3D)- dimensions simulations 
were carried out to provide the required magnetic field distributions and to analyze the 
fringe field in the end regions of the magnets. The last is especially important for the M3 
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and M4 due to their small length. The ferromagnetic saturation effects were taken into 
account. According to the 3D-calculations of the effective lengths of the МЗ, М4 magnets 
for different radial displacements, the entrance and exit pole boundaries were corrected. 
The final processing of these boundaries are planned to be carried out according to the 
results of magnetic measurements. The magnitude of scxtupole indexes П2=4-10"° (cm - 3 ) 
and octupole indexces n3 = 4-10"8 (cm""*) are equal for both magnets, 

Each magnet M1-M4 has a pair of additive correcting coils to allow independent fine 
adjustments both of the induction levels and their shape if necessary. These coils permit 
one to minimize the effects of possible saturation, limited working pole width, the effects 
from degrader, non-accuracy of manufacturing of the pole profiles and assembling of the 
magnetic channel. 

3. S u m m a r y 

The main parameters of the COMBAS fragment-separator were presented in the Table. 

Table. Expected parameters of the COMBAS separator. 

Configuration 
Mt M2M3M4 FdM4M3M2 Mi Fa 

Aft (msr) 
6.4 

Др/Р(%) 
~ ± 1 0 

B/> (T.m) 
4.5 

Rp/Др 
4360 

L(m) 
14.5 

It is expected that for radioactive nuclei with ultrasmall yields and very short-lived 
(Af/Ap = 0.1 — 0.5) the efficiency of the COMBAS separator can exceed a few tens times 
of the efficiencies for LIS Б and RIPS separators. 

Mirror symmetry of the magnetic structure of the channel and beam optics makes it 
possible to use another channel like this after the first one. No matching quadrupoles are 
needed. The double COMBAS will allow more careful mass separation of ions up to uranium 
with the help of degraders. Another way is to turn over the second section of COMBAS 
with respect to the longitudinal axis. This optical scheme doubles the resolving power of 
the channel (R=8720 if Д х = 1 mm). 

At present the main magnets components of the facility and their vacuum chambers are 
ready and are being prepared for testing. 

"On-line" with the COMBAS separator we plan to use the next unique of a detecting 
systems: 

- the three-dimensional track detector multiplicity [5] in the mode detector - gas target-
detector, 

- the 4л- — 7 and 47r-charge particles spectrometer FOBOS [6], 
- the laser set-up [7], 
- the 47r-neutron detector [8]. 
The combination of a high efficient and high resolution COMBAS separator with high 

sensitive and informative of detecting systems offer a unique possibilities for a full-scale of 
nuclear- and atomic-physicals, astrophysicals and applied of investigations with unstable 
secondary projectiles. 
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corns 

Fig.l. Lay-out of the Radioactive Beam 
Facility. SI, S2 - two dipoles of the beam 
swinger (up to 20°). MlM2M3M4FdM5 
M6M7M8Fa (QQFa') - COMBAS con
figuration, where M1,M2,M7,M8 - 25° 
spectrometric magnets with nonuniform 
fields. M3,M4,M5,M6 - 7.5° correcting 
magnets. T - target, Fd and Fa (Fa') 
- dispersion and acromatic focal plane. 
TPC - the time projection chamber. FO-
BOS - 4»r — 7 and Air - charge particle 
spectrometer. 
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Abstract 

-,; Three proposals on the use of a solenoid doublet in magnetic channels aimed 
1 at the enlargement of their versatility through the transformation of the achro

matic channel mode into the chromatic one, at ensuring the isochronism of the 
channel with a degrader, at maintaining the energy-loss spectrometric regime of 
the channel are described. 

1 Introduction 

The last several years a considerable progress has been made in the development of 
different types of magnetic channels intended for the separation, investigation and mass 
measurement of short-lived nuclei produced in the reactions with heavy ions of middle 
and high energies. Each of the channels containing dipole and quadrupole magnets 
as well as magnets of higher multipolarity is limited in its capabilities. But these 
capabilities can be substantially enlarged by introducing a solenoid doublet into the 
channel 

2 A Solenoid Doublet for the Transformation of 
the Achromatic Channel into the Chromatic One 
and Vice Versa 

Magnetic channels for nuclear reaction products are usually made either in the chro
matic (dispersive) or achromatic variants which differ significantly in their capabilities. 
Two channels are known to be an exception here - they work alternately in both the 
regimes [1,2]. In the A1200 channel [1] the transformation of its mode is carried out by 
superconducting quadrupole lenses with a large magnetic induction gradient (30 T/m) 
in the wide aperture (0.2 m). In the FRS channel [2] this transformation is carried out 
by 20 ordinary quadrupole lenses dispersed along a large distance (74 m). 

At present the compact (14.5 m) achromatic magnetic channel COMBAS is under 
construction at the FLNR JINR [3]. This channel is intended for experiments with 
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radioactive beams on the U-400M heavy ion cyclotron. The channel consists of dipolc 
magnets only and therefore it can operate as an achromatic one. But the authors 
[3] indicate to the potential possibility of the channel transformation to the chromatic 
regime by the mechanical overturn of the channel second section by 180° round the 
horizontal optical axis. Herewith it is proposed to use the solenoid doublet for such a 
transformation. 

In the linear approach the matrix transformation of charge particle trajectories by 
a magnetic channel has the following general form: 

Y4 = M2Y3 - M2M12Y2 = M2M12M1Y1 - MYi (1) 

Here Y denotes a column of four parameters determining the particle trajectory 
in the radial dispersive cross section of the channel: Y/R0 — the relative transverse 
particle coordinate, R0 — the curvature radius of the optical axis in the magnetic 
dipoles of the channels, a — the angle between the trajectory and the optical axis, 
Al/R0 — the relative difference of the particle trajectory and the optical axis lengths, 
6 = A(mv/q)/(m0Vo/qo) = Arn/mo + Av/v0 - Aq/g0 = 6m + Sv + Sq. Index 1 denotes 
the trajectory parameter.- in the x = x\ target plane, index 2 — in the imaginary plane 
of the first dispersive section of the channel x = x2 , index 3 — in the object plane 
of the second counter-dispersive section a; = aj3, index 4 — in the final focal plane of 
the channel x = £4. Mi, M2, M\% and M are transformation matrixes of the size 4 x 4 
representing successively the first and the second sections of the channel, supplementary 
elements located between the first and the second section and, finally , the channel as 
a whole. M\i is the positive unit matrix in case supplementary elements are absent. 

The double (linear and angular) achromatism of the channel is described by equali
ties Ys — 0 and As = 0. As it is shown in [4] the conditions of the double achromatism 
at the transformation of particle trajectories referring to "point-to-point" (Ya = 0) 
and "parallel-to-parallel" {Ay = 0) types lead automatically to double isodistanty or 
isochronism of the trajectories Ly = 0 and La = 0. The mechanical overturn of the 
second section by 180° round the optical axis is described by matrix M12 in transforma
tion (1) at the diagonal elements Yy = Aa = — 1,L/ = D& = 1 and all the nondiagonal 
elements equal to zero. 

Following such an overturn we have Y& = 2Ys2\ Ys/Yy = 2Ys\/Yyi; As — 2A$; As/Aa = 
2Asi/Aax instead of Ys = 0 and As = 0. 

The mechanical overturn is an equivalent of the inversion of the particle beam itself 
by means of the solenoid doublet located between the moved apart planes x = хг and 
x = X3. The solenoid doublet parameters for the purpose are L\ = X2 = L/2, B\L = 
B-zL = 27rm0uo/90) sign B\ = - s : gn B2 

The projections of the radial particle trajectories are described with the account of 
the solenoid fringing fields [4] according to the formulas: 

y(x) = y2cos2K{x - xa) + (a2/2K)sin2K(x - x2) \ . • 
z(x) = (y2/2)sin2K(x~x2) + (a2/K)sin2K(x - x2) Г 2 5 * ~ ** + bl*. W 
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and analogous formulas for ц + L/2 < a: < хз In formula (2) A* = qoBi/2m0VQ. The 
projections of the trajectories on the planes XY and YZ are presented in the figure. 

When the magnetic inductions of the solenoids are directed to one side (sign B\ 
= 3ign273) the projections of the particle trajectories are described by formula (2) at 
Xj < x < x3. In this case the solenoid doublet transformation is expressed by a positive 
unity matrix M\i in (1) and the initial achromatism and isochronism of the magnetic 
channel are reconstructed. 

3 Solenoid Doublet for Isochronic Transmission of 
Particles through the Magnetic Channel with an 
Achromatic Degrader 

A wedge degrader in the intermediate focal plane of the achromatic magnetic channel 
gives an additional opportunity for selecting nuclear reaction products with the given 
atomic number Z and mass number A [5]. But the introduction of a degrader disturbs 
the isochronic transmission of particles through the channel because of the decrease of 
the particles velocity voi by 6v0 after passing through the degrader. 

For example the coefficient of the angular nonisochronous transmission becomes non 
equivalent to zero: Ta — [La2Aai/{l — Sv0/v0\) + LQl]ilo/woi Ф 0. 

The isochronous transmission can be restored by means of the solenoid doublet with 
the Aa, = 1~6VQ/VQI. Such a coefficient can be obtained in the solenoid doublet with the 
parameters: L1/L2 = Aat = 1 — 6VO/VQ\\B\L\ = B%Li = irmoVo/qo',signBi = signBj. 
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4 Solenoid Doublet for Energy Loss Spectrometry 
in the Achromatic Magnetic Channel 

The energy-loss spectrometry gives a possibility of exact measurement of the Q-value 
of a binary nuclear reaction at a large straggling of the bombarding particle energy. 
The necessary condition for matching the two sections of the magnetic channel into one 
energy-loss spectrometer with the help of the solenoid doublet is УутУ^Уьх -f- Y$iDsv = 0. 
Here the dispersness coefficient of the nuclear reaction product under investigation Dgu is 
determined from the binary reaction kinematics. The necessary value of the coefficient 
Yy, can be produced by the solenoid doublet with the parameters: L%/L\ = Yv, = 
~Ys2Dsv/YV2Ysi; B\L\ — B2L2 = nmovo/q0; signB^ = signB2-

5 Conclusion 
The solenoid doublet with the variable length of the excitation coil can be realized as 
a single sectioned solenoid with an independent electrical power supply of each section. 
The length of the solenoid, for example, for the COMBAS channel with a magnetic 
rigidity of 4.5 Tm will be «s 2m in case superconductivity is used. 
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1 Introduction 
The 47Г detector of multiple events FOBOS (ref. 1,2) is dedicated to heavy ion induced reaction 
studies in the projectile energy range of 10 - 100 AMeV. At such energies a wide variety of 
questions concerning energy, momentum and angular momentum transfer, as well as the forma
tion and decay mechanisms of hot nuclear systems call for exclusive correlation measurements 
in 47Г geometry. Presently several 47Г systems are being or have been installed at different 
laboratories (see e.g. ref. в 3-5). The FOBOS detector was proposed for the planned U400 
+ U40OM cyclotron complex as a universal spectrometer for the expected energy range. Af
ter several modifications the following concept was chosen: as the intermediate energy range 
may be reached at the U400M only for relative low mass heavy ions, the experiments will be 
performed in "direct kinematics''. The products to be registered may be roughly divided into 
three groups - light penetrating evaporation products and heavier fragments, both emitted in 
all directions of the laboratory frame, and forward emitted products from early reaction sta
ges. Respectively, the FOBOS detector (fig.l) is devided into three subsystems - an array of 
210 scintillation detectors, 30 combinations of position sensitive avalanche counters with axial 
ionization chambers and a forward array of phoswich counters. 
Prototypes of all detectors have been tested with radioactive sources and in several runs at the 
U-400 cyclotron of the FLNR. For this purpose a small reaction chamber ("mini-FOBOS") has 
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been installed at one TJ-400 beam line. In march '93 a beam of 34AMeV 14N ions has been 
extracted from the new U-400M cyclotron and transported to a Ni target in the FOBOS setup. 
From two operating chambers first data have been taken. Presently (may '93) FOBOS is being 
prepared for the first experiment devoted, to ternary fission. 

Fig. 1: Cut of the FOBOS Detector 

1- Vacuum camber 2,3- Detector module cases 
4- Position sensitive avalanche counters 
5- Bragg ionization chamber 6- Scintillation counter 
7- Forward array 

2 Basis concept 

The main task of FOBOS is to identify as many as possible charged particles from multiple 
events and to determine their velocity vectors. A multi-detector principle was chosen with such 
detector cells which can handle only one particle of a certain multiple event. As it is impossible 
to cover the whole expected dynamic ranges of particle masses and kinetic energies with one 
shell of counters of a certain type, different types have been combined. 
The granularity is governed by the expected multiplicities: 30 position sensitive avalanche coun
ters (PSAC) and 30 axial ("Bragg") ionization chambers (BIC) will registrate 2...6 heavy and 
intermediate mass fragments. To stop also penetrating light charged particles 210 scintillation 
counters are placed behind the BIC's. 
For projectile fragments and preequilibrium particles emitted under very forward angles (< 15°) 
parts of the ARGUS detector (ref.6) are foreseen to be moved to Dubna. 
The counters are arranged in 30 modules placed on the facettes of a polyeder (12 regular pen
tagons and 20 regular hexagons). Two pentagons are used for the beam input and exit, the 
last containing also the forward detectors in an extended cone. 
The physical quantities of the detected particles are derived from the counter signals as shown 
in fig. 2. The flight path (target-PSAC) amounts to 50 cm and the depth of the BIC to 25 cm. 
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Fig. 2: Derivation of measured quantities from the detector signals 

3 Mechanical construction, evacuation and gas supply 
All conical detector modules are held in their position by a central eupport frame acting also as 
a vacuum chamber (fig. 1). The input beam pipe and the exit cone rest on pillars. The whole 
construction may be turned by ±90° to set every module, if necessary, in a horizontal position 
where it may be put in or out with the help of a manipulator. 
Every counter gas volume is connected through two valves with collector rings, through which 
evacuation and gas supply is performed (fig. 3). To compensate the gas deterioration a pres
sure stabilized flow - through regime is utilized. The pressure ranges amount to 200..,800 Pa of 
pentane for the avalanche counters and to 10...100 kPa of P-10(90% argon+ 10% methan) for 
the ionization chambers. The maximum possible gas flow foreseen corresponds to one exchange 
in three hours. 
The evacuation part was successfully tested. A vacuum of 2 • 10~eTorr within the FOBOS ball 
has been achived using four turbo molecular pumps. All Bragg ionization chamber cases and 
the manipulator for handling them were delivered from Bulgaria. All the gas flow and pressure 
control units including supporting valves and pumps of the gas supply system are mounted 
mechanically and electrically. A system for on-line gas mixing for the Bragg chambers was 
mounted and added to the FOBOS setup. 
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Fig. 3: Scheme of the evacuation and gas supply system of FOBOS. 
Only three modules are shown, the others are connected 
with the collectors in parallel 

All these components can be controlled either manually or remotely by the SIEMENS SX 
automation system /7/ (6g.4), which was successfully installed and tested in 1992. Basic soft
ware for process visualisation on X-terminals of the changing status of the evacuation and gas 
supply system has been developed (fig.5), The -actual piesaure values can be observed at 64 
different positions of the system. The valves and pumps can be switched over in a simple 
manner by mouse clicks. 

Fig. 4: SIEMENS SX automation system hardware 
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Fig. 5: FOBOS process visualisation X-graphic display 

4 The Gas-Filled Detectors 
The PSAC'H are based on the principles described in ref,7. One cathode foil delivers the timing 
signal and two anode wire planee serve as coordinate grids. Three lluy-g/cvn? polyester foils 
ате utilized, the outer ones acting as windows and" the central one with АОцд/ст? gold layers 
on both sides as cathode. The counter frames have pentagonal and hexagonal outer shapes and 
leave open circular sensitive areas of 243 mm and 327 mm diameter, respectively. The sensitive 
gaps amount to 3.0 mm with a maximal tolerance of ±50/wn, 30/im Cu - Be wires 1.0 mm 
spared serve as anodes. Every two neighbouring wires are connected with one conductive strip 
capacitively coupled with a delay line. The two lines with 1.4 ns/mm specific delay and 56017 
impedance are matched with resistors at one end and coupled to readout amplifiers with 560П 
"cold"dynamical input resistance and 800 fold current amplification at the other end. The 
detector bias is fed to the cathode. The cathode readout circuit deliveres an 80 fold amplified 
current signal for timing and a charge signal of 150 mV/pC sensitivity for pulse height analysis 
needed for checking purposes. All channels are protected against damage in the case of spark 
discharges in the gas. The circuits are placed directly on the counter frame. 
Every counter is being tested with an alpha source. A small transmission avalanche counter 
is used as time reference to determine the time resolution and the dependence of the PSAC 
timing signal on the position. This dependence (fig. 6, left) is stored in an individual correction 
file for each PSAC. After correction (fig. 6, right) the remaining time shift does not exceed 
±100ps. A PSAC is accepted if the overall time resolution (including the reference counter) 
does not exceed 750ps FWHM and the leakage rate is less than 10~4Torr 1 e"1. 
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Fig, 6: Position dependence of the PSAC timing signal before 

(left) and after (right) collection 

The axial ionization chambers cover cones of ±13.8°and±17.4° with entrance window dia
meters of 285 mm and 385 mm, respectively. The window foils are supported by a twofold 
structure - a heavy carrier of 94% transparency and an etched nickel mesh with 2.7 mm cells 
of 66% transparency. As the last number causes the most serious solid angle restriction, better 
solutions for this mesh are being developed. Cells smaller than 3 mm are necessary, because 
otherwise the foil would not withstand 100 kPa gas pressure needed to stop most of the inter
mediate mass fragments within 25 cm depth. The field shaping is performed by copper strips 
coated every 5 nun on a teflon insulator cone. The voltage devider provides equal potential-
steps e.g. a homogenious field. 
The advantages of a ho
mogenious field, also for 
chambers with large apertu
res, was shown in ref. 9. 
The Frisch grid consists of 
two perpendicular planes of 
1 mm spaced 50/zm thick 
OuBe wires. This solution 
has been chosen to com
pensate the mechanical ten
sion deforming the carrying 
ring. The anode placed 10 
mm behind the Frisch grid 
is made of 10/xm alurainized 
mylar which may be pene
trated by light charged par
ticles to be registered in the 
scintillation counters. 

Fig. 7: Pinciple of the new signal processing 
method for Bragg peak spectroscopy 

At a gas pressure of 100 kPa an anode potential of + 8kV is necessary (the entrance 

http://DGAC-Coordinat.cs
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window acts as cathode and is grounded). Tbc electron drift time of up to 4/JS would cause 
large ballistic deficit in the case of conventional pulse shaping. Therefore a digital processing 
method is utilized which derives the energy and Bragg peak height from digitized signal samples. 
The principle is illustrated schematically in fig. 7, more details are given in ref. 10. 

.5 Scintillator Shell 
The gas-filled detectors of the FOBOS array are not able to rcgistrate penetrating light charged 
particles (LCP). Therefore the gas detector part of FOBOS will be surrounded by scintillation 
counter [11]. The CsI(Tl) scintillator shell consists of 210 hexagonal crystals (200 mm and 150 
ram diameter) placed behind the Bragg ionizations chambers covering them with a geometrical 
efficiency of 73.4%. The number of scintillators joined together in one module is equal to seven. 
Scintillator thicknesses of 1.5 cm and 1 cm have been с'ловчп fo- the Angles в = 16° — 52° and 
0 = 53° - i64° respectively. 
The crystals polished at the front side and rough at t t з rack sie'e are oup'ed via hollow conical 
light guides to iho photomultipliere of type FEU 173 ( 0 150 mm) and FEU 167 ( 0 100 mm). 
Efforts have been made to enhance the light collection efficiency and to avoid inhomogenities 
due to the large dimensions of the crystals. Typical energy resolutions for Pu alpha particles 
of б - 7% have been achieved. 
LCP were discriminated up to Z = 3 by a pulse shape analysis method [12] integrating the 
current pulse of the photomultiplier with the help of two charge-to-digital converters (QDC) 
within the time gates of 6t\ — 0-400 ne and St2 = 1600-3600 ns (fig. 8). The reaction shown 
in this example is 9.1 AMeV 20Ne + S8Ni. The detector was placed at 45° with respect to the 
beam direction. 
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Fig. 8: Pulse ehape dkCTimination of light 
charged particles with a 15 mm thick CsI(Tl) 



473 6 Electronics and Data Acquisition 
The front-end electronics of one PSAC + B1C - module (fig. 9, upper part) occupy 5 САМАС 
stations and deliver 5 parameters: Bragg peak height and energy derived from the 

В 1С 
LINEAR SIGNAL 

DGAC FAST SIGNALS 

PATTERN INTERRUPT 

Fig. 9: Front-end electronics of one PSAC + BIC module (above) and 
Erst level trigger (below) of the FOBOS gas part 

BIC signal (fig. 6) as well as two coordinates and time of flight from the PSAC. As time 
reference serves the cyclotron RF fed via the timing gate which is opened by a "ready " signal, 
into stop 3 of the TDC (fig. 9). Ь experiments on "mmi-FOBOS" instead of the RF the 
delayed signal of a small transmission etart avalanche counter has been used. The pattern of 
PS AC*s'fired within an interval of 200 ns is stored in the coincidence pattern latch. An event 
is accepted if the multiplicity exceeds a certain level and if no pile-up has been detected. A 
pile-up is recognized if either another PSAC signal occures within 12/и before or 6/ts after the 
event, the BIC threshold (fig. 6) was exeeded within 10/is before the event or the trailing edge 
of the BIC signal (which is time-significant in this type of chambers) does not fall in a certain 
time window relative to the PSAC signal. This effort la necessary because our BIC's are rather 
slow (4^s electron collection time) due to their large dimensions. An accepted event causes an 
interrupt starting the data readout procedure, a rejected event leads to fast reset of the whole 
system without any dataway access. The coincidence pattern determines which addresses have 
to be read out via the CAMAC dataway. The gas-ball front-end electronics occupy 9 CAMAC 
crates connected via VDB bus with an Euxocom-6 VME station. The software for CAMAC 
access and data transfer from the VME station via Ethernet to a VAX computer has been de
veloped and implemented into the HOOPSY (ref. 13) data acquisition system. This new hard-
and software has been applied successfully in an experiment at VICKSI in the HMI Berlin and 
allowed us to increase the data accumulation rate up to'1200 multi-parameter events per se-
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cond. For the Csl detectors FASTBUS QDC's with common gates are utilized. The FASTBUS 
crate is connected to the same VDB bus. Presently this part of the data acquisition system is 
not yet finished. 

In the test experiments performed 1991/92 at the "mini-FOBOS" setup, the data acquisition 
based on the CAMDA (.'ef. 14) program p ickaga runriug on a PC, This package has been 
extended considerably to allow interactive control of the signal processbg CAMAC modules. 

7 The Fragment Mass Determination Procedure 

In the FOBOS spectrometer the mass determination is based on measured time-of-flight, ki
netic energy and emission angles (fig. 2) of particles and fragments from fission-like reactions. 
Test runs with single modules have been carried out by detecting fission fragments from a 
248 Cm source and recoils produced by elastic scattering of Kr(3AMeV)-ions. The experimental 
set-up consists of a FOBOS PSAC + BIC-module and a small parallel-plate avalanche counter 
(PPAC) to generate the start signal. The particles have to pass through a total areal density 
of about 1.3 mg/cm2, which is mainly caused by layers of mylar and gold. Therefore, the mass 
determination has to take into account the dependence of the residual energy measurement on 
the energy losses. 
The task of mass-identification under these conditions is to solve a system of two equations, 
which represent kinetic energy Eo at the START of the time-of-flight (TOF) path as a func
tion of the fragment mass A. Thereby the measured TOF and the energy-signal EBIC of the 
ionization chamber (BIC) are given as fixed parameters. 

Eo (TOF,A) = A/2(L/TOF)2 + dEl (E,Z(A)) 
Eo (EBIC.A) = Er(EBIC) + dE2(Er,Z(A),gi) 

The value dEl considers the energy losses within the path L up to the STOP, dE2 summa
rizes all losses from the START up to the entrance of the fragment into the BIC. 
The following points have been regarded by the solution principle: 

- hi dependence on the actual position, where the particle crosses the layer, the foil thickness 
gi can be influenced by the entrance angle, nonplane surfaces and nonuniformities of the 
foil; 

- electronic dependence of the TOF-signal on the position at the DGAC, where the particle 
passed through (see fig. 6) 

- the calculation of the energy losses was performed by using the range-energy-relation. 
Thereby the access to a data set R(E,Z,A) is a fast method of numerical processing. In 
order to simplify the range data the A-dependence was eliminated by creating the array 
R/A = r(E,Z); 

- by deducing the Er-value from the EBIC-signal nuclear stopping was considered. This 
ionization defect was calculated for the chamber gas (90% Ar, 10% CH4) by using the 
formula from ref 15. The fragment energy corrections are 2-3 MeV. 

If Z is not determined via Bragg peak spectroscopy charge-mass-correlation must be introduced 
as a known function Z(A). 



The solution procedure is baaed on ал iterative method: 
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1. calculation of the first approximation Ai without energy losses; 

2. determination of Zi(Ai); 

3. correction of the ionization defect; 

4. simulation of the energies at the position between the different layers: a particle with Ai 
and Zi starts its flight 'backwards' at the BIC entrance window with the energy Er and 
crosses the foils down to the START; 

5. selection of a new mass Ai+1: the path L is divided into subdistances Ik with mean 
energies Ek; 

TOF = \ГЩл • ъ(\к • y/wk) 

6. if \Ai + 1 - Ai\ 0.1 return to 2.step 

The unambiguous convergence of the present code demands the continuity and a sufficient mo
notony of the function Eo(EBIC,A). Nevertheless, during the iteration performed with integer 
rounded Z-values the continuity is voilated during the changes of a Z-argument. Therefore a 
linear two-dimensional interpolation code /16/ was used. 
Some different R/A(E,Z) data seta have been generated by the STOPPOW code of HENNIN-
GER /17/ and derived from formulas of WARD and FORSTER /18/ or BANJERJEE /19/. 
The best results were obtained with data that follow the STOPPOW curve first identically and 
change then over to the function shape of WARD at higher Z (fig. 10). The calculated 248Cm 
mass distribution reproduced the data from /20/ with a small shift of the mean masses to lower 
values (fig. 11). Similar results were obtained by analysing the data from the scattered recoils 
(fig. 12). 
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Fig. 12: Calculated masses for recoils 
from elastic scattering 

8 Experiments with two FOBOS detector modules 
In first runs with 3 and 4.3 AMeV 84Kr on mixed targets elastically scattered ions and recoils 
have been registered in coincidence. La each PSAC + BIC module the mass and the momentum 
vector of the registered particle has been determined independently applying the procedure 
described in ch. 7. In this way the process is by far overdetermined. Therefore different cross 
checks are possible and the uncertainties of balance analysis for more complex processes may 
be estimated. 
For example, for two particles in the mass and energy range of fission fragments the uncertainty 
of the mass sum amonuted to 8 amu and the sum of both momenta reproduced the beam 
momentum within 200 MeV/c. With these valuee a modul independent balance analysis of 
fission after incomplete fusion becomes possible. With two FOBOS modules placed at 45° and 
105° relative to the beam axis FF's have been detected from a 194Pt target bombarded with 5.5 
and 10 AMeV 40Ar ions (ref. 21). At 5.5 AMeV also elastically scattered Ar ions and Pt recoils 
have been registered in coincidence. Qualitatively, our FF data agree with the results obtained 
in similar experiments [22,23]: At 5.5 AMeV the fission always occurs after complete fusion, 
but at 10 AMeV the recorded events fall into two groups corresponding to a large and a small 
momentum transfer. These two groups are well separated in fig. 13, where the total momentum 
P = pi + Й is shown with its components parallel to the beam P» and perpendicular in the 
plane scanned by the two modules Pr Compared to the estimated experimental resolutions of 
FWHM(P,) « FWHM(PV) s»500 MeV/c, the widths of the measured distributions displayed 
in fig. 13 are more than a factor of 2 larger resulting from neutron evaporation and transverse 
momentum transfer. 

The mass and the momentum transfers (fig. 14) were calculated for each of the fission 
events individually. While the mean total fragment mass (fig. 15) was determined to be 207 ± 
5 amu and 217 ± 5 amu for the above two groupe of momentum transfer, the mean values 
of the mass as well as the momentum transfer for the corresponding two event groups amount 
to 40 % and 80 %, respectively (fig. 14). (Note that the response of our set-up at 10 AMeV 
bombarding energy decreases drastically for momentum transfers near 100 %). Generally, the 
direct proportional correlation as predicted by the massive transfer model is confirmed. For 
about 2 % of the accumulated events (heavy dots in figs. 13 and 14) a third particle was detected 
in an additional forward detector. In correspondence with its position the Pv«component of 

these events turns out to be positive. 
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For the measurement at 10 AMeV, the mean values of the relative fission fragment velocity 
v„, result in 2.31 ± 0.15 cm/ns (2.46) and 2.51 ± 0.15 cm/ns (2.61) concerning the event 
groups with small and large momentum transfer (fig. 16). The values in brackets are estimates 
using the VIOLA systematics [24]. The mean number of evaporated neutrons deduced event by 
event from the mass, energy and momentum conservation was compared with the estimates of 
the massive transfer model using the TKE from [24]. Our respective experimental values of 3 
± 6 and 9 ± 6 are smaller than the theoretical estimates by about 6 units. However, although 
it seems to be difficult to obtain the predicted absolute values, the difference of the neutron 
numbers between the two groups is reproduced correctly. This is of particular importance for 
the analysis of events with higher multiplicities, where the folding angle method cannot be 
applied, namely to possess a filter of excitation energy. 
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Upgrades to the Michigan State University 4n Array 

E. Norbeck a G. D. Westfall,b D. Craig,b 

E. E. Gualtieri,b S. Hannuschke,b F. D. Ingram,0 

R. A. Lacey,d T. Li,b W. J. Llope,b 

A. McGilvra,b A. Mignerey,0 R. Рак,1' 
R. S. Pcdroni,a D. E. Swan,b A. Vander Molen,b 

L. B. Yang,a J. Yee,b and J. Yurkonb 

The MSU 47Г Array covers the angles from about 18° to 162° with 
logarithmic, detector telescopes with a threshold energy below 1 MeV/A 
[1]. It can identify charged particles from pions and protons to the 
heaviest nuclei. This original design of reference [1] has now been fully 
implemented along with a number of upgrades that enhance its capa
bilities. The Array covers the sphere with 32 sectors (20 hexagons and 
12 pentagons) arranged like the sectors in a soccer ball, Fig. 1. One 
pentagon is reserved for the entrance of the beam, target mechanism 
and TV camera. The opposite pentagon, where the beam exits the 
Array, was originally left empty with the expectation that it would 
later contain some kind of forward array of detectors. Each of the 30 
central modules have three layers of detectors. The inner layer is a 
position-sensitive, low-pressure multiwire proportional counter that is 
15 cm from the target. The middle layer is a 15 cm deep ion chamber 
that functions as a Bragg curve detector [2] which measures the Z of. 
particles that stop in it and serves as а ДЕ detector for particles that 
stop in the fast plastic. The outer layer is a set of phoswich telescopes, 
6 in each hexagon module and 5 in each pentagon module for a total 
of 170. Each phoswich is a 3 mm thick, ДЕ, fast-plastic scintillator 
followed by a 25 cm thick plastic scintillator with a longer time con
stant. The detectors and the photomultipliers for the phoswiches are 
located inside the vacuum. This is different from the similar FOB OS 
array in Dubna (which is treated in other papers) in which one end of 
the photomultipliers is outside the vacuum. 

FIG. 1. The MSU 4л" Array showing the hexagon and pentagon 
modules. 
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At the time of the first experiments with the 47r Array, in April 
1987, the 170 elements of the main phoswich array were in place along 
with the first upgrade, which was a temporary, forward array of 45 
phoswiches. This assembly of round and square phoswiches covered 
about half of the available solid angle from 18° to 7°. This temporary 
plastic array is now being replaced by a densely-packed array of 45 
phoswich scintillators that extends in to 3°. Only the plastic is new; this 
new high-rate array will use the same photomultipliers and electronics. 
The plastic array can handle large counting rates without pile up and 
without damage to the detectors. 

Another forward array is now under construction which has lower 
^ energy thresholds and better energy, charge, and mass resolution, but 

which is limited in counting rate. It uses 300 /urn thick, silicon AE 
detectors with CsI(Tl) or phoswich E detectors. For angles extending 
down to 5°, there are 60 CsI(Tl) crystals, arranged in three pentagonal 
rings of 20 crystals each, Fig. 2. The light from the Csl is detected with 
silicon photodiodes. The corresponding 60 silicon ДЕ detectors are 
combined into larger, segmented detectors with two or four segments, 
Fig. 3. This allows a larger solid angle to be covered by the silicon by 
eliminating some of the dead area around the edges. The frames that 
hold the silicon are only along the outside edge of the silicon. This 
places the frames behind the larger angle detectors so that they do not 
cause any loss of solid angle. 

FIG. 2. The 6 cm long CsI(Tl) crystals and the 300 /mi silicon diodes 
in the forward array. 
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The angles from 5° to 2.5° are covered by a position-sensitive, annu
lar silicon detector in front of a ring of 16 phoswich detectors, Fig. 4. 
For high-counting-rate experiments, the phoswich part can be used 
without the silicon. The Micron Semiconductor, design S detector, is 
divided into 16 segments (placed in front of the 16 phoswich elements) 
on one side and 16 annular rings, each divided into four quadrants, on 
the other side. 
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FIG. 3. One of the five, four-segment, silicon PIN diodes that go in 
front of the middle Csl ring. 

With the 300 /xm ДЕ detectors the threshold for identifying Ne 
ions is about 15 MeV/A. However, for angles smaller than 12°, the 
distance from the target to the silicon detectors is large enough to 
permit identification of slow moving fragments using the flight time, 
see Fig. 2. (The distance to the smallest angle ring is 62 cm.) 

The solid angle covered by a detector must be small enough to avoid 
multiple hits with high-multiplicity events. Because of the center-of-
mass motion, the detectors must be smaller at the more forward angles. 
One of the upgrades was the division of the anodes of the Bragg curve 
detectors in the five hexagon modules surrounding the forward pen
tagon into six segments to match the phoswich detectors. Planning 
is currently under way to further subdivide the gas detectors and the 
phoswiches in the modules at the more forward angles. 

Another upgrade replaces the P5 gas (5% methane in argon), used 
originally in the Bragg curve detectors, with heavy fluorocarbon gases. 
A gas recirculator-purifier system was developed so that the expensive 
gas could be reused indefinitely. The heavier gases allow the use of 

V 
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lower pressures which increases the reliability of the gas windows. The 
fluorocarbons, CF4 , C2F6, and C3F8 all work well, but C3F8 allows 
operation with the lowest pressure [3]. A "Nanochem Purifilter" [4] 
made a dramatic improvement in the performance of the fluorocarbon 
gases. Even CF4 that had been certified to be of high purity gave larger 
signals after it had gone through the filter. 

FIG. 4. The smallest angle ring showing the annular silicon detector 
and the ring of phoswiches followed by light pipes and 

photomultiplier tubes. 

All of the ADCs and QDCs are located in С AM AC crates and are 
read through fast ECL outputs (using the FERA standard). These 
are collected in a buffer and processed by a VME-based transputer, of 
the T800 series from the "inmos" company. The transputer is linked 
to a SUN-clone work station. This current upgrade can process 300 
kbytes/sec. The events are written directly to high-density, 8 mm 
tape with samples of the data sent to VAX work stations for on-line 
monitoring of the experiment. The dead time per event is 50 /us. 

A 16 bit, 8 channel, peak sensing, CAMAC ADC with a large dy
namic range and an ECL readout is being developed at Michigan State 
University for use with the new forward array. The analog part is built 
around a 16 bit commercial ADC chip. The digital processing in the 
module is done by a field programmable gate array (FPGA). The logic 
configuration file for the FPGA is stored in an EPROM module. When 
the CAMAC power is turned on, this file is automatically transferred 
from the EPROM to the FPGA. 
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The INDRA 4л detector and its scientific program 

F, SAINT-LAURENT 

GANIL, BP 5027, 14021 Caen, FRANCE 

and the INDRA Collaboration* 

Abstract: The INDRA 4rc multidetector has been built by four laboratories (DAPNIA-
Saclay, GANIL-Caen, IPN-Orsay, LPC-Caen) with the technical collaboration of ihe 
LAL-Orsay, This detector for light charged particles and heavy fragments is mainly 
dedicated to the study of the deexcitation of hot nuclear systems formed in nucleus-
nucleus collisions in the intermediate energy domain under peculiar conditions of 
temperature or compression, and especially to the study of the multifragmentation. After 
a brief description of the detector and its capabilities to identify particles and fragments, 
the scientific program for the next three years will be presented. 

I. Introduction 

Very hot nuclear systems formed in the intermediate energy heavy ions collisions can 
decay by emitting a large number of light particles and fragments. Detailed studies of the multi-
fragment decay of excited systems are still rather limited, especially concerning the existence, 
the origin and the characterization of a simultaneous multifragmentation. These studies require 
an event by event detection capability of high precision and efficiency, Many of the methods 
and models used in the analysis of this physics also require a proper determination of the size 
of the excited system as well as a precise measurement of the size (charge, mass) of the decay 
products and a measurement of their energy. The community of physicists working in this area 
at the GANIL facility decided in 1988 to build а 4я charged products detector with very high 
capabilities. The very efficient detection technics - Ionization chamber, silicon and scintillator 
detectors - were associated to satisfy the main goals of the detector : High geometrical 
efficiency (=90%), low identification threshold (1 MeV.A), mass identification of p, d, t, 3He 
and 4He up to =150 MeV, charge identification up to Z=30 [1]. The first part of the paper 
describes the detector and its electronics. The physics program, which has been started in 
march 1993 at GANIL, will be described in the second part. 
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II. Description оГ INDRA 

iu The detector 
The detector, which has to operate under vacuum, can be schematically described as a 

series of 17 rings with an axial symmetry around the beam axis, each ring being divided into a 
varying number of cells (from 8 to 24). A detailed description can be found in ref,2. Table 1 
and figure 1 give the geometrical outline of the detector. The solid angle subtended by each cell 
varies by a factor of about 100 from forward to backward angles to compensate the forward 
peacked angular distributions of emitted particles. The granularity of the array permits to detect 
with convenience light charged particles multiplicities of the order of 40 and heavier products 
multiplicities of the order of 10. 
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88 
110 
126 
142 
157 
176 

N 

12 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
16 
16 
8 
8 

Дф 
(°) 
30 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 

22.5 
22.5 
45 
45 

e 
(cm) 
14 
14 
14 
14 
10 
10 
10 
10 
8 
8 
6 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

да 
(msr) 
0.82 
1.29 
2.10 
3.59 
8.00 
12.2 
18,7 
29.3 
41.7 
52.0 
79.8 
79.8 
93.5 
76.6 
99.1 
59.5 

Si 
e 

(um) 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

Ionization Chamber 
Дф 
(°) 
30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 
45 
45 

45 

N 

12 

12 

12 

12 

12 

12 
8 
8 

8 

n 
Csl 
3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

2 
3 
4 

2 

d 
(cm) 
65.5 

31.5 

25 

12 

12 

12 
12 
12 

12 

(msr) 
3.4 

11.4 

40.4 

96.0 

187 

160 
239 
340 

159 

Caption: N : number of detectors per ring d : distance from target 
e : Thickness of detector 8 : polar angle 
А Л : Solid angle of detector ф : azimuthal angle 
n : number of Csl behind an ionisation chamber 

Table 1. 
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Three standard detection cells, depending on the detection angle, were defined for 
INDRA: 

Ring 1 (2°£ 8iab < 3°) : 12 phoswich detectors (NE102+NE115) for the high counting 
rate generally found for these very small detection angles. For this ring, the energy thresholds 
are rather high due to the 0.5mm fast NE102 plastic thickness. 

Rings 2 to 9 (3°й 0|ab < 45°) : each cell is made of 3 successive detection layers -
Ionization chamber (1С), Silicon detector and CsI(Tl) scintillator. Figure 2 shows a typical 
module of these rings. The ionization chamber (5 cm deep with radial electric field) operate 
either with CF4 gas or with C3F8 gas at a pressure up to 50 torr. The 1С is followed by 300 
|im planar silicon detectors (3 or 4 depending on the ring number) made on the same wafer to 
reduce as much as possible the dead zones. Each Si detector is backed by a CsI(Tl) scintillator, 
14 cm to 10 cm deep, depending on the ring, associated to a photomultiplier. 

Rings 10 to 17 (45°< 6|ab < 176°): for these rings the silicon detectors are suppressed 
because the kinetic energy range of the detected fragments is reduced. To ensure the calibration 
of the CsI(Tl) scintillators, a telescope (Si 75 um-Si(Li) 2 mm thick) is inserted into one cell of 
each ring. 

The INDRA 
Module 

Pre-amplifiers Photomultipliers 

4 Cesium Iodide 
(5-14 cm) 

cathode ща^'," 
4 Silicon detectors 

(300um) 

1 Ionisation Chamber 
(C3F8;30Torr;5cm) 

The making of а An ionization chamber layer with a high geometrical efficiency 
represents the first challenge and certainly the most original feature of INDRA. Two different 
kinds of chambers have been designed. At forward angles (3°£ 6|аь < 27°), the three structures 
used have been made by moulding. Each structure with a common gas flow is divided into 12 
ionization chambers (see fig. 3). At larger angles, two similar structures with 36 and 24 cells 
have been built using electronic board circuits glued together (fig. 4). 2 ц т thick metallized 
mylar foils are glued in front of (cathode) and behind (anode) each structure. 
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INDRA 

Ring №4-5 
7° < 0 <14° 

Prc-amplificfs 

ЗООцт Silicon 

Ionisation 
Chamber 

Cesium Iodide 

Photo-Multipliers 

Csl Support 

Ring Support 

Fimce L 

The 8-12 INDRA 
Ionisation Chamber 

27° <0 <88° 
(36 cells; C3F8; ЗОТогг) 

Anode 
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2.5 цт 

Cathode 
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2.5 ц т 

Frish grid" 

Front View 

Signal output 

Back View 

Figur&4, 
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The CsI(Tl) detectors are used alone for light particle mass identification by exploiting 
the pulse shape discrimination techniques, and in association with the other detector types for 
fast fragments detection. Special care was paid for the material quality of the scintillator and for 
the voltage distribution bases (low noise, good linearity) associated to four different types of 
green extended photomultiph'ers. 

112 The electronics 

The second challenge for the INDRA detector was the huge dynamical range needed for 
the electronics. The ionization chambers electronic must be able to detect signals ranging from 
about 150 KeV to 250 MeV. For silicon detectors the dynamical range which has to be covered 
exceeds 3000 (from about 1 MeV to 3-4 GeV). These requirements also implied that cross-talk 
be kept below that level and that surrounding noise be minimized by very efficient earthing and 
shielding. Moreover the large number of detectors to handle asked for a highly integrated 
electronics. Then the electronics were studied and built by the laboratories of the collaboration. 
Complete integrated modules, in VXI standard, for Csl and phoswich detectors, and semi-
integrated electronics, in CAMAC and VXI, for Ionization chambers and Si detectors were 
developped. All the electronics is located only a few meters from the detector and is remote 
controlled by computer, including a computer controlled multiplexing to visualize analogical 
and logical signals on oscilloscopes. 

To solve the huge dynamical range needed for 1С and Si detectors, the traditional peak 
sensitive encoding was replaced by a charge integration method with two sensitivities (G and 
Gxl6). The noise level during normal operation is kept below the millivolt level. Figure 5 
illustrates the results obtained with Si-Csl identification for Xe projectile on Ag target at 45 
MeV/u. With the low gain G, the Z identification is good enough to separate the Z lines up to at 
least Z=56 (fig. 5 a). The elastic scattering peak corresponds to an energy loss of about 2.1 
GeV in the Si detector. In fig. 5c the result of the high gain encoding is shown for the same 
telescope, and fig. 5d shows the matrix when only the first 256 channels of the large gain are 
displayed: hydrogen isotopes losing 0.7 MeV in the AE are identified. 

The rather large number (= 2000) of analogical channels imposes a specific choice of 
triggering system. The standard type of trigger - master decision allowing a subsequent 
opening of the encoding gates - is precluded because it requests long delay lines on every 
channels which may deteriorate the signals. So a new type of trigger, named "asynchronous", 
has been developped: each tagged channel stores its own analogical signal whatever the master 
decision is, and after a delay of few microseconds resets itself. If a master acceptation occurs, 
the reset is inhibited, allowing the encoding of the stored information. The master decision is 
elaborated by a multiplicity signal built-up from sub-groups of detection modules (for instance 
a giving ring or a set of rings). 

113 Calibration of the detectors. 

The stability of the electronic and of die photomultiplier gains are continuously controled 
by a pulser and a laser light generator. The absolute calibration of the detectors are achieved by 
using the secondary beam facilities of GANIL. At small scattering angles (8iab < Ю0), elastic 
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scattering of secondary beams created by the fragmentation of the primary beam on a Au target 
is used to calibrate phoswich detectors as well as IC-Si-CsI telescopes. Elastic scattering of 
low energy beams (5 to 9 MeV/u) is used also to calibrate Si detectors up to 45° and to measure 
the pulse high defect. Finally, light particles beams, generated by the stopping of a high 
intensity , 6 0 beam in a very thick С target, are elastically scattered on a thick С or Та target to 
calibrate Csl scintillators. The intensity of the produced p, d, t, 3He, 4He secondary beams -
105 pps - is high enough to allow the calibration of scintillators up to 180° within a couple of 
hours. 
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III. Physics program of INDRA 

For the next three years our program is mainly devoted to an exhaustive study of the 
decay of hot nuclear systems, and especially to the study of multifragmentation processes 13). 
The influence of the dynamics on the multifragmentation will be investigated in details. At the 
same time, the dynamics of the collisions will be studied through flot measurements. This 
program will be followed by a study of the energy partition of damped binary reactions. 

///./ Miiltifragmentation of compressed nuclear systems. 

In the Fermi energy domain and for central collisions, dynamical calculations predict the 
occurrence of a compression phase in the early stage of the collisions [4,5]. Figure 6 illustrates 
the dynamical behaviour of the average density as predicted by these models. At low 
bombarding energy (fig. 6 a), after the compression phase, the system goes back to normal 
density with a period which depends on the nuclear incompressibility modulus K« (Fig. 6 b). 
One must notice that the characteristic time of this compression phase is of the order of three 
times the energy relaxation time, therefore the systems are nearly thermalized at the end of this 
phase. When increasing the incident energy, the system can expand (fig. 6 a) and never come 
back to normal density. The more dilute the expansion configuration is, the slower is the path 
back to normal density, until a limit where a nuclear break-up occurs. At that point, a 
simultaneous multifragments emission of the thermalized dilute system (p = 0.2-0.3 p0) is 

. expected to occur in the range 100-200 fm/c after the beginning of the collision [61. 

, «vi i m 
f—1 | j 

Ca+Ca 

• Л rjr: ' I — ' — ' ' • — i — i — i — J — " — i 1—г—Г—i i i_ 
SO 100 20 «0 M 60 t» ИО КО W 
TIME (fm/c) TIME (fm/c) 

Figure б : Variation of the ratio between the average density and the equilibrium 
density as a function of time for head-on collisions as predicted by Landau-Vlasov 
calculations (from refs. 5,6). 
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The statistical decay of very excited nuclei at low density has been theoretically studied 
by the Copenhagen group [7] and the Berlin group [8]. They have found that the average 
multiplicity of intermediate mass fragments (IMF) should be strongly enhanced when the 
excitation energy of the system exceeds 3.5 MeV/u, as compared with the prediction of a 
binary sequential decay model [9] (fig 7). Experimental evidences of such large IMF 
multiplicities have been already reported [10] 

6 
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Л 4 
u. 

V 
2 

1 

О 
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Total excitation energy (MeV) 

Figure 7 : Average intermediate mass.fragment multiplicity as a function of the total 
excitation energy of a An nucleus as predicted by a multifragmentation model [7] (full 
line) or by a binary sequential model [9] (dashed line). 

Two sets of experiments are planned to be studied with INDRA : 

- Symmetric systems ranging from 12C+12C up to 197Au+197Au at 30 MeV/u. For these 
systems the compression-expansion effect is predicted to be maximized. Moreover, the 
excitation energy per nucleon is expected to be near the same at a given incident energy and a 
given impact parameter, whatever the total mass of the system is. A deviation of final products 
mass distribution as a function of the total mass of the system should be a clear signature of 
nuclear medium effects involved in the multifragmentation process. 

- The 129Xe+nalSn, 58Ni+197Au and Mo+Sm assymmetric systems, leading to about the 
same total mass A = 250, will be studied. The aim is to focus on the possible influence of the 
dynamical compression-expansion phase on the multifragmentation process by varying the 
mass assymetry of the entrance channel, ie the initial compression rate. 

r i 

Statistical 
Multifragmentation 

Sequential 
binary decay 
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III 2 M\\ltifrn^mentatinn of very heavy composite systems, 

Fe\v years ago, theoretical calculations [11] have shown that Coulomb repulsion can 
induce the instability of a hot nucleus at normal density when its temperature Taised beyond a 
limiting value. The calculation, using a finite version of the liquid drop model, supposes a hot 
necleus in equilibrium with an external vapor. Coulomb repulsive force has been found to be at 

о so too iso zoo 2so зоо 3jo чоо 
A 

_L Temperature limit of nuclei as a function of their mass (from re/. 11). 
The dashed line corresponds to nuclei along the b-stability line and full line refers to 
composite nuclear systems which can be produced in very heavy nucleus-nucleus 
collisions. 

0.2 -

t= 40. 
t= 80. 
t= 120.+ 
t= 160. 
t= 240. 

without Coulomb 
interaction 

5 10 
R( fm) 

15 

Fjgure 9 : Density profiles at different times (infmlc) as predicted from Landau-
Vlasov simulations for the 155Gd + 238U system at 35 MeVju (from ref. 3) when 
Coulomb interaction is included (left-hand part) or switched off (right-hand part)-
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the origin of this instability, The temperature value at which the Coulomb instability takes place 
is related to a balance between the Coulomb, the surface and the bulk nuclear energy. Its 
depends on the total mass of the composite system (fig. 8). When the instability takes place, an 
unstable bubble nucleus is expected to be formed. 

Recent dynamical calculations using the Landau-Vlasov equation have been performed 
for central collisions between 155Gd and 238U at a bombarding energy of 35 MeV/u [12]. A 
formation of such a nuclear bubble is observed (fig. 9). Then a break-up into fragments occurs 
around 160 fm/c after the beginning of the collision. 

A program including the study of Gd+U, Au+Au and U+U systems at an incident 
energy around 30 MeV/u is planned. 

Iff.3 Екгшешиштгь 

Dynamics studies of nucleus-nucleus collisions can give informations on the nucleon-
nucleon cross-section с № inside the nuclear matter and on the nuclear equation of state through 
the incompressibility modulus K<«. 

The directed collective motion of nucleons and clusters emitted at the beginning of the 
collision (sidewards flow) is a way to provide informations on the dynamics of the collision. A 
specific analysis method has been developped to study the sidewards flow, via the component 
of the transverse momentum of mid-rapidity nucleons and clusters in the reaction plane (named 
flow). At low bombarding energy (few tens of MeV/u), the interaction is dominated by the 
attractive mean field. Particles and fragments have been shown to be deflected to negative 
angles. Conversely, at high energy (over lOOMeV/u), the interaction is dominated by the 
nucleon-nucleon collisions, leading to positive deflection angles attributed to a repulsive 
momentum transfer in the interacting region. Semi-classical calculations [13] have shown that 
the energy dependence of the flow parameter and the energy at which the flow vanishes 
(balance energy) are sensitive to CNN inside the nuclear matter and to the incompressibility 
modulus Koo.Depending on the system, the 20-150 MeV/u bombarding energy region, has to 
be carefully studied to determine the balance energy and the energy dependence of the flow 
parameter. Light systems has been already studied in details over a large incident energy range, 
and including an impact parameter selection [14]. 

The ̂ 6Ar+58Ni system has just been studied at an incident energy ranging from 32 to 95 
MeV/u with INDRA detector. Because the theoreticians asked for a study over a very large 
bombarding energy range, the 58Ni+58Ni system will be studied between 30 MeV/u and 400 
MeV/u by coupling results obtained at GAN1L facility with INDRA and at SIS facility using 
FOPI detector. 
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III.4 Excitation energy partition in damped binary collision:!. 

Damped binary reactions have been extensively studied at low energy to derive 
information on the excitation energy partition and consequently on relaxation time for 
tempera"'.re equilibration in nuclear matter. 

First results in the 30 MeV/u energy domain have already been reported [15]. In the 50-
100 MeV/u bombarding energy range, it is much more complicated to disentangle the two 
evaporative parts of the binary partners and the stronger and stronger preequilibrium 
component. А 4л device is needed not only to select binary reactions, but also to derive from 
complete events information on the excitation energy partition between the two partners and on 
the energy removed by preequilibrium process. 

A program to study the energy partition will be started in the near futur with the INDRA 
detector. 

IV. Conclusion 

Begun in 1990, the complete INDRA detector has been successfully used for a first set 
of experiments in march and april 1993. The Ar+KCl, Ar+Ni, Xe+Sn and Gd+U systems 
have been studied over the 30-95 MeV/u energy range. A detailed study of the onset of 
multifragmentation as a function of the size of the system, the influence of the initial 
compression and of the Coulomb forces on the time evolution and on the decay processes of 
the hot nuclear systems formed, are the investigated fields of these experiments. 
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The Dubna Gas-Filled Recoil Separator: 
a Facility for Heavy Element Research 

Yu.A.Lassarev, Yu.V.Lobanov, A.N.Mezentsev, Yu.Ts.Oganessiaii, 
V,G,Subbotin, V,K,Utyonkov, F,Sh,Abdulli», V,V,Bechterev, 

S.Iliov, I.V.Kolosov, A.N.Polyakov, I.M.Sedykh, I.V.Shirokovsky, 
A.M.SukhoV) YthS^Tsyganov, V.E.Zhuchko 

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna 

The Dubna gas-fllled recoil separator was put into operation in 1989. Its D-Q-Q de
sign, main parameter values as well ae first tests at the U400 cyclotron were described in 
Ref. [1]. Since then many significant improvements and numerous model experiments were 
accomplished to develop the separator into a facility for heavy element research, Owing 
to its underlying principle, the separator shows excellent qualities for fusion-evaporation 
reactions induced by 40Ar and similar projectiles. Therefore the main goal of our recent 
developments was to achieve a reliable application of the separator to highly asymmetric 
fusion-evaporation reactions induced by much lighter projectiles like 180 or 23Ne on targets 
of the transuranium nuclides. Special emphasis was laid on the possibility of applying very 
intense beams of these lighter projectiles to strongly radioactive and rather exotic target 
species like ,4JPu or J<eCm (see also Refs. (2, 3]), 

Being very attractive from the viewpoint of heavy clement research, the highly asym
metric fusion-evaporation reactions represent the most difficult case for studying these with 
recoil separators. In fact, as compared, e.g., to *°Ar-induced reactions, the asymmetric 
reactions are characterized by much broader angular distributions of evaporation residues 
(EVRs) recoiling out of a target of a finite thickness; thus, from the very beginning, only 
some 15 to 30% of the EVFta are accepted by the D-magnet (see Fig.l), The large angular 
divergency of the EVRs restricts effective target thicknesses by values of about 0,2 mg/crn2 

or less. Other complications originate from low kinetic energies <ЕЯ > of EVRs recoiling 
out of the target (typically <ЕЛ > are below 10 MeV) as well as from large dispersions 
of Ея. Perceptible <ЕЛ > losses occur in the 3.7-m long path of EVRs through the gas 
filling the separator (usually H2 at 0.7 to 1 Torr), as well as in the exit window and in the 
pentane gas filling the detection module. As it was shown in our measurements (Fig.2), 
the transmission of EVRs through the separator and hence the efficiency ee of the EVR 
collection onto the focal plane Si detector array falls down rapidly with decreasing <ЕЯ >. 
Furthermore, a decrease in <ЕЛ >, i.e., in the average EVR velocity, causes a lowering 
of the average charge state <q> of EVRs in the gas media and seems to give rise to sig
nificant fluctuations of q. For the data shown in Fig.2, the <q> value of the polonium 
EVRs decreases from 3.6 at <ЕЯ >=12.5 MeV down to 2.1 at <ЕЯ >=4.5 MeV. Appre
ciable q fluctuations concurrent with the low <q> values characteristic of EVRs from very 
asymmetric reactions are supposed to give additional reasons for fairly low EVR collection 
efficiencies ee in these cases as well as for extended image sizes at the focal plane (see 
Fig.3). 
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Fig.l. Lay-out of the Dubna gas-filled recoil separator. The detection system of the sep
arator involves six individual 20 mm wide by 30 mm high Si detectors covering an area 
of 120x30 mm3 at the focal plane. Two large-area (140x60 mm2) multiwire proportional 
chambers placed in pentane at a pressure of about 1 Torr are used for time-of-flight mea
surements of EVRs and background particles arriving at the Si detector array (see also 
Ref. [4]). The 0.5-micron mylar exit window separates the detection module from the gas 
media of the separator. 
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F i g . 3 . Measured distributions of EVRs with Z=100 and Z=102 over six Si detectors at 
the focal plane. 
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Table 1. Summary of measured or estimated (*) characteristics of separation 

<Ef/i > values are given for EVRs recoiling out of the middle of the target used in a 
particular experiment. Collection efficiencies ee are given for an area of 120x80 mm7. The 
ec values do not involve any detection efficiencies and are not corrected for "geometrical" 
EVR losses associated with the detection module (i.e., for those caused by scattering of 
EVRs on the mylar window, by the sa90-% geometrical transparency of the module, and by 
some other minor reasons). Image sizes are specified by FWHM values (in cm). 

Target 
Projectile 
Z of EVRs 
Beam energy, MeV 

< E ^ > , MeV 
< q > 

ec, % 
Suppression of 

-full energy 
projectiles 

-scattered 
projectiles 
with E>35 MeV 

-target-like 
products 

Image size 
-horizontal 
-vertical 

nol-yy 

"Ne 
Po 
112 
11.0 

3.3±0.1 
16±3 

>1015' 

>103' 

6.8±0.2 
2.1±0.1 

235.238TJ 

1 8 0 

Fm 
93 
5.7 

2.1±0.1 
3±1 

>5-1016 

8.7±1.4 
3.5±0.2 

235U 
22Ne 
102 
122 
8.7 

2.3±0.1 
6±2* 

>1017 

2-1016 

-12±3 

2 4 2 p u 

22Ne 
104 
114 
7.6 

1.ЙЙ 
6±2* 

>2-1018 

7-1016 

>10« 

238TJ 
2flMg 
104 
134 
11.5 

10* 

>4-1017 

51015 

200.207PJJ 

34g 

Cf 
170 
21.8 

4.8±0.2 
35±10 

>3-1015 

1014 

7±1 

207p b 

40Ar 
Fm 
196 
28.2 

5.9±0.2 
45±10 

5-1012 

5-104' 

A summary of measured or estimated characteristics of separation for a number of 
highly asymmetric fusion-evaporation reactions is presented in Table 1. It is seen here 
that collection efficiencies ec for heavy EVRs produced by these reactions range between 
3% and 10%. However, despite the fairly low ec values, the net sensitivity of experiments 
can be essentially improved by applying very intense beams of 1 8 0 , 22Ne and other lighter 
projectiles, up to (2-4)-1013 pps, which are provided by the Dubna U400 cyclotron. To 
accept such intense beams, the separator is equipped with beam wobbling systems, fast 
rotating entrance windows, rotating target wheels, etc. We stress also that for asymmetric 
reactions a very favourable separation quality lies in the extremely strong suppression of 
both full energy projectiles and scattered beam particles. 

The potentialities of the separator for heavy element research with asymmetric fusion-
evaporation reactions can be exemplified by our recent experiments on the production of 
isotopes of element 104 in the 242Pu+22Ne and 238U + 26Mg reactions [2]. In these experi
ments, the 22Ne beam with a typical intensity of 1.51013 pps applied to a rotating target of 
242Pu [3] allowed us to reach, in several days, a total beam dose of 3.6-1018. As is shown in 
Fig.4 and Table 2, as a result of this beam dose, we have detected between cyclotron beam 
pulses 38 a decays of 259104, seven correlated a-a events of 2S9104-^->255102 ' ^ * » 2 i l F m , 
as well as 37 SF decays coming from 260104 and, partially, 259104. At the given 22Ne 
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Table 2. Summary of observations made between cyclotron beam pulses In 
the 242Pu+22Ne and 238U-f20Mg reactions 

Beam energy 
Typical beam intensity 
Total beam dose 

N a for 259Ю4 
N a for 255Ю2 
N„- a for 259Ю4-.255Ю2 

NQ for [256Ю2] 

242p u + 22 N e 

114 ± 2 MeV 
1.5-1013pps 

3.6-1018 

37 
38 
40 
7 

21 

238U+26]y[g 

134 ± 2 MeV 

1.6-1012 pps 
0.5.10" 

3 
3 
3 
0 
1 

1000 

100 r 
со 
e 
о о 

21 ip 0 

2561 02 

2591 04 

2 4 2 p u + 22Ne 

Beam dose 3.6*1 018 

I 
8 9 10 

Energy, MeV 

Fig.4. The beam-off a-particle-energy spectrum from the 242Pu+22Ne reaction at the 22Ne 
bombarding energy 114 MeV. Most of a activities with Ea below 7.7 MeV (e.g., 2nPo) 
originate from the 197Au+22Ne reaction used for calibrations. 
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bombarding energy, the production cross section of 250104 in the 242Pu •+• 22Ne reaction 
could be evaluated to be roughly 1.5 nb. A remarkable long-term stability of the separator 
operation was revealed in the 104 experiments. 

In April 1993, the separator was employed in the collaborative Dubna-Livermore ex
periments aimed at the synthesis of the heaviest isotopes of element 106 in the 248Cm -f-
22Ne reaction. In these experiments, a Livermore position-sensitive Si detector system [6] 
has been used. The Dubna-Livermore 248Cm + 22Ne experiments have led to the discovery 
of the two new, a-decaying nuclides 265106 and 26e106 [6] with neutron numbers close to 
the theoretically predicted neutron-deformed shell N=162. 

One of the main current developments of our technique is associated with the improve
ment of the focal plane Si detector array, The present set of six ordinary Si detectors is 
replaced by an array of position-sensitive PIPS detectors produced by Canberra Semicon
ductor. The new detector array of 120x40 mm2 will be composed of three 40x40 mm2 

detectors each one involving four 10 mm wide strips with a position sensitivity in vertical 
direction. A corresponding electronic system was designed and its construction is now 
under way. The implementation of the position-sensitive focal plane detector array will 
make it possible to suppress backgrounds by two more orders of magnitude and thus rad
ically extend the possibilities of revealing and identifying the rarest decay chains in heavy 
element studies. 

Another prospective development of the separator we associate with constructing be
hind it a mass separation system. For this purpose, the best choice seems to be the 
IGISOL technique similar to that developed in Jyvaskyla [7] or at RIKEN in Tokyo [8]. 
The involvement of mass separation would essentially widen the scope of possible research. 
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The main goal of the "HENDES" project (High Efficiency Neutron DEtec-
tion System) is to build the large solid angle neutron detector facility for the 
investigation of neutron emission mechanisms in different heavy ion-induced 
reactions. Neutron energy spectra, angular distributions, mean value and 
neutronmultiplicity distribution will be measured in coincidence with fission 
fragments or reaction products. The measurements of neutron energy spectra 
and fission fragment velocities will be carried out by means of the time-of-
fiight method. 

The basic element of this experimental set-up is the position sensitive neu- • 
tron detector (PSND) - quartz tube 100 cm long and 6 cm in diameter filled 
with liquid scintillator. Scintillator is viewed from both butt-ends by two pho-
tomultipliers (PM's). In order to avoid light attenuation PM's are coupled 
directly to the liquid. The detector is placed in totally light-tight titanium 
container. The full weight of PSND-module is near 9 kg. 48 PSND are 
mounted around the reaction chamber in a distance 46 cm and 55 cm from 
beam axis. (See Fig.l). 

The reaction chamber consists of two 2 mm thick stainless steel semi spheres 
80 cm in diameter and central Ti-ring. Fission fragment detectors, light 
charged particles telescope and target device are mounted inside the vacuum 
volume on the central ring. 
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Special properties are required for the fission fragment detection: 
— low sensitivity to background, 
— high efficiency in fission fragment registration, 
— high time resolution, 
— large solid angle, 
— position sensitivity. 

The parallel-plate avalanche counters (PPAC) present the best compro
mise in fulfilling these demands. A near 47r-arrangement of position sensitive 
PPACs is to be built in order to measure the fission fragment angular and 
mass distributions simultaneously. Another type of fission fragment detectors 
(semiconductor detectors and micro channel plate detectors) will be also used 
in experiments. 

Up to now we carried out the test measurements of neutron and fission frag
ment detector's characteristics [1] using the 252Cf source. The time resolution 
1.4 ns and position sensitivity less than 10 cm had been obtained for PSND-
module and 350 ps and 2 mm for the PPAC time-of-fiight array respectively. 
The efficiency of PSND has been also calculated by code SITHA (Simulation 
Transport HAdron) [2]. The test measurements have shown a good perspec
tives of PSND's and PPAC's as modules of large solid angle multi detector 
facility. 
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T H E STATUS OF T H E ION S O U R C E D E C R I S 

A. Efrcmov, V.B. K'utner, A.N. Lebedev, J. Pivarc* 
and V A . Chugreev 

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research 
Flcrov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions, Dubna 
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The design of the ECR multicharged ion source DECRIS (Dubna ECR Ion 
Source) is described and the first results are presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The design of the ECR multicharged ion source DECRIS was started at the 
Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions in December 1989 and in January 
1992 the first plasma was ignited. The classical magnetic configuration based 
on the MINIMAFIOS ion source structure [1] with some "features" had served 
as the basis for the source design. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE ION SOURCE 

The scheme of the DECRIS ion source is shown in fig. 1. It consists of two 
stages. At the first stage a cold plasma is ignited and then diffuses towards 
the second stage with the "minimum B" confinement. Both stages have the 
magnetic mirror configuration. The discharge chamber represents two cou-

led multimode cavities with internal diameters of 42 mm and 64 mm for the 
rst and second stages, respectively. The microwave power is injected radially 

and only one UHF entrance is used for both stages. 
The "minimum B" configuration at the second stage is produced by a su
perposition of an axial mirror field and a radial hexapole held. The hexapole 
consists of 7 identical slices with length of 5 cm. Each slice includes 12 NdFeB 
trapezoidal bars with corresponding easy axis direction for each one. Using 
the NdFeB permanent magnets with middle characteristic properties (rema-
nence B r = 1.05 T and coercivity jKc = 1000 kA/m), the hexapole produces 
almost uniform total magnetic field on fixed radius with the value of magnetic 
field on a pole surface more than 1 T [2]. 
A turbomolecular pumping through injection and extraction sides of the 
source provides 2 x 10"^ Pa background vacuum [3]. The second stage is not 
separated from the first one by a differential pumping. Further, two separated 
adjustable piezoelectric valves are located near the first stage and allow gas 
mixture. The ion extraction is accomplished by two elements with a plasma 
electrode hole of 

'Home address: Institute of Physics, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Dubravska cesta 9, 842 28 
Bratislava, Slovakia. 
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Fig, 1. Layout of the DECRIS ion source. 
8 mm, a puller hole of 12 mm and a distance between them of 32 mm. The 
plasma electrode is near the peak of the axial field and its optimum position 
is now experimentally determined. 
The plasma chamber and hexapole are insulated up to 25 kV and connected 
to the high voltage power supply, except of the solenoids, the main and aux
iliary vacuum systems and a diagnostic line. 
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Figure 2. Nitrogen spectrum op- Figure 3. Argon spectrum opti-
timized for N6+ . mized for Ar8*. 

A commercial UHP generator working in the frequency range of 14 -14.5 GHz 
(it depends on the klystron type) with the maximum output microwave power 
up to 2 kW is used. The generator is connected to the ion source through a 
high voltage insulator and a tight BeO windo-w. 
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The only adjustable parameters are the gas flows, the microwave power, the 
axial magnetic field distributions and the extraction voltage. In our config
uration, each adjustable parameter is manually operated from the operating 
room which is about 40 m far from the ion source. 

3. RESULTS OP RECENT EXPERIMENTS 

The DECRIS was installed on the ECR test bench which consits of a beam 
line, a 90° analyzing magnet and some devices for measuring beam charac
teristics of the ion source. The first study of the source was carried out in 
continuous mode of operation under a strict control ofhexapole temperature. 
Generally, from about 85% to 95% of the microwave power is absorbed in the 
ion source cavity after the magnetic field intensity and gas tunings, respec
tively. 
The ion source has been tested with N2, O2 and Ar. In fig. 2 and fig. 3 
there are shown preliminary results obtained from the source. The typical 
UHF power consumption is 200 - 700 W. It is also shown that He, N2 and O2 
injections into the ion source, where Ar ions are expected, improve the yields 
01 Ar high charge state ions. Some typical data are summarized in Tab.l. 

Table 1. Ion currents (c/tA) from the DECRIS at the extraction voltage Uext 
= 10 kV. 

I o n / C h a r g e 
N 
О 
Ar 
Ar 

4+ 
270 

5+ 
92 
160 

6+ 
17 
87 

7+ 

26 

120 

8+ 

70 
110 

9+ 

24 
70 

11+ 

15 

S u p p o r t gas 

helium 
oxygen 

4. CONCLUSION 

As it follows from the last results the present configuration of the DECRIS has 
to be explored yet in order to reach both higher charge state of ion beams and 
intensity, respectively. The following field of efforts are considered: i) some 
changes in the magnetic field configuration; ii) the increase of the effective 
pumping speed in the extraction region-; iii) the investigation of the different 
constructions for the optimization of the first stage of the ion source and iv) 
the fine regulation of the gaseous supply. 
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Analysis of equilibrium charge-state distributions for 
heavy ions after passing through carbon foils 

A.G, Рорско, ГШ. Sagaidalc, АЛЛ Yereinin 
Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions, JINR, Dubna 

Precise knowledge of the mean equilibrium charge 7} and charge distribution width d4 of 
ions after traversal of carbon foils ie especially important for correct operation of on-line recoil 
separators of heavy ion induced nuclear reaction products like VASSILISSA [I]. 

Experimental data on 7} and dq reported before 1972 are summarized by Wittkowcr and 
Betz (2); those between 1972 - 85 arc compiled by Shima et al. [3], and more recent data after 
1085 arc included in [<\\. 

There exist several approaches to estimating lj and <i4 when the ion atomic number Z and 
ion velocity v are given. 

1. The mean equilibrium charge 7} is defined by q = £?(<7 • F(q))-
Many authors have adapted inore or less the modified function of N. Bohr [6], presented 45 

years ago: q/Z = v/(v0 • Z2'3). 
L.C, Northcliflc (6) found a large amount of data could be accurately described using the 

relation: 7//Z = 1 — A • exp(B/Z3'3* v/v0), where A and В are fitting constants and v0 is the 
Bohr velocity. 

Semiempirical formulae for q of ions were obtained by taking the scaling variable - reduced 
velocity - X = v/(v' • Z0M), where i/ = 3.6 • I08cm/s: 
V.S. Nikolacv and I.S. Dmitriev [7]: q/Z = (1 4- Х'6'3)'3'6; 
K.X. To and R. Drouin (8): q/Z = 1 - exp(-X); 
K. Shima, T. Ishihara and T. Mikumo (9): q/Z = \ - cxp(-1.25 • X + 0.32 • X2 - 0.11 • X3). 

2. The charge distribution width dq is defined by dq — [J24(l ~ t) ' F(<l)) 
There exist several semiempirical formulae describing the charge distribution width dq. 

Representative ones are: 
V.S Nikolaev and I.S Dmitriev (7): d, = 0.5• [q)xl'1 • (1 -q/Z)*'6; 
H.D. Betz [10]: d, = 1.41 • Zou • {qf3 • (1 - q/Z)0-37; 
E. Baron, M. Bajard and С Ricaud [11]: </, = (g-(0.07535 + 0.19-(g/Z)-0.2654.(7/Z)2)) , /2. 

The analysis of the data has revealed that the observed values have not always been well 
reproduced by existing formulae. 

3. To achieve better agreement with the data [2], [3] and [4] we have developed new 
semiempirical formulae for evaluation of the mean equilibrium charge and charge distribution 
width of ions after traversal of carbon foils. 

3.1 Formulae for the mean charge 
For ions with reduced velocities 0.05 < X < 0.40 the mean charge can be evaluated in a 

simple way [A.Popeko, this work]: q = 3.74 • J% • Z°-Si. 
Some modification of formula, proposed by K.Shimaet al. [9], was introduced by R.Sagaidak 

and A.Yeremin for Z > 53 [12]: 
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for Е/Л > Q.lMeVfamu: 7 = ?5л<т« • / ( f ) . where 

Pi « 0,955;pj = 0.0134;p3 = 0.364} p4 = 0.273;p8 = 2.81; 
for 0.01 McV/amu < Е/Л < QAOMeV/amu; 

4 = Наш. • (Ь09 + 1.53 • 10" • / № ( f ) < ^ W * ' ' W > $ 

у. _ м 
Z. = ~ ^ ; /(Z) » Zj"» • exp(-25.5 • Z.) 

3.2 Formulae for the charge distribution width: 
For Z > 50 and Ц/Z < 0.50 [A. Popeko, this work]: d, = {q)om - 0.234; 
for Z > 63 [R.Sagaidak and A.Yeremin [12]]: 

d, = 2.27 • Z°-i7 • [q/Zf™ • ezp(-1.79 • {7}/Z)). 

Present analysis enables one to evaluate reliable values of q and dq over the wide range of 
Z and E. 
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SELECTIVE TRACK RADIOGRAPHY OF Bi - Pb AND 
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The problem of low concentration selective measurements of the elements Bi, Pb and 
Au, Pt, Ir, Os in minerals is connected with searching of new ore deposits. In many cases 
it is necessary to measure not only the average content of the heavy elements, but also to 
determine its distribution in different minerals with spatial resolution 10 — 20 /trn. Such a 
problem could not be solved with the help of neutron activation analysis due to the rather 
low spatial resolution, worse than ±100/zm. The election microprobe analysis provides the 
necessary spatial resolution, but it is rather time-consuming and expensive. 

In our work we have developed a heavy ion activation method for selective analysis of 
Bi — Pb and Au — Pt elements. 

The accelerated 4 # e ion activation technique for Pb exploration was first realized by 
Hamilton [1] in 1971. He used intense beams of 4He ions with energy of 7.0 MeV/nucl to 
produce the long-living nuclide 2loPo in Fb-containing materials. After the exposure, the 
specimens were placed in contact with cellulose nitrate track detectors to register a-particles 
from the radioactive decay of 210Po nuclei. 

Another method of Pb exploration was realized in 1974 by G.N. Flerov et ah [2] by ap
plying accelerated 12C ions for producing short-lived a-active nuclei in the region of Ra — Po 
neutron-deficient isotopes. The sensitivity of Pb exploration with the a-activation technique 
is high enough — 10 - 5 - 10"6g/g [3]. 

The different approach for Pb (and Pfc-group elements) exploration based on induced 
fission of lead nuclei with accelerated heavy ions was realized first in 1985 [4]. In these 
experiments the polished natural rock specimens were bombarded perpendicularly to the 
surface with 9.1 MeV/nucl 1вО ions. For the registration of f.f. generated in the reaction 
Pb(160,f), these specimens were covered before irradiation with thin layers (10 — 15 um) 
of muscovite mica. After irradiation the mica layers were removed, annealed at 450° during 
б hours and etched in 40% HF. The specimens were then placed in contact with CR-39 
detectors to register a-decay of Ro — Po nuclei, generated in nuclear reactions of 1 6 0 ions 
with the Pb isotopes. The comparison of f.f. and a-particle track radiography for the 
same specimens clearly demonstrates the higher sensitivity and space resolution for fission 
fragment registration techniques compared with the a-activation method. It is due to the 
high fission rate of compound nuclei generated in the interaction of accelerated 160 and UC 
ions [5] with Pb as compared with multiple neutron evaporation cascades. However, the 
induced fission method does not work when the specimens contain different elements of the 
Pt — Bi region. That is why we combine the a-activation and induced fission method for 
the selective Pb — Bi exploration. 

The exposure of natural ore samples and control metallic layers of Bi, Pb, Pt and Os has 
been performed with 12C ions at the heavy ion cyclotrons U-200 and U-400, FLNR. The 
energies of 12C ions were 9.1 and 13.2 MeV/nucl. The specimens were mounted on a rotating 
disk with a diameter of 25 cm, at the edge of each disk up to 20 specimens were mounted. 
On the surfaces of these specimens 10 — 15 fim thick layers of muscovite or fluorphlogophite 
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mica were mounted before exposure. The ion beam profile was rather homogeneous, with 
vertical dimension about 25 mm [5]. The 12C ion beam intensities were about 3- 10 u - 5 - 1 0 " 
ions per second. The total exposure of the specimens was between 2 • 1012 - 10" ions-cm2. 
After exposure the mica layers were replaced by the ct-particle sensitive plastic CR-39 — 
to register the induced o-activity of short-lived and long-lived radionuclides formed in the 
interaction of 1 2C ions with the target materials. The exposure time of the CR-39 track 
detectors was 1.5 hours and 144 hours. 

Due to the experimental conditions the f.f. were registered only in 27r-backward geometry. 
We have measured also the angular distribution of f.f. generated in the reaction Pt(12C, f) 
at the energy of 9.1 MeV/nucl. The f.f. at the angle interval 10° -170° were registered with 
muscovite mica track detectors. In Fig.l one can see that the angular distribution of these 
f.f. is highly anisotropic; still about 30% of them are oriented at a backward solid angle 
(Oiab > 90°) to the beam. 

о 

Fig.2: Annealing behavior of 
compound nuclei background 
tracks in muscovite mica 

Annealing lime hours 
Fig. l : Angular distribution of 
f.f. generated in the interac
tion of 9.1 MeV/nucl 12C with 
1 fim thick Pt target 
Before etching the mica specimens irradiated with 3 • 1012 - 1 0 1 4 l2C ions were annealed at 

450° during 4-6 hours in order to reduce the background due to recoil nuclei and compound 
nuclei generated in the interaction with the detector nuclei. In Fig.2 the dependence of the 
number of recoil nuclei tracks on annealing time of muscovite mica detectors is presented for 
the side facing the specimens being investigated. The total fluency of 12C ions was about 
3 • 1013 cm2. As one can see from Fig.2 the annealing time 4-6 hours is necessary to reduce 
the background by a factor of about five. Due to the presence of К and also Ft in the 
muscovite matrix the corresponding compound nuclei atomic number Z > 25; the tracks 
due to such nuclei could not be annealed in muscovite [6]. This sets an uper limit for the 
total flux of UC ions — (2 - 3) • 10" cm2, and subsequently, the sinsitivity of Bi ~ Pt 
element exploration with induced fission registration — at the level of (2 - 3) • 10~7 g/g. 
In order to incease the sensitivity of the method we have tested in the same conditions the 
synthetic fluorphlogopite mica. The chosen annealing conditions — 480°С during 6 hours 
allow one to erase completely all the background due to the recoil and compound nuclei in 
fluorphlogopite. This is due to the much lower sensitivity of this artificial mica which allows 
to anneal completely all the tracks of compound nuclei with Z < 36 [6]. Fluorphlogopite 
mica practically contains also no Th - U nuclei ( C W < 10~12 g/g) [6]. It allows one to 
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reach in principle the sensitivity for Bi - Pt exploration at the level < 10-8 g/g. For 1JC 
ions f.f. production cross section is very close to compound nuclei formation cross section. 
In Fig.3 one can see the dependencies of backward f.f. yield for Pt, Au, Pb target on the 
energy of nC, Nearly the same f.f. yields were measured also for Os and Bi targets at the 
energy of 9.1 MeV/nucl 12C ions. 

0 . 0 I I I I I ii 11 I | I M I i n u m i m i щ и M I I I M I H I I I M i r n I I I I I I I I i I M I ' н и м I I I I I I I i 
5.0 Ъ.Ъ 6.0 6.5 7 0 7.5 8.0 6.5 9 0 

E. MeV/nucleon 
Fig.3. The backward fission fragment creation cross section cy of Pt, Au, Pb versus 
the energy of bombarding ions 

On the other side in the CR-39 detectors which were exposed to 12C-irradiated Pt, Os, 
Au metal foils we registered no excess or-track density, The corresponding a-track density for 
the Pb and Bi layer bombarded with "C ions was about 10е а • cm.-2. In order to increase 
the yield of a-particles for Pb and Bi it is possible to irradiate the same samples with intense 
flux of accelerated *He ions [1, 3]. 

By comparing the f.f. and o-particle radiograms of the same specimen, one can distin
guish between the spots which contain Bi - Pb nuclei or Au, Pt, Os, Ir nuclei — by the 
presence or absence of the a-particle track pattern at the f.f. track spot location pattern. 

The space resolution of the method for fission fragments is ±10 цт; it is determined by 
the mean range of f.f. in the target material and detector, which is < 10 цт. 
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FRAGMENTATION DF NUCLEI BY 1 GeV PROTONS 

L.N.Andronenko, M.N.Andranenko, Yu.I.Gusev, A.A.Kotov, 
K.V.Lukashin, D.M.Seliverstov, I.I.Strakovsky, S.I.Trush 

L.A.Vaishnene, V.I.Yatsura 
St. Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute, Russia 

W.Neubert 
FZ Rossendorf, Germany 

The main aim of this experiment is to study^ the intermediate 
mass fragment ( IMF, Z->3 ) production in deep inelastic reactions 
of IBeV protons with nuclei. As the result the charge yields of 
fragments, the energy spectra, the velocity of nucleus emitting 
fragments and the estimation of fragment multiplicity have been 
obtained. 

The experiment was performed at the external proton beam of 
the synchrocyclotron of PNPI. The experimental arrangement is 
schematically shown in Fig.l. The fragments are registered by two 
identical time-of-flight spectrometers mounted at 30 and 126 to 
the beam direction. Two transmission parallel plate avalanche 
counters in each arms provide the "start" and "stop" signals for 
the TDF measurements (S1,ST1, S2, ST2). The basic elements of the 
spectrometer are the twin axial field ionization chambe r s -
so-called Bragg ionization chambers (BIC1, BIC2) ...„.The use of 
the Bragg ionization chamber together with a read-out system 
including flash analog-to-digital converter allowed to measure for 
detected fragments the value of maximum ionization lasses 
("Bragg" peak), AE-value,the range and the energy of the particles 
and. as a result to provide reliable charge and mass identification 
of the detected fragments . An energy resolution ЛЕ/Е < 1.5/4 and 
a charge separation better than Д2/2 = 2.57. were obtained for 
fragments with charge up to Z = IB. Isotopie separation for the 
light fragments was achieved by the determination of the range and 
the energy of the fragments as well as by ДЕ-Е method with a mass 
resolution AA/A = 2.5 - 47.. To estimate the multiplicity of 
fragment production two large—area position-sensitive parallel 
plate avalanche counters were used (SXY1,SXY2). These counters 
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registered fragments ( with Zf > 2 ) in coincidence with at 
least one of the time-of—flight spectrometers. 

In the experiment energy spectra and differential cross 
sections for the production of fragments from Au, Ag, Ni and Al 
targets have been obtained. For example, the energy spectra for 
nitrogen fragments produced for different targets are shown in 
Fig.2. All spectra were fitted by the modified Maxwellian 

fit distributions : 

.•Z„ к=<к>+Д d 1/2 1/2 = N(E./E ) S (v>E -kB) exp[-(vE - kB)/T]dk ._ .-. 1 cm cm cm 
1 k=<k>-A 

where В is a value of the Coulomb barrier; N is an overall 
normalization constant; К and Д are the nominal barrier fraction 
and the smearing parameter; и is the correction factor, taking 
into account the recoil of nuclei in the double decay; T is the 
slope parameter of the eViergy spectrum ("temperature"); E.and E 
are kinetic energy in laboratory and centre of mass systems 

E = E, + (1/2)A./? - /ЗЦ2А.Е, IT ~CosO cm i T T x 
where ft is the longitudinal component of the velocity of the 
centre mass system. 

It should be mentioned that the results presented here are 
consist with one source-model for intermediate mass fragment 
production. Parameters of energy spectra as "temperature" T, 
values of l£ and parallel component of the velocity of the source 

emitting fragments were defined from joint fit of spectra obtained 

at two values of the laboratory angle. 

Fig.3 demonstrates the energy spectra of fragments with 

Z. > 7 for an Au target and the laboratory angle в = 126 . 
The total cross section of the fragment production о was ob-_ 

tained by the integration of double invariant cross section —..__,-. 
p otdij 

The values of с as a function of the fragment charge for all 
targets are given in Fig.4. The charge yields of He, Li and Be 
fragments for Ag and Au nuclei have been taken from . The 
solid lines in Fig.4 are the fits of experimental data by the 
function c(Zf) **• Z ~T. It is clear that the fitted curves 
reproduce the general trends in the data only for Ni and Ag 
targets. The fit is rather good for Ni and Ag nuclei in 
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wide interval of Z, ( Z~ > 2 ). As concerned Au target the frag
ment cross sections fall according the power law only in the 
range. Z = 3 - 10 and then level off. The fit of the total 
cross sections by the power law, presented in Fig.4, gives the 
following values of the parameter т: 

Ni . т = 2.52 - 0.2 (3 < Zf < 15) 
Ag т = 2.88 - 0.2 (3 < Zf < 18) 
Au т = 3.11 - 0.2 (3 < Zf < 10) 

It should be noted that the data points corresponding to carbon 
cross sections lie above the fitted curves for all targets. As for 
Al target, the charge distribution of IMF is very similar to one /2/ obtained at 4.9SeV energy of protons . It is obvious that this 
charge distribution cannot be fitted by power law. 

The values of ft obtained from the kinematic shift in the 
specra are plotted versus fragment charge in Fig.5. The 
experimental data demonstrate the weak dependence of the velocity 
of source ft on the fragment charge while the average value of ft 
increases with decreasing of the mass of the target ( for example 
</?>(Ni)/<f?>(Au) a« 2 ) . The dependence of ft( Z.) for gold target 

/4/ agrees with data obtained in work 
The values of slope parameter T practically are independent 

on the fragment charge for given nucleus—target. Since there is 
not considerable trend with Z,, we have averaged the results for 
individual fragments. The average values <T> for each target are: 

<T> = (10.94 - 0.64) MeV for Al, 
<T> = (10.18 - 0.35) MeV for Ni, 
<T> = (.9.72 - 0.19) MeV for Ag, 
<T) = ( B.97 - 0.4B) MeV for Au. 

One can see a small decreasing of <T> with increasing of the 
target mass. 

Obtained yields of IMF together with data on cross sections 
of fission and spallation products allowed us to reconstruct 
the mass distribution of fragments produced in the interaction 
lGeV protons with gold nuclei. With this purpose the charge dis
tribution of IMF obtained in this work has been transformed in the 
mass one (the each charge yield has been attributed to the 
mass value corresponding to the most wide-spread isotope for 
given element ). This distribution is shown in Fig 6. As one 
can see the mass distribution is rather symmetric relative to 
mass corresponding to peak of fission fragments. 
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Fig.l. .Experimental set—up. 

Fig.2. Energy spectra of N fragments at 126 in the laboratory, 
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The p r o d u c t i o n o f IMF in p - Ag i n t e r a c t i o n has been 

s t u d i e d a t d i f f e r e n t e n e r g i e s o f p ro tons i n a number o f exper i— 
/ 2 7 8 / ments » ' . F i g . 7 demonstra tes charge y i e l d s of f r a g m e n t s 

pr-ofluced a t e n e r g i e s from CM6BeV up t o 4 .9Gev \ The comparison 
o f d a t a p r e s e n t e d i n F i g . 7 shows t h a t a l l d i s t r i b u t i o n s have a 
s i m i l a r f o r m , b u t t h e c ross s e c t i o n s o f IMF i n c r e a s e w i t h energy 
o f p r o t o n s . In F i g . В one can see t h e dependence o f t h e parameter т 
on E . 

P 
The e v a l u a t i o n o f f r a g m e n t m u l t i p l i c i t y has been o b t a i n e d 

on t h e b a s i s of measured r a t i o s o f c o i n c i d e n c e e v e n t s t o 
i n c l u s i v e one ( f o r f r a g m e n t s w i t h Z . > 2 ) assuming i s o t r o p i c 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of m u l t i p l e e v e n t s . The number o f c o i n c i d e n c e e v e n t s 
does n o t exceed a few p e r c e n t of i n c l u s i v e cross s e c t i o n f o r a l l 
t a r g e t s , d i s p l a y i n g a weak i n c r e a s e from Au t o N i . These r a t i o s 
a r e 0 . 4 X , 1.67. and 2.47. f o r flu, Ag and N i t a r g e t s , r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
Thus one can conclude t h a t the c o n t r i b u t i o n of t h e process o f 
m u l t i p a r t i c l e p r o d u c t i o n o f IMF i n t h e i n t e r a c t i o n o f lGev p ro tons 
w i t h n u c l e i i n mass r e g i o n 6O-20O a . e . m . i s s m a l l . 
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NUCLEON SPECTRA IN PROTON INDUCED REACTIONS 

IN THE INCIDENT RANGE OF .1 TO 1 GEV 

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University, Moscow 
119899, Russia 

Parfionova Yu.L., Fotina O.V. 

1 .Introduction. 

The systematics of neutron production by medium energy proton accel
erators (using taTget nuclei in the region of 12C to 23%U ) are of considerable 
interest because of the applications to transmuting long lived radioactive 
nuclides. This report concerns the estimation of double differential neu
tron spectra and multiplicities in (p, n) reactions. It is necessary to regard 
for the secondary neutron from (p,p') reactions to provide the correct esti
mations of the neutron yielde resulted in the proton transport. So experi
mental data parametrization and extension of MS model for (p,p') reaction 
description are worked out in this paper. To describe the double differen
tial inclusive nucleon spectra the phenomenologicalMS ( MovingSource ) 
model was suggested in ref.[l]. It was assumed in the MS model that 
three components form the spallation reaction nucleon spectra: cascade 
(1), preequilibrium (2) and evaporation (3) processes respectively. The 
spectra are obtained by summation of contributions of this processes. In 
this model nucleons were assumed to be emitted isotropically from a single 
moving source for each process with an exponential form. Three parame
ters A, /3, T are required in the model for specifying each component of the 
spectrum. Amplitude A, temperature T and velocity of the single moving 
source P parameters are adjusted to fit experimental data. It allows to take 
into account the nucleons emitted from all spallation reaction fragments. 

An important advantage of MS model as phenomenological one is that 
it has a good agreement with experimental data while using a relatively 
small number of parameters on the one hand and its simplicity on the 
other. It's easy to deduce important integral characteristics (such as total 
inclusive cross section, the secondary particles spectra) in the MS model 
frame. This model is applicable for engineer calculations only and not for 
search. 

MS model was utilized in ref. [2] for creation of the neutron spectra 
systema'acs from the proton induced spallation reactions to describe inclu
sive double differential neutron cross sections for the incident energy range 
from 0.1 to 1 GeV. Nuclear target mass dependencies of parameters for the 
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incident energy points 113 and 585 MeV and incident energy dependencies 
for lead were suggested. 

—• — c-i, racy 
Fig.l. Neutron spectra Fig.2. Proton spectra 

in mW(p,n)t Ep - 800 in mW(p,p>)t Ep ~ 800 
MeV. MeV. 

In this paper parameter dependence is assumed to be linear and referred 
to the energy points 113 and 585 MeV for all nuclei excluding ones with 
mass AM < 12 and AM > 137, where energy dependence of A\ is expressed 
by Ci#„a + CiEv + Cy. 
Ci a (0.OZ0iAu - 2.12)10-», C3 в (-О.ОШЛц - 2.24)1(Гв, (7S s (0.215i4j/ - 1.957)1(T*. 

The double differential neutron spectra in 184W(p,n) reactions for the 
incident energy Ep = 800 MeV calculated in the frame of this systematics 
are displayed in fig.l. 

2.Systematica of experimental data and MS model extension 
for (p,p') characteristic estimation. 

We have analyzed a wide range of experimental data on (p,p') reactions 
for the incident energy diapason from0.1 to 1 GeV. AtT,p systematics for 
proton spectra estimation were built up. Figure 3 displays the example 
of approximation of the energy cascade slope parameter dependence for 
various nuclei. The preequilibrium parameters are assumed to be energy 
independent. Points denotes the results of calculations for individual nu
clei data set, and lines represent the results of parameter approximation. 
The tips of the parameter dependencies for preequilibrium and cascade 
processes are also presented. 

The double differential neutron spectra in 184W(p,n) reactions for the 
incident energy Ev = 800 MeV are shown on fig.2. 
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Fig.3.Energy slope cascade parameter dependence for various nuclei. 

3.Nucleon multiplicities in the incident energy range of 0.1 to 
1 GeV. 

We suggest the next approximation expressions to estimate the neutron 
multiplicities as ratio of total inclusive cross section <rn to inelastic cross 
section Gin • 

<ri% = 44. x AM™»{I + -^^(Z + Zr- 2)} УА м 
(1) 

Where 

Z = 
еа1(Б-В0)+аз(Б-Ев) 

Z* = Ar*exp{-{E fy ) 2} (2) 
td* 

The term Zr considers the ж - meson production effect; 

fll = 

a2 = 
o3 = 
E0 = 

-2.5557 x 103 

2.5737 x 103 

4.9450 x 103 

305.0 MeV 

A* 
Er 

CO7 

= 1.141 x еа;р{2.527Ам} 
= 730.43 - 0.296 x AM 

= 31158.4 - 116.174 x AM 

Using this approximation we have estimated nucleon multiplicities in 
the proton induced reactions in the incident energy range of 0.1 to 1 GeV. 
The proton and neutron multiplicities versus nuclear mass and incident 
energy are plotted in the figures 4 and 5 respectively. 
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Fig.4. Proton multiplicities in Fig.5. Neutron multiplicities 
18AW(ptp?) reactions. in 18iW(ptri) reactions. 

The experimental data for parametrization were taken from ref. [3], [4], 
M. M, [7], M, [О], [10]; [11]. 
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NONSTATISTICAL EFFECTS IN NUCLEI 

I.N.Izosimov 
V.G.Khlopln Radium Institute, 194021 St.-Petersburg, 

Shvernik st.28, Russia 

ABSTRACTi In the present paper the nonstatistical effects 
in /3-dccays and in (p,f) reactions are discussed. 

1.Introduction 
The wave function Ф of highly excited nuclear state has a 

complicated form. In statistical model Ф is described as: 
n st Yst = ^ I cKcpK , ( i ) 

where (p. -is the wave function of "simple" configuration, C. -
is the random number, n » 1. The nuclear levele spacing is 
small and different configurations are mixed. 

The nonstatistical wave function ¥., , is expressed as: 
Nst 

*Nst= C0 P0 + 2 °k Pk, / Cn/ » /C. / (2) 

i.e.,at least one "simple" configuration <f>n dominates [1 J.From 

the phenomenological point of view, the nonstatistical effects 
at the excitation energy E > 5 - 10 MeV in the medium and 
heavy nuclei indicate conservation of some symmetry in nuclei. 

The nonstatistical effects connected with the (p.n ) + 
configurations can be associated with apin-isospin SU(4) 
symmetry and can be manifested in nuclei with neutron excess 
[2,3], especially in exotic nuclei with large (N-Z). 

Here we discuss the nonstatistical effects in nuclear 
reactions and in /3-decays. 

2.Nonstatistical effects in (p,y) reactions and in/3-decays. 

Nonstatistical effects in (p,y) reactions and in Gamow-
-Teller j3 -decays can be connected with the (p,n ) + 

configurations. 
The angular distributions of ^-transitions from 

resonances in the (p,/*) reaction can be written as an 
expansion in Legendre polynomials: 

W(0) = У А Р (cos6) (3). 
(j К К 
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We investigated the angular distribution of y-transition 
from nonanaloR resonances with I = 3/2 to the ground state in 
58,60,62.,, . „. 59,G1,63„ " S

 mt_ ... .. 
Ni (Piy) Cu reactions. The excitation energy 

range was from 5.5 MeV to 7.3 MeV in Cu nuclei [4,5]. 
The experimental (R(A„) ) and theoretical [6] distributions 

Z exp 
R(A ) of the A coefficients are given in fig.l. The mean 
value of the multipole-mixing ratio 6 was taken from [6] 
<6> = 0.6 (fig.2). We can see in fig.l that there is a sharp 
deviation in experimental R(A ) from statistical model. 

A 2Д 2.5 a.9 M e V 
Fig.l. Comparison of 

the experimental distribu
tion of the A coefficients 
(-И with theoretical calcu-

Fig.2. The experimental 
dependence of the multi
pole-mixing ratio о on a 
proton energy in 
n о со 
Ni(p,f) Cu reaction. lations within statistical 

model (0) and nonstatisti-
cal model (A) for / 
62 , ,63 

Ni(p,y) Cu reaction. 
The model with constant value of E2 and Ml amplitude 

correlation is not always in satisfactory with experiment. 
The relative phases of 6 for the y-decay of nonanalog 

resonances with Г" = 3/2 in the energy range under 
res 

consideration are also identicating the presence of 
nonstatistical effects (in statistical model <6> = 0) [4,6]. 

The linear correlation coefficients [7] between /'-transi
tion reduced probabilities p(,B(E2) ,B(M1)) were determinated. 
The experimental results are: ' _ 

p(B(E2),B(MD) = 0.7 ± 0.2 in Cu, 
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р(В(Е2),В(М1) ) = O.G t 0.1 in 61Cu, 
/3(B(E2),B(M1) ) = 0.7 ± 0.1 in 6 Cu 

The correlation between B(E2) and B(M1) values indicates non-
statistical effects (in statistical model p(B(E2),B(M1))=0 ). 

The уЗ-decay populates fairly simple configurations in th« 
daughter nucleus, and in real nuclei these are fragmented over 
more complicated states. In statistical model it is assumed 
that the fragmentation is fairly strong, which leads to strong 
mixing of the states and the disappearance of the structure in 
/3-decay strength function S-(E) [3]. The existence of nonsta-
tistical resonances in S-(E) indicates conservation of some 

P 
symmetry [31. We plan to apply the total absorption 

У-spectrometer [3,8] in S-(E) studies in exotic nuclei. 
Я 

3. Summary 
l.The statistical theory cannot describe the experimental 

angular distributions of /"-radiation and ^-transition reduced 
probability correlations in (p,Y) reactions. 

2.Nonstatistical effects in (p,/) reactions and in Gamow-
-Teller ft -decays connected with (p,n ) + configurations. 

3.Investigation of the nonstatistical effects in exotic 
nuclei can give information about the type of symmetry in 
nuclei. 
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Super-Nonequilibrium Thermodynamics in 
Nuclear Physics 
A.F.Grashin, A.D.Efimenko 

Moscow Engineering Physics Institute, SU-115409, Moscow, Russia 

The thermodynamical description enables us to get many useful general relations for 
macroscopic systems that was convincingly manifested when expanded the framework of the 
classical Gibbs formalism with the nonequilibrium effects taken into account. However two 
essential restrictions still remain for traditional methods: they are applicable only for small 
nonequilibrium effects or for adiabatically slow processes. The necessity to overcome these 
restrictions when studying rapid processes with atomic nuclei and elementary particles im
pelled the authors to construct a nonconventional thermodynamical approach to subatomic 
physics for calculation of nuclear physical characteristics. The new approach is based on 
some general conceptions beyond the framework of the conventional thermodynamics. 

1. The nuclear thermodynamical functions are usually constructed so that the tempera
ture T=0 corresponds to the ground state. However, the major part of nuclei are unstable 
even in the ground state, for instance /?-active fission products, o-active and spontaneously 
fissionable nuclides. Unstable nuclide should be described by a nonzero temperature T0 , 
characterizing instrinsic motion due to a decay interaction. The nuclear excitation must 
result from an additional heating with a temperature difference 

т=Т-Г0 (1) 

The quantity (1) is a parameter of statistical distribution for hadron quasiparticles. Hence, 
т is the nuclear temperature as considered traditionally. The temperature T0 may be related 
to the transition energy Q [1,2]: 

T0=jQ/aof, (2) 
where a0// is the level density parameter. Using the conventional methods for calculation of 
thermodynamical functions we have for excitation energy U [3]: 

U = а0/1(Т)(Т2 - Tl). (3) 

The entropy may be written as 
S = U/T0 + S0 (4) 

with a good accuracy in a wide region U<100 MeV. This result is the same as for well-
known phenomenological constant temperature model. In the framework of this approach we 
developed thermodynamical fission model to calculate the important fission characteristics 
(yields, fragment kinetic energy, numbers of emitted neutrons et al). This model was used 
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to construct the ASIND-МЕРЫ database of fission product yields [4] with the more wide 
nomenclature compared to the ENDF/B-6 file. 

2. The fission width Г/ isconnected with fission barrier U/: 

Г/ = Tcxpi-Uj/r) (5) 

The temperature in this expression is supposed to coincide with quantity (1) and corresponds 
to the transition from the ground state with energy E=M to a state with energy E /=M+U/ , 
the barrier being related to the temperature by the formula [3]. So we consider the nuclear 
temperature as a characteristic of transition energy. This allows to describe in the same way 
the real fission and virtual processes proceeding with energy increase and being related by 
diagram method with the structure of stable nuclei. 

Our approach enables us to get a large body of nuclear data on spontaneous fission 
barriers and half-lives for more than one hundred actinides. We made our calculations with 
convenient original expressions for shell correction and energy release in fission [5]. 

3. A great interest has been caused by spontaneous decay of Ra-isotopes on 14C and 
Pb lately discovered, since it can clear up the nature of the preexponential factor in the 
expression for the decay constant. In the framework of our approach [1,2] we interpret this 
factor as a probability, with which the energy is concentrated on the degrees of freedom, 
connected with the decay under consideration. After integration over all available energies 
we have for nuclide yield: 

Y<xexp(-Q/T)D(Q) (6) 

For light fragments (4He, l 4C, 24Ne,...) the Coulomb penetration factor D advantages their 
formation with maximum kinetic energy. 

4. The important feature of the new approach is similarity between the view of low-
energy nuclear reactions and the view of high-energy processes with accelerated heavy ions, 
based on the same graph representation. This similarity allows us to describe successfully, 
for example, the target and projectile breakup reactions and the fusion-fission reactions [6]. 

5. The new approach is natural expansion of traditional fluctuation theory where the 
most important relation is found to be the temperature variance given as 

<(AT)2>=T2/a, (7) 

the parameter a^>l being the heat capacity of macroscopic system. In the new approach 
this parameter can take the arbitrary values, and for ratio of the temperature variance to the 
mean temperature T the values Д Т / Т > 1 are available for rapid processes, when significant 
contribution is given by the whole temperature continuum 0<T< со. Thus, we have the 
case of super-nonequilibrium thermodynamics. It is naturally that the physical sense of such 
characteristics as temperature and heat capacity is transformed. 

A Maxwellian distribution is commonly used for the momentum distribution of the con
stituents, The crucial point of our approach is the additional integration of the Maxwellian 
distribution over the temperature r with a weight function 

exp[F{r)/T} (8) 

where F(r) is the free energy difference for the transition. Such a factor is known in the theory 
of chemical reactions and can be considered as a consequence of evaporation mechanism. It 
is worth to note that integration over the temperature in our model is equivalent to averaging 
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over the time which is introduced during the study of fluctuations in macroscopic systems. 
Having excluded temporary evolution from the formalism we replace it by temperature 
"smearing". When integrating over the temperature we regard т as a "channel temperature" 
for given transition. 

As a result for the momentum distribution of the constituents we have got 

n(p) oc e x p ( - 0 / £ , * = a ( l + p 2 / a m T ) " 2 (9) 

which transforms into the Maxwellian when a—> oo (limit of equilibrium thermodynamics). 
The relation (9) can be expected to lay the foundation of nonequilibrium thermodynamics 
for rapid processes. Our expression for momentum distribution was used successfully for 
description of nuclear reactions both al low and high energy [7,8]. 

Our approach has given an explanation of universal fragment momentum distribution 
which had been observed in proton-nucleus collision, nucleus-nucleus scattering and electron-
nucleus scattering for fragments F=(p,d,t, . . . ,Bn) ejected from nuclei. In contrast tothegaus-
sian falloff of the Fermi-gas model, super-nonequilibrium distribution (9) has an exponential 
tail that explains the well-known Frankel's scaling 

n(p) oc exp(-p/p0), 0.1 < p < 1.5 GeV/c 

in nuclear collision along with the y-scaling 

F(y) oc exp[-/3 | у | ] , 0.2 < | у | < 0.8 GeV/c 

in quasielastic electron scattering from nuclei (y is the longitudinal momentum). The values 
of p 0 and )3_1 are nearly the same for both electron and nuclear scattering. 
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Astrophysical S-Factor for the 8B(p,7)9C 
Reaction at Zero Energy 

Timofeyuk N.K. 

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Ulugbek, 702132 Tashkent, Uzbekistan 

The 8B(p,7)9C reaction opens a possible branch of the rapid «-process 

7Be(p17)85(p l7)9C(a,p) , 2JV(p t 7)1 80(i9+ i /)1 8JV(p,7)M0 

which can replace the p-p chains in the hot modes of hydrogen burning 
(Tg >2) [1]. The rapid a-process chains could be very important in super-
massive stars with low metallicity. 

At the temperatures of interest the corresponding proton energies at which 
the 8B(p,7)9C reaction mainly occurs, are Ep >100 keV. Since the energy of 
the first excited state of the 9C nucleus is equal to 1 MeV, the mechanism of 
the radiative proton capture at these energies is direct and the astrophysical 
S-factor S(E)=Ecr(E)e2ir'7 is slowly varying function, so that at first approxi
mation it can be considered as a constant: S(E)«S(0) . At zero energy only 
E l - transition contributes to the capture cross section and the proton cap
ture by 8B occurs at large distances due to the low proton binding energy 
(£=1.22 MeV) in the 9C—>8B-f-p vertex. It means that both scattering and 
bound state wave functions are to be replaced by their asymptotics. The p+ 8 B 
scattering wave function is presented by the regular Coulomb wave function 
and the overlap integral < Ф# | Ф^ > between the 8B and 9C internal wave 
functions is 

< Ф 5 | Ф с > « CijW-nj+l/2{2Kr)/r, r -> oo, 

where Cy is asymptotic normalizing coefficient (ANC), к=(2це)1/2, /л is re
duced mass of the p+ 8 B system, rj=5e2(i/K, W is Whittaker function. So, to 
calculate the cross section for 8B(p,7)9C reaction and the corresponding S(O) 
value it is enough to know the C\- value [2]. 

The ANC Cf/ is expressed through the vertex constant (VC) Gij for the 
9C-»8B+p virtual decay [3]: 

According to [4] the VC G\j for the 9C—>8B+p vertex can be written as 
follows 

Gij = {Ш)1'2 j dfxiiiKv) < Ф вФРУ, т(г) | Vp
N

B + Vp
c
B - 5e2 /r | Фс > 

where х/(1кг)=Г/(шг)/кг, F is regular Coulomb wave function, V^ B (V^) is 
nuclear (Coulomb) p-8B potential. As it has been shown in [4], the wave 
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functions Фд and Фс can be taken in oscillator shell model because of the 
short range of the Л/!?в potential. "We have used the J ' r ,T=2 + , l wave function 
for eight nucleon system and J ' r ,T=3/2 _ ,3 /2 wave function for nine nucleon 
system, obtained in ref.[5]. As for the У^в potential, it has been taken as a sum 
of central, spin-orbital and tenzor effective M3Y nucleon-nucleon potentials. 
We use here the variant of M3Y which is based on Elliot matrix elements 
[6] since it reproduces well enough the experimental values of the neutron 
vertex constants for lp-shell nuclei [4]. Our calculations have shown that 
G/,;=3/2 » Gy=i/2 , and £ Gf—0.152 fm. 

To calculate the S(O) value we used the expressions of Christy and Duck 
[7] obtained for extranuclear radiative capture. Using our value of G?j we have 
got the astrophysical S-factor S(O)=0.053 keV-bn. 
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EMISSION OF HIGH ENERGY GAMMA-RAYS IN 
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High energy brcmsetrahlung emission during fission fragment acceleration 
is observed for the spontaneous fission of3 Cf. The y-rays with energies 
up to 100 MeV have been measured (using a DOO-detector) in coincidence 
with the fission fragments detected by a silicon surface barrier detector. 
The analysis of experimental data in the framework of a classical 
electrodynamic model exhibits the existence of interference effects In the 
emission of coherent brcmsetrahlung quanta (due to the nucleus-nucleus 
collective motion) related to the distance between the centers of the two 
fragments of the fissioning system. It is shown that the shape of the 
bremestrahlung spectrum is sensitive to the pre-sclssion kinetic energy 
values of the fragments. The results are discussed with regard to the study 
of multifragmcntAtion reaction mechanism. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years many attempts have been made to study the nature of high energy ^-emission 

in heavy ion collisions at intermediate energies. In general two well-determined components of this 

emission exist: i) incoherent bremsetrahlung accompanying collisions of nucleon-nucleon pairs in the 

hot-spot region of the composite nuclear system and ii) coherent nucleus-nucleus bremsatrahlung. It 

wae suggested that the best conditions for investigation of nucleus-nucleus bremestrahlung mechanism 

occur in the case of spontaneous fission of heavy nuclei and the first experimental evidence was 

obtained for isotope ' 3Cf [1]. Since then only three attempts have been made — one successful [2] and 

the other were not [3,4]-in order to repeat the result of Ref. 1. The aim of this work is to obtain 

reliable experimental data of bremsetrahlung emission accompanying the spontaneous fission of 353Cf 

at photon energies well over 50 MeV and to observe in detail the structure of the energy spectrum of 
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the coherent brcmsstrahlung component caused by the interference of the electromagnetic waves 

emitted from the two moving fission fragments. 

2. EXPERIMENT 

The source was obtained by evaporating ZS3Cf onto 1.5 cm diameter Ni foil and was put into a 

vacuum chamber. The activity of this source was about 3« 103 fission events/s. The 7-ray spectra were 

measured by a BGO detector ( ~ 40 mm diameter and 15 cm thick) which had been placed on top of 

the vacuum chamber at a distance of ~ 4 cm from the target. The last dinode of the photomultiplier 

was used for the spectrometer measurements and the anode as a timing output. The energy calibration 

and the efficiency of the BGO detector were accomplished by using a Pu-Be neutron source and the 

discrete spectrum of 7-lines. Gamma-rays of energies up to 20 MeV were produced by the reactions of 

1 -r2 MeV protons on 7Li, 11B, 19F and 27A1 targets at the electrostatic accelerator of Moscow State 

University [5]. The calibration was linearly extrapolated up to the 10O MeV region. The analysis of 

additional experimental data, when the distance between the Cf-source and the BGO-detector was 

chosen as about 1 m, showed that the neutrons accompanying fission contributed to the energy 

spectrum of 7-rays only up to 8 MeV, due to the radiative neutron capture reaction on I60-nuclei [5]. 

The fission fragments were detected by a silicon surface barrier detector (1 cm in diameter) which had 

been mounted on the bottom of the chamber at 0.5 cm from the open side of the radioactive target. 

The events of high energy 7-ray emission in spontaneous fission of the 2SZCf nucleus were identified by 

fast-slow fragment-gamma coincidence apparatus by the off-line analysis of the fragment and ir

radiation spectra. The time resolution of the experimental apparatus was about 10 ns. The 

measurements were collected in 4 runs of ~ 100 hours each, and no background coincidence events 

were measured in the 30 — 100 MeV region for an additional run ( ~ 100 hours in duration) without 

the source. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Fig. 1 shows the measured 7-ray emission probability for a fission event (full points). This 

probability is experimentally obtained taking into account the efficiency and the response function of 

the BGO-detector. The details of this procedure are described in Ref. 5. As one can see in Fig. 1 there 

is a minimum of emission probability in the energy region E„ ~ 55 MeV. This minimum assumes a 

value that scatters more than the statistical errors of the neighbouring points and it is repeated in each 

run. 

To investigate the nature of the observed minimum in the energy spectrum of 7-rays we 

assumed that the origin of high energy 7-emission was the bremsstrahlung radiation of the two 

accelerated fragments after the scission of the fissioning system. In our calculations we used the 

classical bremsstrahlung theory [6] in the two extreme cases [1] of sudden acceleration model (SA) and 
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Coulomb acceleration model (CA). The SA-model suggests that the fission fragments are 

instantaneously produced at their final kinetic energies, while in the СЛ-model the fragments are 

accelerated in the Coulomb field assuming that the initial velocities are zero. 

For all cases the total vector potential of the electromagnetic field is represented as a sum of 

the vector potentials of the two fragments 

A o u d M ^ i C " ^ ^ ) (!) 
where 

^ЦйИ}'Zi ^ • " * < " I P - M I ' > ' (2" 
in the case of the CA-model, or 

•4И- № J Ф \ * Z,- J&Ji exp{ \[U - k r,(t)]} (2b) 

in the case of the SA-model, and being 

Z;,r; , {}•, fij — charge, position, velocity and acceleration of the 

:'-fragment (where /7;=f ,-/c ) \ 

к, Еу= nu/tRg — wave vector , energy of photon and observation 

distance; 

n =r — unit vector . 

The resulting differential number spectrum per unit energy per unit solid angle for the emission of the 

•y-rays is 

3E%; = щ l №>+ -чы\ * »12 (2c) 

We suggest that there is an initial distance d between the positions of the fragment mass 
centers at t=0 when the neck of the fissioning system is broken. The value of this distance may be 
estimated as 

. rf=R,(l+*,)+Ra(l+«a)+rf,te4 (3) 
where 

R;= r0 A}' — the radius of the i-fragment ; 

r0=1.2 fm - interaction radius ; 

Si — deformation parameter of i-fragment ; 

dnlct — length of the neck . 

In the case of the most probable emitted fragments (Aj=109, Zt=43 and A2=143, Z2=55) the distance 

d is evaluated to be ~ 22 fm. 
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From nil this, It follows that there le an interference effect in the detection of tho 

brcmsslrahlung quanta due to the phase shift factor between the vector potentials expressed by the 

term cxp( - ikd). The value E7 of the first interference minimum in the bremsslrahlung energy 

spectrum, obtained from experimental data (Fig. 1) , is (55 ±5) MeV and this value Is in good 

agreement with our theoretical predictions of about 57 MeV obtained for 0^=177*, following relation 

к d cos 01 = lit . (4) 

In our calculations the angle of photon observation respect to the motion of the detected fission 

fragment was chosen as 177* because the range of the angular detection in our experimental condition 

was07= 174'+ 180*. 

The comparison of the result of SA- and CA-model calculations with the experimental data is 

shown in Pig. 1. As one can observe, the SA-model (dashed line) overestimates and the CA-model 

(dotted line) underestimates the value of the bremestrahlung yield of a factor ~ 10 with respect to the 

experimental data. Therefore we developed an Intermediate approach (IA) between the SA- and CA-

models. In IA it is supposed that the fission fragments have some pre-sciseion kinetic energy. The 

physical origin of this phenomenon lies in the formation of fragments at the pre-scission stage of the 

fission process [7,8]. After scission the fragments move on classical Coulomb trajectories. 

The results of IA calculations are shown in Fig. 2 for 0„=177" at the initial kinetic energy 

values of 10,20,30 MeV and 185 MeV (in this case it coincides with the SA-model). The energy 

spectrum of bremsstrahlung by the intermediate approach and for an initial kinetic energy of both 

fragments equal to 20 MeV is also shown in Fig. 1. In this case the agreement between the theoretical 

calculations and the experimental data is better. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The appropriate determination of the pre-scission kinetic energy is important in order to 
understand the dynamics of the Cf spontaneus fission, considering that this kinetic energy is related 
to the distance d between the centers of the two fragments, to the energy dissipation due to nuclear 
viscosity, to the neck radius and the internal excitation energy for which only an upper bound of about 
10 MeV has been evaluated [9,10] in the spontaneus fission of 242Cf. 

Moreover we believe that by means of bremsstrahlung emission in the multifragmentation in 

heavy-ion collisions it is possible to distinguish between two competition mechanisms — the prompt 

decay of the composite nuclear system in some intermediate mass fragments and the sequential binary 

decay — because in the latter case the characteristic oscillations in the energy spectrum of 

bremsstrahlung found to have a period corresponding to the lifetime or space dimension of the decaying 

system. 
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Fig. 1 The probability of high energy y-
quantum emission in the spontaneous fission 
of 2i2Cf. Dashed, dotted and full lines are 
SA, CA and IA calculations respectively. 
Full points are the experimental data. 

Fig. 2 IA calculations of the energy 
spectrum of the bremsstrahlung emissionat 
fl7=177" for the most probable emitted 
fragments. Dashed, dotted, dash-dotted and 
full lines represent the calculations when the 
initial kinetic energy values of 10,20,30 and 
185 MeV were assumed respectively. 
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Formation of excited compound nuclei with vcry-high-spin states is possible in heavy ion 
induced reactions. The investigation of such processes requires in particular a careful and 
accurate treatment of the level density and fissility in statistical model calculation of nuclear 
relaxation of these compound nuclei. 

In present short report we analyze the experimental data on excitation energy dependence 
of the level density p(E") (see, fig. 1) and fissility Tf/Ttol (see, fig. 2) of compound nuclei using 
different models for fission barriers [l]-[7]t shell and pairing corrections [8]-[10] and level density 
parameters [11]-[15] in order to identify their reliability and range of applicability for Monte 
Carlo calculations of the decay of highly excited nuclei with large angular momenta produced in 
heavy ions induced nuclear reactions. We have performed a systematic review and comparison 
of the main existing phenomcnological approaches and models for describing the level density 
parameter [16] and fission barriers [17]. I 

Excitation energy E' (MeV) 

Fig. 1. Energy dependence of the level densities of nuclides 209Po and 230Th. Points are the 
experimental data from the summary table 2 of ref. [14]. The curves denoted as 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 
are the results of calculation with Malyshev's [11], first Ignatyuk's et al. [12], first Cherepanov and 
Iljinov's [14], first and third Iljinov, Mebel's et al. [15] systematics for the level density parameter, 
respectively. In the left, center, and right parts of the figure the results of calculations with Cameron's 
[9], Truran, Cameron and Hilf's [10], and Myers and Swiatecki's [9] shell corrections, respectively, are 
shown. 

We have analyzed [17] the effects of angular momentum and the excitation energy depen
dence of fission barriers. It was shown that for high values of the angular momentum L, 
the simple phenomenological approach for the fission barrier Bf(L) of a fissioning nucleus 
Bf(L) = Bj(0) - (Ej{ — Eg), where E% and E$ are nuclear rotational energies for the 
ground state and at the saddle-point, respectively, provides results similar to those obtained 
by Mustafa's et al. [19] and Sierk's [2] models (see, fig. 3), but needs about ten times shorter 
computing time in comparison with the subroutine BARFIT of Sierk, and, therefore is more 
convenient for Monte Carlo calculations. 
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Fig. 2. Excitation energy dependence of the fissility Tf/Ttot of different nuclei (left upper graph) 
and dependence of the fissility of the exited 1897 compound nucleus on the used values for the ratio 
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aj/an (right upper graph), on the fission barriers used in the calculations (left middle graph), on 
the form of the excitation energy dependence of fission barriers Bj(E') (right middle graph), on the 
angular momentum L of fissioning nucleus (left lower graph), and on the systcmatics for the level 
density parameter used in calculations (right lower graph). Curves show the results of our calcula
tions obtained, respectively: in the left middle graph: with BITG73 [3], BG77 [7], MS67 [8], PL71 [5], 
KNS79 [7], KN74 [G], and S86 [2] fission barriers, as indicated; in the middle right graph: with 
BITG74 [21] and SCM7G [22] excitation energy E* dependencies of fission barriers, as well as without 
an explicit dependence of Bj on E", as indicated; in the right lower graph: with third Iljinov, Mehel's 
et al. [15], first Chercpanov and Ujinov's [14], first Ignatyuk's et al. [12], and Malyshcv's [11] system-
atics for the level density parameter, as indicated; the results shown in the remaining graphs were 
obtained with KNS79 [7] fission barriers and the third Ujinov, Mebel's et al. [15] systematics for the 
level density parameter; the C70 [10] shell and pairing corrections were used in all these calculations; 
the used values for the ratio aj/a„ for the results in the upper graphs are indicated in figure, for the 
middle and lower graphs the value aj/an = 1.114 was used. Experimental points were taken from the 
review [18]. 
Our estimation of the reduction of the fission barrier heights with increasing the excitation 
energy E' has shown that "thermal" effects may cause about a tenfold increase of the nuclear 
fissility for medium weigh and light nuclei with the excitation energies above 50 MeV. 

Fig. 3. Calculated fission barriers 
as functions of the angular momentum 
for 153T6, l7e0s and 229JV>. Solid and 
dashed lines are our calculations un
der noted above phenomenological ap
proach for the LDM [8] and Strutin-
sky's [20] values for moments of inertia 
of nuclei at the saddle-point with ro = 
1,4 fm and ro = 1.2 fm, respectively. 
The open circles show the tabulated re
sults of Mustafa et al. [19]. The solid 
circles are the results obtained with the 
subroutine BAR.FIT of Sierk [2]. 

Our analysis shows that the simple and not time-consuming phenomenological approaches 
of Barashenkov et al. [3,4] provid< •• ч11у good descriptions of the experimental fission barriers 
with Cameron's [9] and Truran, С •••- л and Hilf's [10] shell and pairing corrections both very 
convenient for Monte Carlo calcuh... - s. Nevertheless, for neutron-rich and neutron-deficient 
nuclei the use of the shell corrections from ref. [10] seems to be more preferable. When one 
uses the Myers and Swiatecki's [8] shell corrections popular in the description of nuclear fission, 
the Yukawa-plus-exponential modified LDM [7] provides the best agreement of calculated Bj 
with the experimental data for the nuclei along the line of /J-stability. 

As one can sees from fig. 2, we performed a detailed analysis of the dependence of theoretical 
fissilities P/ on the models for Bj and functional forms Bj = Bj(E') and Bj = Bj(L), on 
the systematics for the level density parameter, and on the values of the ratio aj(an used in 
calculations. It has been found out that for every nuclide it is possible to select a concrete model 
for Bj, a(Z,N,E"), shell and pairing corrections, and to fit the ratio aj/an for obtaining an 
excellent description of experimental data. But it is impossible to describe well the experimental 
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Pj simultaneously for all the nuclides with a fixed set of these options. The theoretical Pj are 
the most sensitive to the values of the ratio ajjan used in calculations. 

The analysis of level densities and nuclear fissility has shown that Malyshev's [11] systemat-
ics for a(Z,N) provides a satisfactory description of the experimental data only for low values 
of excitation energies E". Cherepanov and lljinov's [14] and Iljinov, Mcbel's et al. [15] system-
atics for a(Z,N,E') allow one to obtain a good description of the data in a larger interval of 
E", reproduce very close results and seem to describe the data better than the systematics of 
Ignutyuk et al. [11]. 

From our point of view, very voluminous but unco-ordinated experimental data on fission 
processes obtained by now in separate measurements do not permit one to discriminate var
ious models for fission barriers and to determine simultaneously the value of the ratio aj/an. 
New complex data on fission processes, measured simultaneously with the characteristics of 
all emitted particles and fragments for such reactions where the fission cross-section is of the 
same order of magnitude with the particle- and fragment-production cross-sections, and the 
analysis of all these data in a unique approach may clear up these questions. Such "complete" 
measurements are possible and desirable in the near future at the FOBOS setup in the JINR 
FLNR. 
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Abstract 

As cluster approach the Isomorphic Shell Model (based on the 
average positions of the constituent particles) is here applied to the most 
exotic nuclei, that is, to the study of neutron nuclei. It is very interesting 
that the nucleus 20n is predicted, in the framework of the model, as the 
most probable lighted stable neutron nucleus with a binding energy of 8.1 
MeV. In the present study all even neutron nuclei from ^n to 20n nave 
been examined and possibilities of existence of other lighter neutron 
nuclei are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

High-energy beams of radioactive nuclei have been used to study the 

structure of nuclei far from stability. Such studies provide us with rich 

information concerning masses, nuclear radii, various moments and 

excitation spectra of exotic nuclei. The presence of exciting new 

phenomena in these nuclei, as giant neutron helo [1-10] and intrinsic-

collective motion coupling [11], constitutes a further reason for their 

continuing research. 

The present theoretical study goes along the lines of a rather new 

approach by using the Isomorphic Shell Model [12] as cluster approach to 

exotic nuclei. Despite the fact that the mode! has a general applicability in 

this area of nuclei, the present work is concentrated to neutron nuclei 

which constitute the most exotic possibiliity of neutron rich nuclei. The 
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interesting new finding derived here is that there are neutron nuclei 

which are probably stable. 

2. The Isomorphic Shell Model 

The isomorphic shell model is a microscopic nuclear-structure model 

that incorporates into a hybrid model the prominent features of single-

particle and collective approaches in conjunction with the nucleon finite 

size [12]. 

The single-particle component of the model is along the lines of the 

conventional shell model with the only difference that in the model the 

nucleons creating the central potential are the nucleons of each particular 

nuclear shell alone, instead of all nucleons in the nucleus as assumed in 

the conventional shell model [13-15]. In other words, we consider a 

multiharmonic potential description of the nucleus (as many potentials as 

shells), as follows: 

H«P = E% H = T+V (1) 

H = His + H l p + Hid 2 s + - , where (2) 

H i = V i + T i = - V + Im(a) i )
2 r i

2 +T i (3) 

That is, we consider a state-dependent Hamiltonian, where each 

partial harmonic oscillator potential has its own state-dependent 

frequency cof. All these cofs are determined from the harmonic oscillator 

relation [16] 

ft2 3 
toi= " (n+- ) , (4) 

m < rf > 2 
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where n is the harmonic oscillator quantum number and < t? >1/2 is the 

average radius of the relevant high fluximal shell determined by the 

semiclassical part of the model specified below. 

The solution of the Schrodinger equation with Hamiltonian (2), in 

spherical coordinates, is 

^n l f f l(r,G^) = Rn l(r)Y, , n(e^), (5) 

where У^б.ф) are the familiar spherical harmonics and the expressions 

for the Rnl( r) a r e given in several books of quantum mechanics and 

nuclear physics, for example see Table 4-1 of ref. [16]. 

The only difference between our wave functions and those in these 

books is the different co's as stated in (3)-(4) above. Those of our wave 

functions, however, which have equal 1 value, because of the different h 

со, are not orthogonal, since in these cases the orthogonality of Legendre 

polynomials does not suffice. Orthogonality, of course, can be obtained by 

applying established procedures, e.g., the Gram-Schmidt process. 

According to Hamiltonian (2), the binding energy of a nucleus with A 

nucleons in the case of orthogonal wave functions takes the simple form 

given by (6) 

A 
BE=l/2(V-N)-3/4[Z/icuj(n + 3/2)], (6) 

i = l 

where V is the average potential depth. The coefficients 1/2 and 3/4 take 

care of the double counting of nucleon pairs in determining the potential 

energy. 

Applications and details of the quantum mechanical part of the 

model are given in refs [13] and [14]. Here an application of the 
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semiclassical part [12,17-22] in the place of the quantum mechanical part 

of the model is considered in the spirit of the Ehrenfest's theorem [23], 

which for the observables of position (R) and momentum (P) takes the 

form 

- < R > = - < P > and (7) 
dt m 

- < P > = - < V V ( R ) > (8) 
dt 

The quantity <R> represents a set of three time-dependent numbers { 

<X>, <Y>, <Z>} and the point <R> (t) is the center of the wave function 

at the instant t. The set of those points which correspond to the various 

values of t constitutes the trajectory followed by the center of the wave 

function. 

From (7) and (8) we get 

d2 

m ~ < R > = - < V V ( R ) > (9) 
dt2 

Furthermore, it is known that, for the special case of the harmonic 

oscillator potential assumed by the isomorphic shell model in (3), the 

following relationship is valid 

<VV(R)> = [VV(r)] r = < R > > Where (10) 

[-VV(r)] r = < R > = F (11) 

That is, for this potential the average of the force over the whole wave 

function is rigorously equal to the classical force F at the point where the 

center of the wave function is situated. Thus, for the special case 

(harmonic oscillator) considered, the motion of the center of the wave 
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function precisely obeys the laws of classical mechanics. Any difference 

between the quantum and the classical description of the nucleon motion 

exclusively depends on the degree the wave function may be 

approximated by its center. Such differences will contribute to the 

magnitude of deviations between the experimental data and the 

predictions of the semiclassical part of the model employed here. 

Now, in the semiclassical treatment the nuclear problem is reduced 

into that of studying the centers of the wave functions presenting the 

constituent nucleons or, in other words, of studying the average positions 

of these nucleons. For this study the following two assumptions are 

employed by the isomorphic shell model. 

(i) The neutrons (protons) of a closed neutron (proton) shell, 

considered at their average positions, are in dynamic equilibrium on 

the sphere presenting the average size of that shell. 

(ii) The average sizes of the shells are determined by the close-

packing of the shells themselves, provided that a neutron and a proton 

are represented by hard spheres of definite sizes (i.e., rn=0,974 fm and 

rp=0.860 f m). 

It is apparent that assumption (i) is along the lines of the 

conventional shell model, while assumption (ii) is along the lines of the 

liquid-drop model. 

The model employs a specific equilibrium of nucleons, considered at 

their average positions on concentric spherical cells, which is valid 

whatever the law of nuclear force may be: assumption (i). This 

equilibrium leads uniquely to Leech [24] (equilibrium) polyhedra as 

average forms of nuclear shells. All such nested polyhedra are closed-

packed, thus taking their minimum size: assumption (ii). The cumulative 

number of vertices of these polyhedra, counted successively from the 

innermost to the outermost, reproduce the magic numbers each time a 
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polyhedral shell Is completed [12] (see the numbers in the brackets in Fig. 

1 there). 

For one to conceptualize the isomorphic shell model, he should first 

relate this model to the conventional shell model. Specifically, the main 

assumption of the simple shell model, i.e., that each nucleoli in a nucleus 

moves (in an average potential due to all nucleons) independently of the 

motion of the other nucleons, may be understood here in terms of a 

dynamic equilibrium in the following sense [12]. Each nucleon in a 

nucleus is on average in a dynamic equilibrium with the other 

nucleons and, as a consequence, its notion may be described 

independently of the motions of the other nucleons. From this one realizes 

that dynamic equilibrium and independent particle motion are consistent 

concepts in the framework of the isomorphic shell model. 

In other words, the model implies that at some instant in time 

(reached periodically) all nucleons could be thought of as residing at 

their individual average positions, which coincide with the vertices of an 

equilibrium polyhedron for each shell. This system of particles evolves in 

time according to each independent particle motion. This is possible, since 

axes standing for the angular-momenta quantization of directions are 

identically described by the rotational symmetries of the polyhedra 

employed [25-28]. For example, see ref. [27], where one can find a 

complete interpretation of the independent particle model in relation to 

the symmetries of these polyhedra. Such vectors are shown in Fig. 1 for 

the orbital angular-momentum quantization of directions involved in 

neutron nuclei up to N=20. 

Since the radial and angular parts of the polyhedral shells in Fig. 1 

are well defined, the coordinates of the polyhedral vertices (nucleon 

average positions) can be easily computed. These coordinates up to 
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Fig. 1 The isomorphic shell model for the neutron even nuclei up to 20n, The 
vertices of zerohedron, octahedron and icosahedron stand for the average 
positions of neutrons in definite quantum states (x,n,l,m,s). The z axis is 
common for all polyhedra when these are superimposed with a common center 
and with relative orientations as shown. Values of R at the bottom of each 
block give the radii of the spheres exscribed to the polyhedra shown, while 
values of p give the maximum distances of the vertices-states (T,n,l,m,s) from 
the axes n9[" precisely representing orbital angular momentum axes with 
definite n,l, and m values. The numbers employed for each polyhedron are 
given inside the spheres standing for the relevant vertex-states. 

N=Z=20 are already published in footnote 14 of ref. [17], and in footnote 

15 of ref. [18]. For reasons of completeness, however, the coordinates of 

the neutron average positions up to N=20 are given in Table 1 discussed 

shortly. These coordinates correspond to the R values of the exscribed 

polyhedral spheres given in Fig. 1 (see bottom line at each block). 

According to the isomorphic shell model, the nucleon average 

positions of a nucleus are distributed at the vertices of the polyhedral 

shells as shown, for example, in Fig. 1. The specific vertices occupied, for a 

given (closed- or open-shell) nucleus at the ground state, form a vertex 

configuration (corresponding to a state configuration) that possesses a 

maximum binding energy (BE) in relation to any other possible vertex 

configuration. This maximum BE vertex configuration defines the average 

form and structure of the ground state of this nucleus. All bulk (static) 

ground-state properties of this nucleus (e.g., BE, rms radii, etc.) are derived 
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as properties of this structure, as has been fully explained in ref. [12] and 

references cited therein. 

The quantities estimated by the model in the framework of this 

paper (see the next section) are: potential energy, Vy; Coulomb energy, 

(Ec)ij; average kinetoc energy, <T>nim; odd-even energy, E5; binding 

energy, EgEJ a"d rms charge, and neutron and mass radii, <r2>«2> of the 
6>8He isotopes by using (12)-(18), respectively [12,17,19]. 

-(31.8538)ry -(1.3538)Гу 
Vji = 1 . 7 ( x l 0 1 7 ) - 187- , (12) 

rU r'J 

where the internucleon distances rjj are estimated following Fig. 1 or (the 

same) the corresponding coordinates of polyhedral vertices (see Table 1). 

e2 

(13) ( E c ) i j = — » ru 

where distances rn are computed as explained above. 

(14) 
Г,2 

mm 2 M 
1 > + l ( l + l) 

R 2 D 2 

. max ^nlm . 

where Rmax ls t n e outermost polyhedral radius (R) plus the relevant 
nucleon radius (rn = 0.974 fm and rp = 0.860 fm), i.e., the radius of the 

nuclear volume in which the nucleons are confined, M is the nucleon mass, 

Pnlm 1S t n e distance of the vertex (n, 1, m) from the axis „(^(see Fig. 1 and 

ref. [19]). 

. e2 

E B E = - 2 : v i ) - I : — - I A<T> n l m -E 5 , (15) 
allnuclcon allprotonrij aDnuclcons ,, , 
pairs pairs 
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where distances rjj are estimated as above and E5 is a correction "odd-

even" term familiar from the liquid drop model. Here E5 value is equal to 

zero for even-Z even-N nuclei for which the potential in (12) is 

exclusively derived [17] and thus no correction is needed, while for odd-A 

nuclei its value is taken equal to 135/A MeV [29]. 

. ,2 J / 2 _ < r >ch -

< r 2 > i / 2 = 

i-^U(0.8)2-
i=l Z 
N R? 7" S ^ L + (0.9l)2 

N (0.116)-| 

1/2 
, and 

nl/2 

< r > 
2 .1 /2 . 

m 

z 7 N 7 7 7 
1 Щ + I Rf + Z(0.8)2 + N(0.91)2 

i=L i = l 
Z + N 

1/2 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

where the subscripts ch, n and m refer to charge, neutron and mass, Щ is 

the radius of the ith proton or neutron average position from Fig. 1, Z and 

N are the proton and the neutron numbers of the nucleus, 0.8 and 0.91 fm 

are the rms radii of a proton and of a neutron, and -0.116 fm^ is the ms 

charge radius of a neutron [30]. The 0.91 fm value for a neutron is taken 

from the 0.8 fm value for a proton by considering proportionality 

according to the sizes of their bags 0.974 and 0.860 fm, respectively, i.e., 

0.91=0.8(0.974/0.860). 

3. Results and Discussion 

In Table 1 the coordinates of the first twenty neutron average 

positions, according to the isomorphic shell model, are given (column 4-6) 

together with the nucleon spin for each of them (column 2) and their 



identification as neutron states (column 3). These average positions are 

identified with the same numbers as for the case of usual nuclei where 

protons are also present. Thus, the numbers 3-4 and 9-16, characterizing 

Table 1. Coordinates of the first twenty neutron average positions 
(NAP), according to the isomorphic shell model. Numbering follows 
that of Fig. 1. 

NAP 
No. 

1 
2 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 

Nucleon 
State 
lsl/2 
lsl/2 
lp3/2 
lP3/2 
lp3/2 
lP3/2 
lpl/2 
lpl/2 
Ы5/2 
ld3/2 
ld5/2 
ld3/2 
2sl/2 
ld5/2 
2sl/2 
И5/2 
ld5/2 
ld3/2 
ld5/2 
ld3/2 

Nucleon 

n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 

X 
fm 

0.689 
-0.689 
0.000 
0.000 
2.511 

-2.511 
0.000 
0.000 
3.035 
3.035 

-3.035 
-3.305 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
1.876 

-1.876 
-1.876 
1.876 

У 
fm 

0.689 
-0.689 

2.511 
-2.511 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
1.876 

-1.876 
-1.876 
1.876 
3.035 
3.035 

-3.035 
-3.035 

z 
fm 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
2.511 

-2.511 
1.876 

-1.876 
-1.876 
1.876 
3.305 
3.035 

-3.035 
-3.035 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

proton average positions in usual nuclei, are missing here (see Fig. 1 of ref. 

[22]). Occupation of these average positions by neutrons, simultaneously 

with occupation of the neutron average positions 1-2 and 5-8, is impossible 

due to the Pauli principle. Indeed, 1-2 and 3-4, and 5-8 and 9-16 stand for 

Is and lp states, respectively. Also, while occupation of 3-4 instead of 1-2, 
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or 5-8 instead of 9-16 is possible from the Pauli principle point of view, 

this corresponds to an excitation of the nucleus since the radii of these 

proton average positions are larger than those of neutrons listed in the 

present Table 1. 

In Table 2 columns 2 and 3 the ground-state vertex and state 

configurations, respectively, are given for all neutron nuclei of column 1. 

In columns 4-5 the total potential and kinetic energies, respectively, for 

each nucleus of column 1, corresponding to the configurations of columns 

2 and 3, are listed. In column 6 the calculated binding energy, strictly due 

to independent particle motion for each nucleus, is given. In column 7 an 

estimation of the almost equal values for the angular speeds due to the 

independent particle motion and to the collective motion is listed for the 

nuclei 4n-8n, while in column 8 and 9 the rotational energy due to the 2+ 

collective state of these nuclei and the remarks on their stability for the 

neutron nuclei studied here are listed. 

Table 2. Nucleon average positions and slate configurations, potential, kinetic and net energies, angular speeds, binding 
energies and conclusions of possible stability of even neutron nuclei 2n-20n> 

Nuil 

2„ 
"n 
«n 
»n 
«On 

'2„ 
"»n 
'6p 
I8„ 

20„ 

Nuclenn average position 
Nos. 

t-2 
1-2.5-6 
l-Z 5-8 
1-2,5-8,17-18 
l-Z 5-10,17-18 
l-Z 5-10, 17-18, 25-26 
l-Z 5-10, 17-18, 2I-2Z 25-26 
l-Z 5-10, 17-24 
l-Z 5-10,17-26 
1=2 5-10,17-28 

State Cnnfiguralion 

(111/2)' 
(lsl/2)'(lp.V2)' 
(lj|/2)'(lp.VJ>4 

{Ul/2> ltlp1/I)*(ld5/2)1 

| l i l / 2 ) ' ( l p ] / 2 ) 4 ( lp l ' 2 ) ] ( 1dS /2 ) 2 

( l i l /2)> ( lpV2)4 ( lpl /2) , ( ld5/2) ' 
( Isl/2] ,(lp.i /2)4(lpl/2) ,(ld5/2) t 

(lsiy2),|1p.T/2)*(lpl/2),»ldS/I>*<2»l/2)1 

C1s1/2)>t1p1/2>'4Upl/2),(ld.1/2)A<2sl/2)>(ld.4/2)> 

HlU2)2(lpJ/2)4tlpi;2)2(ld5/2)6(2, iifvam)' 

РЕ 
(MeV) 

6.9 
224 
38.9 
S5.6 
682 

88.0 
107.3 
125.4 
147.2 
169.0 

KE 
(MeV) 

10.9 
20.0 
36.6 
54.6 
698 

920 
114.3 
116.3 

138.6 

160.8 

Ei.p. 
(MeV) 

-4.0 
24" 
23 
1.0 

-1.6 " 

-4.0 
-7.0 

9.Г 

8.6, 
ai 

<°i.p* 
«"coll 

<l+2> 
.1022 

StC-1 

L 

•V * i 

86 
4.6 
3.6. 

Conclusions 

unstable 

- conditional 

• labil i ty 

unstable 

-
• 

conditional 

stability 

stable 

In order for one to better comprehend Table 2, it is instructive to 

visualize the average structure of the neutron nuclei 2n-20n coming from 

Fig. 1 by considering the vertex configurations given in column 2 of the 

same table. The unusual shapes and deformations assumed by these nuclei 

(which resemble conditions of superdeformation for heavy ordinary 
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nuclei), combined with the small number of neutrons involved, are 

responsible for the large rotational speeds listed in column 7. 

The fact that the angular speed for the independent particle motion 
and the collective motion are almost equal makes these two motions to be 
coupled. That is, for the nuclei where со j . p *£осоц the adiabatic 

approximation is not valid. In other words, in (19) all three terms are 

significant 

H=Hj (intrinsic variuble.s) + Hc(collective variables) -t- HC0Up|jn„ (19) 

The comparable size of rotational speeds (column 7) results in mixing 

of independent particle and collective motion energies, e.g. in determining 

the ground state energy of ^n-°n nuclei. 

For the collective rotation ones uses (20) 

E,-^j}±Ji. (20) 

where Ji is the maximum moment of inertia of the corresponding shape 

of the specific nucleus here corresponding to the axis 1-2 in Fig. 1, given 

by (21) 

J = Z mpj = m Z P; = mNrol < Г >rol , (21) 
i i 

where N r ot is the number of neutrons participating in the collective 

rotation and <r2>rot is the rms radius of these nuclei determined by 

considering the correct pj from Table 1. 

From column 6 of Table 2 it is apparent that ifi and Юп_14п are 

unstable since their binding energy is negative. The nuclei ^n-^n which at 
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column 6 of the table appear with positive binding energy could be also 

unstable, since the energy of the 2 | state is larger than the independent 

particle motion net energy (column 6) and these two motions (as explained 

earlier) are coupled due to the condition a>j p_ «©coll (column.7). For 

stability of the nuclei ^n, 6n and 8n the percentage of 2*, in the mixing 

should be less than 28, 23 and 28, respectively. 

The net energy of ^n and 18n is positive (column 6) and, in 

addition, these nuclei are spherical, thus their 2 | state energy does not 

interfere with their stability as for the nuclei ^n-^n. In this respect these 

nuclei could be considered stable, if the correct filling of levels in the 2sld 

shell is (Id 5/2)6 (2s 1/2)2 (Id 3/2)4, as assumed for the estimation of the 

net energies given in Table 2. If, however, the filling of levels follows the 

pattern (ld5/2)6(ld3/2)4(2sl/2)2, then the net energy is negative and thus 

these nuclei are unstable. What is beyond doubt, of course in the 

framework of the present calculations, is that the nucleus 20n is stable. 

This prediction is made here for the first time. 

Perhaps, the high density of neutrons coming from a nuclear reactor 

with high neutron flux could be the proper source for an experimental 

investigation of the possible existence of 20n. 

4. Conclusions 

In the present and previous studies the cluster approach, in the 

framework of the Isomorphic Shell Model, has been proved useful in 

predicting properties of nuclei all the way from the usual nuclei up to the 

most exotic nuclei, that is, the neutron nuclei. 

This approach has the unique advantage of providing for each 

nucleus the nuclear shape simultaneously with other nuclear properties. 

This shape is not limited to the average nuclear shape as usually in 

nuclear physics, but it is a detailed shape made up of the average positions 
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of the individual nucleons. In addition, the symmetries of this shape 

provide the possible axes of rotation and the corresponding moments of 

inertia in a unique way much superior to those provided by the average 

shape. 

Coming from the above, a previlege of the present approach is the 

determination of the angular rotational speed of the nuclear collective 

excitation and thus the identification of those cases where a coupling of 

intrinsic and collective motions occurs, as e.g. in the very neutron rich 

nuclei or even in the present neutron nuclei. 

It is very interesting that for the first time the present study predicts 

stability for the 20n nucleus and determines its binding energy. High flux 

nuclear reactor could be the proper source for its investigation. The rather 

small binding energy predicted for 20n implies that only very low energy 

neutrons (thermal neutrons) should be used. 

The nuclei 4n-8n and 16n_18n> w ^ n much smaller probability of 

course, also have a chance of stability as discussed in the previous section. 

Odd nuclei have not been examined since the odd-even effect makes their 

stability much less possible. 
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